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INTEODUCTOEY PAPEES ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOaY.

BY H. GOSS, F.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 1.

'[On the importance of an acquaintance toith the suhject : its hearing

on the question of the evolution of insects, and the evidence it affords of

the antiquity of their familt/ fi/pes.^

Altliougli Entomology has attracted a larger number of workers

than any other branch of Zoology, the fossil remains of the Insecta,

and their affinities with existing genera and species of that class of

the animal kingdom had, until a comparatively recent date, received

scarcely any attention.

This is somewhat remarkable, because since the time of Cuvier,

not only have the remains of the Vertehrata, the Mollusca, and the

Crustacea, been carefully studied, both on the continent and in this

country, but even the lowest forms* of animal life have not been ne-

glected by Palaeontologists.

It cannot, however, be denied that of the Arthropoda the Insecta

are at least as interesting as the Crustacea ; but although fossil insects

were first alluded to as long ago as 1700, in Scheuchzers's " Herbarium

Diluvianum," and in several later works by Sendelius, Schroter, and

others, it was not until 1829, when M. Marcel de Serresf published

an important work on the Fossil Invertebrates of the South of France,

that they appear to have received serious attention. Ten years later,

M. Brulle,;|; in an inaugural address to the Faculte des Sciences de

Paris, remarked on the importance of an acquaintance with fossil

insects.

More recently. Professor Oswald Heer, of Zurich, most aptly

styled by Massalongo "the Cuvier § of Fossil Entomology," has||

* Such as Foraminifera, Radiolaria, and other classes belonging to the Protozoa.

t Geognosie des Terrains tertiaires, (fee, Paris, 1829.

t Sur le gisement des Insectes fossiles, et sur les secours que I'e'tude de ces animaux peut
fournir a la Geologle. Paris, 1839.

§ Studii Pulaiontologici, p. 11. Verona, 1856.

II
Die Insekten-fauna der Tertiargebilde von CEningen und von Radoboj in Croatian.

Leipzig, 1849 Untersuchungen Uber d;is Klirca und die Vegetations-Verhaltuisse des Tertiarlandes.
Winterthur, 1860.

June, 1878.
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taught us that the clue which is furnished, by a study of the fossil

remains of these animals, to a knowledge of the land and freshwater

conditions of the earth, and of its climate and vegetation in past ages,

is at least as valuable as, and in some respects more valuable than, that

afforded by a study of the remains of other orders of the animal

kingdom. Sir Charles Lyell* has also exj)ressed an opinion to the

same effect.

Probably the chief reason why fossil insects have received so little

attention, as compared with the amount bestowed on the remains of

other animals, is that they are, so far as present discoveries enable us

to judge, very rare, except in a few localities ;t and when found are

frequently in such a fragmentary and imperfect condition as to render

the identification of the genera, or in some cases even the orders to

which they belong, a matter of the greatest difficulty.

The fact that insect remains, especially from the oldest rocks, are

not unfrequently in an imperfect condition is not surprising ; and it

is rather a matter of astonishment that any traces of such fragile

animals should have been preserved to us at all after the lapse of ages.

In some cases, however, the strata in which insects have been found,

and the circumstances under which they became embedded therein,

appear to have been especially favourable to their preservation, ren-

dering the determination of their species, or at least of the genera

to which they belong, a matter of no more difficulty than in the case

of living insects.

A further reason, probably, for the comparative neglect of this

branch of Palaeontology is, that even a superficial acquaintance with

the various orders of insects, and theii" families and genera, is much

less frequently possessed by Geologists and Palaeontologists than a

knowledge of the Yertehrata, the MoUusca, or the Crustacea ; and

although students of Bracltiopoda amongst the MoJlusca, and of

Enfomostraca and other classes of the Crustacea, can be counted by

the score, there are, I think, scarcely half-a-dozen English Greologists

who would be capable of forming an opinion as to the order even, to

which a fossil insect, when discovered, should be referred.

On the continent, however, the study of fossil entomology is

receiving, and has, during the last thirty years, received, a considerable

amount of attention from Dr. Heer, Dr. Giebel, Dr. Hagen, Professor

Germar, Dr. Goldenberg, M. Oustalet, and many others.

• Lyell's Elements of Geology, 6th edit , p. 255.

+ Such as ffiningeii, in Switzerland ; Eadoboj, in Croatia ; Siebengebirge on the Rhine :

Corent and Menat, in Aiivergne ; Aix, in Provence; Monte Bulca, near Veroua, in Italy ; and in
several places in North America.
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In America, too, in consequence chiefly of the impetus given to

the investigation of the subject by the indefatigable Mr. Scudder,

discoveries of fossil insects are almost daily being made by members

of the United States Greological Survey.

There can be no doubt that when Geologists are more fully awake

to the important deductions to be drawn from an examination of

fossil insects, and a comparison of their geographical distribution with

that of living species, the remains of this class of the animal kingdom

will be more generally sought for and attentively studied.

Not only is this branch of Palaeontology of interest and import-

ance to the Greologist, but to the Zoologist also, as throwing some light

on the question of the origin and development of insects ; the com-

parative antiquity of the several orders, and their families and genera
;

the respective dates of their apparition on the geological horizon ; and

the affinities existing between living and extinct species.

Before proceeding to show how little direct evidence has as yet

been furnished, by Palseontological researches, in support of the theory

of the evolution of insects from some primitive types, it will be

necessary to refer briefly to the opinions on this point of Professor

H^ckel and Dr. Fritz Miiller.

In the opinion of Haeckel, the Insecta^ AracJinida, Ilyriopoda, and

Crustacea must have had a common ancestor. The Zoea or Zoepoda,

which Haeckel supposes to have been the ancestral form of the

Crustacea, are believed by him to have flourished early in the Silurian

period, and he thinks that it was probably about the Devonian epoch

that certain Zoejpods were naturally selected for a terrestrial life, de-

veloped trachese, and became Protracheata, or progenitors of all the

great tracheiferous group of the Arthropoda ; whilst those which

remained in the water were the ancestors of the branchiferous forms,

such as crabs, lobsters, and shrimps. Dr. Pritz Miiller* also is of

opinion that the water-inhabiting and water-breathing Crustacea must

be regarded as the orginal stem from which the other terrestrial

classes, with their tracheal respiration, have branched off.

It is hardly just to these distinguished Naturalists to refer to their

opinions in so cursory a manner ; but my excuse for doing so is that

it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the question of the

probable origin of insects, but merely to call attention to some of the

facts bearing on the subject which have been gathered from Palaeon-

* " Facts for Darwin," translated from the German of Fritz Miiller, by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S.,
ch. xi, p. ] 20.
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tological researches ; and to sliow how little, by itself, the evidence at

present obtained by such researches supports the opinions above

quoted.

It is a most remarkable fact that up to the present time we have

no record of the discovery, even in the oldest fossiliferous rocks, of

any forms which are clearly connecting links between existing types

and any simpler organisms.

With the exception of about twelve specimens of Fseudo-Neurop-

terous insects, which Dr. Goldenberg* is of opinion should be placed in

an extinct order, and which he has named Palceodicfyoptera, the oldest

known insects belong, most unmistakably, to the Neuroptera and

Ortlioptera. Sir John Lubbock,t although arguing in favor of the

theory of evolution, admits that " the earliest known Neuroptera and

" Ortlioptera, though in some respects less specialized than existing

" forms, are as truly and as well characterized insects as any now
" existing ; nor are we acquainted with any earlier forms which in

" any way tend to bridge over the gap between them and lower groups."

The Coleoptera and Hemiptera are almost as old as the Neuroptera

and Ortlioptera ; and even the comparative!}^ modern orders—the Dip-

tera, Hymenoptera, and Lepidoptera—have existed for ages.

From the fact that the family types of this class of the animal

kingdom are of such vast antiquity, and that the remains of insects up

to the present time discovered, even in the oldest strata, have all, with

the few exceptions before mentioned, been referred to existing orders,

it is evident that present Paljeontological investigations do not furnish

us with much direct evidence in support of the theory of the evolution

of insects from lower forms, and we must look therefore to Embryology

for light upon the subject.

It must be remembered, however, as Mr. Darwin;}; observes, that

" the noble science of G-eology loses glory from the extreme iniper-

" fection of the record. The crust of the earth with its embedded

" remains must not be looked at as a well filled Museum, but as a

" poor collection made at hazard and at rare intervals."

The force of these remarks is especially felt in the particular

branch of Palaeontology which is the subject of this paper. Although

fossil insects have, in cei-tain strata, and in a few widely scattered

localities, been obtained in considerable numbers, they appear to be,

as a rule, extremely rare and local.

* Fauna Saraepontana Fossilis, 1877.

t The Origin and Metamorphosis of Insects, c. v, p. 86.

J The Origin of 8pecie.% oh. xiv, p 487 (1859).
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The great antiquity, not only of tlie existing orders of insects, but

even, in many cases, of their families and genera, as compared with

the Vertebrata, and the very small amount of change which has taken

place in them during the geological record is remarkable.

The truth of this assertion will be evident to any one who com-

pares the fossil Insecta, even from the older formations, with the

remains of animals of almost any other classes which existed during

the same period.

Compare, for instance, the fossils of the English Lias with the

existing orders of animals : the insect remains of this period have been

referred by Professor Westwood* and the Eev. P. B. Brodie, to Gara-

hidce, Telephoridce, Elateridce, CurcuUonidce, Chrysomelided, Slattidce,

Gryllidce, &c., all represented at the present day ; but with regard to

the Vertebrata, where are the representatives at the present day of

the Saurians, the flying lizards, and other gigantic reptiles of the Lias ?

" When we consider," says Mr. A. R.Wallace, in his "Greographical

distribution of animals," " that almost the only Vertebrata of this

"period («. e., the Lias), w^ere huge Saurian reptiles like the Ichthyo-

" saurus, Plesiosaurus, and Dinosaurus, with the flying Pterodactyles ;

" and that the great mass of our existing genera, and even families, of

" fish and reptiles had almost certainly not come into existence, we see

" at once that types of insect form are proportionately far more

" ancient. At this remote epoch, we find the chief family types (the

" genera of the time of Linnaeus) perfectly differentiated and recog-

"nisable."

In the next paper, I propose to treat of the comparative age of

the existing orders of insects, and the sequence in which they respec-

tively appeared on the geological horizon.

Surbiton Hill : 1st May, 1878.

NOTES EEaAEDINQ SOME EAEE PAPILIONES.

BY D. GREia RUTHERFORD, F.L.S.

1. Papilio antimachus, Drury.

The recent addition to Mr. F. J. Horniman's collection of African

Lepidoptera of two fine specimens of this handsome butterfly, has in-

duced me to put together such information concerning it as I have

been able to acquire, from various sources, during the last few years.

* See " A History of the Fossil Insects in the Secondary Rocks of England," by the Rev. P.

B. Brodie, M.A., F.G.S., with introductory observations by Professor Westwood. London, 1345.
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There appears good reason to believe, with Donovan, that the first

example of P. Antimachus ever known to naturalists is that described

and figured by Drury in 1782, in the 3rd volume of his " Illustrations

of Exotic Entomology." It was taken by Mr. Smeathman at Sierra

Leone in 1775, was purchased at the sale of his insects in 1805 by Mr.

Macleay, and is now generally believed to be in the Museum at

Sydney.

It is regarded as some proof of the extreme rarity of this species,

that nearly a century elapsed before another specimen is known to

have reached England. This was taken at Old Calabar by Miss Diboll,

a missionary lady residing at Creek Town, and is now in the collection

of Mr. Christopher Ward, of Halifax. It is in good preservation

;

and expands, if I remember rightly, a little over eight inches.

A few years later, Mr. W. C. Hewitson had the satisfaction of

adding to his rich collection the third known example, an account of

the capture of which at Gaboon appeared in this Magazine, March,

1874. It measures 7^ inches. Soon after, Mr. Hewitson received a

second specimen from the same region. It is somewhat more highly

coloured than the other, varies slightly in the shape of the markings

and spots on the wings, and expands 8| inches.

About the same time, Mr. Thomas Chapman, of Glasgow, came

into possession of a specimen in rather a curious way. Learning from

a friend that the captain of an African trading ship had brought home

with him two large butterflies, he went to inspect them. He found

the box containing them lying open in the middle of a circle of ad-

miring children, one of whom had got hold of what he soon discovered

to be a fine Antimaclius, and was using it as a plaything ! Mr. Chap-

man's emotions, until he had the specimen safe in his own hands, are

more easily imagined than described. It is the largest example known,

expanding 9t(J inches. It was taken at some locality far up the

Gaboon river.

Not long after, another specimen, also I believe from Gaboon,

came to England, and is now in Mr. Henley Grose Smith's collection.

The next specimen of which I have any knowledge was taken by

the Kev. T. W. Thomson, one of the missionaries belonging to the

Baptist Mission Settlement at Ambas Bay, during a journey he made

last September through the country lying immediately to the north-

east of Mount Camaroons. It expands 8| inches, and is almost perfect.

A less perfect and rather smaller specimen was captured a few months

ago by a native of the hill country lying north of the Sherboro' river.

It measures 8^ inches. These two specimens are now in the possession

of Mr. F. J. Horniman.
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So far as I am aware, the above are the ouly specimens known to

exist in any collection. "With the exception of Drury's type and Mr.

Henley G-rose Smith's specimen, I have examined them all carefully.

Those in the collections of Messrs. Ward, Hewitson, Chapman, and

Horniman are all males ; and, judging by Donovan's figure, made from

Drury's type, and from the description given to me of Mr. Smith's

specimen, I have no hesitation in concluding they belong to the same

sex. Whether the female, as in so many of the African Bhopalocera,

differs from the male, either in form or colour, or, like its allied species

P. Zalmoxis, is in all respects similar to the male, is at present matter

for conjecture, and we must wait patiently for some fortunate capture

before we can speak with certainty regarding it.

Prom the measurements I have given, it will be seen that the

species varies greatly in size. The differently shaped markings and

spots on the wings are also subject to considerable variation.

In their " Species Lepidoptei'orum hucusque descriptfe," C. & E.

Telder place P. Antimachus beside P. Ridleyanus, with which they con-

sider it has a true affinity. An exhaustive examination of both has

failed to convince me that they have any affinity which is based upon

structure. They have, it is true, a general resemblance to each other

in coloration and markings on the wings and bodies, but the antennae

of the two species are totally different. In P. Ridleyanus, and, indeed,

in almost every one of the species of the group to which it has hitherto

been referred, viz., group 15 of Boisduval, the antennae are short and

suddenly clavate, almost rounded at the points ; whereas those of P.

Antimachus are long, thicken gradually, and terminate abruptly. If

this species has any close ally, I believe it to be P. Zalmoxis, which,

though so different in colour, varies but slightly iu the shape of the

wings, and is possessed of exactly tbe same kind of anteunge. There

appears to me to be good reason for concluding at present, and until

we have further knowledge upon the subject, that these two species

represent a transition group between the Ornitliopterce and the true

Ra/piliones.

Of the habits of P. Antimachus nothing is known beyond what is

recorded by Drury, as communicated to him by Smeathmau. From

his account we gather that it is seen only at mid-day, and flies very

rapidly, frequenting only the upper branches of the trees, from whence

it darts and glances from one branch to another, sometimes settling

upon the lower branches, but never descending nearer to the ground

than the height of eight feet. In curious connection with this ac-

count of the habits of P. Antimachus, there occurs a passage in a letter
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which I have just received fi'om my friend Mr. George Thomson, of

Victoria, Ambas Bay, who has recently been exploring the upper

regions of Mount Camaroons. " One day (he writes) when sauntering

" in front of the house where we lodged (about 5000 feet above the

" level of the sea), I observed a large butterfly skimming gracefully

" about the tops of the trees. It looked like a large Acrcea. I watched

" it, hoping it might descend within reach ; but, after playing about

" for some time, it went off in a downward direction, with a steady

" sailing flight, but still keeping far from the ground. I could see it

" for a long time clear over the trees. I have seen no Acrcea neaidy

" so large, nor any other butterfly like it for size and mode of flight.

" Could it have been Antimaehus ?" If it was really this fine species

(and what else could it have been ?) that my correspondent saw, his

description would be a striking confirmation of Smeathman's account.

The fact that examples of P. Antimaehus have been taken at

various localities between Sierra Leone and Gaboon would seem to

lead us to infer that the species has a wide range of distribution.

But such a conclusion, I fear, would be rather premature. Although

five localities are mentioned, they yet represent but three regions,

which are widely separated from each other, and possess physical

features presented by hardly any other portions of VTestern Africa.

Sierra Leone and Sherboro' belong to a region of wooded hills and

valleys. Old Calabar is so close to the north-western extension of

the Camaroons range of mountains, that it may justly be considered

part of the same mountain region. That portion of the Gaboon

country from which there is every reason to be believed at least three

examples of P. Antimaehus have come, is also a region of wooded

elevations. We thus find that the only specimens of this species of

which we have any knowledge, have come, not only from hilly and

mountainous regions, but from the only regions which can be called

such lying within the great belt of forest which runs from Senegambia

a 5 far south as the estuary of the Congo. Are we to infer from this

that the food plant of this insect only grows at certain elevations ?

It has been suggested that one of the reasons why P. Antimaehus

has not been met with in other localities than those mentioned is,

because no one has sought for it elsewhere, or has hit upon the exact

locality, or collected during the right season. I can only remark that

all this is just possible, but scarcely probable, when we consider that

Mr. Skertchly made large collections in the forests of Ashantee,—that

Mr. Crossley, one of the most diligent of collectors, explored the most

accessible parts of Camaroons,—that the writer collected dui'ing seven
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montha in the same region, eight in the country immediately north and

east of Mount Camaroons, and four on the Cross Eiver, north of the

Old Calabar country, without ever capturing a single specimen of P.

Antimachus. "When "West Africa is better explored than it is at present,

we may come to know something more than we do now regarding the

habits of this interesting species ; but, until then, what we do know

leads me to conclude that it is not only one of the most local of African

butterflies, but also one of the rarest.

Surrey House, Forest Hill

:

May, 1878.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OP BUTTERFLY FROM THE
SANDWICH ISLANDS.

BT IS". C. TL'ELT, T.L.S.

The Eev. T. Blackburn has sent over a new butterfly belonging

to the family Lyccenidce, specimens of which were placed in Mr. Hewit-

son's hands to be figured and described. Unhappily, the state of

Mr. Hewitson's health makes it very uncertain when he will be able

to finish his work, so he thought it better that I should publish a short

description of this species at once.

HOLOCHILA BlACKBUENI, 01. Sp.

Expands yf—IjV'- Shape of Thecla r'ubi, except that the costa of the fore-

wing is not abruptly arched near the base, and that the abdominal edge of hind-wing

slopes more regularly towards the anal angle, which is rounded, so that the incipient

lobe which exists in rtibi is wanting ; the hind margins of the wings are also quite

entire.

(J . Above deep purplish-blue, in certain lights very dark olivaceous-brown

(almost black). LTnder-side exactly like riibi, except that the whitish cilia are

narrow and unspotted, and that the pale grey space on the inner margin of fore-wing

is not tinged with brown.

$ . Above, fore-wing shining purplish-blue, with very broad costal and outer

border black ; hind-wing black, with a patch of a similar blue to that of fore-wing

occupying nearly the abdominal half of the wing, but not quite reaching either the

abdominal margin, or the anal angle. Under-side as in <J .

Thorax and abdomen (in both sexes) above, black, below, whitish ; slenderly

clothed on both sides with fine white hairs. Antennae slender, black, white-ringed,

club tinged with brown. Type B. M.

This species is altogether a more slender insect than T. rubi, not

only in the thorax, but also in the texture of the wings. The green

scales of the under-side (of a rather different shade to those of rubi)

are very delicate, and most of the specimens sent showed signs of much
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wear and tear. The only two females are somewhat rubbed, and the

extent of the blue patch is rather uncertain, it is probably always ill-

defined. The males do not vary, except in size ; both the largest and

smallest specimens were of this sex, the females both being medium
sized.

Taken in a mountain pass in the Island of Oahu in March, " flying

about in some numbers, frequenting the flowers of the Koa (a forest

tree that grows in mountain localities). The insects were very tame,

and when settled low enough, could be taken by the fingers, the ma-

jority, however, kept high up beyond the reach of any ordinary

net."—T. B.

Although, for convenience sake, I have given a comparative de-

scription, this species has no real afiinity with Thecla rubi, but belongs,

as Mr. Butler informs me, to the genus HoJochila, Feld., which is in-

cluded by Kirby in his genus Pleheius. HoJochila comprises ahsimilis

(Pleb. No. 291 in Kirby's list) and a few other Australasian species,

to none of which does Blackhm-ni appear to be closely allied.

Mortimer Lodge, Wimbledon Park :

May IWi, 1878.

NOTES ON AFEICAN HEMIPTERASETEROPTERA.

BY W. L. DISTANT.

SCUTATA.

Genus ASPONGOPUS, Lap.

AspoNGOPUs NiGEO-TiOLACEUs, P. B., Ins., p. 83, Hem., pi. 7, fig. 4-

(1805).

This species seems to have had some vicissitude in nomenclature.

In the B. M. Catalogues it is placed in the genus Cyclopelta. As
figured above, however, the 5-jointed antennse are plainly visible, as

they are also in H. Schaffer's figure of its synonym Aspo7igopus unicolor,

Wanz., Ins., iv, fig. 433. Stal again considers it (Hem. Af., i, p. 216,

and En. Hem., i, p. 83) as a variety only of Aspongopus vidiiatus, Fab.

I am indebted to Mr. Eutherford for the examination, at different

times, of a large number of specimens of both species, and, apart from

the very different colour above, have always found the following well-

defined differences :
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Second and third joints of antennae of equal length.

Abdomen above rufous. Long., ^ , 12 mm., $ , 15 ram nigro-violaceus.

Second joint of antennae somewhat longer than the third.

Abdomen above cyaneous. Long., (?,14!—16 mm., ? ,
17

—

I'd ra.\n.... viduatus.

AspojfGOPUS AFri>'is, n. sp.

Dark shining green, thickly and coarsely punctured
;
pronotum rugulose, scu-

tellum transversely rugose. Fi-ontal and lateral edges of pronotum, a small central

spot at base of scutellum, basal half of border of corium above and below, and ab-

dominal border above, luteous. Antennae narrowly and obscurely fuscous at tip, 3rd

and 5th joints equal, 2nd joint minute, 4th joint incrassated towards tip, shorter

than the 3rd and oth. Head strongly emarginate in front, with the lateral lobes

broadly reflexed. The luteous border of the pronotum is widest in front, where it

contains the two usual sliglitly raised prominences. The lateral edges are strongly

reflexed. Membrane dark fuscous. Under-side coarsely punctate. Coxae, tro-

chanters, and lateral sides of prosternum, very broadly luteous. Abdomen below

dark greenish-testaceous, much more prominently testaceous on disc, and green

towards lateral borders. Femora obsoletely spinous, hind tibiae somewhat dilated

except at base and apex, dilated portion distinctly sulcate. Eostrum luteous at base.

$ . Long., 18 mm.
Isubu (W. Africa).

AUiod to A. pafruelis, St?il, from which it can be at once struc-

turally distinguished by the broadly reflexed lateral borders of the

pronotum.

ASPOXGOPFS DIVERaEKS, «. Sp.

Above fuscous, shining, strongly rugose and punctate. Head and antennae

bi-assy-black. Head strongly emarginate in front, lateral lobes, slightly sinuate,

strongly reflexed. 2nd and 3rd joints of antennae sub-equal, 4th somewhat com-

pressed, obsoletely sulcated above, rather shorter than apical joint, which is the

longest. Pronotum with the lateral angles moderately produced and rounded.

Corium rather paler in colour. Membrane concolorous, but largely suffused with

brassy-green, which in some specimens appears only at apex, and in others more so

throughout the membranal area. Abdomen above castaneous, with the margins

brassy-black. Under-side of body and legs brassy -black, thickly and finely (the legs

more coarsely) punctate. Femora obtusely spinous, tibiae strongly sulcated.

9 . Long., 21 mm. ; exp. ang. pi'onot., 12 mm.
Camaroons. Isubu.

The prominence of the lateral angles of the pronotum sufficiently

distinguishes this from any other known African species of the genus.

Its somewhat elongate form and sulcated tibiee also give it a charac-

teristic which is slightly divergent from the typical forms of Aspongo-

pus. In all essential characters, especially in the size and shape of

the head and the broad and rounded scutellum, it agrees perfectly

with that genus.

ASPONGOPUS MODESTUS, 11. sp.

Ovate, bronzy-black. Head, pronotum and scutellum thickly and coarsely

punctured, the last transversely rugulose. Corium thickly and finely punctured.

Head sli2;ht!v emarginate in front, with the lateral lobe obsoletely reflexed. An-
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tennse with the 2ad joint a little longer than the 3rcl, 4tli compressed, obsoletely

sulcated, a little shorter than apical joint, which is the longest. Pronotum with an

obscure transverse impression, about one-third from ajDCX. Membrane fuscous.

Under-side of body thickly and finely punctured, excepting on disc of abdomen,

which is impunctate, and shining fuscous. Rostrum luteous, pitchy towards the

apes. Cosse luteous, anterior femora prominently spinous beneath.

Long., 11 mm.
Isubu.

Apart from colour, the nearest allied African form to the above

would appear to be A. pullus, Stal.

Derwent Grove, East Dulwicli

:

May, 1878.

DIMORPHISM AND ALTERNATION OF GENERATIONS IN THE
CYNIFID^.

Simultaneously with the announcement from Mr. Fletcher pub-

lished in otu' May No. (Vol. xiv, p. 265) that he had confirmed Dr.

Adler's statement (see Vol. xiv, p. 44), so far as two of the supposed

species are concerned, there appeared in the Pet. Xouvelles Entomolo-

giques for May 1st, 1878, an article by our correspondent M. Lich-

tenstein under the title " Les Cynipides mono'iques," in which he

stated that he had obtained galls of Spathogaster haccarum from eggs

laid by Neuroterus Jenticularis.

Mr. Fletcher has since informed us that he also obtained two

galls of S. haccarum, the produce of N. lenticulnris, but the little oak

upon which they were has died. He has now bred S. vesicatrije from

the galls before alluded to.

We doubt not that all Dr. Adler's statements will be fully con-

firmed, instead of being " blown to the winds," as it was recently

asserted they already had been.

—

Eds.

ON PARTHENOGENESIS IN THE r^iy'riZ'i?^Z>/.Y/i).2:,& ALTERNATION
OE GENERATIONS IN THE CYNIPIDJ]:.

BY P. CAMEROX.

In a paper which I published in the " Scottish N^aturalist " for

October last, I pointed out that the ^ of Pcecilosoma pulveratum, Retz.

(ohesa, H.),was quite unknown, and suggested that here we had a case

of parthenogenesis. I am glad to be able to confirm this view by direct

observation.

At the beginning of the present month (May), I found, in a small

bottle containing two or three corks into which the larvae of P. 2)ul-

veratum had bored to pass the pupal state, two females of that species.
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One was dead, but the otlier Lad apparently only recently emerged, I

at once went out and cut a twig of alder, the food plant of the larva,

and placed it and the saw-fly under a bell-glass in the sunshine. The

insect, which had been hitherto very sluggish, and had remained

motionless in one position, at once on feeling the sunshine became

very lively, and flew up and down the enclosure. Soon it discovered

the food-plant : examined it nearly all over, and ultimately fixed upon

a young, half-grown leaf. At first it rested motionless in the middle

of the leaf, then it came close to the border, fixed the outer legs along

the edge, then raised the body up so that it was a little more than the

height of the tibiae from the surface of the leaf, which, it may be

added, was a little bent on one side. In this position it remained for

about a couple of seconds : then the abdomen was bent down, the saw

was inserted into the leaf, and apparently was moved up and down but

without being withdrawn out of the leaf ; at least, I infer this from

the motion of the abdomen. The saw was not put in straight, but was

bent a little forward ; the two leathery sheaths remained at right

angles to the saw itself. After being in the leaf for a few seconds, the

saw was withdrawn ; the insect remained motionless for a second or

two, and then the abdomen was bent down again, the saw inserted

(but I think not very deeply) into the hole already made, and the egg

deposited. During the egg-laying, the antennse were a little raised

above the height of the head, with a slight curve, and almost rigid.

The whole operation lasted about eighty or ninety seconds. Several

minutes elapsed befoi'e the next egg was laid. All were deposited on

the thick half-grown leaves, sometimes singly, sometimes as many as

three were placed on the same leaf. They were deposited close to,

but not touching any of, the nerves, and on the under-side of the leaf.

Immediately after being laid, the eggs were quite invisible ; but

by twenty-four hours they had swollen up very much, and wei^e easily

recognised as greenish oblong elevations. Eight days after being

deposited I extracted, with great trouble, an egg from its bed in the

epidermis, and on placing it under the microscope, had no difiiculty in

seeing the future larva curled up inside, which showed conclusively

that the eggs were quite fertile. I am not, however, sanguine of rearing

many of the larvae, because of the difficulty of keeping the plant fresh.

The leaf, in drying, contracts and presses in the egg, which thus is

killed. Experiments of this nature are best performed on growing

plants, and are, of course, best carried out by one living in the country.

In the above-mentioned paper, I expressed views unfavourable to

the occurrence of alternation of generations in the CynipidcB. I now
willingly admit that I then attached too much importance to mere

negative observations, and I am very glad to say that I have this

spring made some observations on Neuroterus lenticularis, which con-

firm those of Dr. Adler.

31, Willowbank Crescent, Glasgow : May, 1878.
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Apatura Iris in the New Forest.—I am pleased to find by Mr. Goss's note (vol. xiv,

p. 256) my opinion as to the scarcity of A. Iris in the Xew Forest confirmed, but

I am inclined to think that his theory of the New Forest being too far westward

for A. Iris is scarcely borne out by facts. From what I can learn at Lyndhurst,

some 25 or 30 years ago A. Iris was plentiful in the New Forest, since which

time, from some unexplained cause, it has almost disappeared there. Again, in the

course of a conversation with Mr. Reeks, of Thauxton, near Weyhill, he informed me
that the insect in question was, at the proper time, to be taken in some quantity in

Cjllingbourne and Dole Woods, near Andover.

They have, to my own knowledge, been taken in the woods near Salisbury, al-

though but rarely ; therefore, I think we must look to some other cause than that

suggested by Mr. Goss to account for its disappeai-ance in the New Forest.—H.

Neale, 45, The Canal, Salisbury : Mat/ 16th, 1878.

Colias Edusa at Folkestone.—I saw a specimen of Colias Fdusa on the borders

of Lady Wood, at Folkestone, fly swiftly past me, on the 28th ultimo.—H. V. Knaggb,

189, Camden Road : Qth May, 1878.

On the hahits of Biston hirtaria.—The observation recorded below may, or may

not, bear upon the notes on habits of this species published by Mr. Silcock in Vol.

xiv of this Magazine, p. 43.

On the morning of Friday, the 3rd inst., I noticed a ? on the trunk of a lime

tree in this road, about nine feet from the ground : I think she was not there on the

previous morning. She remained in precisely the same position up to this evening,

when I dislodged her with my umbrella during a heavy rain, fearing the weather

might prevent a more minute examination. This ^ is in perfect condition, and as

inert as is usual in the species : but either she had previously laid all her eggs, or teas

originally barren; the latter is perhaps the more probable. To my certain knowledge

she had remained about 108 hours without shifting her position in the smallest

degree. It is unusually late for the insect.—R. McLachlan, Limes Gi-ove, Lewisham

:

7th May, 1878.

Penthina postremana bred ; a species new to Britain.—^On the 7tli October last

when searching for the larva of Cidaria reticulata amongst the veild-balsam {Im-

patiens noli-me-tangere) , I split open a few stems of that succulent plant and found

an active Tortrix larva, whitish-green, with black head. Mentioning this discovery

to Mr. H. T. Stainton he was able to inform me, on referring to Kaltenbach's

most valuable work, that Penthinafuligana had been bred by Herr Miihlig from

larvae which wintered in the dry stems of Impatiens noli-me-tangere. About the

middle of April I split open some stems, and found the larvae were quite lively. On

the 4th inst., I bred two lovely specimens of postremana.—J. B. Hodgkinson, 15,

Spring Bank, Preston : May 8th, 1874.

[The namefnligana is employed in Kaltenbach's work as being that used in

Staudinger and Wocke's Catalogue, whei'e ustulana and carbonana are quoted as

doxibtful synonyms.
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Mr. Barrett has recorded m this Magazine (Vol. ix, p. 129) that Antithesia

ustulana had been bred by Lord Walsingham, fromlarvse found feeding in the stems

of Stachys palustris in the Cambridgeshire fens ; and Mr. Barrett informs us (Vol.

X, p. 146) that Ephippiphora nigricostana has been confounded with Antithesia

fuligana, from the fact that both feed in the same plant

—

Stachys sylvatica. Von

Heinemann 'pXa^esfuligana next to nigricostana, and says that they come very close

together. Postremana, which also feeds in the stems of Impatiens noli-me-tangere,

follows almost as the next species tofuligana in Von Heinemann's work.—H. T. S.]

Economy of the larva of Ephippiphora nigricostana.—I first bred this insect

from larvffi found at Twickenham in the winter of 1863. I met with it again in

numbers in the neighbourhood of Doncaster in 1874 and 1875, and this winter hare

been successful in finding larvae round Cambridge, wherever the food-plant Stachys

syloatica occurs.

The egg is evidently laid among the flowers, and the larva, on hatching, at once

eats its way down the flower-stalk, and so down into the main stem, packing the

space behind it very closely with its "frass." In October it may be found nearly

full-fed at different heights in the stem ; as winter approaches it descends, and in

December is generally just above the level of the ground, and here it is to be found

again in February ; in the interval, however, it seems to eat its way underground, by

mining the roots, or rather the horizontal suckers, which stretch from plant to plant;

for these may in spring be found as closely packed with "frass " as were previously the

higher parts of the stem. By April the larvae have climbed up into the top of the

plant, often through the old "frass " and into dried flower stems, scarcely as wide as

themselves, and here the pupae may be ionnAjust leloio a joint in the stem, fastened

by a few threads, but otherwise quite unprotected.

The larva is of a pale lemon-yellow colour, with pale brown head; long and thin

;

attenuated towards the tail, and fond of wriggling backwards. If, by accident, a larva

has been ejected from a broken stem and a fresh untenanted one be presented to its

tail, it will slip into it as fast as an earth-worm into its hole.

Sometimes in early spring, and in the autumn, before the flower-stalk has lost

its greenness, the larva itself bears a greenish tinge, owing to its having lately partaken

of the green food of the root or fresh stem.

I think it is certain that the root is only used as winter pabulum, and perhaps

not always even then by all larvae, but only by those, which having found their way

into a small or crippled flower-stalk, do not get enough in its substance to feed up upon.

In many cases the mined portion of the creeping root has a hole eaten out at the

side, and this usually happens where the flower-stalks, which when dry are very

brittle, have been broken ofl: ; it has occurred to me that the larva in this plight,

finding itself unable to descend to the root in the ordinary way down the stem, drops

to the ground from the broken piece and eats its way into the root, thus making

these holes.

The pupa state does not appear to last more than two or three weeks, and (as I

have said above) the pupa may often be found in parts of the stem scarcely wider

than itself.

The perfect insects, both J and ? , are to be seen sitting at sunset on calm
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evenings in May and June on the upper surface of the Stachys leaves, and, with care,

may be pill-boxed ; but they are apt to drop or, on the slightest disturbance, to skip

from leaf to leaf, and are easily lost either on the ground or among the grass. The

males also fly briskly just before sunset along the hedge rows, where the Stachys grows.

I cannot help thinking that this insect will be found to be generally distributed

all over the island.—W. Waeeen, 51, Bridge Street, Cambridge : April IQth, 1878.

ElacMsta stabilella bred.—In February last I found a number of yellowish

Elachista larvae, mining the leaves of a common grass on the chalk soil at Newmarket,

which produced in April El. stabilella.

This larva very nearly resembles that of El. Oregsoni, but is more yellowish

:

while the head and the 2nd segment are pale brownish -. in fact, exactly like the de-

scription of El. niyrella :—the plate on the 2nd segment is of precisely the same shape

as that of Gregsoni. I found in some cases as many as three or four larvae together

ill the brown withered tips of the blades, from which they mine downwards in narrow

pale yellow mines to the stem : the larva pupates at the base of the blade under an

oval shaped web, just as Gregsoni : and the perfect insect seems to emerge over a

lengthened period, as my first specimens came out in the middle of April, and many

have not yet emerged : while I found very young larvae still feeding on the 1st of

May. Probably, the larvae found in the dried tips of the blades had hibernated : but

this point, together with the name of the grass itself, I must leave for further

examination.

—

Id. : May Sth, 1878.

Stinging Lepidopterous larva.—With reference to the notes on luminous and

stinging larvae of Lepidoptera contained in the last Vol. of this Magazine, it may

not be uninteresting to republish the following statement from Proc. Ent. Soc. (1841),

p. 23 :
—

" Mr. Yarrell exhibited a large and hairy caterpillar, evidently one of the

" Lepidoptera, picked up in South America by Capt. Blakeney, E.N., who felt, upon

" touching it, a sensation extending up his arm similar to an electric shock, of such

" force that he lost the use of the arm for a time, and his medical attendant con-

" sidered that his life was for some time in danger."—W. F. Kirby, Dublin : April,

1878.

Description of the larva of Pyrameis Iluntera.—Mr. Blackburn has sent

eight specimens of Pyrameis Iluntera, and a full description of the larva, which

he found in the island of Maui, or Mowee. This makes only the fourth species

of butterfly he has seen. He does not appear to have met with cardui, which,

in the " G-enera of Diurnal Lepidoptera," p. 205, is given as found in the Sandwich

Islands. Possibly Iluntera has been mistaken for it.

Description of the larva :—Head black, with white pubescence. Sjjiracular line

greenish-yellow. Ground colour of each segment greenish-yellow, more or less mot-

tled and transversely striped with black (both dorsally and on under-side). Each

segment bears (especially about and below spiracular line) long whitish hairs. The

third and fourth segments (counting the head as first segment) have each the following

in addition, viz., a broad, velvety, black dorsal band, passing from spiracular line to

spiracular line, and bearing four long black spines, each spine being itself covered
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witli spines. The fifth segment is similar to the fourth, saving that it bears

seven spines instead of four. Segments six to twelve are similar to five, except that

each bears in addition two large white spots placed on the velvety dorsal band just

in front of the spines (which run in a row along centre of band) and a little to left

and right of the central spines. Most of the spines (especially those intermediate on

each segment between the central one and the spiracular lines) spring from a more or

less distinct red wart or protubei-ance. Legs and claspers all black, or nearly so.

The last segment has no white spots, but is confusedly black and yellowish-green, and

bears four spines (placed at the four corners of an imaginary square described on the

segment) pointing backwards. Feeds on a species of " everlasting," which grows in

sandy places near the sea. Pupa suspended by the tail—of an ashy colour, generally

more or less marked with yellow.—N. C. Tfely, Mortimer Lodge, Wimbledon Park:

May IWi, 1878.

Note.—In Smith & Abbott's Lepidop. Insects of Georgia, the food-plant of

Fyrameis Huntera is stated to be Gnaphalium obfusifolliim.

Natural History of Xylomiges conspicillaris.—It gives me great pleasure to be

able to publish some account of the preparatory stages of this rare species, and for

the ability to do this I have to thank Dr. Wood (of Tarrington), whose eyes were

keen enough to detect a moth resting near the ground on an old gate-post, and for

all the world looking like a splinter of the wood on which it was sitting ; my friend

had found others previously in similar situations, but this was the first female, and

luckily it proved fertile.

The moth was found on June 4t.h, 1877, and she deposited her eggs in clusters

on the sides of a chip box during the night of June 5th ; in the cluster sent to me

on the 9th, I found them lying three deep, but cannot say if in nature they would

•have been laid so thickly
;
possibly they might, for some species I know—such as

TcBiiiocampa miniosa and gracilis—lay all their eggs in one dense heap.

The larvse were hatched on June 14th and 15th, and ate about half the cluster

of empty egg-shells before settling down on the food supplied—viz., Lotus cornicu-

latus. The first moult took place on June 20th and 21st ; the second on the 27th

and 28th ; the third about July 5tli ; the fourth from 12th to 15th of July; and the

last was accomplished by the most advanced larva on July 26th—followed by others

at intervals; after this some deaths occurred among my stock, and in addition to the

food previously given—viz., L. corniculatus and occasionally Polygonum aviculare, I

now gave them Lotus major and Euonymus europceus, and afterwards I learnt from

Dr. Wood that I should have supplied them chiefly with theflowers of L. corniculatus,

which he found his larvse preferi'ed to the leaves : the first two full-fed burrowed into

the earth on August 5th, and were followed not long afterwards by some others,

though two individuals chose to remain at last on the surface and pupate there

without making any attempt to cover themselves ; whilst those, which had entered

the earth formed therein a thick and tough cocoon of earthy particles, looking as

thougli they had been kneaded up with fluid, the result being of the texture of a

worm-cast, the interior very smooth ; the moths appeared on April 17th, 18th, 19th,

and 22nd, 1878.
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The egg is of a regular round shape, convex above, and depressed on the under-

surface, the shell ornamented with numerous fine ribs and reticulations ; when first

laid the colour is a pale bluish-white, by the fourth day changed to a light pinkish-

grey, with a zone round the middle and a blotch on the top of light brown, which

deepening day by day makes the pale ground still paler by contrast, until the ninth

day when the whole egg becomes uniformly of the hue of the bloom on a cluster of

purple grapes, and in a few hours the larva is hatched.

The newly liatched larva has a very pale and transparent pinkish-grey body, and

a pale brown head, the dorsal vessel showing blackish-brown through some of the

segments, but after food has been taken and growth commenced the skin shows glossy

liglit yellowish-watery-grcen, with minute black dots. After the first moult the

colour changes to a more opaque bluish-green, still with the black dots, and with a

paler widisli dorsal and narrower sub-dorsal lines, the head of a yellower-green,

sprinkled with black atoms ; after the second moult the same tint of green was re-

tained, with the dorsal and sub-dorsal lines as before, but now a still paler spiracular

stripe appearo, and in this stage—when the length is about f inch long—the larva ia

much like the young larva of Tceniocampa goihica, except that it is more slender and

the pale lines are not so white nor so sharply defined. After the third moult the

coloui's are much as before, but now the spiracular stripe is decidedly greenish-yellow,

or ochreous-yellow, and the tubercular black dots are imperfectly ringed with whitish-

yellow. After the fourth moult the general colouring, though deep and of sober

richness for a 'time, gradually grows paler, and three varieties could be noticed,

brownish-green, ochreous-green, and one or two light brown, the markings as before ;

when the larva is about an inch long the last moult occurs, and the size and colouring

become that now to be described as belonging to the full-grown larva: the length is

from l-i to If inches, the figure tolerably stout, cylindrical, yet tapering very little at

either extremity, the eleventh and twelfth segments being rather the thickest, and all

the divisions very slightly defined, the skin soft and smooth ; the colour of the

glistening head is pale pinkish-drab, with a blackish-brown streak down the front of

each lolie, a finer streak at the side, and delicate reticulations on the oth^^r parts ; the

ground colour of the back and sides isochreous-greenish-brown, very much but finely

freckled with brownish -grey; the second segment is thickly freckled with dark grey-

brown, and edged on the front margin with very dark grey, through which, rather

distinctly, pass the fine thread-like dorsal and sub-dorsal lines, a trifle paler than the

ground ; but on the rest of the body they are of the ground colour merely relieved

with outlines of grey-brown, and can only just be traced in their course, more or less

interrupted, along a series of double dorsal diamond-shapes of close darkish grey

freckling within a larger diamond outline of freckles on the back of each segment ;

each of the small tubercular spots, which are ranged in threes on eitlier side of the

dorsal region, is of cream-colour or pale drab, bearing a dot of blackish-grey on its

upper margin ; lower on the side is a single similar tubercular spot, below which the

grey freckles form a dark contrasting edge to the paler widish spiracular stripe of

feddish-drab or flesh-colour, most delicately freckled with whitish ; the spiracles are

pale flesh-colour, finely outlined with black ; the side below them with the legs is of

similar freckled ground-colour, but rather paler than the back, and the belly is

iTufreckled.
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The pupa is nearly | inch in length, and about ^ in diameter, of somewhat

dumpy shape, the head and thorax thick and rounded, the three flexible rings of the

abdomen well cut at the divisions, their anterior ridges having punctate roughness,

convexly tapered towards the rather blunt tip, which is furnished with four diverging

shortish spines, the outer pair much the shortest ; the colour is dai'k purplish-brown,

and the surface shining.—William Buckler, Emsworth : A2}ril 30th, 1878.

Clivinafossor myrmecoph ilous.—Whilst out collecting at Wliinmoor, near Leeds,

early in April this year, I came across several nests of Formica Jiava,J)e Greer, which

I searched for myrmecophilous Coleoptera, and, to my surprise, found in them Clivina

fossor, L., an addition to Mr. Janson's published lists.

I have found this beetle, singly, in several localities round Leeds this season, but

here in a few moments, from two or three nests I took above a dozen specimens, picking

them up with the wetted blade of a penknife, and then with difficulty, as the ants

invariably seized them and attempted to carry them off ; the loss of several specimens

testifying to their success.

—

Ht. Ceowthee, The Museum, Leeds : May 6th, 1878.

Phryganea ohsoleta in Ireland.—I possess a specimen of Phryganea obsoleta

captured at Ivillarney, in tlie summer of 1867, by Mr. John Ray Hardy, of Man-

chester. It is lai'ger and darker coloured than my Scotch examples. See Enfc.

Month. Mag., Vol. xiv, p. 117.

—

Benjamin Cooke, Bowdon : 2)1(1 May, 1878.

Occurrence of Thereva fuscipennis, Meigen, an addition to the British List of

Diptera.—ln June and July, 1875, I captured, on the banks of the BoUin, one male

and five females of a Thereva, which Mr. Meade and I have determined to be T.

fuscipennis (Meig.). Both sexes are described by Scluner.

—

Id.

lUuieuj.

Hemipteea Gtmxocerata Etjeop^. Hemipteees Gtmnoceeates d'Eueope,

DU Bassin de la Mediteeeanee et de l'Asie Russe, decrites par O. M. Reuter.

Tome premier, avec 8 planches. Helsingfors : Imorimerie de la Societe Finlandaise

de Litterature. 1878. Pp. 1—187. 4to.

Except in Fieber's Europaischen Hemiptera (1861), there is no work in which

the European Semiptera-Heteroptera have been treated as a whole, the works of

other authors having reference to the product of more restricted limits, and although,

in that a great advantage was gained by concentrating into one view the labours of

previous Hemipterists, yet the advance in knowledge of new species and of conse-

quent views of classification since the date of publication of Fieber's work has been

so great as to make the present work extremely welcome. The scope of the term

" European " is here extended to include the area lying within the following limits :

on the north—the Frozen Ocean ; on the west—the Atlantic ; on the south and east

—the Atlas Mountains, the Sahara, the Arabian Gulf, the Syrian Desert, Mesopo-

tamia, Chorassan or the Great Salt Desert of Persia, the Hindukoosh, the Bolortag,

the Mus-tag, the Thian-Schan, the Altai and Daur Mountains, and also the Seas of

Ochotsk and Kamtschatka. Thus are included the following countries which are

geographically out of Europe :—Algeria, the coasts of Tunis, Tripoli, and Egypt,,
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Syria, Suez, Asia Minor, Transcaucasia, the north-west comer of Persia, Turlscstan,

Daungaria, and Siberia. The reason given for this is that political and geographical

limits are by no means identical with those of Natural History ; and with respect to

Hemiptera specially the author finds that tlie species of Asia, the North, and the

Mediterranean countries are for the most part European, and that the fauna generally

exhibits an essentially European type, although, as happens in certain parts of

Europe, many species are found in one part which do not occur in another.

It is evident that the more comprehensive the area thus traced out the less ex-

haustive can any descriptive work be at this time, when so much of the ground has

been absolutely unworked with regard to Hemiptera, yet there is no doubt already a

great amount of species collected and waiting description or revision, and to this end

the author seeks the assistance of the directors of museums as well as of amateurs.

With the rules to be observed in the application of specific names we may in

main concur, but with respect to genera, however much they may be held to be de

riffuettr, there appear to be many logical reasons for objection. Modern genera, even

with the most rigid and fine-drawn definitions, are the most unstable idealisms, not

only of authors, with regard to the creations of others, but also to those of them-

selves at some recently previous time, of which this work exhibits many examples

(e. ff.
Psallus) ; but this is not the place for a dissertation on the subject, and we

reserve for another opportunity some remarks we are tempted to offer. It would,

however, be very desirable if, in a work of this kind, the faulty orthography of many

generic names were corrected.

The work begins with the Capsidce, the reason given by the author being that

he regards them as the lowest in the system, that he has resolved to work from the

lowest to the highest, moreover, that these inferior groups specially require revision,

and that he is specially acquainted therewith : 148 species are described, forming the

Division Plagiognatharia, Keut.

Tlie preface is written in French, and the descriptive matter in Latin ; the

printing, done at Helsingfors, is clear and distinct ; the plates, engraved and coloured

in Paris from Fieber's drawings, are excellent, and the entomological world may

congratulate itself tliat it will here reap the benefit of the labours of a very competent

authority.

ExTOMOiiOGicAL SociETT OF LONDON : April 3rd, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq.,

F.L.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Miss Eleanor A. Ormerod, of Scaring Grove, Isleworth, was elected a Member.

Mr. Grut exhibited, on behalf of the Rev. T. A. Marshall, a collection of insecta

captured by the latter in the West Indian Islands of Antigua, Martinique, &c.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited a series of examples of a Harvesting Ant, apparently

identical with Myrinina barbata, sent to Mr. Darwin from Florida, by Mrs. Mary

Treat. These were remarkable for the variation that existed in the teeth of the

mandibles, some having acute teeth, others rounded teeth, and in others the teeth

were obsolete, but no intermediate conditions were present, and he had no inform-

ation as to whether the forms inhabited different nests or otherwise.

Mr. Berens exhibited a pair of Thesior mauriianica, Staudingcr, from the Atlas

Mountains.

i
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Mr. Mc'Lachlan exhibited a Coleopterous larva, sent by Dr. Kirk from Zanzibar,

where it was doing great damage as a coifee-borer. It pertained to either the Bu-

prestidce or Longicorns (probably to the former), and its mode of life was remark-

able, inasmuch as it appeared to establish a communication with the air by cutting a

series of small, nearly equidistant, holes (each, externally, about the size of the hole

of an Anohium) along the sides of its gallery, commencing internally rather large,

but gradually decreasing in diameter until the bark was reached. Various surmises

(such as the presence of parasites, &c.) as to the object of this singular habit were

put forward, but Mr. McLachlan inclined to the opinion that the holes were really

intended for ventilation.

Mr. W. C. Boyd exhibited an example of Oxyptilus Icetus taken at Deal, in

June, 1869, and remarked on apparent differences between it and the form captured

in Norfolk.

A paper by the Rev. T. A. Marshall, on the entomology of the Windward

Islands, was read by the Secretary.

The Rev. H. S. Q-orham communicated the description of a new species of

CleridcB, with corrections of synonymy, &c.

Dr. Sharp communicated a paper on some NitidididcB from the Hawaiian Islands.

The Secretary read a paper by Mr. Mansel Weale (accompanied by illustrations)

on South African insects, with especial reference to those infesting Acacia horrida,

and their protective resemblances, &c. Mr. Wood-Mason exhibited the insects

referred to in the paper, and alluded to the resemblance of one of the species of

MantidcB noticed in the paper to bird-droppings. The larva of a species of moth of

the family PhtfcidcR had the singular habit of forming long cases, like the thorns of the

Acacia, and the resemblance was strengthened by the larva attacliing leaflets at the

end, so as to cause the cases to bear a still greater resemblance to young thorns. With

regard to resemblance between ants and spiders, Mr. Meldola thought the ca?e

should be referred to the category of aggressive mimicry, the spiders feeding upon

the ants and flies attracted by the sweet secretions of the Acacia.

Mr. Swlnton communicated a paper on " display and dances by insects."

Mr. Slater communicated a paper on the " secondary sexual characters of

insects," with especial reference to the development of horn-like processes and

elongated mandibles in the males of Coleoptera, alluding to the theories advanced in

explanation of the causes and purpose of the growths.

\st 3Iay, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq., F.L.S., President, in the Chair.

H. J. Elwes, Esq., F.L.S., of Preston House, Cirencester, was elected a Member,

and P. Cameron Esq., of Glasgow, was elected a Subscriber.

Mr. Dunning drew attention to the fact that the Meeting mai'ked the 45th

Annivei-sary of the foundation of the Society.

Mr. Distant read a paper on some Hemiptera-Homoptera, with descrif)tions of

new species, in which he remarked on the uncertainty of generic nomenclature as a

basis upon which to found theories of geographical distribution. He exhibited a

specimen of Tetrodes hilineata, Walker, as a remarkable instance of the power some

insects appeared to have of resisting damp ; that same specimen having been in a

damp relaxing box for over four months without injury.
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NEW SPECIES OF aEODEPIIAaOUS COLHOPTERA FROM NEW
ZEALAND.

BY H. W. BATES, F.L.S.

lu tlie paper on the Greodepbagoua Coleoptera of ISTew Zealand,

which I published in 187^;, eighty-nine species were catalogued as be-

longing to the islands. To this number must be added three species

described by Captain Broun in the Trans, of the New Zealand Institute,

nine species by myself in Entom. Monthly Mag., Jan. and Feb , 1878

(Vol. xiv, pp. 191—198), and eighteen in the following pages, making,

in all, one hundred and nineteen species now known as belonging to

the New Zealand Fauna in this department.

CiCINDELA AUSTEOMONTAIS'A, n. Sp.

Ohlonga, supra saturate olivacea, opaca, suhtilissime sculpturata,fere Icevls

;

elytris lunula hunierali,fasciaque brevi mediana vix cnrvata, per marginem cum lunu-

la apicali connexa, albis : labro valde transversa, niargine antico fere recto, medio

tridentato ; capite stibtilissime strigoso ; thorace lateribus rotundato, postice magis

quam antice angustato : eli/tris apice rotundatls, suturd spinosa, dorso cequaliier

subtilissime granulatis : corpore subtusfeinoribusque ceneis, sparsim albopilosis.

Long. 5 lin., $ .

Closely allied to C. Feredayi, from which it may be distinguished

by the form of the anterior edge of the labrum. This, in the ^ of

C. Feredayi, is angularly produced in the middle, and ends in a stout

tooth ; but in the same sex of C. austromontana, it is not produced,

forming in the middle a sharp tooth with a more obtuse one on each

side. Besides this definite structural character, the new species differs

in being more parallel- sided, duller in colour, and in the sculpture of

the elytra consisting of granules instead of punctures. The usual row

of large green punctures is not visible. The white markings are not

very different ; but the white margin is interrupted at the end of the

humeral lunule, and the median belt is not bent and prolonged pos-

teriorly. The forehead and thorax have a few long white hairs.

Castle Hill, Eastern slope of New Zealand Alps, Canterbury (C.

M. Wakefield) ; two examples.

Phtsoljesthus insularis.

Oblo7igus, subdepressus, piceo-niger, elytris tlioraceque marginibus rufescentibus,

capite thoraceque subopacis, illo antice late concave ; thorace transversim quadrate

postice modice angustato, angulis obtusis, ibique niargine elevato,margine postico late

rotundato ; elytris politis, striatis, interstitiis convexis. Long. 2^ lin.

Considerably smaller than either of the Australian species already

described of this genus ; but agreeing in almost every other respect
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with Ph. australis (Chaudoir). It bears a strong resemblance to the

European Badister peltatus, from wbicb its swollen labial palpi at once

distinguisb it. It is smaller, and has a shorter thorax, the hind

angles having a broad smooth fovea, from which springs a strong

bristle. The pale margin of the elytra is confined to the reflexed rim.

Canterbury Province (C. M. Wakefield).

Lecanomerus obesulus.

Ohlongo-ovahts, convexus, suhaneo-niger, niiichis, antennis basi, palpis, tibiis

fapice piceo exceptoj tarsisqtte apice riifotestaceis ; marghiibus inflectis thoracis et

elytroriim plus minusve rufescentibus ; thorace transversim quadrato, lateribus ro-

tiuidatis, angidis posticisfere nulli.s,foveis basalibus sparsim grosse punctatis ; elytris

striatis, interstitiis paulo convexis, apice leviter sinuatis.

$. Tarsis qicatiior anticis, articuUs 2—3 latissime dilatatis, 2^0 fere semi-

circulari, 3'o brevi. Long. 2j

—

2i, $ $ .

Distinguished from the other species of the genus by its greater

convexity and the sharper and deeper striation of the elytra. The

colour of the upper surface is shining black, with a faint brassy

metallic sheen on the elytra. The extreme lateral margins of the

thorax and the elytra are rufescent ; the two basal joints of the an-

tennse, the palpi and the basal half of the tibiae are also of the same

colour. The basal fovese of the thorax are coarsely but sparsely

punctured.

West Coast, S. Island, numerous examples (C. M. Wakefield).

Htphaepax abstrusus.

II. antarctico proxime affinis, dimidio major. Oblongus, ceneo-niger, anten-

narum articulo 1™", tibiisque (apicibus exreptisj rifotestaceis : thorace transversim

quadrato, postice paulo magis qiiam antice angustato, lateribus antice late rotundatis,

angulis posticis paulo obtusis apice rotundatis, foveis basalibus sparsim grosse

punctatis : elytris apice oblique fortiter sinuatis, apud suturam productis, supra

undtilatis, sericeo-nitentibus (prcBcipiue ^), striatis, interstitio tertio apicem versus

puncto majori conspicuo. Long. 3 lin., ^ ^ •

Agrees with H. ontardicus in almost everything except size
;

Castelnau giving 2\ lines as the length of that species, which agrees

with a very large number of specimens that I have examined. "The

feeble punctiform impression behind " of Castelnau's phrase also in-

dicates a difference between antarcticus and the present species, in

which the interstitial puncture is very large and conspicuous. When
the two species are compared, several other points of difference are

observable, which it is impossible to render clear by description.
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Described from a single pair ( cJ ? ) from Auckland.

A specimen in Mr. AV^akefield's collection, ticketed "Tairua, Capt.

Broun," and others whicli I have examined from "Wellington," and
from parts of JSTew Zealand not specified, differ from the type de-

scribed in the sutural apex of the elytra not being notably prolonged,

and in the thorax being much less rounded on the sides anteriorly and

more gradually narrowed to the base. Some of the specimens have a

slight greenish tinge, and others have two basal joints of the antennae

clearish red. It is impossible, without much further material, to decide

whether we have here to deal with several closely allied species, or only

with a single variable one.

Bembidium orbifeeum.

Ohlongo-ovatum, convexum, nigro-ceneum, palpis, antetinarum articuUs iamlibus

pedibusqne fidvo-testaceis : capite ovato, octtlls modice convexis, sulcis frontalibus

latis : thorace fere globoso, late rotundato, juxta basin constricto, ibique lateribus

parallelis, aiigulis redis : elytris apice angustatis, striato-punctatis, interstitiis vix

convexis, teriio punctis diiohis parvis ; striis exterioribus apice vix impressis.

Long. 2.i—3 lin. $ ? .

(J. Tarsi antici, articulis diiobus dilatatis apice intus productis, primo oblongo,

secundo farvo.

Allied to H. rofundicolle, caljipcplum, &c. Thorax much more

strongly rounded, more constricted at the base, with hind angles more

distinctly rectangular. It is also larger than the allied species, more

convex and broader, the thorax being also larger in proportion to the

whole insect. The colour of the upper surface is dark brassy, more or

less cyaneous. The thoracic fovese, as in the rest of this small group,

are feebly marked; long, narrow, and situated close to the hind margin

near the angle. The elytra taper strongly just before the apex, and

are there more or less testaceous. The strife are but feebly impressed,

but the punctures are strong. The third interstice has only two small

punctures. The first dilated joint of the male tarsi is much longer

than in the allied species.

West Coast of Southern Island (C. M. Wakefield). I have also

a specimen from Mr. H. Edwards, ticketed "Auckland."

Bembidium chalceipes.

B. anchonodero affine, at paullo latius, modice convexum, cuprascenti-cBueum :

thorace fort iter rotundato, juxta basinfortiter angustato ; elytris punctato-striatis,

striis paullitlum impressis, interstitiis j)lanis ; antennis articulo primo piceo ; pedibus

ceneis. Long. 2j lin.

Closely allied to B. anclionoderum (Bates), having the same gene-

ral proportions, i. e., the thorax is not so short relatively to the elytra
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as in B. parviceps and Tairuense, and not so broadly-rounded, and

relatively large, as in B. eustictum and orbiferum. The insect is also

broader and flatter. In nearly all the specimens, the colour is dullish

coppery-brown, with the head more greenish-brassy, and the antennas

and legs metallic, except the basal joint of the antennae, and sometimes

the tibiae, which are more or less reddish-pitchy. The thorax is slightly

shagreened, and, as usual in this group, rather abruptly narrowed just

before the base, where the sides, for a short distance, are straight and

parallel. The striae of the elytra are very slightly impressed, but the

punctures are very distinct, and are not wholly obliterated near the

apex.

Typical examples of B. anchonodenim are only If liu. long.

West Coast, Southern Island (C. M. Wakefield).

Bembidium hokitikense.

B. anclionodei'o proxime affine ; dijfert colore nigro, thorace paulo latiori,

striisque 3—7 apice eoanescentibus. Supra paulo convexum, nigrum, leviter ceneo-

tmctum ; palpis, antennis, pedibusque nigris : thorace latiori, valde rotundato, juxta

basin constricto ibique lateribus rectis, supra vix ruguloso ; elytris punctato-striatis,

striis 3—7 ante apieem desinentibus, interstitiis paulo convexis. Lo7ig. 1^ lin.

Another of the numerous ill-defined species closely allied to B.

anclionoderum. The colour of the two specimens taken by Mr. Wake-

field is dull brassy-black, quite different from the brighter brassy tinge

of anclionoderum. But the chief distinction lies in the broader form

of the thorax, which is a conspicuous differentiating character, when

the two species are compared side by side ; another good character ia

offered by the smooth apical area of the elytra.

West Coast, South Island (C. M. Wakefield).

Pteeostichus (Teichosternus) aucklandicus.

lElongato-oblongus , thorace qudni elytris distincte angustiori ; capile magna,

antice {cum mandibulisj elongato: viridi-aiieus, nitidus, elytris fusco-cBneis ; palpis

antennisque rufo-piceis, pedibus piceis : thoracis margine aiitico arcuato-emar-

giriato, niox pone angulos anticos leviter rotundato-dilatato, deinde gradatim, ante

a>gulos posticos citius, sinuatim angustato, angulis rectis ; fovea ntrinque curvata

valde profunda : elytris elongato-ovatis, postice lafiorihus, supra profinde ccqualiter

striatis, striisfundo punctulatis, interstitiis pasaim convexis, tertio 3 vel 4-, septimo

pluri-punctatis. Long. 9—11 lin., $ $ .

Variat colore saturate cupreo, ut in Tr. Australasise, Guer.

Distinguishable from Tr. Si/lrius and allies at once by its quite

different form, due to relative narrowness of the thoi'ax, which is also

longer, less rounded anteriorly, and more gradually narrowed to the

base, its basal foveae are also deeper and more curved or branched.
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The head is much hirger, especially much longer in front of the eyes

;

the mandibles and palpi being also longer. The elytra offer fewer

points of diffei'ence ; the interstices, however, maintain their convexity

to the apex. The antennae and palpi are reddish, and the legs dark

pitchy-red in all the examples I have seen.

One example, from xlucliland, differs from the above description,

in being of a dull purplish-copper hue, inclining to seneous on the

Lead and thorax.

PtEEOSTICHFS (TRICHOSTEEXrs) TEMIJKENSIS.

Niger, supra fusco-cupreus, lateribiis interdum viridibiis ; pnlpis apice rujls

:

tliorace transversim quadraio, postice vix sinnatim angtistato, anyuUs posticis paido

prominentibus ; elytris elongato-oblongis, pnnciato-striatis, interstitiis contexts, 3^°,

5'°, et '7''^^o paulo latioribus. Long. 83 lin.

Very closely allied to Tr. 81/lviiis, and probably only a local form

of the same. Comparing half-a-dozen specimens of each species, Tr.

tem?iJcensis, besides its more uniform and dusky -cupreous colour,

appears rather more elongate and parallel-sided, and shows, in some

examples, a conspicuous inequality in the width of the elytral inter-

stices. But the most important and constant structural feature is in

the curvature of the sides of the thorax ; this, instead of forming a

rather deep sinuation posteriorly between the middle and the tip of

the hind angles, continues nearly to the base, as in Tr. antarcficus, the

angle being somewhat abruptly, and, to a less degree than in Tr. Sylcius,

turned outwards. The head and front margin of the thorax are formed

the same in both species.

Temuka (C. M. Wakefield).

Pteeostichtis (Trichostee^vus) Stltius.

Supra viridi-ceiieus rel cupreo-cenetts, marginihus viridibus, nitidus, palpis apice

rujis : thorace transversim quadrafo, postice sinnatim angustato, angulis posticis

prominentibus, acutis : elytris oblongis, jmnctato-striniis, interstitiis convexis, cequali-

bits, tertio 3 vel A-, septimo pluri-pnnctato. Long. 9 lin.

Agrees with the description of Feronia {Tr.) rectangula (Chaud.)

in every important respect, except in the hind angles of the thorax^ which,

instead of being " exacte rectis," are decidedly projecting. This char-

acter is constant in the six examples before me, and is corroborated by

the shining metallic colour of the whole upper surface, head included
;

Chaudoir giving as a speciality of Tr. rectanguJrt, " color paginse

superioris minus nitidus, elytrorum dorso fere nigricante." Specimens

agreeing with this description were taken by Mr. Wakefield, at Ean-

giroa, whereas all his examples of Tr. Sylvius came from Peel Forest.
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T)\ Sylvius has the head of moderate size in both sexes, with

prominent eyes, and very small, rapidly narrowed, posterior orbits.

The thorax is arcuate-emarginate on the fore margin, with rounded

anterior angles, quite as broad at the base as at the apex, and moderately

dilate-rotundate at a short distance behind the anterior angles. The

elj^tra are dentate at the humeral angles, the punctures in the striae

are small and distinct, and the interstices become flatter towards the

apex.

Peel Forest, S. Island (C. M. Wakefield).

Pteeostichus (Holcaspis) integratus,

Elongatus, niger, supra cuprescens ; thorace qtiadrato, inox ante hasinfortiter

angustato, angulis acutis : elytris oblongo-ovatis, elongatis, striis vix punctulatis, om-

nino integris, septima apicem versusfortius impressa. Long. 9 lin., <J $ .

Very closely allied to Pt. vagepunctatus (White); differing chiefly

in the strisB not being interrupted, and in the 7th stria being deepened

into a flexuous sulcus, extending from two-thirds its length to the apex.

The elytra are rather more narrowed to the base, and consequently

more oval than in Pt. vagepunctatus, and the hind femora of the ^ are

not dilated on their under surface.

Holdtika and Lake Paroa (C. M. Wakefield).

Pteeostichus (Ehttisternus) puella, Chaud., Bull. Mosc, 1865,

No. 3, p. 4i.

Captain Broun has recently sent examples of this Australian

species from Tairua, both to Mr. Wakefield and Dr. Sharp, which bear

the closest resemblance to specimens, with which I have compared them,

from Queensland.

Anchomenus (Platyxus) otagoensis.

Elongatus, deplanatus, nigro-piceus, opacus ; antennis, palpis, pedibnsque omnino

melleo-fulvis : lahro late emarginato ; cello haud sulcata : thorace elongato-quadrato,

postice longe, sinuatim sed modice angustato, angulis posticis suiacutis ; supra im-

punctato, utrinqne linea ctirvata paulo impressa a hasifere ad marginem anticum

ducta : elytris plants, elongato-ovatis, prope apicem fortiter sinuatis, apice suturali

obtuso, subtruncal is ; supra subtiliter striatis, interstitiis plants.

Long. 5 lin., <? ?

.

Allied to A. deplanatus (White), from which it is at once dis-

tinguished by the tawny-yellow colour of antennae, palpi, and legs.

Prom other allied species it is distinguishable by the form of the

thorax, which is not at all strongly narrowed behind, but gradually

and slightly, the anterior part of the sides being also gently rounded

:
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tlie shallow lateral groove begins as a broad depression, with the basal

fovea, and extends towards the front, gradually becoming narrower

and fainter. The elytra are nearly plane, smooth, and opaque, regu-

larly elongate-oval, with sharp lateral edges : the interstices are quite

flat, and the three punctures of the 3rd very well marked. The labrum

is broadly and distinctly emarginated. The mesosternal epimera are

short and broad as in the sub-genus Plaft/nus.

Otago.
CTo be continuedj.

NOTES REGARDING SOME RARE PAPILIONES.

BY D. GREIG RUTHERrORD, F.L.S.

2. Papilio Homerl's, Fabr.

Originally described by Fabricius (Ent. Syst., iii, 1, 1793) from

a drawing made by Jones, taken, according to Donovan (JS^at. Rep.,

i) from a specimen in the possession of Drury ; and in 1801 more

fully described, and, for the first time, figured, by Esper in his " Aus-

liindische Schmetterlinge," this splendid Pajoilio has, until within the

last few years, been rarely met with in European collections. In

England it has, I believe, been confined to those of the British Museum,

the Hope Museum at Oxford, and that of the late Mr. W. C. Hewit-

son. This is the more remarkable, since its habitat (Jamaica) has

long been well known—has been frequently visited by naturalists, and

in all directions traversed by English travellers who, we may readily

conclude, would spare no pains to secure such a gorgeous and con-

spicuous insect, if it came in their way.

P. Homerus has already been so well and so fully described by

Godart in the " Encyclopedic Methodique," and by Boisduval in the

first volume of his " Species Generales," that it is unnecessary for me

to do more than supplement their work. This I am fortunately enabled

to do from a comparison of a number of fine specimens recently re-

ceived by my friend Mr. F. J. Horniman from Jamaica, the only region

in which, so far as I can learn, this species has hitherto been found.

My comparison results in the following addition to the descriptions

referred to :

Upper surface of both pairs of wings varying from dark brown to

deep black : transverse bands varying from a bright lemon colour to

rich yellow. Apical spots usually five, sometimes all but the upper

two suppressed. Lunules on hind wings generally five, various shades

of vellow, orange, or bright red, often very faint, and in some ex-
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amples altogether absent ; usually distiuct and well marked in female.

Inner margin o£ hind-wings of female at extremity of transverse band

finely dusted with orange. Expanse, 5—6^ inches.

As illustrative of the habits and nature of the habitat of this

species, I extract from a letter recently received from our correspon-

dent in Jamaica, the following interesting account of the capture of

the specimens now in the Surrey House Collection

:

" I lost no time in trying to obtain news of the classical object of

which I was in quest ; but, though there was a doctor who had been

resident in the neighbourhood for fifteen years, and a clergyman who

had also been stationed there for some time, neither had seen it, or

could give me any information as to its havmts. One Negro boy of

whom I enquired, informed me that it was found near a certain river.

For this I accordingly started early one morning ; but though I searched

in all directions and the likeliest places, I could find no trace of

Homerus. At last, and just as I was beginning to despair of finding

it, I caught sight of a fluttering mass of unusual proportions about

twenty yards ahead of me, and presently recognised the object of my
search. The difiiculty now was to catch it, for it was hovering round

a mango tree on the bank of the river. I advanced cautiously, and,

on my approach, it sheered off a little, but soon returned to a position

within reach of my net, when, with one fortunate stroke, I secured

my prize. I leave you to imagine my feelings when I found the

glorious creature fluttering inside my net. For three successive days

I wandered for miles up the same stream, seeing a specimen occa-

sionally, but getting no chance of making a capture, and I reluctantly

decided to try another part of the island. Before doing so, however,

I made one more visit to the stream, along which I walked to a place

where a waterfall came down the face of a very high rock, with a

narrow gorge between. Here I rested, thinking what a paradise it

ought to be for butterflies. Gigantic trees quite overshadowed the

river, and the undergrowth was rank and luxuriant. Presently, to my
great delight, I saw, just above my head, a mass of blue and gold

sailing gracefully along : then another ; and, after going a little w^ay,

one wheeled round and came up the bank low down, just hovering over

the leaves for a second, but before he could fly further I had him safe

in my net ; and ere I left that place, I had succeeded in capturing

several fine specimens.

" Regarding the habits of this species, I observed that few speci-

mens were on the wing before noon. T\\ey then all come doivn the

river (chiefly on the same side), hover over leaves of trees, principally
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the mango, rarely or never settle, and about 3 p.m. begin to come up

the stream, when they gradually disaj)pear. Every one 1 secured was

captured on the wing. I never saw them alight on flowei'S ; but, on

two occasions, I saw one settle on the top of a mango tree. Its mode

of flight is very deceptive, appearing to be slow, but, in reality, is very

rapid. It is fearless, if one remains perfectly quiet, but the slightest

movement will cause it to swerve in its flight. I tried very hard to

discover the caterpillar, and offered rewards to the natives for it, but

my efforts were fruitless."

The extraordinary fact of such a large and strongly winged but-

terfly capable, one would think, of long and sustained flight from one

region to another, being confined to such a small area as that comprised

by Jamaica, is highly significant, in view of some of the problems

raised by the subject of the geographical distribution of species. The

large majority of Lepidojytera, we know, are dependant for their

range of distribution upon that of the plants upon which their cater-

pillars feed ; and while, in the case of a widely distributed species, we

argue either a corresponding extension of its food plant, or a capability

of adapting itself to more than one kind of plant, we naturally infer,

when we find another species confined to a small area, that it is so

restricted because its food plant does not extend beyond the same

region. It is a well known fact, that many of the older foi-ms of plant

life, unable to adapt themselves to recent climatic changes, have gra-

dually narrowed their range of distribution, and already show signs of

becoming extinct. If we suppose the case of a plant at one time

distributed over a large area, and furnishing food for a given species

of butterfly, gradually yielding to adverse influences until it becomes

confined to one locality in which alone it found the conditions favour-

able to its existence, the butterfly, unless it had been able to find food

elsewhere, would suffer a corresponding restriction and diminution in

numbers until it at last quite died out. This would be pre-eminently

the case with such species as originated during a period when the

physical conditions of a given region were different from what they

are at present. I am inclined to regard P. Somerus as an illustration

of this general law, and feel convinced that when its food plant is

known, it will prove to be not only one of the rarest but also one of

the oldest forms of the flora of the "West Indies. In the extract given

above, the mango is mentioned as one of the plants to which P. Ho-

merus shows a preference, and it may occur to some that this may be

the food plant of the species. This, however, is hardly probable, as

the m.TUgo ha? bepn introduced into Jamaica only within very recent
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times. Like, mauy other species of Lepidoptcra, P. Homerus is,

doubtless, attracted to the mango by the sweet juices exuded from its

fruit soon after its becoming ripe.

Nearly allied to but one species, viz., P. Andr<smo7i, found as yet

only in Hayti, Cuba, and some parts of Mexico, P. Homerus, although

exhibiting most of the characteristics peculiar to similar forms common
to Central America and the West Indies, is yet so distinct from them

all, that it seems to occupy a position quite unique in the group to

which it is referred. Reasoning from the analogies presented by other

insular species and varieties of Lepidoptera, I am strongly of opinion

that P. Homerus is a survival of some group of Papiliones once largely

disti-ibuted throughout Central America at a time when the region

now occupied by the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea formed

part of the Mainland.

SuiTPj House, Forest Hill : June, 1878.

LIST OF THE HEMIPTERA OF NEW ZEALAND.

BY F. BUCHANAN WHITE, M.D., F.L.S.

{Continuedfrom Vol. xix,}). 277).

Tribe LTG.^ODEA.

Of this tribe or section Captain Hutton mentions five and Mr.

Butler four New Zealand species. Of these five, I have seen Ncwr

Zealand specimens of two only, but I am able to add nine other spe-

cies, one of them, however, being possibly identical with one of

Walker's species.

Family BERTTID.E.

14). Neides JVakefieldl, n. sp.

Pale testaceous, coarsely punctate above and below ; the sides of the head and

of the prostethiura with a longitudinal brown line ; the last joint of the antennae and

the apex of the tibiae and of the tarsi ferruginous-brown. The apical lamina of the

head cylindrical, straight, gradually narrowed to an obtuse point, and reaching far

beyond the apex of the head ; the anteocular part of the head sub-equal to the

postocular ; the antennae two-thirds the length of the body ; pronotum rather flat,

with sub-parallel sides and a longitudinal keel, the length less than double the

breadth behind ; elytra much abbreviated, and only one-fifth the length of the abdo-

men, immaculate ; legs and antennae (especially the front femora and basal joint of

antennae) witli small black tubercles in rows.

Length, 7—8 mm. ; breadth, scarcely 1 mm.

Wellington (Wakefield); several specimens.

It is very probable that this is an apterous form of a dimorphic

species—dimorphism being not unfrequent in this family, though the

species are rarely so brachypterous as in this instance.
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Family LTG^ID.E.

15. Lygceus (Spilostethus) paciflcus, Boisd. This I Lave not seen. It

occurs also in Tasmania and Australia.

16. Arocattis riiJicoUis (= Lygceus rujtcollis, Walker).

Though the description of Lygceus ruficollis, Wlk. (which Mr.

Butler I. c. says is "not a Lygceus''''), does not altogether tally with

my specimens, I have little doubt but that they belong to that species.

The type specimen is evidently (from the description) a dark example,

for usually the red markings are much more extensive, the clavus and

interior and apical margins of the corium, as well as the apex of the

scutellum and base of the pronotum, being generally of that colour. It

is allied to A. rusticus, Stal, an Australian species.

Common. Messrs. Broun, Hutton, and Wakefield.

17. Nysiiis zealmidicus, Dallas. " "

The teeth on the hind margin of the pronotum are often nearly

or quite obsolete.

Common. Messrs. Broun, Hutton, and Wakefield.

18. N. Huttoni, n. sp.

Obovate, greyish -testaceous, with grey liubeseence and coarse fuscous punctures ;

head rather finely punctate, black, the vertex and the antennae reddish-brown, the

outside of the 1st joint of the antennae, the 2nd and 3rd towards the apex, and the

4th darker ; pronotum with a transverse band near the front margin, a central lon-

gitudinal band abbreviated before and behind, the sides, and some spots within

the hind angles, irregularly black, as is almost all the scutellum except the extreme

apex. Elytra streaked more or less with black, the extreme front margin and three

spots more or less confluent on the apical margin, always fuscous-black ; membrane

whitish, spotted with fuscous at the base ; legs yellow-testaceous, spotted (especially

the femora) and punctured with black ; the 1st and 2nd joints of the tarsi at the

base, and the whole of the 3rd, fuscous-black ; body below black marked with

yellow. Head sub-equal in length to the pronotum, and with the eyes somewhat

broader than the apex of the latter ; the bucculae not reaching the base of the head,

si^arcely decreasing in height backwards and suddenly ending, about equal to the 1st

joint of the rostrum ; rostrum reaching the hind coxae ; 1st joint of the antennae

much, and the 2nd a little, longer than the 3rd. Scutellum with a triradiate eleva-

tion in the middle. Elytra sub-parallel at the base, then dilated and reflexed along

the front margin. c? ? . Length, 3i—4 mm. ; breadth. If mm.

In the structure of the bucculse, iV! Huttoni is allied to N. margi-

nalis, Dall. It is also allied to N. thymi, Wolff, and N. coenosulus,

Stal ; but it is broader than the first, and differs Irom the second by

the shape of the bucculte, pronotum, &c. It varies somewhat in the

intensity of the dark markings.

Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield.
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19. i\r. anceps, n. sp.

Oblong, brownish-testaceous variegated with black, with grey pubescence and

coarse punctures. A yellowish band runs through the basal half of the head to the

apex of the scutellum ; the centre of the elypeus and a larger spot on each side

reddish-brown ; the upper margins of the orbit yellowish. Antennae pitchy-brown,

the inside of the 1st joint (except at the apex), a broad baud in the middle of the

2nd, and the apex of the 3rd, pale reddish-brown. Yeins of the elytra pitchy-brown.

Legs yellow-testaceous, a broad band on the upper side of the femora, rows of spots

on the femora and tibiae, the base of the 1st and 2nd joints of the tarsi, and the

whole of the 3rd joint, pitchy-black. Upper surface of the abdomen with a broad

central band, and on the three basal segments a narrower and interrupted band on

each side black ; under side of the body blackish-fuscous, with paler bands and spots.

Head and pronotum sub-equal in length, the head with the eyes a httle broader than

the apex of the pronotum ; 2nd joiut of the antennae longer than the 3rd, which is

sub-equal to the 4th. Bucculae as long as the gula, gradually disappearing behind and

not reaching the base of the head ; 1st joint of the rostrum a little shorter than the

bucculae, the apex of the last joint reaching the middle coxae. Sides of the pronotum

sub-parallel, diverging a little behind, the front angles with a small sharp tooth.

Elytra abbreviated, scarcely covering the base of the abdomen, the front margin

somewhat rounded, the membrane rudimentary.

Length, 5—5^ mm., breadth, 2 mm.

iV^. anceps is perhaps the type of a new genus, but, in the mean-

time, I have kept it in Nijsius. Possibly it may have a macropterous

form.

Two specimens taken by Mr. Wakefield.

Family PACHYMEEID.^.

20. Plociomerus Douglasi, Buch. White.

Captain Broun.

21. Pamera ni(]ricej)s, Dallas. "New Zealand," Mayr (Novara Hemi-

ptera)

.

This species so very much resembles the last, that I have, with

some hesitation, suggested (Ann. N. H., May, 1878) that possibly the

two may have been confounded, a not very improbable occurrence, if

Dr. Mayr had only the original description of P. nif/riceps (made

when it alone of the two was known) to guide him. I have seen no

New Zealand specimens of this sjiecies, which is common at Honolulu

and elsewhere.

Bhyparochrovius inornatus, Walker (B. M. Cat., v. 112. 196),

seems, from the description, to be either this species or No. 20. It is

referred to '^ t}ie grou'^ Scolopostethus,'' but it is certainly not the

species described hereafter (No. 26).
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METAGERRA, n. ff.

Body oblong. Head triangular, equilateral, immersed to the eyes,

aud with them rather broader thau the apex of the pronotum. Ros-

trum reaching the middle coxse, and the 1st joint attaining the base of

the head. Autennje about half as long as the body, the 1st joint reach-

ing beyond the apex of the head. Pronotum rather broader than long,

slightly convex, and with a slight transverse depression before the

hind margin ; front margin one-third shorter than the hind margin,

both concave ; side margins keeled and sub-i-eflexed, nearly straight,

but rounded in front. Scutcllum longer than broad. Elytra with

abbreviated membrane (always '?). Legs mediocre ; femora (especially

the front pair) thickened ; front femora with one small spine and some

obscure tubercles near the apex below
; tibiae straight ; basal joint of

the hind tarsi as long as the last two joints together. Hind margin

of 3rd ventral segment curved forward at each side, and not reaching

the margin of the body.

Allied to Rhyparochromus and Sfi/gnocoris.

22. J/, ohscura, n. sj).

Dull clicstiuit-brown, the two basal joints of the antennae, rostrum and legs

(especially the tibitB and tarsi), paler ; pronotum with a spot in the middle of the

front margin, the reflexed side margins, the hind angles, and some spots on the hind

lobe, the scutellum with a spot on each side behind the disc, whitish-brown ; rostrum

at the tip, pronotum with an obscure fascia within front margin, an obscure central

line, and a spot on each side of the centre of the hind lobe, scutellum with a central

band from the middle to the apex, corium with a streak in the middle of the apical

margin, as well as the tarsi-claws, blackish ; clavus and corium obscurely variegated

with paler and darker, and with dark punctures ; membrane fuscous, with pale

streaks. Antennae with the 1st joint thickened upwards, the 2nd more slender but also

thickened upwards, the 3rd and 4th stoutish and fusiform
;
pronotum with the hind

lobe very short and remotely punctured, hind angles truncate, hind margin concave

in front of the scutellum ; scutellum punctured ; elytra with rows of punctures, the

clavus with three rows ; membrane very short, leaving nearly one-quarter of the

abdomen uncovered. tJ $ . Length, 3^ mm. ; breadth, 1^ mm.

Two specimens taken by Mr. Wakefield. Doubtless a macro

-

pterous form occurs.
{To be continued.)

OrthotyU ni'dh green cell-nerves.—Being about to describe the Cyllecoraria of

Europe, I beg the British Entomologists to collect during this summer especially

specimens of the many OrthotyU which occur in their country. These species are

not yet sufficiently elucidated, and it is necessary to compare many individuals of

both sexes before we can surely characterize them. I shall be very much obliged to

the Hemipterists who will have the kindness to communicate to me specimens of

the above named species, with information relative to the trees on which they live.

—

O. M. Reutee, Helsingfors : June Itk, 1878.
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desckiptiojV of a new species of coedulegastek from
costa kica.

BY R. McLACHLAN, F.R.S., &c.

The fine new Dragon-Fly described below was taken by Mr. H.

Rogers on the volcano known as Mt. Ii'azu (at an elevation of between

6000 and 7000 feet), and was sent home by him to Messrs. Salvin and

Godman. I examined three i^ and one $ .

COEDULEaASTER GODMANI, 11. sp.

Occiput brown, with a crest of blackish hairs : back of the head (behind tlie ejes)

jellow. Front brown (black about the ocelli), above ciliated with black ; the ex-

cavated superior portion darker, almost blackish. Nasus yellow, slightlj brownish

in the middle. Ehinarium dark brown or fuscous. Labrum yellow, slightly

brownish on the sides. Labium and palpi yellow.

Body black. Thorax clothed with yellowish-grey hairs ; above with two cu-

neiform yellow stripes, broadest posteriorly ; sides with two narrow oblique yellow

bands, the lower the broader, the intermediate band indicated by two widely separated

yellow spots (most conspicuous in the ?). Legs black; femora piceous externally

(excepting at the tips). Abdomen brownish at the base ; second segment with a

complete yellow ring, very narrow on the middle above, joining and including the

oreillettes in the $ , becoming gradually broader and very oblique on the sides in the

$ , the posterior margin of this segment above with two yellow transverse spots

widely separated, and the margins of the genital suture are broadly yellow ; 3rd to

7th segments with a narrow median yellow ring, interrupted on the middle above,

on the 3rd to 5th there are also two widely separated postei-ior yellow spots; 8th

with a broad complete yellow median ring, expanding on the sides posteriorly ; 10th

with a narrower complete basal yellow ring.

Appendages of the S black : the superior scarcely so long as the 10th segment,

somewhat dolabriform, the apical edge very oblique ; beneath they are furnished

with two teeth, one basal, triangular and rather large, the other ante-median, smaller,

and slightly hook-shaped : inferior appendages nearly quadrate, slightly narrower

in front, the apex excised. In the ? the vulvar horns are piceous, and extended

somewhat beyond the apex of the abdomen.

Wings hyaline, strongly tinged with brownish in the very adult <? , and then

slightly yellowish at the extreme base (more conspicuously so in the ? ); costal edge

finely yellowish outwardly ;
pterostigma narrow (4 mm. long), black; raembranule

pale cinereous, 19—21 ante-cubital, and 14—16 post-cubital nervules in the anterior-

wings.

Length of abdomen, <? , 55 mm. ; ? , 58 mm. Length of posterior-wing, ^ ,

45 mm.
; ? , 50 mm.

In the very adult $ (and also in the ^ ) the yellow markings of the abdomen

are apparently sometimes nearly obliterated.

Among American species this should come nearest to C. maculatus

and C. diadema, but is abundantly distinct from either in the character

of the markings.

Lewisham : June, 1878.
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Change of generic names.—In vol. xiii, p. 23, of this Magazine, I described a

new Coleopterous insect from New Zealand and called it Camirus convexus. I find

the word Camira has already been used for a genus of Coleoptera, and I therefore

propose to alter the word Camirus into Camiariis, so as to differentiate it sufficiently

from the pre-existing Camira.

Epistrophus (mihi, Ann. Nat. Hist., xviii, p. 22) must also be changed, on account

of Epistrophus, Kirsch. (Berl. Ent. Zeit., 1868), and I propose to call the Colydiid

insect Epistranus Lawsoni.—D. Sharp, Thornhill, Dumfries : June 14//*, 1878.

Strange localityfor Anohium panioeum.—Lord Arthur Russell has brought to

my notice a curious instance of that adaptability in this insect, wliich accounts so

easily for its abundance and wide distribution. Ten years ago, he bought a parcel of

powdered Orris root at the well known Convent of Sta. Maria Novella at Florence,

where the nuns sell various articles for toilet purposes. This parcel was accidentally

unopened until now, and was found to have afforded a pasturage and breeding-ground

for many generations of the beetle, which swarmed in it. My first introduction to it

in any quantity was in a Medical Lecture Room in the Strand, where it had estab-

lished a colony in a human skeleton, which had been dried with the ligaments left

on.—E. C. Rye, 70, Charlewood Road, Putney, S.W. : June loth, 1878.

Observations respecting Phalcsna Stratonice of Cramer.—In the 21st part of the

"Tijdschrift voor Entomologie," recently published, there is a paper by P. C. T.

Snellen upon P. Stratonice of Cramer. The author states that in February of last

year he obtained a pair of Japanese moths from Mr. Heine, which reminded him

greatly of Vithora indrasana, of Moore, as represented in the figure (P. Z. S., 1865,

pi. 42, f. 5), and also (excepting in the structure of the body) of Cramer's Phalcena

Stratonice.

Knowing how frequently broken specimens of insects are mended up with the

bodies, antennae, &c., of other species, he was " inclined to suspect a similar deception

" in this instance, but before concluding this to be the case, he induced Mr. C.

" Ritsema, the ever-obliging Curator of the insect-room in the National Museum at

" Leiden, to see if specimens of P. Stratonice existed in the Museum, and to let him

" know what kind of antennae they had." The following was Mr. Ritsema's reply :

" The Museum possesses two examples of Ph. Stratonice, Cramer, both possessing only

" the left antenna, whilst in one also the abdomen is wanting. The other example

" seems to me, or, rather, I am certain of it, to be a female.* The antennae of both

" at first sight seem to be like one another : slender at the base, slowly growing

" thicker towards the end, and, as it seems to me, provided near the end of the

"joints with some fine little hairs.f Cramer seems, to judge by the strongly combed

" antennae, to have figured a male." Mr. Snellen then examined his moths, and

finding that one of his specimens was a male, he concluded that the antennas of

Cramer's original were false.

After recording the above possible fact, Mr. Snellen goes on to criticize the view

held by recent Lepidopterists of the affinities of Vithora (which he now considers

congeneric with Ph. Stratonice) , and states his opinion that it is nearly allied to

* Evidently from the width of the abdomen,
t Just the same as in Vilhora i/iarasaiw., Moore
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Abraxas, Pantlierodes, and Rhyparia, conclucling with a few remarks upon the

modern views of protective resemblances, in which he mentions the fact that I

named the common Japanese moth Vithora agrionides, in the " Annals and Maga-

zine " for 1875, and he says :
" moreover, he informs us that it ' mimics Fhalcena

" Stratonice, Cramer !

' without clearly informing us whether he grounds this con-

" elusion on objects like what Cramer represents, or only upon the figure."

In my description of Vithora agrionides, I do not anywhere say that it mimics

P. Stratonice, but that it " resembles Cystidia Stratonice, Cramer, excepting in the

" body ;" and I add, in a foot-note, " Cystidia is probably a mimic of Vithora :"

this I still believe to be the case ; for, although I have examined many examples of

Vithora agrionides, and have not hitherto seen Cramer's insect, it is well-known that

in most instances of mimicry, the pattern is by far more numerous in individuals

than the copy, so that thei'e is every probability that the species will yet come.

If there were no other differences but tliose which Cramer figures and describes

in the body of his species, I should still hold that Vithora belonged to a distinct

family ; but the pattern of the wings, though very similar, differs as much as in any

of the numerous parallel species of the genera Heliconiiis and Melinaa amongst the

butterflies.

I cannot for a moment agree with Mr. Snellen as to the afiiuities of Vithora,

the antennae alone would at once decide their position to be in the family AgaristidcB ;

nor is there any reason (excepting that in colour, it nearly agrees with one or two

species of Abraxas,* which are mimickers of it) for referring it to the Zerenidce :

the whole structure of the body is essentially that of Agarista, and the veining of

the wings is quite normal.—A. Gr. Butlee, British Museum : May, 1878.

Description of the larva of JSubolia bipunctaria.—On August 6th, 1875, I re-

ceived eggs of this species from Mr. A. E. Hudd, of Clifton, Bristol. They were

globular, very glossy, with a semi-translucent appearance
;
pale straw-colour. Before

hatching, which event took place on the 20th of the same month, they changed to

lead-colour, but still retained their glossy character. The newly emerged larvffi were

slate-colour, the head brown. They fed on the common white Dutch clover until

autumn, when they hibernated, feeding again in the following spring. By June the

8th, they were nearly full-grown, when I took the following description :—Length,

about an inch, and stout in proportion ; head rather narrower than the second seg-

ment, rounded at the sides, but the face somewhat flat ; there is a slight notch on the

crown. Body roughly cylindrical, and of nearly uniform width throughout, tapering

only a very little towards the anal extremity ; segmental divisions well marked, and

each segment is also divided by transverse ribs into numerous sections ; trapezoidal

tubercles raised, each emitting a short hair.

Ground colour of the dorsal area pale yellowish-grey with slight green tinge
;

head very pale yellowish-brown, dotted and freckled with darker brown. Dorsal

stripe conspicuous, dark green, on each side of it is another much narrower, and con-

sequently less distinct line, of the same colour ; there is also a rather indistinct

double line above the spiracles : spiracles rust-colour, each followed anteriorly by an

intensely black dot ; tubercles also black. The ground of the ventral surface is much

* Can Mr. Snellen have got the Abraxas instead of the Vithora ? Compare Felder's figure

(Reise der Nov. Lep., pi. cxxix, fig. 29; ; this species occurs also in Japan, and is not uncommon.
—A. G. B.
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darker Umn the dorsal area, being a pinkish-brown shade ; extending throughout its

entire length is a broad stripe of still darker brown, and within this stripe is a double

central yellow line. On segments 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 is a double series of large

black marks placed within the broad central stripe, but outside, and on each side the

double yellow inner line : pro-legs brown on the outside, this colour being very notice-

able on the anal claspers.

The pupa is about five-eighths of an inch long, smooth, the thorax and abdominal

segments polished, the wing-cases duller. It is uniform and cylindrical, but sharply

attenuated towards the anal point. Colour almost uniformly bright brown, the anal

point, segmental divisions, and eye-cases darker. The first imago emerged July 26tli.

—Geo. T. Porritt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : June Uh, 1878.

Description of the larva of Crambus contaminellaa.—Towards tlie end of May,

1877, while turning over a stone on muddy earth near a sea-bank, I chanced to find

a small larva, which I brought home together with part of a little rigid tuft of grass

that was growing close to the stone. The larva was evidently a Cramius of a species

I had not before seen, and seemed near moulting ; a few days later, having accom-

plished its moult within a slight web it had spun around itself and attached to the

grass, it began to feed well on the grass, and to fashion its dwelling with more silk

into a complete tubular form, and to cover it with frass.

After watching its progress a little, it was not very difiicult to find a few more,

the only real difficulty seemed to consist in finding stones in similar places not already

tenanted by ants or other predaceous creatures. However, on the 11th of June fol-

lowing, I fell in with an occasional stone or two that rested on or close to small tufts

of Poa maritima and Borreri, which were, so to say, tenanted by one of these larvae,

•and in one instance by two of them. When these stones were turned over the tubular

gallery, though of no great length, was readily seen attached to tlie lower whitish

sheaths of the grass towards the roots, being conspicuous, however small, by its co-

vering of fine greenish frass, or frass and fine grains of earth together, or else partly

spun against the stone itself, the sudden removal of which tore open the gallery and

the surprised larva dropped out.

These larvse throve very well in confinement on growing tufts of the same species

of grass planted in a pot, with some of the muddy soil, and surrounded with a few

small stones, amongst which they constructed their galleries, and when full-fed con-

verted them into very tough cocoons smoothly lined with brownish-grey silk, and

externally coated with fine earth and frass.

The moths, and a couple of ichneumons, were bred from July 17th to August 7th.

This season I have again found a few of the larvae, and have been able to verify

and extend last year's observations, so that I can now say in early spring the larva

is not more than three-sixteenths of an inch long, the body of an earthy reddish-brown

with darker bvown head, the spots and plates of the same colour as the body but

contrasting by their gloss alone. After each moult the colour becomes greyer as they

advance in growth, and when full grown the larva measures a little more than three-

fourths of an inch in length, and is moderately slender, yet the segments have a cer-

tain characteristic plumpness in detail from their being well defined, and each

sub-divided with a deep transverse wrinkle between the trapezoidal spots of the back

;

the rather I'ounded head is a trifle less than the second segment, which is long in
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propoi'tion, and the body tapers a little just towards the hinder part : in colour the

head is grevish-brown marked with blackish-brown, the plate behind it is similar,

and both shining ; the body lightish dull earthy-grey with a rather darker dorsal

line, the spots lightish brown and glossy, the larger trapezoidal pairs transversely

roundish-ovate, the smaller pairs rather linear and each encompassed with a faintly

paler outline ; a row of somewhat tri-lobed spots along the side, and under them the

small round black spiracles, and beneath them again other rows of paler and longi-

tudinally ovate spots ; every spot having within it, nearer the outer margin than the

middle, a small black dot bearing a fine hair : on the front part of the thirteenth

segment the two spots are united into one larger than usual, a few minute dark dots

are on the shining anal plate ; the ventral and anal legs tipped with brown hooks.

Yarieties occur with dark brown heads, and plates on the second segment ; but

principally towards the last (when about to pupate) these parts and the anal plate

grow darker, and the rest of the body lighter of a dirty yellowish tint.

The cocoon, constructed as before described, is of a somewhat oval figure, its

longer diameter about five-eighths of an inch, and shorter diameter one-fourth-

The pupa is a little over three-eighths of an inch in length, and one-eighth in diametei*

at the thickest part, its form is quite ordinary though the wing-covers are rather long

in proportion, and from them the abdomen tapers to abluntish rounded-off tip ; it is

of a warm brown colour, and glossy, with the abdominal tip blackish-brown.—

•

William Bucklee, Emsworth : Jane bth, 1878.

Capture of Argi/rolepia (or EvpcecJlia) MussehJiana near Pembroke.—On the

2Vth ultimo, when I was examining a patch of Genista tinctoria, for larvee feeding in

the shoots, a small EupceciUa started up and was secured. It belonged evidently to

the group which includes Geyeriana and udana, but I could not then identify it.

The ground was almost covered with Inula dysenterica, so notulana might reasonably

be expected, but this insect was too yellow and too glossy. By long and hai'd work

in the afternoon I secured three more, and on examining them at home was astonished

and delighted to find that I had re-discovered the long-lost Mussehliana (see ante,

vol. xi, p. 133).

I know of no record of its occurrence in this country since Weaver took his few

specimens in Devonshire many years ago. Some of these were placed in Mr.

Doubleday's collection, and I expect Mr. Allis had, and partially distributed, the rest.

It does not now intend, I fear, to become a common species, for I have seized

every available opportunity of looking for it since, with but very limited success.

—

Chas. Gt. Baeeett, Pembroke : June IQth, 1878.

On the distinctive characters of Penthina po^tremana, Z.—In the June No. (p.

14) Mr. Hodgkinson very briefly recorded his discovery of the larva of Penthina

postremana, Zell., in the stems of wild balsam and the rearing of the perfect insects

;

but I think a few further particulars may be of interest, especially as the species, from

its secluded locality in Cumberland, cannot well be of recent introduction, but is most

likely an ancient inhabitant, perhaps far more widely distributed in this country in

the (good) old times of undrained marshes and fens and extensive morasses than it

now is. It is one of the most beautiful species in the genus, and a short description

may be useful.
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Al. esp. 7i lines. Head pale yellow ; antennfE and eyes black ; thorax black,

marbled with yellow ; abdomen gi'ey ; fore-wings long, rather pointed at the apex,

and of pretty uniform width, ground colour pale yellow almost obliterated by grey

and bluish scales ; basal blotch angulated, shining blue-black ; central fascia black,

strongly angulated outwards and faintly interrupted, beyond this fascia an elongated

black triangular spot on the dorsal margin of the wing extends beyond the middle,

and at its apex joins an oblique black blotch which reaches the hind margin : at the

apex of the wing is a round black spot edged with blue lines. The spaces between

these markings are filled in with a marbling of glossy blue, grey, and orange, except

before the apex, where the usual black and silvery streaks are visible in the pale ground

colour, and at the anal angle, where is a conspicuous somewhat square yellowish-ivhite

spot, including that part of the cilia. The remainder of the cilia blue-black with two

yellow spots or dashes in the middle. Hind-wings dark grey, darkest at the margin,

cilia pale grey.

The larva, with its habit of feeding and hibernating in the stems of Impatiens

noli-me-tangere, is described by Von Heyden (Stett. Ent. Zeit., 1865, p. 378), and it

appears that Miihlig has recorded the rearing of the allied Penthinafuligana from the

same plant, but it does not seem impossible that Herr Miihlig may have made some

mistake as to the species reared by him, both hecB,\i.sefuligana is well known to feed

in the roots of various species of Stachys, and because from this circumstance it ap-

pears to have been confounded with nigricostana. Haw., which has similar habits.

When I wrote some notes on these species {vide vol. ix, p. 129) I did not

feel satisfied about some German specimens sent by Professor Zeller under the name

of Remyana. He afterwards sent me a type oi fuligana, Hiib., by which I was able

to satisfy myself that it (and two of the supposed Remyana') were really identical with

specimens taken in Surrey, although the dark markings were much less intense in

colour. These Surrey specimens were carbonana, Dbld., = ustulana. Haw., and their

coincidence confirmed Wocke's correction of the name ^o fuligana, Hiib. This species

is the smallest of our PenthincB, but is sufiiciently like postremana to make it desi-

rable that the points of distinction should be pointed out. The male is but 6 lines

in expanse, but large females sometimes reach 8 lines. In the males the fore-wings

are rounded, but in the females, altliough the apex is rounded, it and the anal angle

are slightly dilated, so that the hinder part of the wing is broad and peculiar in shape.

The markings are very obscure, consisting of a black strongly angulated basal blotch,

a narrow irregular central fascia, from which is a curved projection outwards below

the middle, a triangle at the anal angle and several streaks across the apex, all black.

Ground colour apjDarently whitish, almost totally sufPused with bluish-grey, or steely,

scales. Cilia entirely dark grey. This description applies well to both Continental

and South English specimens, but some specimens reared by Lord Walsingham from

roots of Stachys palustris, from Wicken Fen, present singular variations. These varia-

tions are in the greater or less partial absence of the suffusion of bluish-grey scales,

some specimens showing the white ground colour pretty plainly, while one shows the

close alliance of the species with the normal Penthina by having the apical third of

the wing almost entirely white. But in all these the markings, when visible, agree

closely with typical y«(//$raHa, and in all the cilia are entirely dark grey.

The two species may therefore be easily separated :

—

postremana having the apex

of the fore-wings pointed and the dark cilia with one blotch and two spots pale
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yellow ; vfhU.eJ'iinc/ana has rounded fore-wiugs and dark grey cilia. But the most

conspicuous character is the square pale yellow blotch at the anal angle m postremana.

—Id. : June lOth, 1878.

Aaheroniia Atropos in the County Cork.—I have to record the appearance and

capture of a specimen of A. Atropos at the same place (viz., Schull) as before chroni-

cled {vide vol. xiv, p. 158, ante). This specimen was captured at 9.30 on the evening

of June 8th last, and is now in my possession.

—

William W. Flemtng, The Vicarage,

Glengariff, Co Cork : June Hth, 1878.

The Scandinavian Psyllida.—In the 8th fasciculus of his " Opuscula Entomo-

logica " (1877), Professor C. Gr. Thomson gives, more suo, a Synopsis of the

Scandinavian Psyllidce under the title of " Ofversigt af Skandinaviens Chermes-

arter," reverting to the name Chermes, under which Linne, in 1742, characterized

this Section of the Homoptera, and to which Greoffroy, in 1762, applied the name

Psylla, rejecting Linue's name as erroneously used, because Chermes, in ancient

time, designated the insect which afforded the famous Tyrian dye {Coccus ilicis,

Lin.) ; and there is no doubt that, on the ground of priority, Thomson is right in

his restoration, though, on the other hand, most authors have followed Geoffroy.

Thomson's object in this article is, he says, partly to recapitulate Zetterstedt's

species, and partly to divide the Section into small natural groups by means of

characters never before utilized for this purpose, namely, the form of the head, pro-

notum, elytra, and posterior coxas. As to genera, he adopts

—

Trioza (with Tricho-

psylla as a new sub-genus for T. Wal&eri); Chertnes vice Psylla (with, as sub-genus,

Atctnia vice Aryicena for C. genista, and Psylla for the other species) ; Aphalara,

Phinocola and Livia. To Zetterstedt is given the credit of having first pointed out

the essential character of the neuration of the elytra as of the greatest importance

both in distinguishing species and in grouping them.

In Trioza 11 species are enumerated:

—

Walkeri,Yoevst.; galii, Yoerst.; obliqua,

n. sp. (near albiventris) ; dryohia, Flor; aculipennis, Zett., = Jemoralis, Mor

;

striola, Flor ; nigricornis, Foerst. ; urticce, Lin. ; viridula, Zett. ; proxima, Flor ;

and hypoleuca, n. sp. (near obliqua).

In Chermes are 24 species:

—

genistce, Latr., = spartii, Hartig
; fraxiniy

Lin. ; fra.vinicola, Foerst. ; sorli, Lin.; fuscula, Zett., = alpina, Yoevst., ^ per-

spicillata, Flor; buxi, Lin. ; alni, Lin., ^ Heydeni, Foerst., =fuscinerms, Foerst.;

Foersteri, Flor, = viridis, Hartig, ^ alni, Foerst.; betulcB, Lin.; Zetterstedti,

n. sp. (very like salicicola in colour, rather smaller than betulce) ; lutea, Thoms.,

=: saliceti, Flor {nee Foerst.) ; quercus, Lin., = costato-punctata, Foerst., = annu-

Ucornis, Boh.
;

puncticosta, n. sp. (very like quercus, but much lai'ger and more

obscure in colour) ; pyri, De Greer (hitherto attributed to Linne) ; MjaZ/, Foerst. (Low

cites Schmidberger as the older authority for this name) ; annellata, n. sp. (like mali^

but differing in the neuration and the genitalia) ; nigrita, Zett., = pulchra, Zett.
;

elegantula, Zett. ; obliqua, n. sp. (like the preceding, but differing in the neuration

and the genitalia) ; Sartigi, Flor, = sylvicola, Eeut. (Renter cites Lethierry)

;

microptera, n. sp. (like obliqua in form, and salicicola in the genitalia)
; pruni, Scop, j

saliceti, Foerst. ; and salicicola, Foerst.
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In Aphalara 6 species :

—

exilis, Ljungli (otherwise attributed to Weber and

Mohr) ; affinis, Zett. ; caltJicB, JAn., ^= picta, Zett. ; nervosa, Foerst. ; artemisice,

Foerst.
; graminis, Lin., = nebulosa, Zett., = radiata, Scott.

In HhinocoJa 2 species :

—

averis, Lin. ; ericce, Curt., = callunce, Boh.

In Livia 1 species:

—

juncorum, Zett. (more properly Latr.).

Chermes sorbi, quercus, calthcB, and graminis, of Linne, have puzzled eveiy one

for more than a century, and yet they are here referred to as a matter of course.

When a species can be undoubtedly referred to the description of an old author his

name ought certainly to be adopted, but it is not stated on what evidence the con-

clusions have been arrived at with regard to these species so long hidden from

recognition.

Chermes soi-hi, Lin. : Thomson's description fairly agrees with Linne's.

„ quercus, Lin., has " 4 brown spots on the anterior margin and one on

the interior margin of the elytra":—Thomson's is "orange spotted

with white ; elytra hyaline with pale nerves,"—and not a word

about brown spots.

„ culthce, Lin. : Thomson says, = picta, Zett., but Reutcr gives folygoni,

Foerst., as the only synonym, and enumerates picta, Zett., as a

distinct species.

„ graminis, Lin., has " pedes non saltatorii," which would at least make

it doubtful if it were one of the PsyUidcB at all, but this is not

noticed by Thomson, who gives it as = nehiilosa, Zett., = radiata,

Scott ; which last species, at any rate, does not accord with Thom-

son's words " elytris fere ut in A. exili nebulosis."

One cannot but admire the wonderful succinctness of Thomson's diagnoses, but

it is doubtful if they are sufficient to differentiate new species, especially if the par-

ticular species, with which comparison is made, is not before the student ; and no

dimensions are given. Neither are the plants on which the insects are found, nor

the times of their appearance mentioned, both being possibly due to the fact, stated

by the author, that he has rarely collected any of the species himself ; but they are

serious deficiencies for all who would desire to cnpture them. The authors who have

described species of PsylUdcB since the times of Foerster and Flor are only twice,

and then incidentally, referred to; it is, therefore, not at all improbable that some of

the species deemed to be new have been already described by them.—J. W. Douglas»

8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : April 30fA, 1878.

Notes on Cynipidce and Aphides.—I found, on the oth of Anril last, a very

common Cynipid, the Neuroterus lenticularis, laying its eggs in the bud of a young

oak in my garden. I could adjust a glass tube over the insect without disturbing it

in its operation, and saw how it repeated five times the act of inserting its terebra in

tlie bud. The following day it was dead, and I had it put in my collection. I des-

troyed all buds of the branch except the attacked one, and surrounded the branch

with a bag of muslin ; the leaves soon displayed themselves, and three of them showed

after about a fortnight the well known galls of another Cynipid, the Spathogaster

baccarum, viz., three on one leaf and one on each of the others. On the 5th of

May, the winged " Spathogaster " made its appearance. This fact is a new confir-

mation of Dr. Adler's discovery on the dimorphism of Cynipidce.*

* Vide p. 12, anie.—Eds.
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I had also good fortuiio in my breedings of Ap/iidce, the sohtary egg I had ob,

taiued from the apterous female oi Pemphigus spirothecce in January last, at IS^iee,

gave me on the 20th of April, the young louse forming the first phase of the new-

colony. I have followed the formation of the gall.

The eggs, which I had found under the bark of the elm and which I suspected

to be those of Tetraneura ulmi, gave me also their produce as a little louse, which

proved to be the very insect I expected. I saw it form its galls, and I could follow

the first and second phases, as they are now taking wing. . . . But now here is

the difficulty, where do they go in summer ?

I find now at the roots of grass {Broimis) a little louse which I suppose is Kirby's

Aphis radicum or Koch's Amt/cla fuscicornis, but the winged form (unknown to the

authors) is very curious, as it carries its wings, like Phylloxera, horizontally and

crossed on the back. The neuration of the wings is that of Aploneura, Passei'ini, of

which one species only (A. lentisci) is mentioned by the author. The new one ought

to receive the name of A. radicum, and the forms known to me are the third and

fourth phases, this last as winged Pseudogyne, carrying the sexuated pupse, and the

sexuated S and ? without rostrum. It is a curious fact that in the other Saploneura

only the gall-maker (the fundator) and the second phase (the emigrant) are known

and described (this last winged), but producing young ones with rostrum and not

sexuated.—J. LiCHTENSTEiN, La Lironde, near Montpellier : June, 1878.

Stridulation in Insects and the Microphone—a suggestion.— A.a the microscope

reveals to the eye of man all the most insignificant of Nature's works, why may not

the microphone disclose to our hearing the most inaudible sound F Through Pro-

fessor Hughes' discovery we may hope to have great light thrown upon the somewhat

obscure subject of " Stridulation in Insects." As soon as the microphone is practically

developed, what can possibly hinder us from adding it to our long and able list of

entomological apparatus. We shall then be able to hear our Thecla rubi at work in

the wood-borders, and possibly a female Saturnia carpitii may be distinctly (nay

loudly) heard to call her loving mate from a distant spot, and this in a language of

her own.—S. D. Baiestow, Woodland Mount, Huddersfield : 3Iai/ 29tk, 1878.

Luminous Insects, especially Diptera.—This subject having been alluded to in

the notice on " Luminous Lepidopterous larvae" (vide vol. xiv, p. 260, ante), I may

be allowed to complete the references there given.

In the " Entomol. Monatsbliitter," by Dr. Ivraatz (1876, p. 41), there is a very

interesting observation on luminous Chironomi, by Brischke. They were observed

on a warm summer evening in 1860 : the light seemed to proceed from the thorax

and abdomen. Dr. Loew determined the species as Chir. tendens. In the same

article, the previous observations on the same phenomenon, by Pallas (his Culex was

a Chironomus), and by Alenitzin, Member of the Aralo-Caspian Expedition, are

referred to; an account of the latter, given in the "Deutsche Entom. Zeitschr. (1875,

p. 432), is quoted.

Another case of ])liosphorescence among Diptera deserves to be investigated.

The head of the mre and remarkable tly Thyreophora cynophila is said \.o be
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luminous. This fly is metallic blue, its head comparatively large, swollen, and of a

bright orange-red. Macquart ("Suites a Buffon," ii, p. 497) says about it :
" Quant

" aus habitudes, elles sont fort lugubres. II ne recherche que les tenebres et les

" cadavres desseches. A la sombre lumiere de sa tete phosphorique, il se jette sur les

" ossements deeharnes et se repait des derniers restes de I'animalite. C'est sur les

" chiens morts qu'il se trouve." Macquart's authority is probably Robineau Desvoidy,

who says (" Essai sur les Myodaires," 1830) :
" On I'a trouvee deux ou trois fois dans

" les environs de Paris, sur diverses sortes de caihivres. M. le Comte de Saint Fargeau

" en possede un individu pris dans une ^curie do cavalerle, et que la tete, phospho-

" rescente durant la nuit, rendaifc facile a reconnaitre." Beyond this single statement,

the fact has never been recorded, as far as I know, and I thought it worth while to

draw upon it the attention of entomologists who may be in a position to verify it.

Concerning luminous Coleopterous larvae, see my articles in " Proc. Entom. Soc.

Philad." (1862, p. 123, tab. i, f 8, and I. c. vol. iv, 1865, p. 8) ; also a brief notice in

the " Canadian Entomologist" (December, 1868). In these articles I described a

beautiful luminous larva, three inches long, which occurs in North America, and

which I refer to Melanactes (ElateridcEj.

Finally, I will notice on the same subject of luminosity of insects, that the

" American Entomologist (and Botanist) " (vol. ii, p. 371, St. Louis, 1870), contains

an article, "Luminous (?) leaf-hopper," the author of which pretends to have noticed

that the Homopteron Tettigonia, quadrivittata, Say, emits flashes of scintillations in

the dark. The Editors of the Review, in publishing this article, very properly ex-

press their doubts about the reality of this observation. This communication was

undoubtedly a hoax.—C. R. Osten-Saceen, Heidelberg : June, 1878.

6bituarn.

WiUiam Chairman HewUson, F.L.S.,-Kas born at or near Newcastle-on-Tyne on

January 9th, 1806, and died at his residence, Oatlands, Weybridge, on May 28th, 1878.

After comjjleting his education he was articled to a Surveyor, and subse-

quently practised his profession at York and at Bristol ; but at a later period the

bequests of relatives placed him in an affluent position and free to cultivate his

tastes for Natural History on an extensive scale.

Whilst yet a comparatively poor man, he commenced a work on British Oology,

of which the first part was published at Newcastle and London in April, 1831. His

earliest published entomological observations appear to have been the localities of

Lepidoptera occurring near Newcastle, York, &e., in Stephens' "Illustrations," com-

mencing (in 1828) at Polyommatus Agestis and Ariaxerxes and extending to near

the end of the Pyralidce. In vol. v of the "Entomological Magazine," in 1837, is a

note by him " on the Economy of Hedi/chriim," one of the ChrysididcB. In 1844 he

visited Switzei-land, and an account of his doings amongst the Alpine Butterflies will

be found in the "Zoologist" for 1845; henceforth his attention appears to have been

more especially devoted to exotic Butterflies. It is needless here to refer to the nu-

merous papers published by him in Journals and in the Transactions of various

Societies (the latest having appeared in this Magazine in March of the present year).

His best known works are the illustrations for the " Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptera,"

published ^^with descriptive matter by E. Donbleday and Westwood) from 1846 to
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1852, the "Exotic Butterflies," commenced in 1851 and concluded (at the termination

of the third volume) in the present year, and his separate work on the Lyccenidm,

left unfinished at the time of his death, and which will (we believe) be edited and

concluded by his faithful friend and co-worker, Professor Westwood. These works

are remarkable for the surpassing accuracy and fidelity exhibited in the forms and

colours of the wings, drawn by himself on the stone and coloured from his own

patterns. In these points he was (and probably will long remain) without an equal.

On the other hand, the absence of appreciation of structural characters other than

those furnished by the wings is painfully apparent, the bodies and legs being delineated

in a mechanical manner (or the latter altogether omitted) ; nor do we any where find

notes of biological interest in his writings on Buttei'flies.

These omissions, and the want of power of grasping (or intelligently combating)

the modern philosophical theoi-ies of Natural Science, will prevent his name acquiring

the high position amongst those of scientific Entomologists in which we should have

liked to have seen it. This is greatly to be deplored. After fortune had favoured

him, he spared neither time nor money in amassing materials : there never has been

an Entomologist to whom science is so directly indebted in this way ; there probably

never has been one who could have advanced its higher branches more directly had

he aimed at something further than the mere possession and description of specimens

of the perfect insects.

Some thirty years ago the Oatlands Park Estate (once the residence of the Duke

and Duchess of York) was cut up into a variety of lots for building purposes. Mr.

Hewitson purchased the first of these ^about ten acres) and built himself a house,

laying out the grounds with exquisite taste and planting a variety of choice conifers

and flowering shrubs, so that to the natural beauties of the suddenly-broken ground,

with ornamental water at the foot of the slope, and two large and aged cedar trees

near the mansion, as the trees and shrubs grew up, ever more and more charms were

added. Hence a visit to Oatlands was remembered by the many who enjoyed the

privilege as one of the experiences of a life-time. It is possible that few more gen-

uinely single-minded and charitable men have (or ever will be) connected with

Entomology. Truly we could better have spared a better man, from an entomological

point of view.

Mr. Hewitson had long been a valetudinarian, but up to the last his most inti-

mate friends refused to believe his end was so near. So far as we can learn, the dis-

position of his collections and property is strikingly in keeping with his character.

The Butterflies are bequeathed to the British Museum on the condition that they

remain separate for twenty-one years, accompanied by a wish that at the expiration

of that time the same condition be extended for a further similar term ; the birds'

eggs are left to his friend and publisher, Mr. Van Voorst, who long ago assisted him

(when assistance was valuable) in continuing his " British Oology." He was a

widower for many years before his decease, leaving no issue, and no relatives ; his

property—after the payment of large sums to several charities, liberal bequests to his

executors, and a multitude of smaller amounts to his servants, and to those who had

dii'ectly, or indirectly, assisted him in his entomological pursuits—is left to an old

friend and schoolfellow ; with the exception of his library, bequeathed to his native

town (Newcastle), and certain pictures which will enrich the national collection.
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Entojiological Societv of London : oth June, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq.,

r.L.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Mr. J. A. Finzi exhibited an example of Anthocharis cardamiiies from Darenth

Wood, remarkable inasmuch as although it appeared to be undoubtedly a ^' , one

fore-wing had a large patch of orange on the underside only.

Mr. D. G. Rutherford exhibited a series of large, brown, irregular masses of

strong web from 4 to 7 inches in diameter, being the common envelopes of aggrega-

tions of cocoons of a species of BombycidcB allied to Anaphe Panda, Bdv., sent from

Mount Camaroons (5000' alt.) by Mr. G. Thomson. Each of these masses contained

from 130 to 150 special cocoons, and to some of them were attached cases containing

large larvae (still living) of a parasite, either Dipterous or Hymenopterous, probably

the latter.

He also exhibited an example of Papilio Boisduvalianus, which on one of its

anterior-wings showed some of the markings usual in P. Cynorta, and which he

thought confirmed, to some extent, tlie suspicions that these supposed two species

are only sexes of one.

Mr. Meldola exhibited a series of objects forwarded by Mr. Darwin, viz. :

—

photographs of two species of Orthoptera allied to PterocUroza illuslrata and P-

ocellata, received from Dr. Zacharias, and remarkable for their perfect imitation of

dead leaves, which was carried out in the neuration of the wings even to microscopic

details as compared with the ribs and veining of leaves ; small beetles of the genus

Spermophagus bred from seeds' of Cassia neglecta sent from Brazil by Dr. Fritz

Miiller, and received alive in this country ; and the proboscis of a Sphinx caught by

the tubular nectary of a pale yellow Hedychium, also from Dr. F. Miiller. He

mentioned that Dr. Miiller (Blumenau, Santa Catharina, Brazil) was anxious to enter

into correspondence with entomologists respecting the scent -producing organs of

Lepidoptera not occurring in Brazil.

Sir S. S. Saunders, on behalf of M. Lichtenstein, communicated a sei'ies of notes

by the latter on the Natural History of Aphides, especially Phylloxera, in reply to

Professor Westwood's criticisms on his theories in his last Presidential Address.

Mr. Park Harrison brought imdcr the notice of the Society certain marks on

chalk found during his examinations of the old shafts atCissbury. Some of tlicse he

attributed to direct human agency two thousand years ago, but of others he was not

so sure, and thought they might have been caused by insects. These exhibitions

occasioned considerable amusement and discussion, the result of which was that Mr.

Park Harrison was informed that he might be perfectly certain the markings were

not due to insects. There appeared also to be a pretty general idea that all the

markings were of very recent origin.

Dr. Fritz Midler communicated " Notes on Brazilian Entomology," especially

concerning the odours emitted by butterflies and moths, and their bearing on tlie

theory of evolution. Considerable discussion ensued, in which the President, Mr.

Meldola, Mr. Wood-Mason, Mr. Distant, JMr. McLachlan, and others, took part.

Dr. Sharp communicated a paper on some Longicorn Coleoplera from the

Hawaiian Islands.

Mr. P. Cameron communicated a paper on the larvse of Tcnlhredinidm with

special reference to protective resemblance.

The President read a paper on Macropsebiuin ColleriUi, and olher new species

of Coleoplera, from Lake Nyassa.
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NEW COLEOPTERA FROM NEW ZEALAND.

BY D. SHAKP, M.B.

Among some Coleoptera that I liave recently received from New
Zealand, there are a few interesting species which I think may be

named and charactei'ized with advantage : as they are either species

closely allied to known ones so as to be readily identified, or else

forms so entirely new that they cannot be mistaken for anything else.

They are :

—

Demetrida moesta (^Garahidcs) ; Braclufpeplus hrevi-

cornis, Epui'CBa zealandica, and Soronia optata {Nitidulidce) ; Brounia

thoracicn, an isolated form, that cannot, I consider, be placed with

advantage in any of the families of Coleoptera ; Pericoptus stupidus

{I)ynastid(S) ; Gilibe Suttoni and Choerodes concolor {Tenehrionidcs)
;

Hhipistena luf/iilris (^Evaniocerides, but connecting them with Mordel-

listena) ; Souiafidia longipes {Ceramhijcidcd) , and Cryptodacne syntlietica

{Erotylidce) ; Brounia, Rhipistena and Cryptodacne are new generic

names.

"We are indebted to Professor Hutton, of Dunedin, and Captain

Thos. Broun, of Whangarei, for the discovery of most of these insects.

Demetrida M(esta, n. sp.

Depresshiscula, sat nitida, nigra, j^f'dihus fere concoloribns, antennis ru-

fescentibns, articnlis 1" et 3" infuscatis ; prothorace sat lato,obsolethis trans-

i^ersim strigoso ; eJytris subtiliter (fere obsolete) striatis, apice oblique, vix

sinuatim, truncatis. Long. 6| mm., lat. 2| mm.

This seems very distinct from the other described species ; it is

rather broad, and in its form resembles T>. picea, but the thorax is

even more quadrate than in that species ; the elytra have no im-

pressions, and their apex is not so straight as in D. picea, the species

being in this respect intermediate between D. picea and D. nasuta.

A single individual has been sent from Otago, by Professor Hutton.

Brachtpeplus brevicornis, n. sp.

Depressns, sub-oblongus, parallelus, niger, antennis 2>edibns elytrorumque

parte basali rufis, his apice latefuscis, subfiis griseo-pubescens, supra nigra-

p^ibescens, sed pubescentia ad basin elytrorum et abdominis grisea.

Long. 3i—3J mm., lat. \\ mm.

The antennae are short and rather stout, red in colour, the jomts are short, the

2nd and 3rd being each only a little longer than broad, while the following are

not so long as broad. The head and thorax are densely and finely punctured ; the

latter is strongly transverse, nearly straight at the sides, but distinctly narrowed in

front, the hind angles rectangular and very definite ; the colour at the sides is more

dilute. The elytra have the basal part rufescent, the apical blackish, the limit

between the two colours is indefinite ; their sculpture is fine and indistinct, and con-
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sisfc of series of fine punctures, and punctate interstices. The dense pubescence of

the upper surface is blackish, but there is a patch of pale pubescence at the base of

the elytra, and two very lai-ge patches on the first exposed dorsal segment, there are

also a few pale hairs on the margin of the following segment, at the hind angle.

The male has a supplementary dorsal segment.

The species may be located in Murray's sub-gen. Tasmus, near

the Australian B. hmotatus and B. Uandus ; tbough it greatly resembles

these species, it is very readily distinguished by the much shorter

antenme.

Sent from Tairua by Captain Broun, as No. 303.

Epur^a zealaxdica, n. sjy.

Latiuscula, testaceo-ferruginea, supra protJwracls disco elytrisque plus

minusve infuscatis ; crehrius evidenfer punctata; protJioracis elytrorumque

lateribus sat explanatis, his apice in utroque sexu rotundato.

Long. 3 mm., lat. If mm.

This species is intermediate in form between H. deleia and ^.

limlata, Er., and is about the size of the latter. The club of the

antennae is elongate. The labrum is elongate, but is deeply divided

nearly to its base. The thorax is shaped much as in E. deleta, but

the sides are more explanate, and the base on each side is more sinuate,

the surface is uneven on account of some obsolete impressions.

Sent from Tairua by Captain Broun, as N"o. 239.

Obs.—This species is evidently variable in colour, it has not only

the appearance of our European species of Epurcsa, but I can detect

no structural character whatever to distinguish it. The male is dis-

tinguished from the female by the broad front tarsi, and the additional

minute apical segment. AVhite's Nifidula antarctica is, I have no

doubt, another species of Epurcea ; I have specimens agreeing with his

insufficient description ; the species has the peculiarity that in the

female the apices of the elytra are prolonged and acuminate.

SOHONIA OPTATA, 11. Sp.

Oblonga, nigro-fusca, antennis, pedibus, prothoracis elytrorumque Umbo

rufesccntibus, supra tomento obscuro, setisque deorsum curvatis vestita ; elytris

po7ie medium fascia undulata colore dilutiore. Long, vix 4 mm., lat. 1| mm.

This insect is rather long and narrow in form. The eyes are

rather small, but very prominent ; the thorax is much emarginate in

front, nearly straight, and not undulate at the sides, the hind angles

obliquely truncate ; its surface is a little uneven, and its sculpture is

quite concealed by the obscure tomentum and setae which it bears.

The elytra are clothed in a similar manner, so that their sculpture is

also obsciire.
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The species cannot be confounded with Soronia hystrix, on account

o£ its very different outline ; it has also the set« o£ the upper surface

very different, for, instead of being upright and very conspicuous as in

that species, they are arched or bent down, so as to escape notice when

only a superficial observation is made.

I have seen but one individual ; it was from Mr. Bakewell's col-

lection, where it was merely labelled Xew Zealand.

BeOUNIA THORACICA, 11. SJJ.

Ohlongo-ovalis, nigra, elytris purpureo-nigris, sat dense puhescens, minus

nitida, tarsis fusco-testaceis ; thorace lateribus et parte anteriore defiexis et

dense punctatis, disco incpquali minuspunctata, margine basali crenato ; elytris

crebre satfortiter punctatis, versus suturam obsolete sulcatis.

Long. b\ mm., lat. 2 mm.

Anteniiffi rather long, the 1st and 2nd joints short and bead-like, 3rd larger and

triangular, 4th shorter than 3rd, somewhat produced inwardly, 6th to 11th each

produced inwardly into a long slender lobe, 5th joint intermediate in form between

the 4th and 6th. Thorax with all the anterior and lateral parts depressed, so that

their outer margins are not visible from above, these parts densely and coarsely

punctured, the part wliich remains in the natural plane of the pronotum shining and

but little punctured. Scutelhim conspicuous, somewhat circular, impunctate ; elytra

rather long, black, but with a distinct violet or purple tinge, shining, but pubescent,

with some ill-defined longitudinal grooves towards the suture, and rather closely, but

not coarsely, punctured. Under-surface densely punctured, and very densely and

finely pubescent, except on the middle of the metasternum.

Captain Broun has sent me an individual of this species labelled

Drilus ? atroctBTuleus ; and informs me he has only been able to find two

specimens. It is one of the most remai'kable beetles yet discovered

in IS^ew Zealand, and I give below its structural characters, so far as I

can make them out from the very brittle and mutilated example before

me. I have, with very great pleasure, named the insect in honour of

its discoverer, whose energy and skill are doing so much to enable us

to get a satisfactory knowledge of the important insect-fauna of New
Zealand.

Anterior parts of the head atrojphied, so that the antennise appear inserted near

one another on its front edge, eyes large and conspicuous ; antennae 11-jointed, the

basal joints small, those towards the extremity emitting an elongate lobe : beneath,

the parts of the mouth seem small but exposed, and the apical joints of the labial

and maxillary palpi rather large and subsecuriform. The prothorax is so formed

that its anterior open part is placed on the under surface, and the head can be com-

pletely doubled in and concealed, all the parts of the head except the prominent

trophi when doubled in fit the front opening, and to accomodate the trophi, there is

a deep depression h\ tlie middle of the prosternum, which extends as far as the coxse.
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The flanks or side-pieces of the tliorax are rather largely deTeloped. and their limits

and sutures quite distinct ; the prosternum is diyided as above described, by a very

deep fossa or depression in the middle, the piece on each side of this depressed

middle part is rather large : the front coxfe are moderately distant from one another,

being separated by a depressed prosternal process, the form of the coxse themselves

I cannot see, but their inner terminations are distinctly exserted. The mesostemum

is exposed between the middle coxae, and is emarginate in front, so as to receive the

prosternal process and (probably) render the prothorax almost immoveable. The mid-

dle coxal cavities are moderately large, irregularly oval, with the slender part outwards,

and the embedded coxeb have a small trochantin visible. The metathorax is

moderately long, its episterna are large, and almost parallel-sided ; the epimera are

minute and triangular, and can be seen at the exti-emities of the coxa and epister-

num. The hind coxse are nearly contiguous in the middle, and have a very short

but broad upper lamina, which is, however, distinctly broader at its inner portion

over the trochanteral articulation ; there is a perpendicular lamina to which the

femur and tibia can be closely applied when ilexed, so as to be concealed. There

are five rather large ventral segments, the basal one of which sends off a narrow

process between the coxal laminae. The tarsi are all five-jointed, the 1st and

2nd joints are rather small, the 3rd is very small, but bears a large membranous

lobe, extending forwards on the under-face of the foot, the 4th joint is very small,

and might, without a careful examination, be supposed to be absent ; the 5th joint is,

without the claws, as long as the other four together, the claws are large and simple.

This extraordinary insect is one of the most interesting of the

Coleopiera ; it is undoubtedly allied to Chelonarium, though at first

sight it has more the aspect of an Eucnemid ; it departs very widely

from Chelonarium by the structure of the autennre, which are similar

to those of Cerophytum elateroides^ except that the basal joint is much

smaller. I see no other relationshij) except to Chelonarium and Cero-

phytum, and, in my opinion, it goes far to settle the position of the

latter most remarkable insect, for Cerophytum is just intermediate

between Brounia and the Materidat and EucnemidcB. To force any of

these interesting insects into the ordinary families of Coleoptera, is to

refuse to recognise them for what they really are—isolated anomalies,

whose relationships, even inter se, are highly jjroblematical.

Peeicoptus stupidus, n. sp.

Supra nigro-piceus, nitidus, suhtits cum pedihus piceo-rufus, et [ahdomine

e.rceptd)fidvo-hirsiitus ; prothorace transversa, elytris angustiore,inipunctato ;

elytris obsolete punctatis, et vix perspicue sulcatis ; pygrdio ntrinque parce

punctata. Long. 18—22 mm., lat. 11— 12^ mm., alt. 8^—9| mm.
3fas, prothorace in medio pone marginem anteriorem obsolete tuberculato,

et in medio indeterminate depresso.

Fem., prothoracis tuberculo et depressione cpgre distinguendibus.

Head rough over all the upper surface, on the middle indefinitely transversely
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elevated, the clypeus much narrowed to the front, and the front edge, in the niiddk^

a little reflexed, and obscurely emarginat* : the form of this part does not differ in

the sexes.

Several very mutilated individuals of this species were sent from

Otago by Pi-of. Huttou ; I should fancy they were picked up dead.

Obs.—There are two very distinct forms placed in collections as

Fericoptus, and though at first sight they appear very similar, I think

they will probably ultimately form distinct genera. In the larger

insect, which is generally called in collections P. truncatus, the

anterior part of the head is flattened, and placed on a different plane

to the hinder part, so that the front part forms a sort of disc, which

is evidently the same in kind (though less in development) as that of

Temnorhipichus. In the species I have here described as P. stupidus,

the head departs but little from the Pentodoii form. So far as I can

judge from White's description of Cheiroplafys ptmctatus, I consider

it will prove allied to P. stupidus.

CiLIBE HuTTOJfl, n. sp.

Picea, antennis pedihusque rufis vel piceo-rufis ; protliorace nifldo, ere-

brlus minus fortiter (disco parcius et suhtiliter) punctato, lateribiis t'otundatis,

basin versus angustatis, ad angulos posteriores aciitos haud explanatis ; elytris

subopacis, crebriiis irreguJariter punctatis, longihidinaliter subsulcatis.

Long. 10—12 mm., lat. 5—6 mm.

The antennse are short, and are reddish in colour, with the 3rd

and one or two following joints generally more obscure, the 9th and

10th joints are decidedly shoi'ter than broad ; the thorax is strongly

transverse, with the sides rounded and the base a little sinuate ou

each side, so that the hind angles are decidedly acute.

The male at first sight seems to exactly resemble the female, but

a careful examination shews some constant, though inconspicuous,

characters to distinguish it ; the front tibiae along their inner and hinder

edge bear a dense very short pubescence ; the intermediate tibiae are

clothed in a similar but more conspicuous manner, and are not at all

incurved at their extremity.

The species can only be confounded with the variable C. elongata,

but it is undoubtedly distinct. Mr. F. Bates, to whom we are indebted

for the most of our knowledge of the species of this difficult genus,

agrees with me on this point, and as he has been kind enough to point

out the characters by which it differs primo visii, I quote here his

remarks in a letter to me. He says :
" on first looking at the Cilibe, I

"judged it to be clongata (the iovm. phosplingoidcs, White) ; on com-
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" parisoii, however, witli a numerous series of that species, I find it to

" be distinct. Tour species has the prothorax relatively broader, dis-

" tinctly more rounded at the sides, and contracted at the base, the

" punctuation at the sides more open, the elytra not opaque, and with

" but very few of the small, shining, black granules which stud the

" surface in elongata ; the two costiform elevations down the middle of

" each elytron are in your species obsolete."

This species is probably to be found in numbers in the province

of Otago ; a series of good specimens sent by Prof. Hutton from there

shew but little variation.

I may here remark that I am in hopes that the very difficult

species of this genus may be elucidated by examination of the characters

distinctive of the sexes ; I feel pretty sure that more than one true

species is at present called '' elongaia,''' although the examples before

me do not enable me to settle the point.

(To he concluded in our next).

INTRODUCTOEY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY H. GOSS, r.L.S., P.G.S.

No. 2.

\_The comparative age of the existing Orders of Insects, and the

seq^uence in which they ap])eared on the Geological Horizon.^

Primary or Palaeozoic Period.

Up to the present time no traces of insects have been met with in

the most ancient fossiliferous rocks. The oldest organic remains,*

belonging to one of the lowestf classes of the animal kingdom, were

discovered by Sir Wm. Logan, in 1859, in the Laurentian rocks of

Canada.

The Cambrian rocks contain remains of IIydrozoa,Echinodermata,

Mollusca, and Crustacea of the lower grades. Prom the Silurian rocks,

in addition to remains of animals of the classes before-named, the

oldest known Vertebrates have been obtained, consisting of ganoid and

placoid fishes.

The earliest traces of insects at present known, were discovered

in the upper portion of the next series—the Devonian or old red

sandstone. They consisted of a few broken wings of Neuroptera, or

* The oldest kuown fossil has been named by Dr. Dawson Eozoon canadevse. Sir Charles

Lyell observes of it:
—"It appears to have grown one laj'er over another, and to have formed

" reefs of limestone, as do the living coral-building polyp animals."
+ Foraminifera.
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Pseudo-Neuroptera , allied to the TLpliemerce, and were obtained b_y

Mr. C. F. Hartt, in certain plant-bearing shales (of Devonian age)

near St. John's, New Brunswick.

Although these insects are the most ancient j'et discovered, and

" show * a remarkable union of characters now found in distinct

" Orders of insects," thus differing from any existing types, it is im-

probable that they represent the earliest forms of the class to wdiich

they belong. In all other classes of the animal kingdom with whose

fossil remains we are acquainted, as well as in the vegetable kingdom,

the simpler forms precede the more highly organized. There seems

no reason for supposing that the Insecta formed any exception to this

rule, and we may fairly assume that the earliest types of this class

were likely to have been smaller in size, simpler in form, and even less

specialized than these remarkable Neuropteroid insects of the upper

Devonian period ; and that they had probably existed for ages before

that epoch, as had representatives of the Crustacea, the Mollusca, and

even the Verfebrata.f

Reasoning from the analogy which one may assume to exist

between the Insecta and other classes of the animal kingdom in pro-

gressive development, it seems not unlikely that further researches in

earlier Devonian strata, and possibly in rocks of even greater age,

may bring to light still more ancient forms of insect life, as different

from those of the present day, as are the Ushes of Devonian J age from

existing Orders.

I will now pass on to the insects of the carboniferous period, the

next in the ascending order of Geological succession to the Devonian.

No insects have been found in the carboniferous or mountain

limestone, but from the coal measui^es of Grt. Britain, Belgium,

Germany, and America, a considerable number have been obtained,

including nearly ninety species.

With the exception of two species of Coleoptera and thi-ee species

of Semiptera, these insects have all been referred to the Netiroptera^

and OrtJioptera.

The Neuroptera comprise Tennes, Dictyoneura, Mlamia, Semeristia,

Eplieme7^ites, &c., and the Orthoptera include Locustidce, Mantidce,

Fhasmidce, and a great number of Blattidce, which family appears to

* Dr. Dawson, in the Geological Magazine for September, 1867.

t The oldest known type of fishes (and of Vertebrates) is described by J. W. Salter, F.G.S., in

the Annals and Mag. of Kat. Hist., vol. iv, 1850.

I Hugh Miller alludes to these Devonian fishes as:—" creatures whose very typo is lost

—

" fantastic and \uicouth—and which puzzle the Ivaturalist to assign them even their class."—The
Old Red Sandstone, 2nd edit., lUi-l.

§ About five of these have, with the Devonian insects, been placed by Dr. Goldenberg in his

extinct Order I'akeodictpojjtera.
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have been more numerously represented, and more generally distri-

buted than any other at this period ; the three Hemiptera have been

referred to the Fulgorklce.

As has been stated, a considerable number of insects have been

discovered in the coal measures ; but, until quite recently, only one

insect had been obtained from the comparatively more modern

Permian strata. This insect, according to Dr. Dohrn*, possessed

characters intermediate between those of the Hemiptera smdlfeuroptera,

and was apparently related genetically to the two Orders : it was

placed by Dr. Dohrn in an extinct Order, Bicft/ojjfera, and has since

been included by Dr. Goldenberg in his Order Palceodictyoptera.

Since this remarkable insect was described by Dr. Dohrn, a few

Ulattidce have been obtained from Permian strata in Saxony, and have

been desci-ibed by Dr. Geinitz and Dr. Groldenberg.

"With the Permian rocks we reach the close of the Primary or

PahTozoic Period, and pass into the Secondaiy Period.

Secondary Period.

In the oldest formation of this epoch—the Trias—remains of

insects are extremely rare, and up to the jn'esent time only five speci-

mens have been recorded from it, viz. : two Neiiroptera-\ and three

Coleoptera.-\ J

In the Lias, remains of insects have been obtained in great

quantities. The Orders represented being the Neicroptera , Ortlioptera,

Coleoptera, and Hemiptera.

One wing of an apparently Hymenopterous insect has been re-

corded by Dr. Heer, from the Lias of Schambelen in the Swiss Alps,

but as no remains of insects of this Order have been obtained

elsewhere from strata of this period—even in those localities in which

insect remains have been found in abundance,—it is probable that the

supposed Hymenopterous wing was that of an insect of another Order.

In the Liassic rocks the Coleoptera are far better represented than

any other Order : no less than 110 § species having been determined

from the Swiss Lias, and 29 from British strata of this age ; and from

this remote period down to the present time the Coleoptera appear to

have been a dominant Order. It must be remembered, however, that

• " Palseontographica," 1866, Bd. xiii, p. %^%, and op. cit., 1869, Bd. xvi, p. 329.

t
" Die Urwelt dcr Schweiz," by Prof. Oswald Hecr, 1865 ; and an English translation of the

same by W. S. Dallas, edited by J. Heywood ; Loiidon, 1876.

t Vierteljahrsscbrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Ziirich. Viertes Heft, p. 297.

§ See " Die Urwelt der Schweiz," Arc, anlc cit.
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from the indestructible nature of tlieir elytra, insects belonging to

this Order are likely to Lave been preserved in far greater numbers,

and under much, less favourable circumstances, than insects of other

co-existing Orders, and may thus appear to have been comparatively

more abundant than they really were.

Next to the Lias, in ascending order, follows the Oolite, in the

lower division of which is included the Stonesfield slate of England.

In this formation (Stonesfield slate) a few insects have been obtained,

chiefly Coleoptera, and two or three large species of Neuroptera, as

well as two supposed specimens of Lepidoptera, one of which has been

described and figured by Mr. A. Gr. Butler* as Palceontina ooUtica.

Mr. Scudder, after an examination of this fossil (P. ooJiticd), was

of opinion that it belonged to the Homoptera and not to the liepidoftera.

Space does not here permit me to enter into any discussion on the

subject ; but as we have no evidence of the existence of true flowers

at this period, and as the Lepidoptera could not have existed without

them, there appears to be a considerable amount of probability in

favour of the correctness of Mr. Scudder's opinion as to the insect not

being Lepidopterous, but its location among the Homoptera by no

means finds favour in the eyes of Entomologists.

From the Solenhofen slate of Bavaria and the Purbecks of this

country, both belonging to the Upper Oolite—in addition to Neuro-

ptera^ Ortlioptera, Coleoptera, and Semiptera,—we have the earliest

traces of Diptera, five of which are recorded from the first-named for-

mation and seventeen from the latter. One specimen of Symenoftera

is also recorded from the Solenhofen slate, and two from the Dorset

Purbecks.

In the Cretaceous rocks so few traces of insects have been met

with, that it is unnecessary here to allude to them.

Tertiary Period.

We now pass into the Tertiary Period in which the Ihjmenoptera

first became abundant and generally distributed, and during which the

Lepidoptera, in all probability, first appeared ; at any rate, it is only

in strata of this age that remains of undoubted specimens of the last

named Order have been obtained.

The occurrence of the Lepidoptera, and of the Bees amongst the

Jlymenoptera, at this period, is quite consistent with the then state of

* " Lepidoptera Exotica," pp. 126—128 ; and the " Geological Magazine" for October, 1874.
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development of the vegetable kingdom, and as true flowers tlien began

to be abundant, it is likely that flower-feeding insects should have

simultaneously appeared.

In the oldest strata (Lower Eocene) of this period, but few insects

have been detected ; but, in the Middle and Upper Eocene, and the

Lower, Middle and Upper Miocene, their remains have, in certain lo-

calities, been found in great numbers, and represent all the existing

Orders.

As a rule, and possibly to some extent for the reasons before

given, the Goleoptera are better represented than any other Order
;

this is especially noticeable at Oeningen, in the Valley of the Rhine,

where, out of 844 species of fossil insects distributed among all the

existing Orders, 518 have been referred by Heer to this Oi'der. In

some localities, however, the Hymenoptera* are more numerous than

any other insects ; and in others the Dipteral are in a large majority.

In every case the Lepidoptera is by far the rarest Order, and of

the butterflies only ten well authenticated species have been obtained

from all the localities in which fossil insects have been discovered.

From the evidence at present obtained by Palseontological re-

searches, it appears that the Neuroptera is the oldest of the existing

Orders ; that it was followed by the Orthoptera, and that these two

Orders included almost all the insects of the Primary or Palaeozoic

period, towards the close of which the Coleoptera and Hemiptera fii-st

appeared.

Early in the Secondary or Mesozoic period the two last named

Orders began to be abundant and widely distributed, and somewhat

later were followed by the Diptern and cei'tain families of the Hymen-

optera.

Towards the close of this period other families of the Jlymemoptera,

including the bees, appeared, and, about the same time, or early in the

Tertiary epoch, succeeded the Lepidoptera.

X

In the next paper I shall call attention to the correlation of fossil

insects with the fossilized remains of other animals, and with those of

the vegetable kingdom.

Surbiton Hill : \st June, 1878.

* From Radoboj in Croatia, 85 species are enumerated by Heer.

t From Corent and Menat in Auvergne, 80 species ure enumerated by M. Oustalet.

}An insent discovered in 1875 in the Belgian coal fields, was for some time believed by Dr.
Breyer and M. Preudhomme de Borre to belong to this Order • but Mr. McLachlan, after an ex-
amination of the fossil, decided that it was that of a Neuropterous insect belonging to the
Ephcmcrina.
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NEW SPECIES OF GEODEPHAGOUS COLEOPTERA FROM NEW
ZEALAND.

BT H. W. BATES, F.L.S.

(Concludedfrom p. 28).

SCOPODES YERSICOLOE.

E majoribus. Supra Icete sericeo-nitens, ciipreus, interdum nigrescens ; corpore

suhtus, antennis, palpis pedibusque chalyheo-nigris, atitennis basi cBneis : capita supra

minus regulariter et subtilius strigiiloso : thorace cordato, lateribus antice obtusis-

sime angulatis, deinde leviter incurvatis, angiilis posticis rotundatis, supra subtiliter,

irregulariter, transversim utriguloso : elytris supra vix undulatis, striis Tiaud pro-

fundis cum foveis tribus parvis cyaneo-tinctis. Long. 3 lin.

The eyes, though large, are much less prominent than in the

typical species, and the neck, in consequence, appears less constricted.

The labrum is richly metallic and punctured ; the neck is vaguely

rugulose-punctured, the rest of the surface of the head is covered with

fine longitudinal strigae, less sharp and less continuous than in many

other species. The thorax appears, at first sight, rounded, but the

reflexed margin at the dilated anterior part really forms an obtuse

angle ; from this the sides are sinuated, and the margin is gradually

rounded off to the place vihere it ceases, a little before the true base.

The elytra are long and ample in proportion to the anterior part of

the body ; the striae are much less interrupted than usual, and shallow :

they show but slight traces of punctuation, and, like the three small

discoidal foveae, are tinged with bluish-green. The species has a

striking general resemblance to Semhidia of the section Tachypus.

Under stones. Otira Pass, S. Island, ISTew Zealand (C. M. Wake-

field). The nigrino variety appears to be rather common.

One example, from the West Coast, in Mr. Wakefield's collection,

has a nearly smooth thoracic surface.

ScOPODES PEASINUS.

Supra depJanatus, viridis, sub-opacus, antennis basi et tibiis rufo-testaceis :

epistoniate et labro alutaceis, collo et vertice subtiliter strigosis : thorace postice

valde angustato, lateribus utrinque bidentatis, margine inter dentes biflexuoso, dorso

alutaceo, transversim minus distincte striguloso : elytris supra paulo inceqttalibus,

striis etfoveis vix imjoressis, illis elongato-punctatis. Long. 2j lin.

Differs from the allied species in the nearly uniform green colour

of its upper surface, including labrum, outer side of the mandibles and

femora ; the colour on head and thorax is metallic, on elytra more

olivaceous and duller. The usual strigae of the thorax are finer, and

more irregular and indistinct than usual, and the two lateral dentiform

projections very prominent, the margin between them being biflexuous.
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The elytra are ample, somewhat depressed and moderately uiilevel ; the

striae are shallow, and formed of elongate punctures, the usual fovese

are broad and shallow.

Powell. One example, in Mr. Wakefield's collection.

SCOPODES MULTIPUIS'CTATUS.

Supra ciipreus, minus nitidus, interdum infuscatus : antennis palpis pedibusque

testaceis : capite grosse longitudinaliter striata ; thorace angusto, lateribiis utrinque

bidentatis, supra grosse striatis : elytris quadratis,planis, seriatim suhgrossepunctatis,

foveis tribus valde distinctis. Long. 2 lin.

Readily distinguished from allied species by the distinctly biden-

tate sides of the thorax, and the rows of elytral punctures. The

thoracic dentiform projections are placed, the anterior at the apex of

the usual angular dilatation, the posterior just before the hind angles,

the sides between the two being straight. The sculpture and appear-

ance of the elytra are similar to those of the Queensland S. ceneus

(McLeay) ; the striae being not impressed, but marked by rows of

large, mostly oblong punctures ; there is scarcely any silky gloss, and

the usual fovese are small and sharply defined. The pale legs, antennas,

and palpi are slightly varied with fuscous, particularly at the extremities.

Auckland (Capt. Broun).

SCOPODES LJEVTGATUS.

Angustior, niger, cBneo-tinctus, glaber ; capite inter oculos angusfiori, stria

frontali utrinque 2(nica : thorace breviter cordato, marginibus reflexis, hand angu-

latis, dorsojere IcBvi ; elytris ovatis, striispunctatis modice impressis vel obsoletis,

foveis indistinctis ; apice recte obtuse truncatis. Long. If lin.

This interesting aberrant species of Scopodes is of narrower form

than its allies ; the head is also narrower, and the eyes, though very

large, less projecting. The thorax is of rounded cordate outline, free

from angularity, and the lateral rims, together with the dorsal and

transverse lines, are very strongly marked. The elytra are less squared

at the shoulders, and the apical truncature presents no trace of

sinuation : the striae of the surface differ in strength of impression,

but the three foveae are, in all the examples I have examined, incon-

spicuous. The legs, antennae, and palpi are black.

West Coast, Southern Island (C. M. Wakefield).

Scopodes aterrimus, Bates, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1874, on account

of the prior use of the name for an Australian species by Chaudoir,

Bull. Mosc, 1872, may be renamed S. Edwardsii.

40, Bartholomew Eoad,
Kentish Town, N.W.

:

Mag, 1878.
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ON THE PUPATION OF THE NYMPEALIBM.

BY J. A. OSBOEXE, M.D.

Last year I commimicated to " iS'ature " (vol. xvi, pp. 502-3) a

discovery of mine iu regard to this matter ; and as my explanation

of the process is altogether at variance with the account given in

Kirby and Spence, and other works of the kind, I expected that it

would have called forth some reply. As I have no access to any books

here but my own, I should not have been surprised to hear that my
discovery had been anticipated, or was even a fact well known to

entomologists, as it is by no means far to seek or difficult to verify.

In watching the transformations of Vanessa urticcd, I found that

the chrysalis was attached to the old skin of the caterpillar by a mem-

brane sufficiently strong and permanent to support the insect during

the critical last moments of pupation, and fully explaining why it does

not fall down when the tail of the chrysalis is withdrawn from the

old skin and thrust up to be attached to the silk. I found the same mem-

brane, only less perfect, in the common white butterily, and I believe

I have evidence of it also in some beetles. It is now the time when

the matter can be easily investigated in Vanessa and its congeners of

the Suspensi ; and I would, therefore, request you to call attention to

it in your magazine, or if the thing is already known, that you would

kindly inform me of the fact. I have still some of the specimens

prepared last year to show the membrane in situ, and will be happy to

forward them for inspection, if required. I may say that I bought

some books treating of the metamorphoses of insects, with the hope of

clearing up this matter, but have hitherto failed to obtain any in-

formation on the subject.

Milford, Letterkenny :

2Uh June, 1878.

[We reprint below the letter to "Nature," referred to by our

correspondent, and will be very glad to know if the very reasonable

explanation advanced in support of his theory has been elsewhere

referred to, and also to have the results of direct experiment by

others. So far as we can discover, most of the published accounts are

simply copied, or extracted, from Heaumur. That most original of

British entomologists—George Newport—in the article " Insecta,^^ in

Todd's Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. ii, pp. 876, 877,

gives a much detailed account of the method of pupation of Vanessa

urticcB, but misses all mention of the critical moment when the tail of

the chrysalis is withdrawn from the cast-off larval skin ; and our valued
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friend Mr. Buckler has apparently likewise not accounted for this

critical moment in his description of the transformations of Liinenitis

Sibi/Ua, published in this magazine, vol. iv, pp. 33-35.

—

Eds.]

[Last year (Nature, vol. xv, p. 7) I communicated the result of some experiments

on the caterpillars of Pieris brassiccB from which it appeared that, when these are

artificially converted from Succincti into Suspensi by cutting the loop before the

exclusion of the chrysalis, a certain number (a third or fourth of the -whole) succeed

in attaching themselves to the silk by the hooks in the tail of the chrysalis in the

manner of the true Suspensi. I have repeated the experiment this year with a like

result, and I have also had the satisfaction of witnessing the process of successful

exclusion, and comparing it with that of the chrysalis of T'anessa urticce. The

method is essentially the same, except that the rapid and assured precision with

which the Vanessa chrysalis thrusts up its tail and lays hold upon the silk, is replaced

in Pieris by long and laborious efforts, as if the tail were just a little too short to

reach the silk.

I have likewise made similar experiments with another of the Succincti—Antko-

charis cardamines—with the following results :—In seven instances I cut the loop

(and sometimes a second one) which the caterpillar had spun ; and in all the

chrysalis was excluded without falling down ; but in no case was the tail of the

chrysalis withdrawn from the jjoeket of the old caterpillar-skin, so that its

suspension is directly from the latter. In eleven cases in which I did not

interfere, only two chrysalids were excluded in the normal way, i. e., vertically, with

the head up, a girdle round the insect and the chrysalis-tail withdrawn from the old

skin and attached immediately to the silk on the stem of the plant. In three other

cases in wLicli a loop was spun by the caterpillar, the chrysalis seems to have turned

upside-down during exclusion, tlie tail being now uppermost, the loop twisted, and

the hooks fastened in loose silk upon the plant-stem. Six caterjriillars either spun no

loop at all or one so insufficient that they became Suspensi of themselves before

exclusion began, and where all but one (which fell down) successfully excluded in this

position—the tail of the chrysalis, however, being still retained witliin the pocket of

the old skin.

The most interesting and curious point in the transformation of a caterpillar of

the Suspensi is the manner in which the newly-excluded chrysalis is kept from

falling, while its hook-furnished tail is being withdrawn from the old skin of the

caterpillar and made fast in the cone of silk to which the latter was attached. I am

ignorant whether any other explanation of this process has been given than that, I

believe, originally communicated by Re'aumur and detailed in Xirby and Spence,

vol. iii, pp. 208, 209, and repeated in such recent works as Figuier's " Insect World,"

from the English edition of which work by Prof. P. Martin Duncan (1872), p. 148,

I quote the following account of the pupation of Vanessa vrticce :
—" But here comes

the culminating point, the most difficult part of the operation. The chrysalis, which

is shorter than the caterpillar, is at some distance from the silky network to which it

must fix itself ; it is only supported by that extremity of the caterpillar's skin which

had not been split open. It has neither legs nor arms, and yet it must free itself

from this remaining part of the skin, and reach the threads to which it is to suspend

itself. The stqyple and contractile segments of the chrysalis serve for the limbs
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tohich are loant'mg to it. Between two of these segments, as with a pair of pincers

the insect seises a portion of the folded skin, and tvith such a firm hold that it is able

to support the whole of its hodif on it. It now curves the hinder parts slightly, and

draws its tail entirely out of the sheath in which it was enclosed," &c. (The italics

are mine.) How this can be conceived possible, considering the utterly soft con-

dition of the newly-excluded pupa, and that the caterpillar skin is now " reduced to

a packet so small that it covers only the end of the tail of the chrysalis " {loc. cit.),

in which, moreover, there are no longer any free segments, I cannot understand.

On the other hand, it is very easy to show that the last and sufficient bond of con-

nection between the chrysalis and the old larva-skin is a membrane extendingfrom

the lining of the latter to the anterior horns of the two lateral ridges hounding the

anal area of the chrysalis. I have prepared several specimens showing this mem-

brane still intact, and should be happy to forward one or two, if required, for

inspection. I find it in all three species of butterfly mentioned above, and I believe

it is to the persistence of it unbroken that is owing the continued suspension of my
chrysalides of Anthocharis. I have tested its strength to sustain the weight of the

chrysalis, and the time during which it resists desiccation and the writhings of the

insect, the obvious object of which is, not to get rid of the old caterpillar-skin, but

to rupture this membrane after the chrysalis has made good its tail-attachment to

the silk. J. A. Osborne.

Milford, Letterkenny.]

DESCRIPTION OF THE LARVA OF CIDARIA RETICULATA.

BY WILLIAM BUCKLEE.

For some years Mr. J. B. Hodgkinson of Preston has endeavoured

to find the larva of this rare and local species, until at length, in

August, 1876, success attended his efforts, and, in 1877, he again

found the larva, and was lucky enough, during the summer, to prove

the identity of those found the year before, by breeding a specimen of

the moth, as recorded by him in this Magazine, vol. xiv, p. 67. In

both years Mr. Hodgkinson sent me a couple of larvae and occasional

vsupplies of the food plant, though, from an unlucky accident during

winter, I was unable to produce an imago from the first larvae, but

have now been able to breed a specimen on the 9th of this present

July. Mr. Hodgkinson's experience is somewhat different, as he tells

me he has bred only ten out of quite a hundred larvae.

With this species there are more than usual difficulties to contend

with in rearing the larvae at any great distance from the growing food

plant, Impatiens noli-me-tangere, a native of woods bordering Winder-

mere; for this plant, when gathered, is quite unsuitable for transpox'tiug
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far, because if the least exposed to air it rapidly shrivels up, or when

confined in a tin just as rapidly turns mouldy ; although the larva

will, when pressed by hunger, feed on flowers and tender leaves of the

common garden balsam, yet it will not thrive unless it has occasionally

some of its natural food plant, the seed vessels of which it eats out

apparently in preference, though it also will eat the leaves if they are

in good condition.

The habit of the larva, like that of many other Geometers, is to be

perfectly quiescent on the stem of the plant all day, looking rather

shorter and stouter than when it wakes up at sunset, and feeds, and

continues to do so at intervals throughout the night, for then it

stretches itself to the full extent as a very active looper, lively enough.

When half-an-inch long, the young larva is very slender, and often

rests on a stem with its head and next two segments bent backwards,

and anterior legs extended free ; its colour at this stage is a tender

yellowish-green, more or less tinged with faint brownish-pink, and with

W'hitish sub-dorsal lines : after moulting, and during further growth,

its semi-transparent skin indicates very well, day by day, on w'hat it has

nourished itself from one night to another, whether on the flowers or

on the leaves of the substituted food of balsam, for at one time the

body beyond the thoracic segments would be light bluish-green, at

another time pinkish-green or much suffused with deep pink, and

whenever it could return to its natural food would become of a more

subdued tint of uniform yellowish-greenish.

When full fed and about to change, it contracts in length a little,

and appeal's stouter while it loses its lively colouring, grows tor2)id,

holds on to any object occasionally with the anterior legs only, and

elevates the hinder legs a little, quite free : this curious posture I

observed with the first two larvae of 1876, when the leaves of balsam

were removed, and only a mixture of peat earth and leafy mould re-

mained in their cage, and by the next morning (Sept. 24th) both had

buried themselves. But in the case of the two larvse I received on

the 12th October, 1877 (one much smaller than the other), I saw in

the evening of the 15th the largest had crejDt between two leaves of

the balsam, and a few reticulated silk threads could just be detected

around it, and by the 19th it had evidently made lap, as the leaves

then withering had become closely twisted together in somewhat

of a cylindrical form : at this time the smaller larva, which previously

had fed fairly well, appeared to be dead or dying, but on placing it in

the sun for a few minutes, it revived and seemed lively, but the next
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morning I saw it had not fed and was again torpid, and, greatly to my
surprise, already showed signs of contraction for pupation as it lay

under a small bit of moss, although its previous length had not ex-

ceeded five-eighths of an inch, and there on the surface of the earth

it became a naked pupa on the 29th, and, by the end of November,

had died and shrivelled up.

The full grown larva measures seven-eighths of an inch in length,

and is of a slender proportion, stoutest at the 9th and 10th segments,

from whence it tapers gradually forward, though most from the 3rd

segment to the head, which is veiy small and narrow, with the mouth

extended in front ; it tapers also just a little towards the anal extremity

:

the 2nd segment rather short, the others moderately well defined and

tolerably plump, with the usual transverse wrinkles of the genus just

visible : the colour of the head is very pale watery-greenish, with a

fleshy tinge, the thoracic segments (generally paler than the rest of

the body) are of a light warm pinkish yellow-green, and sometimes the

three or four hinder segments are similar, while those of the middle of

the body are deeper coloured, of rather stronger green inclining a

little to slaty or pinkish, or else miich the same pinkish yellow-green

throughout, the sides often deeply tinged with pink : conspicuous on

either side of the back is a whitish or faint yellowish-white opaque

sub-dorsal stripe, the dorsal vessel of brownish-red continuous on the

thoracic segments shows obscurely through the skin of the back as

though deep below it, in some parts pulsating between whitish threads,

but at the segmental divisions is strongly and clearly marked on the

skin as a spear point, or thick elongate spot of dai^k red, often prolonged

on one or two of the hinder segments : the anterior margin of the anal

legs is pale primrose-yellow, very fine brown trapezoidal dots are

sometimes noticeable on the back ; on the belly a central yellowish

stripe ; the small flesh-coloured spiracles are situated on the fine tra-

cheal whitish thread which shows distinctly through the clear skin,

this assimilates well with the internal pale fibres which show through

the stem of its food plant.

The pupa is about seven-sixteenths of an inch in length, of a

plump figure, the wing covers rather prominently developed, their

rays distinct, the abdomen convexly tapering to a pointed tip, which ia

furnished with two small converging spines, the surface has a fine

punctate roughness, and the colour is light ochreous-brown, rather

shining.

Emsworth : July I2th, 1878.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TWO NEW SPECIES OF TEICHOPTERYX, AND
RECORD OF THE CAPTURE OP T. VOLANS IN BRITAIN.

BT THE RET. A. MATTHEWS, M.A.

A short time ago, I received from Mr. Champion a series of

Trichopteri/gia for examiDation, of wliicli the greater part had been

taken by himself in Scotland. This series, although by no means ex-

tensive, contained more rare species than I ever saw before in such

close contact. Besides examples of T. longula, T.picicornis, and other

good species, I found three specimens of T. volans. This insect had

previously been found by Col. Motschulsky alone, and though I have

for a long time expected to meet with it in this country, I have

hitherto searched for it in vain. But T. volans was not the most im-

portant or interesting member of the group, for it contained seven

examples of a distinct and pretty species hitherto undescribed ; this I

now propose to name after its discoverer, whose perseverance and

success in the pursuit of the Trichofterygia well deserve to be re-

corded in their nomenclature. The position of this species in the

British list will be between T. attennata and T. fascicularis; T. volans

must be placed immediately after T. sericaiis.

While comparing Mr. Champion's specimens of T. volans with

others of the same genus reserved in my own cabinet for future ex-

amination, I resolved to describe one species, which I am fully per-

suaded is truly distinct. It has always been my habit to put by

specimens which would not coincide with known species for future

examination, labelled "n.s. ?" Thus I have many whose specific value

has not been determined by the subsequent capture of other similar

specimens ; they may possibly be only varieties, at any rate, I do not

choose to publish them as distinct species without further corroborative

evidence. But in the case of this species, no such uncertainty exists,

since three examples have occurred precisely similar to each other

:

they may be readily distinguished from their congeners by the outline

of the thorax, of which the posterior angles are enlarged in the pe-

culiar curve of the bill of the Pufiin, Fratercula arctica. This species

must be placed next in succession to T. grandicolUs.

Trichoptertx Cha]mpio>"is, n. sjj.

Augusta, elongata, eonvexa, ohscure-castanea, nitida, pilisfulvis parce vestita ;

capite parvofronte rotundato, oculis parvis hand prominentibus ;
pronoto modico ad

basin latissimo, lateribus leviter rotundatis, tuberculis minutis ordinibus sinuatis in-

distinctis dlspositis, interstitiisque nitidis, leviter reticulatis, ornato, angulis posterio-

ribus elongatis ; eli/tris brevihiis valde altenuatis, pronoto paru/n angtistioribiis,
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ordinibns transversis sinuatis leviier asperatis ; ahdomine longe exserto ohtnso ;

pedibus atqiie antennis longis Icetejlavis. L. c. y'g- lin., =^ .87 mm.

Head rather small, indistinctly tuberculated ; eyes small, not prominent ; an-

tennse large, bright yellow. Thorax moderate, very convex, longer and broader than

the head, widest at the base, with the sides rounded and strongly margined, covered

with very small tubercles in indistinct wavy rows, with the interstices very shining

and faintly reticulated, posterior margin arcuated, with the angles much produced,

the margin and angles yellow. Scutellum very large, rather deeply asperate. Elytra

very convex, narrow, and much attenuated posteriorly, about as as long but narrower

than the head and thorax, faintly asperate in transverse wavy rows, with the apex

slightly rounded and pale. Abdomen obtuse, very much esserted, with five segments

uncovered, the terminal segment minutely tridentate. Legs moderate, bright yellow.

Under-parts dark castaneous, with the edges of the segments paler.

Seven examples of tliis distinct and pretty species, wbicli may be

known by its narrow form and castaneous tint, were in the collection

of Mr. Cbampion. They were found some years ago in Wicken Feu,

near Cambridge.

TeICHOPTERYX FRATEKCULA, 11. sp.

Sat irevis, lata, nigra, nltida, pills brevibus fulois vestita, capile sat magno et

lata ; pronoto modico,postice valde dilatato, ante basim latissimo, angulis posterior i-

hns latis, apicibusparum contractis, tuberculis minutis, distantibus, ordinibus sinuatis,

remotis difipositis, interstitiis profunde et confertissime reticulatis, sive alutaceis,

ornato ; elytris sat brevibus, capite atque pronoto angustioribws, fere pariter longis,

ordinibus sinuatis, remotis, sat leviter asperatis, apicibus latis dilutioribus ; pedibus

Icetejlavis ; antennis totis nigris. L. c. ^--^ lin., = .75—.87 mm.

Head large, broad in front, covei-ed with minute remote tubercles in nearly

straight rows, with tlie interstices shining and reticulate ; eyes large and rather

prominent ; antennae rather short, pitcliy-black
;
palpi black. Thorax large, longer

and mucli wider than the head, very convex, widest before the base, with the sides

rounded and broadly margined ; the upper surface closely reticulated, or alutaceous,

with minute remote tubercles arranged in distant wavy rows, tlie posterior margin

faintly sinuated, with the angles broad, much produced, and dilated on their exterior

edge, somewhat in the shape of the bill of the PuiSn, Fratercula arctica. Scutellum

large, triangular, deeply asperate in transverse rows. Elytra short, slightly attenuated

posteriorly, about as long as but narrower than the head and thorax, moderately as-

perate in rather distant transverse rows, with the apices broad and rounded, yellow,

with the extreme edge white. Abdomen considerably exserted, broad, with the apex

obtuse, faintly tridentate. Legs rather short, robust, yellow, with the femora dusky.

Under-parts entirely black.

This species may be distiugnisbed from others by the enlarged

and peculiarly curved posterior angles of the thorax, and also by the

superficial sculpture of the same part. In the British list it must be

placed after T. grandicollis, although several exotic species would in-

tervene. Three specimens were fouud by myself near Gumley.

Grumlcy : June, 1878.
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EEMAEKS ON SOME BRITISH HEBIIPTERA-HBTEHOPTEBA.

BY DR. O. M. EEUTER.

(Co)itinuedJ'rom Vol. xir, page 245).

Globiceps fulyipes (Saund., Synops., ii, p. 279, 2). Concerning

G.fulvipes, Scop., Mr. Saunders says, I. c, "A very doubtful species,"

and he describes it only by tbe following lines :
" Extremely like the

preceding (Havo^naculatus), hwi smaller, and with the basal spot of the

elytra truncate posteriorly, and not produced along the lateral margin."

I, however, think that G. fiiJvipes is a very good species, and perfectly

different from G. Jlavomnculatus. The latter lives not uncommonly

among grass, and especially on nettles, &c. ; but fuJvipes is a scarcer

species, exclusively occurring on small Snlices, especially on S. repens

and rosmarinifoUa, and also on Sefula nana. Moreover, the larva and

nymph of the two species have a different colour, and are more dis-

similar than the imagines {vide Revisio crit. Capsin., pp. 118, 119).

The following characters are sufiBcient to separate /"MZyzijoes from^«t'0-

macidatus

:

Male.
G. fulyipes. q flayomaculatus.

Vertex not convex, its margin in the _ .

,

...
"

_ Vertex convex, its margin only in
whole tvidth cSix'maie,t\ie cn^ma, straiqht

;

,, .,„ ., , , »

the middle with a transverse,short,cMrrea
on each eye a distinct foveola. Prono- • t. -.1^1

carina. Pronotum narrower, with the
turn wider, with the calli less distinct ,,._.. , „ . ..,

calli distinct and convex. Oorium with
and scarcely convex. Corium with a

, ,111
a larger spot below the base,

small basal spot.

Female.

G. FULYIPES. ^- FLAYOMACULATUS.

Head very alobose ; from the side
Head from the side with the vertex

i , • ,

,

.
with the vertex very convex and highly

scarcely raised abowetne eyes, rvonoiwin
. . . , ,

raised above the eyes. Pronotum with
with loiv calli. Corium with the spot

. , , , ,

convex calli. Corium with the basal
below the base truncate posteriorly.

, , , 1

spot produced along the lateral margin.

Maceocoleus sordidus (Cat., 38, 4), and Oncottlus punctipes

(Cat., 38, 2). Mr. Douglas has kindly communicated a specimen of

his M. sordidus (Ent. Mo. Mag., iv, 49), and also of his Oncofyhis

tanaceti, in Brit. Hem., i, 394, 2, which latter in the Catalogue is

further erroneously named O. punctipes. Examining these specimens

I have found that both are only the ? of Tinicephalus Iwrtulanus,

Mey., a species not cited in the Catalogue of Messrs. Douglas and

Scott, but described by Mr. Saunders as Macrocoleus Iwrtulanus

(Synops., p. 296). 1 can therefore confirm the synonymy given by
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this last author (7. c). The true Capsus sordidus, Kirschb., is =
Macrocoleus tanaceti. Fall., Eeut., Saund., nee Fieb., nee Doug, and

Scott. Oncofj/lus imnctvpes^ Eeut. (= O. tanaceti, H.-Sch., Fieb., nee

Fall., nee Doug, and Sc.) is very different from the species with the

same name in the Catalogue of Douglas and Scott ; the former is a

true Oncotylus, and not found in Britain.

PsALLUs. To my mind, and also according to Mr. Saunders, P.

alni and P. sanguineus (Cat., 41, 2 and 3) are only varieties of one

species (vide Rev. crit. Capsin., p. 17G). P. distinctus (Cat., 41, 9)

is likewise a variety of P. varians (Cat., 41, 8). I have seen per-

fectly different coloured varieties of P. dimimdus, representing a

different species, as well as P. distinctus.

Neocoris Scotti (Cat., 42, 2) is only a variety of iV. nigrituhis,

Zett., as cited by Mr. Saunders (Synops., 301, 6). I have found it in

Finland in eopula with the typically coloured form.

Capsus capillaeis (Cat., 43, 1). This is the sole Scandinavian

species which can be regarded as Cimex laniarius of the Systema Na-

turae, 726, 75 (described from Sweden). The diagnosis of Linne

accords vezy well with the var. danicus, Fabr.

Camptobeochis punctulatus (Cat., 44, 1). The British species

of CamptohrocTiis is not punctiilatus of Fallen, but luteseens, Schill.

(= punctulatus, Fieb., nee Fall.), a species not yet found in Sweden.

I have examined several specimens communicated by Mr. Saunders.

The C. punetulatus, Fall., H.-Sch., Rent., Saund., is = C. FalJeni,

Fieb., erroneously cited by Messrs. Douglas and Scott as synonymical

with their species.

(To he continuedJ

.

Pst/lla rhamnicola bred : description of the vymph.—Towards the end of last

month I paid a visit to Purlej Downs for the purpose, if possible, of learning some-

thing about the earlier stages of the above-naraed species. The large tree of Rhamnus

catharticus which grows in the valley, well known, I daresay, to many entomologists,

and where I took the original specimens of P. rhamnicola, was the first to which I

directed my steps, and after examining tlie leaves for some little time, I observed

first one and then another small creature running about upon them. I at once took

out my pocket-lens, and discovered they were the nymphs of some species of Psylla.

I then set to work to beat the branches into my sweeping net, and in a short time

had the satisfaction of collecting into a tin box a goodly number of these individuals.

On reaching home I turned them out into a wide-mouthed stoppered bottle, into
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wliifli I had put several of the leaves of the tree, and within two days thereafter I

was delighted to find that some of them had already attained the perfect state. On
their first entrance into this state both males and females are entirely green, but

within a few hours afterwards the head and thorax begin to assume a reddish tinge,

and the short dark streak on the dorsal margin of the elytra, adjoining the apex of

the clavus, becomes more conspicuous. Several times afterwards I observed a male

and female sitting with their heads towards each other, and at such a distance that

the apices of the antennae just touched ; these they moved slowly up and down, but

whether this motion meant anything I had not an opportunity of determining. On
what part of the leaf the eggs are deposited, and what peculiarity the leaf assumes,

I am still ignorant ; these are matters for future investigation. Now for a brief

description of the nymph.

The entire creature pale lively green, except the cases containing the elytra,

which are pale buff coloured. Head angulate in front, and with a stout central

longitudinal keel. JSi/es dark reddish-brown. Antentiw pale, the joints indistinctly

dark at the apex, except the two terminal ones which are black. Thorax pale lively

green. JiJIi/tra-cases pale buff, with the rudiments of the neuration visible upon

them. Le(/s pale green. Abdomen pale lively green, somewhat oval, flattish-convex,

round the apex some eight or nine short, stout, dark brown hairs. Length, nearly

one-eighth of an inch.

—

John Scott, 1, St. Mildred's Terrace, Lee : 8th Jult), 1878.

The Natural History of Psylla siiccincta.—In the " Sitzungsberichte der k.

Akademie der Wissenschaften : Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Classc," xviii

Band, 18o5, Dr. Ernst Heeger described, as new, Psylla succincta, and as (except in

Dr. Puton's " Catalogue des Hemipteres," where it is enumerated among the species

marked " ? ") I am not aware that it has since been noticed, I have thought it

desirable again to mention it, and to this end transcribe its natural history. The

food-plant has long been naturalized in Britain, and it is not improbable that the in-

sect, which seems capable of withstanding considerable hardship, may have been

introduced with the rue and be also naturalized with us. At any rate, the account is

interesting.

"I found this pretty diminutive creature several times on Ruta graveolens, and,

withoiit imagining that it was undcscribed and only little known, I endeavoured,

during the past year, to observe it both in the garden and in the house, and for

this purpose I brought several paii-s into my room, where they multiplied so much

that at the end of the autumn the plant which I had given them to feed on was

reduced to a ruinous condition. I left plant and insects in the window of the un-

heated room for observation after winter was over, and in April following I placed a

fresh plant close by, which in a few days was stocked with both larvse and perfect

insects of the Psylla.

" The newly developed insects couple in the day-time, and in warm weather re-

main together for several hours ; they always live for several days afterwards, but the

males die before the females. The fecundated female, in 4 or 5 days, lays her eggs in

the day-time, singly, and by preference on the edges of the leaves, and when these

are all occupied, then on the leaf-stalk and green twigs.

"After from 8 to 14 days the wingless larvae appear; and, sucking a leaf-stalk

or young twig, remain stationary up to the time of their first moult, which occurs in

from 9 to 12 days, after which they leave their place, having already obtained rudi-
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ments of wings ; then, after similar periods, follow the second and third moults, and

generally after the last they do not move. They have already attained proportion-

ately large wing-cases, and in the same skin the transformation to the nymph and the

development of the perfect insect in a like space of time takes place ; so that about

the middle of June the second generation begins.

" A female in 5 or 6 days lays 30 or 40 eggs, and by the irregular development

of larvffi therefrom it happens that in August an extraordinary number of insects, in

all stages of existence, are present on a plant, and ruin it. After the second moult

the larvae exude the downy bluish mass, with which an overloaded plant is often

entirely covered."

Then follow the description of the egg, larva, and imago in long detail, illustrated

by figures. The size of the perfect insect is not given, but it has the body of ver-

milion colour, the wings cloudy, with pale brown markings, the antennae yellow with

the joints anteriorly black-brown. The head, which posteriorly is but little narrower

than the pronotum, has on the face and posterior part two light yellow dots; the eyes

are dark violet, and the legs are almost sulphur-yellow. If any one should find such

a creature on the rue it may presumably be Pgylla succincta, and in such a case I

should be happy to determine if it be the species.—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort

Gardens, Lewisham : IS^A Jane, 1878.

Fhylloxera in Scotland.—Dr. Masters recently sent me a small vine-leaf (from

a hot-house in Scotland), which, although scarcely li inch across, has on it about 35

well-marked Fhylloxera-gdlls. I have the best of reasons for believing that this pest

is proving as destructive in some hot-houses in Britain as it is to the vines of the

south of France, &c., grown in the open.—E. McLachlan, Lewisham : IQth July,

1878.

Singular habit of Chrysocorysfestaliella.—I was much startled yesterday with

the information that this insect uses its hind-legs much in the same way that Stath-

mopoda pedella and S. Guerini use theirs'. Sir Thomas Moncreiffe had had a

specimen in a glass-topped box and had watched its movements with great interest

for a considerable time. It would rest with its hind-legs stuck out, and then sud-

denly jerking down its right leg would make a demi-pirouette to the left ; then down

would come the left leg and the right being lifted up again, there ensued a demi-

pirouette to the right, or it would put down both legs simultaneously and be propelled

straight forward. The motions of a Stathmopoda are very leisurely, but a Chrysocorys

is a far more sprightly insect, and the motions are accordingly far more energetic.

The wonder seems to be that such a habit should never have been observed be-

fore. Perhaps, but for the existence of glass-topped boxes now-a-days, the habit

would still have escaped observation.—H. T. Stainton, Lewisham : Jtdy, 1878.

Food-plant of Elachista stab ilella.—The grass this species feeds on is Aira

ccespitosa ; it was so stunted and small when I first found it, on the chalk in the

spring, that I did not recognise it. The mined tips of the leaves become yellow,

exactly resembling the ordinary decay of the leaf.

The insect seems to me one of the commonest Elachistm round here, and to be

out all the season. I find that I have two specimens caught on the limestone near

Doncaster.—W. Warren, 51, Bridge Street, Cambridge : July 9th, 1878.
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Micro-Lepidoptera in Australia.—Our collecting season is now almost closed

(although insects are really to be found all the year round in this climate), and it

may, therefore, interest some if I record the progress Micro-Lepidooterology has

already made in Australia.

I landed in December, the heat of summer, and have, therefore, only had half a

year's collecting ; and as I have been prostrated during the last two months by an

attack of low fever, I liad only three months of actual collecting ; but I venture to

assert that in the matter of Micro-Lepidoptera Australia stands pre-eminent among

the nations of the earth. Other groups of Lepidoptera are, I think, scarcer than in

England ; but in favourable localities Micros swarm to a degree which I have never

seen equalled, except once on a July evening in the Engadine Yalley. During these

three months, from December to March, I collected 450 species (not including

Pi/rales), and have recived about 200 otliers from correspondents, 650 in all. In the

collections of residents, consisting (as regards Micros) solely of the larger species, I

have seen some 500 or 600 more ; and it is a significant fact that in these collections

hardly one-tenth of the species, although all taken round Sydney, were identical with

mine. I should observe that, the soil being very sterile, the aboriginal bush imme-

diately surrounds the city, and the extent of ground to be explored is therefore

considerable.

Mr. G. H. Eaynor, formerly of Cambridge, is established at Parramatta, some

16 miles inland, and has proved a most valuable coadjutor, having also furnished me

with types of all the species taken during his residence last year at Melbourne ; and

having convei-ted to the science Mr. Burkitt and divers of the pupils at tlie King's

School, Parramatta. The zeal of Mr. Burkitt furnished us with a pole-lamp, mounting

six paraffin burners, with which immense execution was done (on one good night I

got nearly thirty new species) ; and I suppose such a sight as our procession to the

scene of action was never before seen in Australia: to wit, two boys carrying the lamp

on a pole ; two more carrying the tripod of poles on which it was to be hoisted ; a

fifth boy with a net ; and our three selves also with nets, formed a spectacle which

produced a visible impression on the spectators. Not but what the inhabitants of

Parramatta were tolerably familiar with our eccentricities, and would remark without

surprise, " Oh, there's Mr. Burkitt up a lamp-post ; any Chilos this evening ?" It

being generally known that two species of that genus were among the special objects

of our search.

My collection comprises a fine Schcenolius (both sexes abundantly by wading in

the Parramatta river among reed-beds), and the two species of Cliilo above men-

tioned; Crambu.i, 11 ; Eromene, 2; Phycidce, 21, nearly all of European genera and

not remarkable. The Torfrices number about 50, m.ostly dull and uninteresting in

comparison with English species ; a large propoi'tion belong, or are allied, to the

typical genus Tortrix. One of the most interesting is a little species remotely allied

to Grapholitha, the larva of which mines irregular blotches in the leaves of Smilax

glycyphyUa (the plant from which sarsaparilla is procured), thus differing in habit

from every known species of the group. The Tineina form the bulk of the collection ;

the principal European genera as yet recognised (a considerable number of species

being still unexamined) include, Chorentis, 1 ; Simaethis, 1 ; Atychia, 1, nearest to

pumila ; Blahophanes, 3 ; Tinea, 4, not including tapetzella, peUionella, andbiselliella,

which all abound ; Incxirvaria, 1 ; Nemolois, 2 ; Phitella cruciferarrm, of course in
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its element ; Depressaria, 1, doubtful ; Cryptolecliia, above 60, I used to get a new

Cryptolechia almost every time I went out, so that the genus bids fair to rival the

original Gelechia, unless it also will bear sub-division ; Gelechia, the vai-ious species

of this group I have not not yet attempted to grapple with, but they number about

20; for the rest of the Gelechidce, there are undoubtedly many new genera, belonging

to the groups of Hypsolophus and Pleurota, but no species that accord with European

genera ; Sarpella, 2, very similar to forficella and bracteella, but half their size ;

Da.li/cera, 1 ; (Ecophora, about 30, showing great range of foi*m and colouring ;

Olyphipteryx, 5, most of them exceedingly handsome, especially one with yellow

hind-wings ; Laverna, 3 ; Stagmatophora, 2 brilliant species ; Stathmopoda, 2, and

also two extraordinary allied genera with the same habit of erecting the posterior-legs

in the air, one a beautiful coppery-red insect with plumose antennae, allied to Atkin-

sonia ; Cosmopteryx, one so exactly resembling Scrihaiella in every minute detail that

1 see no distinction but the black ground-colour ; it frequents dry places, and the

larva probably feeds on a grass ; Batrachedra, 2 ; Heliozela, 1 ; Elachista, 3, one

very near nigrella ; Coleophora, 1, and also two forms of cases ; G-racilaria, 6 ;

Coriscium, 1, bred from leaf-mines on a PhyUanthus (a small tree belonging to the

Euphorbiacea) ; Ornix, 2 ; I may mention here that one typical Gracilaria, the

Coriscium very often, and a new genus between Coriscium and Ornix, stand on their

heads like Argyresthia ; Lithocolletis,none yet, perhaps owing to the season ; Lyonetia,

2 ; Opostega, 1 ; Bucculatrix, 2, one bred from Eucalyptus, the larva and ribbed

cocoon resembling those of Eui'opean species ; Nepticula, 2, one bred from the

PhyUanthus, and also mines of other species.

I will close this already too long account (omitting any notice of the many new

and curious genera) by mentioning three characteristic peculiarities of the Australian

Tineina. These are (11 the very great comparative frequency of yellow hind-wings,

which occur in at least five per cent, of the entire group, and are scattered indis-

criminately through the families, appearing even in the narrow winged Elachistidce ;

compai'e with this the fact that in England the proportion is 2 in about 700 : (2) the

unusually large proportion of rough woolly or tufted heads, occurring in all families,

but especially the Gelechidce, and making their boundaries unpleasantly vague :

^3) the much increased number of larvae which form for themselves an efiicient shelter

by spinning a dense web in common, or tough silken galleries coated with excrement,

or even (as in Cryptophasa, and certainly also some smaller species) boring into wood

and closing the hole with a bari-icade of silk and refuse. The reason of this I believe

to be the superabundance of ants, which swarm in great variety on every tree and

plant, and wliich I have seen destroying unprotected larvae. The above generalisations,

which are certainly founded on fact, seem to me worthy of attention.

—

Edwaed

Meyeick, 243, Macquarie Street, Sydney : May, 1878.

Captures of Lepidoptera at Bishop's Wood, near Selhy.—Amongst the captures

a few days' visit to Bishop's Wood, at Whitsuntide, produced, were the following

species, including larvae and images : Eurymene dolobraria, Tephrosia biundularia,

Asthena luteata, Eupisteria heparata, Melanthia albicillata, Cidaria silaceata,

Cymatophora dnplaris, Tethea siibtusa, Taniocampa populeti, Himera pennaria,

and Hyssia hispidaria.

We also took Eupithecia lariciata at Brough, not uncommonly. There were
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three imagos of Antlclea badiata captured in very fair condition, and tlie day after

I swept several half-fed larvae of the same insect out of the hedge-row. I think this

is such an unusual occurrence of badiata that it merits a record.—S. D. Bairstow,

Woodland Mount, Huddersfield : June 19th, 1878.

Incurvaria canariella bred.—On the 4tli June, I bred several specimens of Incur-

varia canariella from Rosa spinosi.ssima, collected at Arnside, in North Lancashire.

The late Mr. Thomas Hague, of Staleybridgc, first met with this insect in the Isle of

Man, where it was afterwards captured by the Eev. R. P. Murray. The first specimen

I saw alive strongly reminded me of Nemophora Schioarziella, only that it had a

yellow face and shorter antennae; but for many years I had not seen a specimen:

now, I am happy to say, I have secured a nice series of this local species.—J. B.

HoDGKiNSON, 15, Spi'ing Bank, Preston: July 1st, 1878.

Deilephila llvornica at Knatsford.—I wish to record the capture of D. livornica

at Knutsford on the 11th of June, by my friend, Mr. E. C. Buxton. He saw two

specimens at the flowers of a rhododendron in his garden, but only captured one
;

last year he saw a large Sphinx at the same shrub, which he believes to have been

the same species. My friend made me the offer of the specimen he captui-ed, which

is a very fine and perfect one, and I was glad to accept it, as it is a species very rarely

taken in this part of the country.

—

Joseph Sidebotham, Bowdon, Cheshire : July

17th, 1878. ^
The Nattjral History of Hastings and St. Leonards, and the Vicinity.

Published by the Hastings and St. Leonards Philosophical and Historical Society.

12mo, pp. 1—68, 1878.

This is a well got up local list of plants and animals occurring in the Hastings

district, comprised in an area of about 18 miles from east to west, and 10 from north

to south (so far as terrestrial or fresh-water productions are concerned), and the shore.

1868 species of insects are enumerated, of which 499 are Coleoptera, 923 Lepidoptera,

the other Orders evidently very imperfectly represented by the few species collected.

Everything must have a beginning, and the Society has made a very creditable

one. We hope a new edition will be soon required, in consequence of large additions

to the number of species. In this it might be advisable to give more special localities,

in order to show how tlie distribution of species is correlated with the varying geological

features, &c.

Professor Carl Stcil. By a letter fi-om his widow and father we have the sad

news that Professor Carl Stal died at Frosundavik, near Stockholm, on the 13th June

last, aged 45 years. We hope to be able to give subsequently some further informa-

tion of one who worked well for the science of entomology, and wliose premature

death gives so much, cause for lovers and students of nature to lament.

Two errors occurred in our notice of the late Mr. W. C. Hewitson in the July

No. With respect to the " Exotic Butterflies," it should be mentioned that the

work was concluded at the end of i\xe fifth (not the third) volume. It is the stock

and copyright of the " British Oology " that become the property of Mr. Van Voorst,

not the specimens from which the work was drawn uj5.
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LIST OF THE HEMIPTERA OF NEW ZEALAND.

BY F. BTTCHA]S'A]S^ "WHITE, M.D., F.L.S.

{^Continuedfrom p. 34).

TARGAEEMA, «. g.

Body oblong. Head triangular, broader tban long, immersed to

the eyes, and with them a very little broader than the apex of the

pronotnm ; clypeus rather produced. Eostrum passing the middle

coxae, the 1st joint reaching to or nearly to the base of the head. An-

tennae less than half as long as the body, the 1st joint reaching beyond

the apex of the head. Pronotum slightly convex, and with a slight

transverse depression in the middle, length more than half the poste-

rior breadth ; front margin about half as long as hind margin, slightly

concave, transversely impressed within the mai^gin ;
side margins ob-

tusely keeled, nearly straight but rounded in front, the hind angles

elevated ; hind margin slightly concave in front of the scutellum.

Scutellum longer than broad. Elytra complete, parallel. Legs medi-

ocre, front femora slightly thickened, with one or more small spines

near the apex below ; tibiae straight ; 1st joint of the hind tarsus as

long as, or longer than, ths two other joints together. Hind margin

of 3rd ventral segment curved forward on each side, and not reaching

the margin.

Allied to Peritrechus and Rliyparocliromus. Type T. Slall.

23. T. Stali, n. sp.

Dull chestnut-brown, variegated with paler ; three basal joints of antennae, ros-

trum, elytra and legs, paler ; pronotum with a spot in middle of front margin, side

margins especially behind, a spot in middle of hind margin (sometimes extended to

front edge of the hind lobe), and a smaller spot on each side, as well as the hind

angles, scutellum with the apex and a spot on each side behind the disc, corium with

a streak from the base to the middle of the claval suture, three short streaks follow-

ing each other on the disc, and a fourth obscure streak between the third and the

outer margin, as well as the base of the latter and the commissure of the clavus,

whitish-brown or brighter brown ; corium with a black streak from the middle of

the claval suture to the inner apical angle ; last joint of the antennae fuscous-black ;

membrane pale fuscous with darker streaks. The lobes of the pronotum nearly

equal in length, the front obsoletely, the hind coarsely and thickly, punctured

;

scutellum coarsely and thickly punctured ; elytra with rows of punctures, the clavus

with three rows, the disc of the corium more remotely punctured ; front femora with

one spine ; 1st joint of hind tarsus as long as the two others together.

S ? . Length, 3i— 1, breadth, U—1^ mm.

Several specimens taken by Captain Broun. Somewhat variable

in the intensity of the markings.
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IVoTE.—111 giving names to the New Zealand Hemiptera, I wish

to commemorate not only the entomologists who have done good work

in collecting the specimens, but also some of those whose labours in

this order of insects are well known to all their brethren.

[As, since the above was written, Dr. Stal has gone from amongst us, I cannot

allow the opportunity to pass without expressing the sincere regret with which all

entomologists must regard his untimely death.]

24. T. electa, n. sp.

Dull chestnut-brown, variegated with paler ; rostrum, antennae, and legs paler;

pronotmn with a spot in the middle of the front margin, side margins (interrupted

in the middle), hind angles, and three spots on the hind margin, scutellum with the

sides and apex, clavus with the commissure, corium with the base of the outer

margin, a streak at the middle of the claval suture, three obscure streaks following

each other on the disc, and a fourth between the third and the outer margin, paler

brown
; pronotum with an obscure band before the hind margin, scutellum with the

apical half of the disc, clavus with a streak near the inner angle, corium witli a

streak from the base to near the middle of the claval suture and another from beyond

the middle to the inner apical margin, as well as a large irregular patch near the

outer apical angle, more or less fuscous-black ; membrane yellowish-fuscous. Head

very finely punctured ; the two lobes of the pronotum nearly equally long, the front

mipunctured except behind the front margin, the hind closely but obsoletely punc-

tured ; scutellum rather i-emotely punctured ; elytra with rows of punctures, the

disc of the corium rather obscui'ely and remotely punctured ; front femora with

three spines ; 1st joint of hind tarsus twice as long as the two last joints together.

? . Length, 6, breadth, 2i mm.

Two specimens taken by Captain Broun.

MARGARETA, n. g.

Body oblong, clothed with longish suberect hairs. Head rather

small, longly triangular, immersed to the eyes, and with them broader

than the apex of the pronotum. Rostrum reaching the hind coxfe, the

1st joint attaining the base of the head. Antennae half the length of

the body, the basal joint passing the apex of the head. Pronotum

anteriorly convex, somewhat concave in the middle behind, the length

eqiial to the posterior breadth, the front and hind margins equal in

length, all the sides nearly straight, the lateral rounded in front and

obtusely keeled behind. Scutellum acutely triangular, longer than

broad, and somewhat depressed in the centre of the disc. Elytra

complete, somewhat rounded near the middle, the clavus with three

and a-half longitudinal rows of punctures. Legs mediocre, the front

femora somewhat thickened, and near the apex below armed with three

spines ; the front tibire straight; the 1st joint of the hind tarsi more

than double the length of the other two put together.

Somewhat related to the genits Pacln/merus.
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25. HI. dominica, n. sp.

Rather dull brown, the upper surface as well as the antennse and legs with pale

brown hairs, the under-side shining pitchy-brown. The head (except the extreme

apex), anterior part of the pronotum, and some streaks on the elytra as well as the

membrane, darker brown ; the antennse (except the basal joint) , rostrum, legs (fe-

mora excepted), and veins of the membrane, yellow-brown. Rather remotely and

coarsely punctured, except on the somewhat wrinkled head, a transverse band before

the middle of the pronotum, a small space witliin the inner angle of the corium, the

middle of the sternum behind, and the under-side of the hind body, which are im-

punctate. The 1st joint of the antennse gradually from the base to the middle, and

the 2nd and 3rd at the apex, thickened, the 4th cylindrical, the 2nd longer than

the 3rd. <? ? . Length, 6, breadth, 2 mm.

Captain Broun (several specimens).

26. ScoJoposfefJius Putoni, n. sp.

Dull testaceous-brown, more or less densely punctured ; head, pronotum with

front lobe and a spot on each side within the hind angles, scutellum with a spot in

the middle, and the sternum, black
;
pronotum with three obscure longitudinal

bands on the hind lobe, corium with the veins, a spot near the middle of the outer

margin and another on the inner margin opposite it, the apical margin and a streak

near it, the membrane (except the veins), the antennae, coxae, trochanters, margins of

the sternum segments, and the ventral surface, more or less intensely brown or

pitchy-brown ; the dilated side margins of the pronotum and the extreme tip of the

scutellum, sub-translucent and dirty white. Clavus with three rows of punctures.

J ? . Length, 3 mm.

Two or three specimens taken by Captain Broun. Allied to >S^.

contractus, H.-S.

Tribe PHTMATINA.

27. Phijmata Feredayi, Scott.

28. P. conspicua, Scott. I have not seen either of these.

Tribe AEADINA.

The names of five supposed species of this section have been re-

corded ; but two of these seem to be only synonyms. I am able to

add another species to the list.

29. Aradus australis, Er. ?

Erichson's description (made from a mutilated specimen) is so

very short, that I am not certain that the New Zealand species is

identical with the Tasmanian. If it is not the same, it is very closely

allied.

Not uncommon. Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield,
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30. Neuroctenus Hochstetteri, Mayr.

Not uncommon. Captain Broun.

If Walker is right in referring Aradus thoracicus, White, to the

genus Neuroctenus, it is possible that Iloclistetteri and thoracicus may

mean one and the same insect. I do not know where the latter is

described, if it has been described at all, which seems doubtful.

31. Crimia attenuata, Walker.

This I have not seen. Mr. Butler places the name of the other

Walkerian species {Mezira maorica) within brackets after the name

of this species, by which I understand him to mean that the two are

identical.

32. Aneurus Brouni, Buch. White.

Three specimens taken by Captain Broun.

{To he continued!)

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW HOMOPTEEOUS INSECT BELONG-INa
TO THE FAMILY CICADIDJE.

BY W. L. DISTANT.

TOSENA SPLENDIDA, U. Sp.

(J . Body black. Face with tlie lateral borders dull reddish, with a well-pro-

nounced, central, longitudinal impression ; transversely costate, with the interstices

wide and irregularly punctate. Eyes prominent, luteous and fringed behind with

long hairs. Pronotum deeply furrowed, much as in T. melanoptera, white, with four

large luteous spots : two on the disc, sub-oval, converging from immediately behind

the eyes towards each other, through two-thirds of the width of the pronotum,

their bases widened and separated by a space of about two millimetres ; the other

two somewhat larger and much more irregular, occupying the posterior lateral angles.

Mesonotum very sparingly pilose—excepting near lateral borders, where the hairs

are much longer and more regularly abundant,—and with two sub-cordate luteous

spots on disc, parallel with the pronotal central spots, and, like them, converging

towards each other at base. Metauotum with two small luteous spots at base, very

indistinct in c? , but clearly exhibited in $ . Abdomen above pilose. Rostrum

black, with a small luteous spot near base, in length just reaching the posterior

coxfe. Body beneath and legs pilose ; femora with a wide, central, rufous band, fore-

femoral spines apparently well-developed (owing to a somewhat crushed condition

of the fore-femora in type, I am unable to give a more complete delineation), drums

of the usual generic size, but situated close together, and divided by a very slight

emargination behind. Abdomen with a longitudinal discal row of sub-triangular

reddish markings, the bases of which are situated on posterior borders of abdominal

segments. Tegmina and wings, wliere not obscured by darker markings, transparent.
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exhibiting varied opaline lustre, which in some lights is found to be varied witli

close and regular series of transverse darker strife. Tegraina at base narrovcly dark

fuscous. Costal area fuscous for rather more than half its length, nervures and

nervules bright luteous, and, for two-thirds the length of tegmina, bordered on each

side with fuscous. The apical border is also fuscous, very broadly so at apex, and

narrowing towards inner margin, containing a sub-marginal row of pale luteous spots,

which are the outer terminations of an equal number of narrow, transverse, linear,

pale luteous stria?. Claval area pale greenish. Wings pale greenish for nearly two-

thirds their area from base, remaining portion shining fuscous, enclosing a sub-

marginal row of pale opaline spots, of which the largest is sub-costal and irregular

in shape, being somewhat sub-quadrate, hollowed out externally, and produced at

base towards outer edge. Nervures and nervules pale luteous, in some places tinged

with green.

? . Differs principally from the S in having all the colour markings intensified,

the tegminal row of sub-marginal spots, which are luteous in the S >
being pale

opaline in the $ . The abdomen is more thickly clothed with pilosity, and the ros-

trum is somewhat shorter in length than in the (J

.

(? . Long. 45 mill. Exp. tegm. 124 mill. $ . Long. 44 mill. Long., with ovi-

positor exscrted, 49 mill. Exp. tegm. 127 mill.

Naga Hills : alt. 2000 to 6000 ft. Khasia Hills : alt. 1500 to

6000 ft. (Chiunell).

This beautiful species is interesting as showing the alliance of

the genera Tosena and Gceana, which, originally placed near each other

by Amyot and Serville, were by Mr. Walker separated far apart, both

in the Brit. Mus. Catalogue, and in the Brit. Mus. Coll. The late and

lamented Prof. Stal, in his Synopsis of the Genera of the Stridulantia

(Hem. Af., vol. iv), recognised their aiSnity, and I think, had he lived

to have seen this species, would have agreed that there is a regular

transition through the genera Tosena, Gceana, and Suechys. Tosena

splendida differs apparently from the other species of the genus by its

paler coloration and more transparent appearance, but the last peculi-

arity is shadowed in T. r/Zifl^fl', Dist., whilst the pronotal and mesonotal

spots, which ally it to some species of the genus Gceana, may be seen

indicated on the pronotum of T. melanoptera. White, in which the two

discal spots are faintly recognisable, whilst the broad, pronotal, luteous

band of that species appears only as the two angular spots in T. splen-

dida. I have abstained from describing the ueuration of the tegmina,

knowing that character in many instances among the Cicadidce to be

most unreliable, and, in addition to the evidence I have already col-

lected, I may state, that the neuration of the right and left tegmina iu

the typical ^ specimen above described is asymmetrical.

1, Selston Villas, East Duhvich, S.E.

:

August, 1878.
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ON THE PUPATION OP THE NYMPHALID^.

BT T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

From my earliest entomological experience, tliis subject, as an

engineering problem, had a great attraction for me, and it was not long

before I had succeeded in observing the whole pi^ocess, by which the

pupa, soft, and apparently helpless, gets hold of the tuft of silk which

is to support it, not by getting through the end of the caterpillar skin,

but by withdrawing the tail from the effete skin and passing it up be-

hind it. Few years, until this one, have passed in which I have not

repeated the observations, which possess an unfailing interest. It so

happens, also, that some years ago I interested myself in the question

as to the normal number and arrangement of the spiracles of insects,

and as to how the various number of spiracles that occur are to be

explained by the suppression of some and the varying position of

others. Among the observations then made were some on the changes

in the number and positions of the spiracles during metamorphosis.

The j)upation of the Vanessidi w^as not omitted in these observations,

and yielded an item bearing on the " membrane " obsei'ved by Dr. AV.

Osborne. It is perhaps, therefore, fitting that I should state the

result of my observations as the subject has been brought up for

discussion.

It is to be noted that the process of casting a skin, whether by

larva or pupa, is a process of vermiform creeping, i. e., creej)ing with-

out the aid of legs ; the segments of the insect are soft and worm-like,

but under powerful muscular control, notwithstanding their softness

and the delicacy of their tegument. In the fresh pupa of Vanessa, for

example, the segments are rounded with deep folds betw^een, and not

smoothed down, hard and telescoped as in the mature pupa. As the

casting of the larva skin becomes nearly completed, the thoracic portion

of the skin still covers the ventral aspect of the abdominal segments,

whilst already the dorsal slit in the skin has passed so far backwards

as to allow the removal of the terminal segment with its hooks.

At this critical point it is obvious, as the result of my observations,

that the good old explanation of how the pupa is sustained, is largely

true, that it is suspended by the folds of the larva skin being grasped

in the intervals of the segments of the pupa. But there is another

and at least as important an element in the case that has not, I think,

been mentioned, and that is, that the interior of the larva skin and the

surface of the pupa are damp or actually wet, so that by capillary

attraction and atmospheric pressure they adhere w'ith considerable

firmness, and whilst they will gradually slide off each other by the
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vermiform movements of the pupa, tliey strongly resist any direct

separating force, and the larva skin will not readily even peel off. The

capillary adhesion of a very small area is abundantly sufficient to sus-

tain much more than the weight of the pupa. An important element

in the case is that the sliding of the skin under the vermiform move-

ment of the pupa can only take place when there is ^omQpoint d'appui,

which in the earlier stage of the process is afforded by the different

segments of the pupa, one, or rather several, so to speak, holding the

skin, whilst another slides along it ; but at the stage of the process we

are considering, ^mq^o. point (Tappui fails, and no further sliding takes

place until one is gained by the attachment of the terminal hooks to

the silken boss. The " membi-ane " discovered by Dr. W. Osborne no

doubt assists to some extent in the same way (by capillary adhesion),

for such a membrane there really is. This membrane is neither more

nor less than the linings of the tracheae, which are drawn out at each

change of skin, and trail behind over the surface of the pupa, frequently

adhering to it by the dampness already mentioned. In many insects

these tracheal linings form a conspicuous addition to the cast skin,

forming long white threads, as they do not shrivel together in drying

as the skin itself does. Whether the intestinal lining affords any

assistance in supporting the young pupa, I do not know.

Bingliill, Hereford : August, 1878.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS IN THE ISLAND OF ASCENSION.

BY R. McLACHLAN, F.R.S., &c.

This little spot in the middle of the Atlantic is suffering to an

alarming extent from the ravages of caterpillars, which threaten to

destroy all vegetable produce, a most sei-ious matter, when it is con-

sidered how greatly the health of its inhabitants—and especially the

prevention of that dire scourge scurvy—depends upon a proper supply

of vegetables.

A nicely preserved collection of the perfect insects (with most of

their larvte in spirits) has been forwarded to the Secretaries of the

Admiralty, and submitted to me through the authorities at Kew.

It consists of nine species—two of these butterflies, the others

moths of the family Noctiudce. All of them may be suspected of

having been introduced with plants, &c.

The butterflies are the very widely distributed Vanessa cardui and

Lyccena hcetica, neither of which can cause much damage ; and a Noctua

larva was forwarded in error as pertaining to the Vanessa.

The most destructive of all is our too-well knov>'n Ayrot is seqcluiH,
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known in the island as the "black grub," and, as here, nipping off the

young plants just below the surface. Another is Prodenia retina, not

known in this country, but of very wide distribution ; it appears in

great numbers, and clears everything before it ; in December, 1876,

the Cricket Valley Crater was grown over with wild tomatoes, which

were covered with the caterpillars ; the tomatoes died off in April,

1877, and but few of the caterpillars were to be seen until last No-

vember, wheii they swarmed over the whole mountain. Another

caterpillar, which is said to be seen in numbers, is that of a Leiicania,

apparently L. Loreyi, but it is not stated upon what it feeds
;
probably

grasses and cereals. Two pretty species of Plusia—P. aurifera and

(apparently) P. JJ-aureum—with characteristic " half-looper " larvae,

are said to be destructive to garden produce. The other moths are

CosmopTiila xantliindyma and a species of CaUopistria, but of these the

larvfe have not been observed.

Naturally the islanders seek means of ridding themselves of this

plague of caterpillars ; but these are very difficult to suggest. The
introduction of rooks or starlings appears to be practically impossible,

on account of the treeless condition of the island. The sparrow

would, I think, be useless ; if introduced, it would sure to keep to the

houses, and moreover, the larva? are large, and, in the case of the Aqrotis,

only at work above ground during the night. I have suggested the

breeding of large numbers of ducks, if this can be done successfully

in an island with so little water, and, failing these, the turning out of

large flocks of fowls and guinea fowl, and building sheds for them in

which to shelter and roost.

Strict attention to systematic alternation of crops is, I think, de-

sirable ; and not less so is the careful collection and destruction of all

larvsB and pupae turned up by the plough or spade.

Chemical and other agents seem to be of little service ; but I

know that the sprinkling of unslaked lime over the plants has been

found useful in the case of Agrotis segetum.

An estimate of the number of land birds on the island accompanies

the insects, from which it appears that there are about 25 pheasants,

400 partridges, 100 guinea-fowl, 1100 domestic fowls, 25 ducks, 50

canaries, 10 cardinal birds, and 1500 wax bills ; the guinea-fowl are

said to keep about the N. E. plains, 400 feet above the gardens, and

live on grasshoppers and crickets ; surely if these birds were pinioned

or prevented from straying, they would find the larvas equally to their

taste.

The only immediate consolation I can give the unfortunate

islanders is, that destructive insects, as a rule, only appear in extra-

ordinary numbers in certain years.

LewisliaDj, London : Avgnst, 1878.
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NEW COLEOPTEEA FEOM NEW ZEALAND.

BT D. SHAEP, M.B.

(Concludedfrom p. 52).

Ch(ERODES COIfCOLOE, n. sp.

Sotundato-ovalis, convexus, fere unicolor, pallide testaceus, snhnitidus ;

pedihus j^osteriorihus minus incrassatis. Lonxj. 6^ mm., lat. 4f mm.

Though excessively similar to C. tnicliyscelides, White, I think

this is a distinct species ; in C. trachyscelides, unicolorous unspotted

forms are rare, whereas in G. concolor I have not seen a spotted indi-

vidual, though I have received two or three dozen specimens ; C. con-

color is only about half the size of White's species, and has the legs

much thinner, and there seems to be scarcely any difference in the

intermediate tarsi of the two sexes, whereas in G. trachyscelides, ^ , the

middle tarsi are much dilated.

Sent by Prof. Hutton, in numbers, from Otago.

RhIPISTENA LUGUBEIS, 11. sp.

Elongata, angustula, nigra, opaca, dense subtilissime punctata et fusco-

pubescens ; prothorace antrorsum fortiter angustato, hasi profunde bisinuato,

angulis posterioribus sub-prolongatis, ad humeros applicatis ; elytris elongatis

et angustis, apicibus vix dehiscentibus et sub-aciimmatis.

Ziong. 6 mm., lat. Ij mm.

The 1st joint of the antennae is longer and rather thicker than

the 2nd ; the 3rd is longer than the 1st, but similar to it in form, the

4th joint is stout, quite as long as broad, the other seven joints very

short, but each giving off an appendage, and of these the first four or

i}ve are each as long as the three basal joints.

' I have received a mutilated individual of this species from Capt.

Broun, as No. G3, and am informed that he has found only two

individuals.

I give below the characters, so far as I can see them, of this

interesting species, which seems to be a very interesting form of

Bhipipliorides, but to connect that family with the Mordellides ; if the

antennae and head were hidden, the insect might readily be passed

over as a slender Mordellistena.

Antennae short, eleven-jointed, the four basal joints moderately long and stout,

the other seven very short, but each giving off a long slender lobe ; their insertion is a

long way from the front of the clypeus near the eyes, which are somewhat emarginate

on their inner edge. Head, when extended, with its posterior part laid on the apex

of the thorax. Mandibles visible from the front ; labrum small but visible between
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the mandibles ; maxillaj and labium placed in a cayity on the under-side of the head,

this cavity is very defined by a margin which forms a curve extending between the

front angles of the head ; the labium is apparently excessively reduced, and I can-

not see any mentum or labial palpi ; the maxillae are exposed ; their palpi are not

very large and are 4-jointed, the basal joint being, however, very minute, the 2nd

joint is longer than the 3rd, and the 4th about as long as the 2nd and 3rd together,

and oval in form. Thorax much narrowed in front, its anterior opening looking

downwards, prosternum separated from the flanks of the pronotum by an obscure

suture ; front coxae much exserted, sub-cylindrical, and perpendicular, their cavities

widely open behind, but placed at a considerable distance from the front edge of

the prosternum. Mesosternum rather large, with a prominence in the middle, which

fits between the front coxae ; the middle coxae separated by a prolongation of the

mesosternum, which extends as far as the hind part of the coxae, and has there a

free, slender extremity. Metasternum elongate, its episterna very large, its epimera

not visible. Hind coxae large, but only about half as long as the metasternum.

Hind-body slender, of five visible ventral segments, the first of which is about as

long as the apical one, the three intermediate being moderately long and about

equal to one another. Legs elongate and very slender, the tibiae without spurs, the

tarsi longer than the tibiae, the front and middle ones 5-jointed, the hind ones

4-jointed. The claws have been covered with gum tragacanth, so that I cannot see

their structure.

SOMATIDIA LO>"aiPES, U. sp.

(J. Sat elongata, fusco griseoque minus Icefe variecjata, elytris versus

apicem dUutiorihus et plaga communl scutifurml fusca, sells erectis nulHs,

tuherculis sex minutis,setosis ; prothorace sat elongato,anterius minuspiinctato,

punctis vix ad medium extensis. Long. 8 mm., hit. 'd\ mm.

The male o£ this species, though rather similar at first sight to

that sex of Parmeiia antarctica, White (Greu. Somafidia, Bates), is

abundantly distinct; it is larger and especially moi^e elongate, and

has the legs much more developed, they are much longer, and the

thighs are more clavate, the punctuation of the thorax and elytra is

much less, and each elytron has three minute tubercles instead of two.

The coloration of the two species seems very similar, except that

S. longijjes will probably prove the less conspicuously variegated.

The discovery of this species is due to Professor Hutton, who

recently sent me a single specimen, which was found in Otago.

Ceypxodacne synthetica, n. sj).

Snh-ohlonga, convexa, nitida, suhglahra, fusco-ferruginea, elytronim

humeris apiceqtie ferrugineis, pedihus tcstaceis, antennis rohustis, pilosellis,

ferrugineis ; protJiorace elongato, suhquadrato, parcius sat fortiter ptmctato ;

eli/tris parcius siihtiliter seriatim punctatis. Long. 4f—5 vim., lat. 2 mm.

Antenna; robust, about as long as head and thorax, formed as in
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Cnjptoplicigus ; eyes convex, and with very coarse facets ; front part

of head mucli produced beyond insertion of antennae. Thorax large,

not quite so long as broad, the front margin depressed-emarginate on

each side beyond the eyes, the sides nearly straight, but slightly

narrowed behind, the hind angles well marked and rectangular, the

sui'face with distant but distinct punctures, which bear very short

hairs. Scutellum moderately large, impunctate. Elytra with series

of fine, distant punctures, which bear excessively short setae. Legs

i-ather long.

The facies of this species is quite in accordance with its structural

characters, for it suggests at a glance a relationship with Dacne,

Crifpiopliagxis^ and Triplax.

I have received two specimens from Capt. Broun, as N^o. 4, and

am informed that he found about a dozen individuals of the species

in fungus, at Tairua. I can see no characters to inform me of the sex

of the individuals.

As I have just remarked, this insect combines the characters of

Triplax, Dacne, and Grypiopliacjus : the antennae are those of a Crypto-

pJiagus, such as C. lycoperdi, the three apical joints, though larger than

the preceding ones, can scarcely be called a club : the form of the

head and the insertion of the antennae are as in Triplax russica, except

that the width is not so groat and the length is greater ; the facets of

the eyes are even coarser than in Cryptoplutgiis. The apical joints of

the palpi are dilated, that of the maxillary ones being hatchet-shaped.

The structure of the prothorax and its relations to the mesothorax are

but little different from Triplax, the space separating the coxae is

broad, especially in relation to the width of the body ; the prosternal

process is not margined at the sides, except in an obsolete manner.

The tarsi are all five-jointed, and not flattened, being narrower than

in Triplax, but not so slender as in Dacne, the three basal joints are

sub-equal, the 4th, though smaller than the others, is quite distinct,

and the 5th joint is large, being as long as the four others together

;

the structure of the tarsi is in fact just intermediate between Triplax

russica and Dacne californica.

This insect may at present be classed among the Erotyliclce, though

as it introduces into that family the antenna? of Cryp fopli agus, it tends

to complete the union of ErotylidcB and Cryptopliagidce. The chief

characters by which it departs from Triplax, are the less clavate

antennae, the very coarsely facetted eyes, and the decidedly pentame-

rous tarsi.

Thornhill, Dumfries : April, 1878.
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FUETHER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
CUTONIIBM OF MADAGASCAR.

BY CHAELES O. WATEEHOUSE.

Tlie species here described were collected by the Rev. William

Deans Cowau, and were forwarded by him to Mr. J. E. Harting, who

has placed them at my disposal ; the specimens will be found in the

British Museum. The collection contained the following species of

Cetoniidcd, from Fianarantsoa.

Heterosoma collatmn,Gr. & P., $ ; SeteropJiana canaUculata, Gr. & P.,

males only ; Stenotarsia discoidalis, n. sp., ^ & '^ ; S. Scotfi, Janson,

(J ; Liostraca bella, n. sp. ; Exixanthis nooem-punctata, Gr. & P. ; Pa-

racJiilia meJanocala, Burm. ; Bricoptis variolosa, Gr. & P. ; Pygora

ornata, Janson; P. inilchripes, n. sp. ; P. Cowani, n. sp. ; Coptomia

prasina, Burm. ; C. nigriceps, n. sp. ; C. ^-maculata, n. sp. ; C pro-

pinqua, n. sp. ; C. ajjicalis, u. sp. ; C opnlina, Gr. & P. ; C. sex-macu-

lata, G. & P. ; Pogonotarsus plumiger, (1. & P. ; CeVidota StepJiensi,

G. & P. ; Eiiryomia argentea, Oliv.

The following are the new species :

Stenotaesia discoidalis, sp. n.

Atra, depressa, supra OTpaca ; tJiorace quadrato, Umbo fulvo ; elyirls de-

planatis, sat crehre piinctatis, regione scutellari maculisque quatuor rotundatis

trartsve7'sim posit is atris ; corpore subtiis lovgeflavo-ginseo-pubescenti ; pedibus

piceis. Long. Q\—7 lin.

Clypeus ratlicr thickly and obscurely punctured, only slightly emarginate at the

apex. Thorax one-fifth broader than long, rather flat, obliquely but not much nar-

rowed in front of the middle, behind the middle the sides are nearly parallel, the

anterior angles are prominent and acute, the posterior angles nearly rectangles but

blunt, the base arcuate, black, with all the margins orange-yellow. Scutellum

black. Elytra very flat, suddenly deflexed at the sides, at the base much broader

than the thorax, regularly narrowed posteriorly, irregularly, distinctly, and mode-

rately thickly punctured, a spot on each side of the scutellum and two round snots

on each elytron a little behind the middle, black.

The anterior tibiae are tridentate in both sexes, but are distinctly narrower in

the male. The abdomen of the male is very slightly impressed in the middle, the

legs are rather more robust, and the posterior tibise have a slight projection on the

inner side at a little distance from the apex.

LlOSTEACA BELLA, Sp. n.

Nigra, deplanata, iiitidissima ; capite sat n'ebre evidenter 2Minctulato ;

thorace longitudine \ latiori, Icevi, antice angustato, angulis posticis omnino

rotundatis, basi Icevissime sinuato ; scutello angusto, Iwvi ; elytris thorace

parum latioribus,fere lcevibtis,Jtavis, circa scutelhitn apiceqiie nigris, humeris

rufcsccntihus. Long. 4.^ lin.
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The thorax is rather broad, narrowed anteriorly, much rounded at the sides

posteriorly, the posterior angles very much rounded, the base is broadly but very

gently sinuate, nearly straight. The elytra have two or three elongate punctures at

the base, and have each two pairs of fine strise beyond the middle, not reaching to

the apex. The scutellar region and the apical third are black, the rest is dark

yellow, except the shoulders, which are reddish. The pygidium is transverse, closely

and finely strigose. The anterior tibiae have two sharp teeth.

This species is shorter than L. bina, with a broader thorax ; the punctures at

the base of the elytra are not so long, the impression behind the middle is very

slight, and the pairs of fine strise are shorter.

PxaORA. PULCHEIPES, Sp. 11.

Viridis, aiireo-micans, Jiitidissima ; singulo elytro striis qitatuor, externis

parum distinctis ; pygidio convexo, parce punctato, utrinque macula alba

notato ; ahdomine albo-maculato ; pedihus violaceis. Long.Q—7 lin.

Head rather thickly and distinctly punctured, clypeus broadly and not deeply

emarginate. Thorax a little longer than its width at the base, gently convex, rather

sparingly punctm-ed, nearly smooth on the disc, strongly obliquely narrowed in fi-ont

of the middle, strongly sinuate behind the middle, the base gently arcuate, the

margins nowhere incrassate. Scutellum broad at the base, very acuminate at the

apex, very obscurely punctulate. Elytra at the shoulders much broader than the

thorax, strongly constricted below the shoulders, flat, each with four strise, the 1st a

complete impunctate stria, the 2nd abbreviated and interrupted, the 3rd and 4th

more obscure, consisting of a line of punctures. Pygidium rather convex, with a

few punctures scattered over the surface (the ? with rather more), with a large

white spot on each side. Legs violet, femora beneath green.

(J . Anterior tibise with two teeth. Abdomen with a mesial impression, clothed

with white, having a line of green spots on each side of the impression, and at the

sides of the segments.

9 . Anterior tibiae with three teeth. Abdomen green, with white patches at

the sides.

Ptgoba Cowani, sp. n.

Viridis,aureo-micans, nltidissima ; elytris striatis,regio7ie sutitrali cyaneo

;

pygidio tri-tuberculato, utmique albo-maculato ; pedibus plceis ; abdomine

albo-maculato, segmento sexto violaceo, crebre punctato. $ . Long. 7 I'm.

Differs from the $ of the preceding, besides the coloration of the elytra and

legs, in being a little broader, each elytron has three nearly complete strise, and the

4th is short and composed of rather close punctures. The pygidium is strongly

transverse, deep blue, with an elongate longitudinal blunt tubercle in the middle,

and a smaller transverse one on each side below the white spot. The 6th abdominal

segment is thickly striate-punctate below.

COPTOMIA NIGEICEPS, Sp. n.

Nigra, nitida, Icevis ; tliorace, scutello, elytris, tibiis, tarsisqueJlavo-piceis,

elytris leviter sfriato-pu7ictatis. Long. 9 lin.
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General form and size of C. mauritiana, but the clypeus is not quite so deeply

notched. The thorax is more regularly narrowed in front, not so angular in front of

the middle, there is some very fine punctuation towards the sides with a few rather

larger punctures intermixed, the sides are moi'e finely margined. The elytra have

five lines of distinct but fine punctures (not reaching the base or apex), the 2nd and

4th interstices are very slightly raised, the 1st and 3rd have each a short irregular

line of punctures. The prosternum is as in C. inmiritiana, but the apex is not bent

down. The sides of the sterna are thickly and rather strongly punctured ; and the

sides of the abdominal segments are distinctly and moderately thickly punctured.

<? . Anterior tibiae narrow, simple. Abdomen strongly impressed in the middle.

$ . Anterior tibise with three sharp teeth.

The pygidium is densely transversely striolate in both sexes, and slightly convex.

COPTOMIA QUADEIMACULATA, Sp. 11.

Olivaceo-viridis, nitida ; elytris Jlavescentibus, suturd macuUsque quatuor

olivaceo-vindibus. Long. S\ I'm.

<? . Tibiis anticis simplicibzis ; fygidiofere Icevi; abdomine medio imjjresso.

? . Tibiis anticls tridentatis ; ijy(jidio strigidoso.

Closely resembles C. mauritiana in form, the thorax is, however, a trifle more

narrowed in front, the scutellum narrower, &c. The clypeus is not quite so deeply

notched, and the extreme apex is tinged with red. The elytra are yellow, with

tinges of green ; the suture, a spot on the shoulder, and the subapical callosity, green_

The pubescence on the anterior femora is yellowish. The tarsi are more or less

pitchy. The pygidium in the male is smooth, not impressed, with a few punctures

on each side. In the female it is impressed on each side, leaving an obtuse trans-

verse ridge near the base, and a mesial longitudinal raised line nearly as in C.

mauritiana ; it is finely strigose, b\it much less densely than in that species, and the

mesial raised line is smooth.

COPTOMIA PHOPINQUA, Sp. 11.

Olivaceo-viridis (vel piirpurascens) , nitida ; pygidio leviter convexo, sttb-

tiliter strigoso ; sterno minus jjroducto. ? . Long. 8| lin.

Extremely close to C. mauritiana, but at once distinguished from the female of

that species by the gently convex, finely strigose pygidium, not impressed at the

sides. The form and sculpture are nearly the same, but the thorax has not the

larger distinct punctures towards the sides. The elytra have no distinct costse, and

are very smooth ; the subapical callosity is closer to tlie suture, and the extreme apex

of the elytra is transversely strigose. The sternal process is less developed, not

bent over at the apex towards the anterior coxiK, and anteriorly it is more perpendi-

cular. Tarsi pitchy.

Variety—dark olive-green, nearly black in parts, with the elytra obscure reddish-

purple. Legs black. This specimen is a little broader than the other, but I have

no doubt as to its identity.

COPTOMIA APICALIS, Sp. 11.

Nigra, nitida ; elytrorum apice crebre strigoso ; pygidio vtrinque oblique

impresso, dense subtiliter transversim strigoso. ?. Ljong. 10 lin.
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This species is very close to C. propinqua, but is at once distinguished by the

longer clypeus, which is more deeply notched and more distinctly punctured ; the

apical callosity of the elytra is very acute, and the apex of the elytron below the

callosity (from the suture extending a little round the side) is rather closely strigose

punctate. The pygidium is rendered opaque by reason of the density of the trans-

verse striation, and there is an oblique shallow but distinct impression on each side.

The presternum is slightly bent over towards the anterior coxae, but not quite so

much as in C. mauritiana.

British Museum : August, 1878.

Fancy 'prices for British Insects.—
Merton Hall, Thetford : August 6th, 1878.

To the Editors of the Entomologists^ Montldy Magazine.

Gentlemen,—I enclose a letter which seems to throw some light upon the im-

portation of foreign specimens of rare British insects. I am not in the habit of

buying, and certainly not at fancy prices, but if collectors are to be found who will

give anything approaching to the prices named in this letter, they put a high

premium upon unscrupulous deception. I cast no imputation whatever upon the

fortunate possessor of 41 specimens of Pachnohia alpina. If he can get £20 for the

best of them he will be right to do so, but the investment does not recommend

itself to a mere student, who seeks to learn the innumerable forms under which the

creations of nature are to be distinguished and separated with precision.—I am, yours

faitlifully, Walsingham.

The following is a copy of the letter referred to :

—

begs to inform Lord Walsingham that he has 41 flue specimens of

Pachnohia alpina, most of them as good as bred. The prices range from £6 to £20.

If his lordship would like to see them, will forward them by post, with the

prices attached. There are marvellous varieties of this fine moth, and no two are

alike.—July 31 st, 1878.

[We have great pleasure in publishing the above letter from Lord Walsingham,

and a copy of that received by him, omitting name. The question of price (as he

suggests) rests between buyer and seller. There is no standai'd regulating the prices

of " British " insects ; and if there are those willing to pay any sum asked, we do not

see how it is possible to prevent the sellers from receiving it. Continental dealers

(all over Europe) have, through competition, arrived at a general system of prices,

varying very little individually, so far as can be judged from the lists we receive.

The inti'insic value of a " British " insect should be about on a par with that of a

continental specimen of the same species, varying slightly either way, on account of

rarity, &c., or otherwise. From a scientific point of view it is to be regretted that

insects are sold as "British" that are not of native origin; but the mischief is

mainly caused by the buyers. So long as there are British idiots willing to pay

fancy prices for " British " insects, it is quite certain the supply will be equal to the

demand. In the particular case in question we have no reason to suspect any

fraud,—quite the contrary.

—

Eds.]
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Spercheus eynarginatus in Essex.—My friend, Mr. T. R. Billups, recently brought

me a beetle to name, of which species he had found four examples—by a mere accident

—floating on the surface of the water in a ditch adjoining some marsh-ground at

West Ham, Essex.

This beetle proved to be Spercheus emarginatus, which species, as far as I am

aware, has not been captured in this country for many years ; the retired habits of

this insect, living, as it does, at the roots of aquatic plants, has, doubtless, caused it

to be overlooked, and led Coleopterists in Britain to suppose it had become extinct

;

consequently, its occurrence here, so near London, is especially interesting.

In company with Mr. Billups (who kindly guided me to the place) I subsequently

visited the locality, and here, in a long narrow ditch without any visible outlet, by

the diligent use of the water net amongst some floating aquatic plants, washed out

by the roots by a recent flood, we succeeded in capturing many examples of the

species.

—

Geo. C. Champion, 274, Walworth Road, London, S.E. : Aug^ist Idth, 1878.

Harpalus qimdripunctatus in Ireland.—I found a single specimen of the hill-

frequenting Barpalus quadripunctatus, Dej., last June, on the summit of the " Sugar

Loaf" Mountain, near Bray, Co. Wicklow; it was the only local species met with by

me during six days' sojourn in that neighbourhood.

—

Id.

Change of nomenclahire in Coleoptcra.—In the Rev. Mag. Zool. (3), iii, p. 41, I

described a genus of Scarahceidce, from Australia, under the name Neocneinis ; as this

name was used by Mr. Crotch in 1867 for a genus of Coleoptcra, it is necessary that

the name I gave should be replaced by another, and I propose, therefore, to use

Neocnecus for the Australian genus.—D. Sharp, Tliornhill, Dumfriesshire : August,

1878.

Capture of Acidalia ochrata.—You will be pleased to hear that this species has

turned up in its old haunts on the south-east coast, after a lapse of nearly twenty

years. I found it tolerably common ; several females laid eggs, which hatched in

due course : of these you will probably liear more at a future time.—E. G. Meek,

56, Brompton Road, S.W. : August 2nd, 1878.

Tineina observed at the Scilly Isles, July 12th to Avgnst 13/7*, 1877.—Mr. F. J.

H. Jenkinson has sent me a list of his Tineina observed at Scilly last summer, from

which I have made the following extracts :

—

" Tineaferruginella.

" T. , allied to argentimaculella, occurred round the house, one was taken

tw-doors. [This differs from argentimacidella in the fasciae being broader, less defined

and less silvery—the apical markings are two only, viz. : a costal drop and a spot

beneath it ; the cilia are whitish at the base in certain lights, the tips are distinctly

whitish.—R. T. S.].

" Gelechia diffinis, very bright with rosy tinge.

" Q-. desertella.

" G. mundella.

" G. umhrosella.

" G. ocellatella, the larva living in a gallery along a flower head, usually causes

a twist or pucker in its growth, first bred August 16th.
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" Cleodora cytisella, rather common, flying among ferns as usnal.

" QScophora quadripunda, rather common, beaten from overhanging tufts {Staf'we,

&c.), on a bank by a village.

" Argyresthia Ooedartella, the rich golden varieties the commonest.

" Gracilaria tringipennella, July 30th.

" Elachista. [A rather imperfect specimen, but which certainly seems to me to

indicate some species as yet unknown to us.—H. T. S.].

" Chrysocorysfestaliella, not only on Tresco, but on Tear, a rather small northern

island, but, from its hilly nature, capable of giving shelter."—-H. T. Stainton,

Mountsfield, Lewisliam : July 12tk, 1878.

Habits of Gelechia gerronella, Z.—This insect had become proverbial for being

in poor and wasted condition, and it had, besides, a bad habit of occurring only

singly : judge, therefore, of my surprise when, on the 13th July, 1878, I dislodged

from a furze-bush, on the Common at Tunbridge Wells, a fine specimen of Gelechia

gerronella ; it was quite a startling apparition ! A week later I captured more than

twenty specimens in a single evening ; they were flying at dusk amongst the furze-

bushes between 7.45 and 8.30 p.m. ; about a third of them were in very decent condition.

The insect continued to occur up to the end of July, after which date the specimens

were too wasted to be worth setting.

Mr. Machin had, however, been beforehand with me in taking./ine specimens of

G. gerronella, and had actually bred the insect, without, however, having made the

acquaintance of the larva. His experience of the species was as follows

:

Early in June, he cut from the furze-bushes, at Wanstead, a number of the webs

of the larva; of Butalis grandipennis ; the insects began to emerge about the 20th

June, and continued to come out till about the 10th or 12th of July. Amongst the

large number of B. grandipennis which he reared, two specimens of Gelechia gerronella

made their appearance. On seeing these, he went, at the end of June, to (he place

where he had collected the larva, and beat from the furze-bushes ten very good speci-

mens of G. gerronella.—Id. : August 13t/i, 1878.

Notes on Tineina bred in 1877 and 1878.—The larvee of Gelechia viscariclla were

very abundant in the tops of a Lychnis at Wyre, and in various localities near

Preston, during May, 1877 ; but this year they are almost entirely absent ; in this

following the example of their food-plant, which is very scarce where last year it

abounded. The perfect insects emerged in limited numbers during July, being very

much infested with ichneumons.

On May 13th, 1877, I collected roots of sea plantain on the banks of the river

Wyre, for larvte of Gelechia i^istabilella, which mine in the roots, and, as far as

present observation goes, not in the leaf or stem. From these emerged about a

dozen imagos of G. instahilella in July, and, to my surprise, on June 30th, one

specimen of a little black Gelechia, unknown to me, which Mr. Stainton pronounces

to be probably immaculatella. Larvse found mining in the leaves of Aster tripolium,

and supposed to be also instabilclla, produced ocellatella ; thus giving another food-

plant, and even manner of feeding, to this insect.

On the cliffs at Morecombe, where Genista tinctoria grows, larvre of Anarsia

genistwweve feeding in the shoots ; but this insect appears so like the common form,
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A. sparticlla, that I am inclined to refer the diiJerence in size and colour to the more

succulent properties of the food-plant, just as Bt;pressaria costosa is more deeply

marked with reddish under the same conditions. It is, however, •worthy of note

that genist(e was feeding, June 8th ; spartiella, July 5th. The larvffi were not com-

pared in any way, nor indeed examined with the care due to them.

On the same day, at the same place, Plutella annulatella, in the larval state,

was common on Cochlearia anglica ; they emerged in the middle of July.

At the latter end of May, whilst collecting larvae of Coleophorce on the willows

at Farrington, my attention was directed to the twisted condition of the shoots of

Lotus cnrniculatus on the railway bank close by. Thinking this was owing to larvse

of SciaphilcB, I neglected to gather many at the time, but afterwards, looking in the

tin in which they were placed, I perceived a Gelechia larva, belonging to the

tceniolella group, but darker in colour. In the latter end of June one imago of a

Gelechia unknown to me appeared above the rubbish, and, on reference to Mr.

Stainton, he pronounced it to be probably cincticulella, a species which feeds on the

continent on Genista, but had not previously occurred in this country. I visited the

locality this year, but only obtained one larva, which unfortunately died.

Larvae of Coleophora Wilkinsnni begin to feed on birch at Witherslack about

the beginning of July, and continue to do so, at intervals only, until September,

when they hibernate full fed, and, if brought into the house early in the spring, will

walk about as if seeking for food. This, however, they refuse, but change into

pupae, and emerge about the end of June. They are probably two-year feeders, as

full-fed larvae are to be seen whilst the moth is flying. They are thus very similar in

habit to limosipennella, which, with us, never emerges in autumn, but feeds on

through the summer, hibernates, and emerges a little later in the year than

Wilkinsoni. It also feeds on birch.

After very patient and repeated search, at length larvae of Depressaria capreo-

lella were discovered feeding on leaves of Pimpinella saxifraga, not on the radical

leaves, however, but on the higher shoots. They are deep green with black heads,

and, through the plant being bui'ied amongst larger herbage, are very difficult to

find. A few perfect insects emerged eai-ly in August. The larvae feed during July.

In July, 1877 and 1878, I had the pleasure of finding cones of Gracilaria

populetorum on birch. At the former date one insect was bred from a miscellaneous

collection of buds, mined leaves, &c., but this year, by observing the different modes

of feeding adopted by the larvae on the birches, I succeeded in taking about three

dozen cones, which occupy an entire leaf, and inside which a green, semi-transparent

larva was feeding. These changed to very long, taper, light green pupa;, from which

emerged, in all, only five imagos, and about twenty large ichneumons. This accounts

for the comparative rarity of the insect.

Some years ago, Mr. Hodgkinson bred a few Asychna profugella from seeds of

gentian, and, as he had afterwards failed in another attempt, I tried, in addition,

other seeds, such as Pimpinella saxifraga, wild carrot, &c. On the 29th September

these were placed in a flower pot and exposed all the winter, when, to my great

satisfaction, between July 1st and 30th, about two dozen imagos appeared, in

company with Semasia rufillana, CE.flavimaculella, a.nd the pug, Eupithecia denotata.

—J. H. Threlfall, 4, East Cliff, Preston : August lith, 1878.
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Description of the larva af Miana furuncula.—For the discovery of the larva of

this insect we are indebted to Mr. J. Gardner, of Hartlepool. During the first week

in May last, he found a number of Miana larvse feeding on Aira ccesjntosa, which he

at once suspected belonged to furuncula. Seven or eight of them he forwarded to

me, and on seeing them I had little doubt as to the correctness of his suspicion.

This proved correct, as, although I was unsuccessful in getting a moth from my larvse,

on the 19th July, Mr. Gardner was fortunate enough to breed the species from those

he had retained for himself.

Length, about three-quarters of an inch, and of the usual Miana shape : head

small, and very much narrower than the second segment ; it is brightly polished, has

the lobes rounded, but is pointed at the mouth. Body cylindrical, attenuated towards

both extremities from the fourth segment, which is the widest : there is a polished

plate on the front of the second, and another on the anal segment : skin smooth, but

tough and rather glossy, which gives the larva a mealworm-like appearance.

The ground is a very pale straw colour, in some specimens strongly tinged with

purple ; head brown, the mouth still darker brown ; the pale yellow pulsating

alimentai'y canal forms the dorsal line ; there are no perceptible sub-dorsal or

spiracular lines ; the plates on second and anal segments are a paler shade of brown

than the head : spiracles large and round, intensely black. The only other marking

is a faint purplish marbling in the centre of each segment, on each side of the dorsal

line. Yentral surface and pro-legs uniformly of the ground of the dorsal area ; the

legs brown.

The cocoon is made inside the larger sheaths of the stem, near the root, and

is rather strongly formed of little bits of the drier grass bitten out and cemented

together.

The only Miana larva now undescribed is expolita, and I hope this may be set-

tled next year, as Mr. Gardner, after a great deal of trouble, has supplied me with

eggs of this species also : these hatched about ten days ago, and I hope the young

larvae aregoing on well.

—

Geo. T. Poeeitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : Aug.

10th, 1878.

Chrysopa tenella, Schneider.—Hagen, in his "Synopsis of the British Plani-

pennes," published in the Entomologists' Annual for 1858, included this species in

the British List with doubt, on the authority of a single example in the British

Museum. I omitted it in my " Monograph of the British Neuroptera- Planipennia"

(Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1868), but introduced it in the Catalogue of British

Neuroptera, published by the Entomological Society in 1870, on the authority of a

specimen taken by Mr. Wormald at Hampstead. It has since been found by me

several times, and the indications of localities and dates are as follows:—Weybridge,

4tli July, 1874; Tunbridge Wells, 28th July, 1874; Darenth Wood, 3rd June, 1878;

Weybridge, 17th June, 1878 ; Southborough, near Tunbridge Wells, 30th July, 1878.

(One example from near Plymouth, end of August, 1877, is doubtfid). On one

occasion I found two examples on the same day, but otherwise it has only occurred

singly. Schneider originally described it from a single example captured by him in

the botanical garden at Breslau and I should say it is always scarce, judging from

the paucity of examples from the Continent seen by me. It is a delicate little species,

and the pale yellow (or whitish) dorsal vitta in living specimens gives it a resemblanco
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to C. vulgaris, from which it can at once be separated bj the form of the third caibital

cellule, and the partially black neuration, &c. It is apparently inodorous.— R.

McLachian, Lewisham : 2nd August, 1878.

Potamanthus luteus at Weyhridge.—On the 6th of last month (July) , I captured

a large ? imago of this Ephemeron close to the mouth of the Wey. With the ex-

ception of a c? in my collection, a very old specimen obtained by me years ago (from

a source I cannot now trace), the species has been only known as Bi'itish by a sub-

imago described by Curtis, in 1834, as Baetis mellea, for which he gave no locality.

A recent capture (with a definite locality) is worthy of record.

—

Id.

Cordulia Curtisi hi Hampshire.—On the 1st July last, I caught six specimens

(2 c? , 4 $ ) of this handsome species on a heath lying to the north of Pokesdown,

near Christchurch, Hants. As I understand from Mr. McLachian that he is not

aware of any specimens of this local species having been caught in this country for

many years, my captures may, possibly, be considered worth recording.—H. Goss,

Surbiton Hill : 17tk Avgust, 1878.

[This insect (now known as Oxygadra Curtisi) used to be taken not uncommonly

in the New Forest Disti-ict by the late Messrs. Dale and Curtis. Probably it may

have been found continuously since, but I know of no recent records of its capture.

On the Continent, it has been found in France up to as far north as Le Mans (lat.

48°), but is essentially southern and western, occurring only in the south of England,

southern and western France, and in Spain and Portugal.—E. McLachlan].

Note on Trioza galii.— The sallow-pit at Lee, which, during the last thirty years,

has afforded more rare species of Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, and Hemiptera than any

other place of the same small extent in the kingdom, still exists, in spite of the near

approach of houses, and its productions are not yet exhausted. On the 1st inst.,

from Galium uliginosu7n, which grows sparingly among the sallow-bushes, and also

in the open part among the rushes,* I beat some twenty examples of the hitherto

scarce Trioza galii into an umbrella, where they walked leisurely about, as though

the domain were tlieir own, not jumping except on persuasion
;
yet, on the other

hand, one individual of a more venturesome or restless disposition flew down among

his quieter relations. Even on the dark-coloured nmbrella these black creatures,

looking very like Aphides, were rendered conspicuous by their lustre, and by the snow-

white band and spot on tlie abdomen. These latter are mentioned only by Flor, not

by Foerster, the original describer, nor by others ; and supposing the latter had to

deal only with dry insects it may have been that in the process of drying the white

markings wei'e retracted under the preceding segments and thus became invisible.

f

Yet it should be remembered that Foerster had taken the species liimself, and must,

therefore, have seen the white markings noticed by Flor, which show through the

closed wings, if tliey existed on his examples ; further, that Foerster's species was

found on Galium verum, which grows only in dry places, while Flor's species was

* Galium paluaire also straggles \ip among the herbage under the bushes, and I am not sure
that some of my captures did not come fiom it.

t Flor considers that these markings are of the nature of a secretion, but does not say they are
evanescent : they are always regular in form.
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common in wet meadows (food-plant not mentioned, but probably Galium uliginosum

as recorded by Dr. Router). It does not, therefore, seem clear that Foerster's and

Flor's species are the same. It has been surmised that the rare T. velutina is only a

form of T. galii ; they being confessedly very similar, but there is a disci'epancy

between the desci-iptious of the species by Foerster and Flor, like those of T. galii

by these authors ; that is, that Flor mentions conspicuous white markings on the

abdomen, which are not noticed by Foerster, although he took the species himself.

Provided that the difference is not accounted for by shrinking in tlie pi-ocess of

drying, as hinted above, there may here be two species instead of one, but as the

food-plant is unknown, it is scarcely possible to get enough examples to settle this

question or that of the identity of velutina and galii.—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort

Gardens, Lewisham ; August 9th, 1878.

The Microjphone in Entomological research.—There can be little doubt but that

the microphone will reveal much that is novel and interesting as regards the voices

of insects. But I can scarcely agi*ee with Mr. S. D. Bairstow's suggestion {ante, p.-

43), that the spell by which male moths, such as Saturnia carpini, are attracted to

the female can be a sound. There are cases on record where male moths have come

eagerly to the empty cocoon or chrysalis from which a female had escaped, or even to

some object upon which she had recently settled. (See Zoological Journal, v, p. 142).

—J. W. Slater, 3, Bicester Road, Aylesbury : August 3rd, 1878.

The Fauna of Scotland, with especial reference to Clydesdale and the "Western

District. Htmenopteea, Part i, by Peter Cameron, 8vo, pp. 52. Published by

the Natural History Society of Grlasgow, at their rooms in Anderson's College.

May, 1878.

This is the first of a series of publications in which it is proposed to give Cata-

logues of the Scottish Fauna. A strong list of contributors in various branches is

given as proof of the desire exhibited by the Society to make the work as complete

as possible, and co-operation is earnestly invited from outsiders. This is evidently

needed, and in Entomology especially, for some of the larger Orders of Insects are

yet unallotted.

Mr. Cameron, who has engaged to Catalogue all the Scottish Hymenoptera (and

some other more obscure groups), naturally commences with the Tenthredinidce, and

notices 209 species, as against 360 found in Sweden, and 268 in France ; but this

latter numerical comparison is based upon very incomplete information.

Mr. Cameron evidently aims at making his portion of the work something more

than a mere Catalogue. There is a long Introduction, with numerous very sugges-

tive remarks upon distribution, nomenclature, &c., and most valuable notes on

particular species, with descriptions of a few that are considered to be new. The table

of comparative geographical distribution of the "Sub-tribes" is perhaps too extended,

and liable to mislead, being, for the most part, based more upon negative than positive

evidence, and there is one conspicuous omission, inasmuch as no comparison is made
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with the English Fauna.* In endeavouring to make such a necessary comparison we

have been struck with the preponderence of species of Nematus and the paucity of

representatives in Eylotoma, &c., in Scotland. Some Hyloiomce that we in the south

of England are disposed to consider "common objects " are apparently wanting across

the border.

We regard this Catalogue as a good prelude to the work on British Saw-flies that

Mr. Cameron is known to have in preparation for publication by the Ray Society.

That it is occasionally marred by literary defects is to be regretted, such, for instance,

as is shown in the note on Eriocampa adumlrata (p. 24), any attempt to translate

which would, we think, drive an intelligent foreigner to the verge of distraction.

Synopsis des Hemipteees-Heteropteees de France, ler Partie, Lygseides.

Deyrolle, Paris.

The above is the title of an excellent monograph just published by the well known

French Hemipterist, Dr. Puton. It is hardly necessary to say that the work is well

done. All the species indigenous to France are described in it, and the genera and

species are also worked out, showing their distinctive characters in very clear synop-

tical tables. After each species are given localities and the food-plant of the insect

when known. About 157 species are described, making about three-fifths of the total

number of Eui'opean species, as given in Dr. Puton's last Catalogue.

The work will be of the greatest value to those who wish to distinguish the

closely allied species of this family.—E. S.

^bituarn.

Carl Stal. As already noted (p. 72, ante), entomological science has sustained

a great and irreparable loss, the distinguished Swedish Hemipterist, Carl Stal, having

died after a short illness on the 13th June last, at Frosundavik, near Stockholm, at

the age of only 45 years.

He was born on 21st March, 1833, at the Castle of Carlberg, where his fother,

Colonel Stal, was then stationed ; was a student at the University at Upsala in 1853
;

passed the medico-philosophical examination in 1857, and then for some time studied

anatomy and physiology at Stockholm. After a journey abroad he became, in 1859,

Assistant to Professor Boheman in the Entomological Section of the National Zoo-

logical Museum, and, after the death of Professor Boheman in 1867, he was appointed

by the Academy of Sciences Superintendent of the Section with the title of Professor.

He had previously taken the degree of Doctor in Philosophy at Jena.

Both before and after his nomination he contributed by scientific excursions in

his native country to the knowlege of its insect-fauna, having for this purpose visited

the island Gottland in 1849 and 1863, the provinces Skane, in 1853, and Angerman-

land, in 1858. By many journeys to G-ermany, France, Denmark, and also to England

(1862), and by studies at the museums abroad, he further extended his knowledge in

entomology, and his " Hemiptera Fabriciana," vols, i and ii (K. Yet. Akad. Handl.,

* To a foreigner such an omission must prove especially puzzling. He will be apt to take it

for gi-anted that such genera as Schizocera, Harpiphorug, Arc, do not occur in England.
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1868—69), so important for the study of the Fabrician species of Hemiptera, founded

on his examination of the Fabrician types at Kiel, bears testimony to his talent and

assiduity.

Being charged to work out certain parts of the collections made in Caffraria by

the celebrated traveller, P. A. Wahlberg, Still was obliged to devote extensive study

to Orders of Insects which till then were the most neglected and unelucidated,

namely, the Hemiptera and Orthoptera : a part of the residt is embodied in his

" Hemiptera Africana," i—iv, Stockholm, 1864—66. He here gave special attention

to the systematic classification of these insects, and every one who has been occupied

therewith knows how difficult it is to find a clue to this, and can therefore appreciate

the extreme merits of Stal in this result of enormous diligent work, and his special

talent for such studies. Systematic Natural History is by no means easy ; it requires

a sharp eye for the essential characters significant of natural afSnity, and this power

of insight, which sometimes must be well nigh inspired, Stal had in the highest

degree. If one only considei's the enormous and almost untreated materials he has

put in order, he may further observe the value of the principles he has followed, and

which are now generally adopted, and cannot estimate his energy and ability too highly.

Most of the works of Stal are of a systematic character. His greatest and most

significant is his " Enumeratio Hemipterorum," vols, i—v (in K. Vet. Akad. Handl.,

1870—76), in which he has put together the results of all his former investigations

which had been published in a multitude of papers, partly in the Ofversigt af K.

Vet. Akad, Forhandl., and the Bihang till K. Vet. Akad. Handl., and partly in

many foreign entomological journals. In his " Enumeratio " he became convinced

of the impossibility of dealing systematically with all the Hemiptera of the world, at

least at one time, and he has therefore treated them with respect to the great zoo-

logical regions. By this work he has erected for himself a lasting monument.

He also worked out for the Eiu'opean fauna some systematic sketches of great

worth,namely,the"RevisioPentatomidarura,Coreidarum,Lyg8eidarum,Reduviidarum

et Tingitidarum Europse," in the Ofversigt K. Vet. Akad. Forhandh, in which is to be

admired how, in a brief manner, he laid down a multitude of important characters,

which had escaped the attention of others, and on which he has founded an arrange-

ment of families and genera of which the naturalness is indeed striking.

He also devoted similar energy and ability to the Orthoptera, resulting in the

"Eecensio Orthopterorum," i— iii (1873—76)—a valuable communication concerning

the systematic classification of these insects.

Among his other greater works we must especially mention the "Bidrag till Rio

Janeiro traktens Hemipterfauna," i, ii (in X. Vet. Ak. Handl., 1860—62), and his

"Monographic des Chrysomelidcs de I'Amerique," i— iii (in Nova Acta Eegia

Societatis Scientiarum Upsalensis, 1862—65). His smaller works we must pass by.

Stal is, without doubt, regarded by all entomologists as the most distinguished

Hemipterologist of the present time, not only for the extent but for the solidity of

his labours ; and the museum of which he was the chief has now certainly the

greatest collection of Hemiptera in the world.

In private life, Stal was very considerate and obliging ; to manners quite

without pretension, he united a warm heart, he was constant in friendship, and, in fine,
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was a man of valuable and noble character ; all Tvliicli qualities make tlie regret of

those who had the delight of his personal acquaintance the deeper for their loss.—
O. M. E.

Entomological Society of London : Srd July, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq.,

F.L.S., &c.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. B. S. Nevinson was elected a Member, and Mr. J. A. Finzi a Subscriber.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited a selection from his captures on a recent expedition to

Algeria and the South of Spain ; including Scorino fimestus, Tarisa diiniditiapes,

AnthochaHs Nonna, Typhlopone oravensis, &c., &c.

Mr. W. C. Boyd stated that, according to his experience, the grass in which the

larva of Elachista cerusella raines is Phalaris arundinacea and not Arundo phragmites,

as is generally believed, and considered the mistake was due to the difficulty of

separating these plants when only in leaf. But Mr. Stainton and others thought it

was still an open question as to whether the species might not be also attached to the

Arundo. (We shall be glad to learn the experiences of other breeders of Micro-

Lepidoptera on this point.

—

Eds.)

Mr. Distant exhibited a species of Homoptera from New Zealand, sent to Dr.

Sharp by Mr. Lawson, and which he identified as Ricania australis, but it was

darker than Australian specimens of the same species ; it had been found on the

Dahlia in New Zealand.

Professor Westwood called attention to an article by Dr. Packard in the

"American Naturalist," for June, 1878 (vol. xii, p. 379—383) on "The mode of

extrication of silk-worm moths from their cocoons " by means of a tooth at the

exti'eme base of the anterior-wings, and considered by the writer (who referred

especially to Attacus luna) to be a new discovery. He pointed out that the fact was

not new but had been long ago observed by Captain Hutton with regard to Attacus

Selene in India, and published in vol. v. of the 1st series (p. 85) of the Society's

" Transactions."

Professor Westwood also alluded to a Lepidopterous larva injurious to potatoes

by boring in the stems, and considered by him to belong to the Pijralidai.

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited examples of Leucania turca from the New Forest,

to the haustella of which pollen-masses of Hahenaria hifolia were attached. Also a

singular aberration of Hipparcliia Hyperanthus, in which the eye-spots ou the under-

side of the wings were oval instead of round.

Mr. Dunning exhibited living examples of the spider Tl'omisus citreus, sent to

him by Mr. Nottidge, of Ashford, as a good instance of mimicry, the white colour

serving a purpose useful to the spider (a hunter, and not a spinner) by concealing its

presence in the flowers it frequents.

Sir S. S. Saunders communicated notes sent to him by Mr. J. Ilaselden, from

Egypt, relating to the habits of a honey-bee (probably Apis fasciata), in which he

had observed several females and attendant " swarms " issue from the same hive at

short intervals.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse read a paper on New Coleoptera from xiustralia and Tas-

mania in the collections of the British Museum.
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NOTES ON LEAF GALLS ON PARINAIiIU3I CURATELLIFOLIUM.

BT E. A. ORMEEOD, P. M.S.

The accompanying figures represent two kinds of leaf-galls on

Parinarium curatellifolium of Central and West Africa, which, though

unaccompanied by specimens of the gall-makers, may be of some in-

terest from their complicated structure.

The trees of this genus (perhaps best known in the species called

the gray plum of Sierra Leone) belong to a sub-division of the

BosacecB, occurring for the most part in the tropical regions of Ame-

12 3 '^ 5 6
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rica and Africa ; and the African specimens which I have had an

opportunity of examining in the Herbarium of the Royal Gardens at

Kew shew a considerable variety in the nature of the galls, which are

formed for the most part on the leaves, but in some cases on the stem,

or the pedicels of the inflorescence. Of the leaf-forms, one bears

much resemblauce to the Pliyfoptus nail-gall of the lime tree (Tilia

intermedia and T. (jrandifolia) , though differing in some points of

structure.

Another causes a swelling of the leaf-surface about an eighth of

an inch or more in horizontalnil
diameter, glabrous on the upper

side of the leaf, and mealy below,

corresponding with the remarka-

ble mealiness or roughness of

the under surface of the leaves.

Internally, these galls are spongy and sometimes two- or more-cham-

bered, and, in this case, a few specimens of Ohalcididce were still present,

but too brittle, from lapse of time, to bear removal for identification.

A third species is almost similar in size and general appearance to our

own Neuroterus lenticularis gall, the common oak-spangle. This spe-

cies shows, when magnified, a central disc surrounded by a well-defined

ring, the whole being covered with orange-yellow pubescence, and the

insect-chamber remarkable, in the specimens I examined, for extending

as a horizontal slit of an equal width throughout, across the whole

breadth of the central disc.

A fourth species appears as a mass of upright orange-yellow hail's.

£.0.
3-ia2
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somewhat drawn to a blunt point (not unlike tlie lower half of a camel's

hair pencil cut off and set up on end), but in this case I had no op-

portunity of examining the nature of the central gall-mass.

One, or possibly two, other woody knob-like forms were noticeable

on the twigs and the pedicels, but the most unusual forms w^ere those

of the leaf galls given in figs. 1 and 2.

Of these, fig. 1 shows a form occurring on the under surface of

the leaves of Parinarium curatell ifolium, of which the progress of de-

velopment may be traced from the commencement.

Here the fii-st stage consists simply of a blister-like swelling

shown at (1). This is followed by the appearance of the future gall,

pressing forwards as a minute, fleshy, lobed ring, of a deep reddish

colour (2) through the first grey blister-like swelling, the growth of

the red gall and its grey basal involucre continuing until the former,

through the stage of a lobed bud-shaped mass (3), gradually lengthens

into a flask-shaped gall (4), about three sixteenths of an inch in length.

Internally, this gall is single-chambered and smooth, closed at the

mouth of the tube by a thick mass of downy yellovvisih hairs, and

another mass of straight and centrally-pointing hairs is placed at the

bottom of the chamber (5). The gall, in its fully developed condition,

is of a deep red colour, and hangs from the leaf like a miniature acorn

in its cup, for the growth of the blister-like swelling through which it

sprung keeps pace with it, and now forms a pubescent socket distinct

in colour and structure from the gall itself , from which it is ultimately

freed by the fall of the gall to the ground, whilst the socket remains

permanently attached to the leaf (0)

.

In the leaf-gall given at fig. 2, which, like the previous one, is on

Parinarium curatellifoHum, and magnified to about four times its

natural size, the growth is still more peculiar. Here the appearance

of the gall when complete resembles a miniature tumbler-glass inverted

and set in a ring. At maturity, the two parts separate, or are sepa-

rable, the cap falling off and leaving (as shown at 2) the base formed

of a rinff enclosing a concave disc, with flutings from the circumference

to the centre, which rises in an upright cylinder, of a width of about

a quarter of that of the gall, and a length of somewhat moi-e than

twice its own diameter. The fallen cap is merely a truncated cone,

flat or slightly concave at the top, and slightly fluted vertically down-

wards from the summit for about half the length. The hollow central

cylinder is presumably the gall-chamber ; but insect presence w^as so

totally non-existent in the few specimens attainable for examination,

that I cannot hazard a conjecture as to the gall-maker. It would be of
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mueli interest to discover from fresh specimens wliat parasitical or

other exigencies the very j^eculiar and apparently defensive structure

is intended to serve.

In the ease of the flask-shaped gall (fig. 1), there was also no

clue by determinable insect-presence to the gall-former ; but in all

probability it belonged to one of the PsyUidoB.

Spring Grove, Islewortli :

September, 1878.

NOTES ON AFRICAN HEMIPTERASETEROPTERA.

BY W. L. DISTAKT.

SCUTATA.

Genus ASPONGOPUS, Lap.

ASPONGOPUS INTEEMEDIUS, n. Sp.

Greenish-blact, corium and membrane dull purplish. Pronotum and scutellura

tliickly and coarsely punctured, the scutellum transversely rugulose, corium thickly

and finely punctured. Pronotum with the lateral edges broadly reflexed and luteous

above and below, border of corium, at base only, of the same colour on both sides.

Antennae black, 2nd and 3rd joints sub-equal, 4th somewhat incrassated and sulcated,

a little shorter than apical joint, which is the longest, and clothed with pale pu-

bescence. Eostrum piceous, 1st joint sulcated, 2nd joint the longest. Abdomen

above pale olivaceous, with a marginal segmental row of alternate quadi'ate black

and luteous spots. Under-side shining dark olivaceous, very thickly and finely

punctured, with a marginal row of quadrate luteous spots occupying the centre of

the outer edges of the segments. Femora and tibiffi strongly sulcated.

^ . Long. 17 mm.
Madagascar (Crossley)

.

This species is allied to A.Jlavo-marginatiis, Sign., and A. rotiin-

datiis. Sign., its place being between the two. It differs from the first by

its very much smaller size, the very strongly reflexed and rounded lateral

edges of the pronotum (sinuated somewhat in flavo-marginatus) , and

in the luteous costal border of the corium being confined to the base

only. From A. rotundatus it is distinguished by its very much larger

size, and Stal, who seems to have examined the species, thus writes

(Hem. Afr., i, p. 217), " articulo secundo antennarum tertio sub-

breviore," and, in comparison with A. Jlavo-marginatiis, the pronotum

is "marginibus lateralibus multo minus late flavesceutibus." The

general colour also seems to be different.
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AspoNQopus Faeleti, n. sp.

Castaneous, with obscure green reflexions, thickly and coarsely punctured.

Antennffi black, 1st and 3rd joints sub-equal, shorter than 2nd, 4th longest, in-

crassated, obsoletely sulcated, apical joint somewhat shorter than preceding, narrowly

fuscous at tip. Head emarginate at apex, sides sinuated. Eostrum piceous, apical

joint paler. Base of pi'onotum and scutellum somewhat rugulose. The green

reflexions are jDrincipally observable at base of prouotum, apex of scutellum, and

apical half of corium. Membrane castaneous. Abdomen above rufous.

Long. 17 mm.
Nortli Nyassa (Farley).

This species is allied to A. viduatus, Fab., from wliich it is struc-

turally distiuguislied by tbe length of the 2nd joint of the antennse,

and the strongly incrassated and sulcated appearance of the 4th joint.

The colour of the abdomen iibove, and absence of the black frontal

markings of the pronotum, also prevent confusion.

EEDUYIID.E.

Genus PLATYMEBIS, Lap.

Plattmeeis conffsa, n. sp.

Black, a large sub-quadrate spot abnut centre of corium, and femora near apices

banded with luteous. Pronotum with frontal lobe armed with a short spine on

each side, and deeply excavated and furrowed. Posterior lobe with the disc elevated,

on which is a faint central longitudinal impression, and the lateral angles produced

into acute spines directed backwards. Antennse, with the exception of the basal

joints, obscure castaneous, pilose. Legs pilose, the femoral luteous bands broadest

on fore femora, and narrowest on the posterior. Abdomen above rufous, with the

sides and apex black. Membrane somewhat paler, and obscui'e fuscous.

$ . Long. 41 mm.
Nyassa.

This species is allied to P. Itliadamantlms, Gerst., from which it

is separated by the armature of the anterior lobe of the prouotum.

The three allied East African species can be thus identified

:

A. Lateral angles of posterior lobe of pronotum produced into acute spines.

a. Anterior lobe of pronotum unarmed Mhadamanthus, Gerst.

h. Anterior lobe of pronotum with spine on each side covfusa, Dist.

B. Lateral angles of posterior lobe of pronotum rounded.

c. Anterior lobe of pronotum with spine on each side guttatipennis, Stal.

I have lately received from the northern end of Lake Nyassa

five specimens ( J & ? ) of Plafymeris Rhadamanthus, Gerst. They

differ from the figure of that species in the " Eeise in Ost-Afrika"

in having the spot on the corium, as well as the femoral markings,

rufous. They are also rather larger in size.

Derwent Grove, East Dulwich :

July \Wt, 1878.
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DESCRIPTIONS OP NEW SPECIES OF EBYCI^UD^.

BY HEEBERT DEUCE, E.L.S.

Abisaea Eogeesi, n. sp.

Allied to A. Gerontes, but differs as follows : the ground colour of the wings

much paler brown, the white band on the anterior-wing bi'oader and straighter, be-

tween it and the apex a second narrow white band, indistinct near the inner margin,

the black spot near the apex wanting. Posterior-wing : the white band much

broader, and extending almost to the outer margin, and only separated from the white

tail by a narrow brown line. On the under-side all the brown markings are very

indistinct, almost white. Exp., 1^ inch.

Hab. : Angola (H. Eogers). Mus. Druce.

Mesosemia Thtestes, n. sp.

Allied to 31. Jeziela, differing as follows : the white band of the anterior-wing

very broad, bordered inwardly with liglit blue, not reaching the costal margin, but

only to the end of the cell. Posterior-wing the same as 31. Jeziela, but with the

outer margin broadly black, bordered inwardly with pale blue. Exp., If inch.

Hab. : Cliancbamyo, Peru (H. "Wliitely). Mus. Druce.

Mesosemia Stltia, n. sp.

Upper-side : anterior-wing dark brown, crossed at the middle by a broad band

of greyish-white, a narrow white band crossing the middle of the gi-eyish band from

the anal angle to the end of the cell, a small black ocellus at the end of the cell, and

an elongated black spot below. Posterior-wing, from the base to the middle, dark

brown, from the middle to the outer margin greyish-white, the apex brown, a narrow

white line crossing from the apex to the anal angle. Under-side pale brown, with

the white bands more distinct than aboTe. Anterior-wing : the ocellus and black

spot surrounded by three waved lines of darker brown ; the posterior-wing is crossed

from the costal to the inner margin by nine waved lines of dark brown, the outer

margin is broadly brown. Exp., l-g- inch.

Hab. : Bolivia (Buckley). Mus. Druce.

EURYQONA PhELINA, U. SJ).

Upper-side uniform pale brown; under-side pure white. Anterior-wing crossed

from the costal to the inner margin by five narrow bands of pale brown, the outer

margin brown. Posterior-wing crossed by three brown bands not reaching below

the cell, a large black spot in the middle close to the outer margin, and one small

spot nearer the anal angle, the space between the spots yellow ; a waved submarginal

band of browii crossing the wing from the apex to the anal angle. Exp., Ij inch.

Hab.: Maracaibo, Venezuela (Moritz). Mus. Druce.

EuETGONA Alcmena, n. sp.

Upper-side dark brown, palest at the apex of the anterior-wing. Under-side
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pale drab-brown, both wings crossed at the middle by a narrow oi*ange coloured

band, a faint waved brown line between it and the outer margin ; the posterior-wing

with a submarginal row of small black spots, the fifth the largest. Exp., f inch.

Hab. : Ecitador (Buckley). Mits. Druce.

EuRTGONA Julia, n. sp.

TJpper-side : anterior-wing dark brown, shaded from the base to the middle

with rufous-brown. Posterior-wing dark rufous-brown, with the outer margins dark

brown. Under-side dull white, the margins rufous. Eoth wings crossed by a con-

tinuous curved rufous line, slightly broken near the inner margin of the posterior-

wing. Anterior-wing crossed by a submarginal faint brown line. Posterior-wing

with a submarginal line of five black spots, minute, except the one nearest the costal

margin. Exp., 1 inch.

Hab.: Santarem, Amazon (H. H. Smith). Mus. Druce.

The Beeches, Circus Eoad, St. John's Wood :

September, 1878.

NATUEAL HISTOEY OP EBULEA TERBASCALIS.

BY W. BUCKLER.

lu tlie Entomologist's "VYeeMy Intelligencer, vol. x, p. 71, is re-

corded the first information o£ Teucriiim scorodonia being the food

plant of verhascalis by Mr. McLachlan, who mentions therein the fact

of his finding in the autumn of 1S60 " larvse, evidently Fyrnlidce, on this

plant," which, with true prophetic instinct, he refers to this species
;

from the brief description there given of the characters he observed in

those larvfe, I have the fullest evidence now to offer in proof of the

correctness of his judgment.

Dr. Hofmann, in his " Kleinschmetterlingsraupen," published in

1875, quotes first the Vienna Catalogue, wherein Verhasciim is given

as the food plant, and, secondly, adds that, according to Eossler, the

larva should rather be sought on Tettcrium ; liossler's work is dated

1864—66, four years after Mr. McLachlan had published his discovery.

On August 8th, 1877, I had the pleasure to receive from my
friend, Mr. W. E. Jeffrey, two dozen eggs of this species, being part

of a batch laid, a few days before, on both sides of some leaves of

Teucrium scorodonia, beyond doubt their projier food plant, which had

been ascertained the previous season by Mr. Jeffrey, who on this oc-

casion kept a few of the eggs for himself, with advantage to our object

of elucidating the history of this hitherto unknown larva.

The eggs hatched on 11th and 12th of August, and the young

larva; were svipplied with Teucrium, on which they soon settled them-

selves, creeping under the leaves, each one by itself choosing a place
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whereon to spin a small layer of eilk to secure its footing and soon

to convert into a most minute tubular kind of gallery, which, in some

instances, slightly united one leaf to another, if they were at all in

contact. In a few days, they ate small holes through the leaves, and,

after a moult or two, the holes became more conspicuous, so that as

the larvae grew their ravages indicated sufficiently well their situations

on the plant ; and, by the end of August, they had grown to be a

quarter of an inch long, still protecting themselves with a little silk

under the leaves ; but as their growth increased, they no longer made

any elaborate retreat, beyond occasionally turning down a part of a

leaf with a few threads of silk^ or more often by similar means at-

tached one leaf to another as a screen or hiding place in which to lie

sheltered : they were in their last coats when about thirty to thirty-

five days old, and were full fed by the fortieth and spinning themselves

up, mine in earthen cocoons, those of Mr. Jeffrey in sand, which his

local knowledge enabled him to give them to make up in. Judging

from the behaviour of the larvas in captivity, they should be easily

dislodged from the plants by shaking or beating, indeed, the first two

larvae I had to figure in 1876 were obtained in this way by Mr. Jeffrey

at Folkestone as late as September 27th.

As to the moths, Mr. Jeffrey fortunately bred a few this summer

on June 27th, 30th, and July 8th, although some of his larvae, like the

whole of mine, died in their cocoons during hibernation.

The egg of verhascalis is circular, flat and scale-like, colourless

and semi-transparent ; two days before hatching it begins to fill out

gradually with some degree of plumpness on the upper surface, showing

opaquely the embryo through the shell, which has on it numerous

little glistening pits.

When first hatched, the larva is whitish, semi-translucent, and

rather lively ; when seven days old, it becomes slightly tinged with

pale bluish-green, and about the nineteenth day, when a quarter of

an inch long, shows faintly a stronger green dorsal stripe between two

lines of whitish, some light brown freckles on the head, and most

minute black dots sprinkled over the body : at the age of twenty-five

days, its length is from three-eighths to neai'ly half-an-inch, when the

pale head is more distinctly freckled with brown, the green stripe on

the back and broad band of the sides are brighter, darker and broader

than before, the two white stripes of the back appear more purely

white, and a whitish spiracular line is seen extending from the third

segment to the side of the anal legs, while beside the black dots, pre-

viously noticeable, one on either sicle of the third and fourth segments

is now conspicuously larger than the others.
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The full grown larva measures from six-eigMlis to seven-eigliths

of au inch in length, tapering at each end, the segments well divided,

and beyond the fourth each is sub-divided by a deep transverse wrinkle

on the back into two nearly equal portions ; on the belly they are

more deeply divided and very plump ; the ventral and anal legs slender,

the anal pair extended behind in line with the body : in colour the

head is of a pale watery drab, finely dotted on the crown with black,

and freckled with brown on the sides of the lobes, and a pair of blackish

dots are a little above the mouth ; the second segment has much the

same pale ground colour as the head, and is also freckled with light

brown on the side, where there is a conspicuous black elongated dot,

and on the dorsal region is broadly marked, somewhat triangularly,

with rich semi-ti-anslucent full green, which continues from thence aa

a broadish dorsal stripe of equal breadth as far as the eleventh seg-

ment, from whence it becomes gradually narrower to the thirteenth,

having within it a darker pulsating vessel ; this green stripe is bordered

on either side by a rather narrower stripe of opaque-whitish, with its

outer edge a little ragged and slightly melting into the rich translucent

full green of the sides, inclining a little in part to bluish-green, this is

again relieved by the sj)iracular stripe of yellowish-white, extending

to the anal legs, having throughout its course along each segment a

straight lower edge and a concave upper edge, thickening the stripe at

each segmental division and thinning it in the middle of a segment,

just where each round black spiracle is placed on it ; the belly is of a

very pale w^atery tint of greenish, and has the faintest possible paler

line a little below the spiracles ; the tubercular warts are of the ground

colour on which they occur, each having a small central black dot with

a fine hair ; the whole skin very glassy and shining.

The cocoon is more or less of an oval shape, about half-an-inch in

length by a quarter in breadth, externally covered with fine grains of

sand or of earth, and internally lined smoothly with greyish-white

silk, very tough in texture. The pupa measures three-eighths of an

inch in length, is moderately slender and quite of the usual pyralideous

form, the thorax being slightly keeled, the spiracles on the fixed rings

of the abdomen rather prominent and larger than those on the flexible

rings, the wing covers long, the leg and antenna eases longer still, ex-

tending a little free beyond them, the bluntish tip of the tapering

abdomen has a more pointed dorsal prolongation, furnished with two

very minute converging bristles ; its colour is ochreous-browu and

rather shining.

Enisworth : August Ust, 1878.
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ON THE PUPATION OF THE NYMPSALII)^.

BY J. A. OSBORNE, M.D.

Whilst tliauking Dr. Chaj^mau for bis information on tliis subject

in tbe last number of your Magazine, I can by no means accept bis

suggestion that tbe membrane described by me " is neither more nor

less than the linings of the trachese," because I find it existing along

with, and in addition to, these exuviae and those of the alimentary

canal, which, moreover, I find not to have any influence in the support

of the chrysalis ; also, the attachment of this membrane to the chrysalis

is at a point where no spiracle or other opening exists. I send here-

with a few specimens, a look at which I think is sufiicient to settle the

point. The chrysalis of Vanessa was prepared last year, and is still in

good condition ; those of Pieris hrassicce were made a few weeks ago.

One of these, in which the larva-skin has been turned inside out,

shows the linings of the last tracheal tube on each side, and in the

middle the triangular shaped ligament of suspension. Its apex is

more pointed than it should be, because its attachment to the chrysalis

is at two adjacent points, from one of which it had separated before

drying. In removing the specimen, the second point of attachment

has now given way also, but the dried skin retains its shape ; and the

two whitish points on the chrysalis, to which the membrane was origi-

nally attached, may be very easily seen. I do not think this membrane

can be made out by simple observation, without a little manipulation.

My method was to remove the caterpillar pupating, or about to pupate,

from its attachment, lay it on its back, and when exclusion was some-

what more than half advanced, whilst making counter extension on

the chrysalis, with a pair of pliers to seize the larva-skin on the ventral

aspect and gently draw it down over the tail. The caterpillar skin

will then turn inside out, like a stocking drawn off the foot, the linings

of tbe trachea) may be seen coming out of the spiracles, and that of

the intestine from the anus, whilst the tough and persistent " larvo-

pupal " membrane will be cleai'ly defined. It is difiicult, however, to

preserve it longer than a few minutes, owing to the twistings and

writhings of the insect, and its own tendency to rupture after desic-

cation, or rather to part smoothly from the chrysalis like the jointed

petiole of a leaf ; but when still fresh, considerable force may be used

without detaching it, so that the chrysalis will be drawn out threaten-

ing to be torn asunder before the ligament will break. At this time

of course there is nothing else holding the chrysalis and larva-skin

together—no pinching of the folds of the latter between the rings of

the former. The membrane is quite sufiicient of itself.
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This year I have reared several hundreds of the caterpillars o£

JPiei^is brassicce, and, after cutting the loops and making them hang by

the tail like Suspensi, I have watched their subsequent exclusion.

Some 200 succeeded in fixing their tails in the silk, and remained sus-

pended ; while about 150, after a few oninutes' endeavour, fell down,

having failed to reach the silk with their hooks ; some difference in

the relative length of the tail and membrane probably determining the

result. In some of the batches as many as two-thirds were successful

in hooking themselves on by the tails, and I have no doubt, with more

careful management, the proportion would be still higher. In several

instances these Fieris caterpillars spun a double loop. I enclose a

pupa of one of these.

Is not this membrane a persistent and specialized portion of the

general subcutaneous connective tissue ? persistent in part, as Dr.

Chapman observes, for want of a point d'appui from which to act upon

it before the tail of the chrysalis is fixed. In that case one would

look for it, or something like it, even where no such purpose could be

served by it as in the case of the Suspensi. Last year I watched the

pupation of a small beetle {Gastrojihysa rajjhani) in a great many

instances, and found that it occupied very nearly about twelve minutes.

But, whilst the puj^a was completely excluded in about six minutes,

something held the old skin so firmly to the tail of the pupa, that

the rest of the twelve minutes was occupied in getting rid of it alto-

gether. The old skin was not merely resting there, or adherent to a

hair, but firmly attached, and not to be removed by a camel's hair

brush. Of course, in the natural circumstances, where the insect

would have crept under dead leaves or grass when fed up, and could

have acted against these, it might have been able to rid itself sooner

of the exuviae.

Milford, Letterkenny

:

September, 1878.

[We have forwarded to Dr. Chapman the preparations above

referred to.

—

Eds.] .

Pieris rapm attacked hy Microgaster.—BelieTing that the exhibition by Mr. Boyd of

a larva of Pieris rapce attacked by Microgaster, at a Meeting of the Ent. Soc. on

November Vth, 1877, is the only evidence brought forward of that parasitism, I

beg to say that I have to-day found a slirunken larva of the butterfly surrounded by

some twenty cocoons of the familiar parasite.

I have this month bred several specimens of a Chalcid from a pupa of P. rapa;

;

and have, in former years, bred many specimens of a Tachina from pupae of the same

butterfly.
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If it be desired, I think all three of these parasites may be introduced into

America. The Microgaster could be sent as soon as its cocoons are formed ; and

numbers of the pupse of the butterfly could be collected and forwarded, and though

most of them would yield butterflies (which could be destroyed on emergence), some

would be likely to yield Tacldnce and Chalcids.—J. E. Fletcher, Happy Land,

Worcester : August 19th, 1878.

Acherontia Atrofos and Thecla quercus near Bedford.—I wish to record the cap-

ture of a specimen
( $ ) of Thecla qvercus on the 17th of this month, at an oak wood

near the village of Stagsden, about four miles from here. From enquiries which I

have made, it would appear that no specimen of this butterfly has been taken in the

county of Bedford for at least many years past. It was about 5 p.m. when I took

it, and the afternoon was very dull and cloudy.

A friend of mine also obtained a fine larva of Acherontia Atropos the day before,

near the same place. This is also unusual here.—W. Geeenwell-Lax, 101, Tavistock

Street, Bedford : 26th August, 1878.

Acherontia Atropos in the Isle of Man.—This afternoon, about 3 o'clock, a large

moth flew past me in one of the principal streets of Douglas, and settling upon the

trousers of a boy, I was able to secure it. It proved to be a female specimen of

Acherontia Atropos. This being, I believe, the first record of the occurrence of the

insect in the Isle of Man, and the singularity of the place and hour of its flight,

will perhaps excuse my troubling you to insert this notice.

—

Edwin Biechali,

Douglas : August 29th, 1878.

Leucania extran ea at Walmer.—I took a specimen of this rare British Noctua at

sugar on the night of September 1st, at Walmer, in the precise locality where I took

L. alhipuncta last year. So far as I can ascertain, this makes about the fourth re-

corded British example of L. extranea {= unipuncta, Haw.).—B. Meidola, 21,

John Street, Bedford Eow. W.C. : 16(7i, September, 1878.

Acronycta alni in the New Forest.—Perhaps the following may be of some interest

to your readers. My son beat a very fine and healthy larva of Acronycta alni from

an oak tree at Lyndhurst, on the 9th inst. It fed up, and is now going into the pupa

state.

—

Heney Neale, 45, The Canal, Salisbury : August 23rd, 1878.

Fachnoiia hyperhorea {alpina).—I think it may be well for me to make public

the fact that I know all the specimens of Pachnohia alpina mentioned in the letter

addressed to Lord Walsingham, and published by him in your Magazine, to be British.

I have spent the whole season in Scotland this year, visiting various parts of the

country, and, during my tour, I formed the acquaintance of Lord Walsingham's cor-

respondent. He was working for P. alpina during the time I was staying in his

neighbourhood, and I saw some of his specimens taken, and all of them after being

taken. I myself took some beautiful specimens.—John B. Blackbtjen, Forres,

N.B. : 9th Septemler, 1878.

[We do not imagine that any one doubted the British origin of the specimens

alluded to.

—

Eds.].
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Miana furuncula.—In the present (September) number of this Magazine (at p.

91) , the discovery of the larva of furuncula has beau erroneously assigned to Mr. J.

Gardner ; whereas, in point of fact, this discovery was really made by Dr. Knaggs

eleVen years ago

!

A brief account of the circumstance, together with a description of tlie larva

while it retained all its characteristics, will be found in volume iv, p. 137.—W.
BucKLEE, Emsworth : September 2nd, 1878.

Ennomos alniaria at Alverstoke.—On looking over a small collection made by a

young friend resident here, I was surprised to see three specimens of E. alniaria, all

of which he took last autumn on the gas lamps about here. I hope, if I remain, to

be similarly fortunate.—E. F. Heath, The Brooklands, Bury Road, Alverstoke :

August 27th, 1878.

Description of the larva of Acidalia imitaria.—-On the 13th July last, at

Thruxton, Hants, I captured a ? 4. imitaria, which laid eight eggs on the following

day. These hatched on the 22nd July, and the young larvae fed up rapidly on lettuce,

which they seemed to prefer to Polygonum.

When first hatched, the larva is extremely slender and thread-like, more so than

the larva of any other species of the genus with which I am acquainted. Of the

eight larvae one was lost, and another died from the effects of a bite received from

one of its companions, the remaining six attained maturity about the middle of

August.

The full-grown larva may be thus described : length about one inch and a

quarter, the head rather narrower than the 2nd segment and indistinctly notched on

the crown, the face flat with the lobes rounded ; the segments gradually taper from

the 12th to the 2nd, they are transversely ribbed throughout and overlap each other

at the divisions ; the colour of the head is wainscot-brown, and of the dorsal surface

of the body dirty greenish-ochreous, paler at the sides, especially on the skin-fold ;

the medio-dorsal stripe is very pale and hardly perceptible on the 2nd and 3rd

segments, but on the Jth and succeeding segments is of a greenish-brown colour,

which increases in intensity at the division of the segments and at the anal extremity

;

on each side between the medio-dorsal stripe and the spiracles are two very pale,

indistinct, and irregular lines ; the ventral area is pale dirty greenish, and there is a

faint indication of a central line throughout its length ; the spiracles are black, and

there is a minute black dot on each side of the medio-dorsal stripe on the 4th, 5th,

6th, and 7th segments. On several of the segments there are a few, irregularly

scattered, bristly hairs.

The larva spins a light cocoon of loose threads, mixed up with morsels of dried

leaves. The pupa, which is about five lines in length, is of a golden-brown colour,

excepting the wing-cases, which are ochrcous-yellow.

The first four imagos emerged on the 10th instant, and the remainder on the 12th.

Notwithstanding the unusual food of the larvae, the imagos do not differ, either

in size or colouring, from the ordinary type of the species.—H. Goss, The Avenue,

Surbiton Hill : \Uh September, 1878.

'Note on Coccyx distinctana, Wilkinson.—In his Notes on British Tortrice3 in this

Magazine (vol. x, p. 65), Mr. Barrett, speaking of Coccyx distinctana, says that Prof.
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Zeller considers it to be only a variety of hyrciniana, and he further writes me word

that this is the general opinion of continental entomologists ; bnt, from what follows,

there can be no longer any donbt that it is a good species, and abundantly distinct

from hyrciniana.

The perfect insect occurs here about midsummer among silver firs, and on these

same trees in the autumn are to be found little larvffi which it would seem natural

to infer are the progeny of the moths ; but, inasmuch as they are very subject to

the attacks of ichneumons and hibernate full-fed, the difficulty has been to prove

the connection, and for three seasons I have tried in vain to rear them.

Under these circumstances, I have attempted the problem in another direction,

and this summer enclosed a female moth in a bottle with a small sprig of silver fir.

After a time, the spi-ay became dry and mouldy, and was put aside as a failure. How-
ever, picking up the bottle by chance one day at the end of August, I saw that some

larvae had been at work after tlie manner of those I had been so long familiar with

on the fir trees, and as the precaution had been taken to gather the spray from an

isolated tree, on which neither the moth nor larva had ever been seen, and upwards

of a mile from the locality of the insect, there could be no other conclusion but that

tliey were the produce of the moth that had been imprisoned, and that at last the

problem had been solved.

Distinctana differs from hyrciniana far more in the larval than in the perfect

state. First, as to the difference in habits of the two larvce. The food plant of

hyrciniana is spruce ; that of didinctana silver fir. The former feeds more or less

through the winter ; the latter becomes full fed in the autumn, though it does not

pupate till the spring. Both feed within the needles of their respective trees,

drawing several of them together with silk ; but whereas hyrciniana does this in a

loose and untidy manner, with no approach to the formation of a chamber, and
makes use of a brown coloured silk in which much frass gets entangled, distinctana,

on the other hand, draws the needles neatly and closely together, forming a small

and compact chamber, quite free of frass inside and out, and with silk of a whitish

colour. I may observe, it would be easy to overlook the larva of distinctana, and
throw away one of its domiciles as untenanted, for the larva does not reside in the

chamber (well adapted and even designed as it would seem for this purpose), but

invariably within one or other of the excavated needles.

Second, as to the difference of the larvae themselves. Distinctana: colour a

very pale green, semi-transparent; head and plate on 2nd segment pale amber
coloured ; legs green ; the usual spots are brown, and there is a dark dorsal line

but no other markings. Hyrciniana : colour at first green, but darker in tint and
less transparent than in distinctana ; head and plate on 2nd segment black ; le^s

black ; dorsal line not apparent, subdorsal line distinct and rather broad, reddish-

grey ; no other markings. When full fed the colom- changes to a pale pink, and the

head becomes brown.

—

John H. Wood, Tadcaster : Septemler, 1878.

[The " silver fir " is Abies picea.—Eds.]

Mr. Moore s " Revision of the Lithosiidx."—In the first part of the Zoological

Society's Proceedings for the present year (pp. 3—36) Mr. F. Moore, of tlie India

Museum, has published " A Eevision of certain genera of European and Asiatic

Lithosiidx, with characteristics of new genera and species." As it is probable that
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a large number of English Lepidopterists do not see this work, I have thought that

it might be useful to abstract from Mr. Moore's paper such parts as concern the

arrangement of the British species of this group : (p. 9), L. ruiricollis is the type

of the genus Atolmis of Hiibner (1816), -which has precedence over Stephens' Gnophria,

(1829) ; (p. 14), L. quadra is the type of Lithoxia of Fabricius (Ent. Syst. Suppl.,

p. 459, 1798) ; (p. 16), Collita is a new genus with L. griseola for its type, and inclu-

ding L. complanula and stramineola (?, also complana)
; (p. 16), Katha is a new

genus, including L. helvola
; (p. 17), L. caniola is the type of Eilema of Hiibner

(1816) ; (p. 18), L. aureola is the type of the genus Systmpha of Hiibner (1816) ;

(p. 27), L. muscerda is the type of the genus Pelosia of Hiibner (1816), which takes

precedence over Samera of Wallengren. Differential characters, founded chiefly on

the neuration of the wings, are given for all these and many other genera, the family

LithosiidcB being divided into two sub-families, Hypsinoe (all exotic) and Lithosiince,

which latter again is divided into seven minor groups.—W. A. FoEBES, St. John's

College, Cambridge : August 15th, 1878.

Food of Tineafcrruginella.—The last week in August, 1876, 1 obtained a quantity

of Artemisia absinthium (wormwood), and as it was gathered it was placed in a linen

bag, for the purpose of obtaining the larvse of Ciicullia absinthii; the following week

I searched it and found three ; it was at once replaced, tied up tightly, hung up and

remained until the 21st February following. I then searched it, with the view of

finding Eupithecia pnpse, but was disappointed. During the search about half-a-dozen

Tinea fsrruginella flew out, which I captured ; I then collected all the cases I could

find ; some were in pupa, others in the larva-state and feeding. Mr. C. Gr. Barrett,

to whom some of the cases were sent, in a communication to me, says, "it was a

" welcome and startling sight to find it cleverly clearing out the seeds from every

" flower-head of the dry wormwood." The problem—on what does the larva of

Tinea ferruginella feed ?—is at last solved, so far that it is a seed-feeder, it may not

always select absinthium, for I am informed that it has been taken where that plant

is not known to grow, and, as my fi'iend suggests, may it not feed on other composite

plants ? or is it confined to the species of Artemisia ?—G. C. Bigneli, Stonehouse,

Plymouth : Qth September, 1878.

Gracilaria phasianipennella.—This species we have generally only obtained as

hibernated specimens flying in the sunshine in March and April, although Mr.

Threlfall and I have long sought industriously for the larvse on Polygonum, and

Eumex. Mr. Threlfall was searching for the larvae at Witherslack, in the middle of

August, with the usual result, when Mr. Murray (only a beginner), M'ho was with

him, found amongst some Polygonum, growing in a ditch, some cones of tliis species.

Mr. Murray forwarded some of these cones to me, and on my opening the box

phasianipennella flew to the window, and also several ichneumons.—J. B. HoDG-

KINSON, 10, Torr Street, Buxton, Derbyshire : September 1st, 1878.

Lepidoptera at Wicken.—On July 22nd last, I went, accompanied by the Eev. T.

W. Daltry, M.A., of Madeley, to the above locality, and we remained there collecting

until August 3rd : for the time of the year we were fairly succcssfid. Of the now

rare Orgyia coenosa we took five fine specimens at light in the Fen. Nonagria

IJelmanni was abundant, and we each secured a fine series. A few Aglossa cuprealis
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occurred about old stables and thatch ; this species is probably pretty common in

Cambridgeshire, as we found odd specimens in various localities miles apart. A
Nascia cilialis came to the light on July 26th, and another was taken by a local

collector the same night, though this was a late date for the species. Tortrix dxmie-

tana was not uncommon flying on the Fen at dusk, and also came to the lights later.

Two Macrogastev arundinis were taken one night by a local collector during our

stay, but we failed to get the species. The less rare species we took or noticed

included Zenzera wsculi, Cossus ligniperda, Nudaria senex in abundance, mundana

much less common, Lithosia complanula, jWseoJa, Tery plentiful, several stramineola

;

Epione apiciaria, common, Hemithea thymiaria, Hyria auroraria, Acidalia immutata

was about the most abundant geometer on the Fen ; emarginata tolerably common,

Eupithecia succenturiata and ahsinthiata, . Coremia unidentaria, in abundance,

PJiibalapteryx lignata, common at light, Ptilodontis palpina in fine condition

;

Thyatira derasa, Leucania pudorina, phragmitidis, very common, Apamea fibrosa,

plentiful at sugared flowers; Miana furuncula, literosa, and arcuosa ; Caradrina

alsines, Agrotis ravida, Tryphcena fiynbria, interjecta, common, Noctua rubi and

umbrosa ; Hydrelia unca, Herminia cribralis, Pyralis ghmcinalis, Paraponyx stratio-

ialis, not uncommon, along with the three moi'e common " china-marks ;" Scoparia

cembrcB, mercuralis, very abundant about thatch, several lineolalis in similar situations,

pallida plentiful on the Fen, but mostly in bad condition ; Crambus pinetellus,

perlellus, selasellus, and others; Chilo phragmifellus abundant; Melia sociella,

Peronea Shepherdana, common, Ortltotania antiquana, Bactra. uliginosana, Anesychia,

funerella, &c. Of larvse, we found PapiUo Machaon pretty freely in all stages of

growth, mostly on the wild carrot, but some were feeding on Angelica; Smerinthus

ocellatus on willow ; Cli(Brocampw Elpenor (both varieties). Cossus ligniperda, one

crawling on the floor inside the inn ; Saturnia carpini, Eupithecia valerianata,

common in the valerian flowei'-heads ; Cidaria sagittata, full-fed, on the seeds of

Thalictrum flavum; Simyra venosa on sedge; and Pteropliorus microdactylus in

stems of Eupatorium.

June had evidently been a good month at Wicken, as we saw three Hydrilla

palustris in the local collector's boxes ; and Macrcgaster arundinis, Meliana flammea

and Nascia cilialis had been taken in fair quantity.-

—

Geo. T. Poeeitt, Highroyd

House, Huddersfield : September 4th, 1878.

Habits of the larrce of Tipuli ohracea.—During the last twenty-one years I have

resided in a house overlooking the north side of London fields, Hackney, and in al-

most every year there has been a flight of that most undevout of insects, the " daddy

long-legs." Soii;e three years since, a large section of the grourd was ploughed up

and sown with grass by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and a few months later it

became apparent that the larvae of the crane-fly existed in the soil by millions. Ac-

cording to a habit I have, I watched their customs, and the efforts made to extirpate

them. In spite of fences, trenches, salt, &c., they succeeded in destroying acres of

grass, apparently feeding above ground by night and under ground by day. How
there came to be such a wonderful accession is unknown, and we asked whether the

eggs came in the grass-seed, whether the bird-catchers who haunted the place had

removed the natural enemy of the grub, &c., &c. Anyhow, there they were, nor did

they confine themselves to the least trodden parts, but were specially abundant in
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some of the places most used as a playground. In the last case the indurated sur-

face formed a roof over their heads, and through it they bored holes by myriads for

their nocturnal raid. Though spreading from many small centres, their general

advance was towards the north, until their course was stayed by a long narrow trench

on that side. I now come to the one fact which struck me most. There are gas-lamps

by the side of the main paths over the field, and I found that the lights attracted the

larvsB which moved by night in immense numbers to the lamps, where, in some

cases, they accumulated in writhing masses. The chief scene of this voluntary

exposure to certain death was near a path which had wattled fences on each side,

and under these fences, in close proximity to the lamps, they could have been thrown

into heaps with a shovel. I thought that if lanterns had been hung up by night and

shallow trenches drawn round them much might have been done to clear the ground,

but the experiment was not tried. Thinking it desirable to protect the birds, an

order was obtained to that effect ; and this year the ground has been regularly fre-

quented by a few rooks, a large colony of starlings, and a larger flock of sparrows.

It is worth noting that the industry of the birds has been wonderful, that practically

no harm has been done by the larvse, and that, although daily on the watch, I have

scarcely seen a single winged specimen.—B. H. Cowpee, 250, Richmond Eoad,

Hackney : 28tli August, 1878.

Neuroptera from France.—The Rev. A. E. Eaton, recently returned from

a collecting tour in the Pyrenees, and the mountains of the southern central

regions of France, that will be memorable in the annals of European Neuropterology.

Starting towards the end of May, nearly a week was spent at Blois (Loire et Cher),

*' just to get his hand in " before proceeding to wilder districts. From May 30tli to

June 18th he collected in some of the best parts of the Basses Pyrenees, proceeding

thence to the Department of the Haute Graronne where he remained till the beginning

of July, working the mountain region, afterwards paying a flying visit to Quillan in

the Aude. The week comprised between the 15th and 22nd of the last-named month

was passed at Toulouse, at which town not much was done, owing to intense heat and

slight indisposition; from the 24th to the end of the month was spent in the Cantal,

chiefly at the auberge termed " Le Lioran," the district around which has become

familiar of late to our French colleagues. To this succeeded a few days' hunting in

the rich (but little known) country about Mont Mezene in the Haute Loire, the tour

finishing (entomologically), on the 8th August, in the more barren Puy do Dome.

During this time considerable hardship and some amount of privation had

naturally to be endured, but the results have been such as to fully compensate for

all. Mr. Eaton has amassed a host of materials for his forthcoming new memoir on

the EphemeridcE, many of them obtained by stripping and entering the water with a

dredging net. In Tricho2'>tera (and other grouj)s of so-called Neuroptcra) he has

brought back vast stores, both pinned and preserved in fluid, to aid me in my work

on the European Trichoptera, which, with an amount of self-sacriflce to which it

is impossible for me to do justice in woi'ds, he has presented to me, to the extent

of probably 1,400 specimens.

So important a contribution towards a knowledge of French Neuroptera has

never before been made, and with its help, that of minor collections made by myself in

France at various times, and the as yet too scanty materials collected by our neigh-
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bours in their own country, I hope it will soon be possible to form an idea in outline

of the Neuropterous riches of France. I will only say here that there are probably

many new species of Trichoptera in Mr. Eaton's collections : at present no systematic

examination is possible, almost my whole time being occupied in relaxing and pre-

paring the insects for study.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham : 12th September, 1878.

Rhophites quinque-spinosus and Acronycta ahii near Hastings.—I have been for-

tunate enough to meet with a second specimen of Rhophites quinque-spinosus, having

taken a specimen here (a female) on the afternoon of the 4th of August. It was at

rest in a head of Centaurea nigra, and was so sluggish that it did not move when

touched with my finger. On August 21st, I took a larva of Acro7iycta ahii on some

palings near Baldshow Mill. It was, I think, full fed, and would not eat after I got

it.—E. N. Bloomfield, Guestling Eectoi-y, Hastings : September 18th, 1878.

Is " Cyllocoris fiavonotatus," Boh., a Qlobiceps or a Cyllocoris ?—When Professor

Boheman described the above-mentioned insect under the name of Cyllocoris flavono-

tatus in " Nya Svenska Hemiptera," p. 71, the close relations between the genera

Cyllocoris and Globiceps were not set out, for this we have subsequently to thank

Fieber. These genera are characterized by him in the " Europaischen Hemiptera."

pp. 69 and 282 : to the first he refers only C. histrionicus, Linn., the genus Globiceps

consisting of the following species : sphegiformis, Rossi, Picteti, Fieb., dispar, Boh.,

flavonotatus, 'Boh., flavomaculatiis, Fabr., and selectus, Fieb.

I would now examine the characters which Fieber gives for the geniis Globiceps :

at page 69 (No. 51), he puts "Kehle sehr kurz" as being a character common to

Cyllocoris and Globiceps. Globiceps sphegiformis has, however, a very long gula
;

further, on the same page (No. 52), is "Kehle schief;" and concerning the genus

Cyllocoris it is said: "Kehle aufrecht." But this difference does not exist in

reality, and the gula in Cyllocoris is also oblique. There is, however, a difference

between the structure of the bucculce in Cyllocoris histrionicus and Globiceps flavono-

tatus on the one side, and the other species of Globiceps on the other side. In the

former, the bucculce on each side of the base of the rostrum are greatly extended

(laminato-explanatse) , while in the latter they are very narrow, linear, and often

scarcely distijiguishable ; further on, in the descriptidn of Globiceps, is " Schnabel an

das Ende der Hinterbrust reichend, schwach-gliederig, Wurzelglied dick, etwas auf

den Xyphus reichend ;" and the genus Cyllocoris is characterized, "Schnabel an das

Ende der Mittelbrust, Glieder stark, 3 und 4 verdickt, Wurzelglied weit auf den

Xyphus reichend." In Globiceps flavonotatus, the rostrum reaches only to the apex

of the mesostethium ; the difference between the thickness of the joints of the

rostrum in Cyllocoris and Globiceps is very difficult to make out, and the same is the

case concerning the difference of the length of the first joint. The last two joints

of the rostrum in Cyllocoris are by no means " verdickt," although they appear to

be tliicker than the second joint, if this is wrinkled after death, which often happens.

I have, however, specimens of C. histrionicus, in which the second joint is distinctly

stronger than the last two. We read further, " Mittelbrust hinten breit aus-

geschweift;" and concerning Cyllocoris: "Mittelbrust hinten eingekerbt." The

mesosteruum of Globiceps flavonotatus is quite similarly constructed as in Cyllocoris,

and in these two species it is very much more convex than in any other species of
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GloMceps. Further :
" Hinterfussglied 2 langer als 3 ;" in Cyllocoris it is "Hinter-

fussglied 3 liiiiger als 2," in effect, in Glohiceps, the last two joints of the tarsi are

almost of equal length, but in Cyllocoris and also in Glohiceps jiavonotatus the third

joint is distinctly longer than the second.

I pass now to the description, page 282, Gatt. 211, Globiceps, and cite here some

of the characters :
" Kopf in Nacken mit deiitlicher Leiste." The neck in the

females of most of the species is without ridge, and this is the case also with the

male of Gl. dispar. " Fiihlerwm-zel etwas langer als der Kopf." In Gl. sphegifonnis

the first joint is about four times shorter than the head, and reaching not nearly to

the apex of clypeus ( ? ). " Fiihlerglied 2 beim Weibchen von der Halfte an nach

oben starker keulig." This latter determination by no means accords with Gl. Jia-

vonotatus, which, on the contrary, has the antennte in ^ and $ :
" nur allmahlig

dicker," just as in Cyllocoris; but in the other species the aboTC-mentioned

character is common.

From what is now said, two conclusions might be drawn : the first, that

the diagnoses of Fieber require an exact examination before they can be adopted as

right ; and the 2nd, that the limits which he has marked out are not always correct.

It is, therefore, not wonderful if, in a new revision of the Hemiptera of Europe

many genera receive modification and change of place ; nor that an author, who now

treats on the difiicult systematic characters of these insects, can come to other con-

clusions than an earlier writer, but this proceeds only from closer examinations

and studies.*

Further, I find many reasons for believing that Glohiceps jiavonotatus does not

belong to Glohiceps, but is a true CyVncnris. In my " Revisio critica Capsinarum,"

p. 120, I have already stated that Glob. Jiavonotatus is very different from the other

species, and I have therefore formed for it a special sub-genus. Dryopinio coris, which

was characterized thus :
" Corpus supra pilosum. Caput maris etjeminae haud gloho-

sum, consitnile. Vertex utriusque scxus marginatus. Rostrum coxas interrnedias

haud superans. Pronotum confertim punctatum, callis ohtusis sed elevatis, pilosum,

angulis posticis productis, sub-rejlexis. Coxce posteriores distantes. Hemielytra

utriusque sexus completa. Mas et Jemina. consimiles ;" the charactei's, now italicised,

being common also to Cyllocoris. This sub-genus is, however, not accepted in the

" Catalogue des Hemipteres d'Europe " by Dr. Puton, but the species is still referred

to the genus Glohiceps. My examination has now, I think, brought to light that

* For instance, many examples of this are to be found in the first volume of my " Hemiptera
Gyninocerata Europaj ;" and those, at p. 20, ante, have been made the subject of a disapi^roving re-

mark, coupled with the expression that "modern genera are the most unstable idealisms, d;c."

Before I say more, I wait for the promised further remarks, and I should be grateful for the in-
formation they could give ; at the same time they would furnish a greater reason for the more
speedy development of the system on which my arrangement is based. At present I would
only say that 1 also am not blind to the "idealism" of "modern genera," but I may
perhaps take occasion to speak of this another time.—O. M. R.

[The remarks referred to will not appear in any definite time. We did not advert exclusively
to Dr. Renter's genera, although his work furnished the occasion for oiu- observations. It must
now suffice to say that m all cases genera are the idealisms of their authors, however natural the
characters adopted as their basis, and there being no absolute rule for constructing or limiting
genera, authors differ in estimating the generic value of the characters presented. Fieber, Stal,

and Reuter may hereafter be shown to have taken too narrow views of genera, or Flor and
Thomson be demonstrated to be too wide in theirs, yet in no case arising from any want of close
examination and study, but from a different jiuint of view of given factors. In the instance we
cited, the genus Psallus, now made to include Fieber's genera Apocreinmis, Psollus, p., Airacto-
toma, p., Agalliastes, p., Liops, p., is no longer Psallus of Fieb., but is the Psallus of Reuter,
whose name is also appended ; and if a future reviser, from another stand-point, again alter the
genus, and still retain the name, it will be "Psallus, Fieb., Reut., Aliquis ;" in this way genera
are unstable, and, as far as the name is concerned, unsatisfactory.

—

Eds.]
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01. fiavonotatus, cannot be considered as forming a sub-genus of Olohiceps, but that

it is a true Cyllocoris, or at least a sub-geuus of that genus. I give the comparative

cliaracters of these two genera :

—

Ctllocoeis. G-lobiceps.

Body very elongate, or almost ob- Body elongate, mostly with silvery

long, witJwut silvery-scaled spots. Head scales. Head vertical, in J and $ dis-

almost vertical, in <? and $ similarly similar, in $ more or less globose

;

constructed; hucculm extended; clypeus huccidw linear ; clypeus not or scarcely

more or less prominent. Rostrum prominent, in the same plane as the

reaching to tlie apex of mesostemuyn. almost vertical frons. Rostrum reach-

The first joint of antennre at least as ing to the apex of metasternum: The

long as the head, and reaching more or first joint of antennae shorter than

less beyond the apex of clypeus, dis- the head, and reaching not to, or very

tinctly curved at the base ; tlie second little beyond, the apex of clypeus,

joint in $ and $ almost similarly con- straight; the second joint, in the female,

structed, towards the apex by degrees in- from the middle suddenly considerably

crassated. Pronotum with the callosities thickened. Pronotum with the callosi-

not or scarcely prominent, the base before ties prominent and mostly very convex,

the posterior angles depressed, so that posterior angles not re/iectecZ. Hemielytra

the angles appear a little reflected. He- very often abbreviated in the female.

mielytra developed in both sexes. Meso- Mesosternum towards the apex slightly

sternum r«*i/ convex. Metasternum with convex. Posterior coxae not distant.

an obtuse tubercle at the exterior angle Posterior tarsi with the third joint not

of orifice. Posterior cosce distant. longer than the second.

Posterior tarsi witli the third joint

longer than the second.

I think that the above-mentioned characters will be sufficient to show that

G. fiavonotatus is not a Globiceps, but a Cyllocoris, for all the charactei's given for

this last genus accord with this species. I have found more than once, in the har-

mony of certain marks of colour, further evidence of the near affinity of some

species ; and wherefore should this not be the case, this accordance depending on a

common derivation or descent ? I have for a long time observed that the yellow

curieus in Gl. fiavonotatus is black, not on the apex, as in Ql.fiavomacula.tus and

fulvipes, but is marked with a black band before the apex, and I find that just such

a similar marking exists in Cyll. histrionicus. A whitish spot or line is also to be

found on the posterior margin of the vertex, both in Cyllocoris and Gl. fiavonotatus,

and the silvery scales, characteristic of Gloh'ceps, are wanting in fiavonotatus.

Further, this latter species shows a greater accordance in habits with Cyllocoris

than with the other Globiceps, for it Uves on trees (oaks), while the species of

Globiceps occur on low plants.

Finally, a few words on the synonymy of this species. On account of the de-

scription given by De Geer of his Cimex fiavoquadrimaculatus, and which is rather

exhaustive, I have already (Bidrag till Nord. Caps. Synon.) regarded it as certain

that this description refers to ^aronofa<Ms, Boh., and not to ^aromacwZatMS, Fabr.,

and having since, in Stockholm, examined the typical specimens of De G-eer, I found

my belief confirmed. Being so, it will be proper to call the species Ctllocokis

FLATOQTIADRIMACULATUS, De Gccr, although the name is rather long.—O. M.

Reftee, Berggatan 8, Helsingfors, August 12th, 1878.
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Vegetable moth trap frum Brazil.—I have a large plant of Physianthus albicans

(Asclepiadce) trailing up the porch at mj front door here, which grows rapidly, and,

in the autumn, flowers in profusion. It is one of the most deadly moth-traps I

know. Every day I find from two to eight humming-bird hawk-moths caught by

the proboscis in the flowers, and they appear to die in about two minutes. I often

find other insects dead in the flowers.—W. Simpson, Dartmouth : August 30th, 1878

(extracted from "The Field," 7th September, 1878).

Living Beetle Ornam.ents.—" We have recently seen, on the shoulder of Mrs. J.

Eandolph Clay (wife of the Hon. J. Randolph Clay, so well known as a political

representative of the United States), a living specimen of a beetle, worn partly as a

decoration, partly as a pet, by the ladies of Central America. The tropical custom

of confining living luminous insects in gauze, and wearing them in full dress, is

doubtless well known to most of our readers ; and the employment of the dead

bodies of various species of Bvprestis and other brilliant beetles as natural jewels or

adornments for the trimming of dresses is also familiar. But the custom now under

notice has, we believe, not before been recorded in this country, though doubtless

known to American entomologists, and is exceedingly curious. The beetle employed

is not, as might have been expected, one of resplendent hues or brilliant and

highly contrasted markings. It is a large and somewhat cumbrous species of the

Tenebrionidw OY Heteromera, a Zophems, of considerable rarity in collections, as the

genus to which it belongs is restricted to Central America from Mexico to Venezuela,

probably living in very arid and desert localities. Mrs. Clay's specimen came from

Merida, Yucatan, and is an inch and a half long, something like the well known

Pyrophnrus or luminou^s Elater in build, black beneath, with black legs and antennae,

and yellowish-grey on the upper side, with elevated shining black spots on the inter-

stices of the wing-cases and on the thorax. It is confined by a slight encircling gold

band at the base of the wing-cases, to which is fastened a thin flat strip of gold

running down the suture, bent under the beetle at the tip, and having attached to it

a slight gold chain, which is pinned to the shoulder of the wearer. It was received

80 decorated, in what is evidently the fashionable and usual method. A great pecii-

liarity in it is its power of living for a very long time without food. Fanciful names

are given to it, based upon a belief of its subsisting upon light, air, and other impalpable

articles of diet ; but the English naturalist, recalling the records of longevity in our

own common cellar-beetle, Blaps, also belonging to the Tenebrionidw, will probably

see nothing poetical in this capability of the insect. Mrs. Clay has had her beetle

six weeks only, and is ignorant for how long a period it was fasting before being sent to

her ; but it has eaten nothing during her ownership or during the voyage. The

Mexican ladies amuse themselves by attaching their rings to the chain, and watching

the beetle's efi'orts in dragging his precious load. One is irresistibly reminded of

Gulliver in the fair toils of the Brobdingnagian princess and her suite."—(Ex-

tracted from " The Queen," 2Uh Augxtst, 1878).

On the larvoB of Lytta vesicatoria.—I succeeded this year in the breeding of four

larvfe (triongidina) of the Lytta vesicatoria.

I got the eggs from a female caught, in copuld, about the 1st of June, and which

laid them on the 6th in a little burrow in the earth. The eggs hatched a fort-
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night afterwards, and the little hiongidina -were left without any food until the 9th

of July. On that day I had the luck to find in briars some cells of Ceratina chalcites,

with honey and eggs or small larvaj of that melliferous bee over it. I presented the

contents of the cells just as they were to my iriongulina. They at once attacked, all

four (each separately in a glass tvibe), first the larva or the egg of the Ceratina, and

seemed to enjoy very much that animal feeding. Five days afterwards the triongulina

changed their skin and made their appearance as soft white larvae, without caudal

setse and their pointed mandibles changed to broader form, fit for eating honey ;

they left from that very moment the dead larvae of the bee and resorted to the

honey ; another change of skin takes place five days after, and the head of the lai'va

increases considerably while the eyes become obsolete. After five days more the

larva, which begins to look very much like that of Melolontha (of small size of

course), burrows in the earth and prepares a Uttle cell, where it changes, in another

fire days, to a chrysalis or nymph, of the form of a Meloe pseudo-nymph. It becomes

gradually of a chestnut colour, and . . . ......
I am waiting to see what will become of it, as it is yet now without any change

since the 9th July.

I note that the chrysalis extrudes some little drops of a liquid which I cannot

examine, as the pupa is in a glass tube, and I will not disturb it. I do not know

if it is normal or the effect of some illness.—-J. Lichtenstein, Montpellier

:

August, 1878.

/ On the stridulation of some Hemiptcra, Bymenopiera, and Coleoptera.—The species

of stridulating Hemiptera (Reduviidce) that I have taken this summer in Italy, all

performed similarly by placing the termination of their short and thick rostrum in a

lenticular, striated groove, extending from the front edge of the presternum to the

insertion of the first pair of legs, and then rubbing this angulate point backwards

and forwards by a nodding motion of the head from its prothoracic articulation;*

the length and celerity of the movement perceptibly regulating the fulness and

pitch of the notes, while the organic structures and frictional surfaces determined

the gamut.

The first stridulator, the pupal form of Reduvius personatus ?, was taken, be-

grimed with particles of dust, within the folds of a muslin window blind at Ana

Capri ; the second, Oncocephalus notatus, Ramb., was captured in a railway carriage

near Foggia : both in the month of May. During captivity, these would perform

somewhat reluctantly on seizure : the notes of the first had the musical timbre of

minute longicorn Coleoptera {Leptura, Fabr., and other anthophilous genera) ; those

of the latter had a more rustling sound, which caused me repeatedly to think they

arose from my having inadvertently crumpled the elytra. The third species, Harpactor

iracundus. Scop., taken on the banks of the Po at 6 a.m. one June morning, when

engaged in sucking the juices of a Forficula, was a more sturdy performer, with a

sharp, creaking stridulation. And, although if retained for more than a second in

the hand, its music would often subside to a tone scarcely perceptible by the human

ear, yet, if the insect was then allowed to slip just a little through the fingers (this

action apparently conferring some sensation akin to pleasure at release) the rostrum

* As already noticed in Cm-anus subaplerus and Reduvius personatus : vide Mitth. schw. ent.
Ges., iv, ISi).—Eds.
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was seen at once to elongate its strokes in the channel, and the notes came out again

loud and clear. When suddenly seized, it had also the power of emitting a strong

vinegary scent. This species, and the one taken in the railway carriage, employed

their rostrums to prick their captor sharply. A fourth stridulator, which is evidently

the perfect winged form of Eeduvius personatus, Wolff, I captured on the 18th July,

at Madonna del Pilone, behind my window shutter ; it performed readily, and its

notes were sharp and distinct. This species is said to emit a disagreeable mouse-like

odour (Suites k Buffon, Hemipt.). The fifth example (larva of Harpactor iracundus,

Scop.) was taken under a hedge atSpezia at the commencement of May, with a small

milky-winged insect on its right fore-tibia (which I subsequently gummed to the

part)*; but notwithstanding the suggestive structure of the rostrum and the existence

of the sub-thoracic groove, it would not stridulate on handling. These three musical

species I have now noticed, with Pirates stridulus, Reduvius iestaceus, and Coranus

suhaptervs, will augment the number of Reduviidce which have been observed to

stridulate to six ; while it may be also remarked, that this group of Hemiptera have

hitherto evinced only one incentive to stridulate, namely, fear on seizure, although

one species, Hke Cryptorhynchus lapathi among the rbynchophorous Coleoptera, was

most disposed to do so when the paroxysm was passing off ; and, further, that it has

yet to be determined whether the several species, viewed in regard to sex and stage

of development, present gradations in their capability for music or not.

As regards Hymenopterous stridulators, I was able to procure females of Mutilla

hungarica, F., at Ana Capri, some wandering on clayey spots, and others taken,

covered with honey, emerging from the cells of a small violet bee, Chalicodoma

muraria, F. These Midillce stridulated loudly on seizure, the sound produced by the

captive drawing in and out beneath the hinder edge of the much elongated second

segment of the abdomen, the striated raised and rounded shield on the front of the

articulating surface of the third segment, by the contraction and protrusion of the

last four segments that form a conical termination to this part. When first seized,

they would produce a sharp sound

—

tip ! tip

!

—by drawing this shield half under

the second segment and then pausing ; this note was then lengthened by a complete

movement of the segment forward ; and then the action lapsed into a quickly reci-

procating double stroke, causing the note to rise in pitch. On seizure they also

thi'catened with an elongate sting. Their organs of music closely i-esemble those of

the longicorn Coleoptera, except in being placed on the abdominal rings in lieu of

those of the thoracic division, and that the single lima is here the active agent, while

there it is the passive.

I also took, at the commencement of July, on a willow sapling near Turin, where

Lucanus cervus, some longicorn beetles, and insects of other Orders were collected

sucking or licking sap, a stridulating male of the Elateridce. This individual

(Lacon murinus, L.), while I had it in captivity, would, on seizure, invariably

lift its head, like others of this group, when preparing for a spring, but, instead of

immediately afterwards depressing it to insert the elastic pro-sternal spine in the

meso-sterual groove, it first nodded the head and thorax thrice with a movement and

noise resembling that of a longicorn

—

wliee ! whee ! ivhee 1—a sound, I conceive,

originated by the rounded superior surfaces of the twin claws that constitute the

spine-point, which are faintly striate, vibrating over the entrance of the meso-sternal

groove.—^A. H. Swinton, Tui-in : July 2bth, 1878.

* An Aleurodcs.—Eds.
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CHAEACTEES OF NEW GENEEA AND DESCEIPTIONS OF NEW
SPECIES OF QEODEPHAOA FEOM THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

BY THE EEV. T. BLACKBUEN, B.A.

II.

In resuming the subject commenced by me in this Magazine (vol.

xiv, p. 142), I propose to furnish descriptions of the Hawaiian Geode-

phaga added to my collection during the interval, as vrell as of several

previous captures that I have only recently been able to determine.

The number of species is twenty-five ; of which nine occurred on this

island, the remaining sixteen on the great extinct volcano Haleakala

(on the island of Maui). These latter were all collected upwards of

4000 feet above the sea, during four days in February, 1878. The

altitude of Haleakala (10,000 feet) is much greater than that of the

Oahu mountains, to which fact I attribute the considerable number of

novelties among the insects I found on the former ; for, during a week

spent in other parts of Maui (similar in character to this island), I did

not observe any new Geodephaga, and only two or three new Coleoptera.

On Maui, as here, Anclwmenus seems to be the prevalent Geodephagous

type ; all the Geodepliaga I observed there (save one) belonging to

that group.

The principal difficulty I have experienced in dealing with the

following species, is their generic apportionment. Reluctant as I am
to constitute new genera in groups where generic limits are already

puzzling, I am obliged to do so in two instances. There are several

species, moreover, of those which I have attributed to previously ex-

isting genera, which (it is my strong conviction) must be otherwise

treated eventuallj^ ; and on these a few comments seem desirable.

The last two species described under the name Anchomenus

(SJiarpi and rupicola) are remarkable insects. They differ from all

Anchomeni known to me in the following points, viz. : the great de-

velopment of the hind-body (head and thorax together making up less

than one-third of total length), and the form of the mesothoracic

epimera (which, instead of being very narrow and parallel according

to the habit of Anclwmenus, are triangular, almost as in SemMdium

;

indeed, barring form of palpi and tarsi, and shape of prothorax, A.

Sliarpi is extremely similar in build to B. eques, Sturm, with, however,

the relative length of elytra not a little exaggerated). The latter of

these two characters reads like something tangible ; but Dr. Sharp

informs me that he has observed a tendency to variation in the shape

and development of these epimera among species accepted as Anclw-

meni. These two species (Sharpi and ri/picola) are pretty closely

allied to each other, and I think are both near to A. mgsticus, mihi,

and Dyscolus Tantalus, mihi (the latter of which, some slight tarsal
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peculiarities relegate to Dyscohis rather than Anchomenus, if these two

genera are to stand. Without expressing any further opinion on that

point, I may say that the four Hawaiian species mentioned above seem

to me too closely allied inter se to be satisfactorily parted, and that as

members of either genus they must rank among the most extreme of its

aberrant forms).

Blackburnia frigida, I have located with some hesitation. Its

eyes (though feebly developed in comparison of, say, a typical Ancho-

menus) are much more strongly developed than those of B. insignis, Sh.,

and hlnptoides, mihi, and the defined suture between the 2nd and 3rd

ventral segments constitutes a further perplexity. Moreover, the

striation of elytra, and punctuation in general, are totally unlike those

of the other species of BlncMumia. The form of the head, however,

the very deep ventral sutures, the close adaptation of the elytra to the

hind body, and the general " distinctiveness " of facies, accompanied

by scarcely any tangible structural difference from AncJioviemis, all

point to this as its place.

HAEPALID^.

ATBACRYCNEMIS, gen. nov.

Mentum transversum, emarginattion, dente medio parvo insfructum.

Palpi articulo ultimo elongato-ohlongo, apice vix acuto.

MandibulcB rohustce, productce, minus arcuatce, apice obtuso.

Ziabrum transversum, parum emarginatum.

Caput permagnum, tJiorace vix angiistius neqiiaquam brevius, pone oculos

parum contracfum.

Antenna capite tlwraceq^ue conjunctis vix longiores, articulo tertio jm-

bescenti sequentibus longiore.

Pedes graciles, nee spinosi ; tibiis anticis (maris solum ?) arcuatis,infus

profunde emarginatis ; maris tarso7'um anticorum intermediorumgue

eequaliter nee fortiter dilatatis.

Segmentorum ventraliwn suturce solito prqfundiores.

Protliorax et elytra ut in Harpalis.

A. SnAEPi, sp. nov.

Sat convexus, glaber, opaciis {tota corjmris svperjicie cBqvaUter siiMiUssime con-

yertissimequepunctatdj
,
piceo-niffer, antennarum hasi, palpis, pedibusqueplus minusve

rufescentibus ; prothorace transversa, siibcordato, canaliculato, antice parum emargi-

nato, basi utrh)que late {nee profunde) foveolato, vage profunde punctato, angulis

posticis acute rectis ; elytris parum elongatis,subparallelis,posiice aitenuatis, sulcatis,

sulcis grosse punctatis, angulis humeralibus subred is ; prothoracis superficie inferiore,

sterno, et abdominis parte anticd gros.se punctatis. Long. 7 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. At an elevation of 4000—5000 feet.
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ANCHOMENID^.
DISENOCHUS, gen. nov. (Argutoris aspectum simulans)

.

Mentum transversiomfortiter emarginatiim, dente medio obtuso instructum.

Palpi arficulo ultimo oMongo, apice rotundato.

llandibulcB minus arcuafce, nee fortiter apice acumiiiatce.

Lahriim fransversum, vice emarginatiim.

Caput hreve, latum, pone ociilos liaud angustatum.

Antenncd mediocres, ah articulo tertio pioljescentes, artieulo tertio 'parum

elongate.

Frotlwrax suhq^uadratus, convexus.

Elytra convexa, ovata, striold scutellari distinctd.

Pedes rohusti, hreves ; tihiis anticisfortius emarginatis, apice vix dilatatis.

D. ANOMALUS, sp. nov.

Convexus, nitidus, niger, antennis palpisqiie ritfis ; pedibus Cprcecipiie genubus

tarsisque) plus ininusve rvfescentibus ; prothorace subquadrato, leviter transverso,

antice vix emarginato, postice leviter angustato, basi utrinque impresso parceqne

puiictato, angulis posticis leviter obtusis, lateribiis minus rotundatis angustissime

niarginatis, margine basali medio convexo ; coleopieris ovatis, striatis, striis (antice

fortiter, postice obsolete) punctatis, interstitiis planiusculis, limneris sttb-rotundatis.

Long. S{—9 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Two examples, at an elevation of about 5000

feet.

ANCS0MENU8.
A. iNsociABiLis, sp. nov.

Convexiusculus, nitidus, niger, pedihus Cplus minusve) palpis, antennis mar-

gineque rejlexo rufescentibus ; capita magno ; octdis piromimdis ; antennis corporis

diniidio plane longioribus ; protliorace vix transverso, obsolete subcordato, canalicti-

lato, antice fere truncato, postice utrinque foveolato, lateribus parum rotundatis,

angidis posticis obtti.sis ; elytris ovalibus,fortiter striatis, interstitiis leviter convexis,

humeris prominulis ; tarsorum articulo quarto parum emarginato. Long. 8 mm.

A. epicuro aliquanto ajffinis.

Haleakala, Maui. One example, at an elevation of 4000 feet.

A. EEEO, sp. nov.

PrcBcedenti affinis, subconvexus, parum nitidus, piceo-brunneus, marginibus pal-

lescentibus, antennis palpis pedibusqueflavo-testaceis ; capite mediocri; oculis pro-

minulis ; antennis corporis dimidio multo longioribus ; protliorace leviter transverso,

subcordato, canalicidato, antice leviter emarginato, postice utrinque breviferfoveolato,

lateribus parum rotundatis, angidis posticis obtusis; elytris elongato-ovalibus, sub-

tiliter striatis, interstitiis pilanis, humeris prominulis ; pedibus elongatis, tarsorum

articulo quarto parum emarginato. Long. 8^—9 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Elevation of 4000—5000 feet.
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A. Sharpi, sp. nov.

Alatus, parum convexus, niger, antennis palpis pedibusque rufo-piceis ; capite

mediocri ; oculis magnis convexis ; antennis corporis dimulio paulo longioribus

;

prothoracefortiter transversa, canaliculato, antice emarginato, basi uti-inque foveo-

latOjlateribus parum {angulis postieisfortiter) rotundatis ; elytris elongatis,parallelis,

striatis, interstitiis planis, angulis humeralibus rectis. Long. 15—17 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Not very rare, at an elevation of 4D00—5000

feet.

A. EUPicoLA, sp. nov.

Apterus, convexus, piceus, antennis, palpis, pedibusque obscure rtifescentibus ;

capite sat magno ; oculis magnis convexis ; antennis corporis dimidio paulo longiori-

bus ; prothorace transversa, canaliculato, antice sat fortiter angustato et leviter

emarginato, basi utrinquefoveolato, lateribus mediocriter {angulis postieis fortiter)

rotundatis ; elytris ovalibus, striatis, interstitiis i^ld-niuscidis, humeris rotundatis,

sine angulis distinctis. Long. 15—18 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. A few examples near the siimDnt.

CYCLOTHORAX.
C. MONTIVAGUS, Sp. nOV.

Parum convexus, subnitidus, piceus, antennis, 2}alpis, pedibus avguste, thoracis

elytrorumque marginibus suturaque rufo-testaceis; capite mediocri, oculis prominulis ;

antennis corporis dimidio longitudine cequalibus ; prothorace fortiter transversa

rotundatoque, leviter canaliculato, antice haud emarginato, trans basin vage nee

fortiter punctata, basi utrinque obscurefoveolata, angulis postieis minuiis, snbdenii-

formibus ; elytris breviter oralis, subtiliter striatis, striis confertim fartiterque

punctatis {marginem apicemcjue versus ubsoletis), interstitiis planis, angulis humera-

libus ratundato-rectis. Lang. 5^—6i mm.

C. {Olisthopo) insulari. Mots., diffei't thorace basi minus fortiter punctata,

elytris brevioribus, latioribus, Sfc.

Haleakala, Maui. Elevation, 4000—5000 feet. Not rare.

C. MiCANS, sp. nov.

Parum convexus, nit idus, piceus, antennis, palpis, pedibusque testaceis, marginibus

suturdque obscure rufescentibus ; capite mediocri ; oculis prominulis ; antennis cor-

poris dimidio brevioribus ; prothorace minusfortiter transversa rotundatoque, leviter

canaliculato, antice leviter emarginato, trans basin sparsim piunctata, angulis postieis

minutis subdentiformibus ; elytris ovalibus, subtiliter striatis, striis (marginem

apicemque versus obsaletis) minusfortiter punctatis, angulis humeralibus ratundato-

rectis. Long. 4—-i^ mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Two specimens, at an elevation of 9000 feet.

C. isruLTipuNCTATUS, sp. nov.

Subconvexus, subnitidus, rtfo-piceus, antennarum basi, palpis pedibusque (fe-

moruni basi, tibiisque nitiilominus infuscatis) rufo-testaceis ; capite mediocri ; oculis

convexiuscitlis ; antennis corporis dimidio longitudine cequalibus ; prothoracefortiter
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transver.w, breviter subcordato, cannlicidato, antice parnm eman/iiiafo, trans partem

anteriorem sttbtihter riigato, trans basin ragefortder punctata rxigatoqiie {nonmtUis

exemplis rugato solum), idrhique basi Joreolato, angulis posticis subacidis ; elytris

ovatis,fortder striatis, interstdiis planiusculis, serie duplici vel triplici profunde

foveolatis, angulis humeralibus rotmidato-rectis. Long. 54—5i mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Two examples, at an elevatiou of about 4000

feet.

C. BEEVis, Sharp (m litt., nee descr.), sp. nov.

Convexus, subnitidus, piceus, antennarum basi, palpis (plus minusvej, p)edibusqtte

testaceis ; capite mediocri ; oculis parum convexis ; antennis corporis dimidio paulo

longioribus ; prothoracefortiter transverso rotundatoque, canaliculate, antice leviter

emarginato, trans basin confuse rugato vel puyictato, utrinqtie basifoveolato, angulis

posticis obtusis ; elytris breviter ovatis, fortiter striatis, striis obsolete punctatis,

interstitiis convexis, humeris leviter rotundato-prodiivtis, lateribus apiceque obscure

rufescentibus. Long. 4^—5 mm.

Mountains of Oaliu. Usually at elevations of about 2000 feet.

C. Oahuensis, sp. nov.

Convexus, nitidus, picetis, antennarum basi, palpis (plus minusvej, pedibus

thoracis elytrorumque marginibus lateralibus, sidurd apiceque testaceis; capite

mediocri ; oculis parum convexis; antennis corporis dimidio paulo longioribus;

prothorace minus fortiter transverso, leviter solum rotundato, canaliculato, antice

partem emarginato, trans basin obsolete punciato, basi utrinquefoveolato, angulis

posticis obtusis ; elytris ovatis, striatis, striis obsolete punctatis, interstitiis planius-

culis, humeris rotxmdato-rectis. Long. 4^ mm.

Mountains of Oahu. Eare.

C. siMiOLUs, sp. nov.

Prcecedenti ajffinis, at minor, colore obscurior; prothoracefere subcordato, leviter

solum transverso, trans basin distincte punctata, angtdis posticis actdis, subdentiformi-

bus ; elytrorum striis {marginem apicemque versus minus profundis) distinctius

punctatis, humeris minus promimdis. Long. 3j mm.

Mountains of Oaliu. Eare.

C. OBSCURICOLOE, «/>. nov.

Convexus , subnitidus, piceus, thorace et elytrorum marginihus sidurdque obscure

rufescentibus, palpis (plus minusvej, antennarum basi pedibusque (femorum basi

tibiisque nihilominus plus minusve infuscatis) testaceis; capite mediocri; oculisparum

convexis ; antennis corporis dimidio longitudine cequalibus ; prothorace fortiter

transverso rotundatoque, breviter subcordato, canaliculato, antice p>arum emarginato,

antice et trans basin confertim rugato, angidis posticis subacute rectis ; elytris

ovalibus, fortiter striatis, striis obsolete punctulatis, interstitiis convexis, humeris

parum promimdis. Long. 3f

—

4: mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Elevation, 4000 feet. Eare.

{To be concluded in our next).
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INTEODUCTOEY PAPEES ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY H. GOSS, F.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 3.

PaJcEozoic Time.

[0« the Insectn of the Devonian fei^iod, and the animals and plants with

loliich they were correlated.~\

In my second* paper I called attention to the sequence in whicli

tlie existing orders of insects made their appearance on the Geological

horizon. In this and the following papers I propose to enumerate

some of the principal genera and species by which the existing orders

were represented in past ages, and to allude to the other classes of

animals, and to the plants with which they were correlated. I shall

follow the ascending order of Geological succession, beginning with

the oldest rocks in whicli insect remains have been discovered, and pro-

ceeding upwards to those of most recent date.

The six oldest known fossil insects were, as alreadyf stated,

obtained by Mr. C. F. Hartt, from the Devonian rocks of New
Brunswick. The locality in which they were found has been named

by their discoverer, " Fern Ledges," and is situated about a mile west

of the town of Carleton, near St. John's. The rocks at this place are

described as forming a series of ledges, exposed on the sea shore

between high and low water mark, and consisting of beds of sand-

stone and fossiliferous shales, rich in plant remains. Some doubt as

to the age of these rocks has been expressed by Dr. Geinitz, who

considered them as probably belonging to the Carboniferous foi'matiou,

from the fact that one of the insects obtained fI'om them was associated

with a fern, characteristic of that formation; but Dr. DawsoniJ; believes

that from their containing beds ' richly stored with Devonian plants,"

and underlying uncomformably the oldest portion of the Carboniferous

series, they belong most unquestionably to the Devonian formation,

and his opinion has been accepted by all the leading geologists in

Europe and America.

As these Devonian insects are the most ancient representatives

of their class, yet discovered, they are especially interesting, and are

probably worthy of a more detailed notice than can be bestowed, in

these papers, on the majority of those obtained from rocks of subsequent

* Antec, pp. ,52— 56 of this vol.

t Antea, pp. 52, 5,S of this vol.

} Geol. Mag., vol. iv, 1807, p. 386. "Acadian Geology" (2nd edit.l, by Dr. Dawson, F.R.S.
The Quat. Joum. Geol. Soc, 1862 and 1863. Geol. Mag., vol. v, 1868, p. 175. "Mannal of
Geology," Xew York, 1874, by Professor Dana.
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date. They have all been described* by Mr. Scudder, and respectively

named by bim : Xenoneura antiquorum, Gerephemera simplex, Plate-

phemera antiqwa, Lithentomum Hartti, Dyscritus vefiisfus, and Homo-

thetus fossilis.

Xenoneura antiquorum and G-erepliemera simplex were obtained

from a lower portion of the shales than any of the others, and are,

therefore, presumably, the oldest of the six. The first named fossil,

X. antiquorum, appears to be the basal portion of a small wing, which

was probably about two inches in expanse. From the peculiar nature

of its neurationf, Mr. Scudder is of opinion that it represents an extinct

family of Neuroptera, and probably belonged to a group constituting

a synthetic type between the Orthoptera and Neuroptera ; he observes

that the most striking peculiarity in this specimen is the development

of apparently independent veiulets, forming portions of concentric

rings, at the base of the wings, which he compared to the stridulating

organ of some male saltatorial Orthopteron. Dr. Dawson;];, in alluding

to this peciiliarity in this specimen, remarks that, " nothing is more

"curious than the apparent existence of a stridulating or musical

" apparatus, like that of the cricket, in an insect otherwise allied to

"the Neuroptera. This structure also," continues Di-. Dawson, " if

" rightly interpreted by Mr. Scudder, introduces us to the sounds of

" the Devonian woods, bringing before our imagination the trill and

" hum of insect life that enlivened the solitudes of these strange old

" forests."

The second specimen, G. simplex, consists of a fragment of the

tip of a large broad-wing, which appears to have belonged to a member

of the ^pliemerina.

The third specimen, P. antiqua, is believed to be a portion of the

upper wing of a gigantic species of the Ejyhemerina, which must have

measured five inches in expanse of wings, and from its combination

of peculiarities
1

1 of structure, now only found in different groups, must

also be regarded as a " synthetic type."

The fourth specimen, L. Hartti, is supposed to be a portion of

the lower wing of a Neuropterous insect, measuring about 3|- inches

in expanse of wings, and allied to the Sialina, but not belonging to

any family represented among existing forms.

* Geol. Mag., vol. iv, pp. 387, 388 ; v, pp. 175, 176. Acadian Geol., aniea cit., p. 525, and
Dana's "Manual," anteo. cit., pp. 273, 274.

+ Cf. J. W. Kirby, "On the remains of Insects from the Coal-measures of Duiham," Geol.
Mag., vol. iv, pp. 388—390, plate xvii.

t Geol. Mag., vol. iv, 18»i7, p. 387, and Acadian Geology, pjj. 524, 525.

II
Mr. Scudder observes of this specimen : "the intercalary nervules, which in Ephemerina

"generally originate independently, arise here from a bent cross-vein, much as in Odonata."
Geol. Mag., vol. v, 1868, p. 175.
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The fifth specimen, D. vefiisfus, is represented by so small a frag-

ment of a wing, that Mr. Scudder considers it impossible to determine

the approximate size of the insect, or the family to which it belonged
;

though its characters are clear enough to shew that it was Neuropterous,

and to distinguish it, with certainty, from the other specimens.

The last specimen, H. fossil is, consists of the greater portion of

the upper wing of an insect, which Mr. Scudder believes to be the

representative of another new family of Neuroptera, " synthetic in

"nature, combining features of the Odonata and /S/a/mff ;" and he

adds that though it is in a mutilated condition, the extent and char-

acter of every principal nervnre can be determined.

Although these Devonian insects are the oldest specimens yet

discovered, and consequently belong to the oldest known species, the

families of which they were members had possibly existed for ages

;

and it must not be assumed that even their family types necessarily,

or even probably, represented the earliest forms of insect life.

The appearance* of insects on the earth was probably syuchronousf

with that of land plants ; and as remains of this division of the vege-

table kingdom have been discovered in rocks belonging to the SilurianJ

period, the existence of aland flora, long before the date at which these

Devonian insects lived, is proved. The fact of the existence of land§

plants at as early a date as the Lower Silurian period, appears to me

to be an additional reason, to those previously given ||, for assuming the

prohahilify of the first appearance of insects at an earlier age than that

of the Devonian shales at " Pern Ledges."

The other classes of animals, whose remains have been obtained

from the same beds as the insects before described, are the Crustacea^

and the Annelida;** and the plant-remains include Sir/illaria, Stiijmaria,

Calamites, AsterophyUites, AnnuJaria, Psilopliyton, Cordaites, &c., and

ferns of the following genera : Ci/clopteris, Neuropteris, Sphenojjteris,

Eymenopliyll ites, Pecopteris, and some others undetermined.

Although the number of species of animals and plants, immediately

* It is not impossible, however, that insects may have appeared before land plants,

which were not absolutely necessary to the existence of groups similar in their nature to the
Odonata and Epfitmerina, as they are essentially carnivorous, and aquatic in their early stages.

—

H. G.

t The theory of the existence of insects at an earlier age than the Devonian period would,
however, be inconsistent with Hackel's opinion as to the date of the first ajipearance of the class.

See ante p. 3 of this vol.—H. G.

t Dana's "Manual," antea cit. p. 245. "The origin of the world," by Dr. Dawson, F.R.S., p.

330, London, 1877; and Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, vol. xvii, p. )(j3

(October, 1877).

§ Remains of land plants have been obtained by Dr. Scoville, Dr. Rominger and others, from
rocks of Lower Silurian age. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. xvii, antea cit.

II
Ante p 53 of this vol.

"U Amphipi'ltis paradoxus, Eurypterun puHcaria, and Trilobita.
** Shells of iSpirorbis.
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associated with these insects in the plant beds at " Fern Ledges,"

appears, from the remains which have been preserved, to have been

inconsiderable, the total number up to the present time recorded

from Devonian strata in various parts of the world, amounts to upwards

of 5^600*. Of this number more than 5,300 belong to the Animal

Kingdom, and are distributed amongst the Protozoa-f, Goelenterata,

Echinodermata, Vermes, Arthropoda, Mollusca and Vertehrata.

The Protozoa of this period are represented by Foraminifera

;

the Coelenterata by Spongia, by a great number of species of Actinozoa

(corals, &c.), and by one genus of Ili/drozoa. The Ecliinodermata of

the Devonian age are represented by Crinoidea (sea-lilies) ; the Vermes

by Annelida (worms) and Polyzoa (lace corals, &c.) ; the Artliropoda

by Crustacea {Trilolita, Ostracoda, &c.) and Insecta {Neuroptera, or

Pseudo-Neuroptera) ; the Mollusca by Brachiopoda, Lamellihranchiata,

Gasteropoda, Pteropoda, and Cephalopoda.

It will be observed that of the four classes of the sub-kingdom Ar-

thropoda, two are represented, viz. : Crustacea^ and Insecta^ ; but of the

Myriopoda (centijjedesj and Arachnida (scorpions and spiders) no

remains have, so far as I am aware, been discovered in the Devonian

rocks, and it is possible that animals of these classes had not at this

period appeared.

The only Vertehrata of which the remains have been discovered in

the Devonian rocks, are Pisces, the majority of which belonged to the

order of the Ganoids : of this class upwards of 260|| species have

been determined ; and it may be remarked that at this period the

higher orders of the class appear to have been the dominant tribe of

animals,-—hence the Devonian period has been frequently called the

" Age of Fishes."

The vegetation of this period seems to have been almost confined

to G-ymnosperms and Cryptogams—including Coniferce, SigillaricB,

Calamites, Asterophyllites, Lepidodendra, &c. ; and ferns of the genera

Cyclopferis, Neuropteris, Sphenopteris, Bymeiiop>hylUtes, Pecopteris and

Phacliiopteris. There were also numerous .^Zyce.

The Avenue, Surbiton Hill

:

Wi October, 1878.

* This calculation is of course liable to daily alterations as discoveries of new species are

made known. See Introduction (p. 8) to " The Flora and Fauna of the Devonian and Carbon-
iferous Periods," by Dr. Bigsby, F.E.S., London, 1878.

t I have followed the nomenclature and arrangement adopted by Mr. Pascoe in his " Zoological

Clas.sification " (1877).

X About 300 species of Crustacea have been obtained from the Devonian rocks.

5 The 6 species before described.

y
" Flora and Fauna of the Devonian, &c., Periods," antea cit , pp. 100—100.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF THREE NEW EUROPEAN EPSEMERID^.

BY HERMAN ALBARDA [COMMUNICATED BT THE REV. A. E. EATOn].

CeNTROPTILUM TENELLUM, 11. sp.

Imago $ . Ocidi turhinati atri,i)iferiores fusci. Thorax fuscus,poUtus.

AlcB vitrincE : antica; nervis longitudlnalibusprope basin, nervuloque humerali,

castaneo-margiiiatis ; posticce ligulata, ohtxisce. Pedes cretacei, coxis fuscis,

femoribus tibiisque ad basin et apicem atro-fusco-cingulatis, femore antico

insiiper cinguld prceapicaU ejusdem colons. Abdominis segmenta 2

—

Q cre-

tacea, punctiirisfiirfarosis ; ccetera saturate castanea, subtus virescenti-grisea.

SetcB forcepsque albce. Long. corp. <?, 3; aZ. 4 ; set. 'imm.

Sah. : the single male in my collection was taken by Mr. Van

Medenbacli de fiooy near Arnliem, Holland, on tlie 8tli September,

1878.

This pretty little species may be easily separated from C. luteolum,

Miill., by tbe obtuseness of its hind wings, which are rather like those

of C stenopteryx, and from G. pennulatxim., Etn., as well as G. litura-

tum, Pict., by its small size and dark markings.

ISONTCHIA EERRUGINEA, U. sp.

Siibim. $ et ^ . Oculi marisfuscis {'^ p>aUidiores). Thorax luteo-piceus.

Alee luridcB, ad margiiies fumatcB, nervis transversalibus nigris,fusco-margina-

tis ; anticoi prope costam iiehulis fuscis spatia pallidiora inclatidentibus.

Pedes antici atro-jyicei, articulis tarsorum ad bases testaceis ; posteriores

testacei, tur.iisfuliginosis, imguibiis nigris. Abdomen fuscum,junctvris line-

isqite longittidinalihus abbreviatis iti apices segmentorum binis obscurioribus.

Seta saturate testacece, ad bases obscuriores, pube brevi appressd nisi ad

itinrturas ibique eddem in verticillis divergenti. Forceps fusea.

Imago <? . Oculifuliginosi [inter vitam apace-, vet brunneo-carnei, cin-

(/ttld ex diametro ochracea, macula rotundd (linedve curvatd) mobili nigra

interruptd intersecti.—A. E. Eaton.] Thorax piceo-luteus. Alee vitrinw,

ared pterostigmaticd vix hmdo-tinctd : nervorum longitudinales subtestacei,

transversales nigri, tenues. Us tamen in ared supra dictd parum incrassatis

exceptis. Pedes antici atro-picei, articulis tarsorum ad bases pallide tes-

taceis ; posteriores flavo-testacei, articulo unguinali infuscato. Abdomen

ferrugineum, junctiiris et in apicibus segmentorum lineis abbreviatis binis

piceis. SetcB pallide cervince, apud bases fusco-obscuratce. Forceps fusca,

articulo terminali pallidiore.

? . Mari pallidior. Tarsus anticus articulo unguinali piceo, cceteris

albis, a^iicibns anguste piceis. Processus ventralisprofunde emarginatus.

Long. Corp. 12—15 ; al. 10—14; set. $ ? im. 25, subim. 16 mm.

Hah. : Holland : Arnhem, Yasserbeck (Van Medenbach de Rooy);
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South Holland (Van Walclieren) ; Eotterdam (Pransen). France:

Amboise (Lelievre) ; Toulouse, at gas lamps (Eaton). July and

August.

Amethopus, gen. nov.

Imago. Tarsi posteriores qtcinque-articulati, tibice adnati suturd snh-

discretd, articulo proximo modice longo. Abdomiiiis segmentum pemil-

timum (?) hand infra in laminam productinn. Setce tres longce. Aim
quatuor. Oculi maris infegri ; forceps quadri-articulata, articulo proximo

paulo (fere dimidio ipsius longitudinis) seciindo breviore.

[ $ . Tarsi anticifemore tibidqite conjunctim duplo, vel hdc sold quintuplo,

longiores; articuloproximopcene duplo longiore tibid,in subimagine tam,en eidem

subcequali : postici articulo proximo dimidio longiore secundo, hoc quinto,

pariterque tertio quarto suhcequalibus, tertio breviore secundo.*

? . Pedum anticorum tarsi longittcdine femori tibiceque conjunctim sub-

cBquaies ; tibia vix longior dimidio femoris ; proximo articulo tarsorum tibid

parum breviori, cceteris decrescentibus et longitudine conjunctim tibice cum

primo subcequalibus. Fedum posticorum tarsifemore parum breviores,femore

tihid duplo longiore; articulo proximo et ultimo subcequalibus, singulis longi-

tudine dimidio tibice cequalibus, secundo vel tertio duplo longioribus (his

paribus), quarto omnium brevissimo.

Affinities with the Siphlurus-Heptagenia series of genera, ap-

proaching Oniscigaster and Bcetisca in the structure of the hinder

legs, Sipldttriis in the absence of the usual ventral lamina of the ninth

abdominal segment of the female, and Ileptagenia in the distribution

of the veins adjacent to the inner margin (post-costa) of the anterior

wing. The peculiarities of this neuration cannot be defined verbally

in an intelligible manner.—A. E. Eaton.]

Ametropus eraghlis, n. sp.

Subim. ? . Thorax supra dilute hepatieus, siibtus testaceus. Alee pallide

fumatce, nervis longitudinalibus pallidefavescentibus. Pedes testacei, tarsis,

tibiis,femorum anticorumque apicibus infuscatis. Abdomen fuscum,juncturis

late testaceis. Setce testacece.

Imago i . Oculi fuUginosi. Tergum thoracis fusco-piceum. Alee vitrince

;

nervi longitudinales pallide electro-colorati vel testacei, transversalcs lim-

pidi atque in ared pterostigmaticd numerosi subsimplices lenteque curvati.

Pedes antici testacei, femoribus post medium tibiisque obscure piceis : pos-

teriores pallide flavescenti-lutei. Abdomen supra saturatefuscum, ad latera

juncturasque testaceum ; subtus Jlavescens, segmentis idtimis duobus infus-

catis. Forceps testacea. Seta albidce.

* These proportions are stated somewhat in detail in the absence of figures. Even in figures

of the legs of Ephemerid(e it is always necessary to make allowances for pos.sible minor variations

in the exact proportional lengths of the parts in individuals and in different species.—A. E. E.
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? . Alarum 7iervi longititdinales testacei. Pedes antici rufo-picei, fe-

moribus ad bases et junctxiras, articuloque ungu'mali tarsorum, ttstaceis.

Setce pallidissime cei^vince, ad bases rubiginosoe.

Long. Corp. $ ,\h, ? , 13 ; al. c? , 14, ¥ , 15 ; set. ? im. 22, subim. 12 mm.

Hah. : of this delicate looking species 1 (^ im. and 2 ? subim.

were taken near Arnhem (Holland) by Van Medenbacli de Eooy, and

1 ? im. near Rotterdam by Fransen, all of wliich are in my collection.

Leeuwarden : September, 1878.

LIST OF THE SEMIPTERA OF NEW ZEALAND.

BY F. BUCHANAN WHITE, M.D., F.L.S.

{Continuedfrom page 76).

Tribe CAPSIXA.

Professor Hutton mentions no Capsina in bis list of New Zealand

insects, but Mr. Walker described three, which are reduced to two by

Mr. Butler. Amongst the species now before me, none agree with

the descriptions of the Walkerian species.

S3. Megalocercea {^Megalocercea) jRenteriaiia, n. sp.

Linear, elongate, pale testaceous ; head with a central longitudinal line and a

line behind each eye, pronotum with the front margin, a longitudinal band on each

side of the central line (running on to the apex of the scutellum) and an indistinct

band on each side between that and the margin, scutellum with the basal angles,

sternum with a longitudinal band on each side, sometimes continued on the abdo-

men, back of abdomen with a broad longitudinal band, fuscous-brown ; last three

joints of antcnnse dusky reddish, especially upwards ; antennae (especially the stout

basal joint) and legs with short black spiny hairs ; middle and hind femora with

indistinct small pale brown spots ; apex of tarsi pitchy.

(J $ . Length, <J , 5, ? , 7 mm. ; breadth, $ , If mm.

Three specimens from Mr. "Wakefield. The markings vary much

in intensity ; the hemielytra seem a little clouded with brownish. A
broken ( (J ) specimen is altogether much darker, but in too bad con-

dition to describe.

MOENA, n. g.

Body oblong-oval, robust, nearly glabrous, punctate. Head

shortly triangular, clyjjeus rather prominent. Ej^es large, situated

near and extending beyond the apex of pronotum, slightly emarginate

on their inner side. Eostrum reaching to the mesosternum, the first

joint attaining the base of the head. Antennae inserted in front of
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the eyes, pilose, first joint stoiit, reaching far in front o£ the head,

second thickened towards the apes, third and fourth slender and to-

gether much shorter than the second. Prouotum broadly convex,

flattish on the disc, and with a distinct callus on each side anteriorly

;

posterior breadth nearly double the length and more than double the

anterior breadth ; distinctly collared ; sides distinctly margined and

subreflexed ; hind margin slightly overlapping the scutellum. Scu-

tellum nearly equilateral, with a sharp, narrow, transverse depression

near the base ; apex shortly spinosely pointed. Hemielytra with a

longish triangular cuneus, with well marked fracture. Tibise scarcely

spinulose. First joint of tarsus stout, about twice as long as the

second.

Resembles in facies Capsus, F., Fieb. {Derceocoris, Kirsch., Eeut.).

Tyjje, M. capsoides.

34. M. capsoides, n. sp.

Shining testaceous-brown, more or less tinted and clouded with wine-red ; an-

tennae, apex of rostrum, of femora, and of tibiae, tarsi, and a patch on the corium

in front of the cuneus, usually more intense in colour ; sides of pronotum and a line

from the clypeus to the apex of the scutellum (which on the pronotum and scutellum

is more or less unpunctured) generally yellowish-testaceous. Head sub-inigose,

irapunctate, clothed with fine pale hairs ; antennae with many black hairs, the slender

last two joints together about one-half the length of the second ; side margins of

the pronotum callous, and distinctly concave, the collar and the callosities on the

disc impunctate ; scutelhim transversely rugose, punctures rather obsolete.

<? ? . Length, 7—8 mm. ; breadth, 3—3^ mm.

Captain Broun. Four specimens, more or less broken. Judging

from them the species varies much in intensity of coloration.

85. II. Scotti, 11. sp.

Shining reddish-brown, with variable blackish and bone-white markings, very

sparingly clothed with tine pale hairs ; clypeus and vertex with various u-regular

spots often confluent, pronotum with irregular spots anteriorly and a more or less

distinct transverse band posteriorly, and sometimes some small spots of the scutellum,

pitchy-black ; hemielytra pitchy-black, clavus at the apex with more or less confluent

spots, corium with the basal half of front margin broadly and an irregular band

extending from the base to the inner apical angle, cuneus (except the apex and some

spots), more or less distinctly creamy-white ; membrane whitish, spotted with fus-

cous ; hind margin of the pronotum and indications of a central longitudinal line

from clypeus to apex of scutellum, whitish or brownish-white ; legs pitchy-black
;

femora with apex and ring near it, tibiae with rings, whitish. Second joint of an-

tennae longer than the rather slender last two joints together ; sides of pronotum

rather acute, reflexed, nearly straight. (J ? . Length, 5 mm. ; breadth, 2 mm.

Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield. Four specimens, very variable
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in the intensity and distribution of the coloration. Tlie mucli smaller

size and different colour, as well as the shape of the pronotum, at

once distinguish this from the preceding.

36. 31. sp. ?.

Three specimens from Captain Broun seem to belong to a third

species, allied to M. Scotfi, but smaller and differently marked. I re-

serve a description till I have seen more and better specimens.

EEUDA, n. g.

Body oblong oval, nearly glabrous, coarsely impressedly punctate.

Head longly triangular, clypeus produced for about half its length in

front of the side lobes. Eyes prominent, not very close to the apex

of the pronotum, and extending beyond it for nearly all their breadth.

Eostrum reaching to the metasternum, and the first joint to the base

of the head. Antennae inserted in front of the lower anterior angles

of the eyes, pilose, first joint not attaining apex of head, second

thickened upwards, third and foiu'th very slender, together about half

the length of the second. Pronotum broadly convex, elevated pos-

teriorly, posterior breadth more than double the length and about four

times the anterior breadth ; distinctly and rather broadly collared
;

sides rather obtusely margined, with a rounded expansion behind the

collar, then straight to the rounded hind angles ; hind margins nearly

straight, overlapping the base of the scutellum ; disc anteriorly with

a tubercle on each side behind the collar. Scutellum equilateral, with

a transverse depression behind the base, disc with a broad, shallow,

longitudinal channel, apex produced into a broad short spine. An-

terior margin of corium broadly expanded and slightly reflexed

;

cuneus with a well-marked suture. First joint of hind tarsus longer

than the second.

Somewhat allied to Capsus, Eieb.

37. B. Mayri, n. sp.

Brownish-testaceous, with numerous iiTegular brown spots ; disc of the prono-

tum with an irregular ^'-shaped mark, and the anterior margin of the corium and

base and apex of the cuneus with rather larger spots ; antennae dark brown, base of

second joint, and base and spot on the inner side of the first, yellowish-white ; legs

yellowish with dark brown rings, tarsi dark brown ; membrane fuscous with paler

streaks ; venter dark brown with pale spots ;
pronotum with a callous elevated

longitudinal central hne, irregularly expanded on the disc and interrupted before

the hind margin, pale yellow. $ . Length, 5 mm.

Of this curious species I have seen one tolerably perfect example,

and fragments of two others, all taken by Captain Broun.

Ill
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38. Capsus laticinctus, Wlkr. (C iistulatus, Wlkr.).

39. Leptomerocoris maoriciis, Wlkr.

This and the preceding 1 have not seen.

In addition to the species mentioned above, I have three (or more)

others belonging to this tribe, and apparently referable to two new

genera, but as they seem extremely variable, it will be better to merely

indicate their occurrence till I have seen more and better specimens.

40. sp. , or perhaps two species. Messrs. Broim and "Wakefield.

41. sp.—

42. sp.

or possibly four species. Messrs. Eroun and Hutton.

{To he continued).

ON A NEW HORN-DEYOURING TINEA.

BY H. T. STAINTON, T.E.S.

Lately I received a box of insects to determine for Mr.W. Machin

:

amongst them were three specimens of a very large Tinea, with the in-

formation that they were taken by Mr. C. W. Simmons in his conser-

vatory.

After duly examining the specimens, and coming to the conclusion

that though nearly allied to my Tinea cjigantelJa, from South Africa

{Sccirdia vastelJa, Zeller), it was a distinct and unknown species, I

wrote to enquire if there were any Itorns in Mr. Simmons's conservatory,

and, if so, from what part of the world they came.

In due course I heard as follows from him

:

" Some time since, I had a piece of buffalo horn given to me in

" order to cut a handle for a walking stick, but not having time to spare

" just then, I put the piece of horn in the green-house on one of the

" top shelves, which was then partially empty. Shortly afterwards, the

" shelf was filled with flower-pots and the horn became obscured from

" sight, and, until the arrival of your letter, I did not think anything

"more about it.

" Upon looking at the piece of horn I find that it bears evident

" signs of the presence of larvae, or perhaps I ought to say of the late

" presence of larvse ; and beyond this I found some empty pupa-cases,

" one of which I have saved, lying alongside of it.

" I have made enquiries and have ascertained that this piece of

" horn came from Singapore ; and I have no doubt the Tinea is a species

"which has been imported fi"om there."
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For this novelty I propose the name of

—

Tinea okientalis,

and have thus described it

:

Exp. al. 8—11 lines, the largest specimens fully equalling the smaller specimens

of the South African vastella, Zeller (gigantella, Stainton). Anterior-wings grey,

rather glossy, with a faintly darker discoidal spot— (the male specimen, which is

rather worn, is paler and more ochreous-grey)

—

no black at the buseofthe coda; cilia

dark grey. Posterior-wings with a tuft of long scales at the base, dark grey, with a

purplish gloss ; cilia pale grey. Head and face ochreous-yellow. Thorax dark grey.

Antennae rather thick, dark grey. Palpi with the 2nd joint dark brown, the short

terminal joint ochreous.

Three specimens (1 (^,2 ?), taken by Mr. C. "W. Simmons, at

Poplar, in his conservatory, in which was a buffalo horn from Singapore.

Mountsfield, Lewisham, S.E. :

October 16th, 1878.

Harpalus tenebrosus at Bridlington.—At the end of August, I took a fine speci-

men of Harpalus tenebrosus, at Bridlington, Yorkshire ; as far as I know, it has not

before been recorded from a locality so far north. Nebria livida was abundant at the

same time and place : on hot days, it seemed to prefer sandy places part way up the

low cliffs, and was then very easily obtained— as a rule, however, it was to be got by

splitting the clay boulders, an operation requiring a good deal of hard work and per-

severance. It was invariably concealed, and never to be seen running in the sun : it

seemed, too, though abundant, to be gregarious and local.—W. W. Fowlee, Repton,

Burton-on-Trent : October, 1878.

More enquiries about Plant-lice.—Following up my ideas about the cycle of life

of the Aphidians, I bred this year a good quantity of plant-lice, mostly of the family

of the Pemphigians {PempMginw, Passerini). My last and most important discovery

was the sexuated forms of the apple tree-louse {Schizoneura lanigera) ; they consist

of small insects without rostrum and with five-jointed antennae, the length being, for

the $ ,
0'63 mm., and for the S , ObO mm. As with Phylloxera, and, in fact, with all

Aphidians I am aware of, these sexuated little creatures are laid by a winged-louse,

of what I call the " pupiferous " form. The act of depositing the little pupae, out of

which the sexuated insects come almost immediately, takes place in the same way as

the laying of an egg ;
yet the best proof that it is not an egg but really a pupa, is

that with this louse, and still more clearly with the poplar leafstalk-louse {Pemphigus

spirothecce) , the pupa is so transparent that the sexuated female and the large egg

which she carries in her abdomen are perfectly visible. Now, as the true egg is in-

side, the skin in which it is enveloped, along with the female, represents a chrysalis

or pupa, and not an egg.

An Englishman, Sir Joseph Banks, has given, in 1819, in the Trans. Hort. Soc,

vol. ii, pp. 162—169, a note on Aphis laniger. I should like to know, as I cannot

procure the work here, if he speaks of the sexuated insects, or if they were unknown

to him.
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It is most striking, that while the sexuated forms are deprived of rostrum in

8cliizoneura lanigera, they possess that organ well developed in the closely allied

,\h- Schizoneura comi, and also that this last insect has two winged forms in the course

v'>' of its life, the emigrant and the pupiferous ; but ScJdz. lanigera has only the last form

•
^ winged, and the emigrant, or second larval form, is apterous.

Up to this day, I know the males and females in 14 species, viz. :

—

With eostrum (Sexuata rostrata).

1.

—

Schizoneura comi discovered by Leuckart 1858.

2.

—

Vaccuna dryophila ... „ „ Huxley 1858.

Without eostrum (Sexuata erostrata).

3.

—

Phylloxera coccinea discovered by Balbiani 1874.

4.

—

Pemphigus cornicularis „ „ Derbes 1872.

5.

—

Phylloxera vastatrix
,, „ various persons ...1875.

6.— „ quercus „ „ myself 1874.

7-— „ acanthochermes. . „ „ „ 1875.

8.

—

Pemphigusfilaginis „ „ „ 1878.

9.— „ Boyeri „ „ „ 1877.

10.— „ ccerulescens „ „ „ 1877.

11.— „ s][jirotheca3 „ ,, „ 1877.

12.

—

Teiraneura ulmi ,, „ „ 1877.

13.

—

Schizoneura lanigera „ „ ,, 1878.

14.

—

Aploneuran.sp.? (lentisci?) „ „ „ 1878.

I should feel very obliged by any information about the sexuated forms of the

following species, which are unknown to me, viz. :

—

Pemphiguslactucarius,vesicarius,

hursarius, coluteai,follicularius, semilunariiis, cornicularius,utricitlarius. Schizoneura

•ulmi, lanuginosa, veniista. Phylloxera corticalis. Vaccuna alni.

By keeping winged lice in a glass tube, they generally give birth to their proves

in a few days. If the young ones look all alike, it is not the sexuated generation, but

if some are small and others about a fourth part larger, then it is surely the sexuated

period, and the winged insect is the pupi/erous form.—J. Lichtenstein, Montpellier:

llth September, 1878.

Developed memhrane in British Pyrrhocoris.—In the valuable " British Hemip-

tera," p. 164, Messrs. Douglas and Scott, when describing the scarlet, black-spotted

Pyrrhocoris apterus, from South Devon, say :
—

" Membrane (in all British examples)

rudimentary; when developed, it has (according to Herrich-Schaffer, 'Wanz.,' ix,

173) two somewhat regular cells in the middle of the base, fi'om which eight irregular

forked nerves spring." It may, therefore, be not uninteresting to note that among

five examples of this species, sent to me from South Devon for naming, is one in

which the left elytron has a large and most perfectly developed membrane, not

truncate, but ovate at the apex. It is smoky-brown in colour, with the nerves some-

what darker ; at the base are four oblong cells, that nearest the front margin the

broadest ; the two middle cells have a small cell between their united apices, springing

from which, and from the broadest basal cell, three other cells are clearly to be traced

;

there are also indications of others; but the neuration becomes so evanescent towards
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the margin that definition is scarcely possible. The right elytron has a slight

tendency to development, as in another of these specimens ; the thin truncated apex

being longer than in ordinary examples.—E. C. Eye, 70, Charlwood Eoad, Putney,

S.W. : 29th September, 1878,

Hemiptera near Norwich.—The almost unprecedented amount of wet weather

which has pi'evailed in this disti'ict throughout the past season has made insects very

scarce. The following, however, may be worth recording : Idiocerus Heydeni, off

Lombardy poplar in one locality near here, in company with I. H-alhum and populi.

Chilacis typhce, one example by sweeping near some pits at Swanton Morley. Psylla

visci : I had no opportunity of looking for this insect in May, but took a few examples

of the summer brood at East Carlton in August. It remains most unaccountably

scarce, as I have worked its food-plant well on three occasions, but have not taken a

dozen specimens in all. Typhlocyba Douglasi : I took several examples of both sexes

on beech and lime a few days since. I have mounted one of the males for the micro-

scope, and find my former observations and figure (vol. xiv, p. 248) verified in every

respect, so that I am more than ever certain of the distinctness of the species.

TypJdocijha debilis, Douglas, one $ on beech.

—

James Edwaeds, Bracondale, Norwich:

20th September, 1878.

On the pupation of the Nymphalidce.—I have carefully examined the specimens

prepared by Dr. Osborne, and forwarded to me by the Editors of this Magazine.

They shew very plainly that the " membrane " he describes is by no means the

spiracular lining as I had imagined, but is a structure certainly possessing special

relationship to the suspension of the pupa, and that Dr. Osborne has really made a

new and interesting observation. I speak subject to correction, possible on observing

fresh specimens, but the specimens seem equally clearly to show that the " mem-

brane " is not a special and separate structure, that it is not a third, or part of a

third, envelope, distinct from the larval and pupal skins, and that its triangular

form is due to Dr. Osborne's method of preparation. The 13th segment (8th

abdominal) consists of two portions (strictly two segments), the segment proper and

the anal tubercle, the latter foi'ms the hook-covered tubercle, by which suspension

takes place ; the segment proper is reduced on its ventral aspect in the pupa to a

narrow line, presenting two distinct small rounded tubercles. In the specimens,

these tubercles are distinctly hitched into a fold of the larva-skin, and must thereby

give increased security to the suspension of the puj^a, this must be by the portion

of skin posterior to them. In Dr. Osborne's specimens, a triangular ligament is

shown by the reflection of the skin backwards, the triangle having its apex at these

tubercles, and consisting of the double fold of the skin, the anterior portion being

thrown back over the truly suspensory posterior portion.—T. A. Chapjian, Hereford:

"Jth October, 1878.

Leucania vitellina at Torquay.—On the evening of the 11th September, in com-

pany with my friend, Mr. A. H. Jones, of Eltham, I captvired at Torquay a very fine

male specimen of Leucania vitellina.—R. S. Standen, Holmwood Lodge, Surbiton :

October 4th, 1878.
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Leucania extranea and vitellina at Torquay.—I had the good fortune to capture

at Torquay, on the 13th September, at sugar, a very perfect Leucania extranea $ ,

and on the following evenmg a Leucania vitellina $ . On the 16th, I found at rest

on grass a second specimen of the last named species.—A. H. Jones, Shrublands,

Eltham : 1st October, 1878.

Heliothis scutosa in Co. Donegal, Ireland.—I took a specimen of this rare insect

on the 19th of August last, in the North of Co. Donegal. It was hovering over

heather in bloom about 3.30 in the afternoon. The sun was very strong at the

time, and there were a great many insects on the wing. I did not know the species,

so I sent it to Mr. Birchall, who kindly named it for me.—W. H. Campbell, Bally-

nagard House, Londonderry : 23rd September, 1878.

Description of the larva of Selidosema plumaria.—Several specimens of this species

I took in the New Forest, on July 31st last year, deposited eggs. These began to hatch

during the third week in August, and the larvse fed well until autumn on the common

ling. By the first week in December the largest specimen was about an inch long,

but the majority were from half to three-quarters of an inch. They fed sparingly

on withered ling shoots and leaves through the winter, and by the end of March the

largest was nearly full grown.

Length about an inch and a quarter, and moderately stout in proportion : head

narrower than the second segment, into which it can be partially withdrawn ; it has

the face flat, and there is a slight depression on the crown. Body of nearly uniform

width throughout, and cylindrical ; the segments overlapping each other however,

and each being divided into sections by transverse ribs, together with a somewhat

prominent ridge along the spiracles, give it a rather uneven appearance ; the anal

segment ends in a rather sharp triangular appendage, and the anal legs, being set

widely apart, are very conspicuous : skin smooth, but tough in texture.

Ground colour uniformly pale stone-grey ; head of the same colour, with a dark

crescentic mark surmounting each mandible, and another dark brown crescentic mark

above these ; the mandibles are brown, of a still darker shade. A double, very dark

brown, almost black, line extends through the dorsal area ; on the anterior segments it

is paler and more uniform, but after it reaches the fifth it becomes swollen and darker

in the middle of each segment, which gives it a conspicuous and rather interrupted

appearance ; sub-dorsal and spiracular lines pale grey, the latter rather prettily edged

above and below with chocolate-brown, the brown being most noticeable on the

anterior segments : the spiracles, and four very distinct dots on the dorsal area on

each segment, intensely black.

Ground colour of the ventral surface of a yellower-grey than the dorsal area ; it

has a broad central pale grey band, enclosing a fine double reddish-brown line ; out-

side the band, but adjoining it, on segments 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, is a conspicuous dark

smoky mark ; and between the central band and the spiracular region is another

faint pale line.

About the middle of April the first went below the surface, and the moths

emerged at the end of July.

—

Geo. T. Poeritt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield

:

October Adh, 1878.
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Larva of Acidalia imitaria.—I used to find the larvaj of Acidalia imitaria feeding

0!i privet (Li'justrmn vulgare) ; tliey seemed to affect the lower twigs, quite near the

ground.—E. South, 277, Camden Road, N.W. : October, 1878.

Vegetable Moth-trap.—Seeing a notice in this month's Magazine of the vegetable

moth-trap, I send you a specimen. Though this moth was dead when I took it

from the climber, as a rule they are alive and apparently uninjured the morning after

their capture, and I have released as many as eighteen Plusia gamma from one plant

of a morning. The sensitive portion of the flower appears to be quite at the base,

closing, when touched by the proboscis of the victim, and holding it there like a vice.

Chakles R. Digbt, Studland Rectory, Wareham, Dorset : October 9th, 1878.

[The example of Plusia gamma sent by our correspondent, caught by a flower

of Physianthus, was not dead as he supposed, but was alive and fluttering when the

box was opened on the 11th ; it was dead the next day. It appears probable that

the fertilization of the flowers necessitates the capture of moths. Riley has recorded

the same habit in America (Proc. Ac. Sci. St. Louis, vol. iii, p. cxv, Dec. Ist, 1873),

and with regard to insects even more powerful than Macroglossa. He remarks that

when they do escape, it is at the expense of part of their haustella.

—

Eds.].

Entomological Society of London : 7ih Auffust, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq.,

F.L.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Mr. McLachlan communicated a note to the efPect that the larvae in the haulm

of potatoes, noticed by Professor Westwood at the Meeting of July 3rd, were pro-

bably those of Oortyna flavago, which is known to feed in the stems of a variety of

herbaceous plants.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited living examples of Teretrius picipes, found on palings

at Upper Norwood, and parasitic on Lyctiis oblongus. He also mentioned that

Mr. Clark had bred (J $ of Pachiiohia Ityperborea from pupse found under stones

on the mountains near Rannoch.

Mr. Enock exhibited several remarkable varieties of British Lepidoptera.

Mr. Rutherford stated that he had bred the parasite on the larvae of Anaphe

exhibited at the Meeting on the 5th June. It proved to be an ichneumon, determined

by Mr. F. Smith as Cryptus formosus, Brulle, known to be parasitic on Anaphe reti-

culata. He exhibited a series of colour-varieties of Aterica meleagris, an African

butterfly, as an illustration of protective resemblance, the colours varying according

to the nature of the soil in the districts frequented by the insect.

Mr. Jenner Weir thought the colour-variations of Hipparchia Semcle might be

attributable to the same cause. Mr. Elwes was of opinion that too much stress was

attached to so-called protective resemblances. Mr. Distant and the President also

took part in the discussion.

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited varieties of Argynnis Paphia, captured this year in

the New Forest, the most interesting being males, which, from their dark coloration,

showed a tendency toward the ? variety known as valezina, and he was of opinion

that they were potentially males of this form. He remarked that although the
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species was much less common than usual this year, the numbers of valezina were

proportionately greater.

Prof.Wood-Mason read a paper on the difPerence between the form of the antennae

in the males of^Idolomorpha and other genera of Empusidce (BlantidceJ.

Mr. Dunning read a paper on the genus Acentroj^us.

Mr. Butler communicated descriptions of several new species of Myriopoda of

the genera Sphcerolherium and Zephronia.

Mr. Baly sent descriptions of new genera and species of South American

EumnlpidcB.

4th September, 1878.-—F. Smith, Esq., Vice-President, in the Chair.

David Price, Esq., of Horsham, was elected a Member, and Captain Thomas

Broun, of Auckland, New Zealand, a Subscriber.

Mr. Eutherford exhibited two specimens of an Orthopterous insect (Paloptms

Ccntaurus, Westwood) fi'om Mount Camaroons, remarkable for its nocturnal habits,

and for the perfect resemblance shown between it and the twigs of the tree it

frequents.

Mr. Meldola stated that he had remarked, in Hipparchia Semele, an amount of

protective resemblance analogous to that noticed at the previous Meeting in the case

of Aterica Meleagris : specimens of the Hipparchia from the sand hills of Lancashire

differing perceptibly on the under-side from those of the chalk of the South of

England. Mr. Weir remarked that he had been able to detect Jersey specimens of

this butterfly which had been mixed with ordir.ary British examples. Mr. Boyd

alluded to the pale colour of Hepialus lupulinus at Margate.

Mr. Smith exhibited a fruit of the " Locust tree " of British Guiana, which was

found to contain living specimens of a weevil (Cryptorliynchus stigma, Linn.), and a

small ichneumon. He also exhibited a specimen of Melolontha vulgaris found re-

cently in the perfect state in a box in which a larva had been placed last April.

Mr. Champion exhibited a series of Spercheus emarginatus from West Ham.

Mr. Spiller exhibited a collection of so-called "jumping seeds" from Mexico,

containing larvae of Carpocapsa saltitans.

The Secretary exhibited a photograph of Prodryas Persephoiw, Scudder, a fossil

butterfly of the tertiaries of Colorado, which showed a remarkable degree of preser-

vation.

Mr. F. Smith stated that having recently had occasion to consult the Linnean

collection of insects, he found that it had been allowed to fall into a state of complete

neglect, and that after having consulted the Council of this Society, he proposed that

immediate steps be taken to remedy such a state of affairs, which was agreed to

unanimously.

Mr. Swinton communicated a paper " On the vocal and instrumental music of

insects."

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse read a paper on Coleoptera from Jamaica and other

islands of the West Indies.

2nd Odoler, 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq., E.L.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Mr. J. L. Hamilton, M.E.C.S., of 34, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park, was elected

a Subscriber, and Mr. T. Nottidge, of Ashford, a Member.
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Mr. F. Smith stated that he had commixnicated with Sir J. Lubbock, who, in

his turn, had written to the President of the Linnean Society, respecting the state

of the Linnean Collection of insects, and had received an assurance that its pre-

servation should be attended to.

Mr. MeLaehlan read a statement on the condition of the so-called Linnean

Collection and its present scientific value. He expressed his surprise that Mr.

Smith should have taken the course he had done, instead of first communi-

cating privately with the Officers of the Linnean Society, who are responsible

for the safety of the Collection. The opinion that it had been allowed to fall

into a state of complete neglect was so contrary to Mr. McLachlan's own experience

from frequent examinations during a period of fifteen years, as to induce him to

make an independent inspection two days previously. He found nothing whatever

to justify Mr. Smith's statement or the course taken by the Society. There were no

traces of mites, Psoci, or Anthreni, and in fact nothing but a few traces of mould,

probably the result of some former neglect. He did not consider the collection of

any special importance, owing to the treatment it had received before it came into

the possession of the Linnean Society, and any value it now had, could only exist if

it be maintained in connection with Linne's annotated copies of his own (and other)

works in his library.

Mr. Stainton said he had examined the collection the previous day, and found

those portions of it in which he was specially interested in the same condition as

when he first consulted them thirty years ago. If Mr. Smith was of the opinion he

stated to the Meeting on the 4th ulto., he did right in bringing the matter under

the notice of the Linnean Society.

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited specimens of Hipparchia Semele from the New

Forest, Lewes, the Righi, and Russia, in illustration of the variation on the under-

side mentioned at the previous Meeting.

Mr. MeLaehlan exhibited the eggs and yoimg larva) of Ascalap>htis longicornis,

found by M. E. L. Ragonot in the Forest of Lardy near Paris ; the eggs were arranged

(as usual) in two rows on a grass stem, to the number of twenty-three in each row.

He also exhibited (on behalf of Mr. Edwin Birchall) the specimen of Heliothis

scutosa captured in Ireland by Mr. Campbell, and recorded in the present No. of

this Magazine.

Mr. Champion exhibited specimens of Amara ivfma from Chobham.

Mr. W. A. Forbes exhibited a collection of insects from the neighbourhood of

Chamounix, captured at an elevation of 5—6000 feet.

Mr. Rutherford read the description of a new species of Goliath beetle (which

was exhibited) from West Africa, which he proposed to call Ceraiorrhina Batesi.

He also exhibited an example of Hhonirileosoma Rnspinn, nearly a third of the wings

of which (on both surfaces) was hyaline, and considered it had been bred in that

condition.

Prof. Wood-Mason read notes on the hatching j^eriod of Mantidm in East

Bengal, and on the discovery of a stridulating apparatus in this family of Orthoptera,

consisting of the serrated margin of the tegmina. He stated that he had discovered

an instance of viviparity in the Orthoptera in Panesthia javanica (Blattidai), from

the abdomen of a $ of which he had extracted young insects, proving that in this

case there is no egg-capsule.
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NOTES ON BRITISH TORTRICES.

BY CHAS. G. BAEBETT.

(Contimiedfrom Vol. xiv, ^. 241).

Li former notes (vol. xiii, p. 159), I stated that Eiqjoecilia Ityhrid-

ella had been reared by Mr. Thos. Wilkinson, of Scarborough,

from seed-heads of sow-thistle (the printer made it coiv-thhile)—
Sonclius oleraceus. Upon this, my friend, Mr. "W. E-. Jeffrey, pointed

out to me that the occurrence of the larvse of this species (under the

name of carduana) " upon one of the Hieracea " had been recorded

by him in the Entomologist's Weekly Intelligencer, vol. viii, p. 124,

and he expressed a decided opinion that the food-plant of this species

was not a SoncJius. By good fortune I found a few seed-heads of the

plant which had been sent me with larvae by Mr. Wilkinson, and these,

on examination, proved to belong to Picris Meracioides. Following

the clue so fortunately obtained, I searched the seed-heads of Picris

Ideracioides in the quarries late in September, 1877, and succeeded in

finding in them a very few full-fed larvae, from one of which I reared

a most lovely imago on July l7th of this year. In the quarries, how-

ever, the moth was out a week or two earlier, and on July 27th I found

plenty of young larvse in the Picris heads. By the middle of August

most of them were full-fed, but a few might still be found till late in

September.

The young larvse are of a buff colour, but when full grown pale

pink, whitish beneath, sufiiciently transparent to render the internal

dorsal vessel visible. Head light brown, jaws black, dorsal plate yel-

lowish with a chain of four black dots across it, anal plate light brown.

In form it is short and stumpy, thickest in the middle, but moderately

active and immoderately restless and impatient of confinement.

It feeds on the seeds of the Picris, lying concealed in the seed-

head, and passes freely to a fresh head when necessary, but without

uniting them together or spinning any web. When full-fed, it leaves

the seed-head and spins a tough cocoon, probably among rubbish or

rotten wood, but it is difficult to manage in confinement, biting its way

I'emorselessly through almost any covering.

I have not yet seen the pupa. That state is probably assumed

about June.

Eu2)oecilia atricapitaiia, Steph.—I am aware that this species has

already been reared by Mr. Howard Vaughan and others from ragwort,

but I have seen no account of its habits. I found larvse in the rag-

wort plants, on one of the slopes of the coast sand-hills, rather
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commonly on July ]5tli, and tlicy continued to feed until the end of

July, producing the second brood of moths in August, but so terribly

were they infested with ichneumons that, although I brought home two

large bundles of plants and planted them in flower-pots, only six spe-

cimens emerged. This accounts for the scarcity of the moth along

this coast.

The larva is short and thick, thickest towards the head and rather

attenuated behind, somewhat wrinkled and excessively sluggish—not

to say stupid,—dull pale yellow, faintly tinged with reddish on the

back, spiracles brown, head light brown, plates faintly brownish, the

dorsal plate having a brown bar across its posterior margin. Abdominal

legs very small and inconspicuous.

Feeding within the growing stems of Senecio jacohcea, eating the

pith and stopping the growth of the central shoot so that it becomes

thickened and covered with a bunch of leaves, while the side-shoots

grow up past it. From appearances, the larva must commence to feed

in the heart of the shoot and eat down into the pith of the stem where

it forms a chamber, in which it assumes the pupa state in a cocoon of

white silk. The pupa is of a light chestnut colour, and is extruded

from the burrow when the moth emerges. This habit of assuming the

pupa state in the feeding ^^^('^^ is very unusual in this group.

I have not yet met with the second brood of larvse from which the

early summer brood of moths is produced.

Dr. Hofmann qv;otes from Gartner to the effect that the larva of

atricapitana feeds " in October in the root-stocks of Hieraciuon ttmhel-

" latum either on the surface of the root, covered with a web, or in a

" silken tube within, several larvae not unfrequently being together."

But I think this must refer to some other species. Certainly the

insect shows no partiality for Hleracium umbellatum in this country,

but is always found among ragwort.

Eupcecilia angustana, Steph.—I hear fi'om Mr. Jeffrey that he once

reared this species from pink larva^ found in the seed-heads of Plantago

lanceolata, on the cliffs of Scarborough, in the first week in September.

This partly agrees with Gartner's account (under the name of cruen-

tana),—" ]S"ot unlike the larva of diiUtana, the anterior margin of the

" dorsal plate not whitish, but like the head, dark brown, and the ele-

" vated dots on the back not so conspicuous. In August, among the

" seeds of Plantago media, in an ascending web. Pupa short, dark

"brown, shining." {Diihitana, he describes, "brownish-yellow, naked,

" with isolated short hairs. Head heart-shaped, flat, rust-yellow

;

" dorsal plate bistre-brown, lighter in front, edged and divided with
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"pale)." Probably the discrepancy in colour arises from the age of

the larva described. The other food plants of angustana mentioned

are flowers of Achillea and Origanum, and no light is yet thrown upon

the food plant or larva of the (supposed) second brood of this species

found abundantly on heaths where the (supposed) first brood is never

seen !

Eiqjcecilia curvistrigana, "Wilk.—Larva short and rather stumpy,

thickest in the middle, not active, pale yellowish-pink, but deeper pink

when full grown, with grey internal dorsal vessel ; hairs very delicate,

spiracles pink. Head light brown, eyes and jaws blackish, plates pale

amber colour. In flowers of Solidago virgaurea, eating out the young

seeds and passing from flower to flower, sometimes uniting them slightly

with silk. When full grown, leaving the flowers and spinning a tough

cocoon among rubbish or rotten wood.

I found larvae in September of last year, but failed to rear them.

This autumn I haA-e a good number, with which I hope for better suc-

cess. Mr. Machin has reared a few specimens annually for the last

few years, but finds them very scarce.

EiipoeciUa affinitana, Doug.—This species was reared from flowers

of Aster tripoUum by Von Heinemann some years ago, and since by

several English entomologists, but I am not aware that any description

of the larva has been published. It is stumpy, sluggish, dirty whitish,

faintly tinged on the back with grey, through which the dorsal line is

visible, and with a faint grey spiracular line. Head brown, dorsal plate

black, anal plate pale brown. In blossoms and seed-heads of Aster

tripolium, eating out the young seeds and doubtless moving to a fresh

head when the food is exhausted, and quitting the seed-heads to spin

up. As its food plant is apt to be submerged at high spring tides, it

must either travel some distance to spin up, or make a cocoon which

enables it to set salt water at defiance. I found a few larvse at the

end of September last year, and reared two specimens in July last.

At the end of July I found larvse, from which I expected to rear a

second brood in August, but was disappointed, and suppose they are

lying over until next spring. I cannot blame them for this, for the

weather last August in this neighbourhood was not attractive.

Eupcpcilia implicitana, H.-S.—The food plants of this species have

already been recorded by several writers, but my friend, Mr. W. West,

of Greenwich, has supplied me with so interesting an account of the

habits of its larva, that I make no apology for reproducing his obser-

vations. He says, " The food is the common chamomile {Pyretlirum

" inodorum) ; the larvse feed in the seed-heads and also in the stems,
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" eating their way iu from tlie joints. I have examined hundreds o£

" joints, and find that about an inch is sufScient for each larva. They
" are to be found very small (I have seen them feeding when very

"minute) as well as full-fed in the stems, and pupate in them and iu

" the seed-heads. I have seen five or six pupa-skins sticking out of

"the joints of a single plant. In June, Avhen the first brood of larvse

" is feeding in the stems, there are no seed-heads, but I found them in

" seed-heads and stems in August, and again in October. The larvae of

" this last brood hibernate. I put three larvae into a chip box and they

" remained in that state under a web until May 5th, then changed to

" pupae, and emerged about the 20th. I also found two larvae on the

" 18th searching for a comfortable place to change in. There are three

" broods—the moths appearing in May, July, and September, and these

" three broods do not differ, but there is exactly the same variation in

" size and colour in each."

Mr. West kindly sent me larvae two years ago, from which I noted

the following description :
" "When young, dull greenish with a black

" head, but when full grown, pale yellow, with light brown head, and

" with two black dots at the posterior margin of the yellowish dorsal

" plate. Eating round the seed-heads of Pi/retlirum inodorum, devouring

" the seeds and also boi-ing into the joints of the stem, which they hol-

" low out, going into pupa in the spaces."

But Dr. Hofmann describes the larva as follows :
" Yellow, with

" shining black head, dorsal plate brown, posteriorly black ; anterior

" legs black, ventral and anal pro-legs yellow-brown, the latter with

"a light brown horny plate ; raised dots yellowish with very fine white

"bristles. In autumn, in the seeds of CJirt/socoma linosyrls; according

" to Eossler, on Gnaplinlium and Solidago ; according to Zeller, on

" Fyretlirum. (The food plants are,at any rate, exclusively CompositcB)^

It certainly is found also in this country among Solidago, and Mr.

Machin has once reared it from that plant.

E-ossler, I believe, adds that it flies among Artemisia campestris

and vulgaris, OnaphaUum and Tanacetum, and Heinemann that it feeds

in seed-heads of Antliemis cottda, which, if correct, would identify

it with Curtis's anthemidana, with his description of which ihe female

of this species closely agrees. In this view I see that I am coi'roborated

by Heinemann himself.

Eupoecilia roseana. Haw.—Wilkinson, after describing the larva

of this species pretty accurately, says, " before attaining its full dimen-

" sions it eats its way into the centre of the teazle-head, spinning a
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" silken web over the entrance, it there feeds on the pith, and goes

"into pupa at the top of the stem, first spinning a loose white

" silken web."

This is surely an error ! The loose white silken web is that of the

larva of Penthma gentianana ! As far as my observations go the larva

feeds transversely through the seeds of the teazle until full-fed, then

makes a tough cocoon in the hollowed seeds, and when the moth

emerges the pupa-skin is drawn out among the spines at the side of

the seed-head.

Cocliylis straminea^ Haw.—On July 25th, I found larva? of this

species inhabiting the base of the flower-heads of Centaurea nigra,

eating the young seeds and lying curved in the cavity formed, or when

disturbed (particularly if young) retreating into the thickened portion

of the stem immediately beneath, the pith of which seems to have

formed their first food, and in the side of which was a hole for the

extrusion of frass. These larva? when full grown are very sluggish

and plump, thickest in the middle, rather shining, very pale yellowish,

or almost white, with faintly grey internal dorsal vessel. Head deeply

lobed at the back, black, dorsal plate brown, divided and narrowed at

the sides so as to form triangles, anal plate light brown, anterior legs

black. When young, however, the head and dorsal plate are dark brown

and without lobes or divisions. "When the larva is removed fi'om the

flower-head it stands with its anterior segments raised, and head turned

with a most comical look of surprise and attention.

These larvae produced moths in August, the May and June brood

being in the larva-state in September.

The larva of this species must be tolerably well known, but I have

been particular in describing it in order to compare it with that of

the next species, which has sometimes been looked upon as doubtfully

distinct.

Cocliylis alternana, Steph. {gigantana, D. & S.).—Por this species I

am indebted to Mr. Howardyaughan,who sent me five buds of Centaurea

scahiosa, each containing a larva, in the beginning of July. These were

short and thick^—obese in fact—and very sluggish, pale yellow, with

the spots small and black ; head chestnut-brown, dorsal plate black-

brown, divided by a yellow line in the middle, anal plate dark brown,

very small. In buds of Centaurea scahiosa, eating oiit the immature seeds

and almost the whole contents of the bud, and surrounding themselves

with a tough silken tube or pouch as they fed. In this pouch they

assumed the pupa-state within the buds. I supplied fresh buds, but

not one of the larvae touched them ; those in which they reached me
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contained sufficient nutriment to enable them to feed up, but I cannot

think that one bud would serve a larva for its entire growth. The

moths emerged at the end of July ; the pupa, which is of a dark

chestnut, being then extruded from the bud.

The insect is only found (with us) in the south-eastern corner of

England, and I have had no opportunity of observing it at large ; but,

as far as I can learn, there is only one brood, which is on the wing as

nearly as possible between the two broods of straminea.

Coccyx Ochsenheimeriana, Zeller.—In the latter part of last May,

Lord "Walsingham met with several specimens of a very beautiful little

Coccyx—allied to strohilella, but smaller—among Finns cephalonica at

Merton. The species was then quite unknown to me, but, by the

kindness of Professor Zeller, I have since been able to identify it as

Ochsenheimeriana, Zeller. A short description may be useful :

—

Al. exp., 4J lines. Head, palpi, and autennse black, thorax and abdomen smoky-

black. Grrouud colour of fore-wings apparently dark olive-grey, but actually black,

closely irrorated with minute yellow scales. The greater part of the costal margin

occupied by seven black spots, within each intermediate space a short, bright silvery

streak. Outer edge of the usual basal blotch indicated by a nearly straight, oblique,

faintly blackish fascia. Central fascia deep black, arising at the third costal black

spot and bending outwards, and then, while still near the costa, turning across the

wing perpendicularly to the dorsal margin. This fascia is edged on both sides with

bright silvery. Before the hind margin is a black, perpendicular streak, edged with

silvery, and occupying the place of the usual ocellus. Apical spot black. Cilia

extremely glossy, silvery-black, but with a deep black line at the base. Hind-wings

dark grey, with slightly paler cQia.

Although resembling strolilella, this species is easily distinguished

from it by its much shorter fore-wings, and the absence of most of

the silvery transverse lines, but more especially by the strongly

marked central iascia,perpendicular to the dorsal margin. In strohilella

the central fascia is augulated in the middle.

Wocke gives as its localities, " Grermany and Livonia," and the

type sent me by Prof. Zeller is from the latter country ; but, according

to Heinemann, it is found at Vienna, Bohemia, Eatisbon, and Bruns-

wick in May and June, among Pinns picea, and also in woods in which

there is no fir. But I am not very sure that Heinemann's remarks

really refer to this species, for besides other discrepancies, he describes

the palpi as whitish, whereas they are black, or nearly so.

Nothing appears to be known of its larva, and Lord "Walsingham

has not as yet found any probable trace of it. No doubt it has been

introduced into this country with ornamental trees, and I hope that it
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has effected a permanent Bettlement in his lordship's woods. I am

indebted to his kindness for specimens, and for the opportunity of

recording this beautiful- little novelty.

OrtliotcBiiia striana, Schiffermiller.—On the 19th of March last,

having an hour to spare, and a fern-scoop at hand, and being close to

a large field of old pasture abounding, in the summer, in Dicroramplice

and other Tortrices, I determined to devote the time to promiscuous

digging for root-feeding larvse. Accordingly, all manner of plants

were turned up—thistles, plantains, ragweed, knapweed, hawkbit,

hawkweed, everything that could boast a substantial root, even to the

common dandelion, and before long, to my great surprise, I found a

small larva burrowing into the skin of the root of the last-named and

most despised of plants, the common dandelion {lieontodon taraxacum)

.

This larva was so small that I hoped it might produce Dicrorampha

sequana, and by digging up hundreds of dandelion roots on this and

a subsequent occasion, I succeeded in finding from a dozen to twenty

larvse. Most of them were placed in flower-pots in which bunches of

the dandelion plants dug up in the search were placed and tied over

with gauze, but that no chance of rearing them might be lost, I put

one larva into a tin bos with some bits of root, sufficient, as I supposed,

for it to feed up on, and it was no more visible until May 8th, when I

was astonished to find a plump active larva more than half an inch

long in the box, where, having hollowed out its stock of roots, it was

eagerly hunting for more. More were supplied, and it was placed in

a glass-covered gallipot, when it immediately burrowed into one of the

roots, proceeding to show a healthy appetite by the quantity of frass

extruded from one end, and by the end of May it was full-fed, and

had made a tough cocoon of earth and silk, not attached to the roots.

The idea of a Dicroramjylia had—from its size—long been given up,

and having no idea what was likely to be produced, it will readily be

understood that I was not gratified when, on opening the gallipot a

few days after, a dipterous parasite (TacJiina) flew out. However, the

dandelions in the flower-pots had not been thriving, and were indeed

dying one by one, and on June 30th, from one of them emerged the

first specimen of OrtJiofcenia striana. A dozen more appeared in the

course of a fortnight, some of them—the females especially—being of

very pretty reddish and pink varieties.

The larva, when small, is of a dirty whitish colour, with a large,

dark grey, internal dorsal vessel, very visible, head light brown, plates

both very pale brown. At this time it feeds at the surface of the

dandelion root, burrowing under the skin, and protecting itself with
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a slight web ; when larger, it becomes of a more yellowish-white, and

burrows into the substance o£ the root, hollowing it out and killing the

plant. The favourite place of pupation in the case of healthy larva?,

appears to be the upper end of the hollowed root, close under the dead

crown, through which the light brown pupa is pushed when the moth

emerges.

I am not aware that the larva of this species has before been

noticed, but I am inclined to suspect that it feeds also on the roots of

allied plants, for I remember once finding both sexes in abundance in

a field at Norwich, in which some composite plant, which I did not

recognize (probably Crepis or Borklimisia), was growing in plenty.

The moths, the females especially, constantly settled upon these plants,

and I have no doubt that as larvae they had fed in the roots.

Ortliotcenia antiqimna, Hiibner.—I think that I have already

recorded finding this species with O. ericetana, Westw. (trifoliana,

H.-S.), and Euchromia purpurana, commonly in some of the clover

fields here. The larvse of the last two species being quite unknown

(for Moschler's record of ericetana "on aspen," is obviously incredible),

I took the opportunity, when one of these fields was ploughed up in

February, of examining every root that I could find exposed by the

plough. Scattered commonly over the field were pieces of what might

be called long thin tuber, rather than root, since they were fleshy and

brittle, without internal fibre, and totally devoid of fibrous roots or

attachment to any kind of stem. They were of about the thickness of

a goose quill, eight or ten inches long, rounded off at the ends, and

regularly constricted at about every inch of their length. These roots

(or tubers) were quite strange to me, but I soon found that many of

them were tenanted by a slender larva which moved rapidly up and

down a burrow exactly in the middle of the root, and extending to

nearly its entire length. The burrow of a young larva was small and

regular in width, but when larger they hollowed out one end of the

root and caused it partially to decay. I collected a lot of these roots

and laid them with mould in a large garden-pot tied down with gauze.

In the spring these roots or tubers sent down plenty of fibrous roots

into the earth, and threw up shoots which soon declared themselves to be

Stacliys arvensis, and made the identity of the larvse pretty certain.

They fed up entirely in the roots—apparently without affecting the

vitality of the plants— and were full-fed about June 10th, when they

deserted the roots to spin up in moss, hollow sticks, rolled paper,

between a leaf and the side of the pot, anywhere in fact that was dry

and convenient, and on June 28th, the first specimen of antiquana

emerged, others appearing for more than a fortnight afterwards.
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When young, the larva is rather slender and long, white, with a

faint yellowish tinge, dorsal line slightly darker and very narrow

dorsal vessel visible, slender also. Head clear light brown, its two

halves oval, plates hardly visible, very faintly tinged with brown.

Altogether an unusually clear, white looking larva. In the middle of

April, when nearly full grown, three quarters of an inch long, clear,

shining, yellowish-white or creamy, with a quadrate pink internal

spot, visible through the skin of the 9th segment, head and dorsal

plate light brown, anal plate grey. Pupa light brown, very restless.

Perhaps I should apologize for going so much into detail respecting

a larva which has repeatedly been reared before, which is described

and its food given by Mr. Staiuton, in the "Manual," in about ten words,

and which has been more particularly described by Colonel Goureau

in the Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1S51, p. 323, but its habits are so peculiar

that they interested me very much. It seems reasonable to conclude

that the eggs are laid on the stems of the food-plant, and that the

young larvffi mine down them into the roots, but no trace of the place

of entrance is discernible.

Finally, as an encouragement to further effort, one specimen of

O. ericetana actually emerged from the same pot. Its larva must have

fed in the same roots, there being no other plant in the pot.

Pembroke : Qth October, 1878.

DESCEIPTION OF THE LARVA OF EUP(ECILIA MACULOSANA,
AND ITS HABITS.

BT JOHN H. WOOD, M.B.

On several occasions I had found when opening the dry stems of

JlmhellifercB, in the winter, a larva, from which I had bred Eupoecilia

onaculosana. The larva alw^ays occupied a short gallery, or rather

chamber, in the pith, and the limited amount of frass present, as well

as the absence of extensive workings, showed that it must have fed up

elsewhere ; but where that Avas, remained a puzzle till the summer

of 1876.

I was collecting Tortrices in a moist place in one of the woods

here, one afternoon in the month of June, and had boxed such insects

as F.fiiligana, S. euphorhiana, S. puncticostana, &c.,whenl saw a spe-

cimen of E. maculosana alight on a seed-vessel of the common blue-

bell {Agraphis nutans), and apparently deposit an egg. It then flew

to another plant, and so on to another. I was unable to follow up the

clue that season, but the following July, towards the end of the month,
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I found the full grown larvae feeding not uncommonly on the seeds of

this plant. It was necessary to open the vessels to find them, as the

larva? gave no outward indication of their presence, excepting in the

rare instances, when a larva, having exhausted one vessel, had entered

a second, in which ease the point of entrance, though closed as it always

was with silk, was easy to see. Usually it finds food enough in a

single vessel, and makes no visible communication with the outside,

till it becomes full-fed and eats its way out to go in search of winter

quarters. My own larvae were supplied for this purpose with cork and

dead bramble-shoots, into which they readily burrowed, or rather, I

should say, ate, for they swallowed the removed material, and did not

simply turn it out, as most larvae do under similar circumstances.

Probably this is merely an expeditious way of getting rid of the refuse

material, for it can scarcely be that it is swallowed as food, since the

chamber is completed in a very few days and then all production of

frass ceases. At any rate, it is a curious feature in its (economy, and

I can call to mind no other larva that acts in the same way.

The markings of the larva are unusually distinct and abundant

for an internal feeder. The colour of the body is white ; that of the

head pale brown. There is a black plate on the 2nd segment, and

another on the 13th. The dorsal and spiracvilar lines are pale rust-

colour, and well marked. The usual sj)ots are also of the same colour,

and distinct. There is no sub-dorsal line, but below the spiracular

line are two other rust-colour lines, the lower one running along the

base of the legs and claspers. Both these lines are inteiTupted, and

are also jialer in tint than the dorsal and spiracular ones. The larva,

when full-fed, eats, as has been said, into some soft woody substance,

and there remains till the sjjring, when it assumes the pupal-state.

Tarrington, Herefordshire :

2Qth October, 1878.

Auttimnal pupation of Abraxas grossulariata.—As I have never seen any re-

ference to the above subject in any books which have come under my notice, I

venture to forward you a few remarks, which you will perhaps think interesting

enough to publish. In November, last year, I found, in a friend's garden near Lon-

don, about seven dozen pupae of this species on some old gooseberry and currant

bushes. I at first thought they were old and empty, but, on pulling one or two off,

found them fresh and alive. I tried to rear them, but unsuccessfully. In October

this year I found, in the same garden, altogether about forty dozen, and also the

larvae in all sizes, from a quarter of an inch in length to some actually spinning up.

The imago has been reared freely from the pupoe taken this year.—H. Silcock, 22,

Eandolph Street, Camden Town, N.W., and West Loudon Entomological Society :

November, 1878.
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DESCEIPTIONS OF SIX NEW BUTTERFLIES.

BT THE LATE W. C. HEWITSON, F.L.8.

[I have been asked to publisli tlie following descriptions of new

species, whicli were found among Mr. Hewitson's papers after his

death, and the types of which are in his collection.—W. F. Kiebt,

Dublin : Septemler lltli, 1878.]

EuEEMA Charon.

Upper-side : male, dark brown, paler towards tlie outer margins. Anterior wing

with two white spots beyond the middle of the costal margin, the spot nearest the

apex bifid. Posterior wing with one triangular tail, and a sub-marginal series of

black spots.

Underside : red-brown, variegated with paler spots. Eoth wings crossed at the

middle by a band of dark brown. Anterior wing with two yellow spots in the cell,

one at the base triangular, marked by a brown spot, the other at the end, marked by

an eye-like brown spot ; a yellow spot on the costal margin beyond the middle,

marked by a rufous sjDot, the apex rufous-orange, crossed by three brown spots. A
sub-marginal scries of lilac spots. Posterior wing with six yellow spots from the

base to the middle of the costal margin, and a rufous eye-like spot, some rufous

spots towards the inner margin, a sub-marginal series of indistinct ocelli, and some

lunular blue spots between the tail and anal angle. Exp. 2 inches.

Sah. : Ecuador (Buckley).

Leucochitonea Lath^a.

jllis supra rufo-fuscis fasciis duahus transversis, marginibusque

exterioribus fuscis. Anticis macula aira discali i^unciis duobus alhis

notatis. Fosticis infra cceruleis.

Upper-side : rufous-brown. Both wings crossed beyond the middle by two

bands of brown, both with the outer margin dark brown, and the fringe broadly

brown. Anterior wing with the base dark brown. A large, oval, black discal spot

(as in Mesosemia), marked by two minute white spots, and bordered with rufous : a

brown band below it to the sub-median nervure. Posterior wing with the base and

a band below it dark brown.

Under-side : anterior wing as above, but paler, with the base slightly tinted with

blue. Posterior wing pale blue to the second transverse band, and marked by some

indistinct grey spots in the place of the fu-st band. Exp. l^i inch.

Sab. : Bolivia (Buckley).

Leucochitonea Ltec^a.

Alis supra fuscis, margiiwm exteriorem versus rufs, fasciis duahus
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marginibusquefmcis. Anticis macula discali nigra, pimctis hinis allis

notata. Fosticis infra alhls, cceruleo-tihctis, margine costali fasciis

duahus, ciliaqtie rufo-fuscis.

Upper-side : brown, rufous towards the outer margin. Botli wings with two

transverse bands and the outer margin dark brown. Anterior wing with a black

cordate spot at the end of the cell, marked by two minute white spots, and bordered

by paler colour : an indistinct brown band below this to the sub-median neryure.

Posterior wing with an indistinct brown band before the middle.

Under-side : anterior wing as above, except that it is paler at the inner margin.

Posterior wing white, tinted with pale blue, crossed from the costal margin, which

is clouded with brown, by sevei-al bands of brown, two short ones near the base, one

near tiie middle, and one sub-marginal j the outer margins also brown.

Exp. 1^^ inch.

Leucochitonea Eaeina.

Alis utrinquefuscis, versus marginem exteriorem ritjis : fasciis duahus

fuscis. Anticis macula discaJi nigra, punctis hinis alhis notata. Pos-

ticis infra unguium analem pallidiorihus macula fusca notatis.

Upper-side : dark brown, rufous towards the outer margin. Both wings with

two transverse bands, and the outer margin dark brown. Anterior wing with an

oval black spot at the end of the cell, marked by two minute white spots, and

bordered at both ends with paler colour.

Uvder-side : as above, except that the transverse bands are divided into spots,

that the posterior wing is paler near the anal angle, and is there marked by a large

black spot. Exp. 1-^ inch.

Hah. : Para (Bates)

.

Leucochitonea Elelea.

Alts supra fuscis, fasciis duahus marginibusquefuscis ohscuriorihus.

Anticis macula discali nigra punctis hinis notatis. Posticis infra

cceruleis, apice margineque j)osteriorifuscis.

Upper-side : dark brown, paler towards the outer margin. Both wings with two

transverse bands, which are below the middle, and the outer margin dark brown.

Anterior wing with an oval black spot at the end of the cell, marked by two minute

white spots, and bordered inwardly with paler colour ; an indistinct band of brown

below it. Posterior wing crossed at the middle by an indistinct band of brown.

Under-side : anterior wing as above, except that it is paler towards the anal

angle, and slightly tinted with blue at the base. Posterior wing bright cerulean

blue, darker where the bands of the upper-side cross ; the apex marked by a black

spot, and the fringe dark brown. Exp. 1^ inch.

Hah. : Cayenne.
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Leucochitonea Falisca.

AJis supra rufo-fuscis,fasciis duabusfuscis (posticis tribus) . Anticis

macula discali nigra punct is hinis notatapunctisque tribus sub-apicalibus

alhis. Infra anticis macula analiJlava ; posticisJlavis margine costali

fasciisque duabus fuscis : macula anali nigra.

Upper-side : dark brown. Both wings crossed beyond the middle by two dark

brown bands, the second, which is sub-marginal, divided into spots. Anterior wing

with a round black spot at the end of the cell, marked by two minute white spots,

and bordered with paler colour : three minute white spots near the apex upon the

first transverse band, and below them upon the same band, one very minute spot.

Posterior wing crossed before the middle by a brown baud.

Under-side : anterior wing as above, except that there is an ochreous spot near

the anal angle. Posterior wing yellow, with some spots near the costal margin, an

indistinct transverse band below the middle, and the outer margin brown. A sub-

marginal series of very indistinct spots, and a black spot near the anal angle.

Exp. Ij^y inch.

Sab. : Cayenne.

Allied to Paulinus, Cram. The five species wliich I have de-

cribed above are very much alike, and all have the discal black spot of

the anterior wing dotted with white, as in the genus Mesosemia.

[There are three other specimens in the collection, without locality,

which only differ from the type in having the hind-wings clay-colour

beneath, instead of yellow.—"W. P. K.]

[N.B.

—

ItJiomia Lerida, Hew. This name is attached in Mr.

Hewitson's collection to the insect figured by him in Exotic Butt., v,

Ith., pi. 30, fig. 199, as I. Ilerdina var. The specimens are labelled

Ecuador and Nauta.
—

"W. E. K.]

DESCEIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OP SELIOCOPRIS.

BT D. SHARP, M.B.

I have for some years been acquainted with a male of a species of

Seliocopris of great size, being myself in possession of portions of

an individual found by Mouhot in Laos, and having received from C.

M. Wakefield, Esq., an individual obtained from the collection of the

late Achille Deyrolle. As I have recently obtained a series of specimens

from the collection of the late Andrew Murray, I am now enabled to

make known the sexes and extreme developments of the species. Mr.

Murray's specimens bore no label of any kind, but were placed in

one of his boxes of Indo-Malayan Copridce. The specimen in Dey-

rolle's collection was labelled " 3IaclelJandi,'WG&i^., Cochin China,"
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but the species does not appear to have been described, so that I give

below a description of it. Its nearest ally is no doubt the Assamese

Seliocopris domina, Bates, and the two species appear to be of about

the same size : the largely developed male of Seliocopris domina is,

however, described as possessing four horns on the head, to be less

black in colour, and to have the intervals on the elytra sub-convex.

In connection with the description of this remarkable insect, I

may be permitted to mention what has long been a favourite theory of

mine, viz., that as we proceed from the lower to the higher forms in

some of the groups of Lamellicorns, we find a better construction of

the skeleton, causing the parts of the body to be much more accurately

adapted to one another, and that, as the result of this perfection, there

is a much greater immunity from the attacks of minute parasites.

Oeotrupes is a form in which the construction is very imperfect, and

the result is that the species are dreadfully subject to the attacks of

Acari, which not only overrun the individuals outwardly, but obtain

access to the soft parts of the body, and no doubt destroy a vast

number of individuals ; to so great an extent is this the case, that I

believe the species of Geotrupes only continue to exist because the

more perfectly constructed Coprophagous Lamellicorns are yet only

adapted for existence in warm climates, and Geohnipes, therefore, finds

in temperate latitudes an abundant and comparatively uncontested

pabulum, which enables it at present to hold its place, notwithstanding

other disadvantages.

The species of Seliocopris offer a beautiful example of the accurate

coadaptation of the external parts, by which is obtained a nearly com-

plete exclusion of parasites from those parts of the body which are

most accessible in less perfected Coprophagous Lamellicorns ; the

elytra in Seliocopris are so beautifully adapted to the mesothorax,

metathorax, and ventral and dorsal segments, that not even a minute

parasite can obtain access to any of the soft dorsal surfaces of these

parts, although, on making an examination of a Seliocojjris, we should

be justified in concluding that it would be very diflicult for an Acarus

to find sustenance on its juices by getting at the soft parts of the body,

yet an examination shows that there are still some parts not sufiSci-

ently protected, and on these parts it appears the Acari still mainta' i

their attacks. As most accessible, we find the very large mouth. The

buccal cnYitjin Seliocopris is greatly developed, and formed of unusually

soft pieces, and offers abundant facilities for the entrance of a small

invader by its large and unprotected orifice. Thus I was not surprised

on cleaning the individual of Seliocopris MouJiotus from Cochin China
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to find its moiitli tenanted by a colony of a large species of Acarus,

and I also found some individuals of the same (or an allied) species

in the mouth of one of the specimens from Mr. Murray's collection.

Another and much smaller Acarus has, moreover, found a less

easily visited feeding ground, on (or rather in) the body of Seliocopris

Mouhohis ; this spot is the prothoracic stigmata.

On examining an individual of Seliocopris Mouhotus, whose thorax

had become separated from the body, in Mr. Murray's collection, I

was surprised to find fifty or sixty individuals of a small Acarid at-

tached to each of the two prothoracic stigmata, and, on taking to

pieces the other specimens of the gigantic Lamellicorn, I found the

corresponding stigmata to be tenanted in a similar manner. No doubt

this species of Acarus, which is small and very depressed, is able to

penetrate between the presternum and mesosternum just at the ex-

treme anterior part of the middle coxal cavities, for this spot is quite

near to the prothoracic stigma, and on a movement of extension of the

head and thorax being made by the Heliocopris, the Acarid could

easily find entrance at the spot I have mentioned. I should not be at

all surprised if it be found that this Acarid is a species specialized for

this mode of life.

Heliocopeis Mouhotus, n. sp.

Major ; Jigura H. gigantis (Bates), multo major, niger, nitidus,

sithtus ritfo-liirsiitus ; elytris sat crehre punctatis, evidenter striatis, in-

terstitiis liaud conveocis ; prosierno post coxas liaud Jiirsuto ; capite

magno.

Mas, major ; capite ad oculos hand constricto, lateribns in medio
utrinque cornu erecto, lato, apice emarginato, inter cornua simpliciter

arcuatim carinato. Prothorace angulis anteriorihus leviter prominulis,

utrinque anterius loho prominulo sub-hamato ; supra antice longius per-

pendiculari, medio lamina elongata, sub-horizontali, acuminata; basi

utrinque area Icevigata. Long.QQ—65 mm.; lat.prothoracis, 36 mm.
Mas, minor ; capite ad oculos constricto, sed hand angulato, vertice

in medio transversim fortiter elevata, elevatione in medio emarginata.

Frothorace prope angulos anteriores hand vel vix angulato, anterius bre-

viter perpendiculari, dot^so ante medium carina transversa elongata,

medio anterius sub-angulatim prominula ; undique fortiter rugoso.

Long. 50—54 mm. ; lat. prothoracis, 29—31 mm.
Fem. ; capite ad oculos constricto, haud angulato, vertice in medio

elevata, trituberculata, tubercutis lateralibus minutis ; frothorace prope
angulos anteriores haud angulato, anterius breviter perpendiculari, dorso

ante medium carina transversa elongata, utrinque sinuata, in medio late

rotundato. Long. 54 mm.; lat. prothoracis, 31 mm.
Hab. : Laos, Cochin China.

Thoruhill, Dumfries : September 28tk, 1878.
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CHARACTERS OF NEW GENERA AND DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW
SPECIES OP GEODEPRAGA FROM THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

BY THE REV. T. BLACKBURN, B.A.

II.

{Concludedfrom page 123).

C. SOARITOIDES, Sp. IIOV.

Convexus, nitidus, nigro-csneus, antennis, palpis, pedibusqiie totis rufo-testaceis ;

capite mediocri ; ocidis prominulis ; antennis corporis dimidio brevioribus ; pro-

thorace sat fortiter transverso rotundatoque, hreviter subcordato, obsolete canalicidato

,

antice leviter emarginato, trans basin sparsim nee fortiter punctata, basi utrinque

foveolato, angulis posticis acutis suhdentiformibus ; elytris oblongo-ovatis, striA

sutjirali distinct^ integrA antice distincte punctatSi,, cceteris obsoletis (nonnullis

exemplis antice obscure adumbratisj ; humeris subacute productis.

Long. 6—6i mm.

Haleakala, Maui. Not rare at au elevation of 4000—5000 feet.

C. COEDATICOLLIS, Sp. nOV.

Convexus, nitidus, nigro-cBneus, plies minusve riifescens, antennarum basi, palpis,

pedibusque testaceis ; capite mediocri ; oculis prominulis ; antennis corporis dimidio

brevioribus ; prothorace sat fortiter transverso, breviter subcordato, leviter canali-

culato, antice leviter emarginato, trans basin sparsim punctata, basi utrinquefoveo-

lato, angulis posticis acute rectis ; elytris ovalibus, striis internis distinctis integris,

antice obscure punctatis, externis obsoletis, humeris parum prominulis.

Long. 4^—5 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. At au elevation of 4000—5000 feet. Not

common.

C. ANGUSTICOLLIS, Sp. nOV.

Subconvexus, subparallelus, subnitidus, piceus, marginibus rufescentibus, anten-

narum basi, palpis, pedibusque testaceis; capite mediocri; oculis prominulis;

antennis corporis dimidio sat brevioribus ; prothorace leviter transverso, canaliculato,

antice leviter emarginato, trans basin confuse etfortiter rugato jmnctatoque, lateribus

minusfortiter rotundatis, angulis posticis minutis subdentiformibus; elytris elongato-

ovalibus, fortiter striatis, striis distincte punctatis, interstitiis pilaniusculis, humeris

sub-erectis. Long. 4 mm.

Haleakala, Maui. One example at an elevation of 4000 feet.

C. NUBicoLA, sp. nov.

Subconvexus, siibparallelus, nitidus, rufescens, elytrorum disco late infuscato,

antennis 2^<^^P^s pedibusque rufo-testaceis; capite mediocri, oculis prominulis; an-

tennis corporis dimidio plus paulo brevioribus ; prothorace transverso, obsolete sub-

cordato, leviter canaliculato, antice leviter emarginato, trans basin confuse rugato

punctatoque, lateribus minusfortiter rotundatis, angulis posticis acute deniiformibus ;

elytris elongatis, subparallelis, thorace parum latioribus, subtiliter striatis, striis

(marginem apicemque versus obsoletis) distincte punctatis, interstitiis planis, humeris

rotundato-rectis ; tibiis anticis intus solito profundius emarginatis. Long. 4:\mm.

Haleakala, Maui. One example at summit ; 10,000 feet.
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C. IN^QFALIS, Sp. nOV.

Convexus, opacus, piceo-cupreus, antennarum hasi, palpis, pedihus, et thoracis

elytrorumque marffiniius (plus minusve) testaceis ; capite mediocri ; oculis parum

convexis ; antennis corporis dimidio vix irevioribus ; prothorace sat fortiter trans-

verso, breviter subcordato, antice parum emarginato, canaliculato, trans basin obscure

rugato piinctatoque, postice utrin que profundefoveolato, angulis posticis acute rectis,

su2JerJicie inesquali (fossa magna juxta anguluin anticum utrinque impressil) ; elytris

ovalibus, confuse striatis, tot& superfcie ocellis numerosis confuse conspersd, humeris

rotundatis. Long. 4^—5 mm.

Haleatala, Maui. Elevation, 4000—5000 feet. Scarce.

BLACKBURNIA.
B. FEIGIDA, sp. nOV.

Minus convexa, nitida, nigra, antennis palpis pedibrisque rufs ; capite minus

elongato, pone oculos fortiter angustato ; oculis parum convexis ; antennis corporis

dimidio plane longioribus ; prothorace {longitudine latitudini cequali) canaliculato,

a lateribus rotundato, ante medium latiori, nee trans basin quain antice angustiori,

basi punctato, utrinque late nee profunde impresso, angulis omnibus subrotundatis ;

elytris elongato-oblongis, antice latioribus, postice attenuatis, profunde punctato-

striatis, interstitiis convexis, humeris rotundatis parum distinctis ; corpore subtus

haud punctato, suttcrd inter segmentum secundum et tertium nee in medio quidem

obsolete. Long. 9| mm.

Haleakala, Maui. One example at an elevation o£ 10,000 feet.

B. BLAPTOIDES, Sp. nOV.

Suhconvexa, picea, nitida, antennis palpis pedibusque rufls ; capite fortiter

elongato, prothorace angustiori, pone oculos haud distincte angustato, grosse sat con-

fertim punctato ; oculis subo-bsoletis {minus etiam distinctis quam in S. insigni)
;

antennis corporis dimidio plane longioribus ; prothorace elytris angustiori, sat

fortiter transverso, canaliculato, antice angustato, grosse punctato, lateribus sinuatis,

margine laterali elevato, angulis posticis rectis; elytris amplis, profunde stilcatis,

sulcis fortiter sat confertim (punctis magnis) punctatis, interstitiisfortiter elevatis,

humeris promitiulis ; corpore subtus grosse punctato, segmentis ventralibus tribus

ultimisfere IcBvibus. Long. 13 mm.

Konahuanui, Oaliu. One example.

J5. hlaptoides is pretty closely allied to B. insignis. It differs in

the punctuation of the head, the greater breadth of the thorax, greater

convexity of elytra, closer punctuation of the elytral furrows (in which

the punctuation is continued to the apex), &c.

BEMBIDIID^.

BEMBIBIUM (LOPSA).

B. PACiFiCTJM, sp. nov.

Suhconvexum, ceneum, antennarum hasi, palpis, pedihusque testaceis (muUis

exemplis plus minusve infuscatis) ; capite mediocri ; oculis fortiter convexis ; antennis

corporis dimidio vix longioribus ; prothorace transversa, cordato, obsolete canaliculato,
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antice leviter emarginato, trans basin obscure rugato punctatoque, angulis posticis

subrectis ; elytris ovalibus, antice et postice, plus minusve distincte, flavo-maculatis,

profunde punctato-striatis, striis apicem versus eva^iescentibus, liumeris rotundatis.

Long. 4^— 5 mm.

Oahu. Have, but widely distributed, from tbe sea-level to an

elevation o£ about 3000 feet.

TACEYS.
T. Oahuensis, sp. nov.

Parum convexus, piceo-niger, antennis pedpis pedibusque flavo-testaceis (illis plus

minusve infuscatis) ; capite sat magno ; oculis permagnis, convexis, antennis corporis

dimidio longioribus ; protJiorace transversa, postice parum angiistato, obsolete canali-

culato, angulis posticis subacute productis ; elytris subparallelis, obsolete striatis,

striis duabus internis distinctioribus, cceteris obsoletis, stria, recurvd profunda, antice

introrsum flexd. humeris (fere acute) quadratis. Long. 2^—2| mm.

Oabu. Not uncommon on salt marshes near tbe sea.

T. AECANICOLA, Sp. UOV.

Subconvexus, rufo-brunneus, antennis palpis pedibusque testaceis; capite oculisque

mediocribus, his parum, convexis ; antennis submoniliformibus, corporis dimidio vix

longioribus prothorace transversa, postice parum angustato, leviter canaliculato, basi

utrinque faveolato, angulis posticis acute rectis ; elytris ovalibus, striis duabis internis

distinctioribus, cwteris subabsolctis, stria recurvd antice reflexd, humeris rotundaio-

rectis. Long. 2—2^ mm.

Oaliu. Very local, but not rare in some mountain localities.

T. MUCESCENS, sp. nov.

Subconvexus, testaceus, elytris plus minusve infuscatis ; capite magna; oculis

permagnis convexis ; antennis submoniliformibus, corporis dimidio brevioribus ; pro-

thorace fortiter transversa lata {elytris parum angustioribus), postice parum angustato,

canaliculato, transversim basi fortiter depresso, angulis posticis rectis; elytris sub-

parallelis, striis tribus internis profunde impressis, cceteris obsoletis, strid recurvd

brevi fortiter arcuatd, humeris rotundatis. Long. 2\ mm.

On tbe plains of Honolulu. One specimen in decaying vegetable

matter.

T. ATOMiJS, sp. nov.

Parum eonvexus, testaceus, nonnullis exemplis plus mimisve infuscatis (prcesertim

co/pite) ; capite magno; oculis parum convexis; antennis moniliformibus, corporis

dimidio vix longioribus ; prothorace fortiter transversa, postice angustato, angulis

posticis rotundato-ohtusis ; elytris subparallelis, strid suturali disiiyictiore , stria

recurvd brevi, parum flexd, cceteris obsoletis, humeris rotundata-rectis. Long, I5 tnm.

Oabu. Not rare, in moss, &c., in mountain localities.

Honolulu: 1878.
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LIST OF THE SEIIIPTERA OF NEW ZEALAND.

BT F. BTJCHANAK WHITE, M.D., F.L.S.

{Continuedfrom page 133).

Tribe ANTIIOCOEINA.

Only one species of this section lias as yet been found in New
Zealand. Others may confidently be expected to occur, but, from

their (probable) small size, might easily be overlooked.

43. Gardiastetlms Srounianus, n. sp.

Piceous-brown, clothed with long pale hairs ; clypeus, anterior margin of the

embolium, and the corium, rather paler ; second joint of the antennae (apex ex-

cepted) and legs brownish-yellow ; membrane dark fuscous, with the outer three

nerves margined with whitish. Head, pronotum and scutellum finely transversely

rugose ; transverse depression of the pronotum nearly obsolete ; central depression

of the scutellum rather shallow. $ . Length, 2—2^ mm.

A few specimens taken by Captain Broun.

Tribe EEDUVIINA.

A single species only (which I have not seen) of this group is

reported from the Islands, viz.

:

44. Firates {Brachysandalus) ephippigera, White.

Tribe EMESINA.

45. 'Emesodema Suttoni, Scott. This I have not yet seen.

Tribe NABINA.
46. Nahis Saundersi, n. sp.

Elongate, pale yellowish-testaceous ; a central longitudinal band running from

the head to the scutellum fuscous-black ; the cicatrices of the anterior part of the

pronotum fuscous ; back of the abdomen (conncxivum excepted) fuscous, with a

black central longitudinal band somewhat dilated at the base of each segment ; a

narrow intramarginal band on each side of the body below, the middle of the meso-

stethium, and a narrow longitudinal band on the centre line of the venter, fuscous ;

first and second joints of the antennse, and the legs, concolorous with the body, the

apex of the second joint of the former fuscous-black, and the last two joints pale

fuscous ; spots on the legs and apex of the tarsi fuscous-black ; hemielytra longer

than the abdomen, pale greyish-testaceous, with the three usual dark spots, the veins

margined, and the interstices, especially the first, irrorated with fuscous ; membrane
pellucid with fuscous veins. Head and neck about as long as two-thirds of the pro-

notum ; the first joint of the antennse shorter than the head before the eyes

;

pronotum convex and moderately widened behind, the posterior lobe without oblique

streaks, the base sub-equal to the length ; the front femora about as long as three-

fourths of the head and pronotum taken together.

$ $ . Length, 8—9 mm. ; breadth, 2 mm.

Messrs. Broun, Hutton, and Wakefield. N. Saundersi is rather
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like iV". ferns, but is longer, and the apex of the membrane seems to be

less rounded, tlie prouotum is longer, and less and more gradually

widened, &c.

47. iV". maoricus, "Wlkr.

Only known to me by the description, from which it appears to

be a species distinct from No. 46, though said to be also allied to N.

ferus. It is described as having an entirely pale scutellum and four

black spots on the hemielytra.

Tribe SALDINA.
In addition to Salda austraUs, Buch. White (E. M. M., xiii, 106),

three, other New Zealand species are before me, but not in sufficient

numbers or condition to admit of anything like complete descriptious.

They may, however, be thus indicated

—

48. Salda austraUs, Buch. White.

Belongs to the same section, in Stal's " Enumeratio," as ;S^. salta-

toria.

Captain Broun (one specimen).

49. S. Butleri, n. sp.

Long-oval, black, with short unicolorous hairs and scattered golden hairs ; the

dilated margin of the pronotum, a small spot beyond the disc of the clavus, three

spots on the front margin of the corium, a streak exterior to and near base of the

first nerve, two confluent spots interior to the nerve, and five or six spots on the

apical half of the corium, bro\^^^ish-yellow ; membrane brownish-fuscous, spotted

with paler in the cells, the nerves darker, especially at the base, and the outer side

of the first cell strongly margined with black ; sides of abdomen below, and last

segment, broadly pale. Pronotum broadly semilunar, with dilated and subreflexed

side margins ; scutellum large ; membrane well defined, large, with four cells.

Length, 5 mm.

Professor Hutton (one esample). Belongs to the section of S.

coxalis.

50. Salda sp. .

Too immature to determine, but evidently allied to the last.

Professor Hutton (several specimens).

51. S. Icslaps, n. sjj.

Shortly obovate, black, with black and golden hairs ; the clypeus, sometimes

the hinder part of the hind margins of the pronotum, and a variable immber of

small spots on the hemielytra, brownish- or whitish-yellow ; legs yellowish, a broad

baud at the middle of the femora, and the apex of the tibite and of the tarsi,

blackish ; sides of pronotum somewhat dilated and narrowly reflexed ; membrane

small, rather coriaceous, and hence not well defined, with four cells, of which the

inmost one is very short.

S ? . Length, 4—4^ mm. ; breadth beyond middle, 2^—3 mm.

Mr. Wakefield (two specimens).
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Tribe NOTONECTINA.

52. Atiisojjs WaJceJieldi, n. sjj.

Pale yellowish--white, shining ; scutellum black, margined with yellowish-white
;

abdomen blackish, spotted above with yellow ; legs margined with fuscous ; hemi-

elytra sub-vitreous. Frons slightly furrowed, scarcely produced ; anterior part of

the pronotum slightly and very obtusely keeled ; breadth equal to the length of the

pronotum and scutellum taken together ; front tibiae of the male broader at the apex
;

front tarsi monomerous, twice tlie length of the claws.

$ $ . Length, 9 mm. ; breadth, 2f mm.

Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield. Sometimea- (but rarely) tbe

scutellum is entirely pale.

53. A. assimilis, n. sp.

Very like A. WaJceJieldi, but smaller ; scutellum not or only slightly mai'ked

with black ; back of the abdomen yellow, marked with black ; front tibiaj of the

male broader at the hase, front tarsi ybttr times as long as the claws.

(J. Length, 6—7a mm. ; breadth, If—2 mm.
? . Length, 7^—8 mm. ; breadth, 2 mm.

Professor Hutton. Female specimens apparently belonging to

this species are scarcely separable from A. WaJceJieldi, except by their

smaller size and paler scutellum. The labrum, however, seems to be

longer in assimiUs, reaching nearly to the middle of the third joint of

the rostrum, while in WaJceJieJdi it scarcely extends beyond the base.

Tribe COEIXINA.

54. Corixa (^Corixci) argiita, n. sp.

Fuscous-black, shining
;
pronotum obsoletely keeled, eub-rastrate, with about

ten yellow lines, which are here and there split and anastomose ; hemielytra scarcely

rastrate, sparingly clothed with pale adpressed hairs, and marked with irregular,

undulated, broken and angular yellow lines, those at the base of the clavus sub-

transverse and sub-entire, those of the corium crossed by four indistinct longitudinal

streaks of the ground colour ; lines at the margins of the hemielytra longitudinally

sub-confluent ; lines of the membrane transverse and sub-entire at the inner basal

angle, the others hieroglyphic-like ; membrane-suture narrowly marked with yellow

in the middle ; the pale embolium suddenly dilated about the middle ; back of the

abdomen fuscous ; vertex, clypeus, sternum and venter pale, the sternum sometimes

spotted with black ; legs pale, the joints somewhat fuscous-brown, hind tarsi with

fuscous hairs.

^ . False cultrate, rounded on the back, a little produced at the base below
;

frontal fovea oval, passing a little beyond the lower angle of the eyes ; venter fuscous

in the middle ; strigil circular, furnibhed with eight more or less shortened rows

of teeth.

$ . False narrowly cultrate.

Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield (many specimens). Eather va-

riable in size, but constant in the markings.

(To he continued).
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Apion Schoenlierri in abundance in Sheppy.—While Mr. G. C. Champion and I

were prospecting for beetles on the Sheppy marshes one bitterly cold morning at the

end of October, it occurred to us to pull up a few tufts of withered grass at the

roots of some willows growing on the bank of a fresh water ditch. These tufts we

found to swarm with yellow-legged Apions, among which A. Schoenlierri (hitherto

taken very rarely by me in stack refuse some years ago) was by no means uncommon.

Yesterday, we again visited the same spot ; it was too cold and damp for out-

door work, but we gathered a quantity of " shakings," and, on examining these at

home, we obtained A. Schoenlierri in large numbers. A. difforme was by far the

commonest species, occurring literally in thousands ; IceoicoJle was by no means rare,

and there were a few pubescens ; such plebeians as A.fagi, assimile, trifoUi, nigri-

tarse, vorax, cBthiopis, virens, being well represented in point of numbers. The only

other beetles at all worth mentioning were about a dozen of Throsciis obtusus, and

plenty of Sunius intermedius.

In other parts of the Isle of Sheppy, we found a few beetles, of which Engis

humeralis and Coryphium angusticolle, under decayed elm bark, and Limnichus

pygmceus and Telmatophilus brevicollis, in pond refuse, perhaps deserve a passing

notice.

I was not a little surprised, on casually examining a dead ash tree, to find under

its decaying bark, riddled with ancient burrows of Hylesiniis crenatus, a goodly

number of Diphyllus lunatus—a beetle I certainly did not expect to see in Sheppy.

—James J. Walker, R.N., 7, West Street, Blue Town, Sheerness : Nov. 12i!/i, 1878.

[Mr. Walker's interesting experience of this rare Apion is curiously corrobora-

tive of my own some years ago at Seaford, with the exception that I found the

beetle in smaller niimbers. Apion Icevicolle in thousands was with it, and difforme

in great abundance, besides commoners. All were in and about old furze bushes.

—

E. C. R.]

Description of the larva, ^'c, of Myelois pinguis.—In Stainton's Manual, the un-

described larva of this species is said to feed in decayed ash trunks; and Hofmann, in

his work of 1875, gives no description of it, but merely says, "In spring, under the

bark of ash ": neither is any description of it afforded in the interesting records of

capture of the perfect insects, to be met with in the Entomologist's Weekly Intelli-

gencer (vide vol. vi, p. 164, and vol. viii, pp. 131—133—179), although the finding

the larva is mentioned, together with good hints for collectors; I therefore hope now

to throw some light on the larva, and a little on its habits, so far as they have been

ascertained with much perseverance by Dr. Wood (of Tarrington), who kindly pro-

vided me with examples of the larva and pupa in situ to figure.

This larva inhabits the living bark of ash, frequently pollard trees, never affecting

any dead or decayed portions of a tree nor penetrating to the wood, nor does it eat

far into the bark, however thick, but generally less than an inch, and mines more of

a chamber than a gallery ; as it grows it enlarges its original small round hole of en-

trance, which eventually becomes of a size sufficient for the escape of the moth ; but

there are always a few long black grains of frass blocking the entrance ; this frass is

characteristic, and should be looked for, when searching a tree, on any projecting

bosses as well as on the spreading foot, upon which it sometimes falls and lodges

;

for stray grains of frass detected below afford a good clue to the situation of the

mine above.
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Of three larvas I received on tlie 13th of July, 1877, two were quite small and

feeding slowly, while one was full-fed, and this, when safely extracted from the piece of

bark for the purpose of depicting, was soon afterwards induced to enter a goose-quill,

where it chose to remain and spin its cocoon, enabling me to watch its progress

through the transparent medium during a day and a half, when it became quite opaque.

On the 22nd July, other pieces of ash bark, containing a pupa and a larva not

quite half-grown, arrived from the same kind friend, and this larva lived on as long

as I could keep the bark fresh and edible, but it died during the autumn, having

made scarcely any additional growth while in my keeping, although after the first

inspection I did not again disturb it, for at that time, after clearing away the frass

to ascertain the exact direction of the mine, I noticed that in a few minutes after-

wards the entrance was again blocked up with more frass by the larva within.

In 1876, Dr. Wood found a full-fed larva at the end of May and bred the moth

on the 8th July following ; and in 1877, on the 19th July, he found a pupa and three

young lai'vae not half-gi'own. Of the two moths I bred myself, the first was a female

from the pupa within the befoi-e-mentioned quill on the 2nd of August, and, on the

15th, a male from the pupa within the bark.

It appears that some of the larvae are feeding the whole summer through, but

whether they are more than one year in feeding up is at present a doubtful point, the

evidence being rather conflicting, although it justifies Dr. Wood's opinion that some

portion of a brood passes two seasons in the larval state.

The larva when young is very pale, of a dirty whitish or greyish colour, having

a blackish-brown head and plate at each end of the body, and showing partially an

internal dorsal vessel of dark greyish ; but when full-grown it measures about three-

quarters of an inch in length and is tolerably stout in proportion, tapering a little

from the third segment to the head which is flattened and less than the second in

width, it tapers also a little from the eleventh to the anal tip ; beyond the thoracic

the other segments on the back have each one sub-dividing deepish wrinkle, followed

by one or two more or less distinct though they are deeper ou the sides, and the region

beneath the spiracles is puckered, the anal legs are close together and well beneath

the end of the body : the colour of the head is chestnut-brown marked with blackish-

brown, the plate on the second segment is much paler in front but broadly blotched

at its hind margin with the darker brown where it is dorsally divided, the anal plate

is chestnut-brown ; the ground colour of the back and sides is a deepish flesh tint,

gradually becoming paler and rather ochreous on the belly ; an interrupted dorsal

line of much darker flesh colour shows plainly on the front of each segment just as

far only as the transverse wrinkle, the tubercular dots and the brown hair emitted

by each are so minute as to be visible only through a lens, the characteristic ocellated

spot on each side of the third and twelfth segments is ringed with chestnut-brown,

having a flesh-coloured centre with a longish hair, the small round spiracles are of

the ground colour ringed with brown, the anterior legs chestnut-brown, these, and

the head, the plates, and ocellated spots, are highly lustrous, while all the rest of the

body appears soft and smooth, but without gloss.

The pupa, while occupying the mine in the bark, is closely enveloped with a

coating of whitish silk as a cocoon so thin and clear that its form, and even a little

of its colour, can be rather plainly seen through the silk, the head lying very near

the entrance of the mine, which is lightly blocked with frass, of which a great quantity
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lies around und behind the cocoon ; the pupa itself, according to sex, measures nearly

or quite half an inch in length, and one-eighth in diameter at the end of the wing-

covers ; the general appearance is rather slender and of usual form, but with the

abdomen tapering off gradually to a rounded tip without any projections ; its colour

is light brownish-ochreous or light reddish-brown on the wing-covers, rather darker

on the thorax and abdomen, and the surface glossy.

—

William Bucklee, Emsworth

:

23rd August, 1878.

Heliothis •peltigera near Tenhury.—I should like to report my capture of a fair

specimen of this species, which I saw flying in the sun in a lane in this town, and

secured with a pill box on June 21.th. It may also be of interest to state that in

June, 1873, I saw a magnificent specimen of Drepana sicula at rest in Leigh Wood,

Bristol, which I also took with a pill box. It was seen, while still alive, by the Rev.

J. Gri'eene. I have not been able to look for this species since.—W. Claston, Ten-

bury, Worcestershire : November, 1878.

On the preservation of Aphides, and other soft-bodied insects,for collections.—
The difficulty of preserving soft-bodied insects in a scientifically serviceable condition

is well known, and although it has been evaded, rather than overcome, by putting

some into tubes filled with alcohol or other antiseptic fluid, yet the delicate and fragile

character of others has rendered this mode impracticable; while their softness causes

them, if dried in the ordinary way, to shrink so that no parts can be recognized.

Thus with Aphides, for example, the bodies become so shrivelled and shapeless that

the collector had at best, as Dr. Horvath says (Eut. Nachr., iv, p. 103), to congratulate

himself if he possessed the wings.

Herr D. H. R. von Schlechtendal has; however, recently communicated to the

" Entomologische Nachrichten," iv, p. 155, a mode of preserving soft insects by means

of the sudden application of great heat, the statements of which I here condense for

the benefit of those who are desirous to have a collection, say of Aphides in all

stages of their existence, preserved in form and colour ; these advantages being

claimed for the method, and vouched for by Herr Ealtenbach, and Drs. Griebel,

Tascheuberg, Mayr, and Rudow. Such a collection is now rendered more requisite

by the researches of M. Lichtenstein, and, in addition for us in Britain, by the work

on our indigenous species by Mr. Buckton, now in course of publication.

The heat is derived from the flame of a spirit or petroleum lamp ; above this is

placed a piece of sheet-tin, and over this the roasting proceeds. A bulging lamp-

cylinder, laid horizontally, serves as a roasting oven ; in this the insect to be dried,

when prepared as directed, and stuck on a piece of pith, is to be held over the flame

;

or the cylinder may be closed at the lower end with a cork, which should extend

far inwards, and on this the insect should be fastened ; the latter mode being pre-

ferable because the heat is more concentrated and one hand is left free. The mode

of procedure varies according to the nature of the objects to be treated.

For the class of larger objects, such as Hemiptera, Cicadina and Orthoptera, in

their young stages of existence, the heat must not be slight, but a little practice shows

the proper temperature required. If the heat be insufficient, a di-ying up instead of

a natural distention ensues. The insect to be roasted is to be pierced by a piece of

silver wire on the under side of the thorax, but it is not to be inserted so far as to

damage the upper side, and the wire should then be carried through a disc of pith,
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placed beneath the insect, on which the legs should be set out in the desired position.

But with some objects, such for instance as a young Strachia, the drying proceeds

very quickly, so that if distention be not observed then the heat is too great, for

the expansion of the air inside will force oiJ the head with a loud report ; also with

softer, thicker Pentatomidce care must be taken to begin with a heat only so strong that

the internal juices do not boil, for in such case the preparation would be spoilt. It

is of advantage to remove the cylinder from time to time and test, by means of a lens,

if a contraction of the skin has taken place on any part, if so the roasting is to be

continued. The desired hardness may be tested with a bristle or wire.

For Aphides. The living Aphis is to be put on a piece of white paper, and at

the moment when it is in the desired position it is to be held over the flame, and in

an instant it will be dead and will retain the attitude. Then put it, still on the paper,

into the oven ; or, still better, hold it over the heated tin, carefully watching the drying

and moving the paper about in order to prevent it getting singed. The roasting is

quickly accomplished in either way, but somewhat slower out of the oven, especially

in the larger kinds, such as Lachnus. If the paper turn brown it is a sure sign that

caution is requisite. To pierce these brittle preparations for preservation is hazardous,

and it is a better way to mount them with gum on card, placing some examples on

their back.

For CecidomyicB, AgromyzcB, Cynlpidce, and other small insects liable to shrink,

yet containing but little moisture, uch as Fodurce, Pedicidi, Psyllidce, &c., another

method is adopted. Over the insect, mounted on a wire, &c., as above directed, a thin

chemical re-agent glass, or glass rod, heated strongly at one end, is held, and the heat

evolved is generally sufficient to bring about the immediate drying and distension,

but if the heat be too little the process must be repeated ; and although by this

method the danger of burning is not obviated, yet the position of the legs is main-

tained much better than by the aforesaid roasting.

Larvae of all kinds, up to the size of that of Asfyiiomus adilis, even when they

have long been kept in spirits, may be treated successfidly by the roasting method
;

but with these objects care mvist be taken that the heat is not too strong or else the

form will be distorted. For small larvae it is preferable to use a short glass, in order

better to effect their removal without touching the upper part, which becomes covered

with steam, and contact with which would cause the destruction of the preparation.

Larvae of Coleoptera, which contain much moisture or have a mucous surface, must

lie on a bed of paper or pith in order to prevent adhesion and burning, and these

may be further avoided if the cylinder be slightly shaken during the process, and the

position of the object be thereby changed.

I have not had an opportunity of trying the roasting process, but it does not

seem to be difficult in any of its modifications, and with practice and care woidd be-

come easy. It is admitted that with slender-limbed insects the joints are rendered

very brittle, but practically this condition can hardly be worse than that which

results from ordinai-y drying. I would suggest the trial of pieces of talc —an incom-

bustible transparent material—cut into appropriate sizes, and that on these the

insects should be fixed in proper position by means of gum tragacanth (thus dispen-

sing with the wire). I think that the drying would be facilitated, and the talc might

remain as a permanent support and be fixed in the cabinet in the manner suggested

by Mr. Edwards, vol. xiii, p. 282.—J. W. Douglas, 8, Eeaufort Gardens, Lewisham :

November 13th, 1878.
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Migrations of Plant-lice.—My suppositions about the change of habitat of

the Aphides, belonging to the group of the Pemphigians (mostly gall-makers on

trees), have become a reality.

I can afErm to-day that the gall-louse of the Lentiscus, Aploneiira lentisci,

Passerini, passes, when it becomes winged, to gramineous plants {Bromus sterilis,

Hordeum vulgare), and there deposits apterous young ones, which feed on the grass

roots during the winter, and in spring become winged and return to the Lentiscus,

where they deposit the sexuated pupcB. From these pupae emerge both males and

females "without rostrum ;" they copulate, and the female lays " a single egg," from

which proceeds the gall-maker. This is a new confirmation of my theory about the

cycle of life of a Pemphigian, viz. :

—

(1.) The egg : generally only one in each female ; out of it comes :

The Fundator (first larval state) forming the gall, becoming, after four moults,

a vivigemmous Pseudogyne, and filling up the gall with its proles. That

proles becomes, after four moults,

(2.) the Emigrant (second larval state), winged Pseudogynes, also vivigemmous,

leaving the galls and flying on to gramineous plants, on which they deposit

small lice, which are

(3.) the Gemmantia (third larval state). This is the curious stage of unlimited

apterous reproduction under ground, very much in the same way as the

Phylloxera vastatrix ; out of these numerous colonies in spring, emerge

some nymphs, giving a winged form, which is

(4.) the Pupifera (fourth larval state), winged Pseudogyne, which carries back to the

Lentiscus the pupae, from which the little apterous male and female lice,

destitute of rostrum, issue, and, after copulation, the female lays the

fecundated egg, which closes the circle.

J. LiCHTENSTEiN, La Liroude, pres Montpcllier: IQth November, 1878.

The Douhleday Collection.—Since the publication of Mr. A. B. Tarn's letter in

the "Entomologist," for October, on the above subject, I have inspected the "Double-

day Collection," at Bethnal Grreen.

I attended at the Museum fully expecting to see the collection in a most

appalling and disgusting condition, but my fears were totally unfounded. Drawer

after drawer was duly inspected, and returned to its place, but, strange to say,

no signs of mites, grease, or any other kind of neglect appeared. The whole

collection was in the most exquisite and unparalleled condition, and, to say the least

of it, is the best I have ever had the pleasure to inspect. I cannot conceive why Mr.

Farn should accejot questionable information and publish it in such a manner, and as

an unbiassed individual I am decidedly of opinion that some satisfactory explanation

is due;—surely some mistake has been made. With regard to the question of adding

fresh insects to the collection—perhaps Mr. Farn will kindly mention some other

method of replacing old and faded specimens (of which, however, I failed to find any) ;

I candidly admit that I am totally unable to do so.

I am informed that three parcels only have been received in answer to the

notice—a fact, I beheve, almost entirely due to Mr. Farn's letter ; although I am
equally sorry to see outside specimens added to the collection, in the absence of any

other suggestion I would submit that a small round-punched label, coloured red,

should be affixed, by transfixing with the pin, under the bodies of the fresh specimens

in such a manner that a portion of this mark of their origin may be seen ; this
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will not in any way afPect the appearance of the fresh insects, but it will effectually

separate them from the others.

—

Wm. J. VANDENBERan, Junr., Hornsey, Middlesex

:

November IMh, 1878.

[The proper place for the foregoing communication is in the journ where the

statement originally appeared. Our correspondent doubts (we hope needlessly) its

acceptance for publication there. The action of the Doubleday trustees rendered

the collection public property, and we shall be glad to hear from other soiu-ces that its

condition is such as here stated ; we shall consider it our duty to make a personal

inspection. Although the collection cannot be considered a " type-collection," it is

greatly to be regretted that it should be tampered with, either by additions or sub-

stitutions. If this be done we doubt not that proper means will be taken to indicate

these.

—

Eds.].

(Dbituarir.

Victor Ghiliani. We regret to learn that this well known Italian entomologist

died on the 27th of May last : he had long, we think, been in delicate health. For

many years he had been attached to the Royal Zoological Museum at Turin ; was

one of the founders of the Italian Entomological Society ; and one of the oldest and

best known of the now numerous school of Italian entomologists. His writings

(which are numerous) almost entirely concern the insects of his native land, in which

he did good work. All who have had the pleasure of meeting him at Turin, or who

have had occasion to correspond with him, will bear testimony to his courtesy and

extensive entomological knowledge.

Thomas W. Wonfor. This gentleman died at his residence, 38, Buckingham

Place, Brighton, on Sunday, the 20th October last, after a few weeks' illness, in the

51st year of his ago.

Shortly after the formation of the Brighton and Sussex Natural History Society

in 1853, Mr. Wonfor was appointed an honorary secretary, a post he continued to

fill up to the date of his death, and in the performance of the duties of which he

displayed an extraordinary amount of ability, energy, and tact. The prosperity and

advancement of this Society, and by means of it the diffusion of scientific knowledge

in Bi'ighton and Sussex, was the object for which he laboured for nearly a quarter of

a century with the devotion of an enthusiastic naturalist.

The papers on entomology, and nearly every other branch of zoology, communi-

cated by Mr. Wonfor to the Proceedings of the Brighton and Sussex Natural History

Society are very numerous, and the excellence of many of them has obtained for

their author a more than local reputation. It was, however, as a microscopist that

Mr. Wonfor chiefly distinguished himself, and one of his papers " On certain But-

terfly Scales, characteristic of Sex," read at Bi-ighton in November, 1867, was

subsequently published in the 8th volume of the Microscopical Journal. In addition

to his very numerous papers in the Proceedings of the Brighton and Sussex and

other Natural History Societies, Mr. Wonfor frequently contributed to " Scientific

Opinion," " Scientific Grossip," and other periodicals. On the occasion of the visit

of the British Association to Brighton in 1872, Mr. Wonfor took a very active part

in their proceedings, and acted as Secretary to one of the Committees.

Without claiming for the deceased the position of a distinguished scientific

specialist, it may be safely afiirmed that few men ever possessed a larger amount of

general information on almost all branches of Science, or have been more willing

to impart it for the benefit of others, than the amiable and accomplished gentleman
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whose death must be a source of sorrow to his numerous friends, and an irreparable

loss, not only to Members of the Natural History Society of Brighton, but to his

fellow townsmen generally.

Mr. AVonfor was appointed Curator of the Brighton Free Library and IMuseum

in 1875 ; he was elected a Fellow of the Linnean Society in June, 1877, and a

Member of the Entomological Society in February last.—H. Goss.

Entomological Society of London : Qth Nov., 1878.—H. W. Bates, Esq.,

F.L.S., &c.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. F. Smith explained, that when (at the Meeting on September 4th) he stated

that the Linnean collection had been allowed to fall into a state of complete neglect,

he did not wish to infer that it was infested by Acari, Psoci, or Anthreni. He only

examined two drawers of the collection.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse exhibited Chauliognatlius excellens, a new species, from

Columbia.

Mr. Stainton exhibited Tinea orientalis, bred from buffalo horn {vide ante,

p. 133).

The Eev. H. S. Grorham exhibited Platypus cylindrus, Lathrohium pallidum,

Achenium humile, and Cryphalus alietis, from the neighbourhood of Horsham.

Mr. Goss exhibited Cordulia {Oxygastra) Curtisi from Hampshire {vide ante,

p. 92).

Mr. Meldola exhibited a male of Urebns odorus, L., from Jamaica, a species re-

markable for the large scent-tufts on the posterior legs.

Prof. Wood-Mason exhibited examples of G-ongylus gonyyloides, L., and G.

irachelopltyllus, Burm., which he was convinced were specifically distinct, notwith-

standing Saussure's opinion that the latter was only a variety of the former. He

remarked on the geographical distribution of both forms, and on the differing mi-

metic analogies they presented.

In connection with this latter subject, Mr. Distant reminded the Meeting of

Watertou's statement that the " rattle " of the rattle snake suggested such a simili-

tude to an Orthopterous insect, that might be of service to the former by deceiving

or attracting birds.

Mrs. Eandolph Clay (present as a visitor) exhibited the species of Zopherns

(still living) worn as an ornament by the ladies of Central America, as recorded at

p. 116, ante.

Sir S. S. Saunders sent for exhibition examples of Blastophaga Phenes, L., sent

to him by M. Lichtenstein, and employed for piu-poses of what is termed " caprifica-

tion." Also Sycophaga crassipes, Westwood, used for the same purpose, on the

sycamore fig of Egypt ; notes on these insects (and on some others connected there-

with) were read.

The Secretary read a report from H. M. Consul at Taganrog (forwarded by the

Board of Trade) relative to the enormous destruction of grain in Southern Eussia

by Anisoplia austriaca (one of the Eiitelidce). A Committee was appointed to

report thereon.

Miss E. A. Ormerod read a paper on the destruction to carrots caused by the

too-well-known Psila rosm (with figures). She had tried the effect of phenol in

arresting the ravages, and an analysis of the roots appeared to show that its use was

beneficial, without detracting from the edible qualities.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse read descriptions of new Teleplioridce from Central and

South America.

Mr. Distant read descriptions of new species of HemipteraSomoptera.
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INTEODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, F.L.S., F.O.S.

jS"0. 4.

PaJceozoic Time.

[On the Insecta of the Carhoniferous Period, and the animals and plants

with which they tvere Gorrelated.~\

In the Carboniferous rocks, remains of insects have been found

occasionally, but they are far from common, and up to the present

time only about ninety-four* species have been described. Of these,

five or six were obtained from the United Kingdom,t about sixty-six

from the continent of Europe,;j: and some twenty-two from North

America. §

In my last paper,
|| I briefly described the few fossil insects which

have been discovered in the Devonian rocks of North America. These

fossils, it will be remembered, all belonged to the Order Neuroptera,

or, rather, Pseudo-Neuroptera

.

In the Carboniferous rocks, remains of the Neuroptera are much
more numerous, and in addition to some twelve species which, from

their possessing characters common both to that Order and the

Orthoptera, have been placed by Dr. Goldenberg in an extinct Order,^

about twenty-five species have been determined.

The Orthoptera of this period are represented by more than fifty

species, and this Order and the Neuroptera—if we include in the last

named, the species referred by Goldenberg to his Palceodicfyoptera

—comprise all the insects yet discovered from rocks of this age, except

five, two of which have been referred to the Coleoptera** and three

to the Semiptern.ff

Had the two last-named Orders been thoroughly established, and

widely distributed, geographically, at this period, their remains would,

in all probability, have been discovered at least as frequently as those

of the Neuroptera and Orthoptera.

It appears, therefore, that at this period the Neuroptera (including

* At page 53, ante, I spoke of the insects obtained from the carboniferous rocks as including
nearly ninety species. Smce the date at which I wrote, several others have been described in tha
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, 1877-78, and elsewhere.

+ Coalbrook Dale, Shropshire ; near Sunderland ; near Glasgow, &c.
t Wettin and LoebejUn, in Westphalia; Gersweiller and Saarbrlick, near Trgves ; Mannebach,

in Thuringia ; Erbignon, Valais, Switzerland ; Sars-Longchanips, Mons, and elsewhere in the
Belgian coal fields, Ac.

§ Frog Bayou, Arkansas ; Cape Breton ; Talmadge, Ohio ; Morris, Illinois ; Pittston,
Pennsylvania, &c.

II
Ante, pp. 124—127.

H i.e., Palceodktyoptera. See " Fauna Sarsepontana Fossllis," 1877, p. 50.
** Curculioides Ansticii and Troxites Gennari.
tt Ful'jorina Ebersi, F. Kliveri, and F. lebachensit.
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therein the Palceodictyoptera) and tte Orthoptera were the dominant

Orders, and that, towards its close, the Coleoptera and Hemiptera

began to make their appearance.*

Great Britain.

Of the five fossil insects obtained from the British coal measures,

four have been referred to the Ortlwptern, and one to the Ooleoptera.

The representative of the last named Order is the oldest British fossil

insect known. It was discovered in the Ironstone of Coalbrook Dale,

Shropshire, and was described by Dr. Bucklandt as Curculioides

Ansticii-X

The first-discovered species of Ortlioptera from the British Car-

boniferous rocks was also obtained from the Ironstone of Coalbrook

Dale, and was described by Dr. Mantel] § as belonging to the genus

Corydalis of the Nettroptera, and named by him Cori/dalis Bro7iqniarfi.

It has since been decided that it belonged to the Orthoptera,\\ and it

has been referred to the genus Gryllacris.

In addition to these fossils, three fragments of Orthoptcra were

discovered, some years ago, in the Durham coal fields.^ One of the

fragments is described by Mr. Kirkby as being a very fine, distinct

example of the anterior portion of the fore-wing of an insect, in form

and neuration agreeing with the recent genus Blatta, but approaching

the Mantidce.** The third specimenft is believed from its shape and

neuration, to be the abortive anterior wing of some species belonging

to the Phas7nidce, but it is impossible to pronounce with any certainty

as to its probable affinities. The most recently-discovered fossil insect

fi'om British strata of this period, was obtained from the Scottish coal

fields, and has been referredJJ by Dr. Heniy Woodward to the

Mantidce, and named by him LitJiomanfis carhonarius.

This specimen concludes the scanty list of fossil-insects discovered

in the British Carboniferous rocks : and I will now call attention to

some of the most interesting of those Avhich have been obtained from

the coal fields of continental Europe.

* See antea, p. 56.

t Bi-idgwater Treatise, vol. ii, p. 89. See also the Geol. Trans. (2nd series), vol. v, pt. 3, p.

446, and " The Silurian Sy.stem," pp. lo4, 10.5.

X Dr. Buckland described two insects from Coalbrook Dale as CurcuHonidce, i. e., C. Ansticii

(above mentioned), and C. Prestvicii ; but Dr. H. Woodward, F.R.S., has decided that the last

named fossil should have been referred to the Arachnida, and not to the Insecta. See Geol. Mag.,
September, 1871, vol. viii, p. 385.

§ " Medals of Creation," vol. ii, p. 554.

II See a paper by Mr. A. H. Swinton, in Geol. Mag., xi, 1874, p. 337, pi xiv.

i[ The locality was the North Bank of the Wear, opposite to Claxheugh, about two miles West
of Sunderland. See Mr. Kirkby's paper in the Geol. Mag., 1867, vol. iv, p. 888.

** Dr. Goldenberg has included this in.sect in his list of fo.ssil Blattidce, under the name of

Blatiidium inantidioides. (See Fauna Sar. Fossilis, 1877, p. 20.)

ft The second specimen appears to be a part of the same insect as No. 1.

it Quar. Journal Geol. Soc, Feb , 1876, p 60 In deciding as to the family to which this

fossil belonged, Dr. Woodward states that he had the advantage of the opinions of Mr. McLachlan,
Prof. Wcstwuod, and Mr. C. O. Waterhouse.
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Continental Europe.

Of the Neuropterous insects,* ten have recently been placed by

Dr. Goldenberg in the extinct Order PaJaodlcfyoptera, before

mentioned. The Neuroptera from these coal measures include

several species belonging to the Termitidce, and one to the EpJiemeridcB.

The last named specimen was discovered by M. Persinaire,t in the

neighbourhood of Mons, in the Belgian coal fields. It was originally

described by M. Preudbomme de Borre, as belonging to the Orthoptera,

and was named by him Pacliytylopsis Borinensis ; but, after Dr. Breyer

bad examined it and expressed an opinion that it belonged to the

Lepidoptera, its name was changed to Breyeria Borinensis. This

fossil was subsequently submitted to Mr. McLachlan,| wben in

Brussels, in July, 1877, and be decided, after a careful examination

of the wing, in which he detected abundant traces of transversal re-

ticulation, that it could not possibly bave belonged to tbe Lepidoptera,

and that it was the wing of a Neuropterous insect of the family

E2)liemeridae.

The fossil Orthoptera from these coal measures belong, with

few exceptions, to the Blattidcs, of which family upwards of thirty§

species have been identified, including Blattina Jielvetica,\\ from

Erbignon, Valais, which, according to Professor Heer, is the most

ancient Swiss fossil animal known.

AVith one exception

—

Polyzosterifes granostis—all the Blattidcd

from these coal measures are referred to the extinct genus Blattina.

The other Orthoptera from the European coal measures, include a

few species of Gryllidcs and Acridiidce, and a supposed species of

Phasmidce ?

—

Protophasma Bitmasi.^

The first insect belonging to the Semiptera which was discovered

in the coal measures, was obtained from the neighbourhood of Cassel,

and has been described by Dr. Dohrn** as FiiIyora(Fulyorina) Ehersi.

Two other species, belonging to this order, were subsequently dis-

covered in the coal measures of Saarbriick, viz., FuJgorina KliveriW

and F. lehacliensis. The only specimen of Coleoptera from European

* Dicfi/oneura libelluloiiles, D. anthracophila, D.formosa, D. Decheni, D. elegans, D. dongata,
D. Sckmiizi, D obfoleta, D Humboldtiana, and Ouialia macroptera. For descriptions of these, see

Favina Sar. Fossilis, 1S77, antea cit., and Bull. Acad. Belg., ind series, vol. xxviii, pp 384

—

4mO.

t
" Notes sur des empreintes d'insectea fossiles," &c., by A. Preudhomme de Borre, in the

Ann. Soc, Ent. Beige, vol. x\'iii. 1875.

X See Covnpte-Rendu of the Meeting of the Soc. Ent. Beige, in August, 1877.

§ Die Versteinerungen des Steinkohlengebirges, &c , Halle, 1844 Palasontographica, vol. Iv,

1834 Viertelj. der naturf Gesellsch in Zurich, vol. ix, 1864. Neue Jahrb., 1869 and 1870.

Faima Sar. fossilis, 1873 and 1877, antea cit., &e.

II
Vierteljahrsschr. naturf. Gesellsch., antea cit., p. 273, &c.

"IT Compte-Rendu Soc. Ent. Beige, January, 1878, pp. 9—12; and Ann. des Sciences Nat., 6

series. Tome 7, Art No. 4.
** Palasontographica, vol. xvi, 1869.

tt Neue Jahrb. fiir Min., Sec, 18(39 ; and Fauna Sar. Fos.?., 2nd part, 1877, antea cit.
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strata of this age was discovered in the coal measures of Saarbriiclj
;

it has been described by Dr. Goldenberg under the name of Troxites

Germari.

America.

The fossil insects obtained from the American Carboniferous

rocks all belong to the Orthoptera* and Neu7'optera.-\ The first

named Order includes Mylacris anilirncophilum, six species of cock-

roaches, i.e., five Blattidce {Blattina vejmsta, B. Heeri, B. brefonensis,

B. sepulta, and B.fascigera), and one species referred to a new genus

—Archimylacris ; a cricket

—

Archegogryllus priscus ; and a supposed

species of Mantis.

The N'europteraX comprise thirteen species belonging to the

genera

—

Miamia,^ Hemeristia, Termes, Crestotes, MegatJientomum,

Euep'hemerites,\\ LiheUula ?, Saplophlehium, and Paolia. From the

neuration of the wings of the species belonging respectively to the

genera Miainia*^ and Hemeristia, Mr. Scudder is of opinion that they

each represented a new family of Neuroptera, containing peculiarities

both of Neuroptera proper and Bseudo-Neuroptera. The species be-

longing to the genus Termes {T. cofitusus**) is especially interesting

as being, I believe, the only fossil specimen of a white ant discovered

in America. Amongst the remains, referred by Scudder to his genus

Euephemerites, is " the well-definedft wing of an insect of marked

" simplicity." It has been named E. primordiaJis by Scudder, who

states that, in this ancient wing, scarcely the slightest differentiation

has begun. In this respect, therefore, this wing differs from all others

yet discovered ; for even in those obtained from the Devonian rocks,

the differentiation of the wings is scarcely less perfect than in living

insects.

The fossil referred to the genus Lihelhila, is supposed to be the

abdomen of a larval dragon-fly ; but it appears to be so imperfect and

fragmentary, that it is impossible to say to what insect it belonged. It

is extremely improbable that this fossil should have belonged to the

Odonata, which, although abundantly represented in the Jurassic rocks

of Solenhofen, and also—though less commonly—in the English Lias,

are unknown in rocks of greater antiquity.

* Owen's 2nd rejj. Geol., Arkansas, p. 314 ; Geol. Mag., vol. v, 1868 ; Canadian Xat., vol. vii

(n. s.) ; Proc. Amer. Assoc, &c, , vol. xxiv ; Acadian Geol., antea cit., p. 388 ; Proc. Boat. Soc. Nat.

Hist., vols, xi and xix ; and Geol. HI., vol. iii, p. 567.

t One of these

—

Haplophlebium Barnesi—is placed by Goldenberg in the extinct order

Palceodiclyoptera

t See Geol. Mag., vol. iii (new series), November, 1876, p 519.

§ Silliman's Jour. {2i, vol. xxxvii, p. 34 ; Geol. Illinois, vol iii ; Proc. Amer. Assoc, &o.

II
Euephemerites simplex. E. gigas, E. ajhnis, and E. primordialis.

II Two species, viz., Miamia Bronxoni and M. Dance.
** Proc. Host. Soc. Nat Hist., vol. xix, 1878, p. 54.

ft Proc. last quoted, \). 37.
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The fossil named Haphphehium Barnesi appears to have belonged

to the Eph erneridee, and consists of a long* narrow wing, about three

and a half inches in length, so that the insect, when expanded, must

have measured over seven inches, and so have been much larger than

any living species of that family. Mr. Scudder says of it, " The ex-

" treme simplicity of the neuration probabl}^ places this insect among
" Ephemerina, although the form of the wing, and the reticulation,

" recall the Odonata. Other features of the wdng resemble the Odonata,
" and it is not impossible that Haplophlehium forms a synthetic type,

" combining essential characters of Odonataf and Ephemerina.''

Having now called attention to the Insecta of this period, I will

briefly refer to the other animals, and to tbe plants, which existed

contemporaneously.

The Protozoa of the peinod are represented, as in the Devonian

age, by Foraminifera, remains of which, in some of the limestones,

occur in great abundance.

The corals and sponges are the principal representatives of the

CoeJenterata, and the Echinodermata consist almost exclusively of

Crinoidea.

Of the Artltropoda, the Crustacea include the Triluhita and

Eurypterida, which here make their last appearance, and also Ostracoda

and PhjjlJopoda. In addition to the Crustacea and the Insecta, the

Arthropoda of this period are represented by Arachnida (both scorpions

and true spiders) and Myriopoda, no traces of which have been met with

in older rocks.

The Mollusca are most abundant in the coal measures, and include

Polyzoa, Brachiopodn, Gasteropoda, Tetrabranchiate Cephalopoda,

Heteropoda, &c. Of the Vertebrata, in addition to Pishes, which are

still principally Granoids, we find the first traces of AmphihiaX and

Meptilia.^

The vegetation of this period was most luxuriant, and in its

general character w'as similar to the Devonian, although but few

species are common to the floras of both periods. Amongst the Acrogens,

the ferns, the Lepidodendra, and the Calamites, were the predominant

groups ; and amongst the lower Orders of Cryptogams, some traces of

fungi or mushrooms have been discovered.

Of the Gymnosperms, the ConiferaW were well represented, and

in rocks of this age we have the first recorded occurrence of Cycads.

The Avenue, Surbiton Hill

:

^Oth November, 1878.

* See plate xvii, fig ], p. 391, Geol. Mag., Sept., 1867 See also "A Manual of Palaeontology,"

by Prof. Alleyne Nicholson, M.D., p. l>-6, fig. 129 : and Dawson's "Acadian Geology," p. 387.

+ Dr. Dawson is of the same opinion ; see Geol. Mag , vol. iv, 1 s67, p '86. Dr. Goldenberg has
placed this insect in the extinct order, Palaodictyuptera ; Fauna Skr. Fossilis, ii, p. 5U, 1877.

X The Amphibia of this period belonged exclusively to the extinct Order, LaOyrinthodunta.

§ True reptiles were represented by Enaliosaurs or Sea-saurians. See Dana's " Manual,"
antea cit., p. a41.

II
Some of their trunks exceeded 44 feet in height ; Lyell's " Elements," Cth edit., p. 473.
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ON ELACEISTA KILMUNELLA and SOME CLOSELY ALLIED SPECIES.

BY H. T. STAINTOX, F.R.S.

I first indicated an Elachista under tbe name o£ Kilmunrlla in

1849 in my " Catalogue of Britisli Tineidse and Pterophoridse." I

purposely use the word indicated, for the few lines there printed can-

not be called a description. I quote them verbatim

:

" Exp. 4i lines. Anterior wings grey, tlie first fascia angiilated towards the

" hinder margin : head grey.

" This is the stibhistrigella of many cabinets.

" I took this in a boggy place on the top of the hill at Kilmun in June."

In 1S54 appeared my volume of the " Insecta Britannica : Lepi-

doptera Tineiua," and this contains (p. 253) the first actual description

of the insect indicated above.

For convenience of reference, I again quote the diagnosis and

descrii)tion :

" KihmmeUa, Sta. Cat., p. 25 (1849). Alis anticis saturate obscure griseis,

"fascia recta alha ante medium, maculis ante apicem diialus in fasciam sape con-

" nexis albis ( $ basi tota alba, sub costa tantum cinerea) ; capite, cum palpis,

" saturate griseo. Exp. al. 4|—5 lin.

" Head, face, and palpi dark grey. Antennse dark grey. Anterior wings dingy

" dark grey, with a nearly straight tcJiitefascia in the middle, and two nearly oppo-

" site white spots hefore the apex, frequently united into afascia ; cilia grey, at the

" apex whitish. (In the female the entire base of the wing is white, with the ex-

" caption of a grey streak along the costa.) Posterior wings grey, with paler cilia.

" Common on bogs and mosses in June and July ; on the summit of the hill

" above Kilmun it is extremely plentiful, flying freely in the afternoon, threading its

" way between the stems of grass or rushes, and occasionally settling for an instant."

The above description was written after studying the long

series of specimens which I collected at Kilmun when stopping

there, for ten days in July, 1850, as is duly recorded in the second

edition of the "Entomologist's Companion." At that time the insect

had not been bred, and it will be observed, that the first fascia is spoken

of as nearly straight, and not a word said about its being obsolete to-

wards the costa, and the two sj^ots beyond the middle are said to be

frequently united into a fascia.

These characters, to which I am now calling attention, are the

very points which serve to distinguish Kilmunella from some of the

species most closelyRallied.

After that portion of the "Insecta Britannica" volume was printed,

I bred, at the end of July, 1854, several specimens of an Elachista

from larva*, found by Mr. John Scott at Fochabers mining the leaves
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of a species of Carex. I find in my Diary, that as the males emerged

I did not seem to recognise them, as they are only entered Elachista

(withont any specific name) ; but when the female made its appear-

ance, I seem to have jumped to the conclusion that I recognised it, as

I entered it at once as Elachisfa lLiImuneIIa,nnd thenceforth it would

appear that I had too hastily assumed that the males were also Kil-

munella, though differing somewhat from my caught specimens, as

perhaps was to be expected in bred specimens.

But much mischief arose from this mistake, for the very next

description I wrote of Kilmunella, I modified it in accordance with

my bred specimens.

In 1858 appeared in the "Transactions of the Entomological

Society of London," vol. iv, new series, my " Synopsis of the genus

MacMsta^'' and there, at p. 301, is the following description of 'Elachista

KihmmeUa :

" Most nearly allied to the preceding [^. atricomella], but distinguished by the

" duller, blunter anterior wings, the fascia being often obsolete towards the costa,

" and the opposite spots duller and more nearly opposite. Airce is a blacker insect,

" and the fascia is altogether more indistinct.

" Expansion of the wings, 4i—5 lines. Head dark grey : anterior wings dingy

" dark grey, with a nearly straight whitish fascia before the middle, frequently obso-

" lete towai'ds the costa, and two opposite whitish spots towards the hind margin,

" that on the costa being rather posterior.

"In the female, frequently the basal portion of the wing is suffused with

" whitish, especially along the inner margin.

" The larva, which is yellowish-grey, mines the leaves of a Carex in April and

"July.

" The perfect insect appears in June and August, and occui-s in various parts of

" Scotland, and iu Lancashire."

It is evident in the above description, that the tendency of the

first fascia to be obsolete toivards the costa is something quite novel,

which we seek in vain in the earlier description ; moreover, more stress

is laid upon t}ie posterior position of tlie costal sjiot than had hitherto

been done.

It may seem a self-condemnatory opinion, but the description reads

to me as if that of Kilmunella had been carefully adjusted to fit

the newly bred specimens, which perhaps, after all, may turn out to

have been a totally distinct species.

Unfortunately, when I supplied von Heinemann with specimens

as Kilmunella, it is very probable I sent him some of my hred speci-

mens, and if these were not the veritable Kilmunella, it would tend

to increase the confusion.
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Mr. John Sang, of Darlington, \\lio lias been working very dili-

gently at this subject for some time, has lately sent me such an accu-

mulation of evidence, that I have no alternative but to surrender at

discretion. Mr. Sang forwarded me six specimens bred from Carex

. (5 ;^, 1 ? ), along with twelve captured specimens of the same species^

and, by the side of the latter, twelve of what he considers the ordinary

Kilmunella, taken on the moors at the end of June and in July, and

he pointed out that " the Carex feeder is brown, not grey, and the

*' fascia in the ^ is distinct on the dorsal margin, but becomes almost

" obsolete towards the costa. The position of the spots is curious, the

" dorsal spot pointing iuwai'ds and the costal spot outwards ; whereas,

" in Kihnunella, the two spots either form a slightly angulated or a

" slightly sinuous fascia, and the first fascia is distinct to the costa, so

" that the insect appears to have two fasciae. The cilia in Kilmunella

" seem to me much whiter. The wing of Kihnunella is decidedly more

"truncate looking. The bred insect can only have one brood : I bred

" the ? as late as the 23rd August."

Mr. Sang describes the habit of the larva as follows

:

" The larvfB mine the long (old) leaves of Carex riparia, no doubt beginning in

"the autumn and feeding most of the winter, making a narrow, indistinct, pale mine,

"with no sign of ' frass ' in it ; very like that of E. luticomella in Dactj/lis. When
" it comes to the lower end of the leaf, it enters the stem, goes down to the top of

" the root («o< into it), and then up and down till full fed, by that time having

"hollowed out a gallery of considerable width with much soft brown 'frass' in it;

" very like the work of an internal-feeding Noctua larva."

The next question that will arise is this : if the Carex feeder be

distinct from the original Kilmunella, has it ever been named and

described ?

Long ago, I described an insect in the possession of the late Mr.

Edleston, of Manchester, under the name of Klachisfa alpinella ; but

in the Entomologist's Annual for 1855, p. 56 (2nd edition, p. 78), I

said (after noticing that Kilmunella had been " bred from larvse found

" by Mr. Scott in a species of Carex, near Fochabers, Banffshire ")

"I am inclined to think that E. a^nnella, I. B., p. 251, is only a form

"of this species ;" and, subsequently, I sunk this alpinella altogether

as a synonym of Kilmunella, which I well remember now was not at

all satisfactory to Mr. Edleston.

The description given in the " Insecta Britannica : Lepidoptera

Tineina," p. 254, is as follows

:

" Alpinella, Edleston in lit. Alis anticis fuscis, maculis trihus indistinctis albidis,

" una dorsali ante medium, secunda ad angulum aualem, tertia costali ante apicem ;

" capite fusco. Exp. al. 4^ lin.
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" Head, face, and palpi fuscous. Antennas fuscous. Anterior wings fuscous,

" with three indistinct whitish spots, one on the inner margin before the middle,

" one at the anal angle, and one rather beyond it on the costa ; cilia pale fuscous.

" Posterior wings grey, with paler cilia.

" Taken by Mr. Edleston, on moors near Manchester, in August."

The fuscous colour, tile fact of the first fascia being so abbreviated

to be spoken of as a spot, and the position of the two spots (so far as

it is given, for nothing is said of the direction in which they point),

all rather seem to indicate here the species which has been bred by

Mr. Sang from Carex, but to me the description made from cavight

and worn specimens is too unsatisfactory to make it desirable to retain

the name of aJpineUa, and, fortunately, in Wocke's continuation of

von Heinemann's work on " Die Schmetterlinge Deutschlands und der

Schweiz," at p. 495, we have an Elachisfa monticola, Wocke, described,

which to me seems quite applicable to Mr. Sang's insect, except that

the ground colour is given as black. I translate the description, as

follows :

" Monticola, Wocke. Anterior wings broader posteriorly, black (with the basal

'portion paler in the 9);''^ith slightly curved or angulated white fascia (much
' bi'oader in the ? ), and two opposite hinder spots obliquely placed, cilia grey, with

' a line of black scales before the middle ; head of the $ black-grey, of the $ whitish.

'Length of wing, 2

—

2i lines (45 times as long as broad).

" Near to Kilmunella,* the anterior wings narrower at the base, with the hind

margin more oblique, darker, less glossy, the fascia in the $ likewise narrow, ob-

tusely angulated in the middle, above the fold more or less obsolete, in the ^ broad,

' but with the edges ill-defined, not so much angulated as very faintly curved. In

' the $ the colour of the basal portion of the wing varies considerably, sometimes

' owing to scattered whitish scales it is only a little paler than the rest of the wing,

' or it is only whitish or brownish-white along the inner margin, and sometimes, as

' in Kilmunella, it is entirely whitish, only with a greyish tinge along the costa and

' in the fold, and then, as in that species, the pale portion runs into the fascia. The
' opposite spots are more or less triangular, smaller and narrower in the $ , broader

' in the ? , the dorsal spot points to two-thirds of the costa. Cilia paler grey,

' scarcely paler towards the apex, thickly scaled with black at the base, the dividing

' line thick, likewise far from the ends of the cilia.

" Posterior wings half the breadth of the anterior wings, dark grey, the cilia

' more than three times the length of those of the anterior wings.

" The head of the <J almost black, with the face scarcely paler, in the $ dirty

' white, only on the neck rather grey. The palpi internally of the colour of the face,

' externally grey, darker in the ^ , the abdomen and the legs as in Kilmvnella.

" On the Upper Harz, from the middle of July, the larva in June in the stems

" of Carex fulva, mining into the root."

* It must be borne in mind as being very doubtful which species I actually sent to v. Heine-
mann as Kilmunella.
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"Wocke quotes as a doubtful synonym to this, the lielvetica of

Fi*ey, of which he saj^s " it seems to belong here ; worn specimens of

" monticola are just as pale."

Immediately before monticola, "Wocke describes Trey's sfagjiaJis,

which occurs on mountain moors in Bohemia and in the Harz at the

end of June and the beginning of July, and if not already in our col-

lections, is extremely likely to occur with us. I therefore translate

the description

:

" Stagnalis, Frey, L.E., 13, 316. KilmuneUa, Nolcken, 705. Turfosella,

" Heinemann in lit.

" Anterior wings black-grey, with a white fascia and two hinder spots placed

" almost exactly opposite ; cilia dark grey, at the apex white-grey, with a black

" dividing line beyond the middle, before which they are dusted with black ; the

" head dark grey. Length of wing, IJ—2 lines (4 times as long as broad).

" Smaller and shorter winged than the allied species, recognised by the whitish

" colour of the cilia beyond the dividing line and below the apex of the wing.

"Anterior wings pale grey, the $ with the basal portion sometimes rather paler,

" but only slightly so, the fascia beyond one-third of the length of the wing entire,

" whitish, narrow, in other respects rather variable, sometimes quite perpendicular,

" sometimes from the fold to the costa inclining towards the base, or with a blunt

" angle in the middle pointing posteriorly ; the opposite spots as far from the fascia

" as the latter is from the base, exactly opposite and pointing towards each other,

" almost forming a second straight fascia nearly parallel to the first, though with a

" slender interruption in the middle, where, however, there is frequently a more or

" less distinct fine angulated marking as a connecting link, as in pocB. Cilia dark

" gi'PJ) tlie dividing line not far from the tips, previous to this line they are rather

" thickly dusted with dark scales.

" Posterior wings half the length of the anterior wings, black-grey, with paler

" cilia, which are yellowish at the base.

" Head dark grey, the face in certain directions paler, palpi moderately long,

" grey, internally yellowish-white, abdomen and legs grey, the former in the ^ with
" a long pale ochrcous-yellow-grey anal tuft, the hinder tibiee from the base to the

" middle sj^urs yellowish-white.

" Ou the high moors of the Sudetic Mountains, and the Upper Harz, at the

" end of June and beginning of July.

" Nolcken mixes this species {turfosellaj with monticola (formerly montana,
" Hein. in lit.), his notices suit especially to the former, and I also possess two males
" from him which leave no doubt. The distinctness of the two species is proved with
" certainty, from tlie different mode of life of the larva and the food-plant (I once
" hveA stagnalis ho'oi the leaf of a Carex), &\so, though both fly ou the Harz in

" neighbouring localities, they do not fly together and are out at different times."

I may be dull of comprehension, but I confess I do not quite

follow Wocke as to " the different mode of life of the larva and the

" food plant ;" both feed on Carex— only monticola is said to mine the

stem, stagnalis the leaf. Is that the great distinction ? Mr. Sang's

larva first mines the leaf and then the stem.
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Between the descriptions above quoted of stagnnlis and monticoJa

a description is introduced of Kilmxinella, which must have been made

from some specimens with which I had supplied von Heinemiinn, as

"Wocke says "it has not hitherto been detected on the continent."

He describes this Kilmunella as follows :

" Anterior wings of uniform breadth from the base, rounded posteriorly, dark

" grey, with a faint violet-red gloss. The fascia in the $ narrower and indistinct,

" rather -variable, perpendicular and straight or slightly angulated, often broken in the

" middle, in the $ the entire basal portion is whitish, only tinged with grey on the

" costa and in the fold, and passes without any defined separation into the fascia,

" which is posteriorly quite straight and perpendicular. The opposite spots are

"rather large, somewhat variable in form, usually triangular, the costal spot points

" towards the anal angle, the dorsal spot towards the middle of the costa. Cilia at

" the base dusted with dark grey, from the apex to the middle of the hind margin

" whitish, below this rather dark grey, the dividing line is far away from the tips of

" the cilia.

" Posterior wings half the breadth of the anterior wings, the cilia more than

" three times the length of those of the anterior wings.

" Head and the rather long palpi in the $ dark grey, in the ? pale grey ; legs

" and abdomen dark grey, the latter in the $ with the anal tuft of the same colour,

" in the $ with narrow pale margins to the segments ; the hinder tibiae spotted with

" whitish before the middle.

" From Scotland."

To put the whole matter in few words, thus :

Kilmunella is grey, and has an entire fascia before the middle,

and then an angulated fascia formed of two opposite spots.

Monticola is brown, and has the first fascia obsolete towards the

costa, foi'ming only a dorsal spot, and the hinder spots look in contrary

directions and do not form a fascia.

Sfar/nalis, which we have not yet distinguished amongst our

British species, should be smaller and shorter winged, with the first

fascia entire and the opposite spots almost forming a straight second

fascia, the apical portion of the cilia whitish.

Mountsfield, Lewisham :

October 20th, 1878.

EeliotMs peltigera at Hereford.—The notice of Heliothis ^ieltigera occurring at

Tenbury reminds me that I captured a specimen in my garden here last summer. I

believe its occurrence in Herefordshire has not previously been recorded.—T. A.

Chapman, Binghill, Hereford : December 3rd, 1878.
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NOTES OX LARV^ OF SOME PEYCIDM (KNOT-HORNS).

BX C. G. BARRETT.

The larva of Homoeosoma sinueUa, Fab.—For two or three years

I have been on the look out for the larva of 'ELomoeosoma sinuella in its

favourite localities on the coast, and once, finding unmistakeable

Homoeosoma larvse in flower-heads of Carduus lanceolatus in one of

these localities, was much surprised at rearing H. binceveUa, which I

had never seen there. In the summer of 1877, 1 casually noticed that

some very tall plants of ribwort-plantain {Plantaqo lanceolata) were

much frequented by S. simieUa ; specimens were running up the long

flower-stalks to take flight (a position in which the long strong legs

and compact longicorn-like form of the moth were strikingly exhi-

bited), but as this only led me to examine the seed-heads of the

plantain, no results followed. However, in February last, when

searching for Dicrorampha larvse along the underclifEs, I came upon

these large plants of ribwort-plantain, and determined to give them a

thorough examination, and, in the solid root-stocks (from which pro-

ceed the fibrous roots), I found larva?, which, from their appearance,

I was disposed at the time to refer to some Tortrix, but which soon

began to spin themselves tough, soft, silken cocoons, Avhich became in

time of a sooty-black, within the cavities in which the larvae had lived,

and they remained unchanged for at least four months. Other larvse

continued, apparently, to feed much longer, but, at the end of March,

most of them were in cocoon, and, early in June, they began to assume

the pupa-state. The first moth emerged from these on June 17th, and

they continued to come out all through July ; but, in their favourite

haunts on the warm slopes of the cliffs, specimens were flying at the

beginning of June. "When examining the plants in March and April,

I was surprised to find how small and stunted a root-stock would

serve to contain a larva, and in the larger roots to find two or three

cocoons in one cavity. At the same time, although portions of the

plants were killed, fresh vigorous shoots were growing from the sides,

and these became after a while so luxuriant that it was difficult to find

the pieces of old root-stock in which the larvae had fed, and were then

in puj^a.

On the 4th September, I again examined the plantains and found

young larvae at work, some of them indeed being well grown and actually

larger than those I had found in the winter, and that they now bore

much more the appearance of Homoeosoma larvse. At this time, in

what may be called its actice state of existence, the larva is, when at
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rest, short and very thick, but it nearly doubles its length when

crawling, though the hinder part is still thick, and sometimes very

" baggy." Segments rather deeply divided, and having transverse

folds on the skin, the third and fourth segments having each hvo of

these folds, which nearly meet at the back and look like cross diagonal

lines, while the remaining body-segments have each one fold in the

middle. Colour dull porcelain-white, with a faint bluish tinge when

full grown, darker between the segments ;
the sub-dorsal lines and

spiracles indicated by depressed dots. Head deeply lobed, light chest-

nut, jaws brown, dorsal plate pale brown, dotted along its posterior

margin with black, anal plate pale brown, anterior feet black. Eating

the inner substance of the root-stock of Plantago lanceolafa, living

entirely in the cavity thus formed, its presence only slightly indicated

by the drooping heart leaves. By the winter, however, although it

seems still to eat a little from the walls of its cavity, it has shrunk

considerably, the obesity of the posterior portion having quite disap-

peared. It is now short, thick, and very sluggish, dull white, the third

to fifth segments rather more transparent, dorsal vessel visible, head

and dorsal plate light brown, darker at the edges, anal plate and legs

as before, and while in cocoon it only becomes slightly yellowish. It

varies excessively in the time of spinning this cocoon—from September

to March apparently—and the cocoon is not black at first, but from

j

whitish becomes brown, and finally sooty. Pupa light chestnut, dorsal

j
region paler.

Dr. Hofmann, in his " Kleinschmetterlingsraupen," describes the

larva of sinneUa (from Treitschke and Hiibner) thus :

—
" Light bark-

" brown, with white longitudinal stripes, head brown spotted with

" black, dorsal plate black. In September, on Chenopodiumr

Clearly this description does not refer to our insect.

The Inrva of Ilovioeosoma hincevella, Steph.^—This is to be found

in the middle of August in the flower- and seed-heads of Cardims

lanceolafus, eating the young seeds and excavating a large cavity in

the solid substance at the base of the flowei'-head, in which cavity it

lives. When full-fed, it leaves the head and spins a tough brown

cocoon among rubbish, in which (like the allied species) it remains

unchanged through the winter and spring. Several of the moths

emerged in the third week in July.

This larva is stout, more particularly at the posterior extremity,

very pretty, pale green, paler beneath, with pink dorsal and sub-dorsal

stripes, spiracular stripe also pink but interrupted, each segment
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deeply wrinkled below tlie spiracles. Head bright chestnut, dorsal

plate greenish in front, pale brown behind, anal plate blackish.

But here again is a discrepancy.

Hofmann quotes Von Hornig's description of the larva of hince-

vella, H.-S. :
—"Dirty reddish-grey, with dark brown dorsal stripe, two

" small black dots on each segment, and interrupted dark brown longi-

" tudinal stripes. Head dark brown, the dorsal plate somewhat darker'

" divided by a paler line. In May mid June, in the heads of Carduus

" acantlioidesr

Clearly we have more to learn about these species

!

The larva of Rhodophcea adveneUa, Zincken.—On June Gth, I

beat an exceedingly pretty larva from hawthorn : cylindrical, mode-

rately stout, light pea-green, with bright purplish-pink sub-dorsal

stripes, head pale brown, eyes darker, plates green, the purple-pink

stripes being continued upon the dorsal plate. It spun a tough silken

cocoon attached to a dead leaf, in which it became a chestnut-brown

pupa, and, after lying in pupa about a month, the moth emerged on

July 15th.

The description of this larva, quoted by Dr. Hofmann from

Zincken and Treitschke, is:
—"Naked, spindle-shaped, of a beautifid

" green, with red-brown lateral lines, head red-brown. In May and

" June, in the flowers of Hawthorn. Pupating in the earth in a

" slicjlit web."

Tlie larva of Itliodopli(ea consociella, Hiibner.^—In the middle of

June last, Mr. Hodgkinson sent me a few larvae of this species, found

by him at Arnside. They were not active ; cylindrical, with rather

long delicate bristles, veiy pale greenish-grey with dark green-grey

dorsal, and two sub-dorsal, stripes. Head and dorsal plate large, pale

yellowish-brown with grey dots, the plate being semi-circular in form,

anal plate hardly distinguishable. Drawing together leaves of oak,

gnawing away the under surface and making a dense web among

them. Pupa light brown, in a silken cocoon, covered with frass, and

fixed to the surface of a leaf or to the web.

I remember similar larvae in the soiith of England, and, as they

have been before described and are well known, am only induced to

note these particulars because Prof. Zeller has described the larva, in

the " Isis," as :

—

" sulphur-yelloiv, with fine hroivn longitudinal lines and

" small black raised dots." The other particulars agree so well that I

think the larva of this species must vary considerably in colour.

The larva of Ephestia cinerosella, Z. (artemisiella, St., Man.).—

I

found larva) of this species in the stems and root-stocks of Artemisia
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ahsinthium in the winter and spring, and reared a fine series from

June 29th to July 27th. This larva and its habits have been so well

described by Mr. Buckler (E. M. M., vol. ix, p. 143), that I need only

remark the satisfactory fact that the destructive Ichneumon, mentioned

by him, seems here to be either very scarce or totally absent.

Pembroke : October 8th, 1878.

ON EUDROMUS, FAMILY CARABID^.

BT H. W. BATES, F.L.S.

The genus JEiidromns of Klug, the most remarkable development

of the Pterostichus or Feronia type of Garabidcs known at present,

has been treated by recent systematists with unmerited depreciation.

To cite the two chief instances : Lacordaire, in his " Genera," sinks it

in the general crowd of synonyms, under the genus 'Feronia, without

a word of comment ; and Harold and Gremminger make it a synonym

of the Australian gi'oup Homalosoma, increasing the indignity by

giving " Nov. Holland," as the locality of its two described species.

In this way, has been buried out of sight the important biological fact

that Madagascar has developed, in addition to its many other remark-

able animal forms, a special group of the world-wide Feronia, carrying

the type to the highest degree of perfection as regards size, and grace

of form and sculpture.

The chief authority on this family. Baron Chaudoir, has, as far as I

can gather, only once had occasion to allude to the genus. This is in his

description of the allied Australian group Somalosoma, in the Bull.

Moseou, 1865, iii, p. 61, where he points out the remarkable character

of the short, broad, and rounded scutellum, as distinguishing Fudromus

from Somalosoma. Klug, in founding the genus (Wiegmann's Archiv,

1835, i, p. 384), gives a detailed generic diagnosis. But neither of

these authors makes mention of the length and slenderness of the

legs and antennae, which amply distinguish the Madagascar group, not

only from Somalosoma, but from all other genera of Pterostichince,

and even from the Sphodrince, with which Baron Chaudoir is inclined to

perceive some near affinity, when speaking of Somalosoma. Taking then

the characters derived from the scutellum (latissimum, breve, postice

rotundatum), the antennse (graciles, thoracis basin longe superantes),

and the legs (elongati, pr?ecipue tarsis gracilibus, posticis articulo primo

valde elongate), added to the length and slenderness of the palpi, the

last joint of which is compressed, and more or less dilated towards the

apex, and the striated mandibles,

—

Fudromus may be taken as a per-
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fectly well-defined generic group in this sub-family. The short and

broad scutellum, it shares in common with Eucamptognathus and

Oodinus, two other fine Madagascar genera of the same group. In the

degree of slenderness and character of clothing of the under-surface of

the tarsi, there is considerable difference amongst the species, as there

is also in size and sculptui*e ; but in all, the elytra are ribbed and more

or less obliquely truncate and toothed at the apex.

I have had the opportunity of examining four distinct species

of this fine genus. They appear to inhabit the central plateaux

and mountains of Madagascar, but nothing has yet been recorded

regarding their habits. Judging from the length of the legs, they

must have great powers of running, and it is probable that many more

species remain to be discovered.

1. EUBEOMUS STBIATOCOLLIS.

Feronia (Omalosoma) striatocollis, Brulle, Hist. Nat. des Ins., iv,

p. 364 (1S34).

Eudromus alternans, King, Wiegm. Arch., 1835, i, p. 384, t. 6,

f . 2, c. d.

My specimen (?) measures li in. (IS lines) in length. Brulle's

appear to have been a little larger (20 lin.). King gives 17—20 lin.

The species is distinguished by the opaque, minutely sculptured

surface of the thorax and elytra ; the thorax being covered with fine

transverse striae.

2. EUDROMTJS L^VICOLLIS.

Feronia {Omalosoma) Icevicollis, Brulle, I. c, p. 3G5.

Measures 1 in. 10^ lin. Brulle's example, taken by M. Bernier,

and deposited in the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle, is nearly of the

same size as mine. Distinguished by its nearly quadrate and smooth

polished thorax. The elytra are less opaque than in E. striatocolUs,

although covered with a similar minute scuplture, consisting of exces-

sively fine striae, on ribs and interstices alike. The ribs are six on each

elytron, the alternate (2nd and 4th) rather higher, and the 6th or

submarginal one much elevated, extending to the sutural apex, and

receiving the 2nd and 4th at their termination.

3. Eudromus teisulcatus, ii. sp.

Latior, elytris utroque sexu gradatim dilatatis. Niger, sericeo-nitens : thorace

quadrato, lateribus anticis rotundatis, posticis sinuatis ; dorso sulcis tribus IcBvibus,

latis, profundis, margmem anticiim hand attingentibus : elytris ntrinque tri-costatis,

interstitiis Icevibus, a^ice oblique truncato, ajpice sulurali ^ obtuso, $ triangulariter

emarginato. Long. 1 in., \Q\ lin. $ $ .
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The elytra have scarcely any traces of the minute striae which

distinguish the two preceding species, and have only three costae on

each ; the interstices being broad and quite free from punctures or

elevated lines. The upper edge of the truncature of the elytra is

subdentate.

4. EUDEOMUS EMARGINATUS, PutzeyS.

I have received from Dr. Baden a pair of a small and very distinct

species under the above name, but I have not been able to find a pub-

lished description of it. It measures 13 lin. The thorax has traces

of transverse striae, especially behind, but is otherwise smooth and

polished ; it is more quadrate in outline than the other species, and

the hind angles are more obtuse. The elytra are minutely strigose

only in the interstices ; the costse, six in number, besides a slender

7th or submarginal one, are narrow, the 1st, 3rd, and 5th, however,

become obsolete before reaching the apex, and the latter, in the ? , is

strongly tridentate. The soles of the tarsi are clothed with long,

reddish, stiff hairs.

Bartholomew Road, Xentish Town, N.W.

:

December, 1878.

DESCEIPTIOlSr OF A NEW SPECIES of SIDEEODACTYLUS, INJURIOUS

TO GRAPE YINES (IMPORTED FROM THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE)

IN THE ISLAND OF ASCENSION.

BY r. P. PASCOE, F.L.S.

SiDEEODACTTLUS OKISTATUS, n. SJJ.

Head and rostrum rather broad and depi'essed, speckled with small golden-green

scales ; antennae long and very slender, the second joint of the fanicle more than

twice as long as the first ;
prothorax round, convex above, black, the anterior margin

and sides densely covered with yellowish metallic scales, two large oblong spots com-

posed of similar scales behind ; elytra copper-brown, depressed, widest behind the

middle, the apex rounded, longitudinally punctured, and, when viewed sideways,

transversely wrinkled, the outer margin posteriorly with golden-green scales ; anterior

femora glossy black, tibia and tarsus passing gradually into pale brown, the former

curved and having six or seven well-marked denticles on its inner border ; intermediate

and posterior legs testaceous ; all the tarsi pubescent ; body beneath black, the sides

speckled with golden-green scales. Length, 43 lines.

Siderodactt/lus is amongst English genera most allied to Tani/me-
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cus ; its long anterior legs, however, and their tumid femora, together

with the oval shoulderless elytra, give it a different aspect. The

species described above is about the size of S. puberidus, Boh., but,

among many other points, its diversely coloured legs will distinguish

it from its rather limited number of congeners (16), two or three of

which are still undescribed. As in many other genera differentiated

by well-marked characters, the relative length of the joints of the an-

tennae is, in Siderodactijlus, only of specific importance.

1, Burlington Road, Westbourne Park :

December, 1878.

[This beetle formed the subject of a communication from the Lords

of the Admiralty to Kew. It is stated to be doing much damage to

grape vines by eating the leaves, and also to attack the plants of kohl-

rabi.—E. McL.]

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW QEODEPHAGOUS BEETLE, OF THE
FAMILY SCARITID^.

BT GEOEGE LEWIS.

MOUHOTIA BaTESI, 71. Sp.

Nigra, prothoracis margins laterali hasaliqtie et elgtrorum margins latsrali late

ciipreis : elytris striato-punctatis, integris, interstitiis crenatis. Long. I5 lin.

This species is much smaller than M. gloriosa, Cast., being only

one inch and seven-eighths in length, inclusive of the mandibles, and is

conspicuously different in the elytral strife, which are much deeper

and extend throughout the whole of the wing-case ; while in the older

species the region of the scutellum is comparatively smooth.

Two specimens of this insect have been received from Burma, and

it will probably form the most northern type of the genus. I have

dedicated this species to my friend Mr. H. W. Bates, whose careful

descriptions of, and interesting geographical remarks on, the Geode-

pliaga and Longicornia of Japan, first attracted the attention of the

public to the fauna of these eastern islands.

3, Green Street, Grosrenor Square :

11th December, 1878.
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Variety of the larva of Abraxas grossnJariata.—At a meeting of the Hudders-

field Scientific Club, held on the 14th June last, Mr. S. L. Mosley showed examples of

a remarkably dark form of this larva. He had received them from Mr. J. E. Eobson,

of Hartlepool, vi\\o wrote him that a colony of the form usually occurred there. Mr.

Mosley kindly gave me one of them, which I preserved. It differs from the strikingly

marked usual form in being almost uniformly sooty-black : there is no trace of the

reddish lateral stripe below the spiracles ; and the yellow, or cream colour, only shows

a little on the second segment, and on the ventral area as a narrow central stripe, in-

terrupted, except between the legs and pro-legs, at the segmental divisions. The only

other mai'kings are two small pale spots on \\\e front of segments 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, and

laterally on segments 10 and 11. The appearance altogether is so different from the

usual form, that at first sight I had no idea what the larvee were ; and on placing my

preserved specimen in the cabinet along with the broad black bordered variety of the

imago, it seemed to correspond with it exactly. Unfortunately for that theory, how-

ever, these black larvae at Hartlepool only produce the most ordinary form of the

imago.

—

Geo. T. Poeeitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : December 5th, 1878.

Description of the larva of Tinea orientalis.—Since the description of the

imago in the November number (see ante, p. 134), I have succeeded in discovering

the larva, which was exhibited at the East-London Entomological Society, on 27th

November. I have described it as follows :—Length about 8 lines. Colour dirty

whitish, shining, no perceptible hairs ; head reddish-brown ; 2nd and 3rd segments

yellowish on the back, sides whitish, overlapping and swollen, giving the larva the

appearance of having a hood ; dorsal vessel blackish ; legs reddish. The larva feeds

in a very tough silken case, in buffalo horn, making galleries quite through the horn.

On a future occasion I liope to be able to give a description of the pupa.—C. W.
Simmons, 8, Gough Street, Stainsby Eoad, Poplar, E. : November 28th, 1878.

Ifeiu British species of Phycidce.—I have much pleasure in recording the capture

of a species of knot-horn new to Britain, which I identified, by examination of the

foreign collection in the British Museum, as Enzophera oblitella of Zeller. The fol-

lowing is a description of the one specimen I captured :—Front wings greyish, dusted

with darker ; both lines black, the first preceded, the second followed, by a pale band
;

nearly midway between the two is a conspicuous black spot ; near the base, and

almost touching the costa, is another black spot; hind wings pearly-grey, gradually

darkening to the hind margin. Expanse of wings, 8 lines.

The specimen is in beautiful condition, and was taken on the south-west coast of

the Isle of Wight in the autumn of 1876. I have not identified it until lately.

There is only one specimen in the British Museum Collection. In Staudinger's

Catalogue, Hungary, Sarepta (South-East Eussia), South France, Andalusia, and

Sicily are recorded as localities.—J. B. Blackburn, care of Kev. J. Buckmastee,

The Vicarage, Wandsworth : 2lth November, 1878.

[The insect above mentioned was first described by Zeller in the Isis of 1848

;

he then placed it in the genus Ephestia, near interpunctella ; now it is referred to

the genus Enzophera, and its nearest allies, known to us as British species, are E.

pinffuis. Haw., and E. cinerosella, Z. (artemisieUa, Stn.).

The generic name Euzophera appears in the Stettin, ent. Zeitung, 1867, p. 377,
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as a substitute for Heinemann's name Stenoptycha, -wliicli he himself threw down

(Schmett. Deutschlancls ii. cler Schweiz., Zweite Abtheil. Band i, Heft ii, Ziinsler, p.

209) as having been already employed for a gennBoi rteropltorida. One peculiarity

of the species on which stress is laid both by Zeller and Heinemann, though Hcrrich-

Schiiffer makes no mention of it, is a yellowish-brown dorsal spot on the inner edge

of the first fascia. On reading Mr. Blackburn's description I felt doubtful whether

his insect was truly Zeller's ohlitella, and having expressed a wish to him to see the

insect, he kindly brought me the specimen, and I have to-day had an opportunity of

leisurely examining it. This dark dorsal blotch is decidedly visible, though not very

evident, but readily to be found if looked for. The two pale fasciae have both a

dentate or jagged appearance (Herrich-Sehaffer says " fein gezackt "). The central

spot, described above as a " conspicuous black spot," also puzzled me, for Herrich-

SchafEer says " der Mittelfleck unbestimmt," but Heinemann evidently implies that

the insect varies in (he distinctness of this marking—it consists of two spots, the

lower one being the more distinct and being that noticed by Mr. Blackburn. Heine-

mann says of this central spot " bisweilen fehlt es odor docli der obere Punkt," and

hence, if one or both spots are liable to disappear, there is room for considerable

variation.

It will be seen from the above that I have abiindantly confirmed the correctness

of Mr. Blackburn's determination of the species, and I need only further add that

his specimen is quite as fine as if it had been bred.—H. T. Stai>'ton, Mountsfield,

Lewisham : Decemher \\th,lS^S.']

On a new Dejjressan'a hitherto confoinided ivifh the atomella of onr calinets.—
In September last I received from Mr. Barrett a fine series of a Depressaria bred

from Genista tinctoria, which at once attracted my attention ; I had previously a

single specimen of unknown origin of the same insect amongst my atomella.

On referring to what has been written latterly about these insects, I find that

Dr. Bossier of Wiesbaden, in his " Schmetterlinge des Herzogthums Nassau," pub-

lished in 1866, had, at p. 230, differentiated this Depressaria from that which stands

as atomella, and had reserved to this Genista tinctoria-ieeAmg species the name of

atomella, giving to what we used to consider atomella, bred from broom, the name

oi pulverella.

Von Heinemann, in his " Schmetterlinge Deutschlands und der Schweiz," Zweite

Abthcilung, Band ii. Heft, i, pp. 148, 140, confirms this separation of the two species,

but uses the name scopariella for the broom-feeding species, and these are the names

retained in Staudinger and Wocke's Catalogue, where atomella is not given as a

British species, though now it has fairly established its claim to rank as such.

Under these two names I shall proceed to speak of them. Atomella, as far as

we at present know, feeds only on Genista tinctoria ; scopariella feeds on broom

{Spartium scoparium), and, according to Bossier, also on Genista piilosa ; I may

mention, that the species which I bred from larvae collected on Calycotome spinosa

in the south of France, was scopariella. Atomella is a more gaily-coloured insect

than scopariella—the anterior wings have the base and costal portion more yellowish,

the other portions (especially towards the inner margin) more or less suffused with

rosy. Atomelhi is a trifle shorter in the wing than scopariella, and the anal angle is

more rounded, and thus the hind mai-gin does not present so truncate an appearance
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as in scopariella. The difference in the lavvse is, I believe, not yet sufficiently made

out. Rossler describes the larvfB of atomella as very pale grey-green, with shining

black head and thoracic plate, the latter with a fine central line, but he makes no

mention of the larva of the other species : von Heinemann describes the larva of

scopariella as green, with three dark stripes and a reddish-green head.

Writing to Mr. Barrett on the subject, I called his attention to the fact that

if we knew that both these descriptions were made from full fed larv£e, there was

plenty of distinction, but that it was quite possible the larva of scopariella before

tlie last moult might have a black head and thoracic plate, and if the larva of

atomella described by Rossler was immature, it might assume a different appearance

afterwards. Mr. Barrett, in reply, sent me his memorandum of the larva of atomella

on Genista tinctoria as follows :
" Cylindrical, exceedingly active and gymnastic.

" Delicate pale pea-green, with narrow dorsal and broader sub-dorsal stripes all grey-

" green. Spots small, black, hairs minute. Head and plates pale yelloiv."

Probably next season an opportunity will be taken to compai'e the two larvae in

their various stages of growth.—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield, Lewisham : 12th

Decemler, 1878.

The Dotibleday Collection.—I think I should not leave unnoticed the remarks

of Mr. W. J. Vandenbei'gh, Jun., which appear in the E. M. M. for the present

month, on my letter to the " Entomologist," for October, in reference to the request of

the Trustees of the Doubleday Collection for fresh specimens of 238 species of

Lepidoptera.

The remarks may be conveniently divided into two sections : Ist, that I should

not have written on "questionable information"—which Mr. Yandenbergh considers

I have done ; and 2nd, that my letter has deterred entomologists from sending spe-

cimens to the Doubleday Collection.

As regards the 1st, I would point out that Mr. Vandenhergh could have seen

from a catalogue of the Collection (if he had obtained one), and from my letter to

the " Entomologist " (if he had read it carefully), that itwas on no " questionable

information " that my letter was based—but on actual knowledge, obtained while

collating the catalogue with the Collection. The catalogue (which was undertaken

at my suggestion) was, I understood, but a preliminary to placing all mite-infested

specimens under proper treatment. I spent many hours on each of several days at

the Bethnal Green Museum in supervising the catalogue, and, for this purpose, I had

the whole of the collection under my immediate notice, and I then predicted that

very serious results would accrue unless energetic steps were taken to eradicate the

mites by which so many specimens were attacked.

But if anything were wanting to show how foolishly Mr. Yandenbergh has

accused me, and how well-founded my prediction was, the advertisement of the

Trustees for 238 species furnishes it.

As regards the 2nd point—that I have deterred entomologists from responding

to the request of the Trustees—I am obliged to Mr. Yandenbergh for the compliment

he conveys, that I can influence entomologists so much, but must decline it. But

Mr. Yandenbergh can scarcely be aware that nothing can be more deterrent than his

own communication. He tells us there are " no signs of mites, grease, or any other

kind of neglect," not even old or faded specimens, and that " the whole collection
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is in the most exquisite and unparalleled condition." Surely all this points to tlie

fact that the specimens asked for by the Trustees are not needed. "Save us from

our friends," may well exclaim the Trustees. But did not Mr. Vandenbergh know

that, in August last, Mr. James English was appointed to go through the collection,

"and put it in proper order?" {vide Trustees' advertisement).—A. B. Faen, Dart-

ford : 4th December, 1878.

Caprijlcation of the sycamore fig
— Correction of an error.—In the report of

the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of November 6th (vide ante, p. 168),

it was erroneously stated that the Sycophaga crassipes, Westw., was employed for

the purpose of " caprification " on the sycamore fig of Egypt, in the same way that

the BlastophagcB are applied to the domestic fig. No such process is adopted in

the former case ; but the Arabs, in lieu thereof, make an incision in each fig, either

to promote maturity, or to prevent the figs from falling off (as is said to be the effect

of caprification) ; and possibly also to get rid of the Sycophagce, which crowd the

interior of these figs, and which avail themselves of such aperture to escape ; or

otherwise they gnaw a series of small holes round the crown of the fig, which

eventually falls in, thus affording a large space for egress. M. Lichtenstein's speci-

mens of Blastophaga from Slontpellier correspond with the B. grossorum, Gr., of

Tyrol, the females of which are jet-hlaclc, with a very short oviduct ; whereas,

those of the Cynips Psenes, L., from Smyrna, are rufous, and their oviduct twice

the length of the body.—S. S. Saunders, Norwood : December 11th, 1878.

The genus Yespa at Worcester.—Of our seven British species, five occur here

within the parliamentary borough : Vespa vulgaris is, usually, plentiful ; V. ger-

manica is common ; V. crahro occurs occasionally ; V. riifa has occurred to me

twice; V. sylvestris, several specimens visited a blooming Scrophularia in the garden

this year. No more species of Vespa have been found by me in other parts of the

county.—J. E. Fletcuer, Happy Land, Worcester: November 30ih, 1878.

Pyrus torminalis as afood-plantfor insects.—The service-tree is disappointing

from an entomological point of view, and seems to nourish only one species peculiar

to it. The following list omits sj^ecies not found by me. It will be seen that both

the Hymenoptera and most of the Lepidoptera are hawthorn-feeders also, and that

but few of the species occur in considerable numbers.

Hymenoptera :
—Uriocampa adumbrata and Dineura stylata, of regular occur-

rence, but uncommon.

Lepidoptera

:

—Eumia cratagata, scarce; Chimatobia brumata, rather common ;

Swammerdamia pyrella, two or three found in a season ; Ornix anglicella, not common

;

Lithocolletis corylifoUella, rather common ; L. torminella, common ; Nepticula

one larva found, mining a nearly straight gallery ; N. , two larvse

foiind, mining a much contorted narrow gallery, crowded together near the foot-stalk.

? Diptera

:

—A few larvse found, minute, mining indiffently either side of the

leaf, making a small blotch, very faintly perceptible, of the filmy appearance presented

by the mine of Phyllocnistis sujfusella.—Id.

Migration of Aphides.—Dr. Kcssler, of Cassel, writes to me, that after reading

my " Enquiries about Plant-Lice," he sought for and found, in August, the winged
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pupifera of " Tetraneura ulmi" carrying back to the elms t]ie'^ Sexuata erostrata."

This is a very interesting and long looked for discovery.—J. Lichtenstein, Mont-

pellier : Mh December, 1878.

On the preservation of Aphides.—I had great pleasure in reading the note on

Herr Schlechtendal's system of preservation of Aphides (p. 16-1 ante), and I think it

may also be of interest to make known the method I use. Many years ago, seeing

how well some fossil insects had been kept enclosed in amber or resin, I thought it

might be possible to imitate this mode of preservation of soft-bodied insects, and I

tried to do so by placing an insect on a drop of balsam on a piece of thin covering-

glass of appropriate size, covering it closely with another piece of glass, and fixing

the whole in a frame made with two pieces of card, but the experiment was not

satisfactory.

Two years since I tried talc instead of glass : it is easy to cut with scissors, is

nearly as transparent as glass, thinner, and not brittle. Then, by dissolving a bit of

resin in spirit of turpentine, I make an artificial amber, a little brown in colour but

sufficiently transparent for my purpose, and proceed as follows : —I put a drop on a

square piece of talc, place my plant-louse thereon, and move it gently until it is

completely immersed, by which time the legs and wings are generally extended in a

proper position, then I put another square piece of talc on the top, and press on it a

little until the liquid is well expanded and the insect is entirely surrounded. Then

I take a frame of card and a similar piece of gummed paper, lay the prepared object

on the former, and cover it with the latter, previously moistened, in order to hold all

together, and, finally, I write the name, number, and page of my diary on the card,

and pin the preparation in my cabinet. The whole proceeding takes only five minutes.

The specimens answer perfectly for my biological studies ; they have kept well for

two years, and I believe will last at least as long as I shaU. More care ought of

course to be taken with specimens intended for embryological researches, but for a

collection this method is quite sufficient. The number, say '^-^, refers to the 23rd

page of my diary, line 5, where I read

—

"Pemphigus cornicularius, Pass., winged

" emigrant pseudogyne coming out of galls on Pistacia terebinthus, 8th Sept., 1878

(sent to J. W. Douglas)."

—

Id.

[The specimen M. Lichtenstein had the goodness to send is very effective as re-

gards transparency, security, and doubtless also its durability. The compression that

results from the nearness of the pieces of talc to each other, would, however, often

be detrimental to the structure of the body of an insect, but this might be obviated

if the insect were surrounded by a ring of thick card on which, instead of on the body

of the insect, the covei-ing piece of talc should rest.—J. W. D.].

The tvorJcs of the late Professor Stal.—In the Ann. de la Soc. Ent. de France,

p. 177 (1878), is an article by Dr. V. Signoret, entitled, "Notice sur la vie etles travaui

entomologiques de Carl Stal," and I am indebted to the courtesy of Dr. Signoret for

a copy of the paper, which, by giving an enumeration of all the late Professor Stal's

entomological writings, will prove most valuable to Hemipterologists and other

workers. The work of Stal, as thus catalogued, consists of 87 memoirs, the result of

the labours of twenty-five years. His first paper, " Nya Svenska Hemiptera," ap-

peared in 1853 ; his last publication " Systema Acridiodeorum," bears the date
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of the present year. In glancing over this list I have noticed one omission. 63,

—

'"Analecta Hemipterologica,' Berliner entom. Zeitschr. 1866 (not 1867), p. 387 S-

393," is followed by a continuation in the same volume, p. 381 to 394, in which four

new genera and ten new species are described. This Dr. Signoret appears to have

missed in his labour of love in recording the works of his late friend, whose death is

the greatest loss that systematic entomology has sustained for many years.—W. L.

Distant, 1, Selston Villas, Derwent Q-rove, East Dulwich : 12th December, 1878.

Hemiptera-Heteropteea Nbeelandica. De inlandsche ware Hemipteren

(land—en waterwantsen) beschreven en meerendeels ook afgebeeld door S. C. Snellen

VON VoLLENHOVEN, J. U. et Ph. nat. Doct. Met 22 Platen, pp. i—xii and 1—368.

Svo. 'sGrravenhage, 1878.

This work, of which only 100 copies are printed, is wholly in the Dutch lan-

guage, and consists of descriptions of all the species of Hemiptera-Heteroptera

hitherto known to inhabit Holland, arranged in systematic order and illustrated by

the author. The genera employed are for the most part of old date, none being

adopted since those of Fieber, and not many of them ; which fact will be welcomed

by entomologists of conservative and synthetical views, but in even a greater degree

be displeasing and very surprising to the school of analytical subdividers. The

names will often not be tenable,—some from being improperly applied, e. g., Cimex,

Linn., Hydrometra, Fab. ; some from having been previously used, e.g., Pachymerus,

Lep. ; some from the heterogeneous character of the species associated under them ;

and some for other reasons ; but the student will soon rectify such matters. With

regard to species, the descriptions are full and sufficient, but the record of the syno-

nymy is marred by citing (with some exceptions) only authors and their works,

giving the page, &c., where the species is described, but not the name under which

it is described, although either in generic or specific appellation it often differs from

that adopted by our author, which, recent emendations not being noticed, are fre-

quently incorrect. There are no new species. The plates are in excellent style, the

figures (comprising 239 species) being, with few exceptions, very characteristic

;

and the most of the slight deviations from strict accuracy are pointed out in the

text. The work will be of great value to Dutch entomologists, and should

incite them to greater efforts in collecting and studying Hemiptera, which

appear to have been hitherto as much neglected in Holland as in most other parts

of Europe. In Britain also the work should be appreciated, on account of the figures

of many of our native species, which are not otherwise to be easily met with ; and it

should also have a special interest for us as showing the general community so far of

the Hemipterous fauna of the two countries, notwithstanding the occurrence in

Holland of some species rarely or never foimd in Britain. The curious thing is that

a great many species indigenous to Britain are not found in Holland—the British

being about 450 in number, whilst those here denoted are only 280 ; rather an un-

expected result, considering the geographical position of Holland on the continent

(in the same latitude as our midland counties), and the narrow, insular separation

of Britain therefrom. This proportion may, however, be varied when Holland has

been better worked by Hemiptei-ists, unless it should prove that its Hemipterous

fauna is more limited than that of Britain by geological causes or surface conditions

of vegetation and cultivation.
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NOTES ON THE BUTTERFLIES OF PORT BAKLAR, TURKEY.

BY JAMES J. "WALKER, R.N.

From the 24th February to the 15th August, 1878, H. M. S.

" Swiftsure," was stationed in the Gulf of Xeros, at an anchorage near

its eastern end, marked on the Admiralty chart as Port Baklar. This

port is distant by land about twelve miles from Gallipoli, the road to

that town passing through the famous " Lines of Boulair :
" and about

four miles, across the narrow isthmus of Gallipoli, from the Sea of

Marmora. While here, in the " Swiftsure," besides collecting all the

Coleoptera and Semiptera I could find (which, although abundant

enough in early spring, became very scarce after May), I paid a little

attention to the Lepidoptera. A few hasty notes on the butterflies

I observed within five miles of the port—seventy-four species in all

—

may be not devoid of interest ; and these notes I preface with a brief

description of the locality.

The landing-place at Port Baklar is on a sandy beach, backed by

a strip of salt marsh, which gradually rises into low clay hills ; on one

of these, about two miles inland, stands the large and excessively dirty

village of Boulair. Turning to the left on landing, and proceeding

towards the head of the Gulf, ten minutes' walking brings one on to

a range of low sandstone cliffs, about two miles in length ; much of

the land on the top of these cliffs is under cultivation as vineyards, &c.,

but there is a good and varied growth of flowers and herbage on their

face, and in some sheltered chines are a few good-sized elms, poplars,

and aspens, with clumps of thorny bushes and great festoons of honey-

suckle, bramble, and Smilax; trees, though, are generally scarce through-

out the district. Inland, the country becomes more hilly and broken,

intersected by deep, narrow watercourses, the sides of which bear a

good growth of bushes of variovis kinds : the most conspicuous feature

in the scenery being the fine conical tumulus of Lysimachus, locally

known as "Mai Tepe," from the summit of which, 790 feet above the

sea-level, and more than 100 above the surrounding heights, a superb

view of the Sea of Marmora and the Gulf of Xeros can be obtained

on a clear day. This tumulus is about five miles from the landing-

place, and I rarely went more than half-a-mile beyond it. It is,

perhaps, worth noting that all except two (Arffi/nnis Daj)hne and

Pyrgiis malvaruvi) of the butterflies hereafter mentioned, occurred on

the two miles of cliffs.

My entomological solitude was, in Jul}^, enlivened by the company
of Mr. G. F. Mathew, whose ship (H. M. S. " Cygnet") was then

stationed at the Marmora end of the Boulair lines, and with whom I

had more than one very pleasant excursion.
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In the following notes, the names are those employed in Kirby's

" Manual of European Butterflies ;" the dates, when not otherwise

specified, being those on which I first observed the insect.

PapiJio Podalirius, L., April 21st (second brood, June 27th).

Very common, flying gracefully round the tops of fruit trees, but

easily caught. The green slug-like larva not iincommon on sloe-bushes
;

it emits a very strong but pleasant scent like ripe pears. P. Machaon,

L., April 21st (second brood in July) ; common, iu dry places and

fallow-fields ; varying much in size.

Thais cerisyi, Gr., May 12th ; one seen by me on the cliffs, but

(having no net with me) I did not catch it. T. Polyxena, "W. V.,

May 2nd ; one on the cliffs. Mr. Gr. F. Mathew found the larva

commonly, at the end of June, on the Marmora side of the isthmus.

Aporia cratcegi, L., May 12th ; excessively abundant, both in the

larva and perfect states ; at the end of May, the butterflies could be

seen, towards sunset, settled in companies of 40 to 50 on small twigs,

from which, when disturbed, they rose in a perfect cloud, some of the

$ singvilarly transparent, and almost scaleless.

Pieris brassicce, L., June 2ud ; rare. P. o^apce, L., May 2nd ; com-

mon. P. iiapi, L., June 26th ; rare. P. Daplidice, L., April 28th

;

abundant on the cliffs, and in waste places ; fresh broods out in June

and August.

Anthocharis Bella, Es., April IGth (second brood, June[6th) ; com-

mon on the cliffs and elsewhere. A. cardamines, L., April 12th

;

abundant in bushy places : smaller than average English specimens.

Leiicophasia sinapis, L., April 12th ; common throughout the

summer, on the cliffs as well as in the ravines. L. lathyri, Hiibn.,

April IGth. A "wood-white" butterfly, more slender and delicate-

looking than even sinapiis, and not rare in open places on the cliffs
;

seems to fit the description of L. lathyri in Kirby's " Manual

"

very well.

Colias Ediisa, Eab., April, 14th : abundant, the ab. Selice occasional.

Gonepieryx rhamni, L., June 20th ; scarce.

Melitcea Ginxia, L., May 2nd ; very abundant on the cliffs in the

larval and perfect states : some of the ? very dark ; it was quite over

by the end of May. M. Phcele, Eab., May 18th (second brood of

smaller specimens on July 23rd) ; common on the cliffs. M. didyona,

Es., May 26th (second brood on July 23rd) ; common on the cliffs :

the ^ a very beautiful and conspicuous insect, from its rich, deep,

fulvous-red colour ; the $ very variable, many specimens being deep
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greenish-olive, with the black spots hardly visible. M. trivia, W. V.,

May 26th (second brood on July 4th) ; common on the cliffs ;
the

larva not rare on species of Verbascum.

Argi/nnis Daphne, "W. V., June 26th ; not very scarce in a deep

ravine beyond Mai Tepe, but very difficult to obtain, as it always kept

well out of reach, among the brambles ; only about four were caught.

A. Ino, Es., June 29th; one worn specimen on the cliffs. A. Latlionia,

L., June 27th ; very scarce, on the cliffs. A. Pandora, W. V., May
30th ; a few examples of this grand fritillary (which is common at

Besika Bay) on the cliffs and elsewhere : it is exceedingly shy, and

strong on the wing.

Grapta Egea, Er., July 20th ; not rare, sunning itself on bare rock-

faces on the cliffs. G. c-album, L., June 14th ; not unfrequent in

lanes and bushy places.

Vanessa polychloros, L., June 2nd ; common about elms for about

three weeks. V. urticce, L., July 19th ; very rare. V. lo, L., June

23rd ; only a few specimens observed. V. Antiopa, L., June 20th

;

not uncommon on the cliffs and elsewhere, for about a fortnight.

Pyrameis Atalanta, L., June 23rd ; not very common. P. cardui,

L., June 14th ; excessively abundant everywhere.

Livienitis Camilla, W. Y., May 26th ; very plentiful along the

cliffs, and in the ravines, wherever the honeysuckle grew ; a most ex-

quisite insect when in fine condition. Three broods during the summer.

Melanagria Galatliea, L., June 6th ; abundant : the specimens

small and very dark, nearly all the marginal white spots being ob-

literated. M. Larissa, H., June 1st; abundant: varying much in size

and colour.

Tiasiommata Roxelana, Er., June 2ud ; abundant in shady places :

a very weak flier, but provokingly fond of ensconsing itself in the

most brambly corners, to the great detriment of the net : worn ?

stragglers occurred as late as August 15th. L. Megcera, L., April 14th
;

abundant.

Sipparcliia Proserpina, W. V., July 6th ; one specimen only

(a $ ) of this fine insect, on a bramble-blossom on the cliffs. S.

Sermione, L., July 11th; rare on the cliffs. H. Briseis, L., June 25th
;

very common in dry, open, flowery spots, and fond of the blossoms of

the wild thyme : active and wary. S. Semele, L., June 6th ; rare, on

the cliffs. H. statilinus, Hf., July 16th; very abundant on the cliffs.

H. Janira, L., May 25th
;
generally abundant. The var. ? Eudora,

Esp., frequent in vineyards, &c., on the cliffs : first seen July 17th.

JL. Tithonus, L., July 14th ; very rare.

Coenonymplia Pamphilus, L., April 30th
;
generally abundant.
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Thecla ilicis, Es., May 28th ; very common about sloe-bushes,

and settling on umbelliferous flowers. T. ruhi, L., April IGth ; com-

mon in bushy places on the cliffs and elsewhere.

Chnjsophanus Thersamon, Es., June 26th; veiy common in waste

places, and partial to umbels. C. Gordius, Es., May 28th ; not un-

frequent on the cliffs : a very shy insect, and difficult to obtain in fine

condition. C. Phlceas, L., April 1-lth ; abundant throughout the

summer : most of the specimens very dark and suffused.

Poli/ommatiis hoetlcus, L., June 9th ; common in flowery places,

and especially in a field of kidney-beans on the cliffs : a very sharp

flier. P. Telicanus, Ht., June 27th ; abundant, frequenting the flowers

of Lythriim salicaria. P. halcanica, Fr., June 6th ; common in dry,

flowery places, and by the sides of paths, near Mai Tepe and elsewhere.

P. Tiresias, Eg., July 5th; scarce and local, confined apparently to one

little weedy spot on the cliffs, and invariably in bad condition. P.

Hi/Ias, W. v., April 18th (second brood, June 6th) ; common on the

cliffs, in dry flowery spots. P. Medon, Hf., May 2nd ; abundant

throughout the summer. P. Icarus, Rg., May 2j:d ; extremely abun-

dant everywhere. P. ^y(?6'ifor, Gr., May 30th; on the cliffs, scarce. P.

Admetus, Es., June 26th ; very common near Mai Te})e and on the

cliffs, in grassy places among bushes. P. ArgioJus, L., April 25th

common in bushy places all the summer. P. semiargus, Eg., May 2nd

a few specimens (all ? ) on the cliffs. P. Cgllarus, Kg., April 25th

common, and generally distributed, preferring rather damp places.

Pyrgus malvarum, L., June 6th ; rare, on Mai Tepe. P. mar-

ruhi, E,., April 16th ; common throughout the summer by road-sides

and in dry places. P. lavaterce, Es., May 16th ; not rare in dry,

flowery places. P. sides, Es., May 12th ; this pretty skipper was not

rare on the cliffs and near Mai Tepe, frequenting flowery, bushy places.

P. malvcB, L., May 2nd ; common in damp spots. P.phlomidis, H.-S.,

May 30th ; rare, on the cliffs and in the ravine beyond Mai Tepe.

P. orhifer, H., May 18th (second brood, July 7th) ; common, in dry

flowery spots on the cliffs.

Nisoniades Tages, L., July 31st ; rare. N. Marloyi, Bd., May 18th

second brood, July 18th) ; not uncommon on the cliffs, and near Mai
Tepe, in dry, stony places : conspicuous on the wing by its sooty

blackness.

Pamphila Thaumns, Hg., May 26th
;

generally abundant. P.

Actceon, Es., June 16th ; very common in damp places on the cliffs.

P. sylvanus, Es., July 14th ; rare. P. nostradamus, Fab., June 27th
;

not rare in dry, hot places near the sea, but hard to catch, and almost

always in poor condition : varying much in size, some of the $ being

one and a half inch in extent of wings.

7, West Street, Blue Town, Sheerness :

2.1th November, 1878.
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ON AN UNDETERMINED OAK-GALL.

BT ELEANOR A. ORMEBOD.

especially on the spines.

The accompanying figure (1, natural size, 2, section, 3, magnified)

is of a small gall, which I found last summer on a fragment of a leaf

^ amongst a number of oak-sprays

gathered in the neighbourhood of

Isleworth.

The gall is about a quarter of

an inch in diameter, irregularly

spherical, about two-thirds of it

above the upper surface of the leaf

thickly beset with spines, for the

most pai't simple, but in some cases

branched (as at 4), the colour yel-

lowish-green, with a mixture of rose,

Internally, the gall is single-chambered, with

a hard, woody wall, about a quarter of the diameter of the gall in

thickness.

On examination (when the time had passed for probable develop-

ment of the gall- insect), the only tenant proved to be a whitish larva,

dead, and too much distorted for complete identification, but from the

presence of strong jaws, legs, and pro-legs, certainly not either dip-

terous or cynipideous. This larva, w^hether parasitic or otherwise

(being the only fragment of a clue to the nature of the gall-maker),

I have placed with the coloured drawing of the gall in the collection

of British galls in Museum 2, at the Eoyal Glardens, Kew, and one

portion of the bisected gall is in the hands of Dr. Friedrich Thomas,

of Ohrdruf, Grotha (the well-known gall-observer) for reference. The

gall was unknown both to him and the English gall-observers who

have seen it.

Dr. G. Mayr, in his "Mitteleuropaischen Eichengallen," p. 33, and

plate iv, fig. 44, gives a sketch of the gall of " Cynips gemmea" Gir.,

which, except in the spines of the O. geminea being shorter than in the

specimen figured above, bears much resemblance to it, but of these he

merely says, " I refer, with regard to this doubtful kind, to the de-

scription in Dr. Gii'aud's ' Signalements,' and give only a drawing from

a typical specimen in the Imperial Zoological Collection."

My great difficulty in any identification of this very well marked

species arises from not noticing it at the time of gathering. I was

making a collection of oak-galls, and put the sprays together in a box,
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and shortly after, iu the course o£ repeated examinations, saw the torn

leaf with this gall, which, consequently, I conjectured was not fully

developed when gathered, and grew afterwards to maturity (as occurs

with other of our leaf-galls, under favourable circumstances).

Should any of our gall-observers have noticed this species, it

would be very interesting to have any information on the subject,

which, I trust, will be my excuse for offering a note of what at present

seems an imperfect observation.

Spring Grove, Isleworth :

December, 18V8.

DESCRIPTION OF A. NEW SPECIES OF PL^SIOREHINA (CBTO-

NIID^J, AND A NOTE ON AN APPAEENTLY NEW SPECIES OF
CERATORRHINA, BOTH FEOM WEST AFEICA.

BY GEOEGE LEWIS.

PL^SIOEEHHiTA "WaTKINSIANA, 11. S.

Ohlonga, nitida, cerea ; thoracis marginihus, elytrorum fascia recta,

corpore suhtus, femorihusque obscuro-flavis. ^ et ^ .

Hah. : Isrihu. Long. 13 lin.

I have examined a series of this species, which is allied to P. cincta,

but is rather longer, of more bronze-green (like P. plana in this respect),

and differs especially in having the clypeus less clearly punctured, the

thorax smoother, with its sides thickly punctured (punctures elongate),

not densely strigose ; the scutellum is longer and smoother, the elytra

also have smoother striae, and are less strongly punctured about the

shoulders. The fascia is very much narrower than in P. cincta.

I have named this species after Mr. W. Watkins, the well-known

dealer, from whom my specimens were obtained.

I may also note that I have, from the same source, a series of a

Ceratorrhina, closely allied to C. aurata, but more parallel, with more

slender legs and tarsi, and the hind tarsi testaceous. I propose the

name of C. qemina for it provisionally, feeling sure it will prove a

distinct species, but at present I have not been able to examine any

number of C. aurata.

Hab. : Mongo-ma-Lobah.

I have deposited types of both species in the British Museum.

3, Green Street, Grosvenor Square, W.

:

\Oth January, 1879.
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DESCRIPTIOXS OP NEW SPECIES OF BEITISH ACULEATE
SYMENOPTERA.

BY EDWAED SAUNDERS, E.L.S.

PoMPiLUs coNSOBEiNirs, Dbm., Hym. Eur., i, p. 79.

Closely allied to gibbus in size and general appearance, but easily distinguished

from it by the long hairs on the metathorax ; the head of this species is also much

more densely covered with black hairs, and the 3rd submarginal cell is sub-quadrate,

almost as in P. spinus.

c^ & ? taken by myself at Hayling Island in July
; ? by J. B.

Bridgman, Esq.

P. CHALTBEATUs, Schdtc., Kroyer's Nat. Tidskr., i, p. 338, No. 7.

Very closely allied to gibbus, but I think clearly distinct. The $ may be

known at once by the 5th and 6th segments of the body, beneath, being longitudi-

nally depressed, the 5th emarginate and the 6th deeply and somewhat squarely

notched ; the $ differs in having the clypeus very smooth and shining in front, its

margin not raised at the sides, and with only two stiff setse projecting from above

the glabrous marghi, whereas, in gibbus, the apical margin of the clypeus has some-

what large and irregularly scattered punctures, the sides are slightly raised and

margined, and there is a series of several long sette above the bright apical margin.

The apical segment of the body is also much more densely covered with black hairs

than in gibbus, and the 3rd sub-marginal cell is more triangular.

cJ & , Cliobliam and Southwold. ^ , Worthing.

MiMESA EQTTESTEis, Eab., upud Wesmael, nee SLuckard.

I have several specimens of a Mimesa with a red base to the body, whicli clearly

belong to the species that Wesmael calls equestris. Fab. If his views of the synonymy

be correct, and he seems to have considered them very carefully, our species that we

have hitherto called equestris will have to be called in future Shuekardi. It may be

separated at once by its narrow petiole, which has a carina down its middle (in

Shuckai-di the petiole is wide, ilat and rugose) ; from bicolor, which it very closely

resembles, it may be known by its shorter petiole, its more strongly punctured

thorax, and strongly punctured mesopleurse ; in bicolor the puncturing of the meso-

pleurse is almost unobservable.

I have taken this species at Southwold and Chobham.

OxTBELTJS MAisTDiBULAEis, Dbm., Hym. Eur., i, p. 514.

Closely allied to uniglumis, but with the mandibles flavous at the base and ru-

fescent at the apex, the spots of the body of a more distinct yellow, and the punc-

turing of the 2ud and following segments much stronger and more scattered

;

thorax with the tubercles, and a spot on each side of the collar, flavous ; the femora

are black, with their apices pale, and the front pair is broadly flavous beneath ; the

tibi£B are flavous, more or less reddish at their extremities, the 1st and 2nd pairs

with a streak behind, and the 3rd with a broad band near the apex, black ; tarsi

rufescent.
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Mr. J. B. Bridginan first called my attention to this species, and

sent me a specimen to examine ; I found a similar one amongst my

specimens of unighimis taken at Littlehampton in July, 1S73, and I

have little doubt that they were referable to the above species.

Halictus PAUxiLLrs, Schenck.

? in general appearance and size resembling minutus, but differing in the less

closely punctured and shorter mesothorax, and the more definitely truncate meta-

thorax, also in having the 1st segment of the body very shining and almost impunc-

tate, such punctures as there are being so fine and scattered as to be scarcely

observable ; besides these characters there is a faint indication of a small white

pubescent spot at the base of the 2nd segment, and all the segments are widely pale

at the apex, the body is also of a slightly more regularly oval shape.

I have taken 5 a of this species at Chobham, and have others from

Charlwood, Surrey. Dr. Capron has also taken it at Shere, near Guild-

ford, and had himself separated it as a species new to him. I do not

know the ^

.

H. LONGiCEPS, n. sp.

Allied to minutus, but at once distinguishable by its long narrow face, which is

considerably longer than wide, the mesothorax is also much more coarsely punctured,

and the puncturing of the body is also coarser. The $ which I refer to this

species has exactly the same shaped face as the $ , and the puncturing of the

thorax and body also corresponds ; the head is thickly covered with grey hairs, and

the clypeus is whitish at the apex ; the antennae, when the head is laid back, extend

beyond the scutellum, and are fulvous beneath ; the body is very closely punctured,

the tarsi pale, more or less brownish towards the apex.

$ not uncommon at the blossoms of the heath at Chobham, in

June. I have specimens also from AVandsworth, Reigate, and Has-

tings. ^ from Reigate and Southwold.

H. BREVICEPS, n. sp.

$ . Another of the minutus group, but very distinct from that species or longiceps.

It has a shorter, rounder head than minutus, with a shorter, wider clypeus, the

puncturing of the thorax is much coarser, the body and wings are shorter, and the

nervures of the latter paler ; the basal segment of the body is very smooth and

shining at the base, punctured at the apex ; the whole insect has a peculiarly thick

compact form.

I have taken this species at Chobham and Hayling Island, but

have not met with the (J

.

H. PUNCTicoLLis, n. sp.

Allied to viUc^ulus, and with the same shining surface to the thorax, but with
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the punctures very much larger, deeper and closer together, giving the thorax a

somewhat rugose appearance ; the whole insect is also somewhat larger. The (J diifera

from |the $ of villosulus in having the puncturing of the thorax close and deep

like the ^ , and the antennce entirely black (not fulvous) beneath, as in that species.

In a lane near Q-uestling, Hastings, in October. I found the $

pretty commonly, but I only found one ^ . I have, however, another

^ , taken somewhere in the vicinity of Hastings.

Holmesdale, Upper Tooting :

January, 1879.

BEITISH ir2'ilfJPri;i2^—ADDITIONAL SPECIES.

BT J. W. DOUGLAS.

HETEBOPTERA.

Peeiteechus geacilicoenis.

Peritreclius prtcilicornis, Puton, Pet. Nouv. Ent., ii, 117 (1877) ;

Synops. Hem. Het. de Prance, 85, 2 (1878).

Very like P. ge7iieulatus, Hahn, in form, size, and colour. Differs

in the antennae being very slender throughout, the 2nd and 3rd joints

cylindrical, not thickened upwards, and in all the tibife and tarsi

being testaceous.

It resembles P. niihilus, Pall. {cf. E. M. M., xi, 2G7), in the

slender antennae, but they are finer than in that species, more especially

with reference to the 3rd joint.

I have an example from Hastings, which I long since put aside as

distinct, but forgot it entirely, until reminded of it by Dr. Puton's

description of his new species, with which it agrees. Dr. Puton

writes that it does not occur in the Departments of Vosges or Nord

of France, but is found at Houen, and that it is not unlikely to inhabit

the South of England.

LygcBus puncticeps, Thoms. (cf. E. M. M., xi, 267), is now re-

cognised as Pachymerus geniculatus, Hahn (Wanz., i, 68, t. x, fig. 41

[1831]), and this having priority, the specific name will have to be

adopted, vice puncticeps. Herrich-Schaffer led the way into error in

the index to the " Wanzenartigen Insecten," by putting ye«jcMZa^«<5,

Hahn, = »m5j7ms, Pali., and so it passed, until Thomson, finding there

were two allied species, referred one to nuhilus, Pall., and named the

other puncticeps, not knowing or not recognising that it was Hahn's

geniculatus. Peritrechus nuhilus,Yo\\enhoven (Hem.-Het. Neerlandica,

p. 46, pi. 6, fig. 6 [1878]), must be referred to P. geniculatus.
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Of P. nuhilus. Fall, {vide I. c. supra), Dr. Puton says {in litt.),

tlie distinct maculation of the membrane of the elytra, in comparison

with the obscure marking in P. geniculatus and P. ffracilicornis, is one

of the characters of the species always particularly noticeable.

S03I0PTESA.

Dicka.nojS"Euea aureola.

Cicada aureola, Fall., Act. Holm., 25 (1806), Hem. Suec, ii, 39,

22 (1829).

lassus aureolus, Germ., F. Ins. Eur., 17, 20.

TypUocbya aureola, H.-Schf., F. G., 164, 16; Flor, Ehyn. Livl.,

ii, 391, 6 (1861) ; Kirschb., Cicad., 182, 11 (1868).

Erythria aureola, J. Sahib., Not. Fenn., xii, 202, i, pi. ii, fig. 2-1

(1871).

Notus aureolus, Leth., Hem. Nord., 78, 7 (1874).

TyjyJilocyba chlorophana, H.-Schf., F. G., 124, 9.

Broad, upper surface pale greenish-jcUow.

Head transverse, longest in the middle, rounded in front, scarcely angulatc, in-

cluding the long, not projecting, eyes lunate, wider than the pronotum. Myes

concolorous with the head, but partly with a darker shade. Pronotum convex, in

front following the contour of the concave posterior margin of the head, posteriorly

deeply emarginate
; posterior angles obliquely truncate, disc in the middle slightly

infuscated. Sciitellum large, posteriorly distinctly acuminate. Elytra broad'

posteriorly broadly rounded ; membrane sub-hyaline, slightly infuscated ; nerves

straight, parallel, yellow, the second cell shorter than the others. Wings slightly

infuscated, sub-hyaline ; nerves strong, blackish, except at the base of the apical

furcation of the third, which is pale, as also is the transverse nervule connecting the

fork with the second nerve ; the said furcation at its commencement acutely angulate,

and then divergent to the intramarginal nerve. Legs yellow ; posterior tibiae out-

wardly with small black dots at the base of the dark spines ; claws of the tarsi

blackish. Abdomen above, black, the posterior margin of the segments, including

the genitalia, broadly yellow, under-side yeUow. Length, 1^ line.

Found among heather {Callnna vulgaris), in August and Septem-

ber. The species, new to our fauna, was taken last autumn at Forres,

by Mr. G. Norman.

In the Verh. z.-b. Ges.Wieu,XTi, 507, Fieber founded on this species

his genus Erythria, but the slight differences in the form of the head

and the neuration of the wings from his genus Notus (= Dicranoneura,

Hardy), doubtless induced him subsequently (Kat. Cicad., p. 14) to

merge it in the latter.

8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham, S.E.

:

lO^A December, 1878.
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Df/schifins angustatns in YorJcsJiire.—Last summer, at Eridlington, Yorkshire,

I took four specimens of a Dyschirius which I did not know, but which Mr. Cham-

pion has determined to be avgtisfattts fjejunus, Dawson). In company with it I

took two or three specimens of Bledius erraticus. It is perhaps worthy of remark,

that these two beetles were originally found together in the same place (Lancrcost,

near Newcastle), almost the only locality hitherto recorded in Britain for either.

—

W. W. Fowler, Eepton, Burton-on-Trent : January, 1879.

Occurrence in Britain of Sarpalus (ScyhalicusJ oilongiusculus, Dej.—I have

recently detected a $ example of this well-marked species amongst a large number

of Sarpalidce (including H. sahulicola, rotundicollis, riipicola, ptincticollis, neglectus,

r^ihrijies, serripes, vernalis, &c.) captured by my friend Mr. J. T. Harris on the Chesil

Bank, Weymouth, in May last. S. oblongiusculus (apart from its larger size and

the somewhat difPerent structure of its male anterior tarsi) may be at once known

from rupicola, cordattis, puncticollis, and others of the Ophonus section, superficially

resembling it, by the shape of the thorax, which is much constricted behind, with

the posterior angles very obtuse and almost rounded and the base nearly straight,

the very pubescent elytra, &c. This example agrees very well with Dejean's de-

scription (Dej. Spec, iv, 198), and also with continental examples of H. oblongiusculus

in the British Museum and my own collection, except that it is rather smaller in size
;

the species is tolerably common in the neighbourhood of Paris, Lyons, and other

parts of France, and there appears no reason why it should not extend to this

country, the locality already producing one or two peculiar species, as Omophbis

arniericB, Harpalus vernalis, &c.—G. C. Champion, 274, Walwoi'th Road, London :

January 8tk, 1879.

Xotes on the Coleoptera of Chohham.—Mr. Edward Saunders {vide vol. xiii, p.

113 ante) gives a list of Coleoptera occurring at Chobham, and remarks that there

ai'e few localities better worth visiting to those interested in the Hymenoptera and

Hemiptera. During the past three years, I have occasionally visited the locality

—

thanks to the kindness of Mr. Saunders, who originally guided me to the spot—and

I think the above remark will certainly apply equally well to the Coleoptera, the

neighbourhood of Chobham having produced to me some of our rarest sand-loving

Geodephaga. I have visited the locality at various times of the year, but more espe-

cially during early spring and late autumn, the latter I find by far the best for the

Geodopliaga. Avoiding, as much as possible, the species recorded by Mr. Saunders,

I note the following :

—

Anchomenus gracilis, common in wet Sphagnum ; Aniso-

dactylus binotatus, var. atricornis, sparingly in damp places on the heath, but uever

in company with the type ; Harpalus discoideus (both sexes), rarely, under stones

and at roots of heath, late autumn ; Amara infima, not uncommon under stones, &c.,

on bare places on the heath—a species long sought after by me ; A. patricia, rarely,

sand-pits ; Sembidium nigricorne, rare, sandy places, certainly distinct from S.

lampros or its var. velox, and easily separated from that common species by its shorter

and more convex form, entirely black legs and antennae, &c. ; Acupalpus brunnipes,

rather common in wet places on the heath, apparently always on peat as at Esher ;

Tamils striatellus, Fairm., one or two in wet places ; Myllcena Kraatzi, Gymnusa

brevicollis, and Philonthus signaticornis, and nigrita (common), in wet Sphagnum ;
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Stenns Kieseniveiteri, several, in wet Sphagnum, early spring, in a very similar locality

to that at Wimbledon, and most of the usual Wimbledon species occurring with it;

S. opticus and cinerascens, wet places ; Aphodius tessiilatus and testudinarius, in

stereo re ; Smlcrotiyx cicur, on the heath.

—

Id.: December 2nd, 1878.

On the habits of Apion HooTceri and Thyamis dorsalis.—Apion Jlookeri : there

is a small field at Knowle, Warwickshire, in which I have occasionally found single

specimens of this species by sweeping, and in which, this year, I took a goodly num-

ber by an accidental discovery of its favourite plant. In looking for larvae of Cucullia

chamomillcB on the wild chamomile {Matricaria chaniomilla) ,1 noticed a small black

speck upon each of several unopened buds, which, upon closer examination, turned

out to be our little friend A. HooTceri. Every specimen was deeply absorbed in the

business of feeding, having its tiny head buried in the centre of the unopened bud.

I did not find a single one on an open flower. As I have never seen this fact pre-

viously recorded, I thought it might be worth communicating.

Thyamis dorsalis : during a spring visit to Ventnor this year, I searched for

T. dorsalis in every conceivable spot, without finding more than two specimens. I

determined to procure more if possible, and so set about my task systematically. I

shook individual plants into my net, without result, until I became tired. At last,

seeing a tuft of common groundsel {Senecio vulgaris), I made a stroke at it as a sort

of final effort. To my great joy, T. dorsalis was discovered at last ! Seven indi-

viduals fell from that small tuft of groundsel. I tried again in another place, and

more dorsalis. Seeing a field in which Senecio was growing in abundance, I went

and swept it, meeting with the most complete success. I afterwards took a friend

with me to the same spot, and he bagged dorsalis to his heart's content.—W. G-.

Blatch, Green Lane, Smallheath, near Eirmingham : December 18th, 1878.

[The attachment of these two beetles to the plants respectively specified is

familiar to all southern collectors.

—

Eds.]

On the habitat of Enoecyla pnsilla.—This autumn, when sweeping the moist

herbage under the trees in Monk's Wood and Crown East Wood, I obtained males

of this caddice-fly,-—thus bringing its habitat in this country and on the continent

into harmony. The situations where I had previously taken the species—near the

margins of rivulets—are not really out of agreement with its woodland habitat. The

whole district where it occurs was once wooded ; and, no doubt, when the country

was brought into cultivation, some remnants of the trees and undergrowth would be

left by these tiny watercourses, affording the needful conditions (moist moss to feed

on, and a situation to hide in, after the feeding time is past, alike free from wet and

drought) for the insect's life-course. By two of these rivulets there still exist evident

relics of the ancient forest—for instance, at Mudwall, where the rivulet runs by the

high road, there is a rather steep bank, of a few yards in extent, clothed with our

regular woodland flora, including one or two scrubby oaks ; and at this place, which

does duty for a field hedge, I recently took a specimen of Leucophasia sinapis.—J.

E. Fletcheb, Happy Land, Worcester : November 30th, 1878.

On the preservation of Aphides, Sfc.—Perhaps it may be of interest for you to

hear that the method of preserving Aphides communicated by M. J. Lichtenstein

in Ent. Mo. Mag., xv, 191, has been detailed previously by Mr. F. Petzold, of Vienna,

in No. 8 of my Entomologische Nachrichten (1878). Mr. Petzold's method has the
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advantage of using a ring of thick card, whicli jou mention in your note. Tlie

specimens I saw are very 'well preserved, though several years old.—F. Katteb,

Putbus : January \Qth, 1879.

Lepidoptera of Yorkshire.—At a meeting of the Entomological section of the

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, held at Leeds, on January 11th, it was decided to

publish a list with localities of the Lepidoptera of the county of Yorkshire. Its

compilation was placed in the hands of Mr. W. Prest, of York, and myself. May I

ask, therefore, that every Lepidopterist who has collected in any part of Yorkshire

will kindly send list with localities (and, in the case of rare species, dates) of all the

species noticed, with any notes that may be of use, to me, as early as convenient. I

need scarcely say that all such assistance shall be fully acknowledged.—GrEO. T.

PORBITT, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : January, 1879.

On the power of resisting intense cold possessed by Cheimatobia brumata.—At

the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, held on the 4th January, 1875

(vide Ent. Mo. Mag., xi, p. 213), I called attention to the appearance of quantities

of this moth immediately after the breaking up of a severe frost, and asked if they

were recently emerged or not, a point upon which there appeared to be difference of

opinion. The question has again occurred to me. Last night witnessed a sudden

thaw after three weeks of nearly continuous frost, latterly of great severity, inasmuch

as the thermometer registered only 5° Fahrt. (= —15° Centigrade) on the night of

the 24th inst. To-night, C. brumata is flying to the light as lively as if nothing had

occurred. The earth is still frozen, excepting on the surface, so T think it impossible

that the moths can have only just emerged from the pupse, and it follows that they

must have existed in the perfect state through the frost ; it would hardly be proper

to say " lived," for they could not have been otherwise than frozen. It would be

an interesting experiment to test the greatest amount of cold this little moth can

bear without losing its power of re-vivifying.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham : 26th

December, 1878.

The autumnal pupation of Abraxas grosstilariata.—In connection with the

note of Mr. Silcock on this subject (p. 150 ante), I may record, that in October last,

seeing some currant and gooseberry bushes were being defoliated, I beat out of

them a great many laiTse of A. grossulariata, and was surprised at the great size to

which many of these had attained, the others being of the small dimensions usual

at that season. To-day, I disturbed one of the larvss which had escaped my raid,

from its I'etreat under a loose piece of the bark of an apple tree overhanging a

currant bush ; it was more than half-an-inch in length, and, although there is hard

frost, it was lively, and swung itself down by a silken thread. Close by, under the

shelter of a horizontal branch, there are several pupse alive, suspended in their ordi-

nary slight hammocks.—-J. W. DouaLAS, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : Zth

January, 1879.

Variety of the larvm of Abraxas grossulariata.—Mr. Porritt, making his state-

ment respecting these larvae at second hand, has fallen into one or two slight errors

that are better corrected at once. First, the larvfe do not occur here, but in
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Northumberland, a few miles nortli of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second, they are not all

sooty-black, but vary in every degree, from the ordinary colour of the larva to

uniformly black, even more so than the specimen Mr. Porritt describes. I was rather

late in getting them last year, and most of them got into pupa before I could get

them sent off. I will endeavour to get a good supply this year, and will be happy

to supply any entomologist desiring either to preserve or rear them. I have bred a

great many of them, but never got a variety, and the dark specimens are so different

from the type, that it scarcely seems as if they came out right, when they produce

only the ordinary form of the imago. I do not wonder that Mr. Porritt had no

idea what the larvse were.

—

John E. Robson, Bellerby Terrace, West Ilartlepool

:

January, 1879.

Xatural Kistory of Ci-amhus genicideus.—On September 4th, 1877, my friend,

Mr. Wm. R. Jeffrey, kindly sent me a female moth of this species alive in a pill-box,

wherein she had laid a few eggs loose, and continued to lay a few more until the 9th,

when she died.

The eggs began to hatch on the 28tli of the month, one or two at a time, until

the end of October, and, as the young larva; hatched, they were in succession placed

on a potted turf of short grass cut from a dry pasture, and I had no further trouble

with them througli the winter beyond occasionally watering the grass, which continued

to look very well up to the commencement of March, 1878, when it began to look

sickly and to die off : meanwhile a fresh turf was potted jvist in time to receive the

remaining larvae, for many had already left their winter quarters in quest of fresh

pasture, and I picked up a few while making their escape from the withered turf

;

amongst which, however, quite enough still remained, crawling actively amongst tlie

threads spun in connection with their silken galleries, now for the most part aban-

doned ; these galleries were close to the earth, and some few partly beneath the

surface, crowded with frass at the bottom and made of dirty-brown silk, they were

not conspicuous.

By April 13th, the fresh turf had become greatly ravaged and the larvse were

rapidly maturing, two at this early period having already spun iip ; and a further

examination at the end of the month proved them to be full-fed and all spun up,

after converting their galleries into cocoons, wherein they remained (while the grass

flourished) for the three following months. The moths appeared at intervals, two

or three at a time, from the 2nd to 25tli of August.

The egg of geniculeus is roundish-ovate in shape, the shell rather strongly ribbed

and reticulated, and slightly glistening; its colour, when first laid, is yellowish-white,

but changes in a few days to salmon colour, afterwards to pinkish-red, and a few

hours before hatching again changes to a dark pinkish-grey.

The newly-hatched larva is of a rose-pink colour, with a blackish head and a

brown plate on the second segment ; and when about the age of five months it is

half an inch long, of a very dingy reddish-brown or greyish-brown colour, with

blackish head, black plates and spots, altogether darker than it afterwards becomes.

The full grown larva measures five-eighths of an inch in length and is moderately

stout in proportion, cylindrical, though tapering a little at the hind segments, the

head, full and rounded, is a trifle less than the second segment, which is rather long,

each segment after the fourth has a deepish wrinkle across the back. The colour of
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the head is shining black with reddish-grey margins to the lobes on the face, a trans-

verse streak of grey just above the mouth, and the papillse paler grey ; the ground

colour of the body is reddish-grey or light brownish-grey, darkest on the thoracic

segments, paler behind where it is slightly tinged with ochreous, and palest on the

belly ; on the second segment is a broad semi-lunar black shining plate dorsally

divided by a line of grey, a dark dorsal line is visible through the dull skin, which is

greatly relieved by the glossy tubercular spots of dark brown, these on the hinder

segments are of warmer brown and also the anal plate ; of the trapezoidal spots on

the back the front pairs are the largest, of a rounded-off squarish shape, the hind

pairs smaller and transversely oblong, and in front of the anal plate the two spots

are united together ; along the side is a longitudinal row of spots, two on a segment,

the front one roundish and less dark, the hind one transversely oblong and much

paler ; the spiracles are very small, round and black, sitvxated on the pale tracheal

thread which shows faintly through the skin, beneath these occur other tubercular

longitudinally-ovate shining spots, every spot furnished with a fine hair.

On opening a cocoon-—which is of an earthy-brown colour, nearly half an inch

long, and roundish-oval form—the pupa was found quite lively within it on the 26th

August ; it was of moderate slenderness, a trifle over three-eighths of an inch in

length, the head obtusely pointed downward in front, the thorax convex, the eye,

leg, and wing-covers very distinct, and also the antennae, which take a sweeping

curve round the eye to the end of the wing ; the abdomen tapering to its rather

blunt extremity, the free abdominal segments deeply cut; in colour, light browuish-

ochreous, much freckled with darkish brown on head, thorax, and wings, these last

being rayed and margined with still darker brown, the eyes and anal segment equally

dark brown, the whole surface shining.

—

William Bucklee, Emsworth : December

2,nd, 1878.

Note on Gelechia naneJla, Hiihii.—In Stainton's Manual (ii, p. 342), we read,

—

" Larva in the flowei's of pears." This statement, I know, was founded on actual

observation, but it is only a little bit of the natural history of the species, and not

the beginning of it, for the egg could not have been laid in the flowers nor could the

larva have continued to feed there, seeing how short a time the flowers last, and

where it went afterwards we are not told. I am not in a position to say either
;

but I can add a little to the ultimate stage of the history. I sought in vain on the

trunks of the pear trees for the imago, but last July, on an apple tree, five feet from

the ground, I saw a dozen or more sitting close to empty pupa-skins sticking out of

crevices in the bark, from which, doubtless, they had but just emerged. I infer that,

after the manner of those of their race with the pear-flowers, the larvse of these had

fed on the apple-blooms, and that, after feeding up in the young fruit or leaves," they

had secreted themselves in the crevices of the bark of the tree, and there changed to

pupae. Perhaps some one has watched the manners of the species throughout' its

life and can give us the history.—J. W. DouaLAS, 8, Beaufort Grardens, Lewisliam :

December 10th, 1878.

On a new Swammerdamia, hitherto confounded with ccBsiella.—Mr. Barrett sent

me, last September, a series of what he reputed two distinct species of Swammerdamia,

hitherto confused by us as ccBsiella. I was able, in reply, to inform him that Pro-
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fcssor Zellerliad written a little treatise on this group in the Stettin, ent. Zeitang

for 1871, and had differentiated the two species exactly as Mr. Barrett had done.

The name ccBsiella should now be dropped and not retained for either species—one,

feeding on hawthorn, being the oxyacanthella of Duponchel and Zeller ; the other,

feeding on sloe, being the spiniella of Htibner and Zeller.

Of Swaminerdamia oxyacanthella, Mr. Barrett writes :
" The larva is dai-k red-

" brown, with a broad spiracular stripe, which is yellow from the head to near the

" middle and thence reddish to the extremity, no dorsal line, lives in a white web

" singly, in an angle of the twigs of hawthorn. Beginning of June. Imago first

" emerged June 26th, all others being then in the pupa state."

Of Swammerdamia spiniella he writes: "The larva reddish-brown, wiY/t a broad

" ill-defined pale dorsal line, and a broad yellowish-iuliite spiracular stripe. The

" dorsal line in full grown larvse is not always continued to the anal extremity, but

" is always very distinct towards the head and anterior segments. On black-

" thorn, in a similar loose web to the other, but often two or three larvae in one web.

" Middle of June to end. Imago emerged July 7th."

Mr. Barrett adds " these distinctions were perfectly constant. I had a fair

" number of the hawthorn larvse, and found those of the other species in great

" abundance on blackthorn. These latter were still feeding when the hawthorn

" species was in pupa and emerging." He says also, that he " took the hawthorn

" species in great abundance at Llanberis—only among hawthorn." Spiniella " was

" afterwards plentiful everywhere amongst blackthorn."

In the eleventh volume of the Natural History of the Tineina, I have confused

these two species as the sexes of my S. ccesiella—see p. 70—" Thorax white in the

" male, grey in the female." Spiniella has the thorax white, oxyacanthella has it grey.

Zeller, in the Stettin. Ent. Zeitung, 1871, p. 75, points out the differences of the

two larvae, laying stress on the identical characters mentioned by Mr. Barrett.

Everything would therefore seem perfectly clear and distinct, only, unfortunately,

I have on several occasions bred what appears to me to be spiniella from a haicthorn

hedge, in which there is not an atom of sloe. The problem now will be to try and

find the two larvae on this same hedge and to separate them and breed the two

distinct species.—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield, Lewisham : \2th December, 1878.

Occurrence of Swammerdamia nanivora in Russia.—During a recent visit of

Baron von Nolcken to this country I was much pleased to see in one of his boxes three

specimens of S. nanivora, of wliich I had previously only seen the single specimen,

which I bred, in 1870, from a larva found, in Strathglass, by Dr. Buchanan White, on

JBetula nana, and which was briefly noticed in the Entomologists' Annual, 1871, p.

96. Bai'on von Nolcken captured his specimens, on June 8th, 1878, in Esthonia, in

a mossy bog, among Betula nana. The size and distinctness of the sub-apical costal

spot was well seen in the Baron's specimens, and Mr. Eagonot, who had an oppor-

tunity of seeing them during von Nolcken's stay in Paris, also noticed this character.

It will be remembered, however, that the species was established mainly on the broion

larva being so different from the gj-een larva of the ordinary birch feeder, our ^rjseo-

capitella, the Heroldella of German authors.

—

-Id. : January, 1879-

Depressaria atomella, a new gpecies to Britain.—This species now appears on
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the scene as if it iras only bred last year : whereas, I actually sent specimens to Mr.

Stainton in 1861, as it puzzled me. He retiirned it as atomella (the broom-feeder

scopariella had not then been separated specifically, and both were then mixed under

the one name atomella), with the remark, that probably the food-plant, Genista

tinctoria, was the cause of some variation from the usual appearance of the insect.

I bred several dozens, and all my correspondents will have it in their cabinets : it

may readily be distinguished from the others by the pinkish tinge on the anterior

wings, as also by their being much longer than in D. scopariella.

Three years ago, I sent specimens to Mr. Barrett, he said, " Are you sure it is

atomella ?" I replied that it was so named by Mi". Stainton. I heard no more

about it until September 30th, 1878, when I received a letter from Mr. Earrett,

saying, " I am doing my utmost to prove that ^our D. atomella from Genista tinc-

toria is distinct from the species taken in the south of England and hitherto called

atomella, but do not be too sanguine ; the Genista-atomella is much more local than

the other. I may add, that I have bred a lot here."

The readers of the January number of the Magazine wovild imagine that my
valued friend Mr. Barrett was the discoverer of the species, whereas, I have been

breeding it for the last seventeen years, aiid I have no doubt that Mr. Stainton's

" single specimen of unknown origin " was from me.—J. B. HoDaKiNSON, 15, Spring

Bank, Preston : Jan. Uh, 1879.

Elachista monticolella.—In Aiigust, 1872, 1 took several of this insect at Wither-

slack. I thought at the time I could see a difference from \kilmunella. I sent all

my fine series of the latter and several of the former to Mr. Stainton to examine.

He replied, " Get more and try and breed it, you may get a new species." I placed

them in my cabinet as JE.festucella, n. sp. Last July I called Mr. Sang's attention

to them, he did not know the insect, and remarked that he had some Elachista

larvae then feeding, which he did not know. Oddly enough, they came out E. mon-

ticolella. I sent the same specimens again to Mr. Stainton to overhaul, and this

time he returned them as monticolella, with a note saying they are probably Edle-

ston's alpinella.—Id.

Note on the synonymy of Cicada montana, Scop.—In the "Ann. Soc. Ent. France,"

2e Ser., v, 154—156 (1847), Amyot, in pursuance of his " Systeme mononymique,"

changed the names, among others, of four species of Cicadina into Tibieina (derived

from the genus Tibicen, Latr.), Melampsalta, Tettigetta and Cicadetta, the latter

being in place of hamatodes. Fab., = montana. Scop., our English species. The

conversion of specific into generic names, although common with zoologists and

botanists, has often been reprehended and would have been specially denounced by

Amyot in his case. In his "Meletemata Entomologica," vii, 414—425 (1857),

Kolenati restored the specific names which Amyot had set aside, and adopted

Amyot's names as sub-generic under the genus Cicada, Auct. In his " Hemiptera

Africana," iv, 25 (1866), Stal preserved Tibicen, Latr., as a distinct genus, but made

the other three sub-genera into a genus (p. 42) , enlarging the characters thereof ac-

cordingly, as he had a perfect right to do ; yet it was not correct to call the genus,

as he did, Melampsalta, KoL, for it is not only not Kolenati's sub-genus, but is com-

posed of elements which had been by him purposely separated fi'om it under other

names. J. Sahlberg, in the "Notiser Fl. et Faun. Fenn.," xiii, 77 (1874), does not
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allude to Stal, yet places montana, Scop., in a genus which he calls MeJampsalta,

Kol., although Kolenati made the species, as above stated, the type of his sub-genus

Cicadetta. It has, I know, been held to be obligatory that when genera are amalga-

mated the name of one of them should be attached to the new combination, but,

without admitting this, then at least the genus should have the author's name

appended. The true way would be to give a new generic appellation, for the addition

to the nomenclature thus created would be a leas evil than is the appropriation of a

name to things for which it was not intended. Fieber, in his posthumous work,

edited by Dr. Puton, "Les Cicadines d' Europe " (1875), gives Tibicina, Amjot,

Kol., as a distinct genus, but does not advert to Tibicen, Latr. and Stal, except in

the synonymy of some of the species, ignores Stal and Sahlberg as to the adoption

of the genus Melampsalta, and uses Cicadetta as the name for a genus of 26 species,

giving it as equivalent to Cicadetta, KoL, and Melampsalta, Kol. in part, yet attri-

buting it, as a genus, to Amyot. The question for us now is—what generic name is

to be adopted for our one British species, viz. : Cicadetta, Kol. {= Cicadetta, a

species, Amyot), nee Fieb. ; or Melanipsalta, Stal and J. Sahib., nee Kol. ; or

Cicadetta, Fieb., nee Kol. ; or a new name. I should vote for Stal's comprehensive

genus if it were not for the objection to the false application of the name of Kolenati

as its author, and to the wrong principle of using the generic name otherwise than

for such species as would be covered by the characters given for the sub-genus by the

original author.

—

J.W.Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : DeceHiierls^,1878.

A Catalogue of the Bbitish TE>-TnREDiNiD^, by P. Camekon. Published

by the Natural History Society of Glasgow. 8vo, 1878.

Although this does not pretend to be much more than a label list, it is a valuable

contribution to the literature of British Insects, there having been no attempt made

to give a complete view of the British saw-fly Fauna since the time of Stephens'

'' Illustrations." The principal synonyms are added. Mr. Cameron admits 324

British species, and of these 76, or nearly one-fourth, belong to the unmanageable and

difficult genus Isematus. The arrangement is very different to that followed by most

of the former writers on the group, and no doubt Mr. Cameron will duly explain the

reasons for his system in the Monograpli he has in preparation.

6bitiutriT.

Adam White died at Glasgow on the 4th January, aged 62. He was born in

Edinburgh on the 29th April, 1817, and was educated at the High School of that

city. When quite a .lad he came to London with (we believe) no other credentials

than a letter of introduction to Dr. Gray of the British Museum, and a strong de-

termination to establish himself in the metropolis in a position suitable to his tastes.

He became an official in the Zoological Department of the British Museum in De-

cember, 1835, and continued a faithful servant of that institution up to 1863, when

mental indisposition necessitated his retirement, on a pension. During this time he

published many and varied papers on almost all branches of Entomology, and also

a few on Botanical subjects (with some separate works, chiefly of a semi-popular

nature). His last scientific communication, before his illness had become established,

was to the meeting of the Entomological Society on November 4th, 1861. Tested
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in time's crucible, his fcork has proved to be of far more than ordinary value, and

the opinion of those best able to judge on special points, tends to show that, ex-

cepting in a few instances in which he worked " to order," he displayed an amount

of ability rarely excelled by writers of his time. After a period of confinement, he

so far recovered as to be able to add to his pension by literary work, and we find also

that two short papers by him appeared in the Proceedings of the Royal Physical

Society of Edinburgh, written in 1865 and 1866. But he suffered several relapses ;

yet even when an inmate of one of the Scottish Asylums, he edited, and largely

contributed to, a Journal, the contents of which were supplied by patients. By

many entomologists of the present generation he was no doubt thought to have long

passed from among us. Now that he is dead, it is only just that a small tribute be

paid to his memory. Those who, during his time of ofBce, had occasion to consult

the entomological collection of the British Museum, will bear testimony to the as-

sertion that no one was more willing to go out of his way to oblige, and the writer

of this notice cannot express how much he profited, as a debutant, by his invariably

wise counsel and ready assistance. Mr. Wliite was a Member of the Entomological

Society of London from 1839 to 1863, and a Fellow of the Linuean Society from

1846 to 1855.—E. McL.

Entomological Society of London.—ith December, 1878. H. "W. Batbs,

Esq., F.L.S., &c.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. T. P. Newman, of 7, York Grrove, Peckham, was elected a Member, and

Mr. J. J. Walker, of Sheemess, a Subscriber.

Mr. Stainton exhibited a scries of OlypMpteryx schaenicolella, of which many

examples had been taken last summer, near Witherslack, by Mr. Threlfall.

Mr. Wood-Mason remarked on the method of stridulation used by one of the

Stdelidm.

Professor Westwood exhibited varieties of Epinephile Tithonus and Jurtina

(Janira), the latter being especially interesting, owing to the left hind-wing having,

on the under-side, a streak of the paler colour usual in the ? , the insect being

otherwise S • He also exhibited various enlarged coloured diagrams of varieties or

monstrosities, including a ^ Perrhybris Pyrrha (in the late Mr. Hewitson's col-

lection) having the under-side of the right hind-wing coloured as in the ? , which

sex mimics a species of Heliconia ; also diagrams of two already recorded instances

of perfect insects with larval heads, viz., Nymphalis populi and Dytiscus marginalis.

Mr. McLachlan exhibited a series of cases of Brazilian caddis-flies forwarded to

him by Dr. Fritz Miiller ; they included those of several forms of Sydroptilida, a

Setodes (or ally), and others of uncertain position (in the absence of the perfect

insect). One of these latter was composed of pieces of leaves, and was found in the

water that collects between the leaves of BromelicB, in which situation Dr. Miiller

had also found tadpoles, and also larvae of dragon-flies and other aquatic insects.

Mr. Bates had informed him that rain water collects at the bases of the leaves of

these plants, and remains there for nine months in the year. Dr. Miiller also sent

a photograph of some peculiar cases referred by him to the HydropsychidcB, having

a funnel-shaped network entrance. Dr. Miiller likewise sent drawings of the neura-

tion of, various genera of Lepidoptera, in order to show the homology that existed,
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in this respect, between these insects and the Trichoptera. Mr. McLachlan called

especial attention to the homology between the ncuration of Castnia Ardalus as de-

lineated by Dr. Miiller and that oi IIi/dro2}sxjche,v;\\ic\\ possessed the most complete

arrangement of nervures amongst the Trichoptera ; and Mr. Stainton alluded to the

Trichopterous nature of the neuration, and other points of structure, in Micropteryx.

Professor Westwood was not yet convinced of the existence of these homologies, and

suggested that coloured diagrams of ths supposed homologising arrangement should

be sujjplied.

The Eev. A. E. Eaton exhibited a piece of " Kungu Cake," used as food by the

natives of the district of Lake Nyassa, as recorded by African travellers. It is made

of the accumulations of vast quantities of small insects that collect on the shores of

the Lake, and which had been supposed to be JEpliemerldcB. The substance is black,

amorphous, and tasteless ; and, in the piece placed in his hands, he had been unable

to detect remains oi EphemeridcB, but had discovered the wings of minute CulicidcB.

The Secretary read the Report of the sub-Committee appointed to examine into

the question of the destruction of grain at Taganrog by Anisoplia austriaca, in

which special allusio i was made to the enormous swarms of the insect that occurred

in the province of Banate in 1867, as recorded by Pastor Orth and Herr von Pelikan

in the Verhand. zool.-bot. Gresellschaft in Wien for that year. It was estimated that

6,720,000 of the beetles were destroyed at the time, 100 men having been employed

for that purpose. In the report it was suggested that rotation of crops and the

preservation of insectivorous birds should be attended to ; and that the only occa-

sional appearance of the insect in extraordinary numbers may be due to the simid-

taneous development of perfect beetles that might have remained, and accumulated,

in the pupal stage, for a series of years.

With regard to the subject of insects used as food, Mr. Distant said he had been

informed that EuthesiaftiUo, a common eastern Hemipteroiis insect, was largely eaten

by the natives of the Naga Hills. Mr. Meldola called attention to the chemical

composition of the bodies of insects, and showed that analysis proved them to con-

tain nitrogen, and Mr. W. Cole had also detected phosphoric acid.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse sent for exhibition a living specimen of an undetermined

species of Calandridce, found in an orchid house at Windsor.

Mr. A. G. Butler communicated a paper on a collection of Lepidoptera from

Cahar, N. E. India.

IZth January, 1879. H. W. Bates, Esq., E.L.S., &c., in the Chair. Anniversary

Meeting.

The following were elected Members of the Council for 1879, viz. : H. W. Bates,

E.L.S., W. L. Distant, J. W. Dimning, M.A., F.L.S., Rev. A. E. Eaton, M.A., E. A.

Fitch, F. Grut, F.L.S., Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P., V.P.R.S., &c., R. Meldola, F.C.S.,

E. Saunders, F.L.S., F. Smith, S. Stevens, F.L.S., J. J. Weir, F.L.S., and Professor

J. Wood-Mason, F.G.S.

Subsequently the following Officers were elected, viz. : Sir J. Lubbock, President

;

J. J. Weir, Treasurer ; F. Grut, Librarian ; R. Meldola and W. L. Distant,

Secretaries.

The retiring President read an Address, which was ordered to be printed ; and

the Meeting terminated with the usual votes of thanks to him, and to the other

Officers of the Society.
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LIST OF THE SEMIPTERA OF NEW ZEALAND.

BT F. BUCHAKAN WHITE, M.D., T.L.S.

{^Concludedfrom page \QV).

SOIIOPTJEBA.

Div. CICADAEIA.

In his list of New Zealand insects, Prof. Hutton enumerates 21

species of Somoptera, viz., 12 species of Cicada, 7 of Clxius, and 2 of

Ptyeliis. To these fall to be added 2 species recorded elsewhere,

making in all 23 supposed species. Four of the names, however, are

merely synonyms, which reduces the list to 19. In the following list

I am able to add 8, making a total of 27 New Zealand Gicadaria. This

is just half the number of Heteroptera, which is, curiously enough, the

same proportion that the British Gicadaria bear to the British Hete-

roptera. In New Zealand, however, there must be many additional

species of both sub-orders yet to be discovered.

Fam. CICADIDJE.

Twelve Cicadce have been recorded, but StFJ has shown that 4 of

these are identical with others. All belong to the genus MelampsaUa,

Kol., Stal, and 5 of them were described by the late Mr. "Walker. I have

before me 8 or 9 New Zealand species of MeJampsaUa, but, with one

or two exceptions, I cannot identify any of them from Walker's de-

scriptions, though I have no doubt they include many of his species.

Though of opinion that species which are so desci"ibed that they

cannot be identified without an examination of the types, ought not to

stand, I am unwilling to add to the synonymy by giving new names to

the species before me, and will, therefore, in the meantime, merely

quote the Walkerian (and other) species with their synonyms as

pointed out by Stal.

55. MelampsaUa cingulata (= Tettigonia cinguJata, P., Cicada jlexi-

costa, Stal, C. zealandica, Boisd., C. indivuha, Wlk.).

Mr. "Wakefield. Found also in Australia.

56. M. scutellaris (= Cicada scuteUaris, Wlk., C. sericea, "Wlk.).

57. M. miita (^= Tettigonia muta, F., Cicada Cutora, "Wlk., G. ochrina,

Wlk.).

A series of specimens from Messrs. Hutton and Wakefield seem

to belong to this species.
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58. M. Telxiope (= Cicada Telxiope, Wlk., C. duplex, "Wlk., G. arche,

AVlk.).

Found also in Australia.

59. M. cincta (= Cicada cincta, Wlk.).

Four specimens from Mr. Wakefield may belong to tliis.

60. M. ? nervosa (= Cicada nervosa, "Wlk.).

I do not know whether this is a Melampsalta, but the probability

is that it, like all the species of the family I have seen, belongs to that

genus.

61. M. angusta (= Cicada angusta, "Wlk., C. rosea, Wlk., O. hilinea,

Wlk.).

62. 31. cruentata (= Tettigonia criientata, F.).

63. M. JSLangti, n. sp.

Black, with long black and grey [hairs, and finer pale pubescence. Markings

red, but many of them often obsolete ; when present, they are—the sides of the frons,

the sides of the vertex above the antennae, and a spot at the base of the vertex, a

broken line on all the margins of the pronotum and a short central line on its disc,

a short line on each side of the disc of the scutellum and a cross-shaped mark at the

apex of the same part, the hind margins of the abdominal segments above very nar-

rowly, and some more distinct spots on the sides of the last ( (?) or last two (?)
segments. These markings are often more or less absent or are (in some specimens)

yellow instead of red (faded colour ?). Under-side pale, with a rosy tinge. Legs

pale rosy, coxae with large black spots ; trochanters and femora with black streaks ;

tibiae with black streaks and rings ; tarsi piceous towards the apex ; front femora with

three black spines below. Tegmina and wings vitreous ; costa and veins testaceous,

more or less tinged with red, black beyond the middle.

$ . Opercula small, whitish, transverse, broadly rounded at the apex.

$ ? . Length, 17—20 ; exp. tegm. 32—40 mm.

Four sjDecimens from Mr. Wakefield, labelled " On rocks at

Porter's Pass, Canterbury, about 3500 feet."

I have another species much i-esembling M. Mangu, but larger

and almost altogether black.

Fam. CEECOPINA.

Suh-Fam. APRROPHOBID^.
64. Aphrophora jactator, n. sp.

Ovate-oblong, fuscous-brown, with a faint greyish-green tinge, shining, almost

glabrous, coarsely and thickly punctate ; tegmina rather obscurely variegated with

darker brown, and with two pale blotches on the front margin, the first of which is

somewhat oblong, and the second, and larger, triangular ; between the pale blotches

is an irregular brown triangle, whose apex separates them. Legs with obscure

fuscous markings. Vertex rounded in front, breadth nearly double the length

;
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pronotum Tritli an obtusely angular front margin, mucli broader than the head with

the eyes, disc more remotely punctured.

Length, <? , 10, ? , 11—12 ; breadth, <? , 4^, ? , 5 mm.

Captain Broun (many specimens). ISTot unlike, in some respects,

A. alni in colour and markings. The structure, however (especially

the (^ genitalia), is quite different.

65. FhiJcBnusJingens (= Ffyehisjingens, Wlk.).

Several specimens from Captain Broun. Markings often faint.

66. P. snbvirescens (= Ptyelus subvireseens, Butler, Aplirophora sul-

virescens, A. White, MS.).

Captain Broun (one specimen). Mr. Butler suggests that P.

Jingens is possibly a variety of this. Having but a single example I

can scarcely judge (nor can I dissect it), but my impression is that

they are distinct. Should they prove to be the aavae, Jingens has the

priority.

67. P. trimaculatus (=^ PtyeJus trimaculatus, Butler, Apliropliora tri-

maculatus, A. White, MS.).

Messrs. Broun, Hutton, and Wakefield. Common and variable.

Fam. JASSINA.

Sul-Fam. JASSID^.

68. Dorydhivi TVestwoodi, n. sp.

Pale yellowish-ochreous ; head with a very slight tinge of brown ; tarsi claws

pale bi'own. Head and thorax finely punctate ; tegmina coarsely reticulate-punctate

or cribose between the veins. One example has a brown intramarginal streak from

the base to the apex of the tegmina.

Length, 14 ; breadth at base of tegmina, 2 ; length of head, 4 mm.

Three specimens from Mr. Wakefield, with the ticket " Found by

Mr. Fereday near Christchurch." This curious species strongly re-

sembles the seed of one of the larger grasses.

69. Atliysanus negatus, n. sp.

I have not enough material to describe this species at length. It is pale rufous-

brown, with no distinct markings ; some indistinct spots on the pronotum, spines of

the hind tibiae, and apex of the tarsi, rather darker, as well as the veins (?) or some

minute specks near the veins ( (J ) of the tegmina. J , back of abdomen black, apical

segments testaceous
; $ , back of abdomen pale brown.

(J $ . Length, 5 mm.

Prof. Hutton (three specimens—two fragmentary).

Fam. FULGORINA.
Sub-Fam. CIXIIDAE.

Mr. Walker described 7 New Zealand species a« belonging to the
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genus Cixius. Of these, one certainly, and another probably/belong

to Oliarus ; a third is, I think, the type of a new genus ; and the re-

maining four I know nothing about, but one or more of them probably

do not belong to the genus Cixius.

70. Oliarus ojipositus (= Cixius oppositus, Wlk.).

71. O. marginalis (== Cixius mmr/inalis, Wlk.).

Some specimens from Mr. Wakefield agree pretty well with Mr.

Walker's description.

AKA, n. g.

Body oblong. Head narrower than the pronotum, vertex obtusely

prominent between the eyes, hind margin angularly sinuate, disc with

a central longitudinal keel, and on each side a stronger one, which

meet each other and the central one at the front margin ; in front of

these are three oval pits, of which the central one is much the

smallest. Frous and clypeus strongly elliptic, with raised side margins

and central keel, which, on the half of the frons nearest the vertex,

becomes forked. Antennae small, 2nd joint globose. Eyes emarginate

below. Ocelli apparently two. Pronotum with a strong central keel,

and one on each side, which, arising from the front margin near the

central keel, makes a double curve and ends near the hind angle. Scu-

tellum with a central keel vanishing before the apex, and an oblique

curved one on each side. Tegmina rather clasping the body, costal

margin slightly rounded. Hind tibias unarmed.

Allied to Myndus, Stal. From the Maori "Aka,'' angular. Type

CixiusJinitimus, Wlk.

72. Ahajlnitima (= CixiusJinitimus, Wlk.).

Mr. Wakefield (four specimens).

73. Cixius, sp. ?

Three specimens from Professor Hutton, but not in condition to

be described.

74. Cixius punctimargo, AVlk.

75. C. interior, Wlk.

76. C. aspilus, Wlk. Probably not a Cixius.

77. C. ruffrons, Wlk.
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SEMO, n. g.

Body oblong. Head rather wider than the pronotum, distinctly

roundly prominent between the eyes. Vertex transversely oblong,

crossed by two somewhat curved transverse keels, in front of the

middle of the anterior of which is a small depression at the base of

the frons ; hind margin straight. Frons trapezoidal, broader at the

apex, where its produced sides clasp the clypeus on each side ; sides

sharply margined ; disc very convex. Clypeus exceedingly convex,

almost semi-globose, with sharply margined sides. Eyes somewhat

sinuate below. Ocelli two. Antennae inserted below the eyes, short,

1st joint obscure, 2nd globose. Pronotum short, with two point-like

depressions behind the centre of the front margin on each side of the

obscure longitudinal keel ; hind margin angularly sinuate. Scutellum

with three keels, the central faint and almost or quite vanishing beyond

the middle. Tegmina narrow. Hind tibiae with three teeth.

Somewhat allied to Duilius, Stal.

78. Semo clypeatus, n. sp.

Pale ochreous-brown. Head (except the keels of the vertex, sides of the frons,

a longitudinal central line on the frons, and the antennae), scutellum (except the

side margins), apex of the tarsi, and abdomen (except the genitalia), more or less

piceous or piceous-black. S ? . Length, 4—5 ; breadth, 2 mm.

Professor Hutton (four examples).

Suh-Fam. ACHILIJD^.

AGANDECCA, n. g.

Body oblong. Head narrower than the pronotum ; vertex trans-

verse, much broader than long, very obtusely angularly prominent

between the eyes, disc hollowed, with an obsolete central longitudinal

keel, strongly transversely keeled in front, and with two triangular

pits between the keel and the frons, hind margin angularly sinuate.

Erons and clypeus narrowly elliptic, with central keel and keeled

margins ; base and apex of frons equally broad. Eyes rounded, scarcely

emarginate below. Antennae short, 2nd joint sub-globose. Pronotum

very short, with central keel and oblique curved side keels, which do

not reach the deeply angularly-sinuate hind margin. Scutellum nearly

equally long and broad, with three straight keels. Tegmina rounded

at the end ; radial and outer ulnar veins joined near the base, the

radial and inner ulnar forked before the middle of the tegmina ; several

long and irregular cells before the rather numerous apical cells. Hind

tibiae with one small spine and the usual apical coronet.

Allied to Messeis, Stal. The formation of the head and thorax

is much like that of Cixius.
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79. Agandecca annectens, ii. sp.

Pronotum rufous-testaceous, with paler keels ; head yellovrish-testaceous, darter

between the keels ; tegmiua smoky-yellowish, with the veins mai'ked here and there

with wliitish ; veins near the inner angle of the elavus sometimes conspicuously

pale, commissure of elavus from the middle to the apex piceous ; legs brownish-

testaceous. ^ . Length, 5 ; breadth, 2 mm.

Professor Hutton (several specimens).

Sub-Fam. RICANIID^.
80. Bicania australis (= Focliazia australis, "Wlk.).

Taken by Mr. Lawson upon dahlias (Mr. W. L. Distant, Trans.

Ent. Soc. Lend., 1878, Proceed., p. xxxix).

Sub-Fam. DELFHACID^.
CONA, n. g.

Body oblong-oval. Head mucb narrower tban the pronotum

;

vertex sub-quadrate, less than half the breadth of an eye, hind margin

between the eyes, which extend for more than half their length behind

it, straight ; disc with a somewhat A-shaped keel (decidedly narrowed

beyond the cross of the A), and a weaker longitudinal keel which is

sometimes obsolete. Prons elliptic, truncate at each end, sides sharply

keeled, centre with two (approximate) longitudinal keels gradually

meeting at base and apex. Clypeus with keeled margins and convex

or obtusely keeled disc. Antenns9 long, equal in length to three-

fourths of the clypeus and frons taken together, slightly compressed,

1st joint widened upwards, 2nd joint a little longer than the 1st.

Pronotum short, more than four times broader than long, front margin

truncate behind the vertex ; with a central longitudinal keel, and a

keel on each side which, starting from the centre of the front margin,

goes in a double curve to the hind angle. Scutellum with five

keels, the outer one on each side more oblique, the intermediate some-

times rather obsolete. Tegmina in macropterous ( ^ and ? ) examples

a little longer than the abdomen, rounded at the apex ; elavus with

two veins which unite beyond the middle, the single vein thus formed

ending on the inner margin before the apex ; corium with three veins

united near the base, the outer vein forked before, and the inner

beyond, the middle ; six long apical cells ; neuration sometimes, but

rarely, variable. In brachypterous (?) individuals, the tegmina are

about half the length of the abdomen, truncately rounded at the apex,

with the elavus and corium connate, and the neuration rather confused.

Wings in macropterous examples about three-fourths the length of

the abdomen.

81. Co7ia ccelata, n. sp.

Dirty pale brown, more or less spotted and blotched with darker brown. An-
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tennsB, second joint with one or two rings (sometimes obsolete, sometimes covering

nearly all the joint) ; legs with rings, spots and streaks fuscous-brown. Tegmina

very variable in colour, often hyaline or fuscous-hyaline, with the veins spotted with

piceous-brown, sometimes much clouded with pale or dark piceous-brown, and the

veins altogether dark
;
generally, but not invariably, the areas of the apical cells are

clear hyaline. Back of abdomen paler in the centre, the sides with pale and dark

streaks. Head, pronotum, scutellum, and hind margin of the abdominal segments,

sometimes with red streaks. In macropterous examples, the central keels of the

pronotum and scutellum, and the keels of the frons, are generally bright red ; legs

rarely tinged with red. $ ? . Length, 4^—6 ; breadth, 3 mm.

Captain Broun (many Bpecimens) . Very variable in the markings.

In brachypterous specimens, the antennae are shorter and thicker than

in macropterous.

ENUMERATION OF THE SPECIES MENTIONED.

HETEROPTERA. PAGE
1 Calliphara imperialis, F vol. slv. 275

2 Peltophora pedioellata, Kh-by... ,, 275

3 CEcbalia coasocialis, Boisd
, 275

4 Cermatulus nasalis, Westw „ 275

5 Geotomus leptospermi, Butler ,, 275

6 Cboerocydnus nigrosignatus, B.W. ,, 275

7 Dictyotus polysticticus, Butler „ 276

8 Scioeovis Helferi, Fiub „ 276

9 Platycoris immarginatus, Ball... „ 276

10 Nezara vmdula, L ,, 276

11 ,, Amyoti, Ball „ 276

12 Rbopalimorpha obscura, White „ 276

13 Anubis vlttatus, F „ 277

14 Neides Wakefieldi, B.W vol. xv. 31

15 Lygseus (Spilostetbus) pacificus,

Boisd.

16 Arocatus ruficoUis, Wlk
17 Nysius zealandicus, Ball

18 „ Huttoni, B.W
19 ,, anceps, B.W
20 Plociomenis Douglasi, B.W
21 Pamera nigriceps. Ball. ..

22 Metagerra obacura, B.W
23 Targarema Stall, B.W
24 „ electa, B.W
25 Margareta dominica, B.W
26 Scolopostetbus Putoui, B.W
27 Pbymata Feredayi, Scott

28 ,, conspicua, Scott

29 Aradus australis, Er. ?

30 Neuroctenus Hochstetteri, Mayr...

31 Crimia attenuata, Wlk
32 Aneurus Brouni, B.W
S3 Megalocersea Reuteriana, B.W
34 Morna capsoides, B.W
85 „ Scotti, B.W
36 „ sp

37 Reuda Mayi-i, B.W
38 Capsus laticinctus, Wlk
39 Leptomerocoris maoricus, Wlk. ...

40 sp

41 sp

32
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In the list now concluded, I have not thought it necessary to in-

dicate specially the localities whence the insects came ; in the first

place, because, with our as yet limited knowledge, such details would

be of little value, and, secondly and chiefly, because I have little or

nothing to tell.

In a broad way, I may say that Mr. Wakefield's specimens came

principally from Wellington or Canterbury ; Captain Brouu's from

Auckland ; and Professor Hutton's from Otago.

Most of the species previously recorded have no special indication

of locality, but some of them, such as Cdliphara wiperialis, must have,

I suspect, been found in the northern part of Auckland, where alone,

it is likely from their sub-tropical character, they would find a suitable

habitat. Further investigations will, however, doubtless throw light

upon this point.

What the total number of the New Zealand Semiptera may prove

to be, it would be useless to attempt to guess ; but if the investiga-

tions of the three gentlemen to whom I have been so much indebted

have resulted in nearly doubling the number previously recorded, and

that without any special attention on their j^art to the Semiptera,

more extended researches ought, it may be expected, not perhaps to

again double the list, but, at any rate, to considerably increase it.

In conclusion, I may say, that I will, at all times, be happy to ex-

amine and name any specimens of New Zealand Hemiptera that may

be entrusted to me.

Perth: 1878.

ON THE PUPATION OF THE NYMPHALIDJE.

BY W. n. EDWAEDS.

{T!xtraetedfrom the " Canadian JEntomologist" December, 1878).

[The author commences by reprinting Dr. Osborne's paper in the

Entomologist's Monthly Magazine for October, 1878 (vol. xv, pp. 59-

61), and goes on to say :—
^]

As soon as I read this communication, I sought for butterflies of

this family, and soon took females of Gra/pta interrogationis and Danais

Arcliippus. The former laid many eggs in a bag, tied over a stem of

hop, and the other a few on Asclepias. The larva? from both lots have

finished their pupation, and I have carefully watched the process.

Dr. Osborne's statement is correct. The chrysalis of Grapta is sup-
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ported by a narrow, white membrane or ligament, about one-tenth

ineb long, one end of wbicb is pointed and fastened to tbe inner side

of the larval skin near the extremity thereof, and the other is forked

and fastened to the ends of two curved, slightly raised, longitudinal

ridges, which are to be found on the ventral side of the last segment.

These ends are at the anterior edge of the segment. They project

sufficiently to form hooks, as it were, which hold the membrane firmly.

In ArcJiij)ptis the ligament is much larger and stronger than in Grapta.

It is broad, black, and deeply forked where it attaches to the segment.

In this species, instead of low ridges, there are two rows of shining

black processes, three in each row, and the outer pair are knobbed,

and a little pointed anteriorly. On these outer knobs, the ligament is

fastened. I do not believe that the chrysalis of Grapta ever seizes

the loosened skin for a support—at any rate any support that such a

hold could furnish is not essential, for I have repeatedly raised the

skin with forceps entirely off the abdominal segments on the ventral

side, so as to discover the distended membrane, and in several cases

have cut the skin off just below the membrane at the instant the effort

was beginning, for freeing the tail. In these last cases the chrysalids

were seen to be connected with the skin by the membrane only, and

the membrane is the lever by which the chrysalis climbs to the silk.

There could not possibly have been any other support.

Reaumur's account of the pupation of the Suspensi was drawn up

after very extended observations on larvae of several species of Vanessa

principally (he says, several hundred caterpillars), and is given at great

length. Similar statements are given by subsequent authors, often

based on direct observation, but so far as I can discover, one and all

describe the process as it would appear to a looker on. I noticed in

"Westwood and Humphrey's British Butterflies, p. 54, what is doubt-

less an inadvertent error :•—^" The chrysalis carefully withdraws its tail

from the skin, seizing hold of the outside of the latter by pressing two

of the rings of its body together, and enclosing between part of the

old skin. By repeating this process, it at length pushes its tail up-

wards, till it reaches the silken button," &c. For outside, read inside.

Dr. Harris, Ins., 2nd ed., p. 2S2, gives an account of the trans-

formation of Archippus with much detail.

" By bending together two of these rings near the middle of the

body, the chrysalis seizes, in the crevice between them, a portion of

the empty skin and clings to it so as to support itsef v:lai\e it withdraws

its tail from the remainder of the skin. It is now wholly out of the

skin, to ivhich it hangs suspended by nipping together the rings if its
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hody ; but as the chrysalis is mucli shorter than the caterpillar, it is

yet at some distancefrom tlie tuft of silk, to loMcli it must climh. To

do this, it extends the rings of its body as far apart as possible, then,

bending together two of them above those by which it is suspended, it

catches hold of the skin higher up, at the same time letting go below, and

hy repeating this process with different rings in succession, it at length

reaches the tuft" &c. " We may see the A\hole process in the cater-

pillars o£ Archippus,''' &c. Dr. Harris drew his description from nature,

and was too careful an observer to commit himself in a case like this

beyond what he thought he clearly saw.

In Butterflies of N. America, toI. i, I gave an account of the

transformation of Grapta comma, taken strictly from my own obser-

vations. In this I find no mention of the climbing by the aid of the

successive pairs of segments, described by Dr. Harris as taking place

in Archippus, but otherwise my statement agrees substantially with his.

I had previously read of the transformations of biitterflies in various

works, and so was doubtless prepared to receive the common version

of the mode, but I described precisely what I thought I saw. I have

heretofore repeatedly witnessed this process in various genera ; but I

find by recent experience that it is impossible with a single observation,

or by half a dozen, to determine all the details, and only by watching

one point in one example and another in the next, and verifying each

again and again, could I feel sure that I had made myself acquainted

with this part of the history of a single species. ' I have watched

sixteen transformations of itiferrogationis and two of Archippus during

the last few days, and will describe at length what I have seen. It

may serve to show how the error spoken of originated and has been

perpetuated by so many observers, and for more than a century, with

no suspicion of wrong till Dr. Osborne made his discovery.\v In in-

terrogationis the period of suspension varies from six to twenty-four

hours, according to the state of the weather and degree of warmth. My
first observations were made under a clear sky, and mercury about

80° Pahr., in the middle of the day ; the latter ones in cool and rainy

weather, with cold nights. The larva of this species is suspended from

a button of pink silk. At first it holds itself in a circular shape, its

head turned in against segments 11 and 12, the lowest part of the curve

being at 7th. After two hours, more or less (in warm weather), the

curve is relaxed, and the attitude resembles figure 6, the dorsum on

last segments being convex, the head turned in opposite 8 and 9, the

lowest part of the curve being at Gth. Two or three hours later the

'

body hangs straight, and the four anterior segments are bent almost
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at a right angle to tlie others. The head continues to droop, and by

this it is made certain that the final change approaches. Presently

there is a twitching of the spines, first confined to one segment, but

extending soon over the whole body, and changing into a waving

motion. This is accompanied by a twisting of the segments beneath

the skin, which increases in strength and continues some minutes.

Two or three times a spasm of contraction comes on, by which the

body is lifted up into the last one or two segments and let fall again.

Then a creeping movement under the skin commences, extending from

the posterior segments forward, and seems to break the skin loose

from the body, and one wave after another runs along till the dis-

tended skin on the anterior segments bursts. V This always takes place

on the middle of the dorsum, on the 3rd segment, and the mesonotum

of the chrysalis is forced through, splitting the skin up to the head

(or first segment), and sometimes splitting the skin of the head also.

By the continued creeping movement, the body is slowly forced through

the rent. As this is oblique, the ventral side of the chrysalis is fully

three segments behind the dorsal in the divesting, the skin on the

anterior segments fitting tight as a glove, although it is loosening and

packing in a mass about the anal feet. - In about ninety seconds from

the time of the rupture the skin on the dorsal side has been pushed

back to 10, and the effort begins for the extrication, of the tail of the

chrysalis from the caterpillar skin. This tail must be withdrawn and

fastened outside the skin to the same button of silk which the cater-

pillar clung to. At this instant the skin covers the ventral side of

the chrysalis to 8th segment, but is moving up constantly, and as the

chrysalis bends the posterior half of the abdomen sharjjly back to force

the tail out of the sheath, the segments are pinched together and there

is at the same time a pinching in of the skin. But there is no seizing

of the outside of the skin ; if there w'ere no other reason, the spines

would make this impossible. The tail now free, the chrysalis straightens

itself up, and swinging on the ligament, lifts itself towards the silk,

the last segment describing an arc of a circle of which the ligament is

the radius, and the tail, which at the same instant is curved forward,

is brought round and over the considerable packet of the old skin and

with precision strikes the silk. An observer, knowing nothing of the

ligament, seeing only the violent contortions, the abdominal segments

expanding and contracting to the utmost, while at the same time the

chrysalis steadily rises toward the silk, naturally concludes that the

one movement is the direct result of the other. When I lifted the

flap of skin entirely clear of the struggling segments and cut it off a
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little below the tail, the bendiugs and contortions were not interrupted

by my interference, nor was the effort to reach the silk in the least

abated. Held firm by the stretched ligament, which was in plain

view, the body rose, and the tail, which had got well outside the padded

skin, and was before complete extrication bent backward, now bent

forward, and by the upward " swing was brought exactly to the silk.

Several times as I was Ufling, the skin and chrysalis together were

dislodged, and fell into my hand. Then by drawing the skin back the

ligament was exposed and it was distinctly seen that it was attached

to the chrysalis by the pointed ends of the ridges before mentioned,

and that there was no other connection between skin and chrysalis. ))

After the booklets of the tail are caught in the silk, the chrysalis

whirls one way and then the other, the last segments actively twisting

and screwing in order to fasten the booklets more securely. This

movement does not seem to be made for the purpose of rupturing the

membrane or for getting rid of the old skin especially, for I noticed

that whenever the skin parted and fell just as the silk was grasped,

as did sometimes happen, the same whirling, and all the movements

usually seen, followed. It is a wonderful exhibition, and the last act

is beyond my comprehension,—namely, the rising of the chrysalis with

no external aid save what comes from the ligament. I can only state

the fact.

When the rupture of the skin of the caterpillar of interroqationis

first takes place, and the mesonotum is made to appear, this organ is

pressed down and flattened, but in a short time, and before the trans-

formation is completed, it swells out, and becomes nearly as large and

as prominent as it ever will be ; the head case is pushed forward on

the thorax and jammed in, so that on first issuing, the chrysalis is

truncated at the anterior side of the mesonotum. "When the skin ia

thrown off, the chrysalis hangs limp and distended, like a long cone,

with no prominences except the mesonotum. Presently the segments

shorten and become broader, the ends of the wing cases creep nearer

the tail, the tuberculated points on the abdomen swell out, the head

case pushes up, with its palpi cases, and in course of half an hour the

final and characteristic shape is assumed. The change in these respects

is nothing like so striking in Grapta as in Limenitis, where the chry-

salis is greatly hunched and displays a prodigious mesonotum. In this

case the chrysalis is at first as limp and shapeless as in Grapta, but

reaches its proper form in the same way ; the segments contracting

and the processes growing and maturing as one looks at them.

The transformation of Arcliippus presented a close resemblance,
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but some differences. When first suspended, whicli it did from a pad

of white silk, the larva took the attitude of an oval, the head brought

near 12th segment ; a few hours later that of figure 6 ; and finally of

a right angle, the head continuing to droop. During the last two

hours there was a constant move of the head, which seemed to rub

itself on the anterior legs, and several times and vip to within one-half

hour of the change, the larva doubled itself up and brought its head

to the button of silk, as if greatly anuojed at something there. This

I noticed in both the larvae observed. Finally, the body was con-

tracted and lifted up as in Grapta, and a slight creej)ing movement

was seen, but there were no twitchings or twistings as in Grapta.

The creeping became stronger, advancing in waves, and the strain on

the anterior segments became severe, till the skin burst on the dorsal

line of 2, 3, and 4, and the top of the head also was rent. The slit was

oblique, and the ventral side was covered three segments beyond the

dorsal. When the body was exposed on dorsum at 10 and 11, the

ventral side was covered at 8 and 9, and the skin fitted tight, so that

as the body bent back in the movement to free the tail the skin was

pinched between the segments. The struggle became violent, the

segments all along the abdomen stretching to the utmost, and then

contracting forcibly, one telescoping into the next; and in tliis the slcin

folloived the segment, andioas draion in and heldfor an instant. As this

movement ran through the segments successively, the skin was pinched

at one joint after another, and the chrysalis was evidently rising

towards the silk as described by Dr. Harris. Unfortunately I was able

to see the transformation in but two examples of ArcMppus. In the

first one, I set myself to see how the whole change must have appeared

to Dr. Harris, as he had described it minutely. In the next one I

lifted the flap of skin till I saw the ligament. In so doing the whole

thing unhooked from the silk, and as it lay in my hand I pulled back

the skin and was able to look at the ligament with a lens. I also lifted

the chrysalis by the skin, and the ligament did not part. It did so

afterwards only by a strenuous effort of the chrysalis, and then remained

distended, with its forks in shape. The nature of this organ must be

determined by further observations. I had sent to a friend, who is an

experienced microscopist as well as entomologist, a chrysalis of inter-

rogationis which had been dropped in glycerine at the crisis of pupation,

and he writes me thus :

—
" I have examined the preparation, which was

in good condition except the separation of the chrysalis from the skin.

I see what you call the two ridges, which exist also in the caterpillar

and have between them the anus in both caterpillar and chrysalis.
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Further, I find connected with tlie ekln the whole rectum, and a little

more of the intestinal canal, drawn out in piipation. A little below

I see a substance which I suppose to be your membrane, about as long

as the rectum, and structureless. I would suppose that the membrane

belonged to the rectum and perhaps the external cover of it, if you

had not written that the membrane in Archippus is black. I took a

caterpillar (in spirits) of this species, and oj)ening it, found that the

rectum was white, or at least light colored. One should make a section

of the caterpillar of ArcMppics just after suspension to discover w^here

this black membrane comes from. The use and purpose of the knobs

and bars in the chrysalids is doubtless this : in these organs are built

up and developed the anal appendages of the imago."

Coalburgh, U. S. A. : September, 1878.

INTRODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, E.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 5.

PaJcEozoic Time.

l_On the Insecta of tlie Permian Period, and the animals and plants

ivith which they were cor?'elated.^

The Permian* Period—w^hich bi'ings us to the close of the

Palaeozoic Age^—was one of transition towards a new^ epoch in the

world's history, in which a number of old types of animal and vege-

table life appeared for the last time.

Although the Permian rocks in many instances pass upwards

conformably into the Trias, the difference between the fauna and flora

of the two Periods is distinctly marked, the fossils of the former being

more nearly allied to those of the Carboniferous Age, than to those of

the latter or any succeeding series.

The Permian rocks are extensively developed in Eussia and Ger-

many, and they also occur in some parts of Great Britain and North

America ; but from their comparatively limited geographical and

superficial range, the number of fossils obtained from them is propor-

tionately small, and of the Insecta only about thirteen species have

been discovered, all of which were found in that part of Germanyf

which has been styled by LyellJ " the classic ground" of this formation

on the Continent.

* This formation was so named by Sir R. Murchison, F.R.S., on account of its being more de-
veloped in the Province of Perm, in Russia, than anywhere else.

t Schwarzenbach, near Birkenfeld, Cassel ; Weissig, near Pillnitz, in Saxony : Stockheim, in
Thuringia, &c.

t " Elements of Geology," (ith edit., p. iCO.
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One of the first discovered, and by far tlie most interesting of these

insects, was obtained from an ironstone-pit, belonging to Herr Bocking,

at Scliwarzenbacb, in the district of Birkenfeld, and -vras described, in

18GG, by Dr. Anton Dohrn,* who named it 'Eugereon Bcec]cingi.'\

Dr. Dohrn states that Herr Tischbein and Dr. Hagen both re-

garded this insect as an Hemipteron, and he adds that he was originally

of the same opinion, but that after a further examination of this

remarkable fossil, he decided that it could not be referred to any

existing Order, as it combined characters both of the NeuropteraX and

Hemiptera.

Dr. Dohrn does not, of course, regard Eugereon as a type of the

common ancestor or progenitor of the Neuroptera and Semijptera, as

both these Orders were already in existence; but he is of opinion that,

at a very remote period, a form existed completely intermediate between

these two Orders, from which they were differentiated, and from which

Eugereon was also descended.

As this insect could not be referred to any existing Order, it was

placed by its describer in a new Order, which he created for it, and

which he named Didyoftera ; it has recently been included by Dr.

Goldenberg in his Order Palceodictyoptera.^

Another fossil, scarcely less interesting than Etigereon, discovered

by Herr Carl Eiickert in the neighbourhood of Stockheim, in Thuringia,

was described, in 1865, by Dr. H. B. Geinitz,|| who named it Ephemerites

Rucherti. From its union of characters of the genera Ephemera and

Lilellula, Dr. Goldenberg has recently placed this fossil in his Order

PalcEodictyoptera.

A fragment of a wing, obtained from Weissig, near Pillnitz, in

Saxony, has been referred, by Herr Eugen Greinitz,^ to a species of

Semiptera—Fulgorina Klieveri ?—a specimen of which has been also

obtained from the European Coal-measures, and was alluded to in the

preceding paper** " On the Insecta of the Carboniferous Period."

Dr. Groldeuberg has recently informedft ''^^ that he is not aware of

any specimen of the last named species (F. Klieveri) having been dis-

covered in Permian strata ; but his opinion is that the two species of

Fulgorina, referred to in the lastif;;]: paper—viz., F. Ehersi and F.

* " Palffiontogi-aphica," vol. xiii, p. 333, 1866.

t For SI description of this fossil see " Palieontographica," last cit. ; also vol. xvi, p. 129, 1869,

the " Stettiiier Ent. Zeitung," Jahrg., xxviii, 1867 ; and Goldeuberg's " Fauna," pt. 2, antea cit.,

pix 11—14.

J It will be remembered that all the synthetic types, previously alluded to, exhibited a union
of the characters of Neuroptera and Orthoptera (see ante, papers A'os. '6 and 4).

§ Fauna Sar. Foss
, pt. 2, 1877, antea cit., p. 60.

II
Neues Jahrb. fur Min., &c , 186,'), pp. 335—3b8.

*![ See Neues Jahrb. fur. Min., &c., 1875, pp. 6 and 12, and plate i, fig. 3, p. 112.
** See ante p. 171 of this vol.

tt in litt., 12th January, 187y.

%% fcee ante p. 171.
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lehacliensis—were obtained from the Permian* and not from tlie

Coal-measures.

The nine other insects discovered in strata of this Age all belong

to the extinct genus Blattina, of the Family BlattidcB of the Orthoptera,

and the majority of them were obtained from Weissig. Of these

Blattldce, five species — JBlnttina ioeissigensis,-\ B. j)orrecta,% B.

BucJcerfi,^ B. lehacliensis, and B. gracilis—are new to the list of

Paleozoic Insecta; but specimens of the remaining four, viz., B. didyvia,

B. antliracopliila, B. carhonaria, and B. Mahri, have also been obtained

from the European Coal-measures, and were included in the 30||

species referred to in the paper last mentioned. The specimen of

Blattina didi/ma% from the Permian is, for an insect of such vast

antiquity, in an unsually perfect state of preservation, the body,

wings, and legs being almost entire ; but the other Blattidce are

represented only by single wings, or parts of wings, and are of no

special interest.

The Protozoa of this Period are principally represented by

Foraminifera, and the Coelentcrata by a few sponges and corals. The

Arthropoda include Crustacea, Insecta,** and 3Ii/riopodaff : but no

traces of Arachnida have, I believe, been met with, and the Crustacea

are much rarer than in any former Age, several Families having en-

tirely disappeared. The llollusca are tolerably abundant, especially

Braehiopoda and LameUihrancJiiata.

By far the most interesting fossils of this age belong to the Yer-

tehrata, and include fishes—which are comparatively very abundant,

Amphibians—various forms of Laljyrintliodontia, and Lacertian, or

lizard-like Reptiles.

The Permian flora was closely allied to that of the Upper Car-

boniferous rocks—though most of the species were distinct—and

included ferns, tree ferns, JLquiseta, Calamites, and numerous Cycads

and Conifers ; there were also several forms which had not been

previously met with.

As already observed, the character of this Period was one of

transition :
" the oldJJ or Palaeozoic World was passing by, while within

" it new types had come forth prophetic of the earth's brighter future."

The Avenue. Surbiton Hill

:

24:th January, 1879.

* Assumiug Dr. Guldenberg to be right, we have thirteen fossil Insects from the Permian uf

Europe, viz., two Pakfodictyoptera, two llemiptera, and nine Orthoptera fBlattidicJ.

t Described by Herr Eugen Geinitz in Neues Jahrb. ftir Min., 1873, i)p. 692—694.
J Eugen Geinitz in Neues Jahrb. ftir Min., 1875, p. 6.

§ Described by Dr. Goldenberg in Neues Jahrb. fiir Min., 1869.

II
See ante p. 17'.

i[ See Neues Jahrb. fiir Min., 1875, antea cit., plate i, fig. 1, p. 112.
** The thirteen species before referred to.

ft See a paper by Dr. H. B. Geinitz, entitled " Fossile Myriapodcn in dem Rothliogenden bei
Chemnitz," in " Sitznngs-Berichte der naturwisa. Ge.soUsch.," Dresden, 187si, pp. 12o— 131.

5* Prof. Dana in his " Maimal of Geology," 2nd edit., antea cit
, p. 371.
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SYNONYMICAL NOTES ON THE SPECIES OF SWAMMSEBAMIA.

BY E. L. EAGO:S^OT.

lu working out tlie life histories of the European Micro-Leiji-

doptera, I had been struck with the confusion which exists on the

synonymy of the species of the genus Sioaminerdamia, and two years

ago I submitted to Prof. Zeller my views on the subject.

The confusion has been caused by the inaccuracy of the iigures in

Hiibner's work, a change he made in the names in his catalogue, and

also by the variability of the species, particularly ccesiella, Hb.

{griseocapitella, Stn.). .

Hiibner figures three species, viz., ccesiella, Hb., with a white

head and grey thorax (fig. 172) ; ccBsiella, Hb. (fig. 860), with a white

head, thorax and inner margin; and cerasiella, Hb. (fig. 332). Of

these he describes only the first, thus :
" Fig. 172, Tin. ccssiella. The

head is white, but the thorax and upper wings are of a bluish-grey

colour, the latter have a brownish band in the middle, and a white spot

on the costa of the wings ; the under wings and the abdomen are

ashy-grey."

This ^description applies well to the variety of griseocapitella

which has the thorax grey, but it suits still better oxyacanthella, Dup.,

and I would be inclined to give the name of ccesieUa to this species,

were it not that tradition makes the birch feeder (under the name of

Seroldella) the true ccesielJa of Hiibner, and that the birch feeder

has often a grey thorax.

In his " Yerzeichniss bekannter Schmetterlinge," Hiibner retains

the name of ccesiella for his fig. 360 ; whilst, further on, in his genus

Swammerdamia, he changes the name of his fig. 172 to Seroldella,

which he places next to his cerasiella (fig. 332).

Treitschke, following Hiibner, describes the birch feeder under

the name of Seroldella, so do Fischer von Eoslerstamm and Du-

ponchel ; but as Hiibner, according to the rules of nomenclature, had

no right to change a good name once given, we must drop the name

of Heroldella and retain that of ccesiella (the earlier name) for the

birch feeder, which name is used by Herrich-Schaffer, Frey and Heine-

mann. These authors, however, seem to have entirely overlooked

Hiibner's fig. 172, which is the type of the species, and refer only to

his fig. 360, which, I consider, represents better the sloe feeder

(spiniella). GriseocapitelJa, Stn., may be retained as a variety of

ccesiella, Hb., with brownish frontal tuft and dark thorax. Nubecu-

lella, Tgst., would be a synonym of griseocapitella.
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This species varies considerably : the liead and thorax are some-

times quite white ; at other times only the head is white ; some

specimens have the centre o£ the head brownish ; and others have the

thorax pale grey or whitish. The fore-wings are generally paler on

the inner margin, but some specimens are of a uniform grey colour.

It is because this species varies so much that I would quote the de-

scriptions of the above authors, although they refer to the wrong

figure in Hiibner's work.

The following is the arrangement I have adopted in my collection,

and it appears to me to reconcile the different classifications, and

render to each species its particular food plant

:

FOEE-WINGS WHITISH OR VERY PALE GEET.

1. alternans, Stgr., Frey. Larva unknown. Switzerland.

2. aljpicella, H.-S. Larva unknown. Alpine Q-ermany.

3. conspersella, Tngst., Wk., Nolcken. Larva on Mmpetrum nigrum. Russia,

Norway, and Lapland. The larva is " of a dirty pale greenisli-yellow colour,

with the head, a fine dorsal, and two broad sub-dorsal sti-ipes, of a brown-red

colour" (Nolcken).

Fore-wings geey.

Head and thorax tvliite.

4. spiniella (Hb., Gesch. larva), Zeller, 1871, = ccesiella, Hb., fig. 3G0, Stainton

in part (the $). Larva on Prunus spinosa. Europe. I have a specimen

bred from Cratcegus oxyacantha which I also refer to this species, distinguish-

able by its two white costal spots. [These two costal spots are well seen in

Hiibner's figure 360.—H. T. S.] The larva is " reddish-brown, with a broad,

ill-defined, pale dorsal line, and a broad yellowish-white spiracular stripe
"

(Barrett) ; head pale ochreous-yellow.

5. nanivora, Stn. The larva feeds on Betula nana, and is " pale reddish-brown,

with dark red-brown slender dorsal and broad sub-dorsal stripes ; head black
"

(Stainton). Scotland and Esthonia.

6. ? variegata, Tngstr. Unknown to me. Livonia.

7. lutarea, Hw., Stn., Hein., = compuncteUa, H.-S., Hein. Europe. The scapulae

are grey, and sometimes the head and thorax are yellowish. The larva feeds

on Sorbus aucuparia ; it is " greenish with a whitish-orange, posteriorly

brownish-orange, dorsal, and reddish-brown sub-dorsal, stripes, and whitish

spii'acular line
J
head pale brownish-yellow " (Nolcken).

Head white, thorax darJc.

8. oxyacanthella (Mann.), Dup., H.-S., Frey, Hein., Zeller, ^ ccesiella, Stn. (in

part $ ). The larva feeds on Cratcegus oxyacantha, and I have reared it from

Pgrus nialus. The larva is " dark red-brown with no dorsal stripe, but with

a broad yellowish, posteriorly reddish, spu'acular stripe " (Barrett), head

pale brown.
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9. pyrella, Vill., Stn., Hein., = cerasiella, Hb., F.-R., Tr., Dup., Frey, H.-S., =
ccBsia, Hw. The larva on apple, pear, cherry and hawthorn, and probably

on other fruit trees, though Prof. Zeller says he has only bred it from apple.

It is "sulphur-yellow, with dark red-brown sub-dorsal stripes, and pale

reddish-brown bands on the 4th to 12th segments " (Staiuton).

Head and thorax ivTiite, lohitish or greyish.

10. ccesiella, Hb., fig. 172 (nee fig. 360), H.-S., Frey, Hein., = Heroldella, Hb.,

Verz., Tr., F.-R., Dup., Zeller, var. griseocapitella, Stn., H.-S., Hein.,

niibectdeUa, Tgstr. The larva feeds on Betula alba. It is palo green, with

darker dorsal and sub-dorsal lines ; head yellowish-brown.

FOBE-WINGS aEEY "WITH THE TIP BEIGHT OCHEEOUS.

11. conibinella, Hb., Btr., = comptella, Hb., Z., H.-S., = apicella, Don., Stn., Frey,

= aurojinitella, Dup. The larva feeds on Prunus spinosa. It is " pale

yellowish, with a broad pale green dorsal stripe edged laterally by an inter-

rupted brown-red line forming spots on each segment ; head yellowish-white
"

(v. Heyden).

Another species (Ziimnermanni, Now.), according to tlie description

and figure, appears to differ from the other Sioammerdamice, and has

been placed by Nowicki in a new genus (^Kesslerid) , but I have not

seen it in nature.

I may add, that I noticed among Herr von Nolcten's types, two

specimens of a species which I would be inclined to describe as new.

12, Quai de la Rapde, Paris :

Mh February, 1879.

ON CERTAIN BRITISH SEMIPTERA-HOMOPTERA.

BY JOHN SCOTT.

Revision of the genus Eupelix.

My last paper with the above title will be found at p. 276, vol.

xii, of this magazine. Since that time, I have desisted from describing

other British genera or species of this Order because I believed that

the few remaining ones, which I had not noticed in my previous papers,

were so well-known and understood by every student as to require no

notice from me. Nor would I now have begun afresh, had I not had

some reason for doing so. The genus Mupelix, of which I am about

to write, has the peculiarity of having, so far as I am aware, only four

species in the whole world, and singularly these are all European,

except JJ. marginata, Eieb. The similarity of the species has given
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rise to grave doubts lu tlie miucis of some recent authors whetlier there

were one or two of the species in Britain. But I am about to describe

a third, and set forth characters whereby there may be no reason to

doubt the identity of each of them, and I shall thus have removed an

impression caused solely, I believe, by the want of a series of examples

to enable authors to judge of their distinctness. The figures by

Germar and Burmeister are sufficient for any one who possesses their

works to see at a glance how the species may be recognised. The

shape of the head being the character for which the word Eupelix was

formed, I may here observe that although lielmet-sliaped, it much

more resembles, to our ideas, a vertical section of a helmet.

Genus EUPELIX, Germar.

Germar, Mag. iv, 93, 22.

Head scutelliform, horizontal, apex slightly recurved ; lateral

margins sometimes slightly sinuate ; down the centre a strong keel.

Frons narrow, with a more or less strong central keel ; lateral margins

always exterior to the eyes. Eyes elliptical, nearly divided longitudinally

into two pieces by the lateral margins. Ocelli slightly elevated, and

placed a little beyond the middle of the lateral margin.

Thorax—pro)iotum transverse, with a strong central keel. Scu-

tellum triangular, with an arcuate depression before the apex. Thighs

without spines. Tibia} ; exterior margin with 4-5 spines. Elytra

coriaceous ; nerves prominent.

Section A.

Head broader than long.

Head testaceous, almost twice as broad (measured across the middle of the eyes) as

down the centre, with dark brown or fuscous-black irregular markings next the

anterior margin, and a somewhat cruciform-shaped patch of the same colour at

the apex. iElytra testaceous, nerves finely granulated ; in the centi-e of each

granule a black dot ; between the neryes, towards, and at, the apex, more

or less sprinkled with black dots.

Abdomen: cf , above black ; lateral margins, a narrow line within the same, com-

mencing at about the second segment, and another on each side of the

centre, testaceous ;
genital segments testaceous ; underneath testaceous, with

a fuscous black streak on each side, narrowing towards the apex, side margins

interiorly somewhat fuscous. Length, 2 lines. 1. cuspidATA, Fab.

Germ., F. E., fasc. iv, fig. 22.

Sparingly at Boxhill in June, by searching at the roots of grass,

and below fragments of chalk. Also in Scotland, by Dr. Eeuter.
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Easily distinguished from the following species by its broader

head, and the characters thereon. The granulated nerves of the elytra

and the black dots on the disc of the same, give to the insect a

fuscous look.

Head testaceous, about one and a half times broader across the middle of the eyes

than down the centre, -with a more or less distinct, broad, fuscous line on each

side of the central keel next the apex, and vanishing near the centre ; a black

spot on each side of the apex, and two others on the lateral margins going

towards the ocelli, which last are perceptibly elevated ; the margin exterior to

the eyes dark brown or fuscous. Elytra and nerves testaceous. Legs tes-

taceous. Length, 2^ lines 2. peodtjcta.

Germ., F. E., fasc. iv, fig. 22 ; Burm., Gen. Ins., 1, figs. 1 and 5.

Very nearly allied to the next species, from which it may at once

be distinguished by the difference in the length of the head, and the

want of the siuuation of the lateral margins in that species.

Taken under similar circumstances to the species described above,

and with the following one.

Section B.

Head longer than broad.

Head testaceous, longer than broad, lateral margins sinuate ; central keel on each

side more or less dark brown or fuscous from in a line with the anterior margin

of the eyes to the apex ; apex with a minute dark spot on each side. Elytra

testaceous, iey* testaceous. Length 3 lines 3. sPATHriATA.

Germ., F. E., xxii, 25 ; Panz., F. G., 164, 19 ; Burm., Gen. Ins., 1, fig. 6.

The length of the head, and the sinuate lateral margins will enable

any one to eliminate it from the specimens of E. producta which he

may possess, and with which I believe it will often be found to be

mixed.

Taken in company with the foregoing, at Sevenoaks, in August

;

also at Wingham, Kent, and Ardrossan, Ayrshire.

Both Mr. Douglas and I had put on one side examples of E.

spathulata, about which we were uncertain, and we have now been

assured, through the kindness of Dr. Signoret, that our belief that

they were this species is correct.

Of the fourth species, Eupelix onarginata, Fieber, from Bona

(Kat. Cicad., 1872), I know nothing, and I am not aware that any

description of it has been published.

1, St. Mildred's Terrace, Bromley Koad,

Lee, S.E. : December, 1878.
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DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF CUCUJUS FROM ASSAM, AND
OF CERATORREINA QEMINA FROM WEST AFRICA.

BT GEOBGE LEWIS.

CUCTJJUS IMPERIALIS.

Elongatus, depressus, niger, elytris atro-cyaneis. C. hicolori affinis,

sed multo latior ; anteniiis pedibusque robustioribus.

Long. 9^, lat. 1\ I'm.

Hah. : Sadia, Assam.

In general structure this species resembles the Indian C. bicolor,

Smith, but it is broader, with thicker autennse and legs : the sculj)ture

of the thorax and the punctures of the elytra are both on a larger

scale. In colour it agrees with G. Mniszechi, Fairm., from Japan, but

the last is a more slender insect.

Ceratorrhina aEMiNA, Lewis {vide Ent. M. Mag., xv, 198).

Parum convexa, aureo-viridis, elytris Jcetissime inaiiratis, macula

humerali apicalique nigris, tarsis jjosterioribus pallide viridis.

Long. 13-16 lin. ; lat. elytrorum, 5^-6^ Tin.

Mas : vertice medio jprofunde emarginato, utrinque angulariter

prominente, clypeo ad apicem in medio pt'^'ocessu brevi, antcnnis valde

dilatatis ; pedibus gracilibus, tibiis omnibus extus edentatis, intermediis

intus sinuatis ; elytris siiblcevigatis.

Fern. : capite mufico, clypeo fortiter denseque punctata, anterius

levifer emarginato : tibiis anterioribus extus tridentatis, intermediis

posterioribusque uni-spinosis : elytris punctis seriatls onagnis parum

profundis, interstitiis parce punctatis.

Hah. : Isubu, West Africa.

This species is allied to C. auratus, Westwood, from which it

differs in its narrower and rather more depressed form, its com-

paratively unicolorous upper surface being more golden in tinge,

the finer sculpture of the wing-cases, and the paler colour of the

tarsi. It will be observed from the diagnosis that there is consider-

able sexual discrepancy in the sculpture of the elytra, and this is also

observable in G. auratus. In order, therefore, to appreciate the

sculptural distinctions of the two species, individuals of the same

sex should be compared. ,

3, Green Street, W. : Fehruary \Ztk, 1879.
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Bagous diglyptus, Boh. (a species new to the British list), at Burton-on- Trent.—
Two examples

( ^ and ? ) of a Bagous, recently submitted to me for inspection by

my friend, Mr. J. T. Harris, I find on examination to be B. diglyptus, Bob., a spe-

cies not hitherto recorded as British. Superficially, not unlike B. brevis, Schon.,

diglyptus may be at once separated from that species by its proportionately shorter

and broader form, the thorax not having three fovete just before the apex, the much

shorter tarsal joints, &c. ; from lutulosus, Gyll., which it resembles in its very short

stout tarsi, it may be known by its larger size, stouter limbs, the alternate interstices

of the elytra less raised, &c.

The very short broad form, uniform grey colour, the head longitudinally im-

pressed between the eyes, the rugulose thorax, which is much consti'icted before the

apex, and having a short dorsal channel near the base, the alternate interstices of the

elytra slightly widened and raised, with the usual callus on the 5th almost obsolete,

the very short stout limbs, the tibiae ferruginous, much curved inwardly and thickened

above the middle, and the very short tarsi with the penultimate joint simple and not

bilobed, readily distinguish this species from its allies.

M. Chas. Brisout de Barneville has corroborated this species for me, and remarks

that it is still very rare on the continent. One example, taken by Mr. Hai'ris from

accumulated flood-refuse in his own garden on the banks of the Trent, at Burton, in

April, 1872, and a second subsequently found by Mi's. Harris crawling on a wall near

the same spot.

—

Gteo. C. Champion, 274, Walworth Eoad, London, S.E. : January

21st, 1879.

Synonymic notes on some British Semiptera.—In Dr. Puton's recently published

"Synopsis des Hemipteres-Heteropteres de France" (vide p. 94, ante), there are some

points which, having reference to British species, deserve our special attention.

Nysius maculatus, Fieb., is reckoned to be only a variety of N. thymi, Wolff,

but Dr. Puton says he has not Fieber's types.

Nysius brunneus, Fieb., is referred to N. helveticus, H.-Schf., as a variety ; and

N. obsoletus Fieb., and N. ericce, Boh., are put as synonyms of helveticus.

KiEiDOCEETJS, Westw., is substituted for Ischnorhynchus, Fieb., but I cannot

find that Westwood ever characterized a genus under that name. In Stephens's

"Catalogue of British Insects," ii, 342 (1829), the name first appeared as " Kleidocerys,

Westw., MSS.," and in his " Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects,"

ii, Synops. 123 (1840), Westwood puts it as a synonym of Cymiis, Halm ; being, there-

fore, merely a name, it cannot supersede Ischnorhynchus, which is a genus duly

defined by Fieber.

The species reseda, Panz. (F. Gr., 40, 20), is made to give way to d'ldymus, Zett.

(Act. Holm., 1819), but, according to Hagen, Panzer's description and figure were

published in 1797, and his name must, therefore, be adopted.

Heteeogastee, Schill., was superseded by Phygadicus, Fieb. (Eur. Hem., 201),

expressly on account of the previous employment of the name in Coleoptera by

Dejean.

Stygntts, Fieb. The name having been already used by Laporte in Arachnida,

was altered to Sttgnocoeis in Brit. Hem., p. 213.

Pachtmbeus. When, in 1875 (Ent. Mo. Mag., xi, 185), I i-epeated what had

been already said by others, that the names Pachtmeetjs, Le Pel. et Scrv., and
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AcALTPTA, Wcfetw., were not tenable in Hemiptera, on account of previous occupation

in ColeojHera, the former having indeed been expressly rescinded by Amyot and

Serville for this very reason (Htm., p. 253), the late Prof. Stal wrote to rae that,

nevertheless, he did not see any reason for not using the names in Hemiptera, and

that any law to the contrary must be abrogated. I had too much respect for Stal to

continue the argument, but, considering the utter confusion that must prevail if the

principle of double emploie were tolerated, and the tendency now shown to action in

this direction, I think it right again to draw attention to the subject.

BEOsrs, Am. et Serv., is made to include IscnNOTAESirs, Fieb. (1861) =
DiEUCHES, A. Dohrn (1860). Fieber, however, expressly separated his genus (which

includes our species Inscus, Fab.) from that of Am. et Serv., putting three other genera

between them. Dr. A. Dohrn had previously distinguished and separated his

equivalent genus.

Scolopostethus decoratus, Hahn, = ericetorum, Leth., melanocerus, Thoms.

I have already (E. M. M., xiv, 13) given reasons for believing that this deter-

mination is not correct. Hahn (Wanz., i, 139) says of his decoratus—" Fiihler

schwarzbraun, das erste Glied derselben am Endo und das zweite am G-runde rothlich

gelbe," and the figm-e (pi. xxii, f. VI) so represents them. But these are not the

characters of S. ericetorum, Leth., in which the antennae have the 2nd joint only

pale at the extreme base, all the joints, with this exception, being black. Therefore,

Letliierry's name should stand.—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham :

January 13th, 1879.

Note on Halictus ptmcticollis, ^'c.—Since writing the descv'iTption oi Hi/menoptera

that appeared in the last No. of this Magazine, I had occasion to refer to a paper by

Morawitz on some new bees from Germany, which was published in the Verhand-

lungen des zool.-bot. Yereins in Wien, vol. xxii, and there, at page 370, I came

across the description of an Halictus pnncticoUis which agrees in every particular,

80 far as I can judge, with the species I have just described ; it is strange we should

have both selected the same name for the same insect. The species will have to

stand in our lists as pmicticollis, Mor., Verh. zool.-bot. Wien, xxii, p. 370. It is

possible also that longiceps may prove to be his poi'ctis, but here the description does

not quite agree, so I must wait for further evidence.—E. Saundees, Upper Tooting :

February, 1879.

Note on Halictus puncticollis.—This insect is probably common here, as Mr.

Saunders, on looking at my specimens oi Halicti, picked out seven specimens (4 $

and 3 ? ) which had been supposed to be H. villosulus.—E. !N. Bloomfield,

Guestling : February IQith, 1879.

Occurrence in Britain of Nonaqria sparganii, Fsper.—At the Meeting of the

Scientific Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, held on the 14th January,

Mr. Sydney Webb exhibited a <J of a species of Noctuidee new to our Fauna, which

he had determined as above. He had bred it from a larva (one of many) feeding in

the stems of Iris pseudacorus in Surrey. It is closely allied to N. iyphce, and, on

the continent, is almost as common and as widely distributed as is that species,

being priced at under sixpence by the continental dealers. The only wonder is that

it has not been previously detected here. It usually feeds in Typha,so that its food,

plant here (so far as is at present known) is new.

—

Eds.
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On the power of resisting infense cold possessed hy Cheiinatohia hrumaia.—As

regards the power of Cheiinatohia hrumata to resist intense cold, it may be interesting

to record what came under my observation on the 21st December last, during a frost

of no common severity, and with the earth, on this high land, covered with snow.

Wliile searching for ivy for Christmas decorations, a C. hrumata was found at

rest up an oak tree, from which some ivy had been drawn. The moth was touched

with a stick and flew on the snow ; far from being in a "frozen" state, it clung, when

picked up, to my daughter's hand, with its wings closed, and, while we were remarking

upon its condition in such severe weather, it crawled to the side of the hand and

again flew off about a yard, settling on the snow, upon which it walked. The insect

was by no means a fresh one, but had doubtless emerged, before the frost began, early

in December.—E. S. Hutchinson, G-rantsfield, Leominster : February Srd, 1879.

Tineina talcen and bred in 1878.—April 20th—one Gelechia junctella, beaten

from willow, at "Witherslack. April 24th—larvfe of a Gelechia, found at Lytham,

roughly described as follows :
" dark grey, red spots, feeding in sand-cocoons at roots

of Cerastium and Stellaria, produced (July 6th) a little Oelechia-vihich. Mr. Stainton

pronounces to be new, and allied to Knaggsiella, unless it be a very unusual

specimen of maculiferella." More must be bred before naming. April 29th

—

3Iicropteryx Sparmannella and salopiella at Witherslack, flying in the afternoon

sun. April 30th—a larva of Diplodonia marginepiinctella at Witherslack, fed

on larvse of Solenobia triquetrella, and emerged June 20th ; the triqiietrella

all emerge females, and are very plentiful. July 6th—larvse of Dep. capre-

olella in Pimpinella saxifraga, not in radical leaves, but high up the stem,

green, black head, all sent to Mr. Sang. July 6th—larvae of JVepticula hetiilicola

in small contorted galleries in birch, filled with brown excrement, larvse bright

yellow, produced August 15th. July 24th—larvse in cones on birch, green and horny

looking, produced five imagos of Gracilaria populetonim from July 28th to August

1st. August 19th—cones on Polygomim hydropiper found on this date produced

Gracilaria phasianipennella from September 1st to 10th; this and G. populetonim

are very much infested with ichneumons. August 19th- - a pupa spun up in the

hollow of a blade of Carex, and covered all over with a thick white web, is expected

to produce the long hoped for Elachista serricornis. August 19th-—I think that this

will be the date when I saw plenty of imagos of Glyphipteryx schcenicolella flying

over cotton grass on the wet moss at Witherslack, but being mistaken for Fischeriella,

not many were taken, and no date was recorded. August to October—many larvse

of an JElachista, supposed to be ochreella, were found in a long stiff grass, plentiful at

Witherslack on the wet mosses, described as blackish, reddish-brown head, and

generally mining up and across. September 7th to October—larvae of Elachista

tcBniatella found in plenty iii Brachypodium sylvaticnm at Grange. October 5th

—

plenty of larvse of Nepticida ceneofasciella in blotches in leaves of agrimony at

Grange, lai'va yellow : can no one send me larvse of agrimonice in exchange for

these ? October 5th—after great difficulty, I found on this day a few larvae mining

in Festuca ovina, described as slaty-brown, which are no doubt those of Flachista

dispunetella. This confirms what I formerly said about the insect, that it would be

an autumnal feeder, would hibernate in old grass stems, and change late in spring.

In June, 1876, a larva was found and described as greyish-yellow, which produced

imago July 8th, 1876.—J. H. Threlfall, Preston : February 3rd, 1879.
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Capture of Semasia gallicolana.—On tlie lOtli May, 1878, wo had a tremen-

dously high wind. Entomologists, as a rule, do not like wind, but this wind produced

me two specimens of Semasia gallicolana, an insect I had never taken before. The

moths were blown o£P the oak trees and took refuge on some palings, where they

were easily boxed.

I have placed them by the side of my solitary specimen of Stephens' Fseudotomia

obscurana, described by him, in 1834, in the 4th volume of his Illustrations, Haus-

tellata, p. 98, and at present I am disposed to consider the two species distinct, though

it is quite possible that, if I had a longer series of both, my views might be modified.

Gallicolana is a very bright gay-looking insect, whereas ohscuranais well-named,

it is dull and obscure, the pale dorsal blotch being almost entirely suffused.

I cannot easily imagine any one confounding obscurana with argt/rana, whilst

the resemblance between gallicolana and argyrana is very striking. Heinemann

particularly notes the similarity of the two species, in his description of OraphoUtha

gallicolana (p. 200). Nearly 50 pages earlier, he has a Grapholitha obscurana (p.

153), which he takes for Herrich-Schiiffer's obscnrana, fig. 307 (though objecting to

the form of the wing in the figure), but he says the basal edge of the dorsal spot is

vertical, which would never do for our obscurana.

Zeller, who descv'ihed. gallicolana in the Isis of 1846, p. 255, lays stress on an

elongate dark blotch along thejinterior edge of the underside of the hind wings. I

do not perceive this character in my obscurana.

My specimen of Semasia obscurana was beaten from hedges at Lewisham, June

6th, 1848.

The Semasia obscurana of the Manual II, 241, is gallicolana—in that error I

followed Wilkinson's " British Tortrices."—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield, Lewisham :

February 10th, 1879.

Occurrence of Tinea fenestratella {Heyden) in Britain.—I have pleasure in

adding another species to the list of Biitish Tinem by recording the occurrence at

Chattci'is, Cambridgeshire, of Tinea fenestratella (Heyden), a species hitherto, I

believe, unobserved in Britain, though it was discovered in Germany, as far back as

1843, by Carl von Heyden. To Mr. Stainton I am indebted for kindly determining

the species ; he detected it amongst a few Tinea submitted to him for examination

last January. The following description of the insect is given in the Entomologists'

Annual for 1868, p. 8, in the article, "In Memoriam, Carl von Heyden " (and which

description is translated from the Stettin, entomologische Zeitung, 1863, p. 342) :

—

" Al. exp., 4 lin.

" Anterior wings rather shining, yellowish-grey, mixed with darker scales. In

" the middle of the wing is an oval, whitish, almost traus^Dareut spot, and beyond

"this, towards the apex of the wing, two opposite spots more indistinct, yellowish,

" and elongate. The cilia are dark, with a blackish divisional line. On the grey

" underside only the transparent centi-e spot is perceptible. Posterior wings pale grey,

" with the apex and cilia darker. Head clothed with reddish-brown hairs, darker on

"the crown. Labial palpi with drooping, narrower terminal joint, brown. Antennae

" rather shorter than the anterior wings, thin, brown. Thorax and abdomen brownish.

"Legs yellowish; the tarsi blackish above. It has the appearance of a small Tinea

" imella, Hb., with vei-y narrow anterior wings."

Carl von Heyden also adds, that the one specimen he then possessed (1813) was
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bred from dry wood early in June. Heinemann says "the larviB in rotten alder wood,"

I have no doubt, however, that those I had the good fortune to obtain (5 in number)

were bred from stumps of elm trees which had been placed, twelve or fifteen years

ago, in the garden in which the insects were taken, and are now very rotten and de-

cayed. I am not aware of the existence of any alder near the locality. The first

specimen was taken, at rest, in an outhouse in the garden on 24th June, 1877, the

other four the following evening, on the wing shortly before sunset. The facts of my
ignorance of the species I had takeji, and of my seldom collecting or being in the

garden where they occurred, will doubtless account for the small number of specimens

seen.

—

Haeold Euston, Ealing, Middlesex : February 6th, 1879.

Economy of LHliocolleUs scojjariella.—On the 27th June, 1878, Mr. Sang was

searching amongst some broom, at Darlington, for specimens of i. scopariella.

Whilst so engaged, his attention was attracted by a Lithocolletis struggling to escape

from its pupa-case, where it was held fast by one of its legs.

The pujDa-case partially protruding from the inflated mine along the broom twig,

revealed where had been the feeding place of the larva

!

In April, 1856, I had made the acquaintance of the larva of Lithocolletis quin-

quenotella, which had been sent to me by Hei'r Anton Schmid, of Frankfort-on-the-

Maine, and when i noticed how it made bladdery inflations along the stems of

Genista sagittalis, it did occur to me that L. scopariella might have a similar habit

on broom. Since then I had bred, what appears to me identical with L. scopariella,

from larvae mining the small leaves of Calycotome spinosa in the south of France^

and thenceforth my attention had been directed more to the leaves than to the stems

of the broom.

I am, therefore, particularly pleased that Mr. Sang's fortunate discovery has

again put us on the right scent.—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield, Lewisham : Qtk

February, 1879.

A Nepticula new to Britain.-—I sent, a short time ago, some NepticulcB, which

appeared strange, to Mr. Stainton for identification, and he has just returned them

as lapponica, Wocke. They are closely allied to N. sorbi, but " have the fascia less

oblique, more yellow, and generally broader." The larvse feed in broad serpentine

mines in birch, are light in colour when full fed, and are to be found at the same

time as N. betulicola, viz., October 1st to 20th.—J. H. Theeifall, Preston : \Sth

February, 1879.

Selicopsyche bred in England.—Thirty-six years ago, R. J. Shuttleworth, of

Berne, discovered the true nature of certain little heliciform cases that have several

times been described as shells of fresh water MoUusca. He rightly asserted that

they were the cases of caddis-worms ; in this he was confirmed, some thirteen years

ago, by a North American species having been bred. But, until now, all attempts

to breed the insects from the European forms had been without success. At last the

mystery is solved, for Prof, de Kougemont, of Neuchatel, has reared the insect from

cases found at Amalfi, near Naples, and a preliminary account of it is given by him

in Carus's " Zoologischcr Anzeiger " for Dec. 30th, 1878, p. 393. In my " Revision

and Synopsis of the Trichoptera of the European Fauna," part v, p. 269, I described

a little insect as Helicopsyche (?) sperata, from Naples, that I thought might re-

present the long-desiderated imago of Helicopsyche. My description and figures were

necessarily incomplete, for I had only seen a single specimen, and that was nearly

destroyed by an accident. From information with which Prof, de Eougemont has

favoured me, it appears certain that it really was Helicopsyche, and probably of the

same species as that now bred by him ; but he has not yet quite completed his ob-

servations, and I have at present not seen his insect, although he has had the

kindness to send me drawings of the neuration, &c.
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I think the opinion, several times published by me, that the "Selicopst/che-csises"

now known from nearly all quarters of the globe, might prove to be the work of

more than one genus of insects, will prove correct. The European insect is perhaps

not quite congeneric with that bred in North America, and it may be that the latter

should take the naine Thelidomus, employed by Swainson iu 1840 for American

cases, under the idea that they were shells.

I may add, that I possess a not yet fully examined insect from Saxony that

probably will prove to be a Helicopsyche, and if so, I see no reason why we may not

detect this remarkable form iu the dribbling springs of some part of the south of

England or south-west of Ireland.—E. McLachlan, Lewisham : Feb. 12tJi, 1878.

British Collectors.—We want, besides the excellent papers descriptive of new
exotic species which have too exclusively filled our pages, records of observations on

habits, life-histories, and geogi-aphical distribution of insects ; on local variation, its

causes and results; nai'ratives of entomological excursions and captures ; observations

on structure, functions, and instinct ; relations of insects to flowers ; and, in short,

on all such subjects as are interesting to the greater number, as distinguished from de-

scriptive papers which are interesting only to the lesser number. In saying this, I

am fully aware of the difficulties that lie in the way of obtaining these good things.

Our Secretaries and Council would be very glad to get fairly well-written and original

papers on any of these subjects, but they do not come. The reason of tliis, no doubt,

lies in a state of things which has often been lamented : namely, the too-exclusive

devotion of oiu- native entomologists to the formation of purely British collections.

The exhaustion of our limited insular fauna, and the extreme unlikelihood of the

discovery of new species, seem to teach no lesson to the purely British collector, and

he goes on collecting, observing, and recording what has been collected, observed, and

recorded over and over agaiji. Some, it is satisfactory to notice, break through the

artificial limits imposed by the majority, and extend the range of their excursions

and observation to the continent. The ice once broken this way, a boundless field of

interesting study lies before them ; for, by exchange and a trifling outlay of pocket-

money, large collections can be formed and the mind expanded by the study of the

whole Palsearctic Fauna, of which that of the British Isles is only a half-starved

fragment. Even if it were only for the pleasure of tracing the wonderful local

variations, the formation of sub-races and races of our common English insects, some

of them of surprising beauty, over the wider continental area, one would think that

every intelligent entomologist with us would be eager thus to extend his studies.

And it could be done with no more expenditure of time and very little more* of

money than the present exclusive pursuit of home productions. Many, of course,

would plead that they collect insects only for pure amusement, caring nothing for

science. To such we have nothing further to say. But we believe and hope that

there are very many British collectors and observers of insects who are able and
willing to take a higher view of their pursuit, and if wecoidd only induce a sufficient

number of these to take a more general interest in the study, to write papers for us,

and join us, the reciprocal good efl'ect which we aim at, viz., the enlargement and
improvement of our " Transactions," and thereby the further increase of members
and means, would be produced, thus, as we hope, elevating the status of entomology
in this country.

—

Extractedfrom the Address of the late President of the Entomo-
logical Society of London, on the loth January, 1879.

6bitu;trir.
Frederick Smith died on the morning of the 16th of February, after a surgical

operation, at the age of 73. For the moment we make simply the foregoing an-

nouncement ; an extended notice will appear in our next No.

* Very mucli less, in the majority of cases.—Eds.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF LTCJENA MEDON, HUF. ? (AGESTIS, OCHS.).

BY WILLIAM BUCKLER.

"When Professor Zeller, in 1867, published his most interesting

history of this species at pp. 73-77, vol. iv, of this magazine, he stated

it to be generally accepted that Lyccena Artaxerxes is only a variety

of Medon ; and yet it appeared to him extremely improbable that the

larva of Medon should habituate itself to the food-plant of Artaxerxes.

Since then I am not aware of any record of experiments made in

accordance with Zeller's suggestion, which induces me to offer the

following evidence in proof that the larva of Medon really does nourish

itself on the same species of food-plant in England as in Scotland.

But, first in order of time, I have to mention that on June 3rd,

1877, Mr. J. E. Sobson, of Hartlepool, while searching Heliantliemnm

vulgare growing near the coast in his locality, found five larvae of a

LyccEiia, and at once very kindly forwarded them to me ; on com-

paring them with the figures I had taken of larvae of Artaxerxes in

1868, I found them to be in every respect precisely alike. These

larvae soon fed up on Heliantliemum, protected by a glass cylinder, and

they duly changed to pupae, two of them, unfortunately, were attacked

with mould, but the other three disclosed three differently marked

butterflies, viz. : on July 2nd, 5th, and 7th, these appeared respec-

tively to be Salmacis, Artaxerxes, and Agestis above, but to partake

most of Salmacis beneath.

After this result, I became more than ever desirous of seeing

larvae of the typical Agestis from the southern downs, and it was not

many weeks before Mr. "Wm. E. Jeffrey most kindly put me in the

way of making their acqviaintance from the egg onwards, by his

capturing several typical females as they were flying over and alighting

upon Heliantliemum vulgare, on a Kentish chalk down. They readily

deposited their eggs on sprays of the plant, and I had the pleasure to

receive a share of them from my friend on 13th of September, when I

found them all laid on the under-sides of the leaves to which they

firmly adhered, singly, and in little groups of twos, threes, and more

together.

The egg is smaller than that of ^gon, though very like it in

form and sculpture, being circular, flattened, with a central depression

on the upper surface, the shell covered with a coarse, prominent

reticulation, gradually becoming finer towards the nearly smooth

depression ; its colour, a pale greenish-drab, continues to the last. A
hole in the shell betrays the escape of the larva, which is a very slug-
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gieh little creature, not inclined to leave the under-side of the leaf

where it is hatched, even when the leaf has become dry ; indeed, all

the leaves on which the eggs were laid had curled and shrivelled so

much when the larvse were hatched, as to make their detection and

rescue while alive rather difficult.

I observed the first three larvfe on 19th of September, one of

them already dead, and on the 22nd, eighteen more, with some of

them apparently dead or dying.

A mouth previously I was provided with a very large pot of turf

cut from a chalk hill, and amongst grasses, Legiimiiiosa?, and other low

plants, some fine shoots of Heliantltemiim vulgare were also growing
;

on these last the young larvse were placed ; next morning, about half

of them lay dead, and the others had disappeared. But after a day or

two I began to detect signs of the survivors, by small flesh-coloured

spots appearing on the upper dark green surface of a few of the leaves,

these spots gradually increased in size to blotches of irregular figure,

and turned of a rusty pale brown colour ; when seen from beneath

against the light, they appeared semi-transparent and colourless, and

Bometimes then the tiny larva appeared as a dark object against the

luminous blotch. By the 20th October, a few leaves had their lower

cuticle almost entirely eaten away, and their upper surface turned

brown, but so slow was the growth of the larvae, they had only

attained one line in length by the 3rd of November, and though they

fed a little at intervals, and crept from one part of their food to

another to the end of the month, yet they were never seen on any of

the other plants around them, but only on the under surface of the

leaves of HelianthemuiJi, where they became eventually fixed for

hibernation.

The pot containing the larvae and the various plants was kept

entirely uncovered inside a window of western aspect ; the grasses

were much grown by the 7th of March, 1878, when I could only see

two larvpe on a new shoot of their food, and on the 14th only one,

whereupon I began to cut down the grass, a blade at a time, carefully,

BO as to lay bare the few new scattered shoots of IleUanthemum, which

were from one, to two, or three inches above ground, and very near

the margin of the pot ; on the 21st, the second larva was again visible

on a little shoot close to the earth, and two more larvse, less advanced,

on other small shoots, were seen on April 14th.

Here it will be proper to state the fact, that after hibernation,

neither of the larva? fed at all on any of the mature sprays of the plant,

which seemed appai'ciitly healthy and vigorous, but pertinaciously
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sought the young tender shoots, eating a portion from under a leaf,

then a little from another leaf, or moved away entirely, creeping over

the ground and through all impeding growths, until, with unerring

instinct, another shoot, sooner or later, was reached : thus, was I con-

tinually losing sight of one or more of the larvae, often for days

together, but only to find them again by aid of new blotches appearing

to betray them.

Towards the end of April, they ravaged so recklessly the small

stock of their food remaining in the pot, never staying to clear the

whole under-side of a leaf, but changing their quarters so often, that

I began to fear they would desert the pot and escape altogether ; for

at that time I was unable to obtain a fresh supply of their food, and,

to make sure of completing my observations of the larvawhen full grown,

I confined the two largest individuals in a bottle, and supplied them with

cut portions of their food, on which they throve, and therein attained

their full growth of barely half an inch, and on the 15th of May one

fixed itself for pupation by a cincture across the back of the fourth

segment, on a bit of linen, the second followed in the same way on the

leth, and on the 21st and 24th they changed to pupae. The two

remaining larvae soon after fixed themselves, but died unchanged,

probably the effect of insufficient food.

The newly-hatched larva is very minute, with a glistening blackish

head, stoutish body, of light drab-green colour, velvety, and hairy

;

its size is doubled in eight days ; and when a month old, it is of the

usual Lt/ccB)ia-sh.a,])e, one line in length, thick in proportion, with

small retractile head, the body of a dull pinkish-brown colour, with

darker dorsal stripe, and rather hairy.

On waking up in spring, it is of a dingy slaty-green colour, and

early in March it moults, when the old skin is left attached to the

plant like an empty shell, not in the least shrivelled, but split open

laterally along the ridge above the legs ; the larva now becomes quite

pale green on the back, broadly pinkish along the lateral ridge, and

still hairy. Early in April it is nearly an eighth of an inch long, of

greenish-flesh colour, palest on the second segment and dorsal emi-

nences, pinkish in the dorsal hollow, and also along beneath the

spiracular region, the long whitish hairs closely resembling those on

the food plant.

The last moult occurs about the 21st of April, when it is three-

sixteenths of an inch long, and attains its full-growth of barely half

an inch early in May ; during this interval, of all its characteristic

details, which have been published as Artaxerxes (vide vol. v, p. 176),
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I have only to say in addition of these typical larvse, that the green is

more lively and full, and the pink along the lateral region is dai'ker,

inclining to purplish.

It only remains for me to state that my experiments have proved

to me the truth of what Zeller long ago suspected, and since then

Newman and others have believed, that Artaxerxes, Salmacis, and

Medon {Agestis), are but one species.

Einswortli : February 4-th, 1879.

DESCEIPTION OF a NEW SPECIES of BETJERINA from COSTA EICA.

BY R. McLACHLAN, F.R.S., &c.

HETiEETNA MAXIMA.

? immature. Bronzy-brown. Head black above ; the base of anternise yellow :

front green, clothed with blackish hairs: nasus metallic-blue, green at its base:

labrum chalybeous. Thorax apparently with a yellow median carina and four yellow

lines on either side (damaged). Legs blackish, distinctly yellowish internally.

Abdomen bronzy ; without markings.

Wings hyaline, slightly tinged, no pterostigma : the base of the wing (especially

in the anterior) occupied hy a very dense reddish netivork (as is usual in the $ of

Setcerina), giving the wings the appearance of being reddish at that part. 27

ante-cubital, and 32 post-cubital nervules in the anterior-wings.

Length of abdomen, 38 mm. Length of posterior-wing, 40 mm. Expanse,

83 mm.

Mount Irazu, 6000-7000 ft. (Eogers).

It is much to be regretted that only the $ (and that immature)

of this species has been received. No known species has, in this sex,

the same dense reticulation at the base of the wing (the nearest

approach to it being found in S. iasalis), and it appears to me
possible that the adult $ may have the base of the wings red, as is

usual in the ^ of nearly all the species. It is the largest yet known,

the size being only occasionally attained by the ^ of the anomalous

a. Borchgravi.

This insect was received by Messrs. Godman and Salvin from

Mr. Eogers, their collector. I believe it to represent the ? of an

undescribed species allied to S. basalts, or rather to the condition of

that species known as S. californica.

With the exception of K. cruentata which occurs, in the collection

sent by Mr. Eogers, in great numbers, the only other Hetcerina from

the same locality is apparently a form of S. majuscula, but the general

aspect of H. maxima precludes the probability of the type being a

dimorphic condition of that species ; the colour of the legs, and other

characters, point to a connection with hasalis and californica.

Lcwisham, London : 1878. <
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INTRODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBERT GOSS, P.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 6.

ITesozoic Time.

\_0n the Insecta of tlie Triassic Period, and the animals and plants with

which they were correlated.'\

With the Triassic Period we enter on a new era in Geological

liistory, which is marked by the predominance of reptilian* life, and the

first appearance of mammals, and, probahli/, of birds.

No insects have yet been discovered in the Triassic rocksf of the

United Kingdom, and although on the continent of Europe the Trias

is largely developed, especially in G-ermauy, only seven species have

been recorded from it.

Of these seven species three belong to the Neuroptera, one to the

Orthoptera, and three to the Coleoptera.

Two of the Neuroptera were discovered \rj Herr C. Ziuken,J in

the Bunter-Sandstein§ of Godewitz, near Salzmunde, and have both

been referred to the family Sialidw by Professor Heer, who has

placed them in an extinct genus

—

Chaidiodites—and named them

Chauliodites Ficteti and C. ZinTceni respectively. A third specimen,

recently obtained from the Keuper, has also been referred by Dr. Heer||

to the same genus, and has been named by him Chauliodites helveticus.

The only known specimen of Orthoptera^ from the Trias was

obtained from the Bunter-Sandstein of Trebitz. It belongs to the

family BJattidce, and has been described by Dr. Heer, who placed it

in an extinct genus

—

Legnophora-—and named it Girardi,aitev Professor

Girard, of Halle, in whose collection he discovered it.

The three species of Coleoptera were obtained from the Keuper

of Vadutz, and have been severally named by Dr. Heer Glaphyropiera

Pterophylli, Curculionites prodroinus** and Chrysomelites Mothen-

bachi.ff

* The whole of the Secondary or Mesozoio Period is frequently spoken of as "the age of
reptiles,"

t So few insects have been discovered in the rocks of this period, that it may seem un-
necessary to have devoted a separate paper to their consideration ; but, for the sake of preserving
uniformity of plan in this series of pajiers, I have thought it desirable to do so.

t Vierteljahrsschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Ziirich ;note on p. 2791, 1864.
§ The Trias, as its name implies, is divided into three distinct formations, which in Germany

are respectively named the Keuper, the Muschelkalk, and the Banter Sandstein.

II
Flora Fossilis Helveticas, p. 77. Taf. xxix, 1877 ; and Heer, in litt.

i[ Vierteljahrsschrift naturf. Gesellsch. Zurich, antea cit., pp. 297, 298.
** " Le Monde primitif de la Suisse," p. 99 ; and Neuer Denkschriften der schweiz. natur-

forsch. Gesellsch., xiii, 1853. Taf. vii.

ft Flora Fo.ssilia Helveticse, p. 70. Taf. viii {Heev, in litt.)
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From the Trias of Nortii America one species o£ Coleopfera lias

been recorded by Mr. Scudder,* -who also states that certain question-

able tracks in the rocks of the Connecticut Valley have been referred

by Prof. Hitchcock to Insecta and Myriopoda.

Prof. Danaf has figured a fossil larva of a Neuropterous insect,

obtained fi-om Turner's Falls, Connecticut Valley, which is believed by

Dr. Le Conte to have been related to the genus Ephemera ; Dana also

alludes to the tracks in the rocks before mentioned, which he supposes

to have been made by the larvae of insects, and by Crustacea.

The ArthropodaX of this period include, in addition to Insecta, as

we have seen, Myriopoda (possibly) and Crustacea, the latter being

chiefly represented by Ostracoda.

Tne Molliisca are exceedingly abundant, and include, in addition

to a number of genera characteristic of the period, several Palaeozoic

types.

The Yertehrata are represented by animals of almost all the

existing classes. § Tne fishes are principally Ganoids; and the Am-
phibians belong exclusively to the gigantic Lahijrintliodontia, which, at

the close of this period, disappear altogether.

The reptiles comprise living as well as extinct Orders, the former

including Crocodilia, Lacertilia, and Chelonia,\\ and the latter Plesio-

sauria, and Deinosauria.

Although no remains of birds have been discovered in rocks of

this age, numerous foot-prints in the Triassic strata of the Connecticut

Valley are confidently believed by many geologists^ to have been made

by animals of this class.

The Mammals are represented by two small forms, both referred

to extinct genera of Insectivorous Marsupials.

The Flora of the Period, although decidedly Mesozoic, included

some Palaeozoic types.

The dominant forms were EqiUseta, Ferns, Cycads, and Conifers
;

but no remains of true Grasses, Palms, or Angiosperms have been dis-

covered.

The Avenue, Surbiton Hill, S.W.

:

\st March, 1879.

• Geol. Mag., vol. v. May, 1868 (neither the genus nor the family to which the insect belonged
is mentioned).

t
' Manual of Geology," antea cii., pp. 410, 411.

t In this and the remaining papers of the series I do not propose to refer to animals belonging
to any sub-kingdom lower in the scale than the Arihropoda.

§ Pixces, Amphibia, Reptilia, Aves, and M(o,imatia.

II
This Order is only known at this Period by more or less doubtful footprints.

i[ Hitchcock, in Mem. of Amer. Acad, ^new series), vol. iii, j). 129, 1848 ; and Dana, in
" Manual of Geology," antca cit., p. 411.
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NOTES ON BRITISH TORTRICES.

BY C. G. BAREETT.

{Continuedfrom page 149).

Spilonota roscscolana, Dbld. There is special interest attacting

to this species on account of its being either very scarce or not re-

cognised on the continent. In Dr. Wocke's list it is only included

with a query as to whether it is a variety o£ siiffusana, and Prof,

Zeller only recognised its distinctness on receiving a series from me

a few years ago. In this country it has been known for nearly thirty

years—having been described by Mr. Doubleday in 1850—but I think

that no information respecting its larva has ever been published, and

the only note on its earlier stages that has reached me is an observation

by my friend, Mr. Machin :
" larva feeding in June in shoots of rose."

Therefore, I was gratified at finding, in the summer of 1876, that

the moth was rather common in a small hedge of sweet-briar in the

garden, and appeared to be so especially attached to the sweet-briar

that the neighbouring roses hardly furnished a specimen. It was

sluggish and difficult to disturb in the day-time, but more lively

towards dusk, and flying actively after dark. Early in the succeeding

summer I found larvae feeding in the young shoots of the sweet-briar,

of which the following is a description :

—

Thick, fat, rather wrinkled, somewhat cylindrical, but tapering at

each extremity. Head brown, dorsal plate black, anal plate brown,

body having the whole dorsal surface purplish-brown down to the

spiracles, but the ventral surface whitish, thus leaving a curious re-

semblance to an infant Cossus larva. Yery sluggish, living in the

young growing shoots of sweet-briar {Rosa ruhiginosd), drawing to-

gether the leaves and eating out the heart, often box*ing down into the

shoot if it is succulent, but moving readily to a fresh shoot, and

leaving it when full grown to assume the pupa state among rubbish.

Feeding through May and until the middle of June. Pupa light

brown. Imago emerging from June 29th to the end of July. Feeding

also—but less commonly—on other roses, both wild and cultivated.

Por comparison, it may be interesting to give descriptions of the

larvae of the allied species, all of which have been noticed before.

Spilonota rohorana, Tr. Larva very short and obese, tapering

almost from the middle to the extremities. Head small, light brown,

dorsal plate black, anal plate very small, black also, body entirely

shining brown or liver-coloured, semi-transparent, with the intestinal

canal visible. Very sluggish, living in young shoots of Eosa canina.
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jB. spinosissima, and other roses, drawing and twisting the leaves

tightly together, and eating out the heart. In gardens it is a great

nuisance, eating out the inside of the young flower-buds directly they

appear. It is rather later than rostBcolana, feeding through June.

When full-fed it leaves the shoot or bud to spin up among leaves or

rubbish, where it becomes a light brown pupa. The moth emerges

from the middle of July. It is rather variable, apparently influenced

by food, since specimens reared on Rosa spinosissima, besides being

small, are generally more or less suffused with rosy or grey.

Spilo7iota trimaculana, Haw. (suffusann, 7i.^. Larva very short

and obese, tapering from near the middle. When half grown dark

livei'-coloured, with short, transparent, glistening hairs, and shining

black head and plates. When full grown paler in colour, aiid tinged

with greenish-brown, sometimes yellowish beneath, head light brown,

dorsal plate black, anal plate yellowish. In young shoots of hawthorn,

drawing the leaves slightly together and eating out the heart. Rather

difiicult to find, as it generally chooses a strong terminal shoot rather

high on the hedge, and does not greatly distort it, but merely checks

its growth. Moving readily from shoot to shoot, but leaving them

when full-fed to spin up among rubbish, where it becomes a light

brown pupa. I found well-grown larvae from April 27th to the middle

of May. The first moth emerged on June 3rd.

Spilonota incarnatana, Hb. {amcenana, Hb.). I have searched for

the larva of this species in its locality the last two seasons, without

success (the larvae found all producing rohorana), and have been dis-

appointed of the opportunity of describing it, but Mr. Hodgkinson

tells me that he rears it from larvae which are not distinguishable from

those of rohorana, feeding on Hosa spinosissima, in "Lancashire. This

agrees with Dr. Hofmann's description from Treitschke :
" Very

similar to rohorana, but smaller, pupa light brown with darker wing-

cases." According to Ottmar Hofmann, it feeds also on Rosa canina

and hircli. If correct, this must refer to the large inland variety which

is found occasionally in Epping Forest and other southern localities.

While, therefore, the larvae of these last three species are so much

alike as to be barely distinguishable, that of roscecolana differs from

them strikingly in form as well as in colour, a distinction the more

interesting as it accompanies a striking difference in shape in the fore-

wings of the pei'fect insect.

Notocelia JJdmanniana, L. The larva of this species is very well

known, and has several times been described, and I only mention it to
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point out—as Mr. Doubleday did to me six years ago—its close re-

semblance to that of SpiJonota rolorana, and also to record what does

not seem hitherto to have been noticed, that in the curious ball of

leaves formed by the determined spinning of the larva, along with the

vigorous growth of the bramble shoot, there is a chamber of consider-

able size completely stuifed with the closely packed excrement of the

larva.

Pembroke : \2t7i Ilarch, 1879.

NOTES ON THE BEITISH SPECIES OF THE GENUS ODYNJERUS.

BT EDWAED SAUNDEES, F.L.S.

I have lately been examining our British species of this genus,

with the assistance of Thomson's excellent "Hymenoptera Scandi-

navise," and I thought that the results I have come to might be useful

to other Bi'itish Hymenopterists. Our species of the genus may be

easily divided into the three known sections, thus :

—

I. Species without a raised transverse line at the base of the

Ist segment of the body Hopioptra

II. Species with a raised transverse line at the base of Ist

segment :

—

a. Apical joint of antennne in ^ recurved, basal joint

of abdomen in both sexes with long hairs Ancisteoceetjs

i. Apical joint of antennae in $ simple, basal joint of

abdomen in both sexes naked . Symmoephus

In the first section {Hojjlopus) are four species : spinipes, melano-

cephalus, lcBvip)es, reniformis. Of these, reniformis is distinct by the long

yellow spine on the intermediate coxaB of the ^ , and the yellow spot

on the clypeus of the ? ; Icsvipes differs from the remaining two in

having the intermediate femora of the ^ simple, and the thorax in both

sexes truncate in front, with the angles prominent; spinipes differs from

melanocephalus in being larger, with yellower markings, and the

pubescence on the head and thorax denser and darker, the ? s are

easily separated, as the clypeus in melanoceplialus is nearly entire in

front, whereas in spinipes it is deeply notched.

In the second section (Ancisfrocerus) basalts has a red basal joint

to the body
;

quadratus may be separated off at once by the second

segment of the body beneath being slightly raised towards the base,

and then falling abruptly to the level of the transverse crenate sul-

cature
;
pariehim can next be distinguished by the second segment of

the body, beneath, beyond the basal sulcature, being quite flat longi-
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tudinally, whereas in all the others it is more or less convex longitu-

dinally, the costae of the sulcature also are much shorter than in its

allies. Antilope can then he separated off by the concavity of the

metathorax above the insertion of the body, which is distinctly

shining, whereas in the others it is quite dull. We are then left with

^-marginafus, i^-fasciatus, pm'ietiniis, and pictus. Trifasciatus may be

known by its long thorax, the mesothorax being longer than wide

across the tegulae ; ^-viarginatus differs from the other two in having

only three abdominal bands ; finally, parietinus differs from pictus in

having the 1st segment of the body narrower, and its band largely and

suddenly dilated on the sides, while in pictus the bands are all linear.

The third section {Symmorphus) has three species : crassicornis

may be known by its larger size, smooth and almost impunctate sides

of the mesothorax
;

gracilis has many abdominal bands, the thorax

truncate in front, and its angles mucronate ; sinuatus has only three

abdominal bands, the thorax rounded in front, and the angles not

mucronate.

Mr. Bridgman first called my attention to parietinus, and remarks

that there is a first-rate figure of it in Curtis's British Entomology
;

there is no doubt, I think, that all the species are good and distinct,

they only want a little careful examination.

Holmesdale, Upper Tooting

:

February I3th, 1879.

A NEW EUDROMUS, AND THREE NEW SPECIES OF LEPTURIDM
FROM MADAGASCAR.

BT H. W. BATES, F.L.S.

In the few remarks I published in the January number of this

magazine on the remarkable carabideous genus Eudromus, I alluded to

the probability that more species yet remained to be discovered on the

highlands of central Madagascar. It so happens that the next col-

lection arriving in London from that island contained a strikingly

distinct and beautiful new species of this genus, which I take this

early opportunity of describing.

In the same small collection, and in a previous one of similar

character, the extraordinary Lepturidw of Madagascar were well

represented ; there being, besides Sagridola maculosa (Gruer.) and

Logisticus rostratus (C. 0. Waterhouse), three new species of large

size, one a new genus, the descriptions of which are here added.
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EUDEOMITS LUCIDIPENNIS.

Niger, politus, sub-opalescens : thorace stth-cordato, angulis posticis

rotundatis, Icevissimo, sulcis trihiis modice impressis : elytris elongato-ovatis,

humeris nullis, carina laterali valde elevata costisque utrinque quinque

ohsoletis, apice simplicibus : tarsis {$) omnibus subtus dense setosis.

Long. 15 lin., S •

Very distinct from tlie allied species by tHe polisli o£ its surface,

wMch. appears as though varnished, and above has opalescent reflections.

The elytra are destitute of humeral angles, which are more completely

obliterated even than in Eu. striatocoUis. The eyes are rather more

prominent than in that species, and the posterior orbits less tumid.

The thorax is sub-cordate, but much less sinuated and narrowed behind

than in Eu. striatocoUis ; there is, however, a distinct sinuation in the

sides, preceding the blunt and almost rounded hind angles ; the surface

has a long shallow groove (the prolongation of the basal fovea) on each

side the dorsal furrow. The lateral carinse of the elytra are so pro-

minent, that the epipleurse towards the base are almost vertical ; they

are also reflexed, making the sides of the elytra! surface longitudinally

concave ; the interstices between the indistinct costae are excessively

smooth and glossy.

Madagascar : one example, ^ , for which I am indebted to Mr.

George Lewis.

ANTHEIBOLA, nov. gen. {Lepturidce)

.

Gen. Sagrldolse affinis. Caput elongatum, ante oculos rostriforme, hand

dilatatum : tubera antennifera hand elevata, fronte subplana ; oculi ovati,

haud emarginati, oblique positi, prominuU, subtilissime granulati. Antennae

corpore breviores ( ? ?) graciles, filiformes, media fronte longe ante oculos

inserti ; articnlo basali fere lineari quam 2—4 conjunctis longiori. Thorax

subcampanuliformis, ut in Lepturis, sed dorso leviter bigibboso. Elytra tri-

gona, ad sutures apicem paullulum dehiscentia, apice sinuato-truncata, extus

spinosa. Pedes sub-breves, robusti, femora intermedia et postica subtus acute

dentata ; tibice rectce, tarsi haud elongati.

A remarkable form, much resembling Sagridola, but differing in

the elongated parallel rostrum and slender antennae, wdth elongated

scape, &c.

S. DECOEATUS.

Supra ochraceo-pubescens, capite thoraceque supra vittis duabus, elytris

fascia sub-basal i macular i, alteraque postmediana utroque disco postice dila-

tata, humeris et marginibus nigris ; epipleuris nudis nitidis, testaceo-fulvis

;

pedibus antennisque nigris. Long. 9 lin., ? ?.

Madagascar.
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Mastododeba coccinea.

^agna,rohiista,rufa ; eh/tris paullo rufo-velutinis exceptis,nuda ; jjros-

terno medio, mesosterno et coxis omnibus nigris ; caintefere ut in M. nodicolli,

oculis minorib us colloque crassiori ; antennarum scapo subclavato : tJioracis

tuberibus quatuor dorsalibus fere cequalibus, tubere laterali magno, p)auUo

curvato : elytris amplis, apice integris, supra basin versuspunctulatis ; tarsis

posticis articuli basali triangulari haud elongato. Long. 18 lin., ? .

The colour o£ this large and conspicuous insect is nearly that of

red sealing-wax, including antennae and legs ; the black portions

are confined to the coxre and the surrounding parts of the sterna.

Madagascar.

The thorax is impunctate, and, like the rest of the body, slightly

shining. Some patches of silky pubescence on the elytra have, in

certain lights, a beautiful rosy tint.

Mastododeea difpoemipes.

M. nodicolli angustior, capite, corpore subfus, antennis et tibiis nigris,

thorace sanguiiieo, elytrisfuJvis subglabris margine laterali et sutura anguste

nigris : pedibus posticis (prcEcipue tarsis) elongatis, tibiis ap)ice intus subito

dilatato-sahlobatis, tarsis testaceo-Jlavis ; femoribus omnibus rufo-castaneis

basi nigrij, tarsis 4i-anticis nigris. Long. 10^ lin., S

The head is more elongated in front of eyes, and the base of the

antennae proportionately more remote from the latter than in Jf. nodi-

collis ; but the shape and granulation of the eyes are the same. Head

and thorax are covered with close minute punctures ; the latter has

four rounded, slightly elevated tubers on the surface, besides one, more

conical, on each side, a little before the middle. The elytra are less broad

at the shoulders, and are singly somewhat nari^owed towards the apex,

the latter briefly truncated. The dilatation of the apex of the posterior

tibia) forms an obtusely angular, compressed lobe. The claw-joints

of the tarsi are dilated almost as much as in Logisticus rostratus.

Madagascar.

Bai'tholomew Road, Kentish Town :

March, 1879.

Is Dytisciis latissimusfound in North America ?—My regretted friend, the ate

G-. R. Crotch, has recorded this species as North American, chiefly, I believe,

from information furnished to him by myself. In the Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. (De-

cember, 1876, p. 250), Dr. Horn has published the following note on the subject :

—

" Di/tiscus latissimus, Lin., should not be included in our lists. I am satisfied that

the species was never alive on this side of the Atlantic, and from the number of
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specimens sent me from time to time for determination, identical with those of

England, and pinned with English pins, I am convinced that there must be great care,

lessness or deception on some side. We have enough species legitimately introduced

without bringing dead ones on pins."

—

Yerj good, Dr. Horn !—But I am sure my
talented friend will forgive me for suspecting that, notwithstanding the rather tall tone

of his note, the deception may be with him ; and for the following reasons, viz. : that

the species does not occur in Bi'itain, a fortiori not in "England," and that the British

pin is evidence rather of a Canadian, than a continental-European, origin for the

" number of specimens ;" most Canadian collectors having formerly used British

pins. Next, that the limited distribution of the species in the old world and the

area in which it there occurs render it very probable that it exists also in North

America, though perhaps not descending so far to the south as to reach the United

States. The evidence of the existence of this remarkable species in North America

is, however, undoubtedly in need of confirmation. Perhaps some Canadian reader

of this magazine may be kind enough to give us a note on the point.—D. ShAEP

Thornhill, Dumfriesshire : ISth March, 1879.

Notes on some species of British Hemiptera.—Peritroclius nuiilus, Fall. {c.f.

E. M. M., vol. xi, 267, and xv, 202).—I took a single example out of a tuft of grass

at the side of a path in Darenth Wood on 2nd October last.

Pilophorns perplexus, Doug, and Scott.—At the beginning of July, among a

number of Formica ftisca,! saw some larvse of this species running up and down the

stem of an apple tree ; before the end of the month there were adults in the same

situation, and shortly afterwards I found them on the various trees of the garden,

where no larvae had been seen.

The genus Diceanonetjea, or, as Hardy imperfectly wrote it, " Dikeaneuea,"

appears not to be accepted on the continent, vice Notus, Fieb. (1866), although it is

identical and dates from 1850 (Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club, i, 423). The char-

acter of the neuration of the type, D. variata, is well expressed—•" Wings with the

upper nerves disposed in two forks, the upper opening inwardly on the base, the 2nd

shorter-pronged, outwardly on the apex." This configuration is excellently repre-

sented for the same species (Notus aridellus, Sahib.) by J. Sahlberg in the " Not.

Fenn.," xii, tab. i, fig. 21. The " forks " lie reversed as to each other, the parallel

prongs resembling those of musical tuning-forks, and are connected by a short trans-

verse nervule, which Hardy appears to have overlooked, as he could easily do, for it

is slight and mostly transparent :—he says, respecting it, "no apjmrent cross nerve."

Dicranoneura variata, Hardy.—Of this very common species the colour of the

elytra varies from pale green to dark green, sometimes with a reddish flush. Mr. G-.

Norman lately sent some examples, taken by him at Forres, of which the greater

portion of the corium of the elytra was of a deep orange-red, thus making the specific

name very appropriate. This deep red colour does not appear on southern examples.

Typhlocyha blandula, Eossi.—On the 23rd March last, at West Wickham Wood,

T found this species abundant on the green leaves of brambles. It is to be noticed,

that, however much the red colour of the elytra varies in intensity, the portion next

the costa is always clear and pale ; and that in the posterior tarsi of the ^ the last

joint only is black on the posterior half, while in the $ this joint is pale like the others.
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Typhlocyha tilim, Geoff, {c.f. E. M. M., xii, 79, and xiv, 132).—At the same

time and place as above I took three S and one ? from a fir tree. In this species it

is to be observed that the costal area on the whole length of the elytra in both sexes

has a vittate suffusion of rose colour, which is not apparent in the otherwise very

similarly marked T. blandida. In the S the postei'ior tarsi are wholly black, but in

the ? , except the claws, tliey are wholly pale.

Typhlocyha rosea, Flor.—In the E. M. M., xii, 77, I indicated this species as

British, on the strength of one example, but I find now, on the re-examination of it

by the side of the $ tilics, above mentioned, that it is only that species, and that I

had not observed the peculiar great length of the Ist joint of the posterior tarsi,

characteristic of rosea, is wanting in my example. T. rosea must, therefore, be ex-

punged from our list, but I hope only temporarily, for, as it is found on spruce firs

{Pinus abiesj it may surely occur in Bi'itain.

Typhlocyha quercus, Fab.—At the beginning of July I saw this species in all

stages of existence, except the adult, on the underside of the leaves of cherry trees

;

subsequently, the first-developed insects were to be seen alongside pupae, and after-

wards, for two or three months, plenty of adults were to be met with on every tree in

the garden.

Typhlocyha dehilis, Doug. (E. M. M., xii, 204).—This still remains scarce, and

hitherto I have seen only the ? . I found one on oak at Darenth Wood, October

2nd, and one on beech at the Addington Hills, October 14th. Mr. Edwards also took

one on beech at Norwich (p. 136 ante). M. Lethierry reports that the species has been

found in France—in the Landes and the Hautes-Pyrenees (Comptes rendus Soc. Ent.

Beige., 7 March, 1878)—but the food-plant is not yet ascertained.

Typhlocyha nitidula, Fab.—I have examples of this with the black colour on

the corium of the elytra so much extended that it covers nearly the whole surface,

and I believe, as indeed M. Lethierry himself suspects, that this form is his Anomia

Norgueti (Hem. Nord, p. 73).

Typhlocyha gratiosa, Boh.—Last year, for the first time, I found the $ on beech

trees, September 7th, but then newly developed and limp, there were also females ;

on the 27th, I obtained plenty of the $ fully coloured, but no males. I do not un-

derstand how, in so short a time, the males had vanished, except by supposing they

had fulfilled their functions and died. The females always long survive the males.

Typhlocyha Douglasi, Edwards (E. M. M., xiv, 248).—On the 28th September I

got (J and $ out of beech trees, on the leaves of which I am convinced the species

must live, there being scarcely any other kind of tree in the place, and it comes only

from the beech.

Eupteryx stachydearum, Hardy.—In his description of this species (Trans.

Tyneside Nat. Field-Club, i, 422), Hardy says, "legs entirely yellow, or the greater

part of the tarsi black." This difference of coloration is a sexual character; last

autumn I captured a great many examj)les on some plants of balm {3IeUssa officinalis)

in the garden, and found that in the male the second joint of the posterior tarsi was

always more or less black, and in the female it was always pale like the other joints.

Tliere could be no doubt that they were the sexes of one species, for I saw many

in cop.

Eupteryx melissce, Curt.—As Curtis says, and Marshall also observes, the elytra
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are of a delicate sea-green instead of the more yellow colour of the preceding species

;

the stature is also smaller, and the tarsi are pale in both sexes. The species was

abundant on the balm-plants, above mentioned, from August to October.

Eupteryx vittatus and E.pictus also occurred on the same plants, but not many
of either.

Trioza galii, Foerst.—I find, that in some of the examples captured in August

{vide p. 92 ante), the white markings on the abdomen have now disappeared, but in

others they remain. I think that those authors who have not adverted to the white

markings must have had before them examples in which the markings had become

evanescent by lapse of time.

AphaJara exilis, Weber and Mohr.—On the 14tli October I found several indi-

viduals of each sex, the male predominating, in tufts of grass growing by the road-side

at the Addington Hills. I had previously sought on the heather in vain. The species

has been found on fir and other trees, but, as far as I am aware, the food-plant is

not known.

Aphalara polygoni, Foerst.—On the 2nd September, on a plant of Polygonum

hydropiper, I found two examples, $ and $ , so flaccid and colourless that they could

not have emerged from the pupa-state for more than a few minutes. On the 28th

Sept., on the same plant, I found several individuals fully developed and coloured.

On previous occasions I have taken the species in autumn on fir trees, and, in June,

on Rumex acetosella, on which last it was also found by HaUday ; but it was originally

discovered by Foerster on Polygonum.

Rhinocola aceris, JAn.—I saw a few soft, newly emerged individuals on Acer

campestre, at Lee, on August 1st ; these, I think, were of a second brood, the first

appearing in June, but the occurrence of two broods has not been recorded.—J. W.
Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : January 23rd, 1879.

Morayshire Hemiptera.—The following species of Heteroptera I have added to

the list published in 1877 (Fnt. Mo. Mag., xiv, 165).

MicropJiysa pselaphiformis.

Conostethus brevis. Renter.—In profusion, on thrift and Carices; Bay of Find-

horn, 17th June and afterwards.

Plesiocoris rugicollis.—I have found, this season, in profusion, on hoary sallow

and Myrica gale.

Salda lateralis, Kinloss.

Agalliastes saltitans, at Findhorn.

AgaUiastes WilJcinsoni, Dictyonota strichnocera, Phytocoris dimidiatus ; Burgie

and Pluscardeu.

Berytus pygmceus.

Dicyphus staehydis, Eeuter, =; collaris, Flor ; in profusion on StacJiys. This is

the species I gave in my last list, in error, as D. errans.

Oerris odontogaster. Loch Romach.

The following Somoptera have occurred here during the past season, and have

been named for me by the kindness of Messrs. Douglas and Scott.

Cixius cunicularius, Fab., C nervosus, Lin., C. intermedius, Scott, C. contami-

natus, Flor.

Liiurnia guttula, Germ., L. similis, Kirsclib., L.forcipata, Boh., L. pellucida,
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Fab., L. extrusa, Scott, L. neglecta, Flor, L. cognata, Fieb., L. limhata, Yah.forma

macroptera, abundant in Butler's Marsh and Scrapeliard Pond.

Dicranotropis hamatus, "Boh.,forma macroptera, on hazels, Sanquhar, in July.

Aphrophora ahii, Fall.

Philcenus spumarius, Lin., P. exclamationis, Thunb., P. Uneatus, Lin.

TJlopa reticulata, Fab.

Megophthalmus scaniens, Fall.

Eupelex sp. ?, larva on a dry bank.

Acocephalus rusticus,YB,h., A. bifasciatus, Jjin., A. albifrons, Jjin., A.polystolus,

Fieb., A. carinatus, Stal.

Macropsis lanio, Lin.

Idiocerus populi, Lin., I. coifusus, Flor.

Bythoscopus alni, Schr., B.fruticola, Fall.

Agallia puncticeps, G-erm., A. venosa, G-erm.

Tettigonia viridis, Lin.

JSuacanthus interruptus, Lin., E. acuminatus, Fab.

Alebra albostriella, Fall.

Cybus smaragdulus, Fall.

Chloritaflavescens, Fab., Ch. apicalis, Flor.

Dicranoneura variata, Hardy, sometimes cherry-red in colour. D. aureola,

Fall., on Varices, Findhorn Marsh ; new to our lists (vide p. 202 ante).

Typhlocyba decem-punctata. Fall., T. quercus. Fab., T. ulmi, Lin., T. tenerrima,

Schaff., T. nitidula, Fab., T. geometrica, Schr., T. rosce, Liu., T. alneti, Dahlb., T.

blandula, Rossi, T. tilice, Geoff.

Eupteryx vittatus, Lin., E. notatus, Curtis, Butler's Marsh, on grass, September,

E. urticce, Fab., E. aiirafus, Lin., E. pictus, Latr., E. stachydearum, Hardy, ou

Teucrium, E. pulchellus, Fall., E. Oermari, Zett.

Cicadula sexnotata. Fall.

Thamnotettix criientata, Panz, on Vaccinium and Empetrum, Th. splendidula,

Fab., TA.torneella, Zett., Th. intermedia, 'Boh.., Th.virescens,¥all., Th. quadritiotata,

Fab.

Athysanus grisescens, Zett., common, Butler's Marsh, A. sordidus, Zett., A.

obsoJetus, Kirschb., A. p>lebeius, Fall., A. obscurellus, Kirschb., A. suhfusculus, Fall.,

A. jyi'asinus. Fall., A. distinguendus, Fall.

Allygus mixtus, Fab.

Eeltocephalus abdominaJis, Fab., Z>. sabulicola, Curtis, D. striatus, Lin., i>.

socialis, Flor, D. ocellaris. Fall., D. pulicaris. Fall., Z>. pseiidocellaris, Flor.

Arytcena ulicis, Curtis, A. genistce, Latr.

Psylla Forsteri, Flor, Ps. alni, Lin., Ps. buxi, Lin., Ps. salicicola, Forst., Ps.

pineti, Flor, Ps. mali, Forst., Ps.fraxitiicola, Forst., Ps.fraxini, Lin., Ps. cratcegi,

Scop., Ps. peregrina, Forst.

Trioza urticce, Lin,, T. aciitipennis, Zett., common on Carices, in a small loch in

Sanquhar, August to December.

Aphalara exilis, Weber and Mohr, A. polygoni, Forst., A. picta, Zett., A.

nervosa, Flor.

Phinocola ericcB, Curt., with the elytra having clear brownish dots, being the

form mentioned by Flor; common on ling. May to September.—G. Noeman,

Cluuy Hill, Forres : February, 27ih, 1879.
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SeUcopsyche hred in Europe.—The heading of the notice on Helicopsyche in

the last number (p. 239) of this Magazine, conveyed an erroneous idea, as the con-

text shows. For " England " read " Europe."

I have since received specimens of larvae (with cases) and of the insect (in

alcohol) from Professor de Rougeraont. The $ is probably my H. (?) sperata ; the

9 I received was that of some Tlnodes (or genus allied thereto), and has no connection

with Helicopsyche. Professor de Rougemont informs me that he has since detected

the true $

.

In the published report of the Meeting of the Italian Entomological Society for

November 24th, 1878, there is an apparently independent account of the breeding of

Helicopsyche from the pens of Signor Tassinari (who described the cases as shells)

and Professor Targioni-Tozzetti, the President of the Society, with an outline figure

of the supposed ? , and an imperfect description. This ? is also a Tinodes, or allied

thereto.

Immediately after my previous notice was in print, I received the cases and in-

sects of two Brazilian species of Helicopsyche (in the broad sense), forwarded by Dr.

Fritz Miiller.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham : llth March, 1879.

Capture of Odyneriis hasalis.—On the 14th July last I captured two specimens

of the very rare wasp, Odynerus basalis, Smith, in the Isle of Purbeck. Had I known

their rarity at the time I might have taken more, but I was busy in capturing other

rare species, such as Anthrilits albinus, Clorosoma Schillingi, Ebulea verhascalis,

and Pempelia Davisella. The wasp is well described by Mr. Smith in the Entomologists'

Annual for 1869, p. 73, wliere Mr. Eothney's capture of the species is mentioned :

but, strange to say, Mr. Smith has omitted the species altogether from his List of

Aculeate Symenoptera. It constructs round nests of sand at the tips of the spear-

like grass which generally grows on sand-hills. Next summer I hope to get more

specimens and knowledge.—C.W. Dale, Glanville's Wootton, Sherborne : Mar. I'Jth,

1879.

Record of a hutterjly new to thefauna of Japan.—I have recently obtained from

Yokohama an example of Charaxes NarccBus, Westwood, and I believe this is the

first specimen of the species from the Japanese Archipelago ; it was originally re-

corded from North China.

—

Geo. Lewis, 3, Green Street, Grosvenor Square : l%th

March, 1879.

On the ptipation of the NymphalidcB.—In anticipation of the event which has

actually occurred, viz., the re-publication of the article on this subject, from the

'• Canadian Entomologist," in this Magazine, I refrained from posting a letter which

was already written calling attention to the very interesting communication of W. H.

Edwards, of which I had already received a copy through the coui-tesy of the author.

I will now only ask permission to observe that we have here the existence of the liga-

ment demonstrated in two new species, and, indeed, of difPerent sub-families, of the

Suspensi : and that it is found in another family, belonging to the succincti, viz., in

P. brassicce (and I believe also in A. cardamines) ,1 have already shown. It becomes

interesting, therefore, to enquire how far its ^Dresence may be traced in other genera

and families of this Order, and I hope that, during the coming summer, much infor-
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mation on tliis subject will be obtained. Naturally differences of structure and in

the mode of pupation wiU be observed in diiJerent species ; so that inferences from

observations on one or two species might lead to error if generally applied. In de-

scribing the pupation of Qrapta interrogationis, Mr. Edwards says (p. 224), " It is a

wonderful exhibition, and the last act is beyond my comprehension, namely, the

rising of the chrysalis with no external aid save what comes from the ligament. I

can only state the fact." If, when the chrysalis is suspended by the ligament alone,

its tail is too short to reach the button of silk, it is evident these parts can only be

brought together in one (or both) of two ways, viz., by the lengthening of the tail,

or the shortening of the ligament. Whether or not the former contributes to the

results, it does seem that not only the ligament but the whole internal lining of the

caterpillar skin is elastic, or at least subject to shrink up, especially when exposed to

the action of the air. In making specimens to show the ligament, I found that it

was necessary not to pin it out at the full stretch it would easily bear at first, but

that it must be considerably relaxed, or it was sure to part in drying from its attach-

ment to the chrysalis. But that the tail of the chrysalis itself also increases in

length by a process ofc/rowth is also extremely probable. At the moment of exclusion

the anterior horn of the chrysalis of A. cardamines is a minute (ventrally) incurved

process, and it may be almost seen growing till in an hour or two it had attained the

complete size, when it is equal in length to the posterior horn. Mr. Edwards has noticed

and remarked upon this out-growth of the mesonotum of the chrysalis of interroga-

tionis (p. 224 ante) : at first, he says, " this organ is pressed down and flattened, but

in a short time, and before the transformation is completed, it swells out, and becomes

nearly as large and as prominent as it ever will be." What takes place in the meso-

notum of interrogationis, and in the anterior horn of cardamines, and probably more

or less in all parts of the chrysalis, need only take place to a small and not noticeable

extent in the tail of the suspended pupa in order to equalize its length with that of

the suspending ligament, itself perhaps shrinking up under the action of the air.

—

J. A. OsBOBNE, Milford, Letterkenny : March, 1879.

Description of the larva of MyeJois cribruin.-—On the 26th of April last, I re-

ceived through the kindness of Mr. John Wilson, of Bei'mondsey, a few larvce of this

species. Some of them were apparently almost full-grown, so I described them at

once, as follows :

—

Length, when at rest, about three-quarters of an inch, and, when crawling, quite

an inch ; rather plump, and of nearly uniform width throughout ; head highly

polished, considerably narrower than the second segment; body cylindrical, tapering

very slightly towards the anal segment ; the segmental divisions well marked ; there

is a polished plate on the second, and a smaller one on the anal segment; skin rather

soft, with a semi-translucent appearance ; a short hair springs from each tubercle.

Ground colour a very pale olive-green, inclining to drab ; head and frontal plate

intensely black, the small anal plate not so conspicuously dark. A darker shade of

the ground colour, broadly boi-dcred on each side with dull whitish stripes, forms the

dorsal band ; sub-dorsal stripes white, but thei'e are no spiracular lines ; spiracles

round, they, and also the tubercles and hairs, are black.

Ventral surface and prolegs very pale dingy greyish-green, the legs black and

polished.
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Feeds in the dried stems of thistle, eating neat circular holes through to enter a

fresh stem, or to quit an old one. When full-grown spins a net-like cocoon of white

threads in the cavity formed by having eaten away the pith in the stem, and in this

changes to a pupa. This is about five-eighths of an inch long, slender, and of the

ordinary shape ; the eye-, leg-, and antenna-cases prominent, the last especially so,

being raised quite on the top of the thorax, and extending from the head to the base

of the wings ; there are also two slight prominences extending over the base of the

wings in front. Ground colour almost uniformly bright glossy pale brown, the

upper side of the thorax, segmental divisions, and side tubercles, rather darker

brown. The imagos began to appear on July 6th.

—

Geo. T. Pokeitt, Highroyd

House, Huddersfield : March 5th, 1879.

On the Australian CEcophoridce.—The extraordinary specific development of this

group in Australia affords a remarkable parallel to the similar excessive multiplication

of species in the genera Eucali/ptus and Acacia amongst plants in the same region.

Out of about 800 species of Micro-Lepidoptera, which I have classified, 210, or more

than one-fourth, are referred to this family, placing it first on the list; the QelechidcB

being just short of 200. Those few which have as yet been described by Walker,

Zeller, and others, have been indiscriminately cast into CEcophora, Z. ; but it is not

a little curious that I find, on examination of the venation and other characters, that

there is amongst them not a single true CEcophora (or perhaps one only), except

the imported pseudospretella. All alike (excepting a single genus of about fifteen

species, characterised by the excessively long basal joint of the antennae, but possessing

the venation of CEcophora) differ from CEcophora in that vein 7 of the fore-wings

runs to the hind margin, or in one group to the apex, never to the costa. The only

European genera represented are HarpeJla, by seven species, and Blastobasis, by

two : Endrosis lacteella has also been imported. The other genera are probably

wholly endemic, as the group appears hardly at all represented in other main regions.

Some progress has been made towards a knowledge of the larvae, which do not

seem to have the taste of CEcophora for dried material. The larvae of the genus with

elongated basal joint of antennae all feed in spun leaflets of LeguminoscB, chiefly

Acacia. Others live rather gregariously, several together amongst a good deal of

web, on Eucalyptus and other trees. From the crambideous habit of one large group

of handsome species, it is tolerably certain that their larvae must live in the roots of

grass, but I have not yet succeeded in finding them. Those of another smaller genus

feed beneath the fibrous bark of trees. One very abnormal insect has a case-bearing

larva, the case consisting of a stout piece of sti-aight twig, hollowed out into a

cylinder ; it feeds on the Eucalyiytus. Probably the more remarkable modes of life

remain yet to be discovered.—E. Metbick, 243, Macquarie Street, Sydney : January

20th, 1879.

Elachista perpJexeUa double brooded.—Last spring, at the end of March and

beginning of April, I found small yellow larvae in Aira ccsspitosa, at the same time

as those of E. apicipunctella. Thinking that they must be young larvae of that in-

sect, I did not examine them closely at the time ; but found, when they left the

grass, that they were still yellow. One of them fortunately pupated, and emerged as

E. perplexella, previously only one brood (feeding in June b, and emerging in June e)
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appeared to be known here ; so that it may be of some interest. The egg must be

laid in July, and the larva hibernates.

—

John Sang, 6, Chestnut Street, Darlington

:

February 28fk, 1879.

The food and habits of Velleius dilatatus.—For a long time it was a mystery to

me why Velleius dilatatus dwelt only with hornets, and how it happened that it also

lived in harmony with them ; I conjectured that the Velleius must in some way be

of service to the hornet-colony, otherwise the hornets would not tolerate its presence,

yet I was not then sure of what its food consisted. To solve this question I had

again to take a hornets' nest, but on account of its unfavourable situation I could

only extract from it seven larvte, and of these only one entire, the other six were in-

jured and perished.

As only one Velleius was developed, I at once, by means of a pencil, gave it

honey, which it ate with the gi-eatest avidity ; as I withdrew the pencil it clung to it

so fast that I could thus drag it quite round the room. On the second occasion it at

once recognised the pencil and approached it ; it also drank much water ; and I saw

that it was very readily fed,—just like a young bird. As this kind of feeding took

up too much of my time I gave it a piece of sugar, on which it remained for half a

day, and would not leave it until it was satisfied. Thus there can be no doubt that

these insects derive their nourishment from sweets, and that they partake of the same

food as the hornet-brood.

The Velleius tears to pieces, with the greatest tiger-like fury, all insects which

are injurious to the hornet-brood, especially the Myriopoda— Cryptops, Leach, and

Scolopendra, Koch,— ; these resist so strenuously, that only a confused action can be

seen, but nothing distinguished, yet their dead dry bodies are thrown about with the

greatest rage on every occasion. The Myriopoda which live among plants and de-

caying matter, such as Geophilus, Leach, are not touched, even if they crawl about

on the Velleius, as also is the case with all other insects which are not injurious to the

brood. It is not to be attributed to the hornets that they clear out all such animals

from the hollow trees they select for their nests, for I had an opportunity to examine

thoroughly the inside of one tree and found no creatm-e which could be injurious to

their brood, whilst, in other hollow trees, Myriopoda and other predacious creatures

swarmed. Thus I believe that no hornets' nest can thrive in a hollow tree without the

presence of Velleius, and who knows whether the sharp, musky odour of this insect

may not even contribute much to its security by keeping enemies at a distance ?

—

the odoiu* is so powerful that five or six of the Velleius will sensibly perfume a room.

It therefore appears that Velleius eats the honey, and in return protects the hornet-

brood, and the colony generally, by keeping oS their foes.

Observation of Velleius soon brings conviction that it is very intelligent, at any

rate, much more than most other beetles : the species is among beetles what parrots

are among birds. When newly developed it is very shy, but it soon loses its wild-

ness, at least when close to its food. It is lively and ever ready for conflict, and if

disturbed from its rest, or if it becomes aware of an enemy, it springs on the intruder

with out-spread wings, and uses its strong mandibles as weapons of attack. It flies

easily, and this power is very serviceable, for it often has to travel great distances

when seeking hornets' nests.

It occasionally happens that hornets make their nest for several years successively
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in the same tree ; this occurs especially in oaks when the inner space is sound, but

the more general case is that the walls of the cavity crumble down by progress of

decay, the rain penetrates, and the nest perishes ; then such trees are forsaken, and

Velleius has to find new nests. When it is engaged in such wanderings an entomo-

logist may occasionally find an example, but in greater number it is only to be obtained

in hornets' nests.

J. Erne (Mitthe'ilungen der schweizerischen entomologischen Gesellschaft, vol.

V, p. 369, September, 1878).

[This article, which contains much that is new and interesting, forms the sequel

to an excellent communication, by the same author, on the natural history of the

Velleius, published in the " Mittheilungen," vol. iv (1877), but which is too long to

reproduce here : I may, however, revert to its salient points hereafter.—J. W. D.]

Entomological Society of London.—S^A February, 1879. Sib J. Lubbock,

Bart., M.P., V.P.E.S., President, in the Chair.

The President named Messrs. H. W. Bates, J. W. Dunning, and P. Smith, as

Vice-Presidents for the year.

Mr. Elwes exhibited a very interesting collection of Lepidoptera from an island

at the mouth of the River Amur. The species generally were very European in

character, and specifically identical with ours in some cases. Two of the most striking

insects were (1) a butterfly, recently described as Liihdorjia Pidziloi, closely allied

to the genus Thais, and remarkable for the female possessing curious large waxy-

looking abdominal appendages ; (2) Saturnia Artemis, &\\\eA. to the North American

Actias Luna.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse exhibited a curious spider from "West Africa, recently

described by Mr. Butler as Gasteracantha Cambridgei ; in form and colour it

strikingly resembled a small crab.

Mr. Champion exhibited the example of Harpalus oblongiusculus, recorded in

this Magazine at ante p. 203.

Mr. Swinton called attention to a statement by Mr. Wood-Mason to the effect that

a Mantis had never been heard to stridulate, and referred to Kirby and Spence's

Introduction to Entomology, 7th ed.,p. 493, where it is stated that Colonel Goureau

has noticed that Mantis religosa when alarmed produces a sound by rubbing the sides

of the abdomen against the borders of the wings and elytra.

The Rev. A. E. Eaton read notes on the homologies of neuration in insects, and,

acting upon Professor Westwood's suggestion at the Meeting on December 4th, he

had prepared a number of diagrams of the neuration of various Lepidoptera and

Trichoptera, coloured so as to show the homologising nervures, &c.

The Secretary read a note by Dr. Fritz Miiller with reference to the mimicry of

species of Acrcea by Eueides pavonia, in which he remarked that this case presented

the singular feature of the mimicking butterfly agreeing more closely with the males

of that mimicked, instead of with the females as is usual.

Mr. Butler read a paper " On the Lepidoptera of the Amazons, collected by

Dr. Trail," part iii, Noctuites.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse read a description of a new genus and species of Ciircu-

lionidcE, found in an orchid house in England.

Mr. F. Moore communicated " Descriptions of the species of the Lepidopterous

genus Kallima."
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March 6th, 1879.—J. W. Dunning, Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Yice-President, in the

Chair.

The Chairman, in a short address, referred feelingly to the great loss the Society

had sustained by the death of Mr. Fi-ederick Smith, who had been again nominated as

one of the Vice-Presidents at the previous meeting.

Mr. J. T. Harris, of Burton-on-Trent, was elected a Subscriber ; and Mons. C.

Brongniart, of the Musee d'Histoire Naturelle, at Paris, was elected a Foreign

Member.

Sir S. S. Saunders exhibited a series of species of HaJicttcs from Greece, including

new forms.

Mr. Wood-Mason recurred to Mr. Swinton's observations at the previous meeting

regarding tlie stridulation attributed to Mantis religiosa, by Col. Groureau, and

denied the existence of any true stridulating organs in the insect, the noise being

merely caused by the rustling of the wings.

Mr. W. Cole called attention to Dr. Kerner's essay on " Flowers, and their un-

bidden Guests," in which it was suggested that flowers were, as a rule, not attacked

by larvte, because they contained principles distasteful to them. Mr. Cole was of

the opinion that the caterpillars, in neglecting flowers, had a regard for their own

safety, rather than that they found them distasteful, and alluded to the fact, that the

larv86 of many species, and even of almost entire genera, feed by preference on

flowers. Mr. Meldola saw no difiiculty in Dr. Kerner's statement, and suggested

that in the case of flower-feeding larvae, the digestive organs might be so modified

as to permit of the colouring matter being permeated in an unaltei-cd condition,

in the same manner that chlorophyl passes unaltered into the tissues of green cater-

pillars that feed on leaves, as had been proved spectroscopically.

Mr. Elwes mentioned an instance of injury to bulbs of Sternhergia by some

larva, which Mr. McLachlan suggested was probably that of the dipterous genus

Merodon.

Dr. Sliarp communicated a paper on Coleoptera from the Hawaiian Islands.

Mr. Cameron communicated a paper on new or little known species of British

Hymenoptera.

The Btttteeflies of North Ameeica, by W. H. Edwards ; 2nd series, part

vii, 4to. Boston—Houghton, Osgood & Co. ; London—Trixbner & Co. 1878.

We have frequently, on former occasions, spoken in terms of unqualified praise

of preceding parts of this magnificent work. The part before us maintains the high

reputation the author has gained amongst entomologists to its fullest extent; in fact

it is, if possible, an advance on all previous parts, both in the beauty of the plates

and the excellence of the text. The first plate, with four figures, is occupied by

Papilio Indra, Eeakirt, a species of very local distribution, and apparently confined

to Western California. On the second plate, with eight figures, are represented An-

thocharis Oenutia, F.,and Julia, Edwards, two species with curious falcate anterior-

wings. The third plate, with eight figures of the butterfly and many of the larva, &c.,

is devoted to Colias Eurytheme, Boisd.,to which are united KeewaydinajiA Ariadne,

Edw., as polymorphic conditions. We have no space to devote to a consideration of

the manner in wliich the author shows that the various forms are due to the brood
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to which they belong, the species varying from two-brooded to many-brooded accord-

ing to locality. The fourth and fifth plates are crowded with figures of Phyciodes

(an extensive American genus allied to Melitced). Of various forms of Ph. Tharos

there are no less than twenty-seven figures of the butterfly and many of the egg,

larva, and pupa. Two other species, Ph. Phaon and Vesta, are also represented.

The author regards all these as originally one, but Phaon and Vesta having become

established as distinct species, remain so, whereas Tharos appears in all sorts of seasonal

and other forms. By a series of patient experiments in breeding from particular

batches of eggs, and by subjecting some of them to artificially cold temperatures, the

author succeeded in manufacturing (if we may use such a term) seasonal forms almost

at will, and even in producing forms that in nature were only looked upon as remark-

able aberrations. It should be remarked that seasonal dimorphism (or polymorphism)

is almost as strongly marked in the larvge of these insects as in the imago.

The whole history is so interesting that short extracts could not do justice to it ; it

is a striking exemplification of how very little we know of the habits of the many

thousands of so-called species of butterflies that exist on paper, and it is one more

proof of the necessity for concentration in the studies of entomologists.

Notes of Obsektations on iNJUEiors Insects. Report for 1878, drawn

up by E. A. Oemeeod. 8vo, pp. 27. London—West, Newman & Co. 1879.

Miss Ormerod (assisted by other entomologists) is doing good work in her dis-

interested endeavours to spread a knowledge of the habits of injurious insects amongst

horticulturists and agriculturists. This third Report is nicely got up and the illustra-

tions will attract the attention of those for whose benefit it is intended. Twenty-one

species, of various Orders, are treated upon. It was a mistake to include Colias

Edusa among the pests ; we do not suppose that any one was a penny the worse off

for the extraordinary abundance of this beautiful butterfly in 1877, and by associating

it with bad company, Miss Ormerod may unwittingly add to its persecution, as if it

had not enough already in " picture " makers, bird-stuffers, and small boys ; but it

is expressly stated that it is included in the hope that observations on its habits may

throw some light upon other intermittent appearances, such as that of Athalia

spinarum, &c. We believe we are correct in stating that these Reports are intended

for gratuitious distribution.

FredericJc Smith.—In our last number {ante p. 240) we briefly announced the

death of this well-known entomologist, under peculiarly painful (and almost sudden)

circumstances, after a surgical operation, at the age of 73.

He was born, we think, in London, in 1805, of Yorkshire parents, but we are

unacquainted with his early history. His occupation, when he became known as an

entomologist, was that of an engraver on steel, and to this, by no means at any time

lucrative employment, was added that of a small business in the south of London.

As an engraver he was instrumental in the re-production of the works of several

celebrated artists. At the same time he was deeply engaged in entomological pur-

suits, and especially on observations on the habits of Hymenoptera. These pursuits,

combined with his skill as an engraver, probably brought him under the notice of

John Curtis; at any rate, we know the latter was assisted by him in some of the

later plates of the " British Entomology."
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For a short time lie was Curator to the then young Entomological Society of

London. After the death of Edward Doubleday, in 1850, he was appointed an As-

sistant in the Zoological Department of the British Museum, and, in 1875, he became

Senior Assistant, which post he held at the time of his death. He was President of

the Entomological Society of London in 1862 and 1863.

It is not possible for us to give even the titles of the papers published by

him in the Journals and the Transactions of various Societies, to the number

of over one hundred. Many of these, combined with his general "Catalogues"

of the Hymenoptera in the British Museum, were executed " to order," and were

better than could be said of the bulk of contemporaneous publications issued from

the same source. In these, as in all his work, he suffered from the want of general

and special education ; it is a marvel he succeeded so well. He was more fitted for

a field naturalist. In the field he was at home; in the study his enforced work must

have cost him painful and arduous labour. His keen powers of observation rendered

all his field work of the utmost value, and the results appear (especially) in his various

" Catalogues " (unfortunately of necessity so termed) of the British Hymenoptera,

published by the British Museum, which were illustrated (as were many of his other

papers) by plates drawn and engraved by himself, and of surpassing accuracy. His

"Catalogues " of the British Aculeate and Fossorial Hymenoptera are in the hands

of all. So lately as 1876, a " Catalogue " of British Bees, from his pen, was pub-

lished, practically a second edition of that which appeared in 1855, and it might have

been better for the author's reputation if this second edition never had appeared, for

it shows too plainly his inability to keep pace with the progress of scientific knowledge

;

the modern system of minute analysis was too much for him. It is only to a few

that is given the power of accommodating themselves to conditions up to an advanced

age : how many of us will be among those few, or know when to stop ?

It is not by his monographic or literary work that the name of Frederick Smith

will endure. It loill endure from his conscientious and original observations in the

field. We have heard a great deal lately of the lives of such men as Thomas Edward

and Robert Dick. It was to this class that Frederick Smith originally belonged ; if

circumstances had permitted him to accumulate the same amount of general know-

ledge and to attain the same position, without the necessity of doing clerk's mechanical

work, the world woidd have mourned the loss of a naturalist of a high order.

His attention was not confined to Hymenoptera. His knowledge of Coleoptera

(especially CurculionidcB) was extensive, and his British Museum work included a

Catalogue of PassalldcB.

It will be strictly in keeping with his conservative character if we allude to the

tenacity with which he adhered to old ideas as opposed to modern. This was stri-

kingly exhibited in the manner in which he persisted in acting the part of champion

against those who, on the testimony of modern scientific explorei's, ventured to doubt

the luminosity of Fulgora : we might cite other analogous instances.

Socially he will be long missed, for lie added much to the enjoyment of many

festive gatherings of entomologists and other naturalists.

He leaves a widow, three sons, and a daughter, to deplore the loss of a good

husband and father. One of his sons is well known as an artist in natural history

subjects ; another is earning fame for himself as a coiichologist in the British Museum.

In referring to his Museum work, we must not forget the unwearying kindness

and courtesy with which during many years he assisted students and other visitors

to the Insect room ; and the generosity and trouble which he bestowed in naming

and adding to the collections of beginners.
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DESCraPTION OF TWO NEW EUEOPEAN SPECIES OF FSYLLIDM.

BY JOHN SCOTT.

Genus TEIOZA, Forst.

Trioza dicheoa.

^ . Black. Face-lohes long, projecting somewhat forward, some-

what stout at the base, apex acute, almost as long as the crown down

the centre ; divergence not so great as the base of either. Anienncs

white, 1-2 joints black, apex of the latter white, from about 5-8

brownish, 9-10 black. Elytra clear, transparent, apex somewhat acute,

about 2\ times as long as broad ; costal margin considerably convex

from the base to the apex, and forming a continuous curve, dorsal

margin slightly convex from the apex to the inner branch of the dorsal

fork, then slightly concave to the claval suture where it recurves to

the base ; nerves fine, slightly brown, especially towards and at their

apices ; radial cell lanceolate ; nervelets brown or fuscous ; exterior

branch of the dorsal fork forming a long curve. Legs pale yellow.

Abdomen and genitalia green.

Head : croton and face-lobes black, the latter long, projecting slightly forward,

viewed from the side very slightly concave on the anterior margin ; almost as

long as the crown down the centre ; somewhat stout at the base, apex somewhat

acute ; divei'gence not so great as the base of either. AntenncB white, 1-2

joints black, apex of the latter white, from about 5-8 brownish, 9-10 black.

Thorax : pro- and mesonotum black, except the apical portion of the latter, which is

pale yellow. Elytra clear, transparent, about 2\ times as long as broad, apex

somewhat acute ; costal margin considerably convex, and from base to apex

forming an almost continuous curve ; dorsal margin slightly convex from the

apex to the inner bi'anch of the dorsal fork, then slightly concave to the claval

suture, where it recurves to the base ; radius slightly convex towards the dorsal

margin ; radial cell lanceolate, length of the cell, measured on the costal margin,

a little longer than the distance between the apex of the elytron and that of

the cell ; nerves slightly brown, especially at their apices ; nervelets brown or

fuscous ; exterior branch of dorsal fork forming a long curve. Sternum pale

yellow or slightly brownish. Legs pale yellow ; tarsi—1st pair generally black.

Abdomen green ; genitalia green, processes, viewed from the side, broad, somewhat

rectangular ; length about 1^ times the breadth of the base, outer margin con-

cave at the apex, so that it appears to be produced into a short tooth; inner

margin with a minute blackish spot at the apex ; genital plate as high as or a

little higher than the processes, base broad, apex narrow, exterior margin some-

what " ogee "-shaped, apex acute, upper margin concave.

? . Pale yellowish-green. Eyes purplish. Face-lobes pale, slightly projecting

forward and somewhat concave on the anterior margin, as in the other sex.

Leys pale ; tarsi—1st pair pale, 2nd joint black ; 3rd pair, tilicB—Vandykes

(or frills) at the apex black.

All the other characters as in the £

.

Length, 1 Line.

Astrakan.
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In appearance somewhat like T. ahdomijialis, Flor, but the great

difference lies in the foi*m of the exterior branch of the dorsal fork of

the cubitus, also in the shape of the genital organs of the ^

.

I have been enabled, through the kindness of M. Jakowleff, to

describe this and the following species, but in neither case does he

furnish me with the name of the food-plant or the date of capture.

Genus APHALAEA, Forst.

ApHALAUA jAKOWLErn.

Chocolate or reddish-brown. Croivii, 'pro- and mesonotum thickly

punctured, having somewhat the appearance of being very finely

scabrous. Elytra opaque, with a broad, almost black, velvety band

round the apex, in which is a narrow, white transverse line ; costal

margin at the base slightly, and at the centre very perceptibly, concave
;

radial cell elongate, apex acute. TVings white, opaque ; costal nerve

for half its length from the base brownish-yellow, ulna red. Legs

red-brown ; thighs and tihi(S on the sides with narrow, transverse,

slightly waved, frosted, silvery-white bands ; tarsi and claivs of the

3rd pair red. Abdomen above almost black, with a yellow line down

the centre, widening to the apex ; beneath, deep yellow
;
genitalia of

the $ deep yellow.

Sead : crown thickly punctured, having somewhat the appearance of being very

finely scabrous. Antenna yellowish or somewhat ruddy-brown, 1-2 joints

ruddy-brown ; 9-10 black, base of the former broadly yellowish or ruddy-brown.

Thorax : pro- and mesonotum thickly punctured, having someAvhat the appearance

of being very finely scabrous. Elytra opaque with a broad, almost black,

velvety band round the apex, in which is a narrow white line extending from

near the upper nerve of the furcation of the superior arm of the cubitus to, or

slightly beyond, the upper nerve of the inferior arm of the same ; costal margin

at the base slightly concave, at the centi-e very perceptibly concave ; radial cell

elongate, apex acute, length about two-thirds the distance from the base to the

apex ; dorsal marginal appendage and nerve deep, velvety, brown-black, with

two white oblong spots between the claval suture and the first nerve of the

fork of the cubitus, round the apex a broad, almost black, velvety band, in which

is a narrow white line (sometimes having a few very minute black dots on its

surface) traversing the space between the upper nerve of the furcation of the

superior arm of the cubitus to a little beyond the upper nerve of the inferior

arm of the same ; marginal apices of the nerves white ; next the costal margin

and extending to the apex of the radial cell a triangular, almost black, velvety

patch, divided by a trapezoidal white spot, interior to this last is a triangular,

more or less distinct, pale brown patch extending across the elytron, having its

apex on the costal margin near the commencement of the concavity of the same.
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Wings white, opaque ; costal nerve for half its length from the base brownish-

yellow ; ulna red. Legs red-brown ; thighs and tibice on the sides with naiTOW,

transverse, slightly waved, frosted, silvery-white bands ; tarsi and claws of 3rd

pair red.

Abdomen above almost black, with a deep yellow or orange-yellow line down the

centre, widening to the apex ; beneath deep yellow or orange-yellow ;
geni-

talia of the (J deep yellow, side view somewhat roughly resembling a T-shaped

character. Length, I5 line.

Astrakan.

Unlike every otlier European species with wliicli I am acquainted.

1, St. Mildred's Terrace,

Bromley Eoad, Lee, S.E. :

2nd March, 1879.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF HETEROMEEOUS
COLEOPTERA OF THE FAMILY CISTELID^ FEOM HONOLULU.

BY CHAS. O. WATERHOUSE.

The species here described has been in the British Museum col-

lection for some years, but without a name. Upon examination it has

proved to be new to science, and to have characters which separate i't

from any genus known to me. I propose to call the genus Lahetis.

LABETIS, n. gen.

Eyes reniform, widely separated above. Anterior coxse slightly separated. An-

terior tibise flattened, gradually but slightly becoming wider from the base to near

the apex, at the apex suddenly enlarged on the outer side ; the tibise of the inter-

mediate and posterior legs slightly enlarged at the apex. The 3rd and 4th joints of

the anterior and intermediate tarsi furnished with a lamella, the 3rd joint of the

posterior tarsi has a well developed lamella. The other characters as in Allecula, as

given by Lacordaire (Gen. Col., v, p. 502).

This genus closely resembles Allecula, but the anterior tibiae are

unlike those of any of the family, resembling slightly those of Micro-

zoum in the Opatrides, but more elongate, and without any mesial tooth.

Labetis tibialis, sp. n.

EJortgato-ellipticus, convexus, flavus, nitidus, subtus pieens ; thorace dense

punctata ; elytrisfortiter punctato-striatis, interstiiiis sat convexis crebre pnnctatis.

Long. 5^ lin.

Sordid yellow, moderately shining, less so on the head and thorax ; body

beneath shining, pitchy. Head densely and rather strongly punctured. Thorax

one-third broader than long, gently convex, gently narrowed from the base to the

front, densely and strongly puijctured, the anterior angles obtuse and not prominent,

sides gently arcuate anteriorly, the posterior angles nearly right-angles, but blunt.
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Elytra at the base distinctly broader than the thorax, the apical third arcuately-

attenuated, strongly striated, the strise closely and rather strongly punctured, the

interstices gently convex, moderately, distinctly, and closely punctured. Antennae

slender, about three-quarters the length of the elytra.

Sah. : Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.

A single example received from the late Mr. W. Harper Pease.

British Museum : March, 1879.

DESCRIPTIONS OF TWO SPECIES OF CjENIS {EPHEMEEIB^) FROM
LAKE NYASSA.

BY TUE REV. A. E. EATON, M.A.

A packet containing specimens of C(2'??iV, and endorsed "Edible

midges, whicli the natives of Nyassa make into cakes," was forwarded

to me by Mr. H. B. Cotterill last December. They were caught by

him on board a boat, about the middle of the lake, between Living-

stonia and Makanjeras, while passing through a cloud of them, on the

25th of January, 1877. The gloominess of the suburban atmosphere

in winter has caused their determination to be delayed. They re-

present the following two species, of which the second appears to be

the most plentiful.

CiENis Ktjngf, sp. n.

Imago sicca.— Corpiis isabclinmn v.furf^irosum, snhtiis palJide ochraceum,

femorihus lutescentibus, tihiis tarsisque alhidis, nisi tibia anticd maris forsan

pallide nigricanti excepta. Ala vitrina;, palJidissime castas versus plus aut

minus infuscata, costa cum nervis jyccucis proxime sequentibus nervulisque

transversalibus interjacentibus atro-p)iceis.

Long. Corp. $ circiter S'S, ? 4-5—5"0; al. S 3"0, ? 3'5—375 ; set. <?

subim. 1"75 mm.

C^NIS CIBABIA, sp. n.

Imago sicca.— Caput supra 7iigricans, antennis albis. Thorax pallide

fuscescens, suturis apiceque mesothoracis nigris. Pedes albidce,femoribus

supra macula unicd trigonali prceapicali nigrd magna, coxisque extra nigris.

Alee vitrince crassioribus nervorum cum nervulis transversalihus interjacentibus

plus aut minus opace nigricantibus . Abdomen supra nigricans, ad juncturas

late lateraque versus albidum, atque segmentis 2—6 vel (?) minus opacis, vel

((?) albidis : subtus ubique pallidum.

Long. Corp. $ 2-o—275, ? 4-0; al. $ 2—2-25, ? 3.0 mm.

I may add, that some outlines of part of the external anatomy of

these species will be found in the Appendix to the Journals of the

late Captain Elton, recently published by J. Murray.

Bromley, Kent : 19^7/. Marcl, 1879.
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ON HETEROCEEOUS LEPIBOPTERA COLLECTED in the HAWAIIAN
ISLANDS BY THE Rev. T. BLACKBURN.

BY ARTHUR G. BUTLER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c.

The following is an account o£ two small series of moths for-

warded by the Rev. T. Blackburn during the past year.

The entire collection represents fifteen species, of which ten are

new to science ; this unusual percentage of novelties is probably due

to the wholly unworked localities in which most of them have been

obtained.

Fortunately, in the present instance, collector's notes of consider-

able interest accompany the insects.

LEUCANIID^.

Leucania photophila, n. sp. (No. 60).

Greyish whity-brown, sericeous ;
primaries with seven triangular marginal black

dots ; an arched discal series of seven or eight epineural black dots ; secondaries

slightly greyer in tint than the primaries, with the outer margin irregularly white

from the radial vein to the anal angle ; the veins terminating in indistinct dusky

dots ; fringe white ; abdomen whitish, tinted with yellow towards the anal extremity

;

under-surface of the wings sericeous white
;
primaries with a marginal series of six or

seven black dots : body below sordid whitish ; tarsi grey banded with white at the

extremities of the joints. Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 5 lines.

" Occurs about Honolulu, generally flying to light in the evening,

much more rarely than L. dislocatar-—T. B.

NOCTUIDtE.

Ageotis suffusa, "W. V. (No. 55).

Oahu.

This species did not come in previous consignments, it is perfectly

distinct from the insect noted in E. M. M., xiv, p. 1S5, which is

identical with the following—

-

Ageotis, sp. n. (No. 11).

A single example ; it arrived in six or seven pieces, being

apparently rotten from damp : although I have succeeded in patching

it together, it is not fit to be made into a type : in marking it some-

what resembles Spoelotis.

Ageotis AEENitouAifs, n. sp. (No. 7).

Silver-grey, shining
;
primaries with blackish costal margin, interrupted by three

white dots towards the apex : discoidal cell smoky-brown, excepting at the base,

discoidal spots smoky-brown with white border edged with black, the " orbicular
"

spot pyriforra, the " reniform " semicircular, its front margin being also bisinuate
;

median vein white ; a large, fusiform, black-edged, sub-median, smoky-brown patch,
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attenuated towards the base; two similarly coloured patches at the base of the

median interspaces, and a third on the last sub-costal interspace ; two black dashes

on the radial interspaces, and a third in the sub-apical furca of the sub-costal vein ;

an irregular smoky-brown marginal border, its inner edge zigzag ; a marginal series

of black spots, followed at the base of the fringe by a slender whitish line ;

secondaries slightly brownish, with white fringe ; antennsje, crest and front of collar

dark grey ; centre of collar occupied by a curved white line, back of collar brownish ;

thorax longitudinally streaked at the sides with brownish, and with a blackish dorsal

crest ; abdomen brownish, clothed at the base with white hair : under-surface white ;

primaries sordid, the discoidal area grey; internal border opaline ; a series of blackish

marginal dots ; secondaries with a broad silvery-greyish external border, limited

internally by a sub-angulated grey stripe : discoidal cell terminating in a small black

spot
;

palpi, tibia;, and tarsi dusky ; anal tuft pale testaceous.

Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 5—7 lines.

(J, ?. "Island of Maui, flying by day on sandhills near the

sea."—T. B.

This species belongs to the A. jactiJifera grou]), its -nearest aWy

is apparently A<jrotis munda of Australia, but it differs very greatly

even from this species, at first sight seeming more nearly to resemble

Pelder's " JlLamestra maori?''''

HYDEOCAMPID^.
Oligostigma cueta, n. sj).

Closely allied to O. ohitalis from Australia, with which it agrees in marking,

but smaller with much shorter primaries : white, the body crossed by black-edged

orange belts ; wings with slender black marginal line, close to which is an orange

stripe ; a sub-marginal black line ; a black-edged orange discal belt
;
primaries with

a second more slender stripe, the upper half of which is almost wholly orange, and

widely convex, so as to cross the disc just beyond the cell ; a black discocellular dot

;

two black oblique stripes across the basal area and parallel to the lower half of the

inner discal stripe, the outer of these two varied with orange ; secondaries crossed

by two black lines, the outer one of which is abruptly elbowed so as to join the discal

belt near the middle : under-surface paler than the iipper-surface.

Expanse of wings, 6^ lines.

" Not uncommon about grassy streams in mountain valleys, when

such can be found, and that is seldom."—T. B.

BOTTDID^.

BoTYS ACCEPTA, Butlor (No. 17).

A small example of this apparently common species.

BoTTS CONTIJTUATALIS (Salhia confinuafalis,W\\gv.) (Nos. 21, 22),

"About the commonest Lcpidopteron here."—T. B.

"Wallengren's description of this species must have been taken

from a rubbed example. I therefore append a more complete de-

scription :

—
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Sepia-brown, scarcely shining ; wings crossed by a nearly straight, internally

black-edged white stripe, slightly sinuous on the primaries, and continued inwards

to a short distance along the inner margin ; discocellulars black ; external border

greyish, an almost marginal narrow black stripe, the extreme margin also very

slenderly blackish ; fringe pale, white in secondaries : primaries with two more or

less prominent, divergent, whitish, longitudinal streaks, the upper one just above the

median vein, from the emission of its first branch to the black edge of the discal

stripe, the lower one from the base to near the middle of the intemo-median inter-

space : abdomen with white edges to the segments : under-surface pale sericeous

greyish-brown, wings crossed by an inconspicuous paler stripe corresponding with the

white stripe of the upper-surface : fringe of palpi white, legs sometimes white below,

body occasionally whitish with pure white segmental bars ; sides of palpi black.

Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 1—3 lines.

I haTe founded this description upon fonr tolerably fresh ex-

amples ; one of these has the ground-colour of the primaries rather

more rufous than the secondaries, but is in other respects perfectly-

typical : the species, as might have been supposed from Wallengren's

description, is quite unlike any form of Salhia, and is evidently allied

to B. accepta.

BoTTS DEMAEATALis, Walker (No. 19).

" Very local, occurs in high mountain localities, five or six miles

from Honolulu."—T. B.

BOTTS LOCALIS, U. Sp. (No. 61).

Greyish-fuliginous, irrorated with black scales : wings with whitish external

border and fringe, extreme margin and a submarginal series of almost confluent

dots, black ;
primaries with a black dot in the cell, and slightly concave discocellular

line ; two slightly wavy blackish lines from the median vein to the inner margin j a

diffused, arched, dark, discal streak ; secondaries with an oblique, dark brown

discocellular line ; an undulated and sub-angulated, dark brown discal line, bounded

externally by a pale diffused belt : posterior edges of the abdominal segments pale,

but not white ; under-surface altogether paler, palpi with white fringe, tibiae and

tarsi whitish ; the discal line of secondaries not bounded by a pale belt as on the

upper-surface. Expanse of wings, 9^ hnes.

"A very local species ; Oahu."—T. B.

Mectna exigua, n. sp. (No. 62).

Primaries white, densely irrorated with black ; two ill-defined, white-edged,

black basal spots; a trisinuated, white-edged, oblique black line just before the

middle ; a second zig-zag, white-edged, black line limiting the external border, which

is blackish, crossed by a sub-marginal series of white-bordered black dots ; outer

margin grey ; a marginal series of black dots ; fringe grey, traversed by a dusky

line ; secondaries ochreous, with a broad, binsinuated, external, black-brown border,

which emits a streak along the median vein to the base ; external half of abdominal

border also blackish ; fringe ochreous, tipped with blackish : head and thorax white,
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flecked with gi'ey ; abdomen pale sordid ochreous : primaries below sliining leaden-

grej ; the costal margin, internal border, and base of fringe white ; secondaries pale

stramincons ; apex irrorated with grey ; three apical, marginal, angular, blackish

liturffi ; fringe at apex tipped with grey : body below white, palpi grey.

Expanse of wings, 85 lines.

" Flies by day over flowers in hot sunsliine ; Maui."—T. B.

Allied to M. ornitliopteralis, but with considerably shorter palpi,

and altogether much smaller.

LARENTIID^.
Labentia insularis, n. sp. (No. 63). ••

Primaries silvery-white, densely irrorated with sooty-black, the base and a broad

irregular oblique belt of the usual form sooty-black, traversed by nixmerous parallel,

zig-zag jet-black lines ; discocellulars jet-black ; a costal sub-apical sooty-black spot,

bounded externally by an undulated white hue ; a regularly sinuated sub-marginal

blackish line, alternately spotted with black and white (the white spots being placed

upon the veins, and the black spots between them) ; a marginal series of jet-black

spots in pairs ; fringe grey, traversed by a .blackish line ; secondaries silver-grey,

with a feeble pearly lusti-e ; a central, irregular, slightly darker but indistinct belt

;

marginal black spots and fringe as in primaries : body grey, flecked with black ;

posterior margins of the abdominal segments spotted with black and edged with

white : under-surface silver-grey, wings with slightly darker basal area and broad

central belt traversed by wavy pale lines ; discooellular spots black.

Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 5 lines.

Seems to come nearest to L. Kollariaria, but, excepting in struc-

ture, more nearly resembles Petrophora prunnta var. nuhilata of

Packard's G-eometrites : the species, according to the Rev. T. Black-

burn, " occurs sparingly on Haleakala, elevation 900—1000 feet."

" I succeeded in capturing only two specimens ; and expense,

labour, and time involved in visiting the locality are so great, as to

render a repetition of my visit improbable."—T. B.

PSEUDOCOEEMIA PALUDICOLA, n. sp. (No. 58).

S . Primaries above varying from golden-brown to shining fuliginous, speckled

with black, crossed almost in the middle by an irregular dusky belt, the inner mar-

gin of which is bisinuated, and the outer margin multisinuate and sub-angulated,

both margins marked upon the veins by black dots ; reniform spot well marked?

blackish ; indications of a dusky line limiting the external area ; a marginal series

of black spots : secondaries pale pinky-brown, frequently with a central undulated

series of blackish spots : body coloured in correspondence with the wings : under-

surface pale shining sandy-brown, with the internal areas of the wings (particularly

the primaries) more or less suffused with silvery-grey ; the whole sui'face irrorated

with black or grey ; the discocellular, and a more or less extended discal series of

spots, black. Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 1—2 lines.

$ . Larger, the wings more elongated, the groimd colour of the primaries lighter

or darker fuUginous ; the central belt indistinct : otherwise as in the male.

Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 4—5^ lines.

" The dark form is the ordinary one. I bred a lot from pupcC, so

know the lighter form (of which I got three) is pretty certain a
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variety. It is very local, occurring here and there in profusion iu

marshy spots high up the mountains."—T. B.

SCOTOSIA KARA, 91. Sp. (No. 59).

Primaries above dark fuliginous-brown, flecked with black ; limits of the central

belt indicated by two irregularly undidated transverse black lines ; reniform spot

distinct, black-edged ; a sinuous sub-marginal pale line limited internally by a dif-

fused blackish stripe, and bounding the external area ; a marginal series of black

spots, enclosing whitish dots ; fringe blackish ; secondaries sericeous greyish-brown,

traversed by a series of blackish dots beyond the cell : body coloured to correspond

with the wings : primaries below gi-eyish, flecked with blackish, costa sandy-yellowish

flecked with black ; discocellulars dusky ; a discal series of blackish spots, becoming

quite black towards the costa ; a marginal series of black spots ; secondaries whitish,

speckled with blackish ; a dusky triangular discocellular spot ; a bisinuated discal

series of black spots ; a marginal series of black spots ; fringe grey : body below

sordid white, legs marbled with black. Expanse of wings, 1 inch, 10 lines.

Although the example is not in good condition, I have described

it, as Mr. Blackburn tells me that it was obtained at a place which he

may never visit again, and seems to be both rare and local. " It oc-

curred upw^ards of 4000 feet above sea level, on Haleakala (an extinct

volcano) ; island Maui." The male, which Mr. Blackburn retains, has

strongly pectinated antennae. This Scotosia is most nearly allied to

S. dubitata.

PHTCID.^.
PlODIA IliTERPTJNCTALIS, Huhiwr (No. 23).

Mr. Blackburn remarks of this species, " Apparently' a Phycis
;

very likely not indigenous, I have not found it commonly."

TINEID.E.

SCAEDIA LIGNTVORA, 11. Sp. (No. 56).

(? . Ground colour of primaries sericeous whitish, irrorated with blackish scales ;

costa crossed close to the base by a black spot ; an oblique brown bordered black

dash from the sub-costal nervure to the inner margin, followed by two or three black

dots ; remainder of the wing occupied by three alternate triangles margined and in-

tersected by a W'sliaped white line ; the first and third areas (bounded by the

white line) blackish, the second area enclosing two brown spots ; three elongated

impressed black spots bounding the outer edge of the white line near apex ; fringe

white ; secondaries silvery, slightly brownish towards apex ; fringe whity-brown :

thorax whity-brown, flecked with darker scales, head whitish ; abdomen grey, with

whitish edges to the segments : under-surface metallic-silver, without markings.

Expanse of wings, lOj lines.

$ . Larger than the male, the ground colour of primaries pinky, the dark areas

less distinct, washed with laky-brown, the first triangular area interrupted by a lon-

gitudinal black discoidal dash, which is broken near its inner extremity by a whitish

spot ; secondaries greyer, abdomen ochraceous both above and below, wings below of

a greyer silvery-colour. Expanse of wings, 1 inch.

" Bred from larvte feeding on very rotten wood, in mountain

forests ; Oahu."—T. B.

This species is very distinct from any Scardia hitherto recorded.

British Museum : March, 1879.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF TRICHOPTEEA FROM
SCANDINAYIA.

BY PASTOE H. D. J. WALLENGREX.

LiMNOPniLUS INSTILLATUS.

AUs anticisfuscisjfunctis vitreis rariorihus sparsis,Uneola vitrea ad thyridium

et ad arculum maculaque ad anasfomosin sat magna vitrea; posticis fumato-vitreis,

aptcem versus obscuriorihiis ; pedibus testaceis, anteriormn tibiis tarsisquefuscescenti

stibmaculatis ; tuba anali fcemiiKB lata, superne visa in apices duos siibdivergentes

desinente, sed a latere visa margine superiore arcuatim profunde excisa, deinde obliqua

et in angulum obtusum infra desinente. $ . Uxp. alar. 21 mtn.

Ad Bergen Norvegice a Dom. Siebke defuncto quondam lectus mihique donatus.

L. auriculte similis,sed punctis pallide vitreis, maculajenestratd alarum anticarum

carenti,formaque tuba analis abimde distinctus.

LlMNOPHILUS SCALENUS.

Alis anticis griseis, paUido-Jlavicanti obsolete irroratis, cellida discoidali scapo

duplo longiore,cellula dorsi exteriore hated adjinem cellulce discoidalis extensa,cellulis-

que apicis Ima et 2<'« ad basin latissimis ; posticis vitreis, subinfumatis, cellula discoi-

dali scapo fere longitudine cequali, furcaque cnbiti contra tertiam partem cellulce

discoidalis incipiente; appendicibus analibus maris superioribus longis,exsertis,a latere

visis obtuso-acutis, infeme Tiaud excisis ; intermediis pallidis,valde exsertis, porrectis,

connexis, sensim angustioribus, reliqtiis longioi-ihus ; inferioribus parvis, adscenden-

tibiis, acutis. ^ . JExp. alar. 15—19 mm.

Ad Jokstuen in alpibtis Dovrensibus die 2-4 Julii a Dom. Siebke lectus mihique

donatus.

L. extricato et L. hirsiito affinis,et minor, notisque supra exhibitis abunde diver-

sus. Foeminam nondum vidi.

LiMNOPHILUS HTALIKATIIS.

Alis ayitlcis pallide ferrugineis, diaphavis, costis obscurioribus, 2ntncto vitreo ad

thyridium, maculisque obscurioribus irregularibiis atque obsoletissimis cellularum

aj)icis, maris de cetero unicoloribns,famincB vero macula solita fenestrata obso-

leta, maculaque vitrea sat magna sed ohsoleta ad anastomosin in cellulis apicis 3—6;

cellula discoidali scapo plus quam dttplo longiore, cellulaque dorsi exteriore ad

initium cellules illius non extensa; alis posticis vitreis, apiceflavicante, cellula discoi-

dali scapo haud longiore furcaque cubitifere contra medium cellulce illius incipiente ;

appendicibus analibus maris superioribus edentatis, productis, a latere visis latis,

infeme late excisis, apicibus obtusis, exsertis et decurvatis,a tergo visis gracilioribus,

ad basin distantibus, sensim decurvatis, apicibusfere contiguis ; intermediis brevibus,

atris ; inferioribus latis, brevibus, adscendentibus, superne truncatis, margine tenui

nigro. S ? • Fxp. alar. 30—32 mm.

Ad Jokstuen in alpibtis Dovrensibus Norvegice a Dom. Selioyen reperttis mihi

•que benevole donatus. L. pantodapo affinis, sed colore appendicibusque diversus.

LiMNOPHILTJS EUANIDOPnORUS.

Pedibus testaceis,femoribtisfuscis ; alis anticisfuscis, punctis minutissimis pel-
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lide vitreis, rarioribus, praserUm in parte apicall et ad marginem avteriorem sparsis,

punctoque pallide vitreo majore ad thyndium, ad arculum, et ad basin cellularum

apicalium 1, 3, 5 ; ceUula discoidali scapo lovgiore, cellidaqiie dorsi exteriore ad

initium cellulce illius non extensa ; posticis vitreis, apice obscuriore, ceUula discoidali

scapo Iongiore,furcaque cubiti contra tertiam partem ceUulce illius incipiente ; seg-

mento dorsi octavo apice obtuso nee producto; appendicibus dualibtis maris superiori-

hus productis, elongatis, a latere visis latis, margine superiore modice arcuatis,

margine iiiferiore excise, apice obtuso, a tergo visis ad basin hand distantibus, sensim

divergentibus, sed apicibus incurvatis, fere contiguis ; appeyidicibtis reliquis hand

discernendls. $ . Exp. alar. 30 mm.

Ad Jokstuen in alpibus Dovrensibus Norvegice a Dom. Sclioyen captus. L.

fuscicorni affinis. An Phryganea fumigata, Germar, vera ?

Stenophtlax Thedenii.

Pedibus totis testaceis coxisque concoloribus ; alls anticis griseo-testaceis, ad

marginem interiorem et in parte posteriore pallidefitsco-irroratis, puncto vitreo ad

arculum et ad thyridium ; cellulis apicis I™" et b*"- ad basin obliquis, 2f^a et 4'« trun-

catis, ilia latiore, 3»« angulata, celhda discoidali scapo nonnihil longiore ; posticis

vitreis,furca cubiti contra partem tertiam cellulce discoidalis incipiente, cellulis apicis

ad basin latis, 2<^'» omnium latissima, 1™« et 5*« longissimis, tequalibus, obliquis, S'**

angulata, 2'^«' et 4*" triincatis ; appendicibus analibus maris superioribtts latis, a tergo

visis suhquadrangularibus et connatis,a latere visis obtusis, margine exteriore oblique

truncato ; intermediis brevissimis, subtriangularibus, nigris ; inferioribus latis,

adscendentibus, brevibus, margine exteriore arcvato, margine supei-iore oblique truncato,

crenulato, nigro, angulo acuto, nonnihil exserto. $ . Exp. alar. 28—30 mm.

E Lapponia Suecice ivferiore, sed exemphim ad Holmiam a Dom. Tliedenio

captum etiam ad hanc speciem sine dubio referendum, etsi alee anteriores handfusco-

irroratcB appareant. In exemplo illo typico, margo alee anterior usque in cellulam

discoidalem irrorationefusca caret. Species S. fusorio affinis.

Farhult Suecise : Martii, 1879.

Notes on butterflies observed in the Valais in 1878.—During the early part of

last summer, in company with my friend, Mr. P. L. Sclater, F.E..S., and party, I spent

about three weeks in the Valais of Switzerland, and, during that time, we devoted a

considerable part of our energies to butterfly-catching. As the two valleys where we

spent the greater part of our time are rather out of the beaten track of tourists, and

have possibly not been visited by English entomologists before, I think a few notes

on our captures may be worth inserting in this Magazine. The valleys visited, the

Vals d' Kerens and d'Anniviers, are two of the lateral valleys which run from the

main chain of the Pennine Alps into the Rhone Yalley, debouching into it between

the better known valleys of Chamounix and Yisp.

In the Val d'Herens, we made Evolena (about 4,500 ft. above the sea) our head

quarters, staying there a week, and making excursions thence higher up the valley,

including a two days' stay at AroUa, at the head of the valley of the same name,

a most lovely spot (about 6,500 ft.), close to the Glacier d'Arolla, and overshadowed

by many magnificent snowy peaks, such as Mont Collon, the Dent d'Herens, and
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others. Unfortunately, the weather at this period was not propit ious, but, one beau-

tiful day in the Val d'AroUa, showed what might have been done with better weather.

From the Val d'Hcrens we went over the Col du Torrent (about 8,000 ft.) into the

Val d'Anniviers, where we spent a week at Vissoye (about 4,500), and from there,

after an ascent of the Bella Tola (10,000 ft.), Sclater decending the other side to the

Turtman Thai, returned to Sierre, whence I returned home, via Brieg and Paris,

whilst Sclater continued over the Furka and thence home by Lucerne, obtaining

thus a few additional species

The time (from about June 25th to July 15th) was probably, on the whole, as

good as any we could have chosen, though certainly too early for the highest ranging

species. The weather was only moderately good, fine and wet clays being in about

equal proportion. Nevertheless, we managed to see or capture in that time 83 species

of butterflies, and brought back about 600 specimens of these, as well as about 150

Heterocera, more than double that number of Coleoptera and Semiftera. In the

present notes, however, I only notice the Rhopalocera, not having as yet determined

fully the other groups. I may perhaps mention, to show the abundance of butterflies

in tlie Alps under favourable circumstances {i. e., on a fine day), that one day (July

6th), at Vissoye, we captured (or saw) no less than 45 distinct species, and on two or

three other days, both there and in the Val d'AroUa, the number observed exceeded

40. In the following list I have only enumerated the more interesting species, and

have followed Dr. Staudinger's catalogue (1871) throughout.

Fapilio Machaon—only a few specimens, occuri'ing singly in various localities,

but never very high up. Parnassivs AjjoUo—common about Vissoye, also a few at

Evolena and in the Arolla Valley ; this species flies slowly and steadily, but, if

alarmed, goes off at a great pace, and is not then easily caught : P. Delins—this

species occurred, flying with the last, in the Val d'Arolla, and was rather abundant

on the slopes of the Col du Torrent, above the Val d'Herens ; both it and P. Apollo

vary much in the size, number, and intensity of the red ocelli and spots ; this species

is not found so low as P. Apollo, not, according to our experience, much below 6,000

ft. : P. Mnemosyne—this species occurred with the last in the Val d'Arolla, and on

the Col du Torrent ; the curious ovisac, with which, in this genus, the females are

provided, is, in P. Mnemosyne, much larger than in the other two, and of a white

colour ; all the three species frequent the wetter slopes on the sides of the valleys :

the occurrence of three species of this genus together in exactly the same locality, as

was the case at one point in the Val d'Arolla, is certainly very reinarkable, considering

tlie resemblance in habits of the difi^erent forms. Aporia cratcegi—one of the most

abundant butterflies in Switzerland, and extending some height up. Pleris napi,

ah. $ bryonicB—a few in the Val d'Arolla, and on the Col du Torrent and Furka,

with males of the ordinary form ; specimens vary considerably in darkness : P.

CaUidice—not common in the Arolla Valley, especially at Arolla itself, and a few on

the Col du Torrent, Furka, and Bella Tola at high elevations (8,000 ft. or so) ; the

flight of this species resembles that of a CoUas, more than that of our ordinary

English whites. A. Bella, var. simplonia—this species occurred with the last in the

Val d'Arolla, and was rather numerous in the meadows outside the inn there. Leu-

cophasia sinapis—very common at Evolena and elsewhei'e. Colias Phicomone—a few

of this mountain species in the valley at Evolena, but commoner on the slojDCS around

and higher up the valley towards Arolla; also on the Furka and Bella Tola. Thecla
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rubi—two or three specimens at rarious places ; on the Bella Tola at about 6,500 ft.

Folyommatus virgaurece—males very common in the valley at Yissoye, also in the

Turtman Thai and near Zinal, but I only saw a single female ; one male from Vis-

soye is remarkable for being of a yellow colour above : P. Hippothoe, var. Eurybia—
this alpine form of Hippothoe, from which it diffei-s in the duller colours of the male,

and in the female being almost unicolorous brown above, and greyer beneath ; occun-ed

sparingly at Evolena, more commonly at Yissoye, where it occurred with P. virgaurecB,

and also on the St. Gothard route, between Andermatt and Amsteg : P. Dorilis, var.

suhalpina—two specimens, one at Evolena, the other on the Bella Tola; of the alpine

form of Dorilis, which differs from the type in being unicolorous above, and with no

redness beneath. Lycmna argyrotoxus {JEgon)—this blue swarmed in the lower part

of the Val d'Arolla, rising in crowds from the muddy water in the roads, &c. P.

Argus—I secured two specimens from amongst the crowds of the last, and doubtless

passed over many more ; will somebody explain why, in two such closely allied species,

one {Mgon) should possess, the other (P. Argus) want, the " hornstachel " on the

fore tibise : P. Eumedon— rather common at Evolena, and one on the Furka. L.

Escheri—two specimens, one in the upper part of the Yal d'Anniviers, coming down

from the Col du Torrent, and another at Evolena : L. Corydon—Evolena, Zinal, &c.,

and one, remarkable for the brightness of its blue, which approaches that of Bellargus

{Adonis), at about 6,500 ft. on the Bella Tola : L. Hylas—several at Vissoye, and also

occurred at Evolena and in the Val d'Arolla, but only one female : L. Damon—ot\\j

one, a male, above Evolena: L. minima {Alsus)—very common ; 1 was surprised to

see our little "Bedford blue," so local an insect in England, in the Alps at elevations

of 6-7,000 ft., as at Arolla and on the Col du Torrent; also on the Eurka : L. semi-

argus (Acis)-—common at Evolena, Vissoye, Arolla, &c. : L. Alcon—rather common

at Evolena, and one at Vissoye : L. Arion—occurred at every place we visited.

Lionenitis popuU—a single specimen of this fine species in the river-valley at Vissoye

sitting on the poplars, and safely secured by Sclatcr. Melitaa Cynthia—Sclater se-

cured a single male of this species on the Eurka ; we were pi-obably too early for it

elsewhere : M. Aurinia, var. Merope—a single specimen at Arolla, one in the Turtman

Thai, and a fine series from the Eurka: 31. cinxia—Vissoye, Evolena, &c., common:

M. Phoebe—Evolena, Val d'Arolla, and common about Vissoye and at Sierre. M.

didyma—common at Vissoye and Sierre : M. Dicfynna—fairly common at Evolena,

Yissoye, Arolla, &c. : M. Athalia—common, Evolena, Yissoye, Arolla, &c. : {M. Par-

thenie—one at Lausanne). Argynnis Pales—one at Arolla, and tolerably numerous

at high elevations (7-8,000 ft.) on the Col du Torrent and Bella Tola ; also occurred

on the Eurka, and between Andermatt and Amsteg ; we did not see the var. Arsilache

:

A. Dia—one at Sierre : A. Amathnsia—fairly common at Vissoye and Evolena,in damp

places along the valleys : A. Ino—with the last : A. Lathonia—one near Vissoye : A.

Niobe, var. Eris—one at Vissoye, others on the St. Gothard route ; we did not see

Paphia or Adippe : A. Aglaia—rather common. Erebia Epiphron (the form heJamus ?)

—sparingly in the higher parts of the Yals d'Herens and d'Anniviers ; also on the

Bella Tola, Eurka, and the St. Gothard route : E. Ceto—very common in the valley

at Evolena, and a few elsewhere : E. Stygne—this species also abounded at Evolena,

but occurred higher than the last, frequenting, not the meadows near the river, but

the rocky slopes at the side of the valley ; also sparingly at Arolla, Zinal, in the Val

d'Anniviers, and on the St. Gothard; nearly every specimen is a male : E. glacialis,
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var. Alecto—a single specimen of an Erehia which I saw at the end of the Arolla

Glacier (about 7,000 ft.), and, after a hard run over the stones of the terminal mor-

raine, secured, turns out to belong to tliis species : E. lappona—this species had the

highest range of any, according to our experience ; it occurred tolerably common
about the higher slopes of the Col du Torrent, and also on the top of the pass (about

8,000 ft.)
; in descending from the Bella Tola I caught one specimen on the snow at

about 9,000 ft., and saw others at nearly the same elevation ; it was common on the

Furka : E. Tyndarns—this species we only met with on the Col du Torrent, at from

about 6,500 ft. upwards ; it was not common : E. Ligea ?—I believe that several

Erebias, from Evolena and Vissoye, are referable to the true Ligea : E. Euryale

—being common at Vissoye and Evolena, in the valleys, and a few in Arolla Valley

and the Furka. Chionohas Aello—I caught two specimens in the Val d' Arolla, at

about 6,000 ft., and afterwards another in the Val d'Annivicrs at the foot of the

Col du Torrent, at about the same elevation ; Sclater found it commonly on the Furka,

and secured both sexes. Satynis Hermioiie—this fine species was common about

Vissoye, particularly frequenting the slopes of some dry rocky ground in the valley,

exposed to the sun ; it has a sailing Sibylla-like flight ; also in the Turtman Thai

:

S. Acicea, var. eordula—this species was also common at Vissoye, occurring in the

same localities as the last, but nearly all caught were males. Pararge Mara—this is

one of the commonest butterflies in the Swiss valleys, at moderate heights ; it loves

to rest on the surfaces of rock overhanging the roads, and on walls, &c., exposed to

tlie sun, starting out moderately like a grayling, the grey under-surface matching

well with it chosen haunts : P. Hiera—we were apparently too late for this species,

only securing a few worn specimens in the Val d'llerens, between Evolena and

Arolla. Ccenonym'plia Satyrion—this pretty little " heath " was common at Arolla

on damp ground, but also occurred more sparingly around Arolla, in the Turtman

Thai, on the Col du Torrent, and on the St. Grothard route ; the males were much

commoner than the more brightly coloured females. Syricthiis carthami—not com-

mon ; a few in the Val d'Anniviers, at Arolla, Vissoye, and Zinal : S. alceits ?—
Vissoye and on the Bella Tola, but I am not sure that the specimens are rightly

determined, owing to the diiBculty of this group : S. cacalicB—sparingly at Vissoye

and Evolena, but tolerably common at higher elevations on the Col du Torrent, the

Bella Tola, and Furka : <S'. Sao—one at Vissoye. Nisoniades Tages— abundant, flying

over wet ground, at Arolla.—W. A. Foebes, St. John's College, Cambridge : 16^/t

February, 1879.

Von Harold's remarks on Japanese Hydrophilidce.—Hcrr von Harold, in his

Beitrage zur Kafer-fauna von Japan (Berl. ent. Zeit., 1878, p. 69), gives a note on

these insects, which seems likely to cause a good deal of confusion to those who may
follow it. He suggests that Megasternum distinctum, Sharp, may probably be the

same as Motschoulsky's Pachysiernum hcemorrhoiim ; though it would be difficult to

suppose, he adds, that such a suificient observer should have overlooked the absence

of emargination on the front tibige. This is a curious remark for such an ac-

curate naturalist as von Harold to make, for, in my description of M. distinctum, I

said expressly that it " has the anterior tibiffi simple at the extremity."

This oversight of Harold's is accompanied, however, by a second equally great

one, viz., that Motschoulsky expressly states that P. hcemorrJiouni has the front tibiae

emarginate ! His words are " Forme ovalaire attenue'e dcs Cryptopleurum, mais avec

les jambcs anterieures echaucrees sur leur face exterieure."
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Von Harold's remarts had better therefore be withdrawn or explanied. But I

may observe that when I made my description of 3f. distinctvm I compared the in-

sect with Motschoulsky's descriptions and came to the conclusion that it was not P.

hcBmorrhoum ; and I see, on again going over the question, no reason to doubt that I

was right in my conclusion : independently of the quasi-generic differences of the

two, Motschoulsky's diagnosis of P. hmmorrhoum is quite inapplicable to M. distinctum

in two points, viz., " pedibus pieeis," and " elytris . . . iuterstitiJs basi convexis."

Farther, I think that Harold had not my 31. distinctum before him when he wrote

the remarks above alluded to, for his phrase, " Thorax sehr fein punktirt," is not ap-

plicable to my insect. The probability seems to be that Harold's supposed P.

h(Einorrhoum is a species still in need of a name.

It may not be amiss to add that Harold, in his remarts on Cercyon Sl/arpi (I.e.),

has mistranslated my statement about the tibia? of C. dvx. I said (Trans. Ent. See,

1873, p. 65) "allied to C. UttoraJis, but has the antei-ior tibisB simple at the extremity."

Harold says, however, that I remarked that " dux has the front tibiae unarmed "

(" unbewaffnet ") . Such, however, was not my meaning. Actually, in C. dux the

front tibise are armed externally with very short seta; or spines ; the tibia; are dilated at

tlie extremity, and their outer angle is extremely rounded, and the lower part is

densely set with very short spines, among which may be perceived two longer, but

yet quite short teeth. This structure can only be distinctly recognised when recently

developed specimens are examined, for the fossorial habits of the species cause the

front tibise to be much worn and altered, by the gi'inding down of the spines and

edges. By using the term "simple at the extremity" I did not at all intend to refer

to the armature of the outer edge, but to the fact that the tibife in C. dux show no

trace at all of the prolongation and narrowing of the apical portion which gives the

appearance of an emargination at the extremity in C. littoralis. I think, however,

that C. Sharpi will prove not to be synonymic with C. dux.

Harold cites also, in the same paper, Cyclonotum orbiculare, L., as a Japanese

species, and adds that C. hreve, Sharp, is certainly the same species. Here agaiii I

must differ from him. He goes on to add that in the European specimens of C. or-

biculare the palpi are of a reddish-yellow colour. This is, however, not the case, and

I suspect Harold's error arises from his not having distinguished the south European

C. hispanicum from the more northern C. orbiculare. I think if Harold will go over

the matter again he will perhaps agree with me in considering C orbiculare, C. his-

panicum, and C. breve as distinct, although very closely allied species. The North

American C. globulosum, XI. {roiundatiim, Dej.), is another of these closely allied

forms, and there are others in various parts of the world, even in tropical Africa, and

in Australia, all of them presenting an extraordinary similarity in size, form, and

appearance, so that by a hasty observer they would easily be called "all one species,"

but, when careful examination is made, structural differences may be found to corro-

borate the slight distinctions of the more superficial characters.—D. Siiaep, Thorn-

hill, Dumfries : 31«^ March, 1879.

Note on Homalota egregia. Rye.—There can, from the description, be no doubt

that Liota hypogcea, E. Mulsant and CI. Bey, is identical with this species. I do not

know for certain which name will stand ; my species was described in the number

of this Magazine published on 1st January, 1876 ; Mulsant's was described, as new,

in the Annalcs de la Socie'te Linneenne de Lyon (n. s,), xxii (for 1875, with date 1876

on title), p. 191. But if, as is most likely from the extreme confusion attending the

multiple publications of these authois, the insect is also their Aleuonota hypoyaa,
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described as new in Opuscles Entomologiqucs, xyi, p. 175, and included in the Zoo-

logical record for 1875, vol. xii, p. 299, my species must fall.—E. C. Eye, 70, Cliarl-

wood Road, Putney : April, 1879.

A species of Aphodius neio to Britain.—I have for some years had separated in

my collection some examples of an Aphodius,nen,rinqi(itiatus, which are evidently A.

melanostictiis, Schupp.,Er. Compared with inquiiiattis, the majority are conspicuously

larger, with more developed limbs, and the gronnd colour of a darker testaceous

colour, the sides of the thorax entirely reddish-testaceous, and the black streak in the

second interstice of the elytra reaching further towards the middle. In all but one

of my specimens also, the black line connected with this streak is carried towards the

apex and connected in the lower third with the lateral black line, which is not the.

case in any of my varieties of iiiquinatus. The specimens are from the Manchester

district.—Id.

Insects at Zanzibar.—[Mr. Joseph Thomson, of the Royal G-eographical Society's

African Expedition, has sent to his friends in Scotland some notes on the Island of

Zanzibar ; amongst them are the following entomological extracts, which will no

doubt interest the readers of the Ent. Mo. Magazine.—D. Sharp.]

" In our walk to the woods, we cannot but be astonished at the absence of

beautiful butterflies. In all my perambulations I have as yet only seen three large

species, although there are innumerable small forms. The dragon flies make up

somewhat for the scarcity of the former ; these voracious beings are in great abun-

dance, many of them of large size and great beauty ; I have caught more than thirty

species, and I have seen as many more, wl^ich I have not yet captured. Entering

the woods, our attention is attracted by the hiige millipedes, 6 or 8 inches in length,

wriggling amongst the branches, and the equally large land snails {AchatincB) with

shells half a foot in length, crawling with steady pace along the banana leaves.

Looking up to the mango trees, a curious nest-like object formed of leaves drawn

together is noticeable, which suggests the idea that they are nests of the tailor bird

;

but, on going near to examine, we are filled with surprise to find them swarming

with large ants ; in fact, they are the nests of these wonderful little creatures. If

you disturb them, you will find that they well deserve the name of mago-raoto (fire

watei') which they receive here. Further on our attention is drawn from tree gazing

by the cry of our guide, ' siafa, siafa ' (ants, ants), and looking to the ground, a

broad band of what appears to be motionless ants is seen extending across the path.

On closer examination, the band, to our astonishment, resolves itself into a tunnel of

these creatures, througli which the others are pouring in apparently endless multi-

tudes. The unwary pedestrian, who unwittingly tramps on this tunnel, will find, to

his agony, that his trousers have been converted into a channel up which they rush,

and, with a fiendish vengeance, they will let him know that they ai*e not to be touched

with impunity.

" In our long delightful walk, night lias surprised us, and warns us to turn our

backs on the malaria of the damp ground. The tcpe-tepe has hushed its tooting,

and is replaced by the more sombre sounds of the owls. The goat-sucker flits about

like an uneasy spirit, and a large owl-like frugivorous bat hovers here and there over

a mango tree. The deafening music of the Cicadce is in full force, with all its mar-

vellous ringing of bells, jingling of rings, and whistling of steam engines, while the

frogs in the marshes add to the din by their incessant clatter from a thousand throats.

In the hedges and amongst the trees, fireflies, like little shooting stars of earth, glance

and scintillate through the murky gloom, recalling old legends and stories of fairies

and elfs."

END OF VOL. XV.
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NOTES ON THE GENUS CCELIOXYS, K^Y) AN ADDITIONAL SPECIES

TO THE LIST OP BEITISH EYMENOPTERA.

BY EDWARD SAUI^DERS, P.L.S.

This genus is well known to Hymenopterists by the curious eix-

spined apex of the abdomen of the (^ (JST.B. : the spines are on the

6th segment) and the acuminate apex of the $ ; but the species

bear such a strong general resemblance to each other that they are

probably more or less mixed up in many collections.

On the continent there are two distinct sections of the genus, one

of which only we have found in England at present, the first in which

the white bands of the body are formed of scale-like hairs, and the

second containing our British species, where the hairs are of the more

usual type, although very beautifully feathered. The hairs of the

species of this genus are well worth the trouble of examination. The

scale-like hairs of section 1 consist really of a mid-rib with hairs

branching from it in several directions, but these branches are packed

so closely together, that a dense oval mass is formed which, under a

low power, looks far more like a scale than the ordinary hair of a bee.

We, at present, know of 5 British species :—No. 1, vectis, is one

of the largest, only being equalled in size by large rufescens ; it may be

known from all the others by the blunt end of the external spine of

the posterior tibiae : this may seem a slight character but it is most

constant and easily observed. The other 4 species can be divided into

2 sections. The 1st, containing 4<-dentata and rvfescens, has the apex

of the 4th segment of the body beneath in the $ deeply emarginate,

and the 5th segment in the ? rounded at the apex; the 2nd, containing

simplex and acuminata, Nyl., has the 4th segment entire in the

(^, and the 5th segment in the ? truncate at the apex, ^-dentata

differs from rufescens in having no lateral tooth at the apex of the 5th

segment in the $ , and the apical ventral valve in the $ elongate and

lanceolate, whereas, in rufescens, it is shorter and triangularly truncate

at the apex. I look upon umhrina, Smith, as only a small form of

rufescens.

E, 1879.
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Acuminata and simplex are very closely allied, especially in the

$ . In the $ o£ acuminata, the 4th segment of the body beneath is

very largely and remotely punctured, and the 5th segment above has

no pilose band ; in simplex, the 4th segment of the body beneath is

closely and finely punctured, and the 5th segment above has a narrow

pilose band. The ^ of acuminata differs from simplex in having the

punctuation of the 4th segment beneath as coarse and remote as that

of the 2nd and 3rd, and a distinct lateral spine on the apex of the 5th

segment above. Simp)lex has no distinct spine on the 5th segment, and

the 4th is certainly more closely punctured than the 2nd and 3rd.

We are indebted to Mr. Bridgman, of Norwich, for the discovery

of acuminata, who found 2 ^ and a $ in his collection. In looking

over my specimens of simplex, I find a ^ and $ , which, I believe, came

from Scotland. The sj^ecies is quite distinct, and I hope will turn up

again now its characters are known.

(K.B.—The emargination of the 4th segment in the ^ is hard to

see on account of the pilose band, but is best observable by looking

from the direction of the apex).

Holmesdale,

Wandle Eoad, Upper Tooting

:

l^th May, 1879.

NOTES ON THE BUTTEEFLIES OF THE EASTERN ALPS.

BY H. J. ELWES, P.L.S.

I do not suppose that anything I have to say in this short sketch

of a few days' collecting will be novel, but it has struck me forcibly

how very little has been done or written by Englishmen to work out

the Lepidoptera of Europe. As an ornithologist, for I do not pretend

to be an entomologist, I feel proud to say that not only has the finest

and most exhaustive woi'k ever produced on the zoology of any part

of the world (I mean Dresser's " Birds of Europe") been written by

an Englishman, and founded, in a great measure, on the studies and

explorations of Englishmen, but also, that if one wants recent and

accurate information on the birds of any part of Europe, except Ger-

many and Eranee, it is to be sought in the pages of the " Ibis."

On the contrary, if one wants to learn anything about the

Lepidoptera of Europe, one must begin by learning German, in which

language five-sixths of everything worth studying on the subject has

been written. It cannot be from ignorance, or from want of enter-

prise, that this strange neglect and indifference to continental

entomology has arisen, but rather from the old-standing narrow-
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minded prejudice, whicli makes so many of our most enthusiastic

collectors aud best observers restrict tbemselves entirely to British

sj)ecies.

It seems, however, as though a wider and more enlightened

spirit was springing up, and, in hopes that a few more years will

show a great advance in this branch of natural history, I venture to

give the results of my first attempt to learn something of the Lepi-

doptera of Europe. Having never seen the east of Switzerland, and

hearing that it was wilder, less overrun by tourists, and richer in rare

plants and insects than the west and north, I arrived at Chiavenna,

about two hours fi-om the head of the Lake of Como, at 11 a.m., on

July 6th. The scenery of the valley, on account of the luxuriance of

its vegetation aud the height and steepness of the surrounding moun-

tains, reminded me somewhat forcibly of the inner valleys of Sikkim
;

and the steamy heat, which prevailed after some wet days, called to

mind the glorious months I had spent in the sweltering gorges of that

incomparably rich and interesting countiy.

Swallowing a hasty meal, which, to my surprise and disgust, con-

sisted, in the land of rice, fruit, and tomatoes, solely of roast beef and

bad potatoes, I went up the Yal Bregaglia, at the foot of which

Chiavenna lies, and was soon fully occupied with the numerous

butterflies which were out. Several species, including PoJyommatiis

Gordius, Lyccsna Avion, Pararge Mcera, Fap. Podalirius, Melitcea

didyma, and many others—were abundant ; but on this day, as on

others, I was obliged to pass by many Geometrce and other insects,

which would have been no doubt, to a more experienced and

enlightened Lepidopterist, the best worth observing and collecting.

Evei'ything must have a beginning, and when one is in light

marching order, without setting-boards, pill-boxes, or other apparatus,

it is impossible to preserve everything one meets with.

A number of rare ferns were growing near the pretty waterfall

on the north side of the valley, and showed, as well as the vines, that the

climate of this valley, though so close to the glaciers, is a very mild one.

Next morning I started early by diligence for the Engadine, and

about half-way up the valley got down to walk over the pass, as the

sun was well up and the day fine. Parnassius Ajjollo appeared at

about 3500 ft., and was easily captured ; Argynnis Amathusia was the

next good thing, flying, in company with Aylaia and Pales, over the

as yet unmown meadows ; MelitcBa Dictynna, M. Parthenie, and M.

PJicehe were also taken, the former in abundance ; and Erebia Ceto and

Melampus a little higher. Curiously enough, I saw, in this valley,
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neither Eari/ale or Ligea, usually so common at 3500 ft. In a wet

and stony pasture, about 5000 ft., I was delighted to find Parnassius

Deliics, and caught several without much difficulty. On the stony

flowery debris left by the river floods, Lijccena Corydon, Eros, and Argus

were numerous, whilst Pap. Machaoii, Vanessa Antiopa, and CoUas

Ediisa gave colour to the scene.

After a good lunch at the new inn at Casaccia, I walked on over

the pass, which rises steeply through a rich pine wood and suddenly

opens out at the top into a country which resembles some parts of Eoss-

shire much more than anything I have seen in Switzerland. There is

hardly any fall on the east side of the pass, and a good sized lake lies

a mile beyond, at the foot of which is the village of Sils. Here I

stopped, and next day had a most enjoyable and productive excursion

in the Yal Fex, which literally swarms with alpine butterflies, and

produces many rare and local GeometrcB and Noctuae. I was much
struck with the luxuriance of the pasture and vegetation in the upper

Engadine, at elevations of 6—8000 ft., and though the climate is said

to be severe, and the winter very long, I certainly thought that the

forest extended to a higher elevation than in the Yalais or in the

Oberland.

On the ridge between the Yal Fex and the Yal Fedoz I found

Pieris CalUdice fairly numerous, though from its very straight and

rapid flight, hard to catch. This species rarely descends below the

tree limit, and is like Chionohas Aello quite characteristic of the stony

hill-sides of the Upper Engadine. The latter insect I was rather

surprised to find, as it is supposed to be what I may term a biennial,

appearing only every alternate year, and, as it was found in the Albula

district in 1871, '73, and '75, 1 did not expect it now. I was, however,

lucky enough, after some hard work, to take it in the Yal Fex, as well

as above Pontresina and near Bergiin, as low as 5000 ft. It is the

only Alpine representative of a characteristic Arctic genus, and, like

so many of the Alpine butterflies, is still, I believe, only known in its

perfect state.

On this day in the Yal Eex, between 5500 and 8500 ft., I saw and

caught 30 species of RhopaJocera, including Erebia Melampus,

Tgndarus, Gorge var. Triopes, and lappona, the last very abundant and

variable both in size and in the marking of the under-side ; Argynnis

Pales and its variety Isis, Melitcea Cynthia and M. Aurinia, var. Merope,

Lyccena orbifulus, Pheretes, JEgoii, Argus, semiargus, and minima,

CoRnonymplia 8afyrion, Vanessa Antiopa, Syricthus 2 sjjecies (which I

believe to be cacalice and the rare Andromedce, though I confess that

the distinctions of species in this genus are not very clear to me as

yet), Colius Phicomone, and others.
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At Sils, there is an old GrermaB carpenter wlio has a fair knowledge

of the local species of Lepidoptera, and has collected a good deal in

former years. He had a good many Bombi/ces, IVocfuce, and GeometrcB

in his boxes ; some of which are rare and local, and, having been em-

ployed by Dr. Staudinger and others, had a very good notion of their

money value.

In the evening, I went down the valley to St. Moritz, where

Hepialus humuU swarmed at dusk, and next day walked to Pontresina,

taking plenty of Colias Palceno in the open parts of the pine woods.

At Pontresina, I found that Herr Saratz, who has a line local collection

of birds well stuffed by himself, was out ; but his son showed me a

lot of young larvae of the rare and beautiful Chelonia Flavict, which he

had reared from the egg and hoped next year would produce moths.

This is another of the insects which is supposed only to appear every

second year. Professor Zeller, in his exhaustive account of the

Lepidoptera of the UjDper Albula district, where this fine species is

abundant, gives full details of what is known about it (see Stett. ent.

Zeit., 1877, 430).

In the fine larch forest above Pontresina, I found Leucophasia

sinapis up to at least 6500 ft., which is higher than I had any reason

to believe it was found. In most of the Alpine valleys there are two

generations, but, in such a short summer as that of the Upper Enga-

dine, there can hardly be time enough for more than one.

The next day I intended to go up the Val Bevers and over a pass

at its head to the Albula, but could find no one who knew the road.

The rocks of Yal Bevers, being calcareous, produce many interesting

plants, and the rare Lyccena Donzeli was found here fairly abundant

by Herr Rudolph Zeller, of Ziirich. As it was, I took the usual road

over the Albula Pass, which is a stony barren wilderness, reminding

one of the hills of Jura, or some of the Eoss-shire mountains.

At a few hundred feet below the summit of the pass, on the north

side, is an unpretending though fairly comfortable little inn, called the

" Weissenstein," which, on account of the numerous rare plants and

insects found in the neighbourhood, is a favourite station for naturalists.

Here Professor Zeller made his head-quarters, and here may usually

be found some collectors, from Germany or Switzerland, in search of

Chelonia Flavia, Arctia Quenseli, or some of the other rarities of the

neighbourhood.

Though I was only able to stay one night at the " "Weissenstein,"

I was successful in getting a good series of the rather rare Erehia

glacialis, which was plentiful on the steep slopes of loose stones
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(" gerolle" in German), whicii fill up a great deal of the heads of the

valley ; E. Gorge was with it, but not so numerous, and -E". Jappona

very abundant on the pastures around. On the same "gerolle" I found

sitting on the stones the rare Geometer Gnoplios Zellerarla, and was

lucky enough to get two pairs of Pieris CaJUdice at the same time.

At the remarkable springs which form the source of the Albula,

JParnnssius Delius was abundant, and here its larva was discovered by

Professor Zeller feeding on Saxifraga aizoides.

Close to the head of the pass, among the bare boulders, surrounded

by unmelted snow, were flying specimens of our Lyccena minima {Alsus)

as fresh and lively as on the most sheltered bank at home ; and Lyccena

Orhiiiihis, Eros, Optilete and Pheretcs were found in greater or less

abundance. In the evening, I walked down the valley about 8 miles to

Bergiin, a large thriving village at about 4500 ft. elevation, and found

a most comfortable old-fashioned inn, kept by the ex-mayor of the

commune, Herr Cloetta. From what I hear this house is much to be

preferred, at any rate for bachelors, to the new hotel, and I certainly

found a warmer welcome and a more moderate bill than anywhere else

I stayed in Switzerland.

The environs of Bergiin are very rich in Lepidopfera, several

hundred species being enumerated in Professor Zeller's paper in the

Stett. ent. Zeit. for 1877. I was only able to stay one whole day

here, and this I spent in a walk up the Tuorsthal, where I added several

good species to my list. Parnassins Apollo and Delius flew here in

company
; Argynnis Amathnsia, Dictynna, and Euplirosyne were not un-

common, though the season of A. T/iore, which is found here in June, was
now over ; several Lyccence, as Hylas, Eumedon, Corydon, QSnon, were
common

; A. crntcegi, Colicts Hyale, Polyommafus J)orilis,\?iY. snhalpina,

Erehia Sfygne, Euryale, and Goante, Syricthus alvens, and others, made
up a good day's work.

So finished a most agreeable and successful week, in which I took

over 70 species of Blwpahcera, and 20 or 30 of Heterocera.

I believe that in some parts of Southern Tyrol, or the Italian

side of the Alps, this number might be considerably exceeded, but there

are so many unexplored valleys in all parts of the Eastern Alps that

no entomologist need be at a loss where to go.

Preston House, Cirencester

:

April, 1879.

P.S.—Since writing this I have seen Mr. Forbes' account (vol.

XV, p. 275) of his experience farther west at the same time. He seems

to have found the valleys of Arolla and Anniviers even richer than the

Albula and the Engadine. The most remarkable species mentioned by
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him, wliicli do not occur farther east, are li. Damon and X. Esclieri, An-

fJiocharis Bella, and two species of Safi/rus, "which genus seems to be

altogether wanting in the Albula Valley. The occurrence of all the

three European Parnassius in one valley is also very remarkable.

INTEODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, F.L.S., E.G.S.

No. 7.

PART I.

Mesozoic Time.

[0?i tlie Insecta of the Jurassic* Period, and the animals and plants

ivith which tliey loere correlated7\

From the rocks of this Period—which consist in ascending order

of the Lias and Oolites^—so large a number of fossil insects has been

obtained that it would be impossible even to name the genera to which

they have been referred, in a paper of moderate length.

I have, therefore, divided this paper into two parts, in the first of

which I propose to enumerate the principal families and genera of the

Insecta which have been discovered in the Lias, and, in the second part,

those obtained from the Oolites.

Lias.

Great Britain.

In some sections of the Lias, or in the Ehseticf series, between it

and the Trias, remains of insects have been found massed together in

such abundance that the beds containing them have been called the

" Insect Limestone." These fossils have been obtained chiefly from

the lotverX division of this formation in Gloucestershire, Worcester-

shire, Warwickshire, Somersetshire, and Monmouthshire.

The majority of these Liassic insects were discovered by the

Eev. P. B. Brodie, Mr. H. E. Strickland, the Eev. E. W. Hope, and

Mr. E. T. Higgins ; a few specimens were also described by the two

first-named gentlemen, but for the determination of the bulk of them

we are indebted to Prof. Westwood,§ to whom nearly 300 specimens

were submitted.

* So named from the mountain range of the Jura on the western borders of Switzerland, in
which the Lias and the Oolitic limestones are largely developed.

t The Rhfetic beds are, more strictly, beds of passage between the Trias and the Lias, than
part of the latter formation.

t I have recently received from C. Moore, Esq., P.G.S., of Bath, a considerable collection of
fossil insects (including Coleoptera, Orthopteva, Neuropiera, izc.) from the iijiper Lias of Ilminster.

§ See "Introductory Observations," by Prof. Westwood, to Brodie's "History of the Fossil

Insects in the Secondary Rocks of England." London : 181.l>.
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These fossils have been referred to the Orders Neuroptera,

Ortliojptera, Coleoptera, and Hemiptera ; and one or two specimens

have been doubtfully referred to the Diptera.

The Neuroptera* included the genera Ortlwphlehia, Hemerobms,

Ohmdiodes, Agrion, ^sch^ia, Lihelhda, Seterophlehin, and Epliemera
;

and the Ortlwptera were represented by GryJlus and Blatta.

The Coleoptera—which was far more numerously represented than

any other Order—comprised specimens of the following Families,

viz. : ScarahceidcB (Melolonfha) , HydropTiilidce, Gyrinida, Buprestidce,

ElateridcB, LaonpyridcB, ClirysomelidcE, CurcidionidcB, Carahidcd, and

Telephoridcs.

The few specimens of the Hemiptera which have been discovered

have been referred to the genera Clmex, Selostoma, and Cicada.

No traces of Hymenoptera or Lepidoptera have been recorded,

and the remains which have been referred to the Diptera are very

doubtful, t

Although, as a rule, the insect remains from this formation are

very imperfect and fragmentary, the wings of some of the Neuroptera

are preserved in the greatest perfection.

The majority of the species seem to have been of very small size,

and indicative, if considered apart from the other animal and vegetable

remains of the Period, of a temperate climate.

Continental Europe.

A few elytra of Coleoptera have recently been discovered in

HhseticJ beds, in the Province of Schonen, in kSweden.

These remains have been referred by Professor Heer to seven

species, which he has described,§ and severally named

—

HydrophiUtes

Nathorsti, Suprestites rtiytdosus, Curculionites parvulus, Curculionites

Carlsoni, Wytridium Angelini, Elytridium Icevigatum, and Carabites

deplanatus.

From the lower marls of the Lias at Schambelen, in the Swiss Alps,

some 2000 specimens of fossil insects have been obtained. These

fossils bave been carefully studied by Dr. Heer,|| who has referred

them to 142^ species which are distributed amongst the following

Orders, viz. : Neuroptera (7 species), Ortlwptera (7 species), Hemiptera'

(12 species), and Coleoptera (116 species).

* Brodie's " Fossil Insects," antea cit., and " Fauna der Vorwelt" (Insecten und Spinnen) by
Dr. Giebel. Lcipsic : 1856.

t Of one of the supposed ZJip^cj-a from the Lias, Prof. Westwood observes, " seems like the
body of a Tipulideous insect ;" of another fr.agment, he says, "may possibly be Dipterous, allied

to Asilui." Brodie's " Fossil Insects," antea cit., p. 128.

X See note, ante p. 7.

§ Aftryok ur Geol. Foreningens i Stockholm Forhandl. 1878. No. 49, Bd. iv. No. 7.

II
See " Die Urwelt der Schweiz," antea nt.

il Exclusive of one species, supposed by Heer to belong to the Hi/raenoptera.
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One small wing has been described by Dr. Heer as being that of

a Hymenopterous insect, but, for the reasons given in my second*

paper, I am of opinion that this supposed Hymenopterous wing pro-

bably belonged to an insect of another Order.

The Neuro'piera included 6 species of Termites—referred by Heer

to two generaf—and one species of LibelliilidcB, uMschna Sngeni,

which, with the exception of Gynacantha ])lagiata,% is probably larger

than any known living species, and is especially interesting as being

the oldest known dragon-fly, if we except that very doubtful fragment

from the American Coal-measures, which has been referred by Scudder§

to the genus Lihellula.

The Orthoptera comprised 3 species of BJattidcs {Blattinaformosa,

S. angustata, and S. media), 3 species of Acridiidce {^Gom-pliocerites

Huchlandi, Acridiites deperditus and A. liasinus), and one species of

Forjiciilidcs {Baseopsis forficulina) , which differs much from all living

forms.

The Semiptera belonged to the families Cercopidce, Cicadidce, and

Bygaeidce.

The Coleoptera are represented by 116 species, which are distri-

buted amongst the following families, viz. : Carahidce, Gyrinidce, Niti-

dulidcB, Peltidce, Cryptophagidce, BathridiidcE, Mycetophagidce, Byrrliidcs,

IIydropliilid(B,Apliodiidce,Biiprestidce,JElaterid(je, TelephoridtB, CistelidcB,

CurculionidcB, and Ohrysomelidce.

The BuprestidcB are represented by no less than 33 species, referred

by Heer to seven genera, two of which still exist, whilst the others

{^Glaphyroptern, Micranthaxia, Buprestites and Olirysobotlirites) are

extinct. Of the 33 species of Buprestidce, 16 are placed by Heer in the

extinct genus Glaphyroptera.

The ElateridcB are represented by 10 species, the most abundant

of which is Elaterites vetustus.

Of the ByrrMdoB, four species have been determined, three of

which

—

Byrrhidium arcuatum, B. morio, and B. troglodytes—are said

to be amongst the most abundant
||
of the Schambelen fossils.

The carnivorous beetles are represented by 29 species, including

OarabidcB (11 species), Telepltoridce (3 species), &c. The Hydrophilidce

comprise 15 species, and the Gyrinidce 6 species, all of which latter

family are remarkable for their small size.

The Lamellicornia and Chrysome!idee are poorly represented, and

the Longicornia,Xylophaga, BracheIytra,aTid GoccineUidce, are altogether

absent.

* Ante, p. 54.

t Viz. : Claihrotermes and Caloterm.es.

i See Trans. Ento. Soc. Lond., 1878, part i, plate iv.

§ Ante, p. 172.

II
See " Die Urwelt der Schweiz," antea cit.
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From a comparison of the Orders, families, and genera of the

fossils obtained from Schambelen with those obtained from the

English Lias, it appears that the insect fauna of Switzerland, duriiag

this part of the Jurassic Period, was closely allied to that of England.

The varied habits and modes of life of the Liassic Insecta are

highly suggestive of the probable land and freshwater conditions of

Europe, during the period of their existence ; and some of the species

lead to the inference of the contemporaneous existence of certain

Orders of animals, and of plants, of which no remains have been

preserved to us.

In the second part, of this paper I shall enumerate the families

and genera of the Insecta obtained from the Oolitic rocks—including

the " Stonesfield Slate " and the " Purbecks " of the United Kingdom,

and the " Solenhofen Slate " of Bavaria—and I shall conclude with a

brief notice of the principal types of animal and vegetable life charac-

teristic of the Jurassic Period.

Surbiton, S.W. : April, 1879.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF THE LEPIDOPTEROUS GENUS
PAIS (Fam. AGARISTIBJEJ.

BY ARTHUR G. BUTLER, F.L.S., P.Z.8., &c.

The following very distinct new species has just been brought to

me by my cousin. Miss J. K. Lorimer, who has been staying for the

last two years at the Grordon Mission, Natal.

Pais GtOedoni, n. sp.

Primaries sulphur-yellow, crossed by black lines nearly as in P. decora, Linnscus,

the chief difference being that the outer or discal line forms a less distinct g by union

with the reniform spot ; discoidal spots outlined in black, with black centres, the outer

spot with variable zone (throwing back processes to the orbicular and to a similar

circular spot below it, in the type specimen), the basal lines and the lower half of the

zone enclosing the spot on interno-median area deep red from the median to the in-

ternal vein ; a distinct siuuated grey-edged red stripe {not confounded with the other

markings) just beyond the black discal line ; a series of longitudinal black interncrvular

dashes from immediately beyond the red stripe to the outer margin, which is also black

;

fringe white, tipped here and there with black ; secondaries dark red with deeper,

almost plum-coloured, outer border, upon which are eight rather large orange spots

;

median vein and the commencement of its branches, together with the basal half of

the second median interspace, orange ; discocellulars dusky ; outer margin black ;

fringe of outer margin black at base, ochreous externally; fringe of abdominal margin

ochreous, extremely long; head black, spotted with sulphur-yellow; thorax sulphur-

yellow, longitudinally striped with black, the inner margins of the tegulse ochraceous ;

antennse and upper surface of palpi black ; abdomen bright golden-yellow, banded

with black ; legs black, banded with bright ochreous ; wings below altogether duller

than above, the black lines and zones on the primaries obsolete, excepting the com-

mencement of the discal line ; the pale areas ochraceous ; a black marginal line
;

pectus ochreous, streaked with white ; venter white, with black bars across the last

three or four segments. Expanse of wings, 2 inches.

Tugela Eiver, South Africa. Type in B. M.

British Museum : 3Iay, 18V9.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW HOMOPTEROUS INSECTS EROM
CENTRAL AMERICA BELONGINa TO THE Fam. IIEMBRACID^.

BT W. L. DISTANT.

Adippe MACULATA.

Head and frontal portion of pronotum luteous, the last with two small black

spots placed transversely and close together on the centre immediately above the

head, and a central fascia of the same colour above these, on the disc. Pronotum

luteous but divided by black fascife into the following large spots on each side, namely,

five dorsal, of which the fourth and apical are largest and palest, and three along the

lateral basal border, situated a little behind the first dorsal three, and of which the

second and third are much paler in colour. Under-side of body bright orange, legs

black. Tegmina black, with a large hyaline spot a little before the apex.

The pronotum is coarsely and rugulosely punctured. Length, 7 mill.

Irazu, 6-7000 ft. (Eogers).

Allied to A. zehrina, Fairm., and A. Msfrio, Walk.

POLTGLTPTA GODMANI.

Dark blackish-green, with some lateral luteous linear markings, of which the

most distinct are one (longest) extending through the humeral angles from base of

anterior process to base of pronotum, and two smaller parallel ones a little behind

that. Eyes dull luteous, legs ochreous, femora, excepting apices, black. The anterior

process is strong and horizontal. Pronotum with thirteen longitudinal carinse.

Total length, 14 mill,

Irazn, 6-7000 ft. (Eogers).

Allied to P. tredecim-costata, from wtidi it is at once distinguished

by its more than twice greater length, its coloration, &c.

Telamona SALViisri.

Head luteous, wrinkled, with five central impressions, the middle one of which

is largest. Pronotum luteous, varied with fuscous, deeply and thickly punctured.

Humeral angles prominent, spotted with black in front. Dorsal process occupying

about the anterior half of the pronotiim, about twice as long as high, somewhat

angularly truncated behind, sloping and very slightly rounded in front, upper surface

almost level, slightly hollowed towards the centre, with two large fovese on each side

at base, frontal one somewhat semicircular, posterior smaller and rounded. The process

is somewhat fuscous, very thickly punctured, with three small creamy spots, one on

the upper and two on the frontal edge. The pronotum is crossed by two broad

fuscous bands, one extending through the posterior portion of the dorsal process,

and the other sub-apical. Tegmina hyaline, base ochreous, opaque, and punctured,

nervures shining fuscous, a large sub-apical spot and some irregular markings on

basal third, dark castaneous. Legs luteous, femora with a sub-apical fuscous band,

tibise sulcated and irregularly spotted with fuscous.

Tegmina reaching a little beyond apex of pronotum.

Length, pronot., 10 mill. ; exp., hum. ang., 6 mill ; length, tegm., 9 mill.

Chinautta, 4100 ft. (Salvin).
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In colour approaching T. cyrtoj^s, Fairm., in structure apparently

(from description) T. mexicana, Stal.

Htphinoe cornuta.

Olivaceous, thickly and coarsely punctured. Tegmina, lateral and upper borders

of the humeral horns, and dorsal ridge of the pronotum, castaneous. Tips of the

humeral horns, extreme apex of pronotum, and a rounded spot situated at about

the centre of the lateral borders of the pronotum, black. Legs dull ochraceous,

tibise sulcated and strongly pilose.

The humeral horns are very robust, sub-acute, and directed upwards ; the disc

between them is broadly hollowed, rounded and deflexed anteriorly, where there is a

central, longitudinal, impunctate, slightly raised line.

Length, pronot., 14 mill. ; exp., hum. horns., 7 mill. ; length, tegm., 12 mill.

Irazu, 6-7000 ft. (Rogers).

The humeral horns will at once distinguish this sj)ecies from any

other of the genus as yet described.

1, Selston Villas, East Dulwich :

12th May, 1879.

EEMAEKS ON SOME BEITISH SEMIPTERA-HETEROPTERA.

BY DB. O. M. EEUTER.

{^Continuedfrom vol. xv, 2}affe 67).

Hadrodema pinastri, Fall. This species occurred in July and

August, 1876, very abundantly on firs near Forres, but it is to be

remarked that all the specimens I saw were of the ochreous variety
;

in South Finland, on the contrary, where the species is rather common,

I have only once taken an ochreous example, all others being black.

The ochreous specimens resemble in colour the scales on the young

shoots of the firs. Perhaps there exists in the North of Scotland some

enemy to H. pinasfri, which does not occur in South Finland ; and in

consequence of this only the individuals favoured by protective re-

semblance remain and propagate (?).

Lopus suPERCiLiosus (Cat., p. 48, 2). According to most authors,

we must regard this species as only a variety of Lopus gothicus, L.
;

to the same belongs also as a synonym, Lopus ajffinis, Jakovl., from

Derbent, which does not at all differ from L. gothicus, var. sujyerciUosus.

I possess quite similar specimens from Sweden and Derbent.

Stiphrosoma letjcocephala. Fall. Dr. Puton had the kindness

to communicate to me some specimens of a Stiphrosoma from the col-

lection of Fieber, labelled "Anglia,au n. sp. ?" These specimens, smaller

than leucocephala usually occurs, and having the head piceous, belong to
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Sf. steqanoides, J. Salilb. (Notls. Fauna Flora renu.,xiv, p. 306), "which

may be regarded as only a dark variety of St. leucocepliala. The form

occurs in Bussian Lapland (Sahlberg), I have found it in company with

the typical form near Stockholm, and Dr. Gredler has sent me speci-

mens from Tyrol.

Anthocobis sakothamjSti (Saund., Syn., p. 618). Referring to

this species, Mr. Saunders says that it is only " a dark, nearly black,

variety of A. oiemoralis, with entirely black antennae." He adds that

he had " repeatedly found it with the paler forms and intervening

varieties." At Forres, in the North of Scotland, A. sarothamni was

very common during the summer of 1876, on the broom, and I col-

lected a great multitude of this species, but I could not find any

" intervening varieties " between it and A. nemoralis. I regard them

therefore as good, different species, and more especially because they

are also distinguished by some characters which Mr. Saunders seems

not to have observed, and which I will note in the following

parallelism :

—

1. Hemielytra witli the whole cuneus and the posterior half of the embolium

and also of the corium very shining. All the three veins of the membrane very

distinct, elevated A. SAHOTHAMNI, D. et S.

2. Hemielytra opaque, with only the cuneus and the apex of embolium shining.

Membrane with three veins, of which the exterior is the most elevated, the inter-

mediate less pei'spicuous and the interior nearly obsolete.

A. NEMOEALis, Fabr., auct.

Anthocoris 3li)ihi, Dohrn (Stett. ent. Zeit., 1860, p. 162), is a

variety of A. nemoralis, which species varies very much in colour, and

sometimes has the antennae quite black, as in A. sarothmnni ; but all

these many varieties are nevertheless distinguished by the above-

mentioned characters, which differentiate them from the mostly smaller

A. sarothamni.

AcOMPOCOEis KEMOEALis (Cat., p. 95). Following Prof. Stal

(Hem. Fabr., i, 90, 1), Messrs. Douglas and Scott have accepted the

name nemoralis for A. pygmceus. Fall., considering Acanthia or Salda

nemoralis, Fabr. (E. S., iv, 76, 35, and S. E,., 116, 15), to be the same

as that species. But if A. pygmceus in the typical collection of Fabri-

cius is put under the above-cited name, this must have been by mistake.

The diagnosis of Fabricius in S. E. is the following :
" S. atra elytris

puncto medio albo, alls [= membrana !] fuscis basi albis ;" and he says

further, " Habitat in Selandise Quercu." These characters do not agree

with A. pygmcEUS (but accord with Anthocoris nemoralis, auct.) ; and

the Acomjjocoris lives not in oaks, but in Finus sylvestris.
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Teiphleps obscueus (Cat., 52, 2), which Douglas and Scott have

described in Brit. Hem., 503, 2, cannot be the same as Rhynarius

ohscurus, Hahn ("W.-I., i, 110, fig. 59). It is clear from Hahn's de-

scription and figure that his species is synonymous with Tr.niger,yfoW,

Dougl. and Sc. I cite only the following words from the description

by Hahn, p. Ill :
" die Fiisse schwarz mit Ausnahme der Spitzeu der

Schenkel und der Schienen des ersten Fusspam^es, welche hleichgelh

sind." Douglas and Scott say concerning Tr. niger, p. 502 :
" Legs

black; tibiae: 1st pair only yellow;" and on the contrary in the

diagnoses of Tr. ohscurus, p. 503 :
" Legs testaceous ; thighs : 3rd pair

in ^ brown ; 2ud and 3rd in $ black, except the apex." I have re-

ceived from Mr. Saunders specimens from England, which agree with

the description of Tr. ohscurus, by Douglas and Scott, and which I have

found belong to Tr. latus, Fieb. {sec. spec. typ.). But according to my
last examination of the Anthocoridod, Tr. latus, Fieb., is synonymous

with Tr. viinutus. Fall. Tr. minutus, of Fieber, do not occur, as far as

I know, in Sweden ; and, as Liune has described his Cimex minutus

in the Faun. Suec, 911, the name minutus must be employed for the

Swedish species, which is Tr. latus, Fieb. ; and the name Tr. minutus,

Fieb., nee Linn., Fall., must be changed.

Mr. Saunders (Synops., p. 620, 2) regards Tr. ohscurus, Dougl. and

Sc.; as only a pale variety of Tr. niger ; but the description given by

Douglas and Scott is opposed to this supposition. They say, concerning

Tr. ohscurus: "Antennae^ thin, almost filiform; in the ^ not much

thicJcer than in the $ ;" which in no respect accords with Tr. niger.

The three British species could best be distinguished by the

following characters :

—

1 (2.). Tlhe tioo posterior fairs of tlbicB ov &i\ea.6t the posterior tibise piceous

or almost black. Antennse in $ and $ dissimilar, $ thick. Pronotum posteriorly

aciculated and wrinkled, not punctured.
Te. NIGER, Wolff. ( c? == com2)ressicornis, F. Sahib.)

2 (1.). All the tibicB pale testaceous. Antennse in <? o)ifj/ a little thicker than

in ? ,
pale or only towards the apex fuscous.

3 (4.). Pronotum with the sides toward the apex more rounded and extended

( ? ), or almost straight, and only at the angles more rounded (c? ), in the anterior

two-thirds finely marginated ; the apical angles deflected and provided with afoveola

without any anterior border ; the apex between these angles, immediately behind

the narrow apical constriction (" apical-ring "), about three-fifths, almost one-half,

narrower than the base ; the disc with a I'ather narrow median callus, which occupies

only two-fourths of the width of the pronotum at this place, the lateral limb there-

fore being broad ; the disc behind the callus strongly and densely tvriiikled and

punctured, the punctuation on the middle and sides equal ; hemielytra pale testaceouSj

unicolorous, or only with the cuneus more or less piceous, more rarely also the base

of the clavus is of this colour.

Tk. minuxus, Linn., Fall. (— latus, Fieb., = obscurus, D. et S.).
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4 (3.). Larger; pronotum with the sides toward the apex very much narroioer,

rather slightly rounded, anteriorly narrowly extended, almost as far as to the

posterior angles acute and finely marginated ; the apical angles deflected and

provided with a foveola ; the apex between these angles, immediately behind the

apical ring, four-sevenths or almost one-third narrower than the base ; the disc with

a broad callus, which is greatly extended toward the sides, making the greatest part

of the breadth of the pronotum at this place ; the lateral limb therefore between the

callus and the margin being narrow ; the disc behind the callus only in the middle

transversely wrinkled, toward the more shining sides rather strongly hut less densely

punctured, the basal limb and the angles themselves smooth ; hemielytra very dis-

tinctly punctured, pale testaceous, mostly with at least the cuneus and the apex or

the whole commissure of the clavus piceous.

Tr. majusctilus, m. {=^minutus,Y\eb).

These last two species vary to quite testaceous and uuicolorous

heinielytra and thighs ; the latter species varies very much in the

extension of the piceous colour of the hemielytra.

Xtlocoeis atee (Cat., p. 52). Anthocoris oiscureUa,Zett., which.

is cited as being a synonym of this species, is very distinct, and belongs

to the genus Scoloposcelis, Pieb. (vide Eeut., Ofvers. K. Vet. Ak. Porh.,

1871, p. 413).
(To be continued).

Carabus auratus, Lin., in the Borough MarJcet, London.—I this morning had

given to me three (two S and 1 ? ) very fine specimens of the above beautiful insect.

That they should be found running about the stones of a London market does at first

seem somewhat remai'kable,and certainly not a place where an entomologist would go in

anticipation of finding such an insect, especially as it must be ranked among the rarest

of our British Carabi. As few instances have been recorded of its having been

taken in England, I at first thought they might have found their way into this

strange locality in the sacks of turnip tops, which come from the south coast at this

time of the year ; but, upon second tlioughts, I think it is more probable that they

may have been brought across the channel packed in the pads of lettuce and salad

which come from the south of France in large quantities in the months of April and

May. This is a very common beetle in France, where it is known by the name of

" Jardinier,"but becomes rare as we advance northward, being seldom seen in Germany

or Sweden.—T. E. Billups, 4, Swiss Villas, Coplestone Road, Peckham : May 14:th,

1879.

Lehia crux-minor, L., near BasingstoJce.—I have recently obtained a specimen of

this rare species from the neighbourhood of Bradley, near Basingstoke. It was acci-

dentally sent up to some friends of mine in some moss intended for Easter decora-

tions. I thought a notice of this capture might be interesting to the readers of

your Magazine.—W. J. Saunders, Wray House, Wimbledon : May, 1879.

Is Dytiscus latissimus found in North America ?—In the April No. (vol. xv,

p. 252) of the Magazine, I find some remarks by Dr. Sharp relative to the occurrence
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of Dytiscus latissimiis within onr faunal limits. This species was added by Mr.

Crotch to the " check hst," on information furnished by Dr. Sharp. I subsequently

protested against the addition of this or any other European species to our list,

unless on well authenticated evidence. In times past it was a common occurrence

to have European species sent me from Canada, under circumstances admitting of

very little doubt of their foreign origin. It is, of course, possible for a species oc-

curring in our fauna to reach a Eui'opean student before being seen by us here ; but

I think it extremely unlikely that one so large as the species above quoted would

reach Europe before falling under our notice. After reading Dr. Sharp's almost

crushing remarks on my protest, it will be well to go twice over his penultimate

sentence—" The evidence of the existence of this remarlcalle species in North America

is, hoioever, undoubtedly in need of confirmation.'"—GrEO. H. Horn, Philadelphia,

U. S. A. : April, 1879.

On the cocoonsformed hy Kypera riimicis and itsparasites, and Ciomis scrophuIaricB.

—Some observations from the " Address of the late President of the Entomological

Society of London, on the 15th January, 1879," quoted in the March number of this

Magazine, p. 240, have induced me to suppose that the following notes may not be

unacceptable. In Westwood's " Modern Classification," vol. i, p. 343, it is stated

t,bat—•" The larvae of the genus Hypera form small oval cocoons, like gauze, composed

of loose threads, permitting the larvce or pupte to be seen through the meshes, and

attached on the under-sides of various leaves, &c." On the same page, speaking of

Cionus, it is said :
—" Schiiffer has figured the transformations of the C. scrophularics

(Abhandl., vol. iii, pi. 9), under the name of " der Kropfkrauts Eussel-kafer." The

cocoon is formed with open meshes, like that of the Hyperce.

As far as regards the cocoons of M. rumicis, I have found them as frequently on

the upper as on the under-side of the leaf In one instance I found four cocoons

attached underneath in the space of an inch and a half along the angle of the mid-

rib where the parenchyma had been eaten away, and only a rusty network of nerves

and reddish epidermis remained, exactly matching the cocoons in colour and appear-

ance. I was much struck also with the resemblance of the cocoons on the upper

surface to those rusty stains so common on the leaves of the various species of Rumex.

These stains are circular, consisting of an outer broad brownish-red margin and a

central paler yellowish disc. Now, as the cocoon is a globular reddish net-work, it

necessarily looks darker on the circumference where the meshes are massed together

;

but besides this, the contained larva, being lighter, especially on the ventral side-

yellowish, or dirty white—imitates the lighter centi'al disc of the dock-stain. It

would not be safe to infer that all, even striking, resemblances are necessarily cases

of imitation or mimicry. On the other hand, as by far the greatest number of the

objects in the field of vision at any moment are not seen in the macula lutea, or point

of most perfect sight, very superficial resemblances may afford very efiicient protection.

If the general effect on the eye is the same, and if the thing imitated is very much

more common than the thing imitating, the protection is good. Both these conditions

are present in the case of the Hypera cocoon. Cionus scrophularicB also in shape,

size, and colour, and in its relatively large, circular, black dots, very much resembles

the flower-buds of its food-plant, among which it is generally to be found. It is true

it has two of these black dots for the flower-bud's one, but so situated that only one

of them is usually seen at once. Mr. Eye has noticed (" British Beetles," p. 195), a
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similar " mimicry " in C. blattarice. " In repose, with its legs contracted, it affords

an exact representation of a small patch of bird-droppings." The larva of S. ruviicis

bears also a close likeness to the flowering tops of the Rutnex, among which it feeds.

Nevertheless, it appears to be very liable to the attacks of parasites, and indeed of

two species of IchneumonidcB. The cocoon of the one is larger (2^

—

2\ lines in

length), looser in texture, and attached to the outer Hypera-cocoon by an open mesh-

work of threads, and remains always white in colour. On one occasion I extracted

a white apodous larva, wliich had just emerged from the body oi & Si/jjera, from the

Si/pera-CQCoon, and kept it several days in a watch glass. For four or five days it

kept on spinning as if making a cocoon, but without investing itself in the web. On

the third day it had deposited a great thickness of silk on the glass, the absence of

surrounding points of attachment (normally afforded by the Sypera-cocoon), appar-

ently preventing it from forming a cocoon; and had become quite a purple-brown in

colour from the shining through of its contents. On the fourth and fifth days it

seemed stUl spinning, but languidly ; but on the seventh it was quiet, contracted,

and thickened. I did not succeed in obtaining a pupa from it. Kirby and Spence

say, " Introduction," vol. iii, p. 225, " It is a general rule, that those larva? which spin

cocoons never in ordinary circumstances become pupas without having thus enclosed

themselves." Many of the Hi/pera larvae which I bred, however, pupated without

forming cocoons, and the same thing happened, less frequently, with Cionus scrophu-

laricB, of which I shall have more to say anon. The second parasitic cocoon is much

smaller (Ij lines long), elongate, egg-shaped, compact in structure, and lying loose

within the Hypera cocoon. When fresh it is white like the larger one, but on the

second day begins to acquire a pink or reddish colour at the ends, which gradually

deepens and extends, till on the third or fourth day only a narrow equatorial belt

of white remains, the rest of the cocoon being of a dusky purple. Similarly belted

cocoons are mentioned by K. and S., vol. iii, p. 221. " Sometimes the same cocoon is

of two different colours. Those of certain parasites of the tribe of Chalcidites, &c.,

Latr., the motions of one of which I noticed on a former occasion [vol. ii, p. 296],

are alternately banded with black or brown and white, or have only a pale or white

belt in the middle, which gives them a singular appearance." But their account of

the manner in which this dilference of colour is produced does not seem to apply in

the case of the Hypera parasite. " In both cases the difference of colour depends

upon the different tints with which the silky gum is imbued in the reservoirs : the

fii'st portion of it is white, and with this the larva first sketches the outline of its

cocoon, and then thickens the layers of silk considerably, in those parts where the

white bands appear: when these are finished, its stock of white sUk is exhausted, and

the remainder of the interior of the cocoon is composed of brown sUk." My cocoon,

which was made in the end of July or beginning of August, 1877, is now (Apr., 1879)

of a brittle, membranous, or gummy texture. The fly has escaped out of a circular

opening near one of the ends. I have cut it open and perceive that, while the thickness

of the shell is if anything darker at the equatorial region than elsewhere, the outer

whitish belt seems quite superficial, and looks almost as if it could be peeled off.

Coi-responding with this white external equatorial belt, there is on the inner surface

of the shell a dark opaque ingrained belt ; and to the one side of this, and partly

overlapping it, a superficial belt of white glistening silk, with a groove in the middle

running round the inside of the shell. On the cut edge of the couoon it can be
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seen that the main thictness of the shell is of one colour and texture, and that the

white belts are very thin and superficial. The coloration would seem to be produced

by the effusion of some gummy fluid in the ends of the cocoon, which extends through

the substance of the silk by capillary attraction. The whole inside has a varnished

appearance.

The spinneret of the larva of S. rumicis is anal ; the silk issues in a very thick

clear transparent thread, which eventually becomes reddish-brown. The pupa in

the cocoon is sometimes very active, making three or four evolutions on its long axis,

now in one direction, and again in the opposite. It seems to be excited to activity

when brought near the light. K. and S. mention the same thing of S. arator (vol.

ii, pp. 294, 5).

I have reared many beetles of Clonus scropJiuIaricB from the grub, and found its

cocoons in great abundance on Scrophularia nodosa. I am therefore at a loss to

understand the statement already quoted from Westwood, apparently on the authority

of Schaffer, that " the cocoon is formed with open meshes like that of the Ilyperce."

All those which I have seen were close and membranous, of the kind described in

K. and S., vol. iii, p. 227. The substance seems even thicker and tougher than that

of Zygana filipendula. These cocoons are prolate spheroids, lemon-shaped, but not

pointed at the ends, and are sparsely covered in the middle region with raised whitish

" goose-skin " points, which appear to be produced by the subsequent filling up of

small openings loft in the original making of the cocoon. A cocoon seen in the un-

finished state would present cribriform openings, but would not even then be like

the network cocoon of Sypera. In about a fortnight the domes beetle cuts a cir-

cular lid out of one end, which either falls off or is pushed open as a hinge, and

out of this opening the imago emerges, not always without some effort and difiicul :y.

In the case of those pupating without a cocoon, most perished. The pupae at first

are extremely delicate, almost like transparent glass ; become greenish or whitish

and opaque after some time ; and, if exposed to too dry an atmosphere, both pupation

and the exclusion of the imago are rendered impossible, or difiicult. Therefore, I

imagine a close membranaceous cocoon is a necessity.—J. A. Osboene, Milford,

Letterkenny : April, 1879.

Great flight of beetles.—On Saturday, May 3rd, a flight of small beetles fell on

the water and banks of the Crinan Canal at Cairn Baan, in Argyllshire. The flight

extended for about a mile, or perhaps rather less, up and down the canal, just oppo-

site the Cairn Baan Hotel. The weather was calm, though cold, but at 1 p m. a

whirlwind or storm suddenly arose, and at once ruffled the surface of the canal.

Some persons at a distance observed a dark cloud hanging over the spot. When the

storm had passed, the people about saw myriads of beetles on the water-banks and

roads. Some of the insects were struck with violence against the windows of a

cottage, and startled the inmates. The description given of the appearance on the

surface of the canal was " as if some one had strewed the water with corn ;" others

said " it was like stones on the water, and they wondered how the stones got there,

and why they did not sink."

They were swept away from the doorways and paths, and even to-day (May 13th)

there are a good many left in the corners of the loch and by the edge of the canal.

One man said that it would not have taken long to get a barrowful. Some little
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alarm was felt, as neither water nor tobacco seemed to kill them.—C. W. Mapleton,

Duntroon Castle, Lochgilphead, N. B. : 14^/i May, 1879.

[The beetles, of which some have reached me alive, are the very common Ga-

leruca caprece, which usually lives on willows or osiers. Their occurrence in such

numbers is paralleled by the swarms of a Galeruca recorded in Dr. Xatter's Ent.

Nachrichten, vol. ii, p. 53, in Northern Norway, during a storm.—E. C. R.]

Note on Sorama Fanthalon, Fair.—I am indebted to the Rev. T. A. Marshall

for a specimen of this interesting species. It differs from H. pretus, Cram., in the

yellow hind wings, and from S. difflsa, Grote, in the markings on the body. Mr.

Marshall states that it is very common at the north end of Antigua from February

to September, but that he has not met with it in the south-west of the island.

" "U^lL'n flying," he adds, "it is singularly like the common wasp of Antigua {PoUstes

Poeyi), having the same distribution of colours." Walker placed this species among

the undetermined species of ZygcBnidce, and I am not aware that any author before

Mr. Marshall succeeded in identifying it, though Walker subsequently described the

same (or a very closely allied species) from St. Domingo, as H. pretus, var. j8 (Cat.

Lep. Het., vii, p. 1632). The species of Sorama appear to be local ; thus pretus is

recorded from St. Thomas and Jamaica, Fanthalon from Antigua and St. Domingo (?),

and diffisa from Cuba. Walker's H. pretus, vars. y and 5, from Venezuela, are pro-

bably also distinct species.—W. F. Xirby, Dublin : May 3rd, 1879.

Curious structure in a Lepidopterous insect.—The Canadian Entomologist (vol.

xi, p. 47) has an article on Callimorpha interrupto-marginata by Mr. Sievers of

Newport, Ky., in which is the following passage :
—" On squeezing the body of the

male, two plumes, over an inch long, and of exceedingly delicate structure, issue from

the hind segment. I drew the attention of Mr. W. H. Edwards of Coalburgh Va.

to these singular appendages, and he sent specimens to Dr. Hagen at Cambridge, who
replies, that in ' Psyche,' No. 6, Cambridge, October, 1874, Mr. H. K. Morrison had

described similar organs in Agrotis plecta and Euplexia lucipara." Can any of your

readers say whether this has been observed in British specimens ?—N. F. Dobeee,

Beverley, E. Yorks : May 1st, 1879.

Cossus Ugniperda.—On the 19th April, four well-grown larvfe of Cossus ligni-

perda were dug up in my garden, not far from some young willows. I put them in

a jar with some earth ; they burrowed at once, and seemed inclined to stay there.

The wiUows do not appear to have been touched by them, and there are no other trees

near. Is it not unusual for these to burrow ?—M. S. Jenkyns, Palace Road, East

Molesey : May IQth, 1879.

[It is a common practice for the larvae of C. Ugniperda to wander, when full-fed,

from the trees in which they had lived, and to burrow in the earth before changing

to pupEB.

—

Eds.]

Description of the larva of Mamestra abjecta.—That I am able to offer some

account of the hitherto undescribed larva of this species is due to Mr. Samuel

Stevens, whose kindness in imparting to me for the purpose all the knowledge he

acquired of it when he discovered the larva some years ago, I have most thankfully

to record.
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Althougli thus instructed, it was, however, in vain that I hunted for the larva

in 1877, through the end of May, onward to 11th of June, the day on which I

chanced to find under a stone, within a neat little cavity of another stone beneath,

embedded in stiff soil, a fine pupa, which, on the 12th of July following, produced

a remarkably handsome female specimen of ahjecta.

Having so far proved this species to exist on the south coast, I felt encouraged

to resume the search in 1878 in the same locality, where, during the months of May

and June, I found larvae of other species, from time to time, yet not one to satisfy

me until the 3rd of June, but on that day I felt hopeful of having found ahjecta in

a young larva adhering to the under-side of a stone, where it had sheltered itself

with a partial covering of green frass, spun together with silk, having been also

connected with the tuft of grass whereon the stone htid lain.

By assiduously following up this success on all available opportunities, extending

the area of research, and raising a large number of stones, much to the discomfiture

of colonies of ants, various beetles, spiders, crustaceans and slugs, I was again re-

warded by finding on the 20th of June a full grown example of the larva, under

what proved to be a very lucky stone ; though on turning it over, at first there

seemed only a large black spider in view, wliich sprang forward in alarm to a small

hole, and as it paused there a moment on the brink, a small spot of pale colour

beneath its dark body arrested my attention, and this pale spot proved to be part of

the back of the larva, which was soon safely extracted from its snug quarters between

the matted grass.

After figuring and describing this larva, it was placed in a pot furnished with

some of its native salt muddy soil, together with a small tuft of the grass and a

stone, and it soon worked its way beneath ; I subsequently found it had formed for

itself a very slight loose cocoon of silk with a few particles of soil adhering, not

under the stone, but close under the grass at side of the pot, and the moth, a fine

dark greenish-glossed female, emerged on July 29th.

The young larva of the 3rd of June lived only a week, and was no more than

barely three-quarters of an inch long, of stoutish figure ; its head, plates, and small

horny spots of shining red-brown colour, the real ground colour of the body being

a rather shining flesh colour, palest and coolest on the thoracic segments, though not

much of this showed on the back and sides, just merely a little around each spot,

and in the transverse wrinkles when they opened with the movement of crawling

;

the intermediate pai'ts clouded purplish-brown without gloss, the paler coloured skin

more conspicuous between between the head and plate on the next segment.

The full-grown larva measured one and five-eighths of an inch in length, and

was stoutly proportioned, cylindrical, the segments plump, moderately well-defined

and puckered on the sides with short wrinkles, the spiracular region forming a puffed

ridge along the eleventh and twelfth ; the ventral and anal legs short, thick and well

beneath the body as in the true Agrotides, adapted more for burrowing than walking,

though in all other respects of structure besides, its true affinity lay with Xylophasia,

very apparent in the transverse horny ridges and spots on the thoracic segments,

though all the spots were much smaller than with poJyodon, yet similar in shape and

arrangement : the body was of a rather dirty pale fiesh tint, having a faintly darker

flesh-coloured dorsal vessel appearing through the skin, the head, the anterior and

anal plates, and the anterior legs of glossy bright reddish-brown colour, the horny
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spots also, but of a much paler tint, each bearing a fine hair ; the front margin of

the anterior plate, pointed in the centre and curving away concaTely, showed that

whenever the head should be retracted the margin of the plate would accurately fit

against the lobes on the crown of the head, and protect the soft flexible skin between

them, for as in the younger larva so in the full-grown this interval of skin presented

a noticeable character ; a flesh-coloured short dorsal division appeared on the hinder

part of the plate, the spiracles black, the ventral and anal feet fringed with dark

brown hooks.

The pupa (?) measures a trifle more than seven-eighths of an inch in length, and

a little over two-eighths in thickest diameter, the shape similar to that of polyodon,

the abdominal tip with a flattish prolongation terminating with two straight pointed

spines ; the wing covers, leg and antenna cases rather roughened, and on the back

of the abdomen a narrow band of punctate roughness lies across the front of each

flexible segment ; the colour for some time is brick-red, but as it matures becomes

purplish-brown with the tip pitchy-black, having generally little gloss.

As to localities, I am disposed to believe with Mr. Stevens that wherever its

food-plants, Poa maritima, distans, and Borreri grow along sea banks, the margins

of tidal rivers, salterns, muddy creeks, and salt water ditches, aljecta may there be

found ; but be this as it may, I am now able to appreciate properly the hard work

Mr. Stevens must have expended in his persevering researches, which were formerly

so successful in the neighbourhood of G-ravesend and at other similar places.

—

William Bijckleb, Emsworth : Ai^ril 30th, 1879.

Description of the larva of llelliphora alvearia.-—I have, on different occa-

sions, been indebted to Mr. S. L. Mosley, of this town, for supplies of larvse of this

species. He finds them, full grown, in an old bee hive, generally at the beginning of

May. Length about five-eighths of an inch, and of moderate bulk in proportion
;

head polished, it has the lobes rounded, and is slightly narrower than the second

segment ; body cylindrical, of almost uniform width throiighout, but tapering a

little towards the anal segment ; there is a polished plate on the hinder part of the

second segment : skin soft and semi-translucent, the segmental divisions well defined.

Ground colour, both dorsally and ventrally, greyish-white, through which the in-

ternal working of the muscles shows, of a purple shade ; a dark purplish pulsating

vessel forms the dorsal line ; head dark brown ; the frontal plate of the same colour

behind, but paler in front ; spiracles minute, very dark brown ; when the larva is at

rest, the segmental divisions appear white, from the overlapping of the skin, but this

is not observable when it is crawling. Those I had last year produced imagos about

the middle of July.

—

Geo. T. Poeritt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : May 17th,

1879.

FterophoridcB taken in the Talais, June and Jidy, 1878.

—

Agdistis paralias, on

a dry hill covered with Ononis natrix and Colutcea arborescens at Sierre. Platyp-

tilia gonodactyla, abundant on coltsfoot by Zermatt church. P. Zetterstedti, in

fields beyond the church, also on the Riffelberg, and on the way to the Schwarzen.

P. tesseradactyla (Fischeri), Eiffelberg. Amblyptilia cosmodactyla, Riffelberg. I

believe I saw Oxyptilus hieracii in the Yisp Valley, but failed in catching it. Mi-

mceseoptilus coprodactylus, common at Zermatt. Pterophorus monodactylus, Sierre.

Leioptihts osteodactylus, very common amongst golden rod on the Riffelberg ; Botys
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terrealis was also abundant at the same spot. Aciptilia tetradactyla, Zermatt ; A.

pentadactyla, Sierre.

—

Eobeet C. R. Jordan, 105, Harborne Eoad, Edgbaston,

Birmingham : May 3rd, 1879.

The Cuclcoo feeding on Dragon-flies.—Among the large number of previously

unpublished leltei's in Prof. Bell's edition of White's Selborne is one to his nephew

Samuel Barker (see vol. ii, p. 113), that has especially interested me. It is dated

September 6th, 1775, and refers to the habits and anatomy of the Cuckoo. The

miscellaneous contents of the stomach of one of these birds included " small Scara-

hcei, Ptini, JElatri, Aranece, Ziibellulce, &c.," and Grilbert White adds :
—" the last of

which I have seen cuckows catching on the wing over Oakhanger Pond more than

once." This statement was so novel to me that had it come from almost any other

som-ce I would scarcely have credited it. Dragon-flies suffer very little from the at-

tacks of birds, and I did not suspect the Cuckoo as being among their few enemies.

I called Prof. Newton's attention to the statement, and he very kindly informs me

that the only confirmation of it that he remembers is in Bechstein's German work,

" Gemeinniitzige Naturgeschichte Deutschlauds," ed. ii, vol. ii, p. 1128 (1805).

Nothing is there said of the way in which they are captured, but Prof. Newton says

that if caught at all they must be taken on the wing, as Cuckoos are clumsy in the

use of their feet.

Perhaps some ornithological reader of this Magazine may be able to furnish

further confirmatory information.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham: 25tk March, 1879.

Occurrence of Colletes cunicularia near Southport.—On the 2nd inst., I met

with a large colony of this bee on the sand hills to the north-cast of Southport, that

is, between Southport and Chui'chtown. The males were plentiful as well as the

females, and may have appeared a fortnight ago, as I learn has been the case with

the colony on the Cheshire sand hills. At this latter locality several new colonies

are now developed.

—

Benjamin Cooke, Windsor Road, Southport : Qth May, 1879.

Synonymic notes on some Hemiptera.—Dr. Puton has had the goodness to send

me the " Bulletin des Seances de la Societe' entomologique de France," No. 6, 1879,

containing a note communicated by him to the Society on some synonymic criticisms

of mine published in this Magazine (vol. xv, p. 235), on which subject I have now to

add some further remarks.

1. IscHNORHYNCHUS resedcB is accepted by Dr. Puton in place of Kleidocerys

didymus.

2. HETEEoaASTER.—Dejcau's genus not having been characterized, the name

was of no value, and I agree with Dr. Puton that Fieber should not have superseded

it in favour of his Phygadicus, which must be suppressed.

3. Sttgntjs.—While admitting that a generic name should not be employed

twice in the same order, nor even among Insects generally. Dr. Puton maintains that

Stygnus, Fieb., need not be superseded, because the prior use of the name was not in

Insecta but in Arachnida, "which are not insects." It would follow, therefore, from

this principle not only that any of the other generic names in Arachnida but also in

the other divisions of the animal kingdom might be used in Insecta, and vice versa
;

and, further, that the same name might be used in every division. Fieber has shown

elsewhere that he did not so understand the rule, and I do not think zoologists will agree
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to this interpretation. To what end has Agassiz laboured to index genera if not for

the correction of the errors of past time as well as to give warnings for the future ?

Prescriptive right cannot, at any rate, be pleaded for a genus that dates only from 1861.

4. Pachtmeeus.—Dr. Puton says that this generic name should be maintained

because Latreille has applied it only to a section of the genus Bruchus. I referred

this question to one of our best Coleopterists, who answers thus :
—

" Latreille's

Pachymerus (1825) was described as a genus, and has been adopted by some. The

name was certainly not disposable after 1825, and should not, therefore, supersede

another more recent name, as has been attempted by some continental authors." I

do not think I need add anything to show that Fachymerus cannot be revived in

Hemiptera, as proposed.

5. Beosus, Am. et Serv.—Dr. Puton says, " With Stal I have altered the name

Ischnotarsus, Fieb., into Beosus, A. et S., which has the priority. JBeosus quadratus,

A. et S., is not, as Fieber considered and Mr. Douglas appears to believe, Lygce-us

quadratus. Fab., but quadratus, Panz., = lusciis. Fab. The genus Beosus, Fieb., is

not really distinct from the genus Fachymerus ; but the genus Beosus, A. et S., Stkl,

Horv., Put., = Ischnotarsus, Fieb., is very distinct from it."

I know that LygcBus quadratus, Fab., is not the same as L. quadratus, Panz., as is

shown by the foi'mer species being placed in the geuus Calyptonotus (= Fachymerus,

Put.) in the " Catalogue of British Hemiptera,"* but the matter is complicated, and

it is no wonder that many authors have erred. The descriptions of the genus Beosus,

species quadratus, by Am. et Serv., certainly point to B. lusciis, Fab., rather than to

B. quadratus, Fab., yet they give as the exponents of their descriptions LygcEus

quadratus. Fab., Coqueb., 111. t. ix, fig. 12, and F. quadratus, Schill., Beitr., 66, 4, t.

5, fig. 6 ; and it is singular that if they meant F. luscus. Fab., they did not refer either

to Schilling's description and figure of it, op. cit., t. 6, fig. 4, or to Panzer's B. qua-

dratus, which also is luscus, F., and not quadratus, Fab., as given by Panzer. The

result is therefore, properly, that, disregarding Amyot and Serville's citations, their

genus must supplant Dieuches, A. Dohrn, = Ischnotarsus, Fieb. ; and Beosus, Fieb.,

must merge into Fachymerus, Put. {= Calyptonotus, D. & S.) as Dr. Puton says.

6. Scolopostethus decoratus, Hahn, = ericetorum, Leth.—Dr. Puton says, " I

persist in this synonymy with Messrs. Eeuter and Horvath:"—I am sorry I cannot

concur. Hahn says of decoratus that the antennae are stouter than in F.pictus, which

is true of F. qjffinis, Schill., to which I refer Hahn's species, but not of ericetorum;

further, that " the basal joint at the end and the second at the base are reddish-yellow,"

and his figure interprets this to agree exactly with affinis but not with ericetorum.

Hahn himself cites the species as affinis, Schill., but says, that because Schilling had

described only the form with the membrane of the elytra wanting, he altered the

name !—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : 16^/i May, 1879.

Correction of error.—I regret to have (with the intention of adding a useful

reference at the end of the Rev. A. E. Eaton's descriptions of Bphemeridm, in Ent_

Mo. Mag., vol. XV, p. 268) caused a confusion between these insects and the Culicidce

from the same district, referred to by that gentleman in the appendix to Capt. Elton's

Journals, published by Murray. It was to the Diptera only that any reference or to

figures should have been made ; and Mr. Eaton informs me that the condition of the

specimens of the EphemeridcB precluded any figures of their genitalia being given.

—

E. C. Rte.

* The reference under C. quadratus to Am. et Serv., p. 13, must be expunged.— J. W. D.
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ObitiutriT.
A. Edouard Pictet.—The Swiss Journals announce the decease of this gentleman

at the early age of 44, having survived his father (the well-known author on Neurop-

tera and Palteontologj) only seven years {cf. Ent. Mo. Mag., viii, p. 294). As an

entomologist he was principally known by his "Synopsis des Nevropteres d'Espagne"

(1865), a finely illustrated work, based upon the materials collected by him (in com-

pany with Herr Meyer-Diir) during a journey in Spain in 1859. He was formerly

an officer in the Swiss army, and of late his time appears to have been almost fully

occupied by the municipal and other duties that the esteem in which he was held in

the city of Geneva imposed upon him, and latterly he had, we think, done but little

entomological woi'k; nevertheless, he was deeply interested in the recent explorations

into the physical conditions of Lac Leman, in which he aided Forel, and in connection

with which he visited London a few years ago to inspect the " Loan Exhibition," at

South Kensington. The name of Pictet is one of the most honoured in Geneva, and

the family has furnished many eminent scientific men, including the subject of this

notice and his father, besides Raoul Pictet the investigat6r of the liquefaction of

gases, and also the illustrious Saussures. ^

Entomological Society of London, 2nd April, 1879.—J. W. Dunning, Esq.,

M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. McLachlan exhibited the cases of sixteen species of Brazilian Caddie-flies,

and the insects bred from the larvae that manufactured some of them, forwarded by

Dr. Fritz Miiller. They included three forms of Helicopsifche, with the insects bred

from two ; many of the black Dentalium-Yi^e cases formerly considered as shells, but

which Yallot had described as Phryganea grumicha, the insects bred from which

proved to belong to the LeptoceridcB, but of a new genus, and of uncertain affinities ;

cases referred by Dr. F. Miiller to the HydroptilidcB, upon the insects of which was

founded the genus Peltopsyclie (F. Miiller), but differing from the usual habits of

the family in having fixed cases ; and other interesting forms. Extracts from Dr.

Miiller's letters, concerning several of the forms, were read.

Mr. Stainton alluded to the saltatory habits of very young larva? of Ilantis

reUgiosa, as observed in examples communicated to him in 18(36 by the late Mr. J.

T. Moggridge, and thought it was a case in which the relationship and affinities of

animals are often more expressed in the embryonic than in the adult form.

Sir S. S. Saunders exhibited a stocking-like structure from the Fiji Islands, said

to be the pi'oduct of a spider. It was asserted that the natives induce the spiders

to manufacture these articles by placing split bamboos arranged in the outline of

bags in the places frequented by the spiders, and use the web so formed for the

purpose of making a kind of cloth.

Notes were communicated by Mr. Slater on certain flowers that are systematically

avoided by honey-seeking insects, citing more particularly the dahlia, passion flower,

crown imperial, and oleander.

Miss Ormerod read " Observations on the effects of low temperature upon larva?,

with especial reference to the past winter," in which she stated that no larvse ob-

served by her had suffered any material inconvenience from the late severe and

continued frost. Mr. Stainton fully agreed with Miss Ormerod in her genei-al con-

clusions, but alluded to some of the leaf-mining Tineina, such as Litkocolleiis mes-

saniella, Tischeria marginea, Neptictda aurella, &.C., the larvte of which had suffered

greatly, because the cold had killed the leaves in which they mined. Mr. McLaclilan

said it was not, as a rule, cold that killed larvfe, but wet.

Mr. Distant read a paper " On new species of Hemiptera collected by the late

Dr. Stoliczka during the Expedition to Kashgar in 1873-74 "; the species, as a

whole, were European in character.
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INTEODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOaY.

BY HEBBEET GOSS, P.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 7.

PAET II.

Mesozoic Time.

\_0n the Insecta of tlie Jurassic Period, and the animals and p/a«?s

ivitli luliicli they were correlated.^

Great Britain.

Lower Oolite.

(^Stonesjleld Slate).

Tlie fossil insects obtained from the Stonesfield Slate have, with

two exceptions, been referred to the Coleoptera* and Neuroptera. The

first-named Order is represented by the families Buprestidce, Tene-

hrionidce, CurcuUonid<s, Prionidce, and CoccineUidce; and {he Neuroptera

include a few LilellulidcB, and the wings of a large species, named by

Dr. Buclilandf Hemerohioides giganfeus.

The most interesting fossil insect from this formation is the wingj

of a large species which has been referred to the Lepidoptera by Mr.

Butler,§ and named by him Palceontina oolitica. Mr. Butler's opinion

as to the Order to which this fossil belongs is, I believe, confirmed by

Prof. Westwood, Mr. Bates, and other well known entomologists ; but

Mr. Scudder refers the wing to an insect allied 'to Cicada. As this

difference of opinion, as to the Order of which Palceontina oolitica

was a representative, has been noticed at some length in an earlier

paper,
II

it is, probably, unnecessary to further allude to it.

Vpper Oolite.

\

{Purhechs)

.

From the middle and lower divisions of the Purbeck beds in

Dorsetshire, Wiltshire, and Buckinghamshire, fossil insects have been

discovered in considerable numbers, and in some localities they have

been found in such abundance that the beds containing them have, as

in the Lias, been called the "Insect Limestone."

The majority of these fossils from the Dorsetshire Purbecks

—

* Brodie's " Fossil Insects," and Giebel's " Fauna der Vorwelt," anUa cit.

t Proc. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. ii, p. 688. Dr. Hagen is of opinion that this fcssil should be
referred to the genus Apochrysa :

" Entomologists' Annual," 1862, p. 8.

t A second fragment of a wing, supposed to be Lepidoptcrous, has also been obtained from
the Stone.sfield Slate, but it has not, I think, been figured or described.

§ " Lepidoptera Exotica," pp. 126—128, and the " Geol. Mag," vol. x.

II
See vol. XV of this Magazine (E. M. M.i, p. 55.

^ A few elytra of Cokoptera have been discovered in the Great Oolite and Forest Marble of the
Lower Oolite, and in the Kimmeridge Clay of the Upper Oolite ; but as thej'are veryfragnientaiy
and imperfect, and have not been identified with any known genera, they call for no .special notice.
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between 700 and 800 in number

—

were obtained by the Eev. P. B.

Brodie, the Eev. Osmund Fisher, Mr. W. E. Brodie, and Mr. C.

Willcox ; and many of them were described by Prof. Westwood.*

The greater number of these fossils belong to the Orders Coleop-

tera, Neuroptera, Ortlwptera, Hemiptei^a, and Diptera. Two specimens

from this formation have been referred to the Lepidoptera,\ but they

are in so fragmentary a condition, that it is impossible to say, with

any degree of certainty, to what Order they belong.

Two wings of a gigantic species of Myrmica are also recorded from

the Dorsetshire Purbecks ; but there seems considerable doubt;}: as to

whether they were obtained from this formation.

Of the Coleoptera from the Dorsetshire Purbecks, some forty-five

species have been identified, which are distributed amongst the fol-

lowing families :

—

Hydropliilidce , Gyriniclce, Dyticidce, Carahidce, Har-

palidcB, Buprestidce,Elaterid(B, Tenehrionidce, ChrysomeJidce, CoccinelHdce,

Frionidcp, Lamiidce, and Curculionidce.

The Neuroptera include species belonging to the families Rhaphi-

diidae, Panorpidce, SialidcB, Pliryganeidce, and Libellulidce ; and the

Orihoptera are represented by Gryllidce and BlattidcB.

Of the Hemiptera about eleven species have been identified, which

have been referred to the families Scufelleridce, Lyyceidcs, Cicadidcs,

and CercopidcB ; and the Diptera are represented by the families

Bihionid(P, MycetopMUdce, Tipvlidce, and Cecidomyidce.

A very large collection of fossil insects was obtained by the Eev.

P. B. Brodie from the Purbeck strata of the Yale of Wardour, in

Wiltshire, and the Vale of Aylesbury, in Buckinghamshire. About

239§ specimens from this collection were submitted to Prof. AYest-

wood for examination ; but the very fragmentary and imperfect con-

dition of the majority of them rendered the determination of the species,

and in many cases even of the genera and Orders to which they

belonged, a matter of impossibility.

Upwards of sixty species, however, have been identified, which

are distributed amongst the Coleoptera, Neuroptera, Orthoptera, Hemip-

tera and Diptera.

The Coleoptera include representatives of the families Biqjrestidce

Carahidce, Hydropliilidce, Curculionidce, CJirysomelidce, Elateridce, Can-

tharidce, Tenehrionidce, Heloplioridce, and Staphylinidce.

* See Brodie's " Fossil Insects," antea cit., and Quar. Jourl. Geol. Soc. Lond., 1854, vol. x,

pp. 378—396.
t See Mr. Scudder's observations on these supposed Leptdoptera, at p. 89 of the " Memoirs of

the Amer. Assoc, for the advancement of Science ;" Salem. Mass., 1875.

I Prof. Rupert- Jones, F.R.S., has informed me that these ant wings were not obtained from
" Purbeck " strata, but from the Tertiai'y leaf-beds of Creech, Dorset.

§ Prof. Westwood figured upwards of seventy of these fossils in Brodie's " Fossil Insects."
See Westwood's " Intjoductoi-j- Observations " to the work last mentioned.
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The Neuroptera are represented by Panorpidce (JBittacus, Panorpa,

and Orthophlehid), SlaJid(P, LiheUulidce {^sclina and LiheUula), and

TermitidcB ; and tlie Orthoftera by a few Gryllidce, and several species

of BJattidee.

Of the Hemiptera about fourteen species have been determined,

which have been referred to the families TingidcB, Lj/gceidce, Gerridce,

SydrometridcB, Cicadidce, Flatidce {Hicania), CixiidcB {^Delphax, Asiraca,

and Cixius), Cercopidae, and Aphides.

Remains of the Diptera are more numerous than in any earlier

formations, no less than thirteen species having been determined,

which have been referred to the following families :

—

3Iuscidce, Tipu-

lidcB, Empidce, BihionidcB {Bihio and Simtdidium), Mycetophilidce,

ChironomidcB, and CuJicidce.

Prof. Westwood* states that, with a few exceptions, there is a very

general conformity between the insects from the Dorsetshire Purbecks,

and those from the Purbecks of Wilts and Bucks. There must, how-

ever, have been a considerable difference in the mode of deposition of

the strata of the two districts ; in no other way can we account for

the remarkable contrast presented by the state of preservation of the

insects from the Wilstshii'e Purbecks with that of those from Dorset-

shire. The remains obtained from the former are generally in a fair

state of preservation, while those from Dorsetshire consist nearly

always of mere fragments of wings, elytra, and bodies.

Continental Europe.

Upper Oolite.

(SoIejiJioJen Slate).

The only formation of this division of the Jurassic Period, on the

Continent, in which fossil insects have been obtained in any numbers,

is the well known Solenhofen Slate of Bavaria, celebrated for the great

number and variety of the fossils discovered in it.

Several hundreds of fossil insects have been obtained from this

slate, many of which are preserved in the Academy of Munich, and in

the Teyler Museum at Haarlem.

Por our knowledge of these fossils we are indebted principally to

Prof. Grermar,t Count Miinster,J Dr. Griebel,§ Dr. Hagen,|| Herr H.

Weyenbergh, Junr.,^ and Dr. Winkler,** who have described or

* Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. x, p. 392, 1854.

t " Nova Acta," Acad. Nat. Cur., T. xix, pp. 189—222. 1839.

i "Beitrage zu Geog. und Petrefactenkuud," T. v. 1841.

§ " Fauna der Vorwelt," vol. ii, antea cit.

II

" Pal^ontogi-aphica," vol. x, pp 96—145, 1861—1863 : and vol. xv, pp. 57—96, 1865—1868.

TT
" Archives du Mus^e Teyler," vol. ii, pp. 247—294, 1869 ; and vol. iii, pp. 234-240.

** " Catalogue Syst(5matiquc de la Collection Pal6outologique du MusiSe Teyler." (Deuxi&me
Supplement;. Haarlem : 1876.
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enumerated about 114 species, distributed amongst all tbe existing

Orders, as follows :

—

Coleojitera, 29 species ; Neuroptera, 46 species
;

Ortlioptera, 11 species ; Hemijjtera, 16 species ; Diptera, 5 species
;

Symenoptera, 5 species ; and Lepidoptera, 2 species.

Tbe majority of the Coleoptera belong to existing genera, distri-

buted amongst the following families, yIz. : Scarahcdidce, Carahidce,

Hydropliilidce, Gyrinidce, S/lpJitdce, 8caphidiid(S, Trogositidce, Ilisferidw,

Meloidce, Buprestidce, ElateridcF, TcnehrionidcB, Curculionidce, Chryso-

melidce, Cassididcs, and Coccinellidce ; there are also several species

belonging to extinct genera.

The Neuroptera are represented by Terinifidcs (Termes) ; Ephe-

meridce {Ephemera), HemerohiidcB {Hemerohius, Clirysopa, ApocJirysa,

and Nymplies) , Sialidce (CorydaUs), Myrmeleontidce {Myrmeleon), and

Libellulidce. Tbe great majority of tbe fossil Neuroptera* from

Solenbofen belong to tbe family last named {Lihellulidce) , wbicb is

represented by about 10 genera, including tbe following : Isop)hJehia,

StenophJehia, Heteropihlehia, EuphcBa, Agrion, Anax, PetaJia, Petalura,

and Lihellula. Many of tbe species belonging to tbe genera Hetero-

phlehia, Petalia, and Petalura, are of gigantic size ; two of tbem

having an expanse of wings of 7i—8 inches, with bodies of 3|—

4

inches in length.

The Ortlioptera include the following, viz. : Forjtcididce, {Eorficu-

laria), GryUidce (Gryllites and Acheta), LocustidxE {Locusta and

PJianeroptera), and Blattidce {Blattaria).

The Heviiptera are represented by Notonectidce (Corixa), Ncjjidce

{Nepa, Nmcoris, and BeJostoma), Cicadidce (Cicada), Flatidee

(Bicania), Gerridce (Velia), Bystrides {Lystra), and Beduviidce

{Byyolampis and Fropygolaonpis)

.

The five species of Diptera are respectively referred to five

families, viz. : AsiUdce {Asilicus), Muscidce (Mitsca), Tipulidce {Tipu-

laria), Fmpid(B {Fmpidia'), and SyrpJiidcc (CJiilosia).

The Hymenoptera include three species referred to the genus

Apiaria, of the family Apidce, and one species doubtfully referred to

the genus Bomhus, of the same family.

The Bepidoptera are rejiresentcd by two species

—

Spliinx Snelleni

and Pseiidosirex Baricini—the former of which has been decribed and

figured by Herr Weyenbergh in the " Archives du Musee Teyler."t

Assuming the figure to be accurate the insect must be in a very fair

* Dr. Hagen states that, out of 450 specimens of fos.sil insects in the Munich Collection, 160
belong to the Ifturoptera, and that 136 of these are Libeliulidm. See the " Entomologist's Auuual,"
1862,, p. 5.

t Vol. ii, p. 2fil, pi. xxxiv.
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state of preservation, and is apparently about the size of convolvuli.

Sjihinx SnelJenl is especially interesting as being—if we except Palcs-

ontina ooUtica—the most ancient fossil Lepidopterous insect known.

I hai'e not seen the figure of the second species, Pseudosirex Darwini,

and cannot, therefore, offer any suggestion as to the probability of the

insect being Lepidopterous.

Having, in the two parts of this paper, enumerated the principal

families and genera of the Insecta of the Jurassic Period, it remains

for me to refer briefly to the leading types of animals and plants with

which they were correlated.

TheArthropoda are represented by Crustacea—including Ostracoda,

and many forms of Decapoda, which last had now become the dominant

Order of the class

—

hjArachnida* and. probably by Mj/riopoda ;t though

I am not aware that any traces of the last-named class have been

recorded.

Of the Mollusca, the Brachiopoda, although common, are less

abundant than in some of the Palaeozoic Eocks. The Lamellihranch-

iata and Gasteropoda are also numerously represented ; and the

Cephalopoda are extremely abundant throughout the Period, and in-

clude some of the most characteristic fossils.

The Vertehrata are represented by all the existing classes. The

dominant class of the Period—the Peptilia—comprises a great variety

of species, some of which are allied to forms now in existence, and

others to extinct types. Existing forms are represented by Chelonia,

Lacertilia, and CrocodiUa ; and extinct forms by Plesiosauria, Ptero-

sauria, Ichthyosauria, and Deinosauria.

The birds are represented by one species—the celebrated

Arclueopteryx macrura,^ of the Solenhofen Slate—which, with the ex-

ception of the traces of supposed bird foot-prints in the Triassic rocks

of the Connecticut Yalley, furnishes the earliest evidence of the

existence of this class.

The Mammalia are represented by several small Marsupials, the

majority of which appear to have been insectivorous.

The land-flora of the Period consisted chiefly of Ferns, Cycads,

and Conifers ; some remains of Endogenous plants have also been

discovered, but no Angiosperms appear to have been yet in existence.

Surbiton Hill, S.W. : SOth May, 1879.

* " Catalogue Systdmatiqne de la Collection Paleontologique du Muste Tej'ler," p. 83. 1876.

t
" The Ancient Life-History of the Earth." by Prof. H. AUeyue Nicholson, p. 233. 1877.

{ Two or more specimens of this species have been discovered, but only one of them has, I
believe, yet been described.
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A BRIEF LIFE-HISTORY OF CANTHARIS VESICATORIA.

BY J. LICHTEXSTEIlSr.

I have the pleasure of informing you that I have at last been

successful in breeding Lytta (Cnntharis) vesicatoria.

I have already informed your readers of the numerous trials I

have been making for 20 years to follow the curious stages of de-

velopment of this common insect. I took the female in copula, and

saw her lay her eggs ; they hatched in my tubes, and by giving to the

young larvae {ti^iongulind) honey of Ceratina chalcites, with the bee's

egg or maggot over it, I saw how it first devoured the animal food,

then changed its skin and mandibles to eat the honey. After two

more moults, the larva buries in the earth, and there changes to a pupa

or pseudonymph, much like a Dipterous pupa. It remains under that

form the whole winter through. On the 15th of April a new change

took place ; the skin of the pupa was thrown off, and there appeared

another larva, white and smooth (with six rudimentary legs), which

developed slowly in its little cellule under the earth. The last day of

April another change of skin occurred, and the true nymph, in the

usual form of a Coleopterous nymph, made its appearance : this

morning, the little green-coated Spanish fly has come out of the soil,

and is now eating leaves of ash. The whole evolution has been effected

in a year. Full description and drawings will be given in the Ann.

Soc. Ent. Prance, but, meanwhile, I think the knowledge of the fact

will interest you.

La Lironde, near Montpellier

:

2-ird May, 1879.

NOTICE OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE LARYA OF ACROLEPIA
FERLEPIDELLA.

BY C. G. BAEBETT.

For some time I have been greatly interested in the endeavour by

my friend, Mr. W. H. Grrigg, of Bristol, to find the larva of Acrolepia

pei'Ie^Jidella, and in his complete success ; and he now very kindly

allows me to make public his discovery.

Early in March last, Mr. Grrigg went to a spot in which he had,

three years before, taken several specimens of the moth, and there

searched every visible low-growing plant, but without finding any trace

of larvae. He then cut several sods of the few plants that were

growing at the time, and placed them in a warm greenhouse, and after

the lapse of three weeks, was rewarded by finding mines, in which
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larvae were feeding, in leaves of several plants of Inula Conyza

(Ploughman's spikenard). Having thus cleverly obtained a clue, he

proceeded to search the Inula growing in the open air, but it v^'as not

till April 19th that any mines were observable there, and these, from

the smallness of the plants and the close growth of their hairy leaves,

might easily have been overlooked. However, by close and long

searching, sufficient were found in a sheltered spot to enable Mr. Grigg

to send me a supply, and from that time we both watched them with

great and increasing interest till, on May 28th, the identity of the

larva was decided by the emergence of two specimens of AcroJepia

perlepidella in Mr. Grigg's greenhouse, and, three days later, by the

aj)pearance of one of mine, kept in an ordinary temperature.

The larva, when nearly full-grown, is one-fourth of an inch in

length, cylindrical, but tapering a little behind, and having deeply di-

vided segments. Paint yellowish or greenish, with the large dark

green intestinal canal very visible through the transparent dorsal

region. Head deeply lobed at the back, the lobes being visible th'ougJi

the transparent, almost colourless, plate on the second segment. Colour

of the head pale brown, with darker red-brown jaws, and a brown

margin to the triangular forehead. Anterior legs faintly brownish,

abdominal legs very minute.

Mining the lower leaves of young plants of Inula Conyza in April

and the beginning of May, completely hollowing them out until they

become mere brown bladders mottled with scattered excrement. Ap-

parently feeding up entirely in a single leaf, Mr. Grigg's experience

and my own being that a moth emerges for every leaf that is mined.

Probably, the larva never leaves the mine, as none were observed

crawling about, and the cocoon is always made inside the mine, and

generally at the lowest part of it in the base of the foot-stalk. This

makes it very difficult to find the pupa, and in my plants, which I kept

growing in a seed-pan, the mined leaves decayed so quickly, that I was

quite unable to detect the mode of pupation. Mr. Grigg, however,

succeeded better, and also found one cocoon attached to the inside of

the skin of the under-side of the leaf, so as to be visible through it.

It is a rather broad flat cocoon, of tough white silk, and bears no re-

semblance whatever to the pretty network cocoons of A. granitella

and pygmceana ; the larva also differs from them in being spun up

within the mine. Pupa brown, not protruded from the cocoon on

emergence.

The moths emerged from the end of May to the middle of June,

always comiug out between 7 and 10 a.m., 7.30 to 8 a.m. being ap-
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parently the favourite time. They are very sluggish, particularly the

females, aud sit still on leaves until touched, and then only dart down

to hide themselves. Curiously enough, they seem to sit by preference

on any other leaf rather than that of Inula, a habit which tends greatly

to mislead in the search for the larva.

Pembroke : June 13th, 1879.

[The discovery of the larval habits of Acrolepia perlepideUa is of

extreme interest, as no one had previously even suspected the correct

food plant ; several of the genus are attached to Compositie—thus,

A. cariosella occurs on GnaphaUum m^enarium, A. arnicella on Arnica

montana, A. granitella on Inula Selenium and dysenterica, and A. soli-

daginis (which may perhaps be only a southern form of granltelUi) on

Solidago virgaurea and on Inula Conyza (Conyza squanvsa), on which

last-named plant I met with it at Mentone in March, 1867. A. arni-

cella makes, like A. perlepideUa, a firm dense cocoon, and, like it,

changes within the leaf ; but I believe it always mines into a fresh

leai a space just big enough to hold its cocoon, never changing, like

A. perlepideUa, within the leaf in which it has fed up.—H. T. S.].

Pimpla instigator.—Mr. W. H. Harwood.. of Colchester, kindly forwarded me

some infested pupae of Selenia lunaria, which have revealed very fine specimens of

Fimpla instigator, F. The larvse turned to pupae about April 20th, hatching from

the 5th to the 2oth of May. Out of from thirty to forty specimens not one has

proved a male. Tliis is a somewhat extraordinary occurrence, as those I have caught

on the wing have mostly been females. I am retaining a dozen pupae of lunaria, to

see if the females (as suggested by Dr. Vollenhoven) will hatch further on : lunaria

(Mr. Harwood informs me) was feeding in a canvas-covered enclosure, and the ich-

neumons seemed to have obtained access through the holes of the canvas, and

performed their mission in a most deadly manner. I have bred one very interesting

variety with yellow stripes across the body. Vollenhoven truly desci-ibes instigator

as a polyphagous insect ; I have bred or observed it out of twelve different larvae.

It occurred very commonly on O. Rotatoria.—S. D. Baiestow, Woodland Mount,

Huddersfield : lOlh June, 1879.

Isonychia ferruginea, Albarda (1878), = /. ignota, Walker (1853).—It was

through a mistake on my paii; that this species was re-uamed. Walker's type is

rather darker than ordinary specimens, and was too imperfect for exact description ;

and, in addition to this, its habitat was unknown. The species consequently could

only be identified by examining the original example. At first inspection, the

differences in colour appeared to preclude the identity of the Dutch, French, and

German form with Walker's insect (which I conjectured to be indigenous to N.

America) ; but having re-compared them under a more favourable hght than before,

I perceive the differences to be immaterial.—A. E. Eaton, 51, Park Road, Bromley,

Xent.—16M June, 1879.
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On tJie Tiahits of (Ecophora lamhdella.—In July, 1877, I met with several spe-

cimens of QScophora lamhdella under the clifPs, near Tenby, and was interested to

find that they were attached to furze bushes {(Hex europceus), and particularly to

the dead furze. Early in the following spring, therefore, I broke up and examined

the dry branches and twigs and the rotten stems of the dead furze bushes, finding

in the larger branches plenty of larva) of Dasyc.era sulphurella, made conspicuous by

the attached bunches of pellets of frass held together by a slight web of silk. But

in the smaller branches and in the dry twigs were other larvse, very long and slender,

pi'oportionately the longest larvae that I ever saw, with a curious habit of curling

their posterior segments downwards when taken out of their bui'rows. These were

dirty whitish, with a grey tinge, caused by the colour of the intestinal canal showing

through the semi-transparent skin, spotless, but with minute colourless bristles.

Head blackish-brown, dorsal plate pale yellow-brown, anal plate yellowish. When

full grown the head becomes of a brighter brown. Between the segments of the body

the skin lies in a distinct dull whitish fold. Tlie dorsal plate is singularly formed,

having a sharp angle on the middle of its anterior margin, pointing towards the head.

In dead branches and twigs of Ulex europcBus, apparently preferring the smaller

branches, eating passages under the bark, and leaving them crammed with excrement

(none of which is extruded), and apparently burrowing backwards and forwards

along the same portion of branch. Found well-grown on March 2nd, having proba-

bly fed all the winter, and continuing to feed till late in May or even to June.

Pupa long and thin, yellowish-brown, in a slight silken cocoon within the burrow.

The first specimen of (Ecophora lamhdella emerged on June 20th, and a large

bundle of furze sticks produced only a dozen specimens.

I think that no description of this larva has before been published ; but I hear

from Lord Walsingham, that many specimens of the moth were reared by his sister,

the Hon. Beatrice de Grrey, four or five years ago, from larvse found by her in dead

furze sticks at Leiston, in Suffolk.—C. Or. Baehett, Pembroke : June Idth, 1879.

The network cocoon of Chrysocorysfestaliella.—On May 31st, 1878, 1 found three

small larvae, hardly more than a quai-ter of an inch long, on the under-side of a leaf

of bramble. They were exceedingly sluggish, rather flattened, very pale green with

a bright green patch on the back of each segment, and thickly covered with stiff

transparent bristles. Head and plates shining green. They all fed up on the same

leaf, and each spun, in the hollow of the under-side of it, a most exquisite cocoon,

composed of a network of large meshes of whitish silk, in which they changed to

pale yellow pupae with brown wing cases. The moths emerged on June 30th.

—

Id.

[A notice on this subject, by Mr. Healy, appeared in this Magazine, vol. iv, p.

183.—Eds.]

Nepticula hasiguttella hred.—During the last week I have bred six specimens of

i\r. hasiguttella, ivom mines found last November at Madingley, near here, and also at

Sandy, in Bedfordshire. I was collecting the mines of Nepticula quinquella, and

so, being rather late in the season, found about one tenanted mine of N. hasiguttella

for half-a-dozen empty ones. I hope another season to breed them in larger numbers,

as the mines appeared to be tolerably common, though from their colour very diffi-

cult to be detected. Mr. Sang wrote to me last autumn that he had once found

empty mines of Nepticula hasiguttella at West Wickham Wood.—W. Waeken,

51, Bridge Street, Cambridge : June \Gth, 1879.
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NOTES ON THE GENUS PEOSOPIS, AND ON AN ADDITIONAL SPECIES

(P. CONFUSA, Ntl.) TO THE LIST OF BRITISH EYMENOPTERA.

BT EDWARD SAUNDERS, E.L.S.

Prosopis belongs to the Section of tlie AnfJwjyJiila whicli lias the

tongue obtuse and more or less bifid at the apex, and which is called

OhtiisiJingues. We have only two genera in England belonging to this

Section

—

Collefes, which has three suh-marginal cells to the ivings, and

the thorax densely hairy ; and Prosopis, which has only two suh-marginal

cells, a?id the thorax almost naked. There is no difficulty, therefore,

at arriving at the genus ; but to determine the species, is a much

harder matter. I hope the following remarks may be useful in point-

ing out some of the characters (of native species) to be relied upon.

Div. I.— (J, face black, excavated and shining above the in-y

sertion of the antenna ^1. cornuta.

$ , face veith two short spines y

Div. II.— (J , face white. $ , face simple.

Sect. I.—Ist segment of the body with no lateral white pu- "i 2. dilatata.\
bescence at the apex ' 3. communis.

14.

punctulatissima.

5. sigi/ata.

6. hiiallnata.

7. confusa.

8. hrevicor)iis.

9. varipes.

The two species of Section I are easily recognised : dilatata,

Kirby, has the scape of the antennae in the ^J flattened, dilated, and

white exteriorly, and the spots on the face of the $ nearly round, and

placed in the middle, just below the insertion of the antennae ; com-

munis, Nyl., has the scape of the J" not flattened and dilated, and the

spots on the face of the $ lateral, and more or less triangular. The

species contained in Section II are more difficult, but may be distin-

guished thus—

A. Larger species
; S with the extreme base only of the basal joint of the hind tarsi

pale, ? with the 1st segment of the abdomen lai'gely and somewhat closely

punctured.

This sub-division contains only two species, punctulatissima and

signata.

1. Face longer in both sexes. $ with the white colour of the face extending high

above the insertion of the antenna at the sides. Mandibles with a white
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line. ? with two long narrow spots along the margins of the eyes, extending

from above the antennsse almost to the base of the mandibles...
punctulatissima, Sm.

2. Face shorter in both sexes. $ with the white colour of the face not extending

above the insertion of the antennse. Mandibles black. ? with a white spot

on the margin of the eyes, sometimes wanting signata, Nyl.

N.B.—The $ described by F. Smith in the 2nd ed. of his Brit. Hymenopt. Apidse

is the $ of confusa ; I have specimens named by himself.

AA. Smaller species
; g with the whole or nearly the whole of the posterior and

intermediate basal joints of the tarsi yellow, ? with the 1st segment of the

body very finely or irregularly punctured.

B. Scape of the antennse in the $ more or less swollen. Spots of the face in the

$ sub-triangular or linear, lateral, and parallel in direction to the inner

margins of the eyes.

C. Antennse longer. Scape of $ less swollen, face hairy, or mandibles with a

pale line. ? , thorax with two yellow spots on the anterior margin.

Yertex of head not incrassate.

D. (? , face hairy. 1st segment of body shining, very largely and remotely

punctured. Mandibles black.

? , flagellum pale beneath hyalinata, Sm.

DD. $ , face not hairy. 1st segment of body dull, punctuation fine. Mandi-

bles and scape of antennse with a pale yellow line.

$ , flagellum entirely dark confusa, Nyl.

CC. Antennae shorter. Scape of (? very largely swollen, face not hairy. Mandi-

bles black. ? , thorax without spots in front. Vertex of head incrassate...

brevicornis, Nyl., = jjjer/bra^or, Sm.

BB. Scape of antennse in ^ not thickened, its sides sub-parallel. Basal segment of

abdomen dull, largely and closely punctured. ? , face round, spots of the

face sub-oval and placed diagonally pictipes, Nyl., = varipes, Sm.

All the species einiinerated above are, I believe, perfectly distinct.

Smith, in his "British Hymenoptera," describes three other species;

of these, rupestris seems to me to be only a variety of comvinnis ; the

other two, variegata and hifasciata* may be British, but I think their

claim to a place in our list is at present very doubtful, and I have

therefore omitted them.

Holmesdale, Upper Tooting

:

\Oth June, 1879.

* Those were included in the British Lists on the authority of Leaehian examples in the

British Museum. The now notorious question as to the native origin of many " Leaehian "

insects has come prominently before me with regard to auother Order. I thoroughly believe,

that in all cases, these supposed Devonshire msects were really from North Italy.— R. McLaohlan.
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Note on Phlceophagus spadix, Serbst.—This beetle has already been recorded in

this Magazine (Vol. viii, p. 85) as occurring somewhat commonly in old piles on the

beach at Harwich, so that on my arrival here in the " Hawk " on May 30th, I fully

expected to meet with it, though I must say that I was not prepared to find it in

such numbers that it may even be regarded as a somewhat destructive insect.

The Lower Esplanade immediately to the south of Dovercourt Spa is surrounded

by a bank of earth planted with tamarisk and other bushes, and faced, at the bottom,

with a skirting of fir planks to the height of about two feet. These planks, on their

outer sui'face, present no appeai'ance of being eaten or bored ; but where one of them

happens to be detached, so that the back can be seen, it is found to be reduced, in

some cases, to less than half its original thickness by the ravages of Pliloeophagus

spadix : the perfect beetle, and its fat white larva, may be picked out in numbers

from the damp, rotten, wood-mould, in company with a white Heteromerous larva,

presumably that of Isclmomera melanura. The beetle may also be seen crawling

lazily over the surface of the planks, being perhaps more numerous towards evening
;

it is a very sluggish, inactive creature.

Further along the beach, it is diiEcult to find a pile of any age which does not

exhibit, in its fretted and drilled appearance, the ravages of the Phlmophagus, which

appears not at all particular as to what sort of wood it attacks, as long as it is ex-

posed to at least an occasional dash of salt water ; indeed, I do not think I have

met with a specimen more than twenty yards from high water mark. Stray examples

occur in holes in the sand, on the beach.

Should any Coleopterist be in want of Phloeophagus spadix, I shall be happy to

forward him a few imset specimens, if he will address to me as follows : H. M. S.

" Hawk," 1, New Street, Spring Gardens, S.W.—James J. Walker, R.N., H. M. S.

" Hawk," Harwich : \Uh June, 1879.

Notes OH Italian Butterflies.—I extract the following observations, made by my-

self, on the Ehopalocerous fauna of Italy, from ray last year's journal. P. Podalirius,

Tui'in, vii—viii ! ! ! P. Machaon, Isola di Capri, vii ! ! Wings more ample than my

English examples ; an English pupa I once took with me to Toulouse and back pro-

duced this form. I saw at Turin an autumnal specimen of Machaon with a deep

yellow tint. A. cratagi, Castellammare, v ! ! ! ; Foggia, v ! ! ! ; Venice, v, worn speci-

mens in the streets ; Turin. Wings ampler and fore-wings moi'e rounded than my

Hampshire examples {$ alar exp. 2" lU'", ? 3"), with the basal portion of the veins

often unblackened. P. rapcB, Turin. P. Daplidice, Turin, vii—viii ! ! ! A. carda-

mines, Isola di Capri, v ! ! ! A. sinapis, Turin, vi—vii ! ! The markings more or less

obsolete, rendering the specimens nearly pure white in some cases. C. Palano, Turin,

vi—vii ! C. Edusa, Isola di Capri, v ! ! ; Turin ! ! Wings ampler than my English

examples ; but specimens smaller than some I liave obtained from Luchon, in the

Pyrenees, which attain S alar exp. 2" 6'", ? 2" 8'". G. rAa;«»», Turin. M. didi/ma,

Turin, vii—viii ! ! What appears a var. of the ? ; has the straw colour on the inferior

surface of hind-wings replaced by white. M. Athalia, Turin. Central fulvous band

on fore-wings broader than in xn^ English examples. A. I>ia, Turin. A. Lathonia,

Turin, vii ! A. Paphia, Turin, vii—viii ! O. C-album, Turin, vii ! ! ! V. polychJoros,

Turin, vii. F. ^«i/o^a, Turin, vii

—

viii!!; Castellamarre ? P. ..J/«?a«i«, Castellam-

mare. P. cardui, Baja ! ! ! ; Isola di Capri ! ! ! ; Castollamare ! ! ! ; Turin ! ! L.
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Sylilla, Turin ! ! N. populi ?, Turin. A. Ilia, Tar. Cli/fie, Turin, viii ! ! ! L. Mgeria.

Those from the north of Italy resemble our Hampshire examples, but the spots are

orange and not yellow. A specimen from Spezia has the wings ampler and spots

larger; approaching examples from Toulouse, which have the spots so enlarged as to

replace the brown as a ground colour ; both these are vernal vars. taken in iv and vJ,

respectively. I have native specimens from the West Highlands with the spots

white. H. Janira, at Turin, large and pale, resembling specimens from the highlands

of Scotland. C. PampJiilus, Turin. L. Celtis, Turin, vi, one specimen. N. Lucina,

Turin, vii ! ! ! My examples of an autumn brood are much larger ( $ alar exp. 1' 8"'),

and have more pointed wings than spring individuals from the New Forest, Hamp-

shire. The ground colour is richer, and the spots fulvous, not orange. C. Hippothoe,

Turin, viie ! C. phloeas ! ! !, Turin, viii. P. Telicanus, Turin. P. Tiresias, Turin,

viiie. P. Icarus (or Alexis), Isola di Capri. P. Amandus, Turin, vii. P. argiolus,

Turin, vi. Eather larger than British examples. P. Alsus, Turin, vii. P. malvte,

Turin, vii—viii ! ! ! P. malvarum, Turin, vii—viii ! ! ! P. Thaumas, ? ? P. syloa-

nus ?—A. H. SwiNTON, Guildford : June, 1879.

A great flight of Butterflies.—T\\e " Times " of the 13th June, publishes a

communication from its correspondent at Geneva to the following effect : "A strange

" occurrence is reported from Wetzikon, Canton Zurich. On Saturday, the commune

" was invaded by an immense swarm of Butterflies, a kilometre (five-eighths of an

" English mile) wide, and so long, that the procession took two hours to pass. They

" were principally of the kind known in Switzerland as ' Distelfalter,' which feed on

' nettles and thistles. They flew from two to ten metres above the ground, and went

"off in a north-westerly direction."

[We imagine this communication refers to Cynthia carfZwi, hibernated examples

of which appear to be unusually common here. In the same journal of the 19th

June, there are several analogous notices of the occurrence of unusual swarms of

butterflies in different parts of France, Spain, &c., and apparently relating to

species other than that mentioned in the above extract. Allowing for a certain

amount of exaggeration in the newspaper correspondents' reports, it is still evident

that some exceptional causes producing these entomological phoenomena must have

existed, and we shall be glad of further information.

—

Eds.]

Description of the larva of Cramhus selaselhts.— While larva-hunting along the

coast last year, on the 17th of May, I found one of a Crambus I did not then know,

and brought it home to rear, to figure and describe.

It was in a green frass-covered tube or gallery, partly attached to a stone lying

on a damp place, among small mixed growths of Poa maritinia, Spartina stricta,

and Ilordeum maritimtim ; at the beginning of June I came upon another like it,

though this was close to a stone amongst a short growth of Poa maritima solely.

These two larvse soon fed up and converted the end of each gallery into a cocoon,

and the moths emerged on July 13th and 22nd ; they were kindly named for me by my
friend Mr. C. G. Barrett, who afiirmed selasellus was known to haunt rank and coarse

grasses in other situations far inland, I can, therefore, only regard the two larvse thus

found under somewhat exceptional conditions to have been the offspring of stragglers

from a neighbouring marsh.
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The full-fed larva is seven-eighths of an inch in length and stout in proportion,

tapering veiy little near the anal extremity ; the head black and glossy, and a glossy

hlackish-brown plate dorsally divided with a pale line is on the second segment, the

large shining spots of dark warm brown are darkest on the back, lighter brown and

smaller on the sides and belly, each spot having a fine dark hair, the shape and ar-

rangement of the spots quite as usual with many of the genus, the anal plate lightish

brown, the rest of the skin of the body is of a warm brown colour, melting gradually

into rather lighter, olivaceous, or ochreous-brown on the sides, the belly, and the hinder

segments, smooth but dull, yet showing distinctly through it a faintly darker dorsal

vessel and the pale tracheal thread besides other portions of the interior, the spiracles

round and black, each surrounded with a halo of pale ochreous.

—

Wm. Bucklee,

Emsworth : June \2th, 1879.

Note on Gerris thoraclca.—In the " Termcszetrajzi Flizetek," 1878, Dr. Gr. v.

Horvath has given a sjnopsis of the Hungarian HebridtB, Veliidce, HydrohatidcB,

and HydrometridcE, in all fourteen species, all of them well known European forms ;

but he distinguishes Gerris thoracica, Schum., Flor, Fieb., Sahib., as distinct from

Hydrometra thoracica, H.-Schiiff., Doug. & Scott, giving this latter the name of

plebeius. Dr. Horvath properly lays the greatest stress as a specific character on the

form of the sixth segment of the abdomen of the (J in Gerris, as seen from the

under-side. In G. thoracica, H.-SchaiJ., D. & S., the lower edge of the sixth segment

beneath is emarginate, with a further deep rounded excision in the middle ; while in

G. thoracica, Schum., as interpreted by Dr. Horvath, it has only a single deep

rounded emargination, extending from side to side of the segment. A figure of each

is given, and I do not doubt for a moment that, with such a crucial character per-

taining to each, there are two distinct species, now first ably discriminated ; but it

does not appear to me, from the description of G. thoracica by Schummel (there is

no figure) that his species is represented by Horvath's Limnotrechus thoracicus.

Schummel (Ploteres, p. 47), unfortunately, says nothing pertaining to the under-side

of the sixth segment of the abdomen of the g , but " Oberseite des Hinterleibes . . .

Hinterrande des secshtes Hinterleibsglied schwacher ausgerandetals bei den vorigcn

Arten " {lactcstris), and this character, as respects the upper-side, is very slight, and

has no special importance. The antennae are said to be " merklich heller als bei der

Torigen Art (lacustris), hellbraun," which is true of our thoracica, but not of

Horvath's.

Flor's //^orac/ra (Rhyn. Liv., i, 739) "Letztes abdominal Segment bei den $

unten am Hinterrande mit einem regelmiissigen rundlichen Aussclinitt " appears by

these words to be Horvath's jAeheius, yet Flor cites H.-SchafPer's figure wliieh does

not accord.

Fieber's thoracica (Eur. Hem., p. 108) has " Bauchendschiene tief schmal, oben

bogig, ausgeschnitten," and this character agrees with H.-Sch:iffer's figure (Wanz.,

t. 299, fig. Z). Further, Fieber saw examples of our thoracica, and identified them

as his species.

Sahlberg's thoracica (Notis. Fenn., xiv, 253)—" Mas : segmento ultimo ventrali

postice sat profunde rotundato-emarginato," may possibly be held to pass for Hor-
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vath's thoraeicus, yet the autennse are said to be " maxime ex parte flavis," wliieh

may do for our thoracica, but scarcely for Horvath's thoracicus—" antennis flavis,

articulo quarto toto dimidioque apicali articuli tertii nigris ; and Fieber and Dougl.

and Scott, as well as Flor, are cited for Schummers thoracica.

Schummel says he had six ^ and twenty-one $ examples of his thoi-acica,

which was a rather common species in Silesia, and I know not if Dr. Horvath has

had access to any of them ; he only says of his snecies that it is considerably dis-

tributed in Mid-Europe, yet he had seen only one $ from Hungai-y. The result of

reference to the descriptions cited seems to me to be that only Flor's (and perhaps

Sahlberg's) species appears to coincide with Horvath's t/ioracicus ; that the thoracica

of Schummel, Fieber, H.-Schaffer, and Douglas & Scott are the same ; and that

Horvath's, Flor's (and perhaps Sahlberg's) thoracica is the species to be re-named.

Horvath has adopted the genera into which Stal divided Oerris, Fab. {Hydro-

metra, Auct.)

—

Limnotrechus, Hygrotrechus, and Limnoporus {quantum valeant !)
—

but he has rightly used Hydrometra, Latr., instead of Limnohates, Burm. On the

extraordinary confusion which has existed in the application of the names Gerris

and Hydrometra, see the remarks of Pascoe and Douglas & Scott in the Ann. and

Mag. of Nat. Hist., 1868 ; Dallas in the Zool. Eecord, v, 393 (1869) ; and Douglas

in Ent. Mo. Mag., xii, 224 (1876).—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham ;

2nd June, 1879.

The genus Aleurodes.—Since my note on this subject (vol. xiv, p. 230), I could

not report anything satisfactory about British species, having been disabled during

last summer and thereby precluded from making much personal investigation. In

June a friend wrote that he had found plenty of celandine growing near Box Hill,

Surrey, but saw not a trace of A.proletella, and this was all I learned of this species.

Another friend, who had previously told me that he doubted if there were so many

species as reputed, in July caught one individual, which flew into his room, and sent

it to me, but it never arrived. He at once visited his cabbages, having, in a former

year, seen Aleurodes abundant thereon, but now none were to be found, and his absence

from home afterwards prevented any resort to his " kail-yard." Search among my
own cabbages gave a similar result, and so ended my hopes of getting A. hrassicce in

situ. But in August, on the other side of my garden, I took several examples of a

perfectly white sptcics, whose custom of a:i afternoon was to fly over a strawberry-

bed, and sometimes I saw one on a strawberry plant, but neither then nor previously

could I detect any trace of a larva thereon. This species cannot be A. fragaricB,

which Walker says has one spot on each wing, nor A. brassiccB, which has two spots on

each wing. On 31st July, in a lane between gardens at Lee, there was flying in consider-

able numbers a spotless white species, apparently the same as the last mentioned,

but I failed to trace them to any particular plant. On October 13th, on the aforesaid

strawberries and flying over them, I obtained some examples of white Aleurodes with

a faintly dark spot on each upper wing, apparently of a species diiierent to that I had

previously found at the same place, and failing the knowledge of the larva) (which,

however, I had diligently sought), the question occurred—Are these the progeny of

the pure white brood I had seen in August ? Lastly, on October 2nd, I saw a similar

spotted-winged species abundant in Darenth Wood, on all kinds of plants, but I could

get no hint of their food plant. Are both these A. fragarice ?
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The object of this record, mostly of negations, is to elicit information of a prac-

tical nature, with respect particularly to the larvae and food-plants of Aleurodes, for

it seems hopeless to be able to arrive at the facts of the natural-history of the species,

and thus to determine accurately how many there are, and if there be any variation

of the adult form in a succession of broods—if such there be—without a better

knowledge of the preparatory states than at present exists.

I should be very glad indeed to obtain, from any one who may have the oppor-

tunity to look for them during the ensuing summer and autumn, the larvae of any species

of which the various food-plants were noted by me (1. c), or failing these, or in addition

thereto, any examples of the perfect insects that may occur, and any particulars which

may lead to a knowledge, or give a hint, of their natural-history. In my former notice I

omitted to refer to a note respecting A. phillyrecB, communicated to the Entomological

Society on 2nd October, 1848, by Mr. W. Thompson, of Belfast (Trans. Ent. Soc, v,

proceed., xlviii), and I now conclude therewith :

—

" Having remarked from a little distance the very lucid and even black appear-

ance of a fine large plant of Phillyrea Jatifolia, I went to ascertain the cause, and

found hosts of this beautiful creature on the under-side of the leaves, to which only

the perfect insect, as well as in its other stages, was attached, just after the manner

of Aphides. If you have not seen this species, you can imagine the beautiful sight

afforded on my shaking the plant, when hundreds of minute moths (as it were), not

exceeding a line and a half in length, and of a snowy whiteness, hovered over the

gloomy Phillyrea. I visited the plant yesterday, and found the Aleurodes just as I

had seen it a month before. The Phillyrea, however, was the worse, a few of the leaves

being killed, and others tending towards decay. Not a leaf, excepting the very few

young ones put forth, but is affected, in hue at least. The Phillyrea is in the midst

of shrubs of various kinds, none of which, nor any other plant of the same species

in the ground, is attacked."—J. W. Dou&las, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : bth

May, 1879.

A Dipterous parasite neiv to England.—A few days ago, I sent to Dr. R. H.

Meade a Dipterous parasite I had bred from a larva of Acronycta alni taken at

Wakefield. Mr. Meade replied as follows :
—

" I am much obliged to you for the fly.

It is a specimen of Exorista hortulana, Meigen, a species not recorded as having

occurred before in England, nor found by Zctterstedt in Scandinavia. It bears con-

siderable general resemblance to Exorista vulgaris, but is quite distinct."

—

Geo. T,

POERITT, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : June ^rd, 1879.

Economic Entomology.—At the meeting of the Bath and West of England

Agricultural Society, held at Exeter, we exhibited a series of cases illustrating the

injuries to garden and field crops, pasture lands, timber trees, and grains, re-

sulting from the attacks of destructive British insects.

The contents of the cases are intended to show the importance of the study of

entomology to the farmer, gardener, and forester. The collection was commenced

in the autumn of last year, and time and opportunity have not permitted its full

development. It must, therefore, be regarded as only a beginning towards carrying

out the idea of a collection of economic entomology which shall illustrate the

injuries resulting from the attacks of destructive insects in Britain, shewing the

transformations of each species, the natural checks which exist to their increase, in
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the shape of parasites and other insects which prey upon them, and the artificial

remedies which may be adopted to arrest their ravages. It is also intended to

extend the collection to insects which are either directly or indirectly beneficial to

man, and the productions of the more useful species. The collection is exhibited in

its present state in the hope that attention may be directed to the subject, and that

those who have the opportunity may be induced to observe the habits of insects

which injuriously affect their crops and plantations. It is also hoped that farmers,

gardeners, timber and grain merchants, &c., will assist in increasing and perfecting

the collection which is intended to be permanently placed in the Devon and Exeter

Albert Memorial Museum. The arrangement adopted is different from that in the

Bethnal Green Museum collection of economic entomology, where each order of

insects is grouped separately. In this, each case is devoted to the insects injurious

to one plant or groups of allied plants.

The illustrative vignettes have been executed by Miss G-. Ormerod and the

Misses Floud. They are in some instances original drawings from the living object,

and in others have been adapted from various sources, especially Curtis's Farm

Insects, and the early volumes of the Gardeners' Clu'onicle. The models are the

work of Miss E. A. Ormerod. The larvae were prepared by Mr. R. L. Davis of

Waltham Cross, and others. The whole collection was arranged by Mr. D'Urban.

Specimens of insects that are notably injurious or beneficial, and also small specimens

(such as could be sent by post) of portions of the plants or timber injured by them,

or of their useful products, will be gratefully received and acknowledged by E. A.

Ormeeod, Dunster Lodge, Spring Grove, Isleworth, near London ; or by W. S. M.

D'Urban, Curator, Albert Memorial Museum, Exeter.—Exeter : June, 1879.

On the preservation of Trichopterous insects.--Jiwv'mg the past five years

I have had to examine many thousands of European Trichoptera, including the

types of nearly all the described species. Much time has been lost, owing to

the fact that a vast majority of these specimens were in an unexpanded con-

dition. No Trichopterous insects can be properly studied in this condition. They

should be prepared precisely as if they were Lepidoptera. It is easy for an

Entomologist to expand species caught in his immediate vicinity, or upon short ex-

cursions ; but en voyage there is more difficulty, and in the majority of cases the

preparation of captures for the purposes of study must be deferred till some future

time. With the larger species this is not very difficult, though it does not always

result in the production of " cabinet " specimens. With the smaller it is very

different. Notwithstanding the greatest care in relaxing, it commonly arises that

the wings will not separate from each other, nor from the abdomen. I have recently,

therefore, adopted a plan that, to a large extent, gets over the difficulty. Immediately

after jo««»2»5r the insect, I S/oic upon it gently from behind, separating the wings

from each other and from the abdomen, and allow it to dry in that position. Speci-

mens thus treated are usually immediately fit for study, and mostly require no further

preparation ; or if it be desired to " set " them, they are in a much better condition

for relaxing. This subject is one of the greatest importance, for most of the in-

complete and unrecognisable descriptions given by authors, have I'esulted from their

having been drawn up from unexpanded materials.

The plan just explained will apply equally to PsocidcB, small Semerobiidce, &c.,

and perhaps also to Mlcro-Lepidoptera, PsyllidcB, small Hymenoptera, and a host of

minute insects generally. Experience has proved to me that its value cannot be too

highly estimated, and I am glad to know it is being adopted by at least one friend

to whom I verbally suggested it.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham : June, 1879.
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Colonel Goureau.—On the 6tli February last, this Teteran French Entomologist

died at his countrj seat at Santiguj, in the department of Yonne.

Eight years ago he wrote in one of his letters, that having arrived at extreme

old age, he had given up his residence at Paris, and I fancy he must have attained

the age of 90 or thereabouts.

Colonel Goui-eau was a simple-minded, true lover of Nature. He amassed every

year a number of observations on the habits and transformations of insects ; many

of these he published in the " Annales " of the French Entomological Society, others

have found a place in his treatises on " Insectes Nuisibles," published in 1861, 1863,

1865, 1867, and 1869, which I believe all originally appeared in the " Bulletin de la

Societe des Sciences historiques et naturelles dc I'Yonne." His note books, written

with extreme neatness, are illustrated with numerous marginal sketches, and these

should yet furnish a vast fund of information to any Entomologist who is himself

sufficiently advanced to appreciate their value. It is not unlikely that a key may

there be found to many a joroblem which has long perjjlexed us. It is to be hoped

that these note books will not be lost sight of, but that some one of his confreres

will do what is needful to rescue them from oblivion.—H. T. S.

Dr. Hermann Loeio, the well-known Dipterologist, died in Halle, April 21st,

after having been, three years ago, incapacitated for all scientific work by a paralytic

stroke. He was bom in Weissenfels, July 7th, 1807, studied in Halle, became, in

1850, Director of the " Kealschule," in Meseritz, after having been, for some time

previously, " Oberlehrer " in Posen. He was pensioned in 1868, and lived since

then in Gruben, Prussia, In 1848 he was elected member of the Francfort Parlia-

ment, and, after his retirement, he represented the province of Sorau-Guben in the

Prussian Landtag.

Loew was undoubtedly the first authority in Dipterology, since Meigen. The

industry he displayed in that field, if considered in connection with his various

official callings, is truly marvellous. His principal collection was bought by the

Museum in Berlin ; the collection of North American Diptera has been acquired by

the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, Mass.

In the foregoing notice we have largely made use of that which appeared in the

" Entomologische Nachrichten," for June 1st, 1879.

Entomological Society of London.—^ith May, 1879. J. W. Dunning, Esq.,

M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Prof. N. Joly, of Toulouse, was elected a Foreign Member.

Mr. Elwes exhibited a fine collection of Butterilies from Asia Minor, comprising

the greater number of those known to inhabit that district, and entered into an

analytical examination of its Butterfly fauna, from which the following deductions

were drawn. Of 196 species known from Asia Minor, 26 were peculiar to it, about

half of which had representatives in European forms ; 18 were peculiar to Asia

Minor and countries to the east and north-east of north of it, such as South Russia,

North Persia, &c. ; 10 were common to Asia Minor and south or south-eastern
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Europo ; 61 common to Asia Minor and Europe generally ; 51 were found orer all

the Palpearctic region.

Dr. Wallace exhibited a collection of (chiefly) Butterflies made by his son in

Colombia.

Mr. Distant exhibited the large water-bug Kydrocytlus columhia, Spinola, which

is common to Africa, Madagascar, South America, &c., with reference to some re-

marks in a letter from Mr. Gr. Thomson, of the Calabar district, who said that it

clings so hard to stones, that on being lifted out of the water, it will sometimes

bring with it a stone as large as a hen's egg.

Dr. Wallace, in reply to questions as to the extent to which his ideas as to pro-

moting sericicultiire in this country had succeeded, stated, that in consequence of the

difficulty of inducing manufacturers to adapt their machinery to the working of silk

produced by the Ailanthus silkworm, and other large species, in Europe, he thought

that, 80 far as England is concerned, the industry might resolve itself iuto the pro-

duction of " grain " (eggs) of Bomhyx niorl for exportation to the south of Europe,

in competition w'ith Japan more especially, in which latter country the demand for

" grain " had been so great that the strain had deteriorated, and it was now necessary

that the South European stock be strengthened by introductioii of " new blood."

Sir John Lubbock sent for exhibition specimens illustrating the economy of

three South Australian species of Bombycldce, viz., a Gastropacha, Opsirrhinafervens,

Walker, and Anapcea Oxleyi, Newman ?, forwarded to Jiira by Mr. Gr. Francis, of

Adelaide. All feed on Eucalypti, and the larva of the former makes a tough cocoon

of green silk ; that of the Opsirrhina is made of white silk ; the Anapcea was pro-

duced from larvae that differed much in colour according to sex, and which possessed

considerable urticating powers.

Mr. McLachlan read extracts from a letter received from his nephew, Mr. W.
J. Wilson, Assistant Engineer on the Anapshahr branch of the Ganges Canal, re-

specting the appearance, in April, of an exceptional flight of locusts, which deposited

their eggs, and the young larvse were causing immense damage to the crops of the

villagers. The well-known plan of digging trenches had been applied as a means of

destroying the larvse, but the fatalistic ideas of the natives, and their indifference in

matters of this kind, rendered attempts to help them of very little avail.

Mr. Meldola exhibited a Brazilian Trichopterous insect of the family LeptocerldcE

received from Dr. Fritz Muller, remarkable for the possession of extremely well-

defined branchial filaments on each side of most of the abdominal segments. Dr.

Muller was not disposed to agree with Dr. Palmen as to the universality of the

persistence of these filaments in the imago of those species that possess them in the

larval or pupal condition. Mr. McLachlan alluded to the existence of presumably

branchial filaments in the imago of certain British genera not especially alluded to

by Palmen, such as Diplectrona, Plectrocnemia, Polycentropus, &c. Palmen had

greatly extended the observations of Newport, Gerstacker, and others, on the

persistence of branchiae in the imago of insects, illustrating the theory that the

branchial system of the larva and the stigmatic system of the imago have no genetic

connection, since both branchiae and stigmata may exist side by side in the imago.

Dr. Fritz Muller communicated a paper on the cases of Brazilian caddis-flies.

Mr. Wood-Mason read Morphological notes bearing on the Origin of Insects.
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Ath June, 1879. H. W. Bates, Esq., F.L.S., &c., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following were elected : Mr. J. Walhouse, F.R.A.S., of 9, Eandolph Crescent,

Maida Vale, an Ordinary Member ; Senor A. A. de Carvalho Monteiro, of 72, Rua

do Alcarion, Lisbon, as Foreign Member ; and Mr. C. H. Goodman, of Lesness

Heath, as Subscriber.

Amongst the donations to the Library were Vol. i of Edwards's " Butterflies of

North America," specially coloured for the Society, and presented by the author ;

and Doubleday, Hewitson and Westwood's " Genera of Diurnal Lepidoptcra," pre-

sented by Mr. Dunning on the occasion of the 30th Anniversary of his election as

Member, and for which a special vote of thanks was carried by acclamation.

Mr. McLachlan called attention to a notice by Prof F. A. Forel, published in

the Proces-verbaux de la Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles (oth Dec, 1877),

on the sculptured markings on cretaceous pebbles in Lac Leman, and exhibited two

plaster casts of sculptured blocks, one of Jurassic limestone, the other of white

chalk. These sculptured markings were at one time thought to be due to the

action of Mollusks or Algse, but Prof. Forel was of opinion that they were

really caused by Trichopterous larvae, some of which he forwarded, and which were

possibly those of the genus Philopotamiis.

Mr. Meldola suggested that they might arise from the action of the carbonic

acid exhaled by the larvae.

Sir S. S. Saunders communicated notes by M. J. Lichtenstein respecting the

transformations of Cantharis vesicatoria. (A condensed account, by M. Lichtenstein,

appears in our present No.).

Mr. Meldola read a translation of a paper by Dr. Fritz Miiller on " Ituna and

Thyridia, a remarkable case of mimicry in Butterflies," published in " Kosmos " for

May, 1879. The author regarded it as a case of acquired resemblance, and that it

might belong to the category of those in which distasteful species are about equally

common, so that each step taken by either in more nearly approaching the other, is

of common advantage to both. Mr. Jenner Weir was of opinion that Dr. Miiller

had, in his remarks, placed too much importance upon the supposed inexperience of

young birds in detecting what insects were good for food, and what were not. In

his experiments with birds and larvae he had found that the former never attempted

to touch the distasteful larvae, hence acting under the influences of knowledge ac-

quired by heredity.

Mr. Bates said the subject was one of intense interest, and those cases in which

species apparently protected by offensive secretions mimic others protected in a like

manner, were very difficult of explanation, and he did not tffink that Dr. Miiller had

cleared away all the stumbling blocks. He alluded especially to the manner in

which gaily coloured mimicking butterflies and moths in Tropical South America all

change their hues and markings together at every few hundred miles.

Mr. J. S. Baly communicated a paper " On the differential characters of certain

closely-allied ChrysomelidcB."

Prof. Westwood communicated " A decade of new Cetoniida^' and a paper on

" Some unusual monstrous insects."

Mr. Distant read " Contributions to a knowledge of the Hemipterous Fauna of

Madagascar."
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THE EECENT ABUNDANCE OF VANESSA CARDUI.

BY R. MoLACHLAN, F.R.S., &c.

The extraordinary abundance of V. cardui over a lar^e portion of

Europe (and even in England) this year, in what in an ordinary season

we are wont to consider the mouths of spring and early summer, has

been of such a nature as to merit more than passing notice, and I have

therefore put together such information regarding it as has come

before me. It should be premised, however, that the following notes

must of necessity be very imperfect, and it will be necessary to wait

until at least the close of the year before any tolerably comjilete

record can be compiled.

The first information I had of the insect having appeared in finy

notable quantities, was by a verbal communication from the Rev.

H. Harpur Crewe, who, with another botanist, had made an expe-

dition to Spain and the Balearic Isles early in the year. I did not, at

the time, attach any great importance to what he then said, which

amounted to a few words, the purport of which was that they

saw no insects excepting V. cardui, which was in abundance. Subse-

quent events induced me to obtain more precise particulars from Mr.

Crewe. He says the insect swarmed in countless numbers in the

neighbourhood of Valencia and Barcelona from April 26th to 30th in-

clusive. A similar phoenomenon was observed in the Island of Mi-

norca from May 1st to 3rd ; and again in travelling by railway from

Barcelona to Paris on the return journey. I am not aware that

notice was taken of any particular direction in the flight.

Ey this time the insect had become common in England
; but the

first jiublished notice here, of its appearance in any specially extraordi-

nary numbers on the continent, was that which appeared in the

"Times" of the 13th June, and which was reprinted in this Magazine

{ante p. 41). Since then the French and German entomological

periodicals, the newspapers, and every possible medium for the record

of unusual natural phoenomena, have constantly contained notices on

the subject.

It would be utterly impossible to reproduce even a portion of

these records as published ; but a summary may not be uninstructive.

In "Le Naturaliste " for July 1st, there is an extended account. We
read that at Sevres near Paris, on the 15th June, all day long, great

swarms appeared flying from S.S.E. towards N.N.W., the wind being

S.S.W. At Strasbourg, from the 3rd to the 9th June, a similar oc-

currence was observed, the insect flying rapidly in innumerable
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quantities toward the jN"., and even in rainy weather. At Bischheim,

on the 7th June, and also at Kehl, on the same day, myriads flew in

the afternoon, at the former place from the S.W., at the latter from

the S.E., so that it is considered the columns were not identical. At

Angers, a similar thing was observed on the 10th June, the direction

being from E. to W., against the wind, which was not of much force.

It w^as estimated that the number passing along a single street in one

hour was from 40,000 to 50,000. From Montpellier, Albi, and other

places in the South, analogous cases are recorded. Near Geneva,

the swarm is said to have obscured the sun for several minutes. At

Eennes, on the 10th June, incalculable numbers flew from S. to N.

w'ith great rapidity
; at 2 p.m. on that day the wind changed, and the

direction of flight was altered toward the W. Sometimes 20 to 30

passed in a minute, continuing for some time at the same rate. Some

parallel notices occur in the " Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes

"

for July 1st, and in the "Bulletins" of the French Entomological

Society.

From the " Entomologische Nachrichten " of July 15th, we learn

as follows : in Wiirttemburg, from the 1st to 8th June, an incessant

migration from S. and W. towards IST.E. and E. was remarked. At

Wetzikon, Canton Ziirich, on the 7th June, an immense swarm moved

from 8.W. to N.E., principally from 3 to 5 p.m. ; their flight was per-

sistently in one direction, only changing temporarily to avoid houses

and trees. At Wettsweil, on the same day, from 2 to 5 p.m., a swarm

flew from W. to E., and it is calculated there were 1000 in the

space of 10 metres, and that at least 11,000 flew past the observer.

The editor adds that no such swarms had occurred in the JN". of Ger-

many, but information had been received from Steyer, in Upper Austria,

that on the llth June, surprising numbers flew from S.W. to N.E.,

ceaselessly; between 1 and 2 p.m., 90 to 110 per minute were

counted in a breadth of about 100 paces, and the swarm is estimated

at above, rather than below, 1,000,000.

At the meeting of the Italian Entomological Society, 8th June,

many cases of swarms of the butterfly were mentioned, especially

from Yeneria, Treviso, Eome, Perugia, Florence, Leghorn, &c., from

April to June.

From Belgium I learn in a letter from Baron De Selys-Longchamps,

that the only common insect has been V. cardui, which appeared in

June in great numbers, in worn condition, but not in columns.

Other notices mention numerous swarms in Italy, Spain, the

neighboui'hood of Marseilles, Fontainebleau, Worms, &c.
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To turu again to our own islands, the insect has been generally

abundant, at any rate in the south of England, but I do not know

that at any place has it been observed in columns, nor that any par-

ticular direction of flight has been recorded. Mr. Buckler {in litt.)

truly observes that " V. cardui is master of the situation," and he

remarks that they flew with him regardless of the rain, though one

individual did show signs of wishing to share with him the shelter of a

stable in which he had taken refuge. I saw an utterly worn indivi-

dual, flying in a wild manner, so late as the 19th of this month (July).

So far as I can learn, the species was tolerably common last autumn,

but not in a degree to account for its abundance this year.

There can, I think, be little doubt that all the swarms consisted

of individuals that had hibernated ; there can, also, be little doubt

they were migratory, and that the columns had become dispersed

before remnants of them reached our shores, and other parts of the

N. of Europe. It is by no means the first time that records of the mi-

gration of V. cardui have been published. One such, in the harbour

of Corfu, is noticed in this Magazine (vol. ix, p. 149) by Dr. Buchanan

White, on the authority of Colonel Drummond Hay. But never before

have the swarms been so general, and of such an extent. That their

flight was more or less from S. to N. appears certain. Whence came

they ? This we probably never shall know, nor why, in a season like

this, they should fly from climes that certainly should be more genial,

to experience the cold and cheerless spring and summer (so-called) of

1879 in the inhospitable north. Were they all bred last autumn ? ;
or

is it possible the insect may be able to rest quiescent in the perfect

state over a series of years, until the accumulated numbers simul-

taneously wake up? If this be anything more than a rash conjecture,

why has this season of all others induced a termination of their

Eip-van-Winkle-like slumbers ?

The whole subject is surrounded with difiiciilties ; more so than

was that of the great abundance of Colias Edusa in these islands in

1877, because that phenomenon only concerned these islands (the spe-

cies not having been noticed in any exceptional numbers on the

Continent) ; and I think it has been proved that with it the pupa-

state can be prolonged over several years : at any rate, I know of

pupse now living (or, at least, they were alive a month or two ago) the

produce of eggs laid by the butterflies of 1877, and which hatched in

due course.

Lewisliam, London

:

July, 1879.
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IfATUEAL HISTORY OF I>IANTH(ECIA BARRETTI.

BY WILLIAM BUCKLEE.

For the exposition of the habits of this rare species, which, so

far as at present known, seems confined to a part of the Irish coast,

I am greatly obliged to Mr. E. Gr. Meek, who kindly sent me nine

eggs, laid by a captured female, four of them on part of a flower

calyx of SiJene maritima, to which they adhered, and five loose.

I received the eggs in July, 1878, when nothing seemed to be

known of the larval food-plant for certain, though I then heard from

a kind friend of great experience that Statice armeria might be a

likely plant to try, as well as that on which eggs had been laid, and

which was naturally also suggested by the insect's generic name of

Dianthoecia.

Seven of the eggs were hatched in the evening of July 10th,

the other two next morning, and the little larvae were quite remarkable

for their activity and robustness as soon as they were out of the shells,

marching vigorously over small sprays of the two plants above-

mentioned provided for them.

During the next day three of the larvae were eating out little

sinuous channels in leaves of the Silene, surrounding themselves with

frass, and by the third day had worked their way into the stems at the

axils of the leaves, where they had also thrown out little heaps of frass;

similar indications showed that one individual had entered a seed

capsule from within the flower calyx ; the others were still to be seen

roaming about at intervals until it occurred to me to try them with a

small piece of the root of the plant, as well also of that of the Statice,

when they all soon after disappeared.

On the fourth day, w-hile inspecting the piece of root of S. mari-

tima, I detected two small holes in it with heaps of minute pale cream

coloured frass adhering to them ; and on the seventh day I examined

the axil of a stem and leaf where I found a larva had mined its way

downwards and was lying a quarter of an inch below in the stem,

waiting apparently for its first moult, but my stripping away half the

stem, to expose it, proved fatal, for it soon after died.

About this time I began to realize the intentions of the infant

larvae, and could but lament the jeopardy my experiment had placed

them in, on finding the bits of plants were losing their freshness, and

the impossibility of rescuing the tiny creatures from their perilous

positions, for each attempt made proved fatal in a short time to those

in the stems ; soon, too, the bit of root began to turn mouldy, and a
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fresh piece was placed beside it, and on the eleventh day I had the satis-

faction to see a heap of frass thrown out of it—a proof of one still

alive and within the fresh piece.

In the meantime I had satisfied myself that neither flowers, leaves,

nor root of S. armeria had been attacked, and therefore had potted two

plants of Silene maritima, having good roots and close together in the

pot, and there, between those roots jvist beneath the surface of earth,

I wedged in tightly the bit of root, containing the sole surviving larva,

on July 23rd.

On September 13th, I turned out the contents of the pot, by in-

verting it, to search for the larva, but no search was needful, for the

soil had been more sandy at the bottom of the pot than elsewhere, and

now formed the top of a cone, and this slipping away the larva at once

rolled into view ; it had evidently done feeding, and a great quantity

of pale frass, quite fresh, filled up a large cavity in the shoulder of the

thickest root ; if it made any chamber or gallery the falling away of

the light earth had quite destroyed it.

When the larva was placed in a small pot with some of the earth

it did not burrow underneath, but, after much wandering about, even-

tually settled down under a fragment of root, and there changed to a

pupa on September 17th ; the moth, a male, emerged on the evening

of June 27th, 1879.

The egg in shape is round, somewhat flattened, and with a slight

depression beneath, the surface very finely ribbed and reticulated; the

colour very pale greenish-buff, and on July 6th, when first in my pos-

session, showed a faintly darker speck at the top, and by the 9th of

the month the embryo was seen through the shell as a dark spot on

one side, and this next day was increased in size and in depth, of a

leaden hue, while the rest of the shell was tinged with brownish-grey,

when the hatching soon began.

The young larva at first is of a very pale rather greenish-drab

colour, with blackish head and narrow blackish plate on the second

segment. After the first moult, when the larva has fairly become an

internal feeder, its head is shining reddish-brown, and the narrow

shining plate on the second segment is of similar colour but a little

paler, the rest of the body tinged with livid reddish-grey, the skin

rather shining and semi-transparent, through which a dark internal

vessel is visible, the anterior legs reddish-brown.

The full-fed larva measures about one inch and a quarter in length,

stoutest at the third and fourth segments, the second tapering a little

to the smaller and rather narrow head, with lobes deeply defined at
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back of the crown, tapering also from the tenth to the anal extremity,

the ventral and anal legs short and well beneath the body, the segments

very lightly and finely wrinkled towards the well cut divisions on the

back, the sides much dimpled : the colour of the head is reddish-fawn

and shining, the lobes outlined on the face with blackish-brown, defining

well the triangular division and the upper lip, and below this the moiith

itself ; the body is of a light fawn inclining to flesh colour, a narrow

scale-like plate, of glossy pale yellowash-fawn colour, is on the second

segment, with an interval of the paler skin towards the head, a similar

plate is on the anal flap, and a dorsal vessel of brownish-grey shows

faintly through the skin ; the rather small tubercular dots are fawn

colour, each with a short bristle, spiracles black, anterior legs pale

fawn colour, the ventral and anal legs with a fringe of dark brown
hooks.

The pupa is three-quarters of an inch long, the head and shoulders

rounded off,the wing-covers wrapped close to the body, and the antennae

and legs enclosed in a hlunt rounded projection at their ending, a little

freefrom the hodi/, from thence the abdominal rings are deeply cut and

taper gradually to the tip, furnished with two small spines ; its colour

is dark red-brown until about a week or so before the emergence of

the moth, when by degrees paler patches of yellowish-brown appear

on the wing-covers ; the smooth abdominal divisions are dull, but all

the rest of the surface glossy, although the other parts of the abdomen

and thorax are finely punctate.

I have to revert now to that only larva, which, whether by mistake

or not, ate its way into a seed capsule, whose appearance in the second

stage of its larval life, is described in the foregoing. When about to

open the capsule I expected to find the larva dead, as the little heap of

minute whitish frass made on its first entering had not been accumu-

lating and still remained blocking the small hole, and was hard and

dry. But the larva, greatly to my surprise, was alive, had moulted

once, had grown and prepared for a second moult, while the unripe

seeds were nearly all devoured and converted into frass, perfectly

black. On carefully exposing the larva to take note of its altered

condition, work of only a few minutes, yet, in that short time, it

became more and more languid, as I judged from the exposure to air,

and I hastened to place it inside a fresh calyx with seed capsule, for-

getting at the moment it was unable to use its mandibles, from the

head having been too far drawn back from the head-piece in front, in

anticipation of moulting, but it soon became inert, and died.

Looking back at the results of my experiment with the eggs of
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Barretti I seem first to have established the fact that it is not a

Diantlioecia, although it certainly has some affinity to that genus, as

shown in the solitary instance of one infant larva out of nine making

its way into a seed capsule and there sustaining itself on the unripe

seeds ; and again more particularly is this shown in the form of the

pupa. Next, that from the behaviour of the other eight larvae they

proved clearly enough that their normal habit is to enter the stems of

the plant, and through them by degrees arrive at the root, where they

feed and mature ; a habit well confirmed by the structure and appear-

ance of the larva itself, which, not only when full-fed, but even in its

earlier age between the first and second moult, agreed so well with

Gueuee's description of that of Liiperina luteago {_vide " Nocluelites,"

tome 1, p. 181), that although some disparity of size and colouring

exists in the perfect insects, as most obligingly shown to me by Mr.

E. Birchall, yet I am constrained by the evidence, to believe Barretti to

be an isolated and melanic variety of luteago.'*

Emsworth : J^dt/ ^th, 1879.

FURTHEE OBSEEVATIONS on the PUPATION of the NTMPHALID^.

BY J. A. OSBOENE, M.D.

Having obtained a large supply of the caterpillars of Vanessa

urticcB in the middle of June, and seen them pupating by the dozen

for the last two or three days, I have been able to get some further

insight into the nature and formation of the suspensory ligament,

which performs so important a function in the pupation of these but-

terflies. That there is a ligament in the last stage of exclusion formed

under the natural conditions and essential to the function, I think the

observations of Mr. "W. H. Edwards, of Coalburg, W. Va., as detailed

in the March number of this Magazine, leave no longer any room for

doubt. The opinion given by Dr. Chapman (vol. xv, p. 136) on one

of the specimens forwarded to him, is also quite correct. I recollect

perfectly the preparation of P. hrassicce of which he speaks, and in

the light of recent experience, I now know that the ligament had not

then been formed ; but, within these last few days, I have repeatedly

seen it in process of formation, beginning with the stage in which the

specimen of hrassicce was, when I arrested the progress of its exclusion.

As I am writing, a caterpillar (and now a second, and a third) lying

in a tray before me, has begun its exclusion. I place it, back down-

wards, in a shallow groove cut in the end of a bottle cork. As soon

* When last in London, Dr. Staudinger stated to me that, in his opinion, D. Barretti is a form
of D. luteago.—R. McL.
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as the larva-skin has cleared the wings of the chrysalis, I secure the

latter in its position by two small pins in the groove between two of

the abdominal segments, and then draw down the skin gently over the

tail and pin it to the side of the cork. If too much traction has not

been used, and if the operation is not too long delayed, I find that the

everted skin is held back at the anal horns, and also pei-haps laterally

at the last two spiracles. The latter adhesion soon gives way ; and,

as the drawing efforts of the chrysalis go on, or if further traction is

made on the larva-skin, the outer coat of it will be seen to part freely

from the transparent inner coat, and be drawn out from between the

two folds of the latter, which by degrees coalesce and assume the form

of the ligament. This inner coat of the caterpillar-skin is elastic,

very distensible, and of a semi-plastic consistence, and readily runs

into the ligamentary form under the influence of tension alone.

Of course the eversion and retraction of the larva- skin is an arti-

ficial interference, without which it may be doubted whether the

separation of the coats woidd take place. Certainly, the greater the

traction the more of the lining coat will be drawn out, and the longer

will be the resulting ligament ; but the artificial traction does not act

more on the one coat than the other with the tendency to separate

them. Eather, in the natural circumstances, where the weight of the

pupa is exercising tension on the inner coat alone, while the upward

thrust of the insect is acting chiefly on the outer, would the conditions

be favourable to the separation of the coats, and the drawing out of

the inner one into a ligament. At all events, there seems to have

been no artificial traction used in the cases described by Mr. Edwards
;

and, at all events, this adhesion of the lining membrane of the cater-

pillar skin to the anterior horns of the anal ridges, remains as the

efficient cause of the suspension of the chrysalis while its tail is being

removed from the old skin and till its hooks are fastened in the silk.

In urticie the two crescentic whitish ridges embracing the anal

area terminate anteriorly in horns, which project over the segments

immediately in front. These horns have on the inner side a black

knob, terminating a black line, which runs along the under inner side

of each ridge, separated from the rest of the horn (the outer whitish

knob) by what seems a small groove. Now, it is finally to these black

knobs alone that the ligament is attached, and when the tension is

great and prolonged, the corners of the ligament are pouched out by

them into hooks or shallow pockets. But the adhesion of the pupa to

the ligament is not a merely mechanical one (as if it were only slung

by the insertion of tliese projecting knobs in the pouches of the
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ligament), for the old skin, when only held by the ligament, may be

drawn towards the head of the chrysalis, and still the adhesion is

good. It is a curious . circumstance, and one which Mr. Edwards

notices also in a letter of the 2nd June,* that this adhesion only takes

place at pupation, and even towards the end of it ; and if the skin is

drawn down earlier, it will peel off without any attachment to the

horns, which will not perhaps have been yet fully developed. What
the exact nature of this attachment is I am unable to say. The ex-

amination of this region in earlier stages seems to yield the result

that the black knob is the earlier developed, and to hint at the hypo-

thesis, that the subsequent growth of the white knob may include or

nip in a portion of the lining coat of the larva skin in such a way,

that it is afterwards held fast.f But the whole history of this question

shows how futile is all theorizing that is not supported by accurate

and extensive observation. I have seen the ligament, after being

drawn out, at first covering the external white knobs and forming a

deflexed fold on each side, and then suddenly slipping off these white

knobs with the disappearance of the deflexed folds or their absorption

into the main body of the ligament, which is still held fast and strained

in the groove between the knobs.

It is to this point, I think, that future attention ought to be di-

rected, and I have hastened to communicate these results, however

imperfect, in order that time may still be afforded this season for

future investigation. I have indicated above my most recent mode of

procedure. Good results will also be obtained by dropping the insect

into alcohol or boiling water towards the end of puj)ation. I detach

the caterpillars when spun up and quiescent, and spread them out on

the table before me. Of those pupating in my absence, many will be

found with the larva-skin still attached by the ligamentary adhesion,

and so will be still available for examination. I should mention, that

in letters received from Mr. Edwards in the beginning of June, ob-

servations of his on the pupation of Danais Archijjpus are communi-

cated, which at first led him to the same view of the nature of the

ligament in that insect, namely, that it is " nothing but a part of the

skin itself which catches on the knobs, and being elastic, is stretched

by the weight and struggles of the chrysalis till it takes a triangular

* He says :
" It is useless, I think, to examine for this membrane until the latter end of the

suspending period. One thing is certain, that till late in that stage these knobs do not show
themselves, but are soft and white ; but become hard (chitinous) just when they are needed."
Mr. E. is speaking here of D. Archippus.

t Speaking of D. Archippus in a letter of May 30th, Mr. Edwards says :
" The knobs, as I say,

are at first considerably elongated, or rather stand on end of a long neck ; but, as the chrysalis
contracts and the segments swell out, all the neck is buried and only the knob protrudes."
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flat shape." But in a later observation, he is of opinion that " there

certainly loas a memhraney I believe the fact of the double coat of

the caterpillar-skin, and that it is the inner alone which enters into

the structure of the so-called ligament, vpill reconcile these varying

appearances at different times in the course of pupation ; and whilst

I concur fully in an opinion which he expresses in his first letter, that

the special organ is " these knobs with their pointed beaks," I do not

think the form of attachment is the simple mechanical one of hook

and eye.

Milford, Lettei'kenuy :

1st July, 1879.

INTRODUCTOEY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.'

BY HEEBEET GOSS, E.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 8.

JKesozoic Time.

[0;i the Insecta of the Cretaceous Period, and the animals and plants

with which they were correlated?^

The Cretaceous Period, which brings us to the conclusion of the

Mesozoic Age—the second of those great Epochs into which Geological

Time has been divided, is remarkable for the number of genera of

reptiles which disappear at its close, and for the first appearance of

some of the existing types of plants.

As so large a portion of the Cretaceous Rocks is of marine origin,

and was deposited in deep water, remains of the insect life of the

Period are necessarily very rare ; but in the Wealden formation of the

south-east of England, which is of freshwater origin, a few insects

have been discovered, and traces of them have also been met with in

other sections of the Cretaceous series on the continent of Europe.

Great Britain.

Loioer Cretaceous or Neocomian.

(Wealden).

The principal collection of fossil insects from the Wealden was

made by Messrs. W. R. & H. Binfield,* at a place called the "Govers,"

near St. Leonards-on-Sea. This collectionf included wings and elytra

of Coleoptera, and wings, or parts of wings, of Neuroptera and Diptera.

A few elytra of Coleoptera have also been found in the Wealden

marlstone, between Tonbridge and Maidstone ; and some traces of in-

* Quor. Jouni. Geol. Soc, vol. x, p. 171.

t These insects have not, I believe, ever been named or described.
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sects were discovered, by tlie late Edward Forbes,* in tbe Wealden of

the Isle of Wigbt. A few doubtful fragments were also obtained by

Mr. W. E. Brodie in tbe "Wealden of Pimfield Bay, Swanage.

Continental Europe.

TIjyper Cretaceous.

(Gault).

In April, 1876, M. Charles Brongniartf called the attention of

the Entomological Society of Erance to a piece of fossil wood, obtained

from the Gault of Lottinghem, Pas-de-Calais, containing numerous

perforations.

M. Brongniart was of opinion that these perfoi'ations were made

by a species of beetle, belonging to the genus Hylesiyms, of the family

ScolytidcB {X:iilopliaga^.

( Greensand)

.

Remains of perforated wood have also been discovered in the

Grreensands of Saxony, which are considered by Dr. Geinilz| to be

evidence of the existence of Longicorn beetles at this Period.

{GhaJk Marl and White Chalk).

Erom certain beds of sand in the neighbourhood of Aix-la-Chapelle

—which, according to Lyell,§ are of the same age as the White Chalk

and Chalk Marl—about ten species of Coleoptera have been obtained,

all of which have been referred to the Curculionidce and Caralidce.

Prof. Pictet|| also alludes to the discovery of a few elytra of

Coleoptera in the Chalk Marl in the neighbourhood of Eouen.

With the exceptions above mentioned I am not aware that any

remains or traces of the Insect fauna of the Cretaceous Period have

been discovered, either in the United Kingdom or on the continent of

.Europe.

The other Arthropoda of the Period are represented by Crustacea,

chiefly Macrurous and Brachyurous Decapoda (lobsters and crabs), and

probably also by Arachfiida and Myriopoda, though no traces of them

have been recorded.

The MoUusca include the Orders Folyzoa, BracMopoda—the

number of genera and species of which last Order has sensibly de-

declined^

—

Lamellihranchiata, Gasteropoda, and Cephalopoda.

Of the Vertehrata, the fishes are represented by Ganoids and

Placoids, and also by the earliest known specimens of the modern
* Quar. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. x, p. 378. 1854.

t See Ann. Soc. Ent. de France. 1876. p. 217.

X Dr. Gelnitz is of opinion that these beetles belonged to the Ceramhycidce.
§ Elements of Geology, Gth edit., p. 331.

II
Traits elementaire de Paleontologie, vol. iv.
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Order o£ the Telostei or osseous fishes, wliich includes the majority of

existing forms.

No remains of the Amphihia have been discovered ; but the

Reptilia are represented by a great number both of existing and ex-

tinct forms, the latter including the Iguanodon and Teleosaurus, as well

as Plesiosatirus and Ichthtjosaurus, and several species of Pterodactyls.

Very few traces of the birds of the period have been preserved in

the Cretaceous strata of Europe; but in North America their remains §

have been discovered not uncommonly.

As the Mammalia had existed in the preceding Period they were

probably represented by numerous species, no traces of which have,

however, yet been detected.

The plant life of the earlier portion of the Cretaceous Period

closely resembled that of the Jurassic in the predominance of ferns,

cycads, and conifers ; but before the close of the Period there appears

to have been a rapid development of new forms—including a number

of true Angiosperms, and various Monocotyledons—closely allied to

existing types.

Plas Q-eraint, Llangollen :

July, 1879.

DESCEIPTIONS OF SOME NEW SISTERIB^E {COLEOPTERA) IN
GENEEA HITHEETO EEPEESENTED BY SINGLE SPECIES.

BT GEORGE LEWIS.

SpATIIOCHTJS MEEIDIANUS, 11. sp.

Ovalis, convexus, rufo-hrunneus, nitidus. Elytris striis 1—4 et suturali

integris, 2 posterioribus basi arcuatim punctatis, 5 pa/mm abbreviato. Propy-

gidio pygidioque sparse punctatis. Long. If lines.

Hab. : Zanzibar.

This species is more convex than 8. Coyei, Mars., with the thox'ax

less dilated at the sides, but in the punctuation generally it closely

follows Marseul's species. My specimen was captured by M. Eaffray.

MOJS'OPLIUS PINGUIS, n. sp.

Sub-ot'bicularis, supra valde convexus, nigro-cupreus, strigosim densepunc-

tatus. Elytris seriebus septem punctorum Icevium, nitidorum, striis nullis.

Long. 4 lines x 3.

Hab. : Cape of Good Hope.

The curious strigose punctuation of this species agrees with that

in M. injlatus, but is rather larger ; the rows of smooth spaces on the

elytra resemble in a remarkable manner the markings of Chrysomela

suhcenea, Mots. The type of this species is in our national collection,

§ Sevei-al birds have been discovered by Prof. Marsh from New Jersey and Kansas.
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PHOXOifOTUS Feti, n. sp.

Ovalis, sat convexus, piceo-nitidus, dense punctulatus, pronoto angusto,

marginato, tubercuUs 4 hasalihus. Elytris sutura elevata, serie una tuhercv.-

loriom, lineis 3 (1 sub-integra), striis 2—4 dorsalihus crenatis, 2'^" 3^^ que

integris. Long. 2\ lines.

Hab. : Soutli America.

I have a specimen of this genus from Peru, which is evidently P.

tuhercidatus, Mars. ; the present species is less convex, with the dorsal

strife sharply defined, and with only one row of tubercles. There are

three or four specimens of this insect in Mr. Fry's collection (after

whom I have the pleasure to name it), all taken in the Eio Janeiro

district.

Teeetetosoma festivum, n. sp.

Suh-cylindricum., viridi-cyaneum, metallicum, undique dense punctatum,

antennarum clavd rufd,fronte sub-depressa, in medio Icevi. Elytris tuberculo

sub-humerali Icevi pedibusque rufo-brunneis, tibiis anticis 6-, intermediis 5-,

posticis 4-spinosis. Long. If line x f.

Hab. : Parana.

The beautiful colour of this species reminds one strongly of the

genus Pachycltoerus ; it is somewhat more graduate in form than

T. facetum, and is a most interesting addition to the genus.

Teeeteiosoma eacetum, n. sp.

Siih-cylindriciim.,nigrum,nitidi{m,iindique sat dense etfortiterpunctulatum,

fronte convexa, pedibus piceis, antennarum clavd rtifd. Elytris transversim

basi angustissimis, Icevibus, tibiis anticis 6-, intermediis 5-,posticis 4i-denticulatis.

Long. If line x f

.

Hab. : Canada.

This important acquisition to the North American fauna is broader

and more robust than T. chalybceum, Horn, and the denticulations of

the tibiae are very clear and distinct. The double pygidium has the

dividing angles obtuse, and not so clearly defined as in T. chalybceum or

festivum.

Folkestone : June, 1879.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME NEW SPECIES OF HEMIPTERA-HOMO-
FTERA FROM CENTRAL AMERICA.

BY W. L. DISTANT, Sec. Ent. Soc.

\_The species here described will, with others, befigured in the work now preparing ly

Messrs. Oodman and Salvin, entitled, " Biologia America Centralis."^

Sphenoehina COSTAEICENSIS.

Head and pronotum metallic-green, scutellum blackish. Abdomen above

pitchy, lateral borders luteous, with the outer edge and segmental incisures carmine ;
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anal appendage luteous. Tegmina bronzy-black, very thickly and finely punctured,

with the margins of the apical third and seven large spots sanguineous. The latter

situated—three on costa, first near base, second one-third from base, and third one-

third from apex, three parallel to these, first and basal on, and other two near, inner

margin, seventh spot situated on disc. Wings pale fuscous, with a sanguineous basal

patch, and the nervures blackish. Under-side of the body and legs black. Face

obscure, metallic-green, with the central ridge reddish, eyes dull luteous. The head

above is deeply channelled and excavated, with a central prominent longitudinal

ridge. The pronotal angles are slightly prominent, the disc somewhat gibbous ; the

pronotvim is lightly punctured and rugulose, with two irregular fovete, situated on

each side near the anterior border. Hind tibise armed with two spines.

Long, ex tegm., l-i mill. Exp. tegm., 37 mill.

Cacliej Costa Rica (H. Eogers).

SPHENORniNA CONSPICUA.

Black, scutellum with the margins carmine. Tegmina red, with the apical

fourth black, thickly and finely punctured. Wings pale fuscous, narrowly reddish

at base. Abdomen above and below pitchy-red, coxre and femora dull reddish, tibise

and tarsi pitchy. The head has a large hollow fovea on each side at inner margin

of eyes. The pronotum is faintly punctate, with a very large fovea on each side at

anterior lateral borders. Long, ex tegm., 7 mill. Exp. tegm., 19 mill.

Caclie, Costa E-ica (H. Rogers).

Vae. a. Tegmina with a small, very obscure fuscous spot on disc. Abdomen

above and below, and legs, sanguineous. Apices of tibiae and tarsi j)itchy.

Tettigonia ALBOMACULATA.

Head and pronotum black, the last somewhat obscurely spotted with white on

disc. Head with two small obscure whitish spots situated a little apart on centre of

hind margin, on each side of which the marginup to the eyes is narrowly obscure whitish.

Eyes luteous, with pitchy mai-kings. Tegmina carmine-red, with a number of very

distinct white spots, which form a transverse fascia near apex of clavus, and the re-

mainder arranged irregularly on disc (number not constant). Wings obscure violet.

Abdomen above red, annulated with bluish-black. Under-side of body and legs

carmine-red, tarsi pitchy. Face black, globose, obscurely transversely striated on

lateral borders, centre flattened, impunctate. The head is rather broader than long,

and has a transverse impression a little before the eyes. Long. 8 mill.

E. Susie, Costa Eica (H. Eogers). Irazu, G-7000 ft. (H. Sogers).

Tettigo>"ia scutellata.

Head, pronotum, and scutellum pale orange-yellow. Head with a black spot

near apex, pronotum with two black spots on disc, and scutellum with two central

black spots very close together, and narrowly divided. Tegmina pale carmine, with

the basal angle (on which is a black spot), costal margin, and apical-fourth pale

orange-yellow. Wings very pale fuscous. Abdomen above reddish-orange. Under-

side of body and legs pale orange-yellow, tips of tarsi pitchy. Eyes black J face

orange-yellow, with a black spot on the anterior central portion. Ocelli pitchy.

Head neai-ly as long as broad, pronotum and scutellum sub-equal in length.

Long. 9 mill.

Irazu, 6-7000 ft. (H. Eogers). E. Susie, Costa Eica (H. Eogers).
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Tettigonia costaeicensis.

Blue-black
;
pronotum, excepting anterior discal border and a wide pro-sternal

band, yellow, the last extending across apical-tliii-d of face, where it is produced in

a point on disc. Abdomen above blue-black. Eyes luteous. Head about as long as

broad, gradually narrowed and pointed in fi-ont. Face transversely striated with

a faint central longitudinal ridge. Long. 10 mill.

It. Susie, Costa Rica (H. Eogers). Irazu, 6-7000 ft. (H. Eogers).

Vae. Face wholly black.

The decided coloration of this species will prevent its being con-

fused with any other described form.

Tettigonia rufofasciata.

Head and pronotum orange-yellow. Head with a large irregularly shaped

black spot, situated between and in front of the ocelli ; pronotum with two rounded

black spots situated somewhat apart and near anterior border. Scutellum pitchy-

red. Tegmina testaceous, with the basal angles and costal margins orange-yellow,

and three transverse carmine fasciae, the first near base partly divided by scutellum,

the second about two-thirds from base, regularly and much widened on disc, third

small and sub-apical. Abdomen above purplish-red, with the base and apex orange-

yellow, and the segmental margin pale yellow. Wings dark fuscous. Face bright

orange-red ; under-side of body and legs pale luteous ; tarsi streaked with fuscous.

Head almost as long as broad, pointed in front, hollowed between ocelli. Face

transversely striated on lateral borders, central portion smooth, with an oblong

obscure fovea. Long. 11 mill.

Cache, Costa Rica (H. Eogers)

.

1, Selston Villas, East Dulwich, S.E. :

ZMh May, 1879.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF STEONGYLOGASTER FROM
SCOTLAND.

BY P. CAMEEOlSr.

The genus Strongylogaster of Dahlbom is divided into two groups,

distinguished by the structure of the lanceolate cellule ; -one section

having in it an oblique cross nervure, which is absent in the other

(and larger) section. So far as I can learn, only two species have

been described of the first group, and both appear to be rare in col-

lections. Both agree in having the abdomen banded with red, but

they differ inter alia in the coloration of the legs. S.JlUcis, Klug, has

these appendages for the greater part black, while S. suhjecfus, Evers-

mann, has them for the greater part red. As Eversmanu's description

of S. suhjectus (Bull. Mosc, xx, p. 44, 3 847) may not be readily ob-

tainable, I think it may be useful to give it here.
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" Niger, ahdomiiiis segmentis 3—5 pedibusque rujis : trochanterihus

"flams, linea postica tihiarum anteriorum hasiquefemorum nigris ; alls

" limpidis, radio sfiginafeque nigris (Fern.). Long. 4—4i Jin.

'' Pedes anteriores posticis pallidiores, rufo-Jiavescentes, tihiisfere

" albis. Cepi in prov. Casan. Ilaio et Junio.*'''

I am able to give a description of a third species, having an

oblique cross nervure in the lanceolate cellule, a species too which is

very distinct from the others, differing widely from them in the color-

ation of the abdomen and less.

It was taken during an excursion which I made with Dr. Sharp

to Crickshope Linn, near Thornhill, on the 14th of June. Neither

the locality nor the day was favourable for collecting purposes ; but,

fortunately, when we were at the foot of the waterfall the suu

shone brightly, bringing out insects, and it was by sweeping the ferns

on the steep sides of the bank close to the water that my specimens

were obtained. I propose to call it

STEONGTLOaASTER ShARPI, Sp. U.

Black ; the clypeus, palpi, tegulse, edge of pronotum, the apex of the last ab-

dominal segment above, and legs, yellowish-white ; the apex of the posterior tibiae

and the posterior tarsi fuscous. Wings hyaline ; the costa pale, and the stigma dark

fuscous. The clypeus is broadly incised, the labrum fuscous, the mesonotum and

head are slightly opaque, faintly punctured, the pleurae, sternum, and abdomen more

shining and impunctate. The dorsum of abdomeu is keeled in the middle ; its apex

is obtuse and truncated ; the saw does not project. The wing cellules are broader

than in the other species, compared to the length ; the marginal nervure is curved,

and received before the middle of the third sub-marginal cellule. The antennae are

shorter than the tliorax and abdomen, and of the usual form. The coxae, trochanters

and knees are paler tlian the rest of the legs. Length, 2t, alar exp. 'i>\ lines.

It is the smallest of the European species, being half a lino shorter

than 8. delicatulus. I have only seen the ? .

31, Willowbank Crescent, Glasgov^

:

22nd June, 1879.

* Subjecivs is omitted from Ivirchiier's Catalogus Hymenopterorura Europai along with many
others desci-ibed by Eversmann in the same paper. From a note in the Zuol. Rec. f'lr IbVO, these
omissions have, I understand, been pointed out by Ballion in Bull. Mosc, t. 42, pp. 441—448.
Still it may not be amiss to note them here. They are : Nauatus cinereas. Kl., MS., N.frtiticum,
Evers., N. g)-ise>:ti, Kl., MS. (= caprece, Pz., nee. Zad.l, N. exoletus, Kl., MS., N. continuus, Evers.
(= caprece, Pz.J, i\' diaphanus, Evers., N. coutracius, Evers., N. uiubripennis, Evers., N. squalidu.'<,

Evers. (.= fallax, Lep.), Dineura fiuveola, Evers., Dolerus fuiuosus, Kl , Mus. Berl. (there is a D.
fumosus, Steph., and a D. fumosus, Zad.), D.femoratus, Kl., Mus. Berl., D. maftnicornis, Evers., D.
tenebrosus, Hvers., Emphyi us fenestraius, Evers., £m. caligatus, Evers., Em. paraUelus, Evers., Em.
fNarpiphorusJ radialis, Em. iiifuscatus, Dineura? umbrosa, Kl., M. B. '.placed near to Blenuo-
cariipa, but having two cellules in posterior wings), Eriocampa do/iwa, Evei-s., Macrophyn do/ens,

Evers., Taxonus opacotnaculatus , Evers., Tenthredo hybrida, Evers., T. posr.ila, Mus. Berl., 2'. lu-
teipennis, Evers., Tarpa fiabeUata, Mus. Berl., Cephui major, Evers., C. fumipennis, Evers.

In the Appendix, Eversmann inserts luider Tenthredo the T. ^m'|^ressa, Klug, while it is also
placed in the body of the work in its jjroper place under I'cecilosoina. The Tenthredo anomala.
Evers., = Taxoiius agrorum, Fall, {nitida, Kl.).—P. C.
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Bipterygia pbiastri near Alverstoke.—As I do not see Hampshire mentioned by

either Stainton, Newman, or Morris, as a locality for D. innastri, you may think it

Avorth while to make known that I have, during the last few days, taken eleven

specimens of this moth within a short distance of Alverstoke Church.

Last Friday night I took a single specimen of Secatera serena flying over

some water hemlock, and also some Axylia putris, a moth I have not seen for many

years, it being absent in Staffordshire, where I have hitherto collected. Anticlea

rubidata, another stranger to me, has been abundant. The weather, however, has

been as much against entomological captures as possible.

I announced to you last year the capture here during the autumn of 1877, of

three specimens of Ennomos ahiiaria by a young friend of mine, two of which are

now in my collection. I cannot hear of any being taken last autumn. I diligently

searched the gas lamps up to the middle of October, when I went North for

some time, without success, the weather being anything but favourable for moths

being attracted to light.—E. F. Heath, Brooklands, Bury Road, Gosport :
Uh

July, 1879.

Description of the larva of Nephopteryx angustella.—On the 22nd of October

last, I received a box of larvae of this species from Mr. J. P. Barrett, of Peckham.

He had collected them about a fortnight before from the red seed-berries of the spindle

;

and at that time they were very small, though there were evident traces of an earlier

brood in some of the berries, apparently of full-fed larvae. They were plentiful

wherever a bush could be found with berries on it, but in exposed situations there

were very few bushes. Those found grew rapidly, and when I received them many

were apparently full-fed.

Length, about half an inch, or a little over, and of moderate bulk in proportion ;

head highly polished, has the lobes rounded, is slightly narrower than the second,

and clearly narrower than the third segment. Body cylindrical and nearly uniform,

tapering a little posteriorly : frontal plate polished, the anal one not so conspicuous :

segments tolerably well-defined ; the skin soft, and sparingly clothed with very short

hairs. There are two forms. Var. I has the ground colour dull dingy green ; head

brown, marked with still darker brown : a dark green pulsating vessel forms the

dorsal stripe ; on each side, and on each segment, between the dorsal stripe and

spu-acular region, is a large rust-coloured mark,—in some specimens a double mark,

as it is divided transversely in the middle : there is also a less conspicuous series of

rust-coloured marks on the spiracular region. The frontal plate corresponds with

the ground colour, but has a smoky mark in the centre behind, divided by the dorsal

stripe, which is there distinctly paler ; on each side this plate is a rather large

intensely black spot : anal plate darker than the ground colour : spiracles black, they

are very minute, except those on the second and third segments, which are larger.

Ventral surface uniformly pale green. Var. II has the ground colour ochreous-

yellow ; head wainscot-brown, the mandibles darker ; dorsal stripe brown, and the

lai'ge marks between it and the spiracular region rather bright reddish-purple :

frontal plate wainscot-brown, divided by a pale mark as in Var. I, and on each side

of it is also the large intensely black spot : spiracles black. Ventral surface

uniformly very pale greyish-yellow.

When first hatched, the young larva evidently eats its way into the seed-berry,
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and feeds on the inside, and even the full-grown one is entirely hid in the interior,

though its presence is readily detected by a neat circular hole in the side of the

berry, and tlxrough which the fraes is extruded. Some of the larvae came outside to

pupate, but I am not sure that all did. The first moth emerged the 27th of Juno

last.

—

Geo. T. Porbitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : Jidy 10th, 1879.

Occurrence of Lita solanella, Bsd., in Australia.—The discovery of this species,

hitherto, so far as known to me, only found in Algeria, is equally interesting and

alarming. I have never seen Algerian specimens, but from the general habits and

characters, do not doubt the identity of the Australian form with the African.

Although I first found the imago, I did not identify it u)itil my attention was called

to the destruction caused by the larva, which swarmed in some potato-fields. It

feeds in the substance of the potato-tuber, often fifty together ; corruption rapidly

sets in, and the tuber is rendered worthless. It does not appear that much attention

was attracted by the insect here, initil I published its history, the ravages on the

crop being attributed to disease. As far as my observations extend, it occurs

generally throughout Victoria and New South Wales ; the imago is often seen at

light in towns. The dry climate probably suits its subterranean habits to admiration,

and in at least one authenticated case I knew tliat four-fifths of the crop of a field

were destroyed.

It would be interesting to investigate the source whence this species has so

lately appeared. Probably the fact that its nearest ally seems to be the Spanish

L. epithymeUa, Stgr., indicates Algeria as its birth-place; in which case it must have

fed naturally on some other species of Solanum, and attached itself to the potato

on its introduction. No Australian insect known to me belongs at all to its

immediate group, and it has decidedly a European facies. It is rather remarkable

that it should not have yet made itself known in Europe itself, as it has a better

base of operations than the Colorado beetle ; from its range here, the restricting

cause cannot be temperature, but may possibly depend on the rainfall.—E. Meyeice,

243, Macquarie Street, Sydney, N. S. W. : May I2th, 1879.

Hote on the Insect-fauna of Guatemala.—[The following extracts fi'om a letter

just received from Mr. Gr. C Champion, may interest our readers.—E. C. R.]

" I arrived in this country in due course, and, after being detained a month in

the capital, at last got away into the country, and am now stopping on a large sugar

estate at the foot or on the slojje of the Volcano Fuego (4,100 ft. elev.), in the house of

Senor Don Juan Rodriguez, an old Coleopterist, about 40 miles from the city. I have

collected a good deal in the adjoining forest and elsewhere, but whether owing from

the elevation or the dry season, I am rather disappointed with the fauna. I can

hardly realize yet that I am collecting in the tropics, finding as I do, Harpalus,

Aciipalpus, Metabletus, Anchomenus, Bemhidium, Philhydrus, Limnehius, Ochthebius,

Anaccena, Chcetarthria, Cercyon, Cryptopleuriim, Hydroporus, Qyrimis, Laccophilus,

Falagria,Aleocha/>'a,Tachyusa,Mycetoporus, Q,uedius,Philonthus,Sunius,Lithocharis,

Pcederus, Stenus, Momalium, Homalota, Oxypoda, Oxytelus, Lathrohium, Conurus,

Hypocyptus, Qyrophcena, OUgota, Xantholimis, Bryaxis, Euplectus, Trichopteryx,

Ptenidimn, Mhizophagus, Olibrus, Scaphisoma, Scaphidium, Litargus, Typhcea,

Mycetophagus, Cryptophagus, Atomaria, Epistemus (for a wonder, no Meligethes as

yet), Anaspis, Apion, Tychius, Thyamis, Scymnus, &c., &c. Some of these genera
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are represented by absolutely smaller and apparently more difficult species than in

England. With these I have found some few nice Colydiidcv, Cucujidce, StaphylinidcB,

Sisteridee, LeiiidcB, Cassididce, CoccinelUdce, Lycidm, Cleridce, Anthribida (many

species of Tropideres^ all very small, however), TenebrionidcB, PassalldcB, &c., but

extremely few Longicorns or Buprestidce.

" I think Mr. Bates will be rather pleased with some of these small Lebice ;

I get them principally in the afternoon by beating. I am obliged to mount a few

of each of all the smaller species, or the accumulation would be too great ; this, with

collecting, takes up all my time. There are very few Lepidoptera and less Neuro-

pfera to be seen yet, though there are many Semiptera. Orthoptera are mostly

immature : next month I am told insects will be abundant.

" I have not been alone in Gruatemala : there is a French botanist—M. Blan-

caneaux—out here collecting Orchids, &c., for people in Europe ; I have seen a good

deal of him, and been out with him collecting more than once, he is now stopping

in this house at Capetillo.

" I have worked on the slope of Fuego up to 6500 ft. : here I got a few nice

beetles, a black Detidropliagus, a Pediacus, a nice Teretrius (very long and filiform),

a Temiwchila, a queer genus of Heteromera (very like a parallel Tachypus), a

Lcemopliloeus, two Anchomeni, a Lehia, another queer Heteromerous beetle allied to

Zopherus, a Paromalus, &c. With these, under bark of oak {Quercus, sp.), were

more scorpions than I cared for.

" In the StaphylinidcB I am surprised at the number of species allied to Litlio-

cliaris ; I have taken a large number.

" My ignorance of Spanish makes it hard work, there is not a soul here who can

speak English.

—

G-eo. C. Champion, Capetillo, Alotenango, Guatemala, Central

America : May Qth, 1879."

Saperda scalaris in Derbyshire.—On July 11th I beat a fine specimen of Sa-

perda scalaris off an alder in Bretby Wood, Derbyshire. This species was taken by

Mr. Crotch near Cambridge, and is mentioned by Stephens (Illustrations, vol. iv, p.

239) as not rare in the neighbourhood of Cockermouth ; but, as far as I know, this

is the first record of its occurrence in the heart of the Midlands.—W. W. Fowler,

Eepton, Bm"ton-on-Trent : July, 1879.

Capture of Pembidium adustiim.—I have much pleasure in announcing the

capture of the rare Bembidium adustum, Schaum (rupestre, Daws.), by myself, in

some plenty, in the neighbourhood of Tewkesbury. The species is confirmed by

some of my Entomological friends, and Mr. Rye, to whom I sent specimens, says :

" They are, as you surmise, the B. rupestre of Dawson, which stands as adustum,

" Schaum, in the lists of those who (like myself) believe it to be a good species."

—

W. Gr. Blatch, Albert Villa, Green Lane, Smallheath, near Birmingham : 22tid

July, 1879.

Note on Gerris thoracica.—In the July number of this Magazine (p. 42 ante),

Mr. Douglas has a note concerning the above-mentioned species and its synonymy,

and the question discussed may be cleared up by the following exposition.

The thoracica of Flor (Eh. Livl., i, p. 739), which has "Letztes abdominal Seg-

ment bei den $ unten am Hinterrande mit einem regelmassigen rundlichen

Ausschnitt," is the same as the thoracica of Horvath (Termesz. Fiizet., 1878),

characterised " segmento sexto ventrali maris postice rotundato-emarginato." This

is also confirmed by the descriptions of the autennte, given by these authors. Flor
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says, " ihr letztes Griied unci die Spitze des vorletzten schwarz ;" Horvath, " articulo

quarto toto dimidioque apicali ai-ticuli tertii uigris." This species, however, is not

the thoracica, auctorum, but the aspera, Fieber (I possess specimens from Dr.

Horvath), whereas the thoracica of Herrich-Schaffer, Fieber, Douglas and Scott,

Stal and Sahlberg, are all the same species. The description of the antennse, given

by Scliummel (Ploteres, p. 47), also confirms the idea that these authors have

rightly understood liis views of the species.

The question, is, however, complicated by the description by Herr Sahlberg, in

Not. Fenn., xiv, p. 253 ; for while his diagnosis of thoracica refers to the species of

Scliummel, Herrich-SchafPer, etc., his descrijjtion of the $ is only copied from Dr.

Flor's above-cited wort. Sahlberg has never seen a <? of the true thoracica, which

is very scai-ce in Finland (in the Finnish collections there exists, I think, only one

specimen, found by me), and he, supposing the thoracica of Flor to be the same as

liis own (and Fieber's) species, has simply transcribed the description of the J fi-om

the Livonian entomologist ; the diagnosis is made from and accords with female

specimens of the true thoracica.

Perhaps the question of the synonymy of this species may be properly closed

by the following extract from Dr. Horvath's letter of the 16th March last in answer

to, and in confirmation of, suggestions by me in a letter to him, and I trust that he

will pardon the publication thereof :
" Was Limnotrechus thoracicus, m., und pleheius,

m., betrifft, so muss ich es leider gestehen, dass ich bei der Unterscheidung dicser

zwei Arten durch Floi-'s (und theilweise auch Sahlberg's) Beschreibung irre gefiihrt

worden bin. Mcinen einzigen thoracicus, va., ,^ , hat auch Herr Dr. Puton unter-

sucht und gefunden, dass derselbe nur aspera, Fieb., ist. Die Synonymic dieser zwei

Arten wiire demnach eine folgende : 1, thoracicus, aut. (excl. Flor, Horv.), = plebeiiis,

Horv. ; 2, aspera, Fieb., Stal, Sahib., = thoracicus, Flor, Horv.—Schummel's

Beschreibung von Gerris thoracica ist ziemlich allgemein gehalten und sagt iiber

das 6te Bauehsegraent nur so viel :
' Scchstes Hinterleibsglied schwiicher ausgorandet

als bei den vorigen Arten ' (d. h. lacustris, gibhifera, lateralis, odontogaster).* Die

Ite Art ist bei uns schr gemein, wahrend die 2te Art liochst selten ist ; es ist bisher

aus Ungarn nur ein einziges, in meiner Sammlung befindliches exemplar (<J ) bekannt.

Es ist merkwiirdig, dass in Finnland gerade das Gegentheil vorzukommen scheint."

—0. M. Eeuter, Abo, Finland : 8;!/* July, 1879.

[This note by Dr. Reuter is of much interest, not only as confirmatory of my
own opinion, but as elucidating Sahlberg's thoracica and identifying Flor's and

Horvath's thoracica with Fieber's aspera.—J. W. D.f].

Aepophilus Bo)inairei, a remarkable new Hemlpterous insect.—At the meeting

of the Entomological Society of France on the 11th May last, Dr. Signoret exhibited

examples of a new Hemipterous insect of such anomalous character that he cannot

determine its affinities, and the description and account of it are so interesting that

I reproduce them from the " Bulletin de la Soc. ent. de France," No. 9, 1879. The

generic name is derived fi"om the community of the habitat of the Hemipteron with

Aepus Eoblni, a beetle that lives on the shore below high-water mark, and as this

* This character refers to the " Oberseite des Hinterleibes," not to the ventnil segments.

—

O. M. R.

t Since this article was in type, I have received from Dr. Horvath a letter to the same
effect.— J. W. D.
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occurs both in the south and north of Britain and in Ireland, I think it quite

possible that the new Hemipteron of the Bay of Biscay may also be found within

our geographical limits. The connection between the two insects, however, is not

shown, and there may be nothing more than identity of habitat.

" Aepophilfs (g. n.).—Body twice as long as broad, covered throughout witli

fine silky pubescence. Head short, angularly rounded in front. Antenniferous

tubercles on the upper side of the head. Antennae of four joints. Rostrum of four

joints. Eyes small, very globose, not facetted. No ocelli. Prothorax transverse,

slightly margined in front and on the sides. Scutellum very short, rounded at the

a])ex. Elytra short, composed of two triangular scales (squames), the exterior side

longest, and ending on the sides of the abdomen, leaving a deep excision (echancrure)

between them. Legs moderate, thighs slightly thickened, tibiae a little thicker at

the apex, the posterior longest. Tarsi triarticulate, first joint very short, third

longest, second one-third part shorter ; at the end of the third joint two strong

claws. Abdomen oval, convex above and below, the genitalia in one sex being on

the upper-side, and in the other on the under-side (the question of sex is difficult to

determine, yet I am inclined to view the male organ as situate below and the

female above)."

"^. ^owttairei (type).—Length, 3 mill., breadth, li mill. Brownish-yellow,

more or less reddish ; head, abdomen, and claws black-brown ; antennte, rostrum,

and legs reddish-yellow. Head conic, gently rounded and sparsely punctured,

scarcely broader than long. Prothorax a little shorter than the head, slightly con-

cave in front, posterior margin nearly straight, sides slightly convex. Elytra variable

in colour, reddish or brownish-yellow, sometimes clearer at the margin, at other

times on the disc."

" This species was found in September last, by Baron Bonnaire, in the island de

E,^ (Bay of Biscay), under stones deeply embedded in mud at low water, and in

company with Aej)us Rohini."—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort Grardens, Lewisham

;

1th July, 1879.

Scientific Lectuees, by Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., V.P.R.S., &c.

;

8vo, pp. 187. London : Macmillan & Co., 1879.

In this handsome little volume Sir J. Lubbock has put together a resume of

papers on lectures by him read before various scientific societies. It consists of six

lectures, with only the first four of which we have to deal (the others being archaeo-

logical). In the first, the author treats upon the mutual relations of flowers and

insects, explaining in a clear and concise manner that which is known to every

agriculturist and horticulturist (albeit the reasons are often not known to them), viz.

:

the utter impossibility for certain plants to become fertilized without insect-agency,

and also on the benefits of cross-fertilization in plants which, though capable of

self-fertilization, perfect more seeds and become more vigorous under the influence

of crossing by insects, a subject so forcibly put before us by Mr. Darwin ; the value

of the remarks is much enhanced by excellent explanatory wood-cvits. The second

lecture—" On Plants and Insects "—is more general in its nature, treating upon a

variety of subjects. That which will attract most attention amongst British Ento-

mologists is the consideration of the colouring of caterpillars, and its object. The

general aim is to prove that in most caterpillars the colouring is protective, and that

in those cases where it is not, other attributes serve the same purpose. The author

justifies his remarks by a reference to the larvae of the British butterflies and larger

moths, and though some of our energetic students of larvae might be able to suggest

unexplained exceptions, the result arrived at appears correct on the whole. At any
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rate, all entomologists, to whatever school they may belong, will heartily agree with

the author when he says : "there is at least sufficient to justify the conclusion that

" there is not a hair or a line, not a sjjot or a colour, for which there is no reason,

" which has not a purpose, or a meaning in the economy of nature." This is

illustrated by wood-cuts, and a coloured fi'ontispiece of the larva of Chmrocampa

porceUus in its various stages. Lectures 3 and 4 are " On the Habits of Ants,"

condensed from the well-known papers read before the Linnean Society, and pub-

lished in its journal.

It is quite beyond our power, in the small space disposable, to enter into an

analysis of these remarkable and original observations. It must suffice to say that

Sir J. Lubbock, in a series of patient and scrupulously accurative investigations, has

thrown a flood of light upon the natural history of ants. He has cleared up much
that seemed enigmatical, and even if, in some cases, he has somewhat lessened our

respect for the moral and intellectual faculties formerly attributed to these insects,

he has shown them in other lights not less interesting, and has not in any way

reduced our admiration for these marvellous social arthropods.

The book has been got up in a style that leaves nothing to be desired, and it is

needless to say that the language is elegant, simple, and concise, rendei'ing the

author's meaning clear to even those who do not possess the merest rudiments of

scientific acquirements. We might take exception to the frequent occurrence of

" Formica sangvineas " and " F.fuscas," which we venture to think would have been

better rendered as " F. sanguines" and "fuscat," without in any way detracting

from the clearness of the terms, or if the latter appeared too learned for a popular

book, and it were intended to use the former as adapted English words, it would

have been better not to have italicised them.

Entomological Society of London.—2nd July, 1879. Sie J. Lubbock, Bart.,

M.P., V.P.R.S., &c., President, in the Chair.

Mr. V. R. Perkins, of 54, Gloucester Sti-eet, South Belgravia, was elected a

Member.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited living specimens of Tillus tinifasciatus and Teretrius

picipes from the locality at Norwood where he had previously captured these species.

Mr. McLachlan made a further communication respecting the sculptured pebbles

from Lac Leman. He had received from Prof. Forel a water-worn limestone pebble

not showing decided ti-aces of sculpturing, but having on the surface channels formed

by Trichopterous larvae ; also specimens of the larvse and perfect insects, which

proved to be Tinodes lurida, Curt.

Mr. Distant exhibited a specimen of Papilio Systaspes, Felder, taken by Mr.

E. E. Cole at sea, thirty miles from Singapore, and nine miles from the nearest laud.

Mr. W. Cole exhibited a remarkable variety of Pyrameis cardui, taken at Buck-

hurst Hill, Essex, in June of this year.

The Secretai-y exhibited, on behalf of Lord Walsingham, examples of the

curious Dipterous insect, Bittacomorpha claoipes, F., taken by the latter at Pitt

Eiver, California.

Sir S. S. Saunders communicated further notes from M. Lichtenstein respecting

the habits of Cantharis vesicatoria. The bee, from the nests of which he bred the

insect, was Ceratina chalcites as stated, which builds its nests in the dry twigs of

Elder {Sambuciis nigra) ; but M. Lichtenstein had made use of this bee as being

convenient for his purpose, and he thought that in a state of nature, the Cantharis

probably infests the nests of the earth-burrowing bees, such as Andrena, llaiictus, &c.
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NOTES ON" THE ABBLIINM, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY FKEDK. BATES.

(Continued, from Jiage 33).

Caediothoeax akmipes, sp. n.

$ . Elongate, sub-parallel, black, but little shining : head and prothorax not

visibly punctured ; the usual impressions on the former strongly marked, foveated

between the eyes : prothorax a little longer than wide, finely and sxib-equally mar-

gined thi'oughout, apes arcuately emarginate, base sub-triangulately emarginate ;

hind angles prominent, acute, outwardly directed : sides moderately rounded, slightly

sinuately so behind the middle ; more contracted basally than apically ; foliaceous

margins flat, marked oS from the disc by an irregular fiu'row, and at their widest

part equal to one-fifth the width of the entire disc ; this latter strongly sulcated down

the median line ; parallel to and at a little distance from this are placed three fovese

on each side, the first largest and rounded, the others smaller and oblong : scutellum

smooth, triangular, pointed behind : elytra broader at base than base of prothorax,

depressed behind the scutellum ; shoulders sub-angulately rounded, channelled

within ; on each elytron nine well-marked longitudinal furrows, the intervals convex,

of unequal width, 6 and 8 distinctly narrowest : legs, tarsi, and basal joints of

antennae deep shining black : front tibiae slightly curved, the middle and hind

straight : hind femora strongly dentate in middle of inner margin : under-side

smooth, shining black. Long. 7| lines.

$ . A little smaller (7t lines), less parallel, the fovese at each side the median

line of prothorax sub-obsolete : legs more slender, the intermediate and posterior

shorter ; hind thighs unarmed ; and tarsi ferruginous.

Eockhampton.

Cabdiothoeax opacicollis, MacLeay.

A single (J example of this species in the collection of Dr. Haag

differs from the preceding in being larger (9 lines) ; the colour decidedly

bronzed-black ; the sides of prothorax more sinuately rounded and

more strongly bordered : the elytral sulcations are scarcely so strong

or so wide, the intervals a little less convex and all of equal width

:

the basal joints of antennae are not of so decided a black colour ; the

tarsi are ferruginous ; the anterior tibiae are a little flexuous, but are

not curved : the hind femora are armed as in the preceding.

CaEDIOTHOKAX EEMOEATUS, sp. 11.

$ . Much smaller and of quite a different halit to the two preceding. Elongate-

ovate, of a beautiful dark green with violet reflections : head and prothorax impunc-

tate ; the stirrup-shaped impression on the former obsolete behind ; not foveated

between the eyes : prothorax transverse, finely bordered throughout, moderately

convex, front angles acute but not prominent ; base sinuately emarginate, hind angles

obtuse, not prominent ; sides regularly rounded, not coarctate at base, as wide across

the middle as the elytra ; slightly more contracted basally than apically ; foliaceous
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margins flat, widest in the middle (where they nearly equal one-fourth the entire

width of the disc), narrowest behind ; disc smooth ; median line finely but deeply

impressed : scutellum smooth, somewhat curvilinearly triangular, but not pointed

behind : elytra not depressed behind the scutellum ; shoulders rounded, not chan-

nelled within ; regularly and finely sulcated (obsoletely so on the epipleurfB)

;

intervals sub-equal, scarcely convex, except at the apex : legs (especially the posterior)

strongly compressed and armed as stated in the preceding table : under-side shining

black ; femora dark green ; tibiae slightly rufescent, the four anterior a little bowed,

the hind somewhat contorted ; tarsi ferruginous ; antennae black. Long. 65 lines.

Wide Bay.

$ . Unknown.

Caediothokax pithecius, Pascoe.

The form of the proihorax is somewhat variable iu this species .

it is, however, almost coustautly widest before the middle, distinctly

more contracted behind than in front, the anterior contraction being

curved, the posterior nearly straight ; and the entire surface not

visibly punctured : the elytral sulcations are represented on the

epipleura? by faint punctured lines.

The ^ is more elongate and slender than the $ , the elytra some-

what flattened at the base ; the front femora are armed with a broad

blunt tooth ; the anterior tibiae are very strongly bowed and furnished

on the inner edge with five or six short blunt spines.

Cardiothoeax valgipes, sp. n.

(? . Smaller and more slender than C. pithechcx, Pasc, and of a more decided

black colovu' : prothorax more convex, sides more rounded anteriorly, more strongly

conti'acted posteriorly : elytra more faintly striated, obsoletely so at sides, apex, and

on the epipleurae : the tooth to the anterior femora is narrower and more acute : the

ft'out tibiae are as strongly bowed, but are not spinose within. Long. 6| lines.

New Holland.

$ . Unknown.

CaBDIOTHORAX ERATERJfALIS, SJ). n.

S . Unknown.

? . Yery near to pithecius, Pasc, but a little stouter; the prothorax less convex,

broader, regularly rounded at the sides, widest at the middle, but little more con-

tracted posteriorly than anteriorly, disc distinctly fovoolated at each side the median

line. Long. 7^ lines.

Queensland.

Until both sexes of this species, and also of C. errnns, Pasc, are

known, I consider them of doubtful specific value.
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CAnj)IOTnuRAX POLITICOIJJS, sp. )l.

S. Similar in //a/^/!' to C. jrithecius, Pasc. Colour shining golden-brassy with

(especially on the elytra) purplish reflections : head and prothorax finely but dis-

tinctly punctured ; the former with two small but distinct fovea; between the eyes :

the latter convex, well margined throughout, sides moderately rounded, broadest be-

fore the middle, much more strongly narrowed behind than in front : foliaceous

margins as in C. pithecius, the front angles more acute and prominent than in that

species; disc smooth; median line very finely impi-essed: scutellum rounded behind

:

elytra rather finely striated, the stria; distinctly punctured ; the intervals flat, visibly

punctured : under-side, legs, and antennae black ; tarsi pitchy : anterior femora

simple : anterior tibiae straight, compressed, and strongly expanded outwardly.

Long. 6 1 lines.

Upper Hunter Eiver, New Soiitli AVales.

? . Unknown.

Cardiothorax longipes, sjj. n.

$ . Elongate-elliptic, black or dark copper-brown ; somewhat nitid : head and

prothorax not visibly punctured; the former usually smooth between the eyes ; the

latter moderately convex, finely and evenly bordered throughout, sides moderately

rounded, widest behind the middle, more contracted at base than at apex ; foliaceous

margins moderate, equal to about one-fifth the entire width of the disc ; this latter

foveate at each side the median line (which is lightly impressed) nearer the base, and

more obscurely so nearer the apex ; base sinuately emarginate, hind angles more

obtuse than the front angles : scutellum triangular, black, smooth, shining: elytra

elliptic, shoulders very oblique ; regularly sulcated, nearly as strongly so on the

epipleurse as on the back ; intervals equal, a little convex, not visibly punctured :

under-side and legs shining black ; tarsi ferruginous ; antennije more or less pitchy-

brown ; legs very long ; anterior femora armed with a large tooth near the apex,

within ; front tibiae bowed and sinuous ; intermediate and hind tibiae nearly straight.

Long. 85 lines.

Richmond River, Queensland.

$ . Unknown to me.

Caediothoeax cuevipes, sj). n.

(J . A little broader and more robust than the preceding, the colour deep shining

black ; the prothorax widest at the middle, the posterior contraction a little sinuate,

so that the hind angles appear more distinct, the foliaceous margins a little wider

;

the discal fovese sub-obsolete ; the median line a little more distinctly impressed

:

the shoulders of the eljtra are much less obliquely rounded : the legs (especially the

femora) are much shorter ; the tooth to the front femora sub-obsolete ; the anterior

tibiae are somewhat sinuous, but not bowed ; the intermediate are recurved near the

apex ; and the posterior are bent inwards and towards each other : the colour of

the under-side, legs, &c., as in the preceding. Long. 8-2 lines.

9 . Broader and more robust ; all the tibifp nearly straight.

New Soutli Wales.
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CaRDIOTHOEAX CnALCETJS, Sj). n.

Similar in Tialit to C. Howitti, Pascoe, but smaller, the hind angles of pro-

thorax not produced nor prominent ; the elytra moi'e convex, the sides and epipleurse

more gradually rounded and more strongly sculptured, and the front tibiae neither

incrassated nor strongly compressed.

(? . Unknown to me.

$ . Brilliant bronzed-brown : head sti-ongly foveated between the eyes ; pro-

thorax very minutely punctulate, but little convex, widest before the middle, very

finely bordered at base and apex, sub-obsoletely so at the middle of the latter ; sides

strongly bordered, this border thickening posteriorly ; foliaceous margins in their

widest j^art equal to one-fourth the width of the entire disc ; this latter irregularly

foveate at each side the median line (which is faintly impressed), and on the middle

near the base, these foveas being marked by several irregular impressed points ; base

sub-sinuately emarginate : elytra depressed behind the scutellum, shoulders rounded,

regularly sulcated, intervals slightly unequal, 5 and 7 slightly broadest ; under-side

and legs shining black, tarsi rufescent, antennte fuscous : femora unarmed ; tibiae

straight. Long. 8 lines.

Queensland.

Caediotiiorax ceassicoe^s^is, sp. n.

$ . Elongate, narrow, cylindric ; black or bronzed-black : head and prothorax

minutely punctulate ; the usual impressions on the former strongly marked, more or

less strongly foveated between the eyes : prothorax quadrate ; sides sub-parallel at

the middle, more strongly, abruptly, and obliquely contracted at base than at apex,

unequally bordered, being thickest anterioi'ly, broadly channelled ; apex rather

deeply emarginate, front angles acute and prominent ; base sinuately truncate, hind

angles obtuse, not prominent ; base and apex entirely bordered ; disc rather convex,

uiiifoveate at each side the median line (which is finely but deeply impressed), or not

:

elytra rather finely sulcated ; the intervals equal, smooth, and flat, the epipleurae

being nearly as strongly sculptured as the back : under-side and legs shining black

;

tarsi reddish-pitchy ; antennae fuscous, and strongly thickened ; hind tibiae slightly

bent inwai'ds and asperous down their entire inner face.

$ . Hind tibiae straight. Long. 6| to 1% lines.

Queensland.

Very near to C. connexus, Haag, but larger, the protliorax squarer,

the hind angles not prominent ; the antennae stouter, &e.

Caediothoeax encephalus, Pascoe.

This species is larger than connexus, Haag, the impressions on the

prothorax are constantly much stronger, the expanded sides are

broader, especially at the apex, the edges more uniformly thickened,

and the hind angles much larger ; the hind tibia? in the ^ are rela-

tively loucrer and more bent.
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Cardiothorax caperatus, Pascoe.

Larger than encephalits, Pasc, and ])roportionately bi'oader ; the

prothorax is relatively shorter and wider, distinctly more rounded at

the sides, and more abruptly curvedly contracted at the base; the tarsi

are also relatively much stouter.

Cardiothorax ANOULATrs, sp. n.

Very near to C. simulans, Haag ; it differs in having the prothorax wider, more

deeply, and distinctly angularly, emargiuate in front, the sides moi-e strongly rounded,

the margins much more strongly thickened, the apical margin ohsolete at the middle;

the discal markings more numerous and much more deeply impressed.

Long. 7i lines.

North Australia.

Cardiothorax grai^dis, sp. n.

(? . Besides the characters mentioned in the preceding table as distinguishing

this species from C. Castelnaudi, Pasc, the elytra are very distinctly bronzed-black,

and more or less nitid : the intervals distinctly crenulated, more costiform, and

alternately very narrow.

The $ in both species has the hind tibiae straight, or nearly so ; and the form

less parallel. Long. 9j to lOj lines.

New South Wales.

Cardiothorax 'Walke]!^^ri, Hope {Adelium Kirhyi, Sol, and

possibly A. dilaticoUe, Guerin).

This species is somewhat variable as to form and size ; the pro-

thorax is always ample, strongly rounded at the sides, the well developed

foliaceous margins separated from the disc by a strongly marked

crescent-shaped sulcation ; the hind angles dentiform : the elytral

costae are sometimes punctured, the punctures crenulating the sides of

the intervals. In what I take to be the ^ the intermediate and pos-

terior tibise are compressed, the latter very strongly so, but are not

perceptibly flexuous.

Cardiothorax ^ricollis, Pascoe.

Is most probably only a variety of the preceding, having a more

shining surface, and the prothorax a little bronzed.

{To he continued

)
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DESCEIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF SISTERIB^.

BY GEOEGE LEWIS.

Pl^sius l^vis, n. sp.

Ohlongiis, postice parum convexus, niger, nitidus ; froiitis stria punctata

(punctis interruptisj ; pronoti stricB integrcE, interna laterali valide impressa

obliqua interstitio antice multo latiore ; elytrorum striis, 1 Integra, 2 et d

b revibus, pioictatis ; propygidio in medio subtiliterpunctato ; prosterno antice

grosse punctato ; mesosterni lined marginali basali profunde impressd.

Long. 6 lines.

Hab. : Sadia, Assam.

This species is easily recognised by tbe broader margin of the

thorax, and the deeply impressed stria at the base of the mesosternum.

Pl^sitjs Mouhoti, n. sp.

Ovalis,parum convexus, niger, nitidus ; frontis stria punctiformi, iji medio

7'etrorsnm acuminata; pronoti stria integra lateribi(s grosse -jmnctatis ; ely-

trorum striis 1 et 2 integris, 3 et 4i brevibus postice sparse punctatis ; prosterno

antice profunde punctato. Long. 7 lines.

Hab. : Laos.

Separated at once from all others by the punctuation of the

thorax.

Pl^sius planulus. n. sp.

Oblongus, niger, nitidtis ; fronte striafere obsoleta ; pronoto stria mar-

ginali antice interrupta ; elytris striis, 1 late interrupta,2 postica dimidiata,

3 apiculibus ; prosterno Icevi. Long. 6f lines.

Hab. : Nicobar Islands.

Closely allied to Javanus—the broader thorax, more parallel

elytra, and impunctate presternum will distinguish it.

Maceosteekus Maeseuli, n. sp.

Late ovatus, complanatus, nigro-piceu", nitidus ; fronteplana, stria nulla.

Pronoti lateinbus subtiliter punctulatis, stria ma^'ginaH antice interrupta;

elytrorum striis 1 et 2 integris, '6 late interrupta, 4 apicali ; p7-opygidio sub-

tiliter, pygydio anterius satfortiter ,
punc.tatus ; mesosterno latissimo, laterale

marginato, antice bisimiato. Long. \\ line.

Hab. : Angola.

The mesostei'num is more straightened at the sides than in La-

fertei, which gives it the appearance of even greater breadth. Both

the pro- and mesosternum show fine punctures under a strong glass.
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ApOBLETES ANGOLENSIS, 01. sp.

Oblongo ovalis, complanatus, nigro-piceus, nitidus ; fronte suhdepressa,

plana ; pronoti stria externa laterali antice ahbreviata, interna valde obliqua;

elytrorum striis tantum 1—3 dorsalibus,integris ; propygidio grosse punctata,

in medio IcBvi ; mesosterno marginato, basi uni-sinuato. Long. 2| lines.

Hab. : Angola.

I have preserved a manuscript name of tte late Mr. Andrew

Murray ; the oblique lateral margin of the thorax will serve to separate

it from foUaceus, and beneath the latter has the mesosternum bi-

sinuate and immarginate.

Pachtchkceus arabicus, n. sjj.

Ovalis, parum convexus, nigro-piceus, nitidus ; antennis pedibusque rufo-

piceis ; frontis strid integrd; pronoti lateribus fortius, in medio subtiliter,

functatis, strid marginali interruptd ; elytrornm striis 1—3 dorsalibus in-

tegris, 4—5 suturalique abbreviates; tibiis anticis 6-, intermediis 5-, posticis

4k-dentatis. Long. If lines.

Hab. : Arabia.

This species is allied to P. cyanescens, but it is more parallel, less

convex, and the coloration altogether different. My type was tateu

by Dr. Millengen at Jeddah, and I am indebted to Dr. Sharp's kind-

ness for the possession of it.

Pachtcheceits Eaefbati, 11. sp.

Oblongus, cyUndricus, viridi-cyaneus, nitidus,punctulatus ; antennis (clava

rufa) pedibusque nigro-2nceis ; frontis stria integra ; pronoiofortius punctata,

stria marginali antice interrupta ; elytrorum striis 1—5 dorsalibus sutur-

alique integris ; propygidio pygidioque fortius punctatis. Long. 3 lines.

Hab. : Abyssinia.

I have several specimens, taken by M. Raffray, of this very dis-

tinct species, and it comes nearest to P. viridis.

Pachyche(eus cxlindkicus, n. sp.

CyUndricus, sub-elongatus, cuj)reus, nitidus, punctulatus ; antennis pedi-

busque nigro-piceis, clava rufa ; fronte depressd, stria integra ; pronoti stria

marginali antice interruptd; elytrorum striis 1—5 dorsalibus suteralique

integris. Long. 1\ lines.

Hab. : Abyssinia.

This is another of M. Haffray's interesting captures : it has the

general form of one of the cylindrical Plafysoma : all the dorsal

striae break more or less into punctures towai'ds the apex of the elytra.
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Epierus stltakus, n. sp.

OvalIS, siib-convexus, niger, nitldics ; antennis pedibusque ohscuro-j^iceis ;

fronte suh-depressd, plana ; pronoto punctulato, stria integrd ; elytris sub-

tilissime piinctulatis, striis dorsalibus integris 4—5 scutellum versus arcuatis;

propygidio pygidioque punctatis ; mcsosterno blsinuato, stria marginali com-

pleta ; transversa seriatim crcnata. Long. ^ line.

Hab. : New Zealand.

The transverse stria of tlie mesostenium is a good distiugnisliing

character of this insect. The trivial name has been suggested by the

captor, Capt. Thos. Broun, to whom I am much indebted for examples.

TeBETRIUS BllUNNEUS, 11. SJ).

Cylindrieus, sub-elongatns, brunneo-nitidus, undique sat densepunctulatus

;

pronoti stria laterali integrd; elytrorum strid obliqud brevissimd, basi

suturaque piceis, Icevibus ; tibiis anticis 6-, intermediis 5-, posticis apice,

denticulatis. Long. 4 line.

Hab. : El Hahaz, Arabia.

Narrower than any species on the list, and the coloration will

easily distinguish it.

Onthophilus ordinaeius, n. sp.

Suborbiculatus, svpra gihbosns, niger, sub-opaeiis, punctatus, antennis

pedibusque ferr^igiyieo-piceis, clavd rufa ; fronte triangulariter sub-carinata ;

pronoto margine laterali elevato, costis 6 abbreviatis, 4s externis in disco, 2

mediis anticis ; elytrorum striis 1, 3, 5, sub-elevatis, 2 et 4 sutitralique

obsoletis, insterstitiis bi-seriatiin punctatis ; propiygidio punctato, carinato,

in medio sub-elevato. Long. \\ lines.

Hab. : Irkutsk, South Siberia.

The convexity and general outline of the above ally it to aUernatus,

but it wants the sculpture and deep furrows of that insect, the sti"ia5

are not more conspicuous than in O. exaratus.

Onthophilus ostreatus, n. sp.

Ovalis, supra depressiusculus, niger-nitidus, antennis pedibusque piceis ;

pronoto sat profunde punctato, margine elevato, 6-costulato, costis duabus

medianis interruptis ; elytrorum suturd humeroque elevatis, costis 6 al-

ternatim paulo elevatioribus, insterstitiis biseriatim crenatis ; propygidio

S-carinato pygidio incequali. Long. 2 lines.

Hab. : China (? Hong Kong).

This species is the largest hitherto noted, the punctuation is rather
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coarser than siilcatus, but tlie pattern of tlie striae follows exaratus.

The thorax is narrowed in front, from an angle about the middle,

which is the case with the common American species.

^LETES ELAYITAESIS, 71. Sp.

Ovalis, convexus,i}iceus, nitidus, Icevigatus ; antennis pedihusque hrunneis,

tarsisjlavis.

Hab. : Honolulu.

This species is rather smaller thanpoZ«Y2<5,Lec.,with the presternum

nearly as wide in front as long, arched at sides, base two-thirds only of

the length. The mesostcruum is smooth, and has a few shallow

impressions scattered down the middle (visible with a good glass), and

the line separating it from the metasternum is clear and defined.

Folkestone : Augtist, 1879.

AUDITION OF THE CICADIDJS.

BT A. H. SWINTOIT.

Yarious parts of an insect, antenuse, palpi, and fore tarsi, represent

the sense of touch : but in the case of the antennae, since these organs

are present and highly complex where their abbreviation or immobility

militates against exercise of such function, it is not surprising that

audition and smell should be attributed to them. Thus Straus-

Diirckheim notices the nerve-branches that penetrate them ; and

Newport (Trans. Ent. Soc, vol. ii, pp. 229—248, 1838) their tracheal

offshoots ; both considering them auditory. Erichson (Disser. de

fabr. et usu anten. Berlin, 1847) observed pores variously disposed in

their integument, and closed by a thin membrane ; which Vogt

(Zoolog. Briefe, Erankfiirt a. M., 1851) described as hairy : they con-

sider them olfactory. Then Lespes (Ann. des Scien. Nat., 1858)

mentions otolithes in connection, which Claparede (Ann. des Scien.

Nat., 1858), states to be tubes. Lastly, Dr. Hicks (Trans. Lin. Soc,

vol. xxii, p. 147) describes the pores as including a fluid and severally

closed by a membrane, sometimes thin, sometimes thickened and raised

to a hair-like eminence ; while a nerve, entering the antennae, sends a

branch that ramifies on their inner side.

As regards experimental proof, authorities are likewise divided.

Those who consider the antennae auditory oi'gans, direct attention to

their movement when the insect appears to be disturbed by sound

;

those who maintain they are olfactor}^, to their employment by certain
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species in searching for nectaT, carrion, or other organic alimentary

substance, or when feeding or ovipositing. AVhile then there is nothing

alleged to disprove high olfactory adaptation in the antennae, vre might,

with Cuvicr, in certain cases {Diptera ?) discover such a power in the

spiracular adits, or, with Burmeister and Huber, more doubtfully trace

it in the oral parts : yet, when we turn to other portions of the trunk

accredited with sensibility to sound, we certainly find organs more

adapted for audition.

Treviranus (1809) discovered white spots at the antennal base,

which Burmeister and others consider to be rudimentary eyes

{stemmata)
; these appear to be the organs Comparetti held to be

auditory. Clarke (1S3S) also found auditory structures at the

antennal base, which later investigators have not confirmed. The

more important organs at the abdominal base of the AcridiidcB and

their homologues on the fore tibise of the LocustidcB I have already

alluded to (Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. xiv, pp. 121—126). Several papers

have appeared in German periodicals confirming the general descriptive

lines laid down by Muller and Siebold (1855, Leydig, Archiv. fiir Anat.

;

1866, Hensen, Zeits. fiir wiss. Zool. ; 1874, Vitus Graber, Mittheil. des

naturwiss. Vereines fiir Steiermark ; 1875, Oscar Schmidt, Archiv. fiir

Mikro. Anat.; 1876, Vitus Graber, Denkschrift. der Kaiserlich. Akad.

derWissens.), and treating of specific modifications of the organs, their

development during metamorphosis, the structure of their tissues, and

homogeneity of the Acrideous tympanum with the integument. Vitus

Graber (Deukschr., pp. 284—293) argues that the tibial modifications

of the GryUidce and Locustidce are absent in mute species, indirectly

showing that it is here chiefly small abdominal membranes are found
;

these he docs not regard as auditory, nevertheless, adopting in lieu a

somewhat quaint theory of Dr. Landois (Zeits. fiir wiss. Zool., b. xx).

In my paper above-mentioned I stated that I detected the structural

elements of the Orthopterous organs in Lepidoptera, and hazarded

a conjectm^e that the "mirrors" of the Clcadidce were auditory. These

last, since the days of Eeaumur (Mem., v, 178), have been neglected,

being considered to be " sound magnifiers," and the "membranes" of

the AcridiidcB were once similarly accredited (De Geer, Mem.,

iii, p. 429). I will now, therefore, attempt a description of their struc-

ture and nervous connections.

The mirrors of the Cicadidce (membranse tympanicoe), generally,

consist of a membrane surrounded with an outwardly hollow chitinous

frame. Among the males this approximates in form a harp-shaped

triangle, situated at an angle with the median plane, so that the apex
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is posterior and directed inward, and the inner straight side, which is

indurated and blackened, borders inferiorly the tymbal motor-mnscles,

having an inclination of about 40° to the normal vertical. The surface

of the enclosed membrane makes some 30° with the horizontal median

line, thus being inclined downward; it is also slightly directed outward.

In the females this chitinous frame (Trommelring) is a narrower cur-

vilinear triangle transversely situated. The area occupied by the

membrane is about one-sixth of a square inch in the males of C. pleheia

but in the females it barely measures one-half. Among the males of

a common Australian Cicada it attains 2|"' square. It has been stated

to be composed of a layer of elongate hexagonal or lenticular cells,

analogous to those of the tymbal but more delicate (Carlet, An. des

Scien. Zool., t. v, vi ser., p. 12).

As in the tympana of the Acridiidee and Lepidoptera a portion of

the membrane is attenuated : there this part is posterior (hinteres

Tympanumfeld), here in the males it is neaidy central, rhomboidal, with

the principal axis aj^proaching the vertical close up ; in the females

it is cordate, situated more inwardly or nearer the apex of the frame.

As in Lepidopfera its superficies is conspicuous by its prismatic hues.

A yellow disc is surrounded by a band of lake-crimson, concentric

with exterior lines of purple, blue, green, yellow, and lake ; which are

most perfect in the male. The remainder of the membrane is of a

neutral tint, which appears in measure due to a fine mesh of filaments

that may be seen extending over the sides of the frame. The mem-

brane is also finely undulated as in Acridiidce, and here I think we may

trace the origin of the iiiterfereutial spot, with some allied sound

potency ; as Oscar Schmidt has already remarked.

Toward the outer angle of the " mirror "is a brown and chitinous

styliform discoloration, translucent, thickened at its edges by a serrated

line of tubercles, attenuated, slightly angulated, with its point tangential

to the iridescent spot, and its opposite extremity directed towards

another callosity (m'), similarly tuberculated, triangular, and situated

on the edge of the membrane of the "mirror" near the angle. The

two chitinous pieces nevertheless are not in contact, but by transmitted

light appear connected by a slight (nervous) thread. They are not

specifically constant in number or shape, for in C. orni ( $ ) there are two

styliform pieces inclined at an angle : one traverses the iridescent spot,

the other separates it from the opaquer portion of the membrane.

Generally these chitinous pieces harmonize with those in the corres-

ponding membranes (Trommelfellkorpchen) of the Acridiidce and

Lepidoptera.
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The nervous system, consisting o£ double chords, frequently

coalescing in the thorax, presents different aspects in the various

species. The pro- and meso-

thorax are largest and con-

tiguous (Rech. anatom. et

Phys. sur les Hemipteres, L.

Dufour, p. 265), and from the

latter ? the nerve connected

with the " mii'rors " (^^) is

symmetrically given off. In

the male pJeheia it is most

obvious. Here it may easily

be traced round the motor

muscle of the tymbal to the

apical angle of the frame,

within which it forms a gan-

glion that enters a groove.

The other end of this groove

lies towards the callosities,

where a nervous chord may

be traced from the outer rim

of "mirror" to the tracheal

pipe (t) from the first ab-

dominal spiracle. This chord is situated at the edge of the membrane

(C. JicBviatodes), or is free (0. pleheia) ; and passes over or surrounds

the callosity («?'). But in the female Cicadce the arrangement is

different, and the ganglion does not lie within the frame. Of the

recognised parts of insect auditory organs I reserve specialisation of

Miiller's ganglion, which should be represented by the portion of the

acoustic nerve lying on the callosity (W).

Guildford : February 22nd, 1879.

Scale f

EXPLANATION OP FIGURE.

m, m' Chitinous pieces.

n-n Acoustic nerve.

i Trachea.

DESCEIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF TRIOZA.

BT J. LICHTENSTEIN.

Tbioza ATEIPLICIS.

(^. Head, pro- and meso-notum black, shining. Elytra clear,

transparent, nerves fine, radial cell lanceolate, terminating in the costal

margin at a little more than its own length from the apex ; costal

margin convex, forming a continuous curve from base to apex. Ster-

num and legs white.
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Abdomen bright green, genitalia bright green, genital plate broad

at the base, which is about equal to the height, posterior margin convex,

recurving just before reaching the apex, which is narrow, processes

about twice as high as broad at the base, inner margin rounded o:ffi at

the apex, which is narrowly black.

Head—crown black, about one-half broader between the eyes than the length down

the centre ; posterior margin concave ; face-lobes black, triangular, shorter than

the crown, apex acute, inner margin slightly convex, divei'gence moderate, not

so great as the base of either. Antennce white, 1st joint black, 2ud brownish,

and from about the 6th to 10th black.

Thorax—-fro- and meso-notum black, shining, scutellum of the latter with a yellowish-

white transverse band at the base. ILlytra clear, transparent, length about 21

times that of the breadth, nerves fine, pale at the base, somewhat darker towards

and at the apex ; costal margin convex, forming a continuous curve from base

to apex, the latter somewhat acute ; dorsal margin slightly convex, before the

apex of the clavus a short, more or less distinct, narrow, fuscous streak ; radial

cell lanceolate, terminating in the costal margin at a little more than its own

length from the apex, radial portion of the costal margin measured on the latter

very little shorter than the basal costal cell portion measured in a similar

manner ; upper arm of the cubitus throughout its length almost parallel with

the costal margin ; distance between the apices of the nerves of the 1st mar-

ginal cell about equal to that between those of the cubital piece of the marginal

nerve. Sternum white. Legs white ; tibics : fringe at the apex of the 3rd pair

black ; tarsi : 2nd joint more or less dark brown ; claivs black.

Abdomen bright green, genitalia bright green, genital plate broad at the base, which

is about equal to the height, posterior margin convex, recurving just before

reaching the apex, which is narrow, processes about twice as high as broad at

the base, inner margin rounded off at the apex, which is narrowly black.

Length, I5 line.

Newly perfected examples are almost entirely pale.

This insect is attached to Atrijplex patula, and, in its earlier stages,

does considerable damage to the plants by its attacks iipon the leaves,

which it deforms at the margins longitudinally, causing them to thicken

and recurve, whereby a chamber is formed in which it lives. The

larvcB are pale, with a very slight greenish tint. Head convex in front.

Eyes purplish-red, apex of the antennce black ; the whole insect has a

thick fringe of shining white hairs, longest round the abdomen. The

nymphs are very similar in appearance to those of the stage described

above. From the similarity in the deformation of the leaves to that

caused by Aphis afrijjlicis, Walker, which infests the plants at the

same time, it requires considerable patience when searching for this
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Trioza iii the young form, as out of about 100 leaves whicli I opened

only three produced the object of my search.

I have taken, and bred, a few males, but have only seen one

female, which made its escape. The insect is now in the nymph state

with us.

La Lironde, near Montpellier :

1th July, 1879.

DESCEIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF THE FAMILY TSYLLIDM.

BY JOIIX SCOTT.

Genus PLOEIA, F. Low (Verh. z.-b. Ges., vol. xxviii, p. 590).

Floeia Horvathi.

$ . Greenish-grey. Crown pale brownish in the middle
;
posterior

margin concave, length down the centre equal to about one-half the

breadth. Face-lobes stout, projecting forward, longer than the crown

measured down the centre, apex round, divergence about equal to the

base of either, clothed with longish fine projecting hairs, and from the

apex of each lobe a longer and stouter one. 'Elytra milky-white,

length scarcely three times as creat as the breadth ; costal margin

forming a continuous curve from the base to the apex ; stigma wanting
;

extending from the base to the apex is a broad brown streak, dentate

on the inner margin, and bounded exteriorly by the petiole of the

cubitus, and a triangi;lar brown patch having its base on the costal

margin and its apex a little way within the cell formed by the arms of

the cubitus. Legs greenish-yellow. Thiglis : inner margin with a

longitudinal blackish-brown streak not reaching the base or apex.

Head—croion greenish-grey, pale brownish in the middle, length down the centre

about equal to one-half the breadth, posterior margin concave. Face-lobes

stout, projecting forward, longer than the crown measured down the centre ;

apex round, divergence about equal to the base of either, clothed with longish

fine projecting hairs, and from the apex of each lobe a longer and stouter one.

Antenna yellowish, fine, filiform, at least as long as the head and thorax to-

gether, 4th joint about three-quarters the length of the 3rd, 4th and 5th at the

apex narrowly black, 6tli and 7th more broadly and 8th to lOtli black, the two

terminal joints not thickened.

Thorax— pronotum greenish-grey, horizontal, about equally broad throughout,

rounded at its extremities, close to which are two minute brown punctures ; an-

terior margin angulate, I'ounded in the middle
;

posterior margin narrowly
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blackish next the middle : mesonotum bi'ownisli, anterior portion {dorsulitm of

F. Low) with pale greenish-grey margins, and a narrow line of the same colour

down each side of the centre
;
posterior portion brownish, with four longitudinal

greenish-grey lines standing one on each side the centre and the other a little

remote ; scutelliform process greenish-grey. Elytra milky-white, between the

costal margin and the radius more transparent, length scarce three times that

of the breadth ; costal margin brown, except at the base, and forming from the

latter to the apex a continuous curve; stigma wanting; radius and cubital

nerves pale, the former running almost parallel with the anterior margin until

before joining it, where it is distinctly rounded, junction a little befoi*e the apex
;

anterior arm of the cubitus convex towards the radius, but not running parallel

with it ; base of the furcation about in a line with the outer nerve of the pos-

terior furcation ; cell small
;
posterior furcation low, somewhat elongate, breadth

in the middle not equal to half the length measured on the dorsal margin ; a

broad brown streak, dentate on the inner margin and bounded exteriorly by the

petiole of the cubitus, extends from the base to the apex, leaving the clavus, an

arc below the anterior arm of the cubitus, and a spot in each of the cells ad-

joining the dorsal margin, white ; from the apex of the radius to a little way
within the cell formed by the arms of the cubitus, is a triangular brown patch,

having its base on the costal margin. Legs greenish-yellow. Thighs : inner

margin with a longitudinal blackish-brown streak, not reaching either the base

or the apex.

Abdomen above somewhat black, posterior margin of the segments narrowly greenish-

yellow ; beneath green, basal segment blackish, posterior and side margins of

the remainder dark brown : genitalia : upper genital plate black at the base,

apex brown ; lower genital plate brown, apex darker. Length, 1^ line.

Most nearly allied to F. vittipenneUa, Eeut., but it is larger than

that species, and tlie characters on the elytra differ.

I have only seen a single $ , taken in Hungary by Dr. Horvath,

after whom I have much pleasure in naming the species. He does

not know from what plant it was beaten, but I strongly suspect it

lives on the broom (^Spartium scoparium) ,dijev & weed (Genista tinctoria),

I needle whin (Genista anglica'), or some closely allied plant, as all the

other species of this group are attached to one or other of this section

j

of the Papilionacece.

1, St. Mildred's Terrace, Bromley Eoad, Lee, S.E.

:

August 15th, 1879.

DESCEIPTION OF THE NYMPH OF SPANIONEURA FONSCOLOMBEI,
FOESTER, FAMILY FSYLLID^.

BY JOHN SCOTT.

Pale green. Head large, anterior margin convex, palisli, and with a few longish pale

hairs. Anteyina whitish or with a slight green tint, 5—8 joints sometimes ex-
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tremcly narrowly brownisli, 9 and 10 black. Ejjes brown or reddish-brown,

elongate-oval. Thorax green. Lohes containing the elytra and wings pale

gi-een, somewhat lanceolate, reaching to about the middle of the abdomen, apex

narrowly rounded and slightly brownish ; dorsal margin at the base sometimes

with a pale brown spot ; costal margin with a few longish, erect, pale hairs.

Legs green ; tarsi brown, basal half of the joints greenish-white.

Abdomen green, with a more or less fuscous-brown tinge, basal segment very pale

cream-white ; round the margin a few fine pale hairs ; apex on each side with a

large, almost round, black spot, having a narrow yellow margin.
Length, f line.

This insect lives on the Box {Buxus sempervirens) . Throiighout

its earlier stages, there appears to be but little indication of any injury

done to the leaves or buds, as they are scarcely affected, the margins

of the leaves alone being very slightly curved backwards longitudinally.

In the stage of life above described the creature is very active, running

all over the plant.

Although not known to be British, I think it quite probable that

by careful searching or beating, this insect may be found at Boxhill,

Surrey, The black spot with the narrow yellow margin, situate on

each side of the apex of the abdomen, is an excellent character whereby

to distinguish it. Time of appearance, the beginning of June.

I have been enabled to describe this creature thi'ough the kindness

of my friend, M. J. Lichtenstein, who has also furnished me with

several other sjiecies of the group in the nymph and earlier stages.

I am not aware that anything has been previously recorded as to

the earlier forms of Spanioneura.

1, St. Mildred's Terrace, Bromley Eoad,

Lee, S.E. : 4^/i July, 1879.

NOTES ON THE BUTTERFLIES AND SPHINGES OF ZERMATT AND
ITS VICINITY, OBSERVED IN JUNE AND JULY, 1878.

BY R. C. R. JORDAN, M.D.

For the few last days of June and the early part of July, 1878,

I was in the Visp Yalley, and at Zermatt, and I do my best to give the

list of my captures. I cannot yet name all my moths, but may here

repeat a word of caution to tourist-entomologists, never to neglect any

insect : the commonest night flying moth in the Yisp Yalley was

Eucosmia montivagata, I confounded it with ccrtata, and only brought

home two indifferent specimens.
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One discovery made by me will prove of great use in future

rambles, this is, that butterflies may be packed without the least

injury on the following plan : place first a butterfly M'ith its wings

folded back of course, then a disc of paper, next another butterfly

followed by another disc until the pill box is filled, and in this way

thirty insects at least may travel in one box ; it answers also with

Geometrce, but greater care is needed with the antennae and legs. If

any one sent off the captures of the day in a tin box by post, I have

no doubt, if the paper was slightly damped, that the butterflies might

be set at home without need of any relaxing ; if any one in Switzer-

land would send me such a packed box of common captures as an

experiment, I should be happy to report upon the subject.

Papilio Ifachaon, common, Zermatt. P. Podalirius, one specimen

only seen in the Visp Valley, near Stalden ; on capture it proved

rather small and darker than usual.

Parnassius Delius, Zermatt. P. A]}ono, Zermatt, Visp Valley,

Loeche, &c. ; at Zermatt very small.

Aporia cratcegi, abundant everywhere.

Pieris hrassiccd and P. rapce, a few at Zermatt, where I caught

also one Gldaria Jluctuata ! P. napi^ common at Zermatt and the

Riffelberg. The males were all of the spotless form, the females of

the var. brt/onice. It would be interesting to me to know if this

insect has a second brood on the Alps, and if so, what it is like, I have

never been late enough to meet with it.

Anthocliarls JBelia, var. simplonia, one female only, taken at Zer-

matt, settled on a flower of Biscutella Icevigata. A. cardamines,

common at Zermatt : the males were all of the orthodox character,

with the central spot some lines within the orange patch ; in all my
South Devon specimens the insect is smaller, and the spot touches the

white portion of the wing.

Leucopliasia sinapis. I believe the var. latliyri (not the species

Du2')onclieli), Zermatt.

Collets Hyale and Edusa, Visp Valley. C. Phiconome, common at

Zermatt.

Phodocera rliamni, Visp Valley.

Tliecla tnibi, This and Vanessa cardui were the only butterflies

which frequented the flowers of Pliododendronferrugineum, so abundant

on the Eiffelberg, others pi'eferred moist mud.
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PoIt/0))U)iati!sIIi2)2)ofh6e,Zevmatt,a[\ of thevar. Enryhia. Curiously,

on the Gemmi some years ago, all that I took were very small speci-

mens of the ordinary form. P. Phloeas, one seen in the Visp Valley,

with one white upper wing, the others as usual. P. Alciphron, var.

Goi'dius, Visp Valley ; in the previous summer, I had been taking the

typical Alciph'on at Heidelberg, the beautiful orange-copper female of

Qordius is indeed a contrast to the dull brown female of the type.

Lijccjena j3Sgon, common ; at Zermatt this insect had a very broad

black border to the wings. L. Argus, Zermatt, common. These two

species, in dull or rainy weather, might always be found asleep in the

juniper bushes. L. orhituhis, Riffelberg. L. Asfrarche, all that I saw

were of the form AUous, but the under-side showed no approach to

Artaxerxes. L. Eros, L. Icarus, L. JEumeclon, L. Esclieri, all common on

the Eiffelberg. L. Bellargus, L. Hylas, not so abundant as the previous

four species. L. minima and L. semiargus, both abundant. L. Arion;

in the Zermatt specimens all the outer portion of the wings was

shaded with black.

Vanessa urticce, V. Atalanta, V. cardui, all met with at Zermatt.

The latter was found high up on the mountains. V. Anfiopa, one

found dead near St. N'icholas.

Melitcea Aurinia, var. Merope, very common near the summit of

the E-iffelberg. M. Phcehe, very fine specimens, common in the Visp

Valley, between Visp and St. Nicholas. 31. Didyma, Visp Valley. M.

Dictgnna, JSL Athalia, M. Aurelia, M. Parthenie, all common at Zer-

matt. M. Partlienie at least seems to me quite distinct from Athalia.

Argynnis Euplirosgne, often found high up on the mountains, but

not higher than the pine woods. A. Pales, a very small form common

on the summit of the Riifelberg. A. Amathusia, Zermatt. A. Lath-

onia, Visp Valley, near St. Nicholas. A. Aglaia, Zermatt. A. Niohe,

Zermatt, the var. Eros, far the commonest form. A. Adippe, Visp

Valley.

Melanargia Galathea, Visp Valley, below St. Nicholas.

Erehia Melavip>us, Zermatt, common. E. Ceto, most abundant at

Zermatt. E. Erias, Zermatt. E. Lappona and E. Tyndariis, both com-

mon at the top of the Eiffelberg. E. Euryale. Most abundant at

Zermatt. I never saw a specimen shewing any approach to E. Liqea,

which is common at Interlachen. The flight is also totally difFerent.

(Eneis Aello, Eiffelberg. This insect has the flight of our 3Ieg(era,

and like it, seems fond of settlinir on stones.
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Saf^rus Alcyone, common in the Visp Valley below St. Nicholas,

where it had the flight and habits of S. Semele. S. Semele, Visp Valley,

larger than English specimens. S. Actcea and var. cordula, common in

the Visp Valley, settling on the thistle blossoms.

Pararffe Mcera, abundant ; it is difficult amongst the Swiss speci-

mens to think how nearly some of the German examples approach to

MegoRva, and how completely intermediate is the var. adrasta. P.

Siera, Kiffelberg, common.

Epinephele Lycaon was "the meadow brown " of the St. Nicholas

pastures. E. Hyperanthus, Visp Valley. E. Janira I saw in the

Hhone Valley commonly, not in the Visp Valley, but this was probably

a mere accident.

Coenonympha Satyrion. It requires a great amount of faith to

believe this to be the same as C. Arcanius. At Heidelberg G. Arcanius

is most abundant, and has exactly the habits of Tithonics,?ait\'ag about

amongst the bushes and settling on the blossoms ; C. Satyrion, like

Pamphilus, is essentially a grass insect, and apparently very little

subject to variation ; common at Zermatt. G. Pamphilus, Zermatt.

Spilothyrus lavaterce, not common, Zermatt.

Sy7Hcthus Alveus, S. cacalicc, and S. malvcd, Zermatt. S. Sao,

common, Zerrnatt.

SttierintJms tilice, one in the Visp Valley.

Macroglossa stellatarum.

Sesia muscceformis, a pair of insects which I refer to this species

were taken by me near Zermatt, there was, however, no sea-pink near,

the plants most likely for a Sesia to feed upon were Oxytropus cam-

pestris, Astragalus exscapus, and A. monspessulanus.

Ino statices and I. Geryon, both common at Zermatt.

ZygcEua Minos and Z. lavandulce, Visp Valley. There was another

splendid Zygcena common near St. Nicholas, which at the time I took

to be Z. trifolii, var. duhia, and accordingly only brought home one-

lecimen. It has a much narrower border to the posterior wings than

my type specimens of that insect, but this may be possibly a mere

accident. No Zygoena was seen by me near Zermatt.

Syntomis Phegea, abundant in the Visp Valley, and everywhere

most conspicuous, it had quite the habits of a Zygcena, whereas the

little Naclia punctata, which I have taken near Heidelberg, has quite

the manners of a Lithosia, flying at dusk, falling on its back, simu-
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lating death, and its wings folding into plaits. The wonderful

similarity of SijiitomisPlirgen to some of the forms of Zygcsna Epliialtes

must have a reason ; the history of this insect and its varieties must

surely be worth working out as an illustration of mimicry ; the var.

peticedani, with the perfect colouring of an ordinary Zygcena, iri-

gonellce and coronillae completely that of Syntomis. This reminds me
of one strange mimetic resemblance seen in the Visp Valley : Kyper-

compa dominula was very frequent and difficult to distinguish whilst

flying from a locust, also provided with bright scarlet underwings.

If I were to carry on the account of my captures further, I

should get out of my depth at once in the Sefince, which were very

abundant and very variable ; but many British insects were found in

my ramble : Gnophria quadra and rubricollis, Emydia crihrum, var.

Candida, NemeopltUa russula and N. plantaginis, CallimorpJia dominula,

JBomhyx castrensis, Drepana falcataria, Leucania comma, L. c-alhum,

Sydrilla palustris, Heliotliis dipsaceus, Geometra vernaria, Cahera

pusaria, Fidonia carhonaria, Ciduria montanata, var. fusco-marginatu,

Cidaria ferriignta, C. hastata, C. herherata, and many others. The

pretty little Acidalia rusticata, was common at Sierre.

Perhaps the most peculiar insect I saw in any other Order was a

large Greopliilus, twice the size of maanllosus, it was flying, and whilst

on the wing, seemed quite golden in the sunshine.

105, Harborne Eoad, Eclgbastou, Birmingham :

June \Uh, 1879.

Habits of Emus hirtus.—On the high pasture lands, following in the track of

the cattle, Emus hirtus is plentiful in the neighbourhood of Boulogne. It has a

strong flight, coing ahead much like the hornet, which it much resembles on the

•wing, although the colour is darker and more metallic. It seems to feed on Onthn-

phagi, for, on two or three occasions, I have seen it struggling with O. niichicortiis,

and these I have no doubt, with perhaps Aphodii, are its chief food. On watching

carefully it will be seen to pass by the PJnlonthi and smaller Cercyones. On the

17th and 18th of July, of all the specimens I found none were imperfect or worn,

so it is probable this date is near to the best time to search for the species. Last

year I took a $ in the New Forest about the 10th of June, and now I know more of

its habits, I hope my next visit to Lyndhurst will be the occasion of finding it again.

A hot sun would be essential for success in capturing this species where individuals

are not numerous.—Gr. Lewis, Folkestone : August, 1879.
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Curious gathering of Melanotus puncto-lineattis, Pelerin.—On an early day of

this month, on the ground at Hythe used by the School of Artillery for practice, I

found a large number of this JElater huddled together on a more or less blighted

plant of Senecio Jacobcea. They were thrusting themselves into a common centre

under the flower-head, and clinging to the stalk. I was first attracted to the plant

by its extreme blackness, and then discovered the cause to be this mass of insect

life. There were probably eighty specimens, as many got away in the shingle, for I

counted fifty when I got home. Three or four other plants close by had single spe-

cimens, but in a more extended search I failed to find more. I have hitherto con-

sidered the species to be quite one of our early spring insects.

—

Id. : August, 1879.

PentodoH punctatus, Villers, captured in London.—In the June No. (p. 15, ante)

I recorded the capture of Carabus auratus in the Borough Market ; and I have again

the pleasure to record another interesting capture,—this time of a beetle not indigenous

to Britain, in Spitalfields Market. On the 10th of June last I had brought to me by

a fi'iend, who is a salesman in the Market, a fine specimen of the above-named insect:

it was found by him sauntering leisurely over a sieve of cherries ; although I do not

suppose it was revelling in the luxury of the fruit. I need scarcely say the cherries

were continental, having been sent from the south of France, and as I can find no

record of this insect having been taken in Britain before, I thought this capture might

interest many of your readers. It probably does to many seem strange that such

insects as Carabus auratus and Pentodon punctatus should occur in our London

markets, but my little experience leads me to think that if entomologists generally

were to make friends amongst the many salesmen in the markets, we should not un-

frequently have records of interesting captures, and probably some few rarities. I

may add that Pentodon punctatus is a native of South Europe.—T. R. Billups, 4,

Swiss Villas, Coplestone Road, Peckham : August 14th, 1879.

Beetles inhabiting hot water.—One day on entering my pool as usual in order to

take a bath, I was surprised to see in the water, then of the heat of 28 degrees,* a

small beetle disporting itself vivaciously ; I supposed that it was a poor creature that

had fallen in through a window or otherwise, and I endeavoured, with all the desire

of which an entomologist who had not for a long time taken a living insect was

capable, to capture my little companion : I soon perceived it was a water-beetle and

not a strange guest, for I had much difficulty in catching it, not having any instru-

ment to aid me. Nevertheless, I gave myself eagerly to its pursuit, and having

succeeded in taking it, on returning to my room I inspected it with a certain curiosity

because its habitat then seemed to me peculiar, but with a lens I soon proved that it

was a small Laccobius ; and, knowing perfectly all the Swiss species of this genus, I

gaw that it was an example of a species new to our fauna at least, but which might

probably be referred to one of those described by Eottenberg (Berl. ent. Zeits., xviii,

305, 187-i). Every day when bathing I devoted myself to this new kind of chasse,

and during the time I remained at Baden I succeeded, with the assistance of my
bath-keeper,t in capturing thirty examples of my charming little insect.

• Its natural heat is from 47i to 49 degi-ees ; in order to obtain 28 the baths are prepared in the
evening and cool dviring the night, no other water being added, as I ascertained. (49° R^aum. =
142° Fahr., 49° Centigrade = 120° Fahr.)

t When I asked Jacob, my bath-keeper, "Have you ever seen in the baths you prepare a

small black insect like this ?
" (.showing him one of them), he replied :

" Oh ! yes ; these little

fleas, when one wants to catch them, go to the bottom of the water instead of jumiiing like others.

"
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On my return home, being better and more in a condition for entomological oc-

cupation, I histened to study my captures, in which I felt interested in the highest

degree, and being now fortified with Eottenberg's monograph of the genus Laccohius

I had no difficulty in ascertaining that my species was undescribed, and I named it

thermarius.

The fact of a beetle living in hot mineral water of a maximum heat of 49°, which

it must endure at least several times a day, and which in no case becomes less than 20°,

is very singular, and I do not know if it has been hitherto observed ; however this

may be, there is a new and intei-esting addition to our fauna. I tried at Baden, when

I had the living beetles, the experiment of putting some into a glass of drinkable

water, cold, such as is served at table, and remarked that they became less lively and

less active than in their usual condition.

Laccohius thermarius, n. s^.—Length, Ij mill.; breadth, | mill. One of the

smallest species of the genus, smaller and especially shorter than L. viridiceps, Eott.,

and L. Revelieri, Perris, but of a form relatively broader and more convex ; in general

form it is like L. nigriceps, Thorns., and belongs to the same Group A of Rottenberg,

of which the known species are distinguished from others by the puncturation of the

thorax not being confluent but with intervals smooth and shining ; it cannot be con-

founded with any of the varieties of L. nigriceps, Thoms., on account of its size,

colour, and puncturation. The thirty examples I have before me are identical and

show no variation. (A detailed description follows) .—H. Toueniee, in Mittheilungen

d. Bchw. ent. Gesells., v, 434. (1879).

[The scene of this exploit was the baths of Baden, Canton Aargau, Switzerland,

to which M. Tournier, being ill and scarcely able to walk, went under medical advice

in July, 1878. It is not the first time that an entomologist has made an interesting

discovery in rebus adversis, but I do not remember another instance of the pursuit

of science vmder the difficulties of hot water.—J. W. D.].

Orchestes iota.—Last year, at the end of July and beginning of August, I found

Orchestes iota in abundance in the neighbourhood of Brockenhurst, New Forest, on

the sweet gale {Myrica gale) which grows very plentifully on some marshy ground

about a mile from the village. I have fovmd so many good collections without a

specimen, that I thought this new locality for it worth recording.—W. W. Fowlee,

Repton, Burton-on-Trent : July, 1879.

Insects in Sntherlandshire.—In September and October, 1877, I was for some

time at Balbair in Sntherlandshire, and, among the Coleoptera there taken by me,

was a Cicindela in the larval state. I dug it out of its burrow, one of several, in

the sandy edge of a moor above the Shin river. I tried to rear the larva but failed,

80 I can only guess it to be tliat of C. campestris. Among other Coleopterous

captures was a specimen of Staphylinus stercorarius, taken out of a patch of horse-

dung, which was absolutely heaving with continuously changing tliousands of Aj^ho-

dius contaminatus. Dromius quadrimactdatus occurred at svigar, Harpalus rujicornis

and Otiorhynchus sulcatns under stones, Lema. cyaneUa and Frasocuris aucta by

sweeping.

The Lepidoptera, particularly the Geometers, were very abundant. Among the

Diurni, Argyn^is Aglaia was pretty well represented, and the females of Lycmna
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Alexis were the finest I hare ever seen. Eeing unable to sugar more than twice, I

took very few Noctuee, but among the few a fine melanic Xylopliasia polyodon.

Charceas graminis was very common by day on yellow ragweed, and on the 8th of

September I found two females on grass in the act of oviposition. Folia cJii was

only just coming out, but three specimens were taten resting on the northern side

of tree trunks by day. On the 8th and 11th of September I took, on broom, a

number of the larvte, and one or two pupae of Orqyia antiqna. The larvae were

most of them nearly full-fed, and such as attained the pupa state at all did so in the

course of ten days. The perfect insects began to appear in about eighteen days, and

the females at once commenced to deposit their eggs. The broom is not given in O.

Wilson's list of food plants for this species. A species of Conops was abimdant on

yellow ragweed in both months.-—L. Dttff Dunbak, Wick, N.B. : %th July, 1879.

Capture of Sphinx pinastri.—I have just received a specimen of this rare moth,

taken in the gardens of Waldringfield Eectory, near Ipswich, by Mr. A. W. Waller.

It was found on an Austrian pine. Two specimens were found in the same grounds

last year, and the summer before one was taken at Coddenham, near Ipswich, which

incidents I have already chronicled in your pages.—J. E. Taylor, 3, St. Martin's

Place, W.C. : July Mill, 1879.

llamestra abjecta.—Having found two fine larvsB of this species on June 14th,

1879, in their most perfect condition of size and colouring, and watched their sub-

sequent changes, I became conscious that the individual larva described at page 20,

ante, and mentioned there as full-grown, was really in a state beydnd full-growth,

and was completely full-fed. It therefore seems desirable to give in addition a note

of these two more recent larvae of abjecta, both found, as it chanced, under one stone,

though at opposite ends of it.

The largest larva was of great thickness, and in length as much as one inch and

seven-eighths ; the other, one inch and a half long, and of more moderate stoutness ;

their heads, plates, and some other details agreed with my previous description, but

the colouring of their bodies was a bright and glossy-glaucous greenish-grey, some

parts along the sides, at intervals, dark and translucent, displaying a little of the

internal anatomy, the tubercular spots very faintly deeper grey, chiefly noticeable

for a fine wrinkly roughness and a minute central reddish-brown dot, and fine hair :

the largest within a few hours began to lose its bright glaucous hue and to turn fawn

colour, yet it fed well for two days longer, and then once more changed by degrees to

a dirty flesh colour, and commenced its puparium in the mud amongst roots of the

grass: the other remained glaucous for four days before undergoing similar changes,

arriving at the last, a dirty flesh tint, on June 20th, where it also burrowed into the

tenacious mud for pupation ; and from this individual the moth, a handsome male,

emerged on August 2nd. Quite I'ecently I found the largest larva had died, much

wasted, within an enveloping shroud of dirty whitish silk.

—

William Bucklee,

Emsworth : August 12th, 1879.

Capture in London of Boletohiafuliginaria.—I have the pleasure to inform you

that one of the men employed in our warehouse has brought me a female specimen

of Boletoiia fuliginaria, which he had just taken on our wharf in Upper Thames

Street ; unfortunately, he managed to damage the upper wing on the right side in
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getting it into the bos, in other respects the specimen is perfect. This is the second

specimen that has been taken on the same premises : twenty years ago my friend

—

Mr. C. S. Mallett—took a male off one of the windows, which he has now in his

cabinet.—J. E. Wellman, 14, Portland Place North, Clapham Eoad, S.W. : 15^/j

August, 1879.

The larva of Roslerstammia ErxlebeUa.—Through the kindness of Mr. Grrigg

of Bristol, I have now made the personal acquaintance of this interesting larva. It

was well described by Madame Lienig in the Isis of 1846, p. 292, who says of it that

" it feeds in May and September on lime, on the under-side of the leaves, in which

"it eats large round holes ; I also found it on nut bushes."

Treitschke (ix, 2, 115) had quoted from von Tischer's notes a different descrip-

tion of the larva, to which it may now be desirable to call the attention of our

numerous observers. Von Tischer says " The larva is green, with paler warts and a

" brownish-green head. It feeds on heath (Erica vulgaris), on the twigs of which

" it unites the small leaves by means of its web to form an elongate habitation,

" within which it also assumes the pupa state. It occurs at the end of June in

" woods. The imago appeal's in July and August."

This habit of uniting the leaves of the Calluna to form an "elongate habitation"

reminds one of the pretty knot-horn, A'crobasis porphyrella, which treats the Erica

arborea in a similar way, but I am not aware that we have yet found any smaller

heath-feeding insect with such a habit. Von Tischer was well acquainted with the

heath-feeding larva of GeJecliia ericinella, which (under the name of micella) is

described from his notes in Treitschke (x, 3, 214), and its habits are totally different.

When I was at the Meeting of German Naturalists at Hanover, in 1865, 1 understood

from Herr G-litz of that place, that the young larvfe of Erxlebella mine the leaves of

the lime ; so far as Mr. Grigg's observations at present go this has not been con-

firmed, as he has taken it " when exceedingly small, hanging from the leaves by its

" silken thread."

It would also be interesting to know whether any recent Entomologist has, like

Madame Lienig, found this larva " on nut bushes."—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield,

Lewisham, S.E. : August Ihth, 1879.

A new British Antceon.—On examining lately my Scotch specimens of Antceon,

I found that I had taken near Dumfries the ^«;«o« lateralis of Thomson (Oef,1860,

p. 178, No. 10), a species new to our lists.—P. Cameron, 31, Willowbank Crescent,

Glasgow : August ISth, 1879.

A second British locality/for Stenopsocus stigmaticus, Imhoff.—I recorded this

species as British in this Magazine, vol. ix, p. 63 (1872), having found it near

Reigate in some quantity. I again found it (not rare) in the neighbourhood of Ux-

bridge on the 1st and 2nd inst. ; in fact, it was more common than its ally S. im-

maculatus, from which its smaller size and very bright green colour (when fresh)

readily distinguish it, without considering the more precise characters already pointed

out. That it is common, and probably universally distributed, on the Continent is

evident. I have seen it in many continental collections, and in France I have taken

it almost within Paris. It was not known as Scandinavian when Di-. Spangberg

wrote lus " Psocina Suecise et Fennise " (Ofversigt Vet. Ak. Forhandlingar, 1878,
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No. 2), but he recently informed me that he had since detected it. Having men-

tioned Dr. Spiingberg's paper, I take the opportunity of recommending the study of

it to all who take an interest in these insects. The species he describes in it are few

(only 18), and well known, but his method of handling the subject is both original

and masterly, and his outline figures of neuration on the two plates are so clear as

to leave nothing to be desired. He has studied these neural characters, for specific

differences, far more closely than I had, when I wrote my " Monograph of the

British Psocida," and with excellent results.-—R. McLachlan, Lewisham : bth

August, 1879.

Fsectra diptera, Burm., at Strasbourg.—Mons. Ferdinand Eeiber kindly for-

warded a small collection of Neuroptera captured by him in and around Strasbourg.

In it I find one example of the very rare and interesting Psectra diptera, new to my
collection, and of which probably not more than a dozen individuals are known,

although widely distributed. In Britain it has not been found since the late Mr.

J. C. Dale took his solitary specimen in Somersetshire in June, 1843. There still

remains uncertainty as to the sex of all the examples seen by me. From the forma-

tion of the abdomen, I should be inclined to consider them ? , although it has been

stated that this sex ivith developed hind-wings exists in the Berlin Museum, and that

the dipterous (or nearly so) individuals are ^ . I have seen an insect with developed

hind-wings forwarded from Holland some few years ago by Mr. H. Albarda, in which

the abdominal formation did not appear to differ from that of the dipterous speci-

mens. Thus the following problems remain to be solved : (1) are the dipterous and

complete individuals of opposite sexes, and if so, which are S and which ? ? ; (2)

has the same sex occasionally developed hind-wings, although usually dipterous ? ;

(3) do the two forms pertain to distinct species ?.

—

Id. : '7th August, 1879.

Exorista hortidana, Meigen.—In the July number (p. 44) is a short notice by

Mr. Porritt, of Huddersfield, of the occurrence of this parasitic fly in England, he

having bred it from the larva of Acronycta alni. He then quoted a remark which

I had made to him, that it had not been previously recorded as a British species.

In this I find I was in error, as Stephens inserted the name in his Systematic

Catalogue, published 50 years ago. Mr. McLachlan having very kindly examined

his collection (now in the British Museum), cannot, however, find any specimen so

labelled, therefore it is very doubtful whether he knew it.

My friend Mr. Porritt has attached too much importance to the circumstance

of a Dipterous insect being new to Britain, for this order has been so much neglected

here, that novelties, by which I mean species undescribed by Walker in the " Insecta

Britannica," are of frequent occurrence in the experience of any one who has paid

much attention to this extensive and interesting tribe.

The Tachiniidce, which are all parasitic upon the larvse of other insects, are

very difiieult to determine ; and many points in their economy are only imperfectly

understood. Thus some species, as Exorista vulgaris, prey upon the larvae of

several different moths, while others appear to confine themselves to those of par-

ticular species. Much information might be gained upon this interesting subject,

if the numerous British lepidopterists who rear so many of their specimens from

pupae, would carefully preserve all the parasitic Diptera which they breed in the

place of butterflies or moths ; noting the name of the species to which the pupa

belongs. I shall be very glad to examine any fly thus bred, and will endeavour to

name it if sent to me.—E. H. Meade, Bradford : August llth, 1879.
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A superior mode of killing insects.—Dr. J. M. Eder has communicated to the

Zool.-botan. Verein at Vienna (Verhandh, 1878, Sitzungsb., p. 59) a mode of killing

insects, especially Coleoj^tera, which he has used for many years, and finds superior

to all others, inasmuch, as its action is more rapid, and the colour, hair or scales of

the insects are not affected as by other agencies. All that is required is a wide-

mouthed glass bottle, having a cork fitting tightly ; into the bottle are put some

pieces of stout blotting paper, and on these three or four drops of bisulphide of

carbon (Sehwefelkohlenstoff) ; of this a supply sufiicient for the service of a day or

two may easily be carried in a small bottle in the waistcoat pocket. When an insect

is put into the bottle and the cork quickly replaced, death ensues instantly, or, in

the case of the largest beetles, within a few seconds ; and the bisulphide, by reason

of its volatile nature, being immediately vaporized, the insect is dry and its condition

in no way injured. Occasionally, if the bottle be often opened, a drop or two of the

bisulphide must be added ; in any case, it is essential that the cork be replaced

directly and firmly. The bisulphide is also very effective in exterminating Ptinus

fur and Anthrenus, and it is further recommended on account of its being cheap and

easily obtained-—J. W. Douglas, 8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : 30th June, 1879.

Entomological Society of London.—August 6th, 1879. J. W. Dunning,

Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. Philips exhibited living examples of Spercheus emarginatus from West

Ham.

Mr. Staiuton exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Grrigg, larviE of Roslerstammia Erx-

lehella from near Bristol. They fed exposed on leaves of TUia, and, when full-

grown, turned down the edge of the leaf and spun their cocoons in between like those

of Ornix.

Miss Ormerod communicated " Notes on Sugar-Cane Borers from British

Guiana," and exhibited the insects. The most destructive was a moth, probably

identical with that described by Fabricius as PhalcBna saccharalis ; and there were

also two beetles, viz., Calandra sacchari and C. palmarum. These had been placed

in her hands by the Colonial Company, and she was desirous of obtaining suggestions

as to the most likely means of lessening the evil. Mr. Distant said that in Malacca,

where borers are destructive, the plan adopted was that of burning those canes that

gave indications of being infested.

Mr. Swinton communicated " Notes on the urticating property of the hairs of

the larvae of Liparis aurifua," and maintained that it was not merely mechanical

in its origin, but that the hairs were poisoned by a caustic liquid issuing from the

scarlet tubercles on the hinder segments.

Mr. McLachlan communicated a translation of Notes recently read before the

Belgian Entomological Society by M. Me'lise, giving the results of direct experiments

on the correlation of mutilation in the larva with deformity iia the imago. Ten

silkworms were operated upon, the right metathoracic leg being cut off from each of

them. Of the ten moths produced, each showed deformity in the corresponding

leg, but varying in degree, owing probably to the difficulty of amputating the leg of

the larva at precisely the same spot in all cases. The operation caused apparently

little inconvenience to the larvae, as they recommenced feeding almost immediately.
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NOTES ON EARE, &c., SPECIES OE HYMENOPTERA TAKEN IN THE
NEIGHBOCEHOOD OF HASTINGS IN 1879.

BT EDWARD SAUNDERS, E.L.S.

This year, on the whole, seems to have been a most unfavourable

one for Hymenoptera, but whilst staying at Hastings last month I got

a few species which I think are worth recording ; some on account of

their rarity, others on account of their late appearance. The weather,

while I was there, was fairly fine, and on some days really hot and

sunny, but even then there appeared to me to be a very unusual

scarcity of bees, especially of such genera as Prosopis, JSTomada, Col-

letes, &c., which are usually so abundant in August. The following is

a list of my rarer and more interesting captures :

—

Myrmosa melanocephala, two $ (one very lai-ge) on a bank near

HoUington.

Nysson dimidiatus, one specimen on an umbelliferous plant near

Ore.

Odyneriis melanocephalus, one $ near Ore.

Prosopis cornuta, five ^ off Achillea in HoUington "Wood. I

worked hard for the $ but could not get it. P. dilatata, one ? off

umbelliferous plants in HoUington Wood. P. confusa, ^ and $ off

various TJmbelliferce, &c.

Salictusmaculatus, one $ off Crepis virens iuYsiirlight Glen. This

is one of our rarest bees, only two specimens, so far as I know, having

occurred in England before. S. scant]iopii,s, one $ off thistles in St.

Andrew's Park. H. puncticoUis, near Guestliug, &e., in the same

localities as last year. H. lonyiceps, E. ^.,^ punctatissimus, Schk., not

uncommon.

I forwarded specimens of my longiceps to Mr. C. Eitsema, of

Leyden, and he refers them to punctatissimus, Schenck, and kindly

sent me specimens of that species, which agree exactly with mine.

I therefore take this opportunity of withdrawing my name.

Andrena fulvescens and yuh ago, on Hleracium, &c. A.fulvicrus,

a large colony of this species in a bank by the side of the road near

HoUington. ^ and $ in perfect condition, just as one would expect

to find them in April. Some of the ? having the white abdominal

bands of extricata, Smith, and nearly all having them somewhat lighter

in colour than usual.

Nomada Fahriciana, a few ^ and $ off various flowers, especially

Senecio. AT. varia, a few ^J and two ? flying about a colony of An-
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drena fulvicrus. N. sexfasciata, one $ near Fairlight, tliis is usually

quite an early species, appearing in the beginning of June, and para-

sitic on Eucera.

Stelis aterrima, off Veronica in a garden.

Goelioxys acuminata, two $ oft Veronica in a garden.

Saropoda himaculata, occasionally.

Antliopliora furcata, one specimen, near Guestling.

Holmesdale, Wandle Road, Upper Tooting

:

12th September, 1879.

DESCRIPTIOlSr OF AN ADDITIONAL SPECIES TO THE LIST OP
BRITISH HEMIPTERA.

BY EDWAED SAUNDEES, P.L.S.

Ateactotomus magin'icoe:n'is. Fall., Hem. Suec, 119, 8.

? . Brown, densely covered with decidvious golden scale-like pubescence, inter-

mixed with black semi-erect hairs. 1st joint of the antenna; with its sides sub-

parallel. 2nd joint barely as long as the 3rd and 4th together, considerably swollen

and covered with short black hairs. 3rd and 4th pale whitish. Pemora with their

apices paler ; tibijB and tarsi pale, the former with small black spots and black

spiue-Uke hairs. Length, li

—

1\ lines.

Very like A. mali, but with the first joint of the antenuje much

thinner, and not widening to the apex, as in that species. 2nd joint

shorter and less swollen, and the tibi« with a small black spot.

I caught 3 $ by beating larches in the neighbourhood of Croydon

on the 30th August, but did not succeed in taking the ^ , which, how-

ever, may be known at once by the long, comparatively narrow, pa-

rallel sided 2nd joint to the antennae.

Holmesdale, Wandle Road, Upper Tooting

:

Sth September, 1879.

NOTES ON RARE LEPIBOPTEEA IN SOUTH DEVON.

BT A. H. JONES.

During a stay of three weeks in June near Torquay, I met with

several of the rarer Lepidoptera, and a note of them may not be devoid

of interest, especially as the season has proved so bad for insects

generally.

Three specimens of Deihphila livornica came under my obser-

vation : one on June 8th, which had been found at rest in a garden,

a second on the 11th, which I took at the flowers of Silene maritima,

and a third on the 13th, which I saw, at the blossom of red valerian,
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but was unable to capture. Heliotliis peltigera and marginata, and the

common Diantlicecice visited occasionally the flowers of botb these

plants, those of Silene maritimn, however, proving the more attractive.

Whilst passing over the Down on the night of June 12th, I se-

cured a Laphi/gma exigua (?) as it flew across my light ; and on the

20th I captured, flying in a clover field in the bright sunshine, a fine

HeJiotliis armigera ( $ )—but I failed to obtain eggs from either.

The larvae of Sesia pliilantliiformis were not uncommon in the

stems of Statice armeria, and at Salcombe, where this plant grows in

great luxuriance, Sericoi'is Uttoralis was tolerably plentiful.

I may add that Vanessa cardui and Fliisia gamma occurred simul-

taneously on June 10th in the greatest profusion.

Shrublands, Eltham

:

' Sejptember 4th, 1879.

DESCEIPTION OF THE LARVA, &c., OF NONAGRIA SPAEGANII.

BY WILLIAM BTJCKLEE.

In the number for March last (vol. xv, p. 236) was announced the

interesting fact of Mr. Sydney Webb having discovered and bred this

species new to our fauna, it is therefore presumed that some further

detailed account of its larval existence may be acceptable, now that it

has again been found and bred in England.

Here I express my thanks to Mr. Sydney Webb for his kindness

in not only supplying me with this larva, but also for details of its

habits, which, by observation, I have been able to verify completely, for

the purpose of the following description undertaken at his request.

It is. then, through the end of July to about the middle of August

that these larvae in various stages of growth are found within the lower

compacted parts of the leaves of Iris pseudacorus ; sometimes two in

one plant, but oftener only one, where it will have the tender young

central leaf, in the very heart of the plant to feed on ; it often migrates

however, not only from the leaves of one plant to another, but some-

times enters the culm or seeding stem, where, after feeding on the

central pith down almost to the root, it retires to attack another plant;

and, when about half grown, it frequently acquires a taste for Spar-

ganiiim ramosum, therein inhabiting the basal part of the trigonous

leaf, or, as often happens, will enter the stem of Typlia angustifolia

;

though, in whichever plant it happens to be when full-fed, there it

remains, in a perpendicular position, and changes to a pupa.

When a larva gnaws a hole in a fresh plant of Iris, and enters

therein, it throws out to some distance from the hole a quantity of pale
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frass during the first day or two, according to the size of the larva, but

afterwards allows much to accumulate within the mine, where, turning

to a darker colour, this often shows through the leaves when they are

seen against the light : hut, when the stem is entered, the larva mines

downwards, and ejects all frass from the mine, which throughout its

length is of a diameter little more than that of the larva itself ; there,

a little below the entrance, the larva gnaws out a narrow and deep

channel horizontally in the circumferent pith near to the outer cuticle,

and another similar channel near the bottom of the mine.

In order to observe the natural habits of the larvae, it was necessary

to have a number of the plants, growing in pots w'ith plenty of water,

in the open air for them—but at length, when too late, I found my
confidence had been misplaced in allowing the larvae too complete

freedom, for it resulted eventually in the escape of all but three.

Notwithstanding this mishap, I was lucky enough to have one turn to

a pupa on August 11th, and another on the 15th ; the other larva in

captivity was supplied continually with fresh-cut pieces of Iris standing

in water, and fed well to the end of the month, but afterwards wan-

dered about, refusing to make up for pupation, until it died, the very

day on which the first pupa disclosed a fine example of the moth—at

4.35 p.m., September 10th.

The young larva, when no more than three-quarters of an inch

long, is remarkably slender, very translucent and tender looking, of a

pale watery greenish tint, with pale brownish head, and plate on the

second and anal segments, having on the body four fine longitudinal

stripes of light olive-brownish or greenish, the spaces between them

being slightly paler than the pale belly. This design continues to be

developed with an increase of colour and distinctness in proportion to

growth ; the substance of the larva, when it is about an inch and a

quarter to an inch and a half long, is considerable, though still slender;

the stripes stronger, brighter, and fuller green, yet somewhat of a

transparent nature, for when folds of skin occur at the segmental

divisions, as they do when the larva is not stretched to its full extent,

the stripes on the folds appear darker and the pale interspaces paler.

The full-grown larva when extended is about one and seven-eighths

to two inches long, and very slender, with all the legs fairly well de-

veloped, very cylindrical and uniform in substance throughout the body,

the head is of a full roundish form, broadest in front, glossy and of a

pale brown colour with still paler papillae, the mouth darker brown, and

ocelli black ; the plate on the second segment and that on the anal flap

are also pale brown and glossy ; the ground colour of the back and sides

!l
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is light semi-transparent yellowish-green, that of the belly rather paler,

the stripes of brighter and deeper green are situated one on each side

of the back and one below on each side close to the spiracles, the width

of the strijies being nearly equal to the spaces between them, the dorsal

space is faintly of a deeper greenish, showing more or less the pulsating

vessel ; the spiracles narrowly ovate are light reddish outlined with black,

the minute tubercular dusky dots are set within the green stripes, and

though lightly ringed with the paler ground colour are inconspicuous,

the legs furnished with brown hooks.

"When nearly full-fed it becomes shorter and stouter, growing

more and more translucent as the stripes become fainter, the dorsal

vessel plainly pulsating, and delicate ramifications of the tracheal

system appear through the skiu.

The pupa is about seven-eighths of an inch in length, moderately

stout, and nearly uniform in substance throughout, being much of a

cylindrical shape, though the upper parts of the thorax and short

wing-covers swell out a trifle more than the rest, and the head has a

beak, or rather pointed frontal projection, and the longish abdomen

slopes off beneath the end of the last segment to form an obtuse

dorsal ridge with granulated surface, and having two minute blunt

thorny projections wide apart, and a few minute bristles between

them : the colour, at first pale whitish-green, changes gradually to

brown, and, during four days, the head, thorax, and wing-covers

become darkish mahogany-brown ; the abdomen bright pale ochreous,

and it so remains about twenty-three days, when a further change of

a dark purplish-red comes uniformly over the entire surface, lasting

four days more, and then the perfect insect comes forth ; thus it will

be seen the pupa state lasts about a month.

Emswortli : Septemler IMh, 1879.

Further notes on Nonagria sparganii.—I and Mr. W. R. JefPrey have personally

made the acquauatance of the perfect insects of this species flying at large. We
tried for them both by sugar and light, but got most by mothing ; they fly early,

from 6.30 p.m., for about an hour. Mr. Buckler has, I know, described the larvae,

&c. I will add, that although the pupse generally lie head upwards, this is not uni-

versally so, for in about 4 per cent, of them the position is reversed. According to

the observations of my friends, the moths emerge about 4.30 p.m., but I have bred

five times as many, and with me they nearly always appeared between 8 and 9 p.m.

We found a few larvae in Sparganium.—Sydney Webb, Redhill : Sept. \Qth, 1879.

Eromene ocellea at Folkestone.—The 4th inst. yielded me a small male of F.

ocellea in excellent condition. I found it at rest on a grass stem in the Warren, at

Folkestone.—Id. : August 24<t7i, 1879.
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THE NATUKAL HISTORY OF EMMELESIA AFFINITATA.

BY WILLIAM BUCKLER.

Por many years a number of friends tried to send me tlie long

desired larva of Emmelesia affinitata, which I have been unable to

meet with here, yet their several consignments of seed-eating Greometers

invariably proved to be its more common congener decolorata, until

Mr. C. Gr. Barrett turned his attention to this somewhat local species,

and it is entirely owing to his very kind efforts, sustained for two or

three seasons, that my desire has been accomplished.

Of this species Mr. Barrett first sent me four eggs in 1876, at

beginning of July, but on that occasion, for want of the proper food-

plant, the young larvae were not reared much beyond their second

moult, on seeds of Lyclinis vespertinn, a substitute food ; but in 1878,

Mr. Barrett found, and sent me from Pembroke, two young larvse

on July 27th, feeding in seed-capsules of Lijclinis diurna, one un-

fortunately injured died next day, but was replaced by another on

2nd of August, and supplemented by two more on the 19th, together

with needful supplies of the seed-capsules, followed by more.

The first moth was bred on July 14th, the last on 4th of August,

1879, both females, and at an earlier date many chalcids emerged.

The egg in shape is a broad oval, its surface ribbed and pitted
;

when first laid the colour is pale straw-yellow, on the fifth day it begins

to look a little dirty, and hatches on the sixth.

The young larva is whitish, with black head and a blackish plate

on the second segment ; after a moult it becomes of a faint drab tint

on the body ; after the second moult it assumes a deeper tint of drab

and has a darker dorsal line, the belly whitish, the head, the plate in

front and plate behind, brownish-black. As it advances in growth it

becomes more or less tinged with pinkish on the upper surface, showing

decided lines, and of a pearly-whiteness below.

The full-grown larva, with reference to the size of the perfect insect

is, like some others of this genus, very small, not more than about from

three-eighths to half an inch in length, and from the form and re-

stricted size of its dwelling within the seed-capsule, its natural hunch-

backed looping posture tends apparently to dwarf its actual dimension,

its figure is dumpy for a Geometer, of about equal substance as far as

the tenth segment, from whence it tapers a little to the anal extremity,

the head is a little less than the second segment, though of a broadish

character, the segments of the body well divided and very plump, yet

each having two or three wrinkles across the back, the spiracular

region rather tumid : in colour the head is black or blackish-brown
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and glossy, the lobes on the crown well-defined by the margin o£ pale

skin from the blackish-brown shining plate on the second segment,

another plate less dark occurs on the anal flap, and there are two

remarkable additional horny plates situated one on the outer side of

each anal leg ; the rest of the body is without gloss, and of a light

drab colour broadly tinged with pink down the back and sides, becoming

a little paler on the belly, or a pinkish-fawn colour, or pinkish-brown,

as individuals differ, and having a dorsal line and subdorsal lines of

deeper pink, but interrupted at each segmental pale fold of skin ; a

pinkish lateral line runs a little above the spiracles, these are rather

large in proportion and blackish-brown, the tubercular dots incon-

spicuous, though their positions are indicated each by a minute bristle,

when seen through a lens.

A variety occurs of a pearly pinkish-grey ground colour, and

another variety with rosy-pink melting gradually into reddish-fawn

colour on the hinder segments, and having the anterior plate dark only

at its hind margin, quite light brown in front with a fine paler dorsal

dividing line.

The pupa is of a dumpy form, five-sixteenths of an inch long
;

the thorax very plump and rounded off to the moderately produced

head, the wing-covers long and tumid, having their neuration in slight

relief, from them the abdomen rapidly tapers in the female to rather

a sharp point furnished with two minute bristles ; in colour it is

brownish-ochreous with darker brown divisions of the flexible segments

of the abdomen, the surface glistening. It is generally enclosed in

an earthen-covered silken cocoon attached to a small stone or other

substance, though sometimes the cocoon is spun within the remains of

a seed-capsule eaten out by the larva, where it becomes partly adherent

to quantities of frass.

Emsworth : August '7th, 1879.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF PHTLLOMACROMIA
(CORDULIINAJ FROM WEST AFRICA.

by baeon e. de selts-longchamps.

Ph. contumax.

$ . Length of abdomen, 58 mm. Length of posterior wing, 47 mm.

Form of Ph. trifasciata, but much larger.

Wings slightly tinged, with a scarcely perceptible vestige of ochreous at the base

;

neuration black, costal nervure finely yellowish externally ;
pterostigma small, black

(2| mm. long), surmounting nearly 2 cellules ; membranule large, blackish ;
18—19

ante-cubital and 7—8 post-cubital nervules ; 4 hypei'trigonal nervulea ; a single row

of post-trigonal cellules ;
6—7 median nervules in the anterior-wings.
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Steel-black. Labium and sides of labrum ferruginous. Ehinarium and nasus

dark brown, and there is a shade of the same colour on the prothorax. Thorax

bronzy blackish-brown, with an appearance as of a brown band encircling the sides.

Abdomen slender, dilated at the base and apex ; the sides of segments 7—

9

much dilated, and even forming, in the first half of the 8th, a small " leaf," finishing

abruptly in an obtuse angle. Colour bronzy-blackish, with yellowish markings as

follows :—a narrow basal ring on the 3rd segment ; a half ring occupying the basal

fourth of the 7tli above; the under-side varied with yellowish, somewhat ferruginous,

10th segment short, broader than long, narrowly carinate, its posterior edge somewhat

semicircular.

Appendages blackish-brown or ferruginous. The superior twice the length of

the lOLh segment, distant, straight, sub-cylindrical, somewhat fusiform, slightly

turned outward and upward at the apex, which is acute ; the base somewhat dilated

above. Inferior one-thii-d shorter, almost quadrate,, the end truncated or somewhat

concave, each side produced into a short process, which, seen in profile, is up-turned

and almost hook-shaped ; in its middle, seen from above, there is a longitudinal carina.

Legs slender, long, blackish
;
posterior femora 12 mm. long; the anterior femora

slightly livid internally.

? unknown.

Hab. : Akele, "West Africa. 1 cJ in Mr. McLachlan's collection

(the colours somewliat altered)

.

Differs from Ph. trifasciata (of Madagascar) by its much larger

size, its expanse of wings equalling that of Macromia SojyJu'a (De

Selys), but the abdomen is much longer. Also separated from

trifasciata by the absence of the yellow transverse band on the nasus,

and by the thorax being without distinct pale bands. In addition, the

10th segment is not elevated into a point as in the African group of M.

Sophia, to which the anal appendages of the (^ of contumax show some

resemblance.

Liege : May, 1879.

CHAEACTEES OF NEW GENEEA AND DESCEIPTIONS OF NEW
SPECIES OF GEODEPHAGA FEOM THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

BY THE EEV. T. BLACKBURN, B.A.

{Resumedfrom 2J- 158, vol. xv).

III.

I have retained for this paper the title borne by the previous

papers of the series, although I do not now intend to propose any new

generic names ; but, nevertheless, the title will be justified by allusions

to characters which must probably, sooner or later, form the basis of

genera, and I shall have to dislodge from its present resting-place a

species for which a new generic name will pretty certainly be required

eventually. The novelties described below were all taken during

February of this year, on the island Hawaii.
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ANCHOMENID^.

ANCHOMENUS.

A. LUCIPETENS, sp. IIOV.

Rufus vel ritfo-testaceits, plus minusve infuscatus (nonnulloriim exemploriim cajoite

nigro-brunneoj ; capite elongato pone octilos contracto ; oculis magnls convexis

;

antennis corporis dhnidio niulto longiorihus ; protliorace hrevi, fortiter transverso

(nee subcordato), postice quam antice hand angiistiori, canaliculato, postice titrinque

foveolato, antice leviter emarginato, marginibus latis, anguJis posticis snbrotundatis

;

elytris elongatis, subparallelis, parum convexis, striatis, interstitiis planis, humeris

fere {nee abrupte) quadratis ; tarsorum omnium articulo quarto bipartito.

Long. 15 mm.

Oolaa, Hawaii. Elevation, 2000 feet. lu vegetable refuse, also

flying at night.

A. iisrcENDiARnjs, sp. nov.

Apterus, convextis, piceo-niger, antennis, palpis,pedibusque riifescentibus ; capite

magno ; oculis prominulis ; antennis corporis dimidio paulo longioribus ; protliorace

transverso, rotundato, canaliculato, antice vix angustato modice emarginato, basi

utrinqiie foveolato, angulis posticis rotundatis ; elytris elongato-ovalibus, striatis,

ir, terstitiis plan iuscul is, humeris rotundatis. Long. 17—22 mm.

Kilauea (active volcano). A small series occurred to me under

bark of a fallen tree, within half a mile of the mouth of the crater.

Elevation, 4000 feet.

This species is pretty closely allied to Sliarpi and rtipicola. Sharpi

is easily distinguished from the other two by its being winged, as well

as by its extremely parallel form, deep black colour, &c. Incendinrms

differs from rupicola by its much narrower and more elongate build,

and by the form of its thorax which is scarcely narrower in front than

at base, and only moderately emarginate in front, with rounded an-

terior angles,—whereas, in rupicola the thorax is much contracted in

front, where it is deeply emarginate, with strongly produced and

sharp anterior angles. I observe in all my specimens of Sharpi and

incendiarius a rather conspicuous impression (which is quite wanting

in rupicola) on the outer side of the abbreviated sutural stria, and

close to the base of the elytra. All three have a few impressions on

the 3rd interstice, in common with nearly all Hawaiian CaralidcB.

In the original description of A. rupicola (E. M. M., vol. xv, p.

122, line 12), the word " leviter" should be omitted, as it conveys the

opposite meaning to what I intended.

The two species of Anchomenus described above are both members
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of wliat seems to me a very distinct section of the genus (even if it be

allowed no higlier value) possessing the following combination of

characters :

—

I. Head and thorax diminutive as compared with the large area of elytra. (The

species have a sluggish " heavy-behind " appearance.)

II. Scutellum set very far forward, so that its apex very seldom protrudes much

(sometimes not at all) behind the basal ridge of the elytra.

III. Mesothoracic epimcra divided by a sub-diagonal suture.

The series of species forming this section appear sub-divisible

into four groups, as follows :

—

A. Character III (see above) not so strongly marked as I and II. Slenderly built

species. Anterior and intermediate tarsi with the 4th joint delicately bilobed,

—hind tarsi with same only emarginate. Facies resembles Dromiiis. Only one

species known to me

—

-Tantalus— (I described it as a Di/scolus, where it must

stand if the tarsal distinction between Ancliome» us and Dyscolus be maintained).

B. Same characters as the preceding, save that the species are very markedly more

robust in build, and the 4th joint of all the tarsi alike is broadly bilobed. Two

species known to me

—

mt/sticus and lucipetens.

C. Character II not quite reliable. Character III very strongly defined. Species

very robust. All the tarsi have 4tli joint widely and conspicuously emarginate,

but not bilobed. Facets of the eyes feebler than in average Anchomemis.

Facies resembles Pristonychws (though I think there is no real affinity nearer

than through Anchotnenus). I know three species, occurring only on the'

highest mountains

—

Sharpi, rupicola, and incendiarius.

D. Blackburnia, Sharp. The extreme form of this series. Here the scutellum

almost vanishes beneath the tliorax, and the mesothoracic epimera become

exaggeratedly bembidiiform. This genus is perfectly distinct from the groups

A, B, and C, but they undoubtedly (I think) stand between typical Anchomenus

and it. B. insignis, Sh., and llaptoides, mihi, are the only species I have yet

met with, as recent investigations have led me to the conclusion that the

singular insect desci'ibed by me (E. M. M., vol. xv, p. 157) as frigidus and

doubtfully (E. M. M., vol. xv, p. 120) referred to Blackhurnia, does not belong

to this series at all, but branches off from Anchomenus quite differently ; con-

cerning it and its allies, I hope to have more to say hereafter.

CYCLOTKOBAX.

I have never seen a statement of the characters of this genus, nor

can I ascertain any such to have been published. My acquaintance

with the genus is founded on the possession of types of O. insularis,

Mots, (named, I believe, by Mr. Bates), and the assignment to it by

Dr. Sharp of the Hawaiian C. hrevis. An examination of these two

insects, howevei', and of the species of Cijdotliorax since collected by

me, leads me to the conclusion that Cyclotlwrax is satisfactorily dis-
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tinguislied from Anchomemis by the form of the prosternal projection,

whicli in Anchomenus passes with an even unbroken surface between

the anterior coxpe, and is bent down behind them ; whereas in Cyclo-

thorax its surface is uneven, so as to give it the appearance of

terminating hehveen tlie anterior coxcb in a sharpened point received

into the emargiuation of a process bent forwards from behind the

coxse. It this respect it agi'ees with Olistlwpus (so far as I have had

opportunities of examining that genus), to which it must be very close

if the absence of a tooth from the mentum cannot be considered a

constant character of OlistJiopus.

C. Pele, sp. nov.

Convexus, nitidus, pioeo-niger, marginibus sutur&que plus minusve rufescentihus

,

atitenrds, palpis, pedibusque testaceis ; capiie mediocri ; oculis proniinulis ; antennis

corporis dimidio hrevioribus ; 2^>'oi^'orace fortius transversa rotundatoque, levlter

canaliculato antice hmid emarginato, trans basin piunctato, a»gulis posticis obtusis ;

elytris elongato-ovalibi(s,fortiter striatis, striis (marginem apiceinque versus obsoletis)

confertimfortiterqtiepunctatis, interstltiis subconvexis, humeris rottmdatis.

Long. 6—7 mm.

Kilauea, Hawaii, near the mouth of the crater. I have named

this species in honour of the goddess whom Hawaiian mythology

supposed to inhabit the volcano.

Allied structurally to C. montivagus and onicnns, from both of

which it differs in its narrow elongate build and much greater con-

vexity, also by the non-dentiform hinder angles and the absolutely

trimcate front margin of the thorax, the less prominent shoulders, &c.

From the former it departs also by the narrow margin of the thorax.

The form of thorax which I have characterized in the diagnoses

as having the basal angles " minute and subdentiform " is extremely

difficult to describe successfully. The lateral margin of the thorax is

very strongly rounded, but within almost a hair's breadth of the base

suddenly becomes a right line more or less exactly at right angles to

the base, and consequently forming a minute sharp angle with the

base, having almost the appearance of a small tooth projecting from

Ithe apex of an excessively obtuse angle.

C. BEMBIDIOIDES, Sp. IIOV.

Convexus, nitidus, ater, palpis antennarum basi pedibusque riifescentibus ; capite

mediocri: oculis parum convexis ; antennis corporis dimidio longitudine aqualibus

;

prothorace angusto, leviter transverso,fortiter rotundato, posticefortiter angustato

\nec subcordato), canaliculato, antice vix emarginato, antice et trans basin parce

punctata, marginibus sat latis, angulis posticis rotundatis ; elytris ovalibus, absolute

glabris (striA suturali et marginali except isj ; humeris haud prominulis.

Long. 4i mm.
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Mauna Loa, Hawaii. Elevation about 4000 feet. One specimen,

under a stone. This is not closely allied to any other species I have

met with. I think its place in the genus is not far from Fele.

C. PARADOXUS, sp. nor.

Convexus, iutidHs,rufiis plus mimisve infuscatus (avtennis apicem versus piceis)

;

capite mediocri ; oculls minus prominulis ; antennis corporis dimidio longitudine

cequalibus ; prothorace fortiter transversa rotundatoque, postice parum angustato,

canaliculato, antice vix emarginato, trans basin obscure punctato, basi utrinquefoveo-

lato, niarginibus sat latis, angulis posticis obtusis ; elytris oblongo-ovatis, strict,

suturali et marginali distinctis integris antice di.stincte punctatis, striis cceteris

obscure adumbratis, angulis humeratibus rotundato-rectis. Long. 6 mm.

Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Under bark of a tree. Elevation, 3000

feet. The relationship of this is I think with hemhidioides, though not

very closely. Its superior size and differently shaped thorax at once

distinguish it. My one specimen may not quite have reached full

maturity in colour.

C. Devekilli, sp. nov.

Convexus, nitidus, nigro-ceneus ad viridem accedens, marginibus rufescentibus,

antennarum palporumque basi et pedibus testaceis; capite mediocri ; oculisprominulis

;

antennis corporis dimidio brevioribus ; prothorace leviter transversa, subcordato,

canaliculato, antice vix emarginato, trans ba.sin sparsim punctato, angulis posticis

acute redis ; elytris subovalibus, antice angustatis, pone medium latioribus, sub-

glahris (nomiullis ptiiictorum seriehus obsctire adumbratis), humeris rotundatis.

Long. b\—64 mm.

Various localities on Hawaii, generally under bark of trees, at an

elevation of about 3000 feet.

This species singularly resembles, in general appearance, Iliscodera

arctica. It is allied, I think, to C. cordaticollis, from which, however,

its superior size, elytra narrower in froiit, broadest behind the middle,

with strongly rounded sides, &c., readily distinguish it. I have named

it in compliment to my friend, W. E. H. Deverill, Esq., to whom I am
indebted for the first specimen I obtained, which he took while col-

lecting in my company, and presented to me.

C. TTJLCANUS, sp. IIOV.

iSubconvexus, nitidus, piceus, marginibus rufescentibus, antennarum basi, palpis,

pedibusque testaceis ; capite mediocri ; oculis prominulis ; antennis corporis dimidio

breoioribus ; prothorace transversa, subcordato, leviter canaliculato, antice leviter

emarginato, trans basin rugato punctatoque, angulis posticis acute red is ; elytris

elongato-ovalibus, punctato striatis (plusfortiter minusvej, striis marginem apicemque

versus obsoletis, humeris parum prominulis. Long. 4j—5^ mm.

A small series occurred to me under bark, on Mauna Loa, Hawaii,

not far from the mouth of the crater known as Kilauea. If I am right
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iu regarding them as being all the same species, that species has the

unusual character of extreme variableness in the striation of the

elytra, which in some sj)ecimens are absolutely strongly punctate-striate,

while in others (the majority, strange to say) the striation is all but

entirely effaced. I cannot, however, detect the slightest character

apart from this on which to found a specific separation.

This species is rather closely allied to cordaticoUis, but differs by

its more elongate and less convex build, the thorax less transverse with

sides less strongly rounded, and almost total absence of basal fovese,

and the elytra quite strongly narrowed in front, with their strife always

distinctly (in proportion to the distinctness of the striae) punctured to

behind the middle. From angusticolUs it differs by its subcordate

thorax, from nuhicola by its much less parallel build, &c., from

DeverUU by its much less convexity.

BEMBIDIlDiE.

BEMBIDIUU {LOPHA).
B. iGNicoLA, sp. nov.

Suiconvexiim, nigrum, antennariim basi etpedilms riifescentihus ; capite mediocri

;

ocidis fortiter convexis ; prothorace transverso, suhcordafo, obsolete canalicuJato

,

antice hand emarginato, trans basin obsolete punctaio, anguJis posticis rectis ; elytris

eJongato-ovalibus, profunde punctato-striatis, striis apicem versus obsoletis, humeris

rotiuidatis. Long. 3^ mm.

One specimen, in a steam crack beside the crater Kilauea, Hawaii,

where I almost burned my fingers in securing it.

Allied to B. pacijicum, mihi. Apart from difference of colour

and size, igiiicola is a narrower insect, with the thorax very much less

contracted behind. Both the Hawaiian differ from the European

species of Loplia in the extremely deep sculpture of their elytra, the

punctate strife of which hardly become fainter laterally, but only

towards the apex.

IV.B.—I have now described (all iu the E. M. M.) forty-nine

Hawaiian species of Geodephaga—a large proj)ortion I think for a

small isolated group of islands.

Honolulu: 1879.

Choerocampa celerio at Banff.—I have liacl forwarded nie by Col. F. G-arden

Campbell, of Troup, Banff, N.B., a specimen of the rare Choerocampa celerio in fairly

good condition, caught by himself at Troup, on the 3rd inst. It was not quite dead

when I received it.—H. W. Wilson, Leigham Lodge, Leigham Court Ed., Streatham

Hill : September 6th, 1879.
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Procrls Oeryon m North Wales.—On the 10th July last, when collecting Mela-

nippe tristata and other insects on the mountains, a few miles to the north-east of

Barmouth, Merionethshire, I caught a worn specimen of Proeris Geryon at an eleva-

tion of upwards of 1000 feet. As I believe this species has not previously been

observed in North Wales, its capture may, possibly, be worth recording.—H. Gross,

Surbiton Hill : September, 1879.

Nonagriafidva bred.—Last summer, while searching for the larvce oi JElachista

monticola in stems of Carex paludosa (?), I came across a larva, mining in the same

stems, which might have been a Tortrix, a young Noctua, or anything else, almost.

About half an inch long, when I found it ; thickish in the middle, and tapering

down to head and tail ; of a brownish-white colour with brown lines. It died

young, I believe ; as all my energies were directed at that time to the breeding of

the Elachista, I paid no attention to anything else. This season I again met with

the larva, under the same circumstances ; and my attention having been directed

(by my friend, Mr. Gardner, of Hartlepool) earlier in the season to the fact that the

larva of N.fulva was still quite unknown to Mr. Buckler, I took special pains with

it, thinking that it might prove to be the one wanted. Some time afterwards, when

again searching for the Elachista larvaj, I found an unmistakeable Nonagria pupa

changed in the Carex stem where the larva had last fed. This I put among dry

leaves, &c. The larva I had in the meantime had also pupated, as I found when

cutting up the stems which I had at home in the deep sand. This I took out, with

the part of the stem containing the puparium, and put into a lamp-glass tube.

Some fortnight after, I was delighted with the sight of a beautiful male N.fulva, and

a few days after the other pupa also produced one. Thus again, accident has been

the means of discovering one of Mr. Buckler's few remaining wants. The only

wonder is, that it should not have been found long ago. Mr. Warren, of Cambridge,

has, I believe, also had the larva, but has not bred it.—J. Sang, Darlington : Sep-

tember, 1879.

Brtfophila glandifera {var. par ?).—This season I have taken eight more of this

variety of £. glandifera—but none of the typical glandij'era. The variety (?) has,

in all cases, a dark line at the base of the cilia, which is wanting in the normal

glandifera.—W. Waeeen, 51, Bridge Street, Cambridge : September l^fh, 1879.

Captures of Lepidoptera.—Acronycta alni. I was fortunate enough to capture

an exceedingly fine male specimen of this sjjecies at sugar, ia a wood near Salisbury,

on June 5th.

Calligenia miniata, var. On August 2nd, in Jones's enclosure at Lyndhurst, I

captured at sugar a remarkable variety of this species which, instead of being the

usual red colour, is a bright lemon-yellow. There had been quantities of the same

moth taken in the same place previously, but none of the collectors had ever seen

such a variety before.—Henkt Neale, 45, Canal, Salisbury : August 2\st, 1879.

Irruption of Plusia gamma in Perthshire.—From letters in the " Times," I see

that in various parts of the Continent quite an unusual visitation of P. gamma has

taken place. I think it worth recordmg that here, at Pitlochry, we have had this
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moth ill uniisual quantities. On the 8th or 9th of June, I noticed a few which were

disturbed from the grass whilst beating for Hemiptera. After this date, for about a

week, the moths swarmed to an extent I never witnessed before, flying up in numbers

from the herbage on every shake of the net.

—

Geo. Noeman, Pitlochry : Zrd

September, 1879.

Eupithecia innotata on the Lincolnshire coast—Whilst staying at Skegness,

during the latter half of July last, I took, right on the sandhills, two specimens of

an Eupithecia, which at the time I suspected was innotata, and after my return

home I satisfied myself was that insect. For fuller confirmation, however, I sub-

mitted one of the specimens to the Eev. H. Harpur Crewe, who quite agrees with

my determination of the species. In general appearance it much vesevablesfraxinata

in markings and shape, but is altogether a bigger moth than it. Judging from a

figure of the larva of innotata, which Mr. Crewe has sent me for examination, drawn

from a continental specimen, it is a very different creature from that oi fraxinata.

On the continent, innotata feeds on Artemisia cam-pestre, and on our own coast it

must, of course, be a low plant feeder, there being no trees of any kind on the sand-

hills on which I took these specimens.—GrEO. T. Poeritt, Highroyd House,

Huddersfield : September 9th, 1879.

Occvrrence of Gelechia lathyri, hitherto only Tcnoion as a fen insect, in Glen

Tilt, Ferthshire.—In a box of Lepidoptera sent to me for determination by the late

Sir Thomas Moncrieffe, I found a specimen of Gelechia lathyri, placed in a row

which were reputed to be all from Glen Tilt. I was rather surprised to see it from

such a new locality, and enquired very particularly whether there was no mistake as

to its being placed among Glen Tilt specimens.

Sir Thomas Moncrieffe's reply (the last letter I had from him) seems quite con-

clusive on the matter, so that G. lathyri must now be added to the list of Perthshire

insects. " I am very much interested in the capture of a fen insect on the face of

" Glen Tilt. There is no mistake in the locality ; I know the exact spot where I

" captured it, and I noticed several other specimens, but unfortunately at the

" time I was rather lazy and only kept one. I had my little boy with me, and there

'' was a prospect of heavy rain, and I was anxious to get him home.

" It was by no means a very damp spot, about 1100 feet above the sea level. I

" trust if all is well to hit upon it again next season. After I placed it on the board,

" and before I settled the braces, I was struck with its appearance, and noted it

" thus— ! ?. 1 intended to return and procure more, but wind and rain prevented

"me, particularly as I had taken the two Tortrices [allied to orobana^, and a speci-

" men of decrepitalis in a diametrically opposite direction at a distance of about

"four miles."

—

Moncrieffe House, Bridge of Earn : Auyust 7th, 1879.

The date of the capture is not given, but the period of Sir Thomas Moncrieflie's

stay in Glen Tilt this summer was the last fortnight of June and first week of July.

—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield, Lewisham : September IQth, 1879.

Further notes on Gelechia gerronella, Z.—A year ago I thought we knew some-

thing of the larval habits of this species, owing to two specimens having been reared

from pieces of Ulex, which Mr. Machin had collected at Wanstead, as containing
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webs of Butalls grandipennis, but, as I have since found that the insect occurs far

away from any Ulex, we are driven to the conclusion thit though Mr. Machin's spe-

cimens may have spun up on that plant, they had not fed on it : the food, therefore,

of the larva of Gelechia gerronella yet remains to be ascertained.

On August 10th this year, I was startled by a keen-eyed entomologist, who was

with me, pointing out a specimen of Gelechia gerronella sitting on a hawthorn-leaf,

on the hedge (well known to most entomologists) which borders the drive here.

" Seeing is believing "—but as there was no Ulex and no broom anywhere near,

I still felt utterly incredulous. The insect was, however, duly boxed and proved to

be, what it had seemed to be, Gelechia gerronella.

I should have supposed it was an accidental specimen, which by some inexplicable

means had got transported to the spot, and I certainly never for one moment dreamt

of meeting with another in the same locality, but on August 12th, in the same haw-

thorn hedge, I saw two other specimens, one of which I secured ; and on August

14th I saw two more, and again secured one of them.

Being thus fairly at sea as to the food-plant of G. gerronella, I wrote to Mr.

Machin to enquire if he had bred any more of the insect : from him I learnt that

though he had collected a quantity of the webs containing larvse of Butalis grandi-

pennis, he had not again bred any G. gerronella, though he had taken many specimens

of the imago in fair condition, but from four to five weeks later than they were last

year. He also mentioned that he found in his diary a notice of the capture of some

specimens in the forest at Fair Mead Bottom far removed from any furze or broom,

and that from this notice, and his want of success in rearing the insect this season,

he could only conclude that it was not a furze-feeder.

This summer I did not go to Tuubridge Weils till August 19th, and, therefore,

I was too late for decent specimens of G. gerronella, which sat as before on the furze-

bushes and occasionally on fern-leaves, but, as Gelechia rufescens was also to be seen

sitting on the furze-bushes, that was a good intimation not to lay too much stress on

the apparent fondness of G. gerronella for furze : indeed, the idea floated through

my mind more than once—may not the larva of G. gerronella be a grass-feeder, like

that of G. rufescens ? Gelechia atrella, which is known to feed on Ryfericum, aho

seems to frequent the furze-bushes ; so that one might be disposed to suspect any of

the low plants growing in the shelter of the furze-bushes, only that the question will

arise—which of these same low plants grows also here with me, near the hawthorn

hedge, on which the specimens of Gelechia gerronella occurred ?

The problem is any way rather perplexing, and there is still somethhig to be

found out.

—

Id.

Larva of Depressaria rotundella, Duiigl.—Mr. Sang, during a recent visit to

Folkestone, had the pleasui'e of discovering the larva of this insect, which had been

erroneously considered to occur on Echium vulgare. Mr. Sang found them feeding

on the leaves of Daucus carota on August 4th. Mr. Sang says that these larvee had

the head and thoracic shield black (this coloration being retained throughout their

growth) ; the colour and stripes as in D. applana, only rather yellower.—Id. :

September I'Sth, 1879.

Larvee of Coleophora apicella. Slain.—Wlien at Tuubridge Wells 1 collected, in
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tho first week in September, many larvse of this species feeding on the seeds of

SteUaria gramiiiea. I only found it on a few plants, whieh grew well sheltered

amongst the furze-bushes. On some SteUaria plants, whieh were equally well pro-

tected, not a single Coleophora larva was to be seen.

—

Id.

Larva of Coleophora deaurateUa in Cambridgeshire.—For the last two years I

had sought in vain for the larva of this insect in a spot where the imago was

plentiful, though local, and now I have at last succeeded in finding what is, I have

no doubt, the larva of C. deaurateUa. The larvae feed inside a floi-et of the red

clover, using the simple floret at first for a case, and afterwards shortening it down

to a stumpy-looking case, somewhat like that of C. paripenneUa ; the larvsD are very

active, brownish-yellow in colour, with two large dark spots on the upper part of the

2nd and 3rd segments, and two smaller spots on the 4th : there are also dark lateral

spots on the same segments. The larvee and the cases are both smaller than one

would expect from the size of the imago.—W. Warben, 51, Bridge Street, Cam-

bridge : September 15th, 1879.

" Beetles inhabiting hot water."—In the Ent. Mo. Mag., p. 91, ante, is the record

of an interesting fact under the above title. M. Tournier's observations may be

supplemented by those of Sir Joseph Hooker, as detailed in his " Himalayan

Journals," vol. i, p. 25 (new edit., 1855). In the hot springs (called Soorujkoond)

near Belcuppee, " a water-beetle abounded in water at 112°, with quantities of dead

shells, at 90° frogs were very lively, with live shells, and various water-beetles."

—

W. L. Distant, 1, Selston Yillas, Derwent Grove, East Dulwich, S.E. : August

Zlst, 1879.

[In Hagen's " Bibliotheca Entomologica," i, 383, under the name of " E. J.

Hornung," is the following :
" Hydroporus thermalis, n. sp., aus den heissen Quellen

der Euganeen. Bericht d. naturw. Ver. d. Hartz, 1840-41, p. 12 ;" but this book is

not accessible to me so as to get further particulars. This is the only reference

Hagen gives for insects living in hot water, but I am informed there are a few other

records, yet probably like that of Sir Joseph Hooker, not in entomological works,

and therefore not generally known to entomologists ; at any rate no references are

given to me.—J. W. D.]

Note on a new species of Ceratorrhinafrom the West Coast of Africa.—Mr.

Rutherford, in the hurry of his departure for Africa, has figured as C. 4-maculata in

the Trans. Ent. Soc, 1879, pi. 1, a species hitherto uncharacterised. It is allied to that

species, but differs in many essential points : chiefly in the armature of the head, which

the figures referred to faithfully represent. Further, there is the difference in the

punctuation of the thorax ; in comparing the males in the present species the

punctures are somewhat larger, and the rugosity at the sides more evident. On
the elytra there are flue punctures, which assume the form of strise, both the humeral

and apical spot are clear and distinct, and the general outline of the species more

quadrate. The male of C. 4!-maculata is at present unknown, the female has the

pygidium red, and I think this character will be found to exist in both sexes.

Bearing this in mind, I propose the name of tnridipygns for the present species,
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ftlf-bough I think C. 4--macti!ata will come in the aurata and gemina group. I

hope, before long, either to write, or see written, a description of the female.—

•

GrEORGE Lewis, Putney : lUh Septemher, 1879.

Hemiptera near Norwich.— Chilacis ti/phcB : I recently commissioned a friend

to bring me some heads of Typha latifolia froin the pit at Swanton Morley, where I

swept up an example of this species last year, and in an old head of last year which

had assumed the floecose condition, I found several defunct specimens. DerepJiysia

foliacea : I beat a specimen of this species from ash yesterday. Heterocordylus

unicolor : I took three worn examples off Q-enista tinctoria at Wacton on the 4th

instant. Loxops coccineus : this species, for which I have been on the look out for

several years, I took off ash-trees yesterday ; I could not get more than two exam-

ples from any one tree, and it was decidedly a case of no " keys " no bugs. Typhlo-

cyha jucunda : this species occurs sparingly on alders just now in two or three places

in the Norwich district. I have also met with the following : Eupteryx Germari,

in two localities, on Scotch firs which have evidently been planted. Pxylla pruni,

on blackthorn, immature late in August (I have one mature ? from fir in March).

Psylla visci, the spring brood, larvw, pupae and perfect insects on mistletoe, 25th

June ; and Trioza lianiatodes off Salix alba September 16th.

—

James Edwaeds,

Bracondale, Norwich : Septemher \^th, 1879.

Dr. J. Spangherg's ivories on Hemiptera.—I have recently received from Dr.

Jacob Spangberg, of Upsala, two excellent monographic memoirs, of which he is the

author, and which are devoted to the insects comprised in two genera of Homopterous-

Hemiptera. The first is entitled, " Species GyjDonse generis Homopterorum

"

(Bihang till Svenska Yet. Akad. Handl. Band, v, No. 3, 1878), in which 96 species

are critically arranged and described, many for the first time. The second, " Species

Jassi generis Homopterorum" (Ofv. Xongl. Yet. Akad. Forhandl., 1878), deals with

51 species in the same manner. An examination of these memoirs exhibits a method

and thoroughness of work which will be appreciated by all who have to consult the

same. Unfortunately, but perhaps, inevitably, the work of the late Mr. Walker

has been ignored. British entomologists who know the risk and difiiculty of identi-

fying insects from Mr. Walker's descriptions without examining the types in the

British Museum, can well realize that the writings of that author must be scaled to

continental workers ; but whilst the descriptions and types remain in existence, the

names will always stand in nomenclature, at least in this country, and their resur-

rection from time to time will add to the difficulty of synonymy abroad. To

insular prejudices it is not gratifying to see such good work being done on the

continent, and the catalogues of our National Museum, for such valid reasons,

rejected and ignored.—W. L. Distant, 1, Selston Yillas, East Dulwieh : \)ih

September, 1879.

DescriplioH of the ? q/" Trioza atripliuis, Lichtenstein.—I am enabled to give

a description of this sex of the insect through the kindness of M. J. Lichtenstein,

who forwarded to me the three larvae which he mentions at page 84, ante, as having

found after opening about 100 leaves of Atriplex patula. Two were dead on their

arrival, but the third, although in a weakly state through want of food, the portion

of the plant sent with them having dried up, soon recovered on being placed on some

fresh leaves which I gathered for it. It remained very nearly on the same spot
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during the remainder of its larval condition, and -when in the nymph state. This

last stage is but of short duration, not exceeding thirty-six to forty-eight hours.

I last saw it as a larva on the morning of the 8th July, and on the 10th of the same

mouth it had assumed the perfect form.

Head very pale yellow ; Face-lohes projecting considerably forward, apex narrowly

black, and with a few longish pale hairs. Eyes purplish. Antennce as in the $ •

Thorax—pro- and mesonotum very pale yellow, side margins of the latter naiTowly

fuscous. Wytra and legs as in the S •

Abdomen clear pale bright green, upper margin longitudinally very convex : genitalia

clear pale bright green, genital segment stumpy, anterior margin about equal to

the length, upper plate broad, brownish towards the apex which is black, lower

plate narrow, pale greenish-yellow, apex black. Length, barely I5 line.

As there are several species of Atriplex in this country, and amongst them

A. angustifolia, which Babington seems to think is identical with A. patula, and

says is common, it is not improbable that by searching T. airiplicis may be found

here.—John Scott, 1, St. Mildred's Terrace, Bx-oraley Eoad, Lee, S.E. : 16th

August, 1879.

Popular Entomology.—" I send you a specimen of the grape-pest, called

Fhylloxera, which I found in a bunch of grapes lately imported. I at first thought

it to be a Colorado beetle, and although I am informed it is not, still it resembles

the potato-pest very much. The animal is alive, and may interest you, and I

should be glad to hear what you think of it."—W. Gr.

" Very like a whale !" The insect sent to me was the not uncommon British

Hemipterous Eurygaster maurtis ! The correspondent, who being eventually satisfied

that his capture was not a Colorado-beetle, yet has no doubt it is a Fhylloxera of

the grape-vine, is a too common example of the utter ignorance of natural objects

prevalent among otherwise intelligent persons, even when the names of the objects

are " familiar in their mouths as household words. "^—J. W. DorGLAS, 8, Beaufort

Gardens, Lewisham : Qth September, 1879.

Notes on some garden-insects in 1879.^—During this exceptionally wet, cold, and

sunless year, in which there has been neither spring nor summer weather, I have

had no opportunity of making observations except in my garden, and then often by

the aid of an umbrella not inverted, yet it may be worth while to publish a note of

some of the concomitants of the climatal eccentricities :

—

Abraxas grossnlariata.—The hibernating pupae, of which I had a note in vol.

XV, p. 205, were swept away by the storms of later date, and I know not, therefore,

if moths would have been developed at all or earlier than usual from them or from

others similarly conditioned, but surviving ;—it was an inauspicious time for the

aspiring experiment. At any rate, I saw no moths until July and August, and

these, as far as I know, had proceeded from the ordinarily-hibernated larvsE which

had escaped from the attack I made upon the brood that appeared in April in great

abundance, notwithstanding the raid I had made on their race last autumn. The moths,

I am glad to say, were few, the small number being due, I trust, to my persistent

enmity, and it is to be hoped that for their own sake their progeny will also be few,

for there is very little for them to eat.
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Netnatus ribesii has blasted any hopes I might have had arising from the

lessened numbers of the currant-moths, as well as injured the prospects of any

caterpillars thereof that may be forthcoming, for the larvae of this saw-fly have

defoliated the gooseberry- and red and white currant-bushes, leaving the black cur-

rants untouched. I hear that this pest is widely prevalent. The natural history of

the Nematus is given by " Rusticus,"* in his usual graphic manner, under the head

of " G-ooseberry-grub," and he writes that in the year of which he speaks the damage

done by it was unprecedented. The only cures he mentions are smoke, picking ofE

the leaves while the larvae are infants, and treading the earth firmly round the bushes

when (but not before) ths larvae that have fed-up have descended into the ground

to become pupse, the emergence of the imago being then prevented by the hardening

of the surface.

Sitones lineatus.—Last year the peas were infested with the larvae of this weevil,

and there were also a good many of the beetles ; this year the crop of peas was

more abundant, and yet scarcely a larva or beetle has been seen. I have reason to

think this immunity is exceptional.

Plusia gamma.—Never a rare moth, this has been unusually abundant this year ;

at dusk the flowers of Stachys lanata often had six moths at a time flying and

feeding at a spike, and the same with the everlasting-peas. These two, of all the

flowers in the garden, were the favourites. From all sides, all through Europe as

well as Britain, we hear of countless swarms of these moths this year, and of the

serious damage to many vegetables done by the larvae. I can testify that these are

omnivorous, having found them on all kinds of plants.

Zenzera cEsciili.—The larvae are not uncommon here in the stems of lilac, the

moth appearing early in July ; but this year I found a male just out on the 10th

August, he also making experience that the times are out of joint.

Gelechia nanella appeared at the proper time, in July, on the stem of the

apple-tree on which I usually find them. I saw no pupa-skins sticking out of the

bark, as last year (see vol. xv, p. 207), so if the pupae of these moths had hibernated,

they had done so elsewhere than on the trunk of this tree, and if their larvae had

fed in May last, they did not eat the flowers, for there were none on this or any

other of my apple trees.

Colias Edusa.—I saw one fly along the railway-bank next the garden on

the afternoon of 31st August, the only example I have seen this year.

—

Id. :

Sth September, 1879.

On Microgaster dilutus, Ratz., and Poecilonoma longicorne, Thorns.—Several

correspondents have forwarded to me cocoons and insects of the Microgaster para-

sitic on Liparis anriflua, so that perhaps a description may not appear out of place.

Microgaster dilutus, Eatz. (male).—Black. Long., li line; Expans. alae, 3i

lines. Antennae: long., 1^ line; joints, 1—6 tawny-yellow, with apices and re-

maining joints black. Wings with distinct stigma. Mandibles sickly-yellow. An-

terior legs and under-side of abdomen yellow, inclined at times to rufous. Posterior

legs rufous-yellow ; apical segments and tarsi black. Abdomen black, dusky towards

thorax. The imago is very variable.

I was fortunate in capturing an insect named for me by Dr. Vollenlioven as

* " The Letters of Rvistious," p. 56.
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Pcecilosoma longicorne, Thorns., •which, if it proves to be the same, would be new to

Britain, and rare in Europe. I hare given it to Mr. W. D. Eoebuck, of Leeds, wlio

reports on the group for Yorkshire, and he will doubtless take the matter in hand,

and inform upon it shortly. I captured it flitting about a tree of boxwood in the

garden adjoining the house.—S. D. Baiestow, Woodland Mount, Huddersfield :

l*^ September, 1879.

Transactions of the Norfole and Norwich Naturalists' Society, vol.

ii, part v. 1879.

The entomological interest of this Part (which concludes vol. ii of the Trans-

actions) is centred in a continuation of the " Fauna and Flora of Norfolk, part ix

;

Eymenoptera— ChrysididcB and Aculeata," by Mr. J. B. Bridgraan, one of the Vice-

Presidents. This list is worked out in the same complete manner as was Mr. Barrett's

contribution to the same "Fauna," noticed at p. 43, vol. si, of this Magazine, and we

could not accord it higher praise than by bo saying. Norfolk is evidently rich in

Aculeates. Mr. Bridgman records 12 species of ChrysididcB, 11 Seterogyna (9 ants

and 2 MutiUidcB), 74 Fossores, 16 Diploptera, and 133 bees ; and believes the number

might be much increased if observers were sufficiently spread over the county. By
wliat was probably a mistake of the printer the value of the sub-divisions is in a few

instances not very clearly indicated, through wi'ong type having been apparently used.

Norwich (and the county of which it is the capital) is happy in possessing as energetic

and intelligent a body of Naturalists as can be found in any provincial city or town of

the same importance, as the Transactions of its Natural History Society sufficiently

prove. The other papers in the Part before us are chiefly ornithological, but of in-

terest to all Naturalists, not the least so being an historical and categorical sketch of

the duck-decoys of the county. There is also a memoir of Samuel Woodward, the

founder of the family of scientific men of that name, and who, as is well known, was

a Norwich citizen. Also a highly instructive and painstaking address from the Pre-

sident, Mr. F. W. Harnier, F.G.S. We wish the Society all success.

Journal of the Eotal Microscopical Society. London and Edinburgh :

Williams and Norgate.

The publications of this old-established scientific Society need no praise from

us
;
yet we cannot refrain from noticing the vast improvement in the Journal in its

present form, and which we are probably not far wrong in believing to be due to the

great energy of Mr. Frank Crisp, LL.B., B.A., F.L.S., one of the working Secretaries.

It now forms a complete repertory of everytiling connected with Microscopy, each

part (in addition to the ordinary publication of papers read before the Society) being

crammed with paragraphs abridged from publications all over the world, and on every

imaginable subject; and the most complete bibliography we have ever seen published

in the Journal of a scientific Society. We think also that we notice indications of a

desire to discourage the making use of the Society by rival opticians for advertising

purposes (excepting in the proper place on the cover). Most of the best microscopic

work has been done with the simplest instruments ; it is only the thorough-going

amateur who turns the microscope into a toy, and spends a small fortune in expensive
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apparatus, with no appreciable result to science, and, in the long run, with but little

satisfaction to himself. We wish particularly to call attention to a remarkable paper

styled " A contribution to the knowledge of Bi'itish Orohatidce " (a Family of Mites),

by A. D. Michael (with the assistance of C. F. George), which appears to us as one

of the most valuable publications on Acari that have ever appeared in this country,

illustrated by beautiful plates from Mr. Michael's drawings. It is published in vol.

ii, No. 3 (May, 1879), and we hope will be followed by others on other Families.

itiuiriT.

Sir Thomas Moncreiff'e, Bart., died on tlie 16th August, after a short illness at

his residence—Moncreiffe House, Bridge of Earn. Born January 9th, 1822, he suc-

ceeded to the Baronetcy on the death of his father in 1830, and was, if we mistake not,

educated at Harrow. In 1839 he entered the Army, from which he retired in 1842.

In the following year lie married Lady Louisa Hay, daughter of the Earl of Kinnoul,

by whom he had a family of eight sons and eight daughters.

Sir Thomas was a keen sportsman, and for many years was the best shot in

Perthsliire. He was also, in his younger days, a skilful cricketer, &c.

Though always possessed of a love of natural history, it is little more than ten

years ago that he first turned his attention to entomology, and I think we may search

in vain for another instance of one first becoming an entomologist in his forty-eighth

year, who tlienceforward pursued the study with such eager interest to the close of

his career.

It has been well said of him that " he had all the enthusiasm of the true lover

" of Nature, and the keen inevitable eye of the born observer ; nothing escaped

" his notice, and, had he cared to chronicle all he knew of his favourite studies, he

" would have added very considerably to our knowledge of natural history. But he

" never mads any pretensions himself to be a scientific man, and characteristically

" undervalued his attainments."

I can confirm this innate modesty, as in one of his letters he begins—" Many
" thanks for yours, I do not wish to make any remarks on your decision " [as to the

name of some insects] " as I know you must be right."

To the pages of the " Scottish Naturalist " he contributed a valuable sei'ics of

papers on the Lepidoptera of Moncreiffe Hill—no less than 603 species are there

recorded as having been captured in the space of a square mile at Moncreiffe—this

is enriched with many intci-esting remarks and observations, all written in a peculiarly

genial style.

Of the repeated exertions made by Sir Thomas Moncreiffe to solve the mystery

of the habits of Gelecliia humeralis I have a lively recollection, he having actually

sent me, in February, 1877, a series of living specimens of the insect, captured whilst

flying amongst conifers in his garden, in the hopes that I might succeed in obtaining

ova from them. The idea of receiving living Micro-Lepidoptera from Ferihshire in

February was to me quite novel.

For several years Sir Thomas Moncreiffe was President of the Perthshire Society

of Natural Science, and in that capacity he first ventilated the idea of providing a

new Public Museum worthy of the city of Perth. " With characteristic energy, he

" threw his whole soul into the movement thus inaugurated, and lived long enough

" to find that liis views commended themselves generally to the citizens."
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In 1876, Sir Thomas suffered from a bad attack of dysentery, and since then he

had frequently been more or less ailing, but so iate as the end of last June he was

actively entomologising in Grlen Tilt, having gone there" in search of health and insects,"

and made there several captui'es of more than ordinary interest.

One resident in Perth has testified that Sir Thomas was " ever ready to help his

" friends to the utmost of his ability, his kindly and genial manner endeared him to

" every one who knew him, and his popularity even amongst those opposed to him in

" politics (in which he took a very active interest), was deservedly great."—H. T. S.

William Wilson Saunders died at his residence, Eaystead, Worthing, on the

13th September, after a very short illness. He was the second son of the Rev. James

Saunders, Yicar of Xirklington, near Oxford, and was born on the 4th June, 1809,

at Little London, near Wendover, Buckinghamshire. Having completed his educa-

tion at Addiscombe, he passed as an officer of Engineers, and proceeded to

India in or about the year 1830, but soon quitted the army, returned to England,

and married. He settled at East Hill, Wandsworth, and commenced business

as an underwriter, in which, for very many years, he was so pre-eminently suc-

cessful that for a long time he was regarded as the chief authority amongst his

colleagues at " Lloyds'," of the Committee of which he was long chairman.

Yery few years after his return from India, the Entomological Society of London
began its existence. Mr. Saunders was one of the 101 "original" members,*

and his first entomological j^aper— " On the habits of some Indian insects

"

—was read at the meeting of the Society on April 7th, 1834, and was published

in vol. i of the " Transactions," pp. 60-66. Several of his succeeding papers

were also on Indian insects, proving that the powers of observation, afterwards

so largely developed in him, were put to good service during his short sojourn in

India. In the welfare of the Entomological Society he always took the warmest

interest ; there are many of us who remember with pleasure those annual excursions

at Reigate (he having removed to that town in 1857), to which the members of the

Society and other friends were invited, and it was on these occasions that his great

general knowledge of entomology and botany especially showed itself in the field.

Considering his long life, his published papers were not numerous, those on Ento-

mology not exceeding thirty. Yet but few men have more contributed to the

advancement of both entomology and botany. The constant demands upon his

time entailed by a busy business life, and by liis official connection with most of our

scientific societies, rendered impossible the undertaking of long scientific researches,

notwithstanding his persistent energy, which was remarkable. As a patron of

natural science, he was perhaps unequalled. It was mainly owing to his liberality

that for very many years collectors abroad were enabled to commence and continue

their researches. He himself accumulated vast collections from these sources, not only

of insects, but also of plants, for his grounds at Reigate became noted as tlie place

where numerous exotic plants could alone be seen in cultivation in this country ;

and at all times he sought to render his materials available for study. Many of the

insects were described in the " Insecta Saundcrsiana," which he edited, and the

illustrations in the earlier parts of Hewitson's " Exotic Butterflies " were largely

drawn from specimens in his cabinets (as is acknowledged in that work). In botany

he edited a publication known as the " Refugium Botanicum," in wliich are described

and illustrated very many plants that to this day would otherwise have been less

perfectly known. Also (with Mr. W. Gr. Smith) he edited two thick parts (1871

and 1872) of a work on British Hymenomycetous Eungi, many of the illustrations

* Of these only seven now remain on the list.
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in -wliich were "from his own drawings (for he was an accurate artist in Natural

History subjects). Locally he largely contributed materials for Brewer's "Flora

of Surrey." It has already been said tliat he was one of the original members of

the Entomological Society of London, of which he was President in 184.1 and 1842,

and in 1856 and 1857. In 1833 he was elected a Fellow of the Linnean Society (of

which he was Treasurer from 1861 to 1873), and in 1853 of the Royal Society.

In the afPairs of the Royal Horticultural Society he also took a warm interest,

and was Vice-President during the most troublous times in the annals of that

somewhat unfortunate body : in fact, wherever Natural Science in any form could

be forwarded, he was always ready both with his services and his purse. Un-

fortunately, his powers of rendering assistance came to an abrupt termination a

few years before his death. In 1873 a period of unprecedented disasters to all en-

gaged in marine insurance reached its height, and, to the surprise and regret of all,

the great underwriting firm of which he was the head, collapsed ; and the vast

collections formed during a long life were dispersed, most of the insects being

fortunately secured by the British Museum, and the Hope Museum at Oxford ; to

the former institution he had some years previously presented the whole of certain

Orders. He passed the few latter years of his life quietly at Worthing, devoting

himself to his old favourite pursuit of Horticulture, and contributing occasional

papers to the Horticultural Society.

Mr. Saunders was thrice mai-ried, and leaves a widow, three sons, two daughters,

and many grandchildi'cn. His youngest son has abundantly proved that he fully

inherits his father's scientific tastes. One of his daugliters is the wife of the Rev.

T. R. Stcbbing, well-known as a student of, and writer on, Crustacea.

Entomological Society of London.—September 3rd, 1879. J. J. Weie,

Esq., F.L.S., Treasurer, in the Chair.

Mr. P. B. Mason exhibited specimens of Harpalus oblongiusciilus, Dejean, taken

in August, at Portland. Many examples had been found. He also exhibited, on

behalf of Mr. Garneys, an example of Euplectus ambiguus, Reich., as illustrating

the difference between the type-form and the var. " duplo minor," described by

Thomson.

Mr. Weir exhibited S and ? of Cicada montana, Scopoli, from the New Forest.

Miss Ormerod exhibited further examples of sugar-cane borers from Demerara,

consisting of the moth and a species of Calandra, and read an account of the means

employed on the plantations for their destruction, which appeared to mainly consist

of burning the infested canes on the ground, thus destroying not only the borers,

but also their natural enemies, especially ants. The Calandra appeared only to

infest canes already attacked by the Lepidopterous larva.

Mr. McLachlan stated that the moth was probably no other than that noticed

by Fabricius in 1794, under the name of Phalcena saccharalis, and which had been

repeatedly observed since his time in various parts of the West Indies and South

America. He agreed with the practice of burning the canes, but not on the planta-

tions, as they stand. The canes that shewed signs of being attacked, should be at

once up-rooted, collected, and bunied outside the plantations.

Mons. Ch. Oberthur communicated descriptions (with figures) of Lepidoptera

from the island of Sangir.
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PARASITIC BIPTERA.

BY K. H. MEADE.

The short appeal which I made in the September number of thia

Magazine to British Lepidopterists, asking them to preserve any para-

sitic flies that they might breed from the piipse of butterflies or moths,

has, I am glad to say, been already attended with some success, for I

have lately received several specimens from Mr. Bignell, of Stonehouse,

among which are two species of considei'able interest.

The collection contained four distinct species, viz. : Tacliina lar-

varum, Linn., Exorista vulgaris, Pall., Exorista grandis, Zett., and

Masicera Atropivora, Desv. The first two species were both bred from

ZygoBna fiUpendul(S ; Mr. Bignell did not say that they emerged from

the same cocoon, so I think they were probably bred from separate

ones. They are both tolerably common species, the latter especially

so, and seem to be parasitic on the larvae of several different moths,

for Meigen says that T. larvarum is frequently met with on Hypono-

meuta evonymella, and Zetterstedt has seen it emerge from Arctia caja.

I have specimens myself of E. vulgaris, which have been bred from a

variety of species of Lepidoptera.

Of the two other parasites, Exorista grandis was bred by Mr.

Bignell from Saturnia carpini; he sent me both male and female

specimens for examination. This fine Dipteron was named and de-

scribed by Zetterstedt in the "Diptera Scandinavian," but it has not

been found in Germany, France, or Italy. Zetterstedt only knew the

male, and says it is very rare in Sweden, but has been bred there from

A. caja, and also, according to Professor Wahlberg, from S. pavonia-

minor {carjnni). It is an interesting addition to the British fauna.

The last species, Masicera Atropivora, has only been found in

France and Italy, and, as its name implies, is parasitic upon the death's-

head moth. It was first named and described by Eobineau Desvoidy

in his great work on the Myodaires, under the title of Sturmia

atropivora. He says that M. Serville found more than twenty-four

individuals of this species in one chrysalis of Acherontia Atropos.

Macquart has also found it in France, and Eondani says* it is common

in Italy, parasitic upon the same larva.

"When I received specimens of this fly from Mr. Bignell, and he

wrote me word that he had bred them from A. Atropos, I hoped that

it Avould prove another addition to the British list ; but in a subse-

quent letter he tells me that the larvae were given him by an officer

in the navy, who he believes obtained them in the Mediterranean.

* rrodromus dipterologiie Italicaj, Tom. 4, p. 15.
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Mr. Bignell says he received eight larvae of A. Atropos, whicli were all

infested by this parasite. His observations bear out those of M. Ser-

ville that great numbers live in the sarme larva, for he says that he

only kept the first batch that came out (about 20), and threw many

others away. Mr. Eignell sent me some of the pupa-cases of the fly,

which were agglutinated together in groups of six or eight, and arranged

side by side like cells in a honeycomb.

This fly is interesting, as it affords an example of one species of

parasitic Diptcron being apparently confined to one species of

Lepidopteron ; and also from its habit of infesting the same larva in

large numbers ; the parasite being rather a.small species (about 4 lines

in length), and the victim a very lai'ge one. In conclusion, I beg to

return my thanks to Mr. Bignell for the trouble he has taken, and the

interest he has shown in the subject ; and I hope other entomologists

will follow his example.

Bradford, Yorks :

September 2Mh, 1879.

AN ADDITION TO THE LIST OF BEITISH SUMIFTUBA.
BT F. S. SAUNDEES.

In July I caught two specimens of a bug off Salia^ on Wimbledon

Common which I had not taken before, and on shewing them to my
uncle, Mr. Edward Saunders, he told me that they belonged to a

species not yet recorded as British, viz., Lygus Umhatus, and I there-

fore forward their description for the information of the readers of

your magazine.

Ltgus limbatus. Fallen.

Similar in shape to L. lucornm
;
pale yellowish-green, densely clothed with pale

pubescence ; antennae dark, with the base of each joint narrowly pale ; a spot on

the liead in front, the base of the thorax, the scutellum, chiTus, a largo spot on the

end of the corium internally, dark brown ; scutellum lighter in the front angles, and

witli a small yellow spot at the apex. Extreme outer margin of corium and cuneus

black. Membrane dark, with the nerves and a spot below the apex of the cuneus

pale. Legs pale ; apices of femora bright red, with two deeper red rings ; tibiffi

with black spines, each springing from a black spot at its base ; apical joint of tarsi

black. Length 2 lines.

The species varies to a pale uniform green, with the dark markings

scarcely distinguishable, but the bright red apices to the femora, and

the black spines springing from black spots on the tibiae, at once

separate it from any of its allies.

Wray House, Lingfield Eoad, Wimbledon :

2<ith September, 1879.

•i
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DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIES BELONGING- TO THE COLEOPTEROUS
GENUS EUPLECTUS.

BY CHAS. O. WATERIIOUSE.

EuPLECTus KiRBYr, Deiiiiy.

Hiifo-j^iceus, nitidus ; capife imjiyessioiiihus duabus profundis atitice con-

vergentihus, et in iiertice puncto distincto ; thorace sat lato, ad hasinfoveolis

tribus sulco transvcrso conjunctis, et in disco ivip)ressio7ie profiindd elongata ;

elytris fere nigris, bistriatis, stria secvnda parxnn abbrevijtd ; pedibtis piceo-

testaceis. Long. \\ mm.

This species is extremely close to E. nanus (Waterh., Cat. Brit.

Col.), but differs in having the elytra darker, and the abdomen more red.

It is at once distinguished from nanus by the impressions on the head,

which in nanus nearly form a U, and in the present species form a V ; the

inner line of the lateral impressions is oblique in both species, but the

difference is caused by the lateral impressions being widened in front in

nanus, united anteriorly by a wide transverse impression ; whilst in

aUernans the lateral impressions unite in front, without the aid of any

transverse impression. The head behind the eyes is decidedly more

obliquely rounded off than in nanus, and the second stria of the elytra

is longer, being at least two-thirds the length of the elytron. In other

respects, these species agree.

I have not seen any description of any EiqyJectus which gives the

coloration found in this species. I believe it to be E. Kirhyi of Denny,

but the type specimen of that species differs in being almost entirely

of a pale pitchy-yellow, and has the thorax a trifle narrower.

My attention was first drawn to this species by having a specimen

brought to me by my colleague, Mr. M. R. Oldfield Thomas, who cap-

tured it in a garden at Ilillingdon, near Uxbridge. I find that my
brother, Mr. Edward A. Waterhouse, has had a specimen in his col-

lection for a long time, which agrees perfectly with that found

by Mr. Thomas, except that the abdomen is more distinctly red.

There are two specimens in the Stephensian cabinet in the British

Museum under the name of HeicheniacJii.* Mr. Thomas has also

brought a second specimen, found in the same locality as the first.

Zoological Department, British Museum :

October, 1879.

* Tlie specimen of Reichenhachi in Leach's collection is nanus.—C. O W.
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INTRODUCTORY PAPERS OX FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, F.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 9.

Gainozoic Time.

[0?i tlie Insecta of the Eocene Period, and the animals and plants

with which they loere correlated.'\

Witb the Eocene Period commences a new epocli in geological

history, which is separated from the preceding by an immeasurable

lapse of time. In Europe* there is a complete break between the

rocks of the Mesozoic and Cainozoic Ages ; in no instance have rocks

of the latter Age been found resting conformably on those of the

former ; and the separation between the animal life of the Cretaceous

and Eocene Periods is most distinctly marked, scarcely any species

being common to both.

At the opening of the new era, the Reptilia—multitudes of which

disappeared before and about the close of the Cretaceous Period—still

further declined both in number and size of species, and the Mammalia

became the dominant race. With the rapid development of dicoty-

ledonous plants, the Insecta increased in abundance, and Orders which

in the preceding Age had been sparingly represented, were now

thoroughly established.

Great Britain.

Lower Eocene.

A few elytra of Goleoptera have been obtained from the London

clay in various parts of the Isle of Wight,t and remains of insects

of the same Order have also been discovered at Peckham. The remains

last mentioned were referred to Dr. Henry AV^oodward, and by him

submitted to the late Mr. Frederick Smith, who detected amongst

them elytra of Gurcidionidce and ElateridcB.

Iliddle Eocene.

In 1854 Prof. AV^estwood described and figured several Goleoptera

obtained from the leaf-beds of Creech, near Corfe, Dorset, including

Biprestidce, Gurcidionidce, and Ilelopidce.

In the course of the last three or four years, Mr. John Starkie

Gardner, Mr. AVanklyn, and others, have discovered numerous fossil

insects in the Bournemouth leaf-beds, belonging to the Orders

* In North America the line of demarcation between the Upper Cretaceous Rocks and the
lowest of those of the Tertiary Age is not so clearly defined,

t Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, 1853, pp. .53, 54.

t The Geologist, for Jan., 1861, pp. 39, 40 ; and the Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. x, pp. 378-396.
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Goleopfe7'a, Neuroftera, Diptera, and Symenoptera. The Coleoptera*

are principally represented by elytra of Buprestidce and Curculionidce;

and the Neuroptera include the wing o£ an u^scJina in a remarkably

fine state of preservation.

Upper Eocene.

The most important collection of fossil insects from strata of this,

or indeed any other, division of the Eocene Period, was obtained by

Mr. E. J. A'Court-Smith,t from a thin bed of limestone, belonging to

the Eembridge series, at Gurnet Bay, Isle of Wight. A large number

of the insects comprised in this collection were placed in the hands of

Dr. Henry Woodward, and were by him submitted to Mr. Frederick

Smith, J who identifled about 12 species of Coleoptera belonging to the

genera SydropliUus, Dytiscus, Curculio, Anobimn, Doi'cus, and Staphy-

linus; 23 species of Neuroptera, belonging to the genera Termes, Perla,

Agrion, LibeUula, Fhryganea, and Semerohhis; 3 species of Orthoptera,

including a GryUolnlpa, and two grasshoppers ; and 2 or 3 Hemiptera.

The collection also included about 50 specimens of Diptera—chiefly

TipitUdts and CuUcidie ; 35 wings of Ilymenoptera, the great majority

of which were referred by Mr. E. Smitli to ants of the genera Myrmica

and Formica ; and 2 specimens referred to the genus Lithosia of the

Lepidoptera. These two specimens of Lepidoptera are of especial

interest as being the first recorded rcjDresentatives of this Order from

British Tertiary strata.

Erom the nature of the flora of this country during the Eocene

Period, as evidenced by the numerous and varied plant remains of the

lower Bagshot sands, and some other divisions of the same Period,

there can be little doubt that the Insecta were then abundantly repre-

sented, and their rarity as fossils in the Eocene formations of Great

Britain can only be accounted for on the assumption that the conditions

under which they were deposited must have been generally unfavourable

to their preservation.

Continental Europe.

3fiddle§ Eocene.

The only strata of this division of the Eocene Period, on the

* Proc. Entom. Soc. London, for March 6th, 1878.

t Nature, vol. xi, No. 26(5, Dec3iuber, 1874.

X Proc. Geol. Soc. London, for December 19th, 1877, No. 343 (Session 1877—1878).
§ In June, 1877, Profes.sor Rupert Jones informed u;e that a number of fos.sil insects had

then recently been obtained from freshwater limestone of Lower Eocene Age in the neighbourhood
of Serzanne, Marne, France ; and that delicate plaster casts of .several of them had been made by
Profes.sor Hubert and his assistants. As I believe these insects have never been described, I have
thought it unnece.s.sary to refer to them, except in a note.
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continent of Europe, in whicli any remains of Insecta have been

discovered, are the marls and limestones of Monte Bolca, near Verona,

in Italy, which have for more than a century been celebrated for the

number and variety of the fossils obtained from them.

The earliest known fossil insect from this celebrated formation was

figured by Scheuchzer, in 1723, in his " Herbarium diluvianum," and

referred by him to the Lih(^Uiilidce, genus OorduUa. This fossil has

since been described by Signer Massalongo,t who has named it Cordulia

Scheuchzeri, and who states that it appears to be more like Cordidia

metaUica than any other living species. Signer Massalongo has also

described^ and figured six other species from Monte Bolca, viz. :—

1

Neitroptera {Termes Peccance), 2 Coleoptera {Ancylocliira deleta and

Ferotis Icevigata), 1 Orthoptera {Forjicula Bolcensis), and 2 Diptera

{Dipterites Angelini and Bihio Sereri).

Upper Eocene.

The freshwater marls and beds of gypsum in the neighbourhood

of Aix, in Provence, have long been celebrated for their fossils. The

first allusion to the discovery of insects in these strata was made by

M. Marcel de Serres§ in 1828, and in the year following, in an imi^x)r-

tant work
II
on the fossil invertebrates of the Tertiary formations of

the south of France, he published a list of the genera to which all the

then known fossil insects from this district had been referred.

In the same year (1829) a collection of fossil insects was made at

Aix by Sir Roderick Murchison^ and Sir Charles Lyell ; and since that

date numbers of specimens have from time to time been obtained there

by collectors from various parts of Europe. For lists of the genera

and species of these fossils, and for descriptions and figures of upwards

of a hundred species, we are indebted to M. Marcel de Serres,** Mr.

Curtis,tt Prof. Bronn,^ the Eev. F. W. Hope,§§ Prof. Germar,||||

Dr. Boisduval,^T[ M. Saussure,*** Prof. Oswald IIeer,ttt M.

Oustalet,+++ Mr. S. H. Scudder,§§§ and M. Daudet.||||||

It is impossible to estimate the total number of species of all

Orders obtained from the Aix formations, as in many cases only the

names of the genera to which they have been referred are given ; but

t Studii Paleontologiei, 1856, pp. 14—21. t Op. last cited. § Annales des Sciences

Naturelles, 1828 || Gtjognosie des Terrains Tertiaires, <fec., 1829. IT Edinburgh New Phil.

Jour., pp. 287-297, October, 1829. ** Op. ontea cu. (Geognosie des Terrains Tertiaires).

tt Edinburgh New Phil. Jour., antea cit. U Lethea Geognostica, vol. ii, p. 811, 1838.

§§ Trans Entom. Soc. London, vol. iv, pp. 250 255.
|||{

Zeitschrift der deutscheu Geolog.

Gesellsch., I, pp. 52—63, 1849. ITII Ann. Soc. Ent. de France, ix, p. 371. '•• Rev. et Mag de
Zool., iv, 1852. ttt " Ueber die j'ossile Insekten von Ai.K, in der Provence"—Vierteljahr-sschrift

der naturf. Gesellsch., Zurich, I, pp 1 40, 1850. jJt Recherches sur les Insectes Eossiles des

Ten-ains Tertiaires de la France CJndpt.), 1874. §§§ " Fos.sil Butterflies," in the Mem, Amer.
Assoc, for the Advanceuient of Science, S.alem, Mass., 1875. ||{|||

Rev. et Mag. de Zool , pp. 415

-424, 1876.

J
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upwards of 120 genera appear to have been determined, whicli are

distributed as follows, viz.:

—

Coleopiera (50), Neuroptera (3), Orthoptera

(6), Hemiptera {20) , Diptera (25), Symenoptera {IV) , Lepidoptera (10).

Tbe Coleoptera have received especial attention from Prof. Heer

and M. Oustalet, who have described about 80 species, belonging to

the following Families, viz. :

—

Carahidce, IIi/dropTiiJidcs, StapltyJhiided,

Scydmcenidce, 2TycetopTiagidce,Scarah(Bidce, EucnemidcE,Anthicid(^, Curcu-

lionidce, Scolytidce, Ceramhycidee, and OhrysomeJidcB. The Neuropfera

are represented by Lihellulidce and PliryganeidcB ; and the Ortlwptera

bj GrylIid(E, Lociistidcs, and 'Forficulidce. The Hemiptera have been

referred to Penfatomidce, Coreidce, Lygceidce, Tingidae, Nepidce, Cicadidce,

Cixiid(T, CercopidcB, Reduviidcp, Gerridce, Notonectidce, Teftigo7iiidce,a.Tid.

ApJiidce. The Diptera include Tahanida;, Stratiomyiidce, Syrphidae,

EmpidcE, Asilidcs, Bihionidcd, Tipulida-, Mycetophilidcs, CecidomyiidcB,

Chironomidcp, JBomhyliidce, &c. The Hymenoptera are represented by

TenthredinidcB, Ichneumoiiidce, Formicidce, Vespidce, and ChalcididiS.

Of the ten Lepidopiera, seven species* have been described by Dr.

Boisduval, Professor Heer, and Mr. Scudder, viz. :—five butterflies

—

Neorinopis\ sepulta, Lethites Reynesi, Collates Proserpina, Thaites

ruminiana, and Pamphilites ahdita ; and two moths

—

-Noctuites deper-

diius and PyraJites ohsciirns. To this list may be added a fossil larva

of a species of SatyridtB, discovered at Aix by M. Henri Daudet, and

named by him Satyrites incertus. Two of the butterflies, N. sepuUa and

L. Reynesi, belong to the NympJialidcE \ two others, C. Proserpina and T.

ruminiana, to the Papilio7iidce ; and one, P. aidifa, to the Hesperiidce.

One fact of especial interest in connection with these fossil but-

terflies, to which Mr. Scudder has called attention, is, that in every

case, except one, fossil remains of the plants, which in all probability

served their larvae for food, have been found in the same beds from

which the insects were obtained.

In conclusion, I will call attention to some of the leading types

of animals and plants with which the Insecta of the Eocene Period

were correlated.

Of the Mollusca, the Brachiopoda had become much less common
than at any former Period, and the majority of the species belonged to

existing genera. The Lamellibranchiata and Gasteropoda were repre-

sented by a great number of species belonging to many of the existing

genera ; but the most interesting forms of the C('_^:'7i«Zt)^jof/'rt, characteristic

of the Cretaceous Period, had disappeared.

* Four genera of Lepidoptera, i. «., Satyrus, Zygmia, Stsia, and Bombyx, were enumerated by-
Marcel de Serres and the Rev. F. W. Hope in their lists.

+ Thi.s is the insect referred by Marcel de Serres to the genus Satyrus.
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0£ the Vertehrata, the fishes were abundantly represented by

species belonging to the existing Order Teleostei, and remains

of a few Ganoids, and of a large number of Placoids have also been

discovered in rocks of this Period.

The modern Orders of the Bepfilia— CheJonia, Grocodilia, Opiiidia,

and Sauria {Lacertilia~), were numerously represented; but the cha-

racteristic types of the Mesozoic Age—the Flesiosauria, Fterosauria,

Ichthyosauria, and Dinosaurin had passed away.

The birds include species belonging to almost all the existing

Orders.

The Mammalia, which in the Mesozoic Age was represented only

by the Marsupialin, one of the lowest Orders of the whole Class, had

now become the dominant race, and included types of most of the

existing Orders, viz. :

—

Marsupialia, Chiroptera, Insectivora, JJngulata,

Cefacea, and Carnivora. There are also traces of the existence during

this Period of animals belonging to the Rodentia and Quadrumana.

The change in the conditions of the Vegetable Kingdom, which had

commenced before the close of the Cretaceous Period,* still continued;

and whilst the Cycads had almost disappeared, and the Conifers were

no longer the predominant group, the Angiosperms and Monocotyledons

were rapidly increasing in number and variety, and included the great

majority of the plants of the Period.

Surbiton Hill, S.W. : ZOth September, 1879.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW &ENUS AND SPECIES OF BUTTERFLY
OF THE SUB-FAMILY SATYRIN^.

BY EICHARD WM. FEEEDAT, C.M.E.S.L.

{Read hefore the RkHosojjhical Insiititte of Canterhury, N. Z., June Zth, 1879).

EEEBIOLA, 71. gen.

Antennfe : the club much narrower and longer than in Percnodaimon Pluto, but not

so narrow or long as in Erebia Blandina.

Eyes naked.

Labial palpi rather longer, and densely clothed with much longer stiiRsh hairs than

in P. Pluto : the hairs of the tip forming an obtuse-pointed pencil.

Body and legs clothed with rather longer hairs than in P. Pluto.

Wings entire. Primaries rather more elongate, and hind margin more oblique than

in P. Pinto ; the nervures and discoidal cells of both the primaries and

secondaries very similar to those of P. Pluto, except that in P. Pluto the first

(c. fig. 3) sub-costal nervure is absent, and the space between the externo-medial

• See ante, p. 60 of this vol. of the E. M. M.
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(a. figs. 2 and 3) and innermost (b. figs. 2 and 3) sub-costal neiTures,* at their

junction with the vein closing the discoidal cell, is rather broader than in

P. Pluto ; none of the nervures dilated at the base.

Type, JErehioIa Butleri.

The accompanying diagrams on Plate i represent

Fig. 1. The disposition of the nervures in the primary wings of Erehia

Blandina.

Fig. 2. Do. do. of P. Pluto.

Fig. 3. Do. in the primary and secondary wings of Erehiola Butleri,

and are given for comparison ; the figures enlarged to two diameters.

Not having tlie descriptions of all the genera of the Satyrince, I

should hesitate in forming a new genus for this insect ; but, as " the

lower radial of primaries emitted above the angle of the disco-

cellulars instead of below it" is given by Mr. Butler (Ent. Mo. Mag.,

xiii, p. 152) as one of the distinctive characters of his new genus

Percnodaimon, and as the present butterfly has the like character,

but disagrees with JBercnodaimon in the form of the club of the

antenna?, and the presence of the first sub-costal nervure,t I may

reasonably assume that it diifers from all the other genera, and have

therefore ventured to describe it as belonging to a new genus.

Erebiola Butleri, n. sp.

Primaries. Upper-side smoky-black ; a white-pupilled black ocellus between the

externo-medial and innermost sub-costal nervures, and equidistant between the

discoidal cell and hind margin.

Under-side ferruginous, suffused (except the apical and hind marginal area), with

slaty-black ; ocellus as on upper-side j sub-hind-marginal row of four whitish

marks—the two nearest the apex being the more distinct and silvery—followed

by a dusky shade on their outer margin.

Secondaries. Upper-side smoky-black : a transverse row of three minute white

dots near the hind margin ; the dots arranged in a straight line, pointing

towards the anal angle, and situated respectively between the externo-medial,

eub-externo-medial, interno-medial, and sub-interno-medial nervures.

Under-side ferruginous, suffused with a dusky shade from the base to the transverse

row of spots ; a longitudinal discoidal streak of silver ; a transverse row of

three silvery spots near the hind margin, followed by two small longitudinal

silvery streaks near the anal angle ; also a small longitudinal streak of silver

between the latter streaks and the base of the wing ; the transverse row of spots

consists of a conical spot—between the externo-medial and sub-externo-medial

nervures—with its apex pointing to the hind-margin, a sagittate spot between the

sub-externo-medial and interno-medial nervures, and a similar one between the

externo-medial and sub-externo-medial nervures, all boi'dered internally with a

dusky shade, the latter two spots pointing towards the base of the wing, and

each followed towards the hind margin by a small silvery dot, between which

* The Oi-ismology in Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology (the only authority I
have) is followed in describing the nervures.—R. W. F.

t As Mr. Butler does not mention the absence of this nervure in describing his genus
Percnodaimon, I imagine he must have overlooked it.— R. W. F.
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and the hind margin is a small silvery point edged externally with black ; a

small, pale, irregular sub-costal mark near the base of the wing ; and on the

costa, two-thirds from the base of the wing, a larger pale triangular mark,

followed by two pale irregular spots. $ and ? alike, except in size.

Expanse of wings : $ , 18^ lines
; $ , 20 lines.

Habitat : "Whitcoinbe's Pass, Canterbury, New Zealand.

I liave described this butterfly from tliree dilapidated specimens

brought to me by J. D. Enys, Esq., who has favoured me with the

follo^Wng accoimt of their capture :

—"I caught the three butterflies

on "Whitcombe's Pass, up the Eakaia, on the 8th March, 1879. The

Pass is over 4000 feet, and the first of the butterflies was caught

close to the top, the others were near it. They were knocked down

by my hat and put in paper, which must be my excuse for their state.

They seemed to be rather slow in their flight, and were chiefly found

on the snow-grass {Dantlwnia) which covers the slopes of the hills

at that height. I saw a number, but only got four."

In the accompanying coloured drawing, fig. 4 represents the ^

;

" a " the under-side, " b " the upper-side.

I have named the butterfly after Mr. A. Gr. Butler, who has re-

cently contributed valuable lists of, and papers on, the Lejndopfera of

New Zealand, and to whom I am much indebted.

Since writing the above, Dr. Julius Von Haast informs me that

it was a specimen of this butterfly which he took in 1866 on "Whit-

combe's Pass ; not of P. Pluto, as he before stated {vide Trans. N. Z.

Inst., vol. iv, p. 217). Dr. Von Haast speaks from recollection, not

having preserved the specimen he took.

Canterbury, New Zealand : 1879.

LarvcB of Vanessa cardui in Septemler.—On the 22nd of September I found

larvse of Vanessa cardui in considerable numbers, and in various stages of develop-

ment, on the Crymlyn Burrows, Swansea. Many of the thistles were denuded of

leaves by them, and in place of their foliage were adorned with silken cells of various

sizes—the successive domiciles of the caterpillars. Before leaving the neighbourhood

I took some of the larvre, since become pupa;, from which I am daily expecting the

imagos to emerge.

I know the fact of this species undergoing its metamorphoses in the autumn

has been previously noted, but still thought my observations worth recording. I

may add that I incline to believe that the larvse in question are a late, but not a

second, brood.—W. Gr. Blatch, Green Lane, Birmingham : October \^th, 1879.

Larva of Vanessa cardui in October.—I hear from Mr. Harwood that he found

on the 6th inst. three larvse of V. cardui on Carduus nutans, two of them full-fed,

the other quite small.—W. Buckler, Emsworth : October 12th, 1879.

[We strongly incline to the belief that both these cases concern a second brood

of larvffi, i. e., the progeny of the descendants of the butterflies that appeared so

abundantly in spring.

—

Eds.].
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NOTES ON THE ADIILIINM, WITH DESCEIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY FREDK. BATES.

(Continued from page 75).

Caediothoeax acutakgulus, sp. n.

S . "Very near C Walckenceri, Hope ; differs in the prothorax not having the

well marked sulcation between the disc and foliaceous sides : the basal fovese smaller,

the sides more constricted at the base ; the hind angles longer, more acute, not den-

tiform: the posterior tibise are still more strongly compressed and expanded, and are

finely and rather closely granulose on their inner face. The colour is shining black,

a little bronzed on the prothorax. Long. 8^ lines.

Brisbane.

Caediothorax Howitti, Pascoe.

Tliie, the most brilliant of all the members of the genus, has the

elytra flattened above, the epipleurse are consequently more vertical

than in any of those preceding : there are six well marked sulci on

each elytron, arranged in pairs, the intervals between each pair being

much wider than the others ; these sulci do not quite extend to the

sides, which, together with the epipleurse, are nearly smooth. The 5

has the legs much more slender than in the $

.

Caediothorax captiosus, sp. n.

$ . Elongate, rather narrow, bronzed-brown with purplish reflections, the pro-

thorax and suture tinged with green : head foveated between the eyes: prothorax

transverse, sides well rounded anteriorly, widest at the middle, more strongly con-

tracted behind than in front, finely and completely margined at base and apex, evenly

margined at the sides ; base feebly triangulately emarginate ; apex arcuately emar-

ginate ; hind angles rather small, but distinct, and outwardly directed ; foliaceous

sides well developed, separated from the disc by a well marked curved depression,

most marked on the apical half ; disc with two foveae at each side the median line,

the most apical are faint ; median line faintly impressed except at the base : scutellum

smooth, triangulate, not pointed behind : elytra narrowly oval, somewhat depressed

above, shoulders well rounded ; having each six well marked sulci on the back, the

intervals sub-equal, the sides and epipleurse faintly punctate-striate : under-side, legs,

andrantennse black ; tarsi reddish-brown.

9 . Broader ; hind legs shorter ; tibiso straight. Long. 7 to 71 lines.

Cape York, &c.

Cardiothorax ^neus, sp. n.

$ . Unknown.

^ . Elongate ; head and prothorax deep shining black; the usual markings on

the former very deeply impressed ; faintly foveated between the eyes : prothorax
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convex, apex feebly emarginate, and bordered only for a short distance at each side

;

front angles short, obtuse, and somewhat reflexed ; sides well rounded anteriorly,

contracted posteriorly, finely and equally bordered ; foliaceous sides rather narrow,

obsolete behind, not marked off from the disc by a depression ; disc smooth, median

line very faintly impressed, except at the base ; base much narrower than the apex,

a little sinuately truncated ; hind angles small but distinct, acute, outwardly directed

;

scutellum black, smooth, narrowly rounded behind : elytra oval, brassy-green,

brighter and clearer on the sides and epipleurse ; depressed behind the scutellum
;

shoulders narrow, very obliquely rounded ; on each elytron six rather fine sulci, which,

unite in pairs at the base, the outer one very faint and distinctly punctured, the others

fainter and punctate at base and apex ; sides and epipleursB nearly smooth ; intervals

not visibly punctured, unequal, 3 and 5 widest : under-side and legs shining black :

antennee brownish-black : tarsi rufescent : all the tibise straight. Long. 6^ lines.

New Holland.

An elegant little species, the jet black head and prothorax con-

trasting strongly with the more brightly coloured elytra. A single

example obtained from an old French collection and labelled "^J«Z«s

ceneus, Dej."

Cabdiothorax distinctus, sp. n.

<y . Elongate, slender, shining dark greenish-black, with faint purplish reflections

on the prothorax, sides, and epipleuree : prothorax ample, as wide across the middle

as the elytra ; apex ratlier feebly emarginate, finely bordered, front angles obtuse ;

sides well rounded anteriorly; base much narrower than apex, truncate; hind angles

prolonged backwards ; foliaceous sides moderate, widest at the middle (where they

equal about one-fifth the width of the disc), much narrowed behind ; disc smooth ;

median line very faintly impressed except at the base : elytra elongate-oval ; not

depressed behind the scutellum ; each elytron with six rather shallow feebly punctured

sulci, the two outer very faint ; intervals sub-equal ; sides and epipleurte nearly

smooth ; under-side and legs shining black ; tarsi rxifescent ; antennse fuscous ; legs

rather elongate ; hind tibiae a little flexuous.

$ . More robust, the elytra more broadly oval, the legs shorter, the hind tibifB

straight. Long, ^i to 85 lines.

New South "Wales.

Caediothobax ceenulicollis, sp. n.

Black, glossy on the elytra : head broadly rounded in front ; a depression at

each side in front, and a large deep crescent-shaped depression between the eyes

;

prothorax ample, somewhat parabolically rounded at the sides ; base much narrower

than apex, and strongly bisinuate ; hind angles prominent and outwardly directed ;

apex deeply emarginate ; foliaceous sides well developed, broadest at the middle

(where they equal one-fifth the width of the disc), narrowest behind, separated from

the disc by a strong uninterrupted furrow ; lateral edges finely crenulated and dis-

tinctly reflexed ; disc very uneven ; median line deeply and broadly channelled ; at
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each side and near to this is an irregular elongate depression, terminating behind in

a large somewhat lozenge-shaped fovea : elytra convex, broad at base, sides sub-

parallel, somewhat rapidly declivous behind ; a depression behind the scutellum

;

shoulders broadly rounded, very strongly reflected by an expansion of the epipleural

fold
J strongly sulcated, the sulci not punctured ; intervals convex, 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9

most strongly so, especially at base and apex : under-side, legs, tarsi and antennae

black. Long. 9 lines.

Endeavour Eiver.

Caediothoeax humeralis, sp. n.

Elongate, blaci, glossy on the elytra : head not depressed at each side in front

;

a large shallow rounded depression between the eyes : prothorax nearly as long as

wide ; apex deeply emarginate, front angles obtuse ; base depressed, feebly arcuately

emarginate, much narrower than apex ; hind angles rather small, depressed, acute,

outwardly dii'ected : sides parabolically rounded, a little sinuate behind tlie middle
;

foliaceous margins broad (at their widest part equal to one-third the width of the

disc), narrowest behind, reflexed, the lateral edges entire, not separated from

disc by a deep furrow ; disc much less uneven than in the preceding species, moderately

sulcated down the median line, and at each side of this an irregular interrupted de-

pressed line, terminating behind in a rather large and deep fovea ; elytra somewhat

depressed above ; more gradually contracted, and less rapidly declivous, behind than

in the preceding ; a large triangulate depression behind the scutellum: epipleural

fold more abruptly expanded at the base, strongly reflecting the humeral angle
;

broadly and deeply sulcated ; the intervals crenulated, sub-equal, convex, 7, 8, 9 more

sharply costiform than the others, and 8 unites with 9 before reaching the humeral

angle : under-side, legs, &c., black. Long. 9f lines.

Australia.

Caediothoeax Haagi, sp. n.

Nearly related to the preceding. Black with a slight bluish tinge, the alternate

elytral intervals only being nitid : prothorax shorter than in C. humeralis ; sides ar-

cuately rounded, a little more sinuate behind the middle, more abruptly incurved to

the hind angles, base and apex wider ; a depression along the base as in the preceding

;

base a little sinuate ; hind angles larger, less depressed, more acute ; foliaceous sides

as in the preceding ; median line rather finely sulcated ; disc with a small rounded

fovea at each side the median line nearer the apex, and another larger nearer the base:

elytra more rounded at the sides, less gradually narrowed behind ; humeral angle

less strongly reflected ; much more finely sulcated, the sulci having a line of smalHsh

punctures, which do not crenulate the sides of the intervals; these latter alternately

broader, flat, and not nitid ; 7 and 8 are costiform and unite at the humeral angle,

and 8 unites to 9 a little lower down. Long. 9g lines.

Kew Holland.

{To he continued!)
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Helophorun tuherculatus in Scotland.—Perhaps it may be as well to record the

occurrence of Helophorus tuherculatus near Dumfries. On looking over some of

my flood-refuse captures of last autumn, a single specimen of this species turned up.

I am indebted to Dr. Sharp for naming the species for me.—W. Lennon, Crichton

Institution, Dumfries : October, 1879.

Coleoptera on Cannoch Chase.—I have lately found the following species of

Coleoptera on Cannock Chase, a locality from whicli they have not been previously

recorded : Cymindis vaporariorum, Miscodera arctica, Pterostichiis lepidus, Amara
jyatricia, and Trechus rubens.—W. Q-. Blatch, Green Lane, Smallheath, near Bir-

mingham : October I'ith, 1879.

Longicornia in Bewdley Forest.—From June until September of this year,

certain species of Longicornia appeared in Bewdley Forest in such unusual abundance

as to be worthy of recoi'd. The flowers of every kind, from apple blossom to meadow-

sweet, were alive with these lovely beetles ; but perhaps the blooms that attracted

the greatest number and variety of Longhorns were those of the Viburnum. Even

the common spurge, JSup>horbia amygdaloides, was patronised, though, curiously

enough, by only one species—the elegant little Strangalia nigra. The following

species were most common, and of each kind hvmdreds of specimens were taken

without any apparent diminution of their numbers : Toxotus meridianus (in at least

three distinct varieties), PacAj/<a octomaculata, Strangalia armata, S. nigra, S. mela-

nura, and Grammoptera ruficornis. Clytus arietis, Liopiis nebulosus, Mhagium in-

quisitor, R. hifasciatum, Pachyta collaris, Strangalia qiiadrifasciata, Leptura livida,

and Grammoptera tabacicolor, though not so extremely plentiful as the others, were

taken much more freely than usual—one collector alone having secured more than two

dozen specimens of S. qvadrifasciata ! It is a curious fact, on the other side, that

although I found a tolerable number of Saperda popidnea in the spring of 1 878, I

did not meet with a single individual during the last season. The weather seemed

of no consequence, dull showery days being apparently the best. I have been out

in the rain on several occasions until wet througli, but always found plenty of

Longhorns. What seemed to me exceptional and noteworthy were, more particu-

larly, these two facts—the extreme abundance of the beetles named, and the unusual

length of time they were " out."

—

Id.

Coleoptera from Portland, S^c.—During the month of August I captured more

than a score examples of Harpalus oMongiusculus, Dejean, in the Isle of Portland,

the first British specimen having been taken there last year by Mr. J. T. Harris. I

also found, in the same locality, two specimens ( $ and $ ) of the variety exasperatus

of Carabus violaceus (Carabus exasperatus, Duft.). This insect was figured by Curtis

from Portland in "British Entomology," plate 446.

While walking near Croydon in the beginning of September I knocked an insect

down with my stick, which proved to be a black $ of Odontceus mobilicornis.—P. B.

Mason, Burton-on-Trent : September, 1879.

Ceratorrhina viridipygus.—In my note on this species in the magazine for

October, page 113, there is a serious error. Instead of " that species," the line

should read: ''It is alUed to Horniniani."—Geoege Lewis, Putney : October bth.
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Dragon-flies and telegraph wires.—Small LibellvlcB hold a daily parade upon tlie

telegraph wire. I noticed them upon my way from Greneva ; and since then a French-

man (ignorant of Entomology) was so struck by their singular appearance that he called

my attention to them. When one chances to catch a fly it returns to the wire to eat

it (the fly, not the wire).—A. E. Eaton, Samoens, Savoy : 12th September, 1879.

An unrecorded habit in the life-history of certain Trichopterous insects.—Mr.

Salviu recently placed in my hands three leaves of hazel, upon each of which

was a gelatinous mass, enveloping either ova or recently-hatched larvae of some

Ti'ichopterous insect ; the bushes upon which they were found were situated at a

considerable distance from the nearest stream. The ova in the still undeveloped

mass were arranged in regular series, made still more evident by the two black eye-

spots of each embryo, which shewed both through the eggs and through the viscid

surroundings. After the lapse of about twenty-four hours, the previously unhatched

larvaj were roaming in their transparent environment, and some of those already

hatched had left it, and were wandering about the box, probably in search of the

element they were not destined to find, and their size had wonderfully increased

since they were hatched.

Only a few days before this experience, Mr. Eye informed me that poplar leaves

bearing similar gelatinous masses had come under his notice. This reminded me

that Prof. Westwood had once either recorded, or mentioned to me verbally, quite

a parallel case (I now believe it was a verbal communication) ; the accumulation of

evidence appears worthy of notice in a more prominent manner.

The size of the gelatinous masses was considerable ; undoubtedly large at the

time of deposition, and increased by the absorption of moisture from the air. The

juvenile larvte appeared to me to belong to the Family LimnophilidcB, and, con-

sidering the time of year, I have little doubt they pertain to the genus Halesus, all

the conditions agreeing therewith.

These observations open up more than one interesting problem in the early life-

history of Trichopterous larvse. Halesus is a genus the larvse of which frequent

streams. The larvse hatched from the egg-masses collected by Mr. Salvin would

have had to travel many yards before they reached the nearest stream, or water of

any kind, save that resulting from recent rains. Furthermore, it appears to me that

the gelatinous secretion in which the eggs are enveloped may serve asfood for the

young larvse, otherwise it is difficult to account for the very considerable increase in

size of those I had under observation, amounting in less than two days to about

double that of tlie newly emerged larva.

All Trichoptera (so far as is known) void their eggs iu a viscid surrounding.

Most of them deposit this mass in the water or on water plants. In the case now

under consideration it appears probable that certain of them prefer (either habitually

or casually) to avert immediate contact with the element in which their progeny

must eventually pass the greater part of their lives, and to trust to chance that some

of them may, at the proper time, reach their aquatic home.

There is mystery about the infantine life .of most Trichopterous larvae, not-

withstanding that it was from observations on the eggs of a species of this Order
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that Zaddach, in 1854, wrote a memoir that coTitributed greatly to the advancement

of embryology in insects, a subject that of late years has become almost a distinct

branch of natural science.—R. McLachlan, Lewishara : Octoher Sth, 1879.

Note on Kematus ribesii.—Having a few currant trees in my garden, I made
some attempt this season to " stamp out " the complaint caused by Neiiiattts ribesii.

As soon as tlie leaves of the currant tree begin to expand, the female of this saw-

fly makes its appearance, and between the hours of 7 and 10 in the forenoon,

especially in cool weather, may be observed at rest on the leaves or branches and

adjacent wall. I noticed it also to have a partiality for the leaves of some rhubarb

growing near. At this time of the day the flies may be easily seized and destroyed

before they have laid tlieir eggs. Of course some will escape, and the next thing to

do is to examine the under-side of the more advanced leaves for eggs laid. These

are very plainly visible, being of a whiter colour than the leaves, and may be

destroyed by running the thumb over them without removing or injuring the leaves.

Some leaves with eggs on them will also escape detection, so that next one has to

look out for the numerous small holes made in the leaves by the infant larva, as

detailed in the " Letters of Rusticus." It is best to remove these leaves and

destroy the larvae. I found the plan to succeed, but it required unremitting

attention, as fresh saw-flies kept coming almost every day for three months at least.

Owing to some neglect, many larvse got ahead, but still the result was that a good

proportion of leaves remained on the trees through the summer, and I have no doubt

the latter would have been entirely stripped if no attention had been paid to them.

As Mr. Douglas observes (p. 116, ante), the black currant-trees were not attacked.

—

Benjamin Cooke, Windsor Road, Southport : &k October, 1879.

Note on Aphides.—As regards garden insects, the most remarkable thing I have

observed of late is the immense destruction of winged Aphides, caused by their

being caught in spiders' webs.

—

Id. : 6th October, 1879.

Captures of Lefidoptera near York.—On the 25th July, I took a specimen of

Apleaia occulta at sugar, and on the 16th September I found a larva of Acronycta

alni feeding on mountain-ash in Sandburu Wood, Malton Road, York.—A. H. Hind,

Minster Gates, York : September 2ith, 1879.

Depressarice feeding on carrot.—With respect to Depressaria rotundella, my
friend Mr. C. S. G-regson has bred it years ago from carrot, and I have also bred it

from that plant, as well as Donglasella, albipunctella, depressella,p>urp'urea, and

applana. Wild carrot is also the food-plant of Depressaria capreolella and D.

Yeatiana, according to Mr. Hodgkinson, who has bred both.—^E. L. Ragonot,

12, Quai de la Rapee, Paris : October, 1879.

I
Abujidance of Chrysocorys festaliella.—The larvae of C. festalieUa were in

thousands up at High Force the other day. The raspberry bushes were bleached in

every direction ; they were quite a feature in the landscape.

—

John Sang, 6, Chest-

nut Street, Darlington ; Septemher 12th, 1879.
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A Cataiogtje of Coleopteea feom the Japanese Archipelago. By G-eobge

Lewis. Taylor & Francis : 1879, 8vo, pp. 31.

Our old fellow-woi'ker and contributor, Mr. Lewis, whose continuous and enei'-

getic work, by personal collecting and otherwise, has so materially added to the

knowledge of the Coleopterous fauna of Japan (to which country he is once more on

the eve of departing—Beetles beware !), has now done a most useful thing, by putting

together, in orthodox catalogue form, the names of all the Coleoptera as yet recorded

from the Archipelago, with the more important synonymy and indications of some

new genera and species. The total is no less than 2227 species, comprised in 862

genera (92 Qeodephaga, 17 Hydradephaga, 15 Philhydrida, 78 BracTielytra, W Psela-

phidcB and ScydmcenidcB^ 104 Clavicorns, 9 Lucanidm, 42 Lamellicorns, 42 Sternoxi,

64 Malacoderms, 75 Heteromera, 127 Rhynchopkora, 71 Longicorns, 73 Chrysomelidce,

and 42 Languriidm, Coccinellidce, &c.). In some few instances, species receive new

names, viz. :

—

-Notiophilus impressifrons, Moravitz, 1862, nee Chaudoir, 1842, is re-

named niponicus ; Poecihis proUxus, Putz., 1875, nee Erichson, 1842, re-named

longuJiis (? Koyi, Germ., available) ; Agriotesferrugineipennis, Mots., 1866, nee Lee.,

1861, re-named Candezei; S/iynchiies betitIeti,^lots., re-named Motscliidskyi ; Alcides

albo-lineaUis, Roelofs, nee Boh., re-named Roelofsi ; and Chrysomela consimilis, Baly,

1874, «-ec Clark, 1864 (^«i<5«Hea,Mots., 1860, wecSuifr., 1850), re-named /(KUJjJMWC^a^a-

The insect considered a variety of Phyllopertha horticola, L., by Mr. C. O. Water-

house, is raised to specific rank as P. yezoensis (presumably an ultra-pure reading of

the specific \\ai,Vi\ejessoensis us:d by the purist Harold), and varieties under the name

niponicus are respectively attributed to Opilo mollis and Sybaris pr<Bustns.

The aphorism that no man is a prophet in his own country is effectually dis-

proved in this Catalogue, wherein Mr. Lewis receives due specific honour no less

than 53 times, in varied guise, from the correct " Lewisi " to the incomprehensible

" Lewisa :" to avoid further repetitions, we might suggest that some of the inevitable

novelties resulting from his meditated journey may receive inflections of " Ludovicus."

The great feature of the recorded species as a whole, viz., their representing so

many European genera, and in very many cases being indeed specifically identical

with European (and even British) forms, has already been lU'ged in these columns by

Mr. Lewis himself, and therefore needs no further comment.

As regards the Catalogue itself, its form and type leave nothing to be desired ;

but such experienced natural history printers as those whose names appear on it

might have reasonably been expected not to have passed errors like " Attelabrus,"

" Bryophorus," " Lepticinus," " Keisenwetter," " Ehynoncus," or "Apteropoda"

—

all well known names, occurring in Waterhouse's British Catalogue, printed by the

same firm. Some few other slips also remain for correction, e. g., Scap/iididcB,

ColydidcB, &c. (LagriidcB, Languriidce, &c., being properly rendered). We are glad

to find Mr. Lewis has the coui'age to follow Roelofs in doubling the aspirated 'r' (as

in Ceutkorrhynchus), except in one accidental case {Oaryrhynclitis) ; but Omalium siiW

lacks its due ' H,' which is misplaced in Hopatrum. These, and a few others, are

however in all probability owing to the somewhat hurried manner in which circiuu-

stances have compelled the publication of the Catalogue, and will doubtless be put

right in a second edition, when increased material demands one.
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iluary.
Thomas Chapman. We have, with sincere regret, to record the loss of this distin-

guishfcd Scottisli natm-alist,—for, though an Englishman bj birth, he for so many years

worked Jiorth of the Tweed, that his name would almost instinctively have occurred

had there been question concerning the best knowai entomologist of his day of Scotland.

Mr. Chapman was born at Nottingham, on 22nd January, 1816 ; he commenced

active life as a student of medicine, but afterwards went into business in Glasgow,

where he resided for forty years, until bad health (accelerated, it is to be feared,

by the failure of the Oity of Glasgow Bank, in which undertaking he had the mis-

fortune to be a shareholder) compelled his retirement. From the beginning of the

present year he resided with his son, Dr. T. Algernon Chapman, at Burghill, Here-

ford, where he died on the 27th August last.

Devotedly attached to natural history, and especially to that branch of it which

is most favom-ed by our readers ; of active personal habits and a genial and unpre-

tentious disposition ; Mr. Chapman probably affords as happy an instance as is

possible under ordinary conditions of life, of the true enjoyment to be derived from

scientific pursuits. He must have steadily applied himself for many years to the

dry details of his business, in order to have secured the means of surrounding himself

as he did with costly evidences of cultivated taste ; and from the beginning he must

also liave reaped the advantage of that wholesome relaxation from the comparatively

sordid cares of life, which is to be obtained at so cheap a price by a study of the

homely phenomena of nature. The fauna of the country of his adoption received

at first his special care, and, as is usual with beginners, the Lepidoptera attracted

him most ; but in botany, geology, and other kindred branches of physical science

he also became proficient. His kindly temper led him much into the society of his

fellow woi-kers in Glasgow '^of the Natviral History Society of which city he was

for many years an active member, being finally one of its Vice-Presidents), and there

are probably few southern Entomologists who have visited Scotland without en-

joying his hospitality.

Not assuming the position of a scientific naturalist, or caring to take a part in

the scramble for priority too often dignified with the name of Entomology nowadays,

Mr. Chapman did not publish much : he prepared a list of the Lepidoptera of the

Clyde district and Western Highlands, which was, we believe, incorporated in Dr.

Buchanan White's Catalogue, and from time to time notes from his pen appeared in

the Transactions of the Society above mentioned, and in our own columns. He
devoted his time chiefly of late years to Exotic Lepidoptera, especially those of the

West Coast of Africa, and many references to his name in connection with this

locality will be found in the works of Hewitson and Strecker. It may be safely

presumed that early training under a parent genuinely devoted to natural history

has developed in Dr. Algernon Chapman that talent for biological work which has

hitherto so eminently charactei-ized his writings.

Professor Camillo Rondani. This celebrated Italian Entomologist died at

Parma, aged 72, on the 18th of September last. He was born at Parma, and was

Professor of Natural History at the Royal College, and Director of the Technical

Institute, in his native city. Ho was best known as a Dipterologist, his principal

work being the "I>ipterolo£/ice Italicce Prodromiis," of which he published six I
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volumes between 1856 and 1877,thongli he did not live to complete it. lie wrote many
papers on Diptera, and also some on Lepicloptera and Hi/menopfera, which apoeared

in different Natural History periodicals, as the Annals of the Entomological Society

of France, and in many Italian publications. He described a good many Aphiden,

which do not seem to have been known to Mr. Buckton,* and he also published

some erudite articles on " Pai-asites and their victims," in the Btli and following

volumes of the Bulletin of the Italian Entomological Society.

Eondani introduced many innovations and new names in his arrangement of

genera and species, which are of doubtful value, and have not been generally ac-

cepted ; but he possessed a rare talent for the discrimination of species. He seized

upon distinctive or characteristic points of structure which others had failed to find,

and thus clearly separated many nearly allied species which had been confounded.

He also found and described many altogether new species.

His death so closely following that of the still more celebrated Dipterologist

Loew, is a sad loss to this branch of Entomology ; all the older European authorities

on the two-winged insects seem gone.

Rondani's collection, containing many valuable typical species, is for sale.

—

E. H. Meade.

Dr. F. Chapuis. Entomology has just sustained a severe loss—Dr. Chapnis

died on the 20tli September, after an illness under which he suffered for several

months, but which only became serious a few days before his death.

Felicien Chapuis was born at Verviers in 1824. His father practiced medicine

in that tovni, and, from the commencement of his education, his son was destined

to succeed him. Nevertheless, his tastes directed his attention to Entomology, and

at the University, all his spare time was employed in the formation of a collection of

the Coleopte)-a of the neighbourhood of Liege, where he then resided. I made his

acquaintance at that time, that is to say, in 18-J7, and, led by him, I relinquished

botany and my herbarium in order to search for Coleoptera in his society. On the

advice of Lacordaire, our professor of z ology, we directed our attention more es-

pecially to the larvae, profiting by the rich library of that learned entomologist, and,

in 1853, appeared our " Catalogue des larves des CoMopteres connnes jusqu' a ce

jour." His studies terminated, Chapuis settled at Verviers, and there practised

medicine. However, he did not abandon entomology. He undertook the study of

Xylopliaga, and published, in 18G5, a Monograph of Platypedes, a considerable

work, in which 200 species are described, with figures from his own drawings.

The death of Lacordaire happened in 1870, leaving unfinished the "Genera des

Coleopteres." At the solicitation of the publisher, Chapuis undertook the continua-

tion, and, after much assiduous labour, he was fortunate in completing the series,

three volumes of that colossal work having been written by him. Chapuis was of

sedentary habits : tied by his professional duties, he seldom went out of his native

town, and but few foreign entomologists visited him there. Adored by his relations,

beloved by his friends, and profoundly esteemed hj his fellow citizens, he passed his

days quietly in tlae bosom of his family.

During his latter years he was occupied in arranging liis collection of CJiry.to-

melidcB, and, in anticipation of an intended complete work on the family, he pub-

lished, in the Annales de la Societe Entomologique de Belgique, several short

monographic papers, and also a Synopsis of Xylophaga. He was a conscientious

observer and an assiduous worker, and if death had not arrested his labours, there

can be no doubt science would have been favoured with other important memoirs

from his pen.—E. Candeze, Glain, Liege : Vlth October, 1879.

* " 13iiUsh Aiihidcs," Ray Society.
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Entomolo&ical Society of London.— Octoler \st, 1879. Sir J. Lubbock:,

Bart., M.P., &o.. President, in the Chair.

Mr. P. H. Gt-osse, F.E.S., of Torquay, -was elected a Member.

The President feelingly alluded to the great loss the Society had recently sus-

tained by the death of Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, one of its original Members.

The President announced that Lord Walsingham had (in conjunction with

other gentlemen) offered two prizes of £50 each for the best life-history of (1)

Sclerostoma syngamus, Dies., believed to produce the " gapes" in fowls, and (2) of

Strongi/his pergracilis, Cobbold, the supposed producer of the grouse-disease. The

prizes to be open for competition to Naturalists of all nationalities, ond the essays

might be written in either English, French, or G-erman, and must be sent in on or

before October 15th, 1882.

Mr. McLachlan said that, with the greatest respect for the liberality that had

induced Lord Walsingham to offer these prizes, he was of opinion that the Council

had not sufficiently held in view the objects for which the Society was instituted

when they accepted the offer, more especially as the Society was languishing for

want of funds sufficient (o enable it to carry out the furtherance of the study of

Entomology in a proper manner : and he thought, that if this were properly brought

before Lord Walsingham, the latter might be inclined to modify the subjects chosen

for the prize essays. The subjects named belonged more properly to the Linnean or

Zoological Societies. The scope of the Entomological Society was not limited to

insects in the narrow sense, but included all that division of the animal kingdom

known as Arthro2ooda : in no case, however, could the Entozoa named in the an-

nouncement come within the proxince of the Society.

Mr. Stainton fully expected that when he heard an announcem.ent from the

Chair as to proposed prize essays, the President would have stated to what Order

of insects the subjects pertained, even if only for the information of the younger

Members. If the creatures were not within the scope of subjects embraced in the

objects of the Society, he could not conceive what the Society had to do with them.

The Entozoa fell to the province of the Linnean or Zoological Societies, with the

latter of which he believed Lord Walsingham was connected. He considered the

action of the Council a case of uUra vires.

Sir John Lubbock stated, that when the offer was made to him by Lord Wal-

singham, he did not take i\pon himself to refuse what appeared to him as an

opportunity of extending our knowledge of an obscui'e group of Annulosa, but he

fully agreed with Mr. McLachlan and Mr. Stainton, that the subject did not in any

way come within the scope of Entomology. Yet he hoped that the Society, by ac-

cepting the offer, might be the means of inducing others to offer prizes on subjects

that came strictly within its province. He inquired if any Member had any resolu-

tion to move on the subject.

Mr. Stainton said he had no intention of moving a resolution, but he hoped

that if it were suggested to Lord Walsingham that the subjects were not within the

scope of the Entomological Society, his lordship would be willing to transfer the

offer to one of the other Societies already named.

Mr. C. O. Watcrhouse remarked, that the Society was simply placed in the po-

sition of having to award prizes on certain subjects, and at liberty to refer the

matter to any sufficiently competent autliority.
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Mr. McLachlan exhibited specimens of an Hemipterous insect just received

from a gentleman residing near Canterbury, and -which were stated to be doing great

damage to hops, being known to the planters as the " Needle-nosed Flea." The

species was Anthocoris nemorum, and Mr. McLachlan suggested that it was sought

to destroy an insect that was probably of considerable benefit to the hop growers,

for, so far as was known, the Anthocoris is carnivorous, and feeds on small insects

and larvae. He also exhibited the larvae of one of the Embidce, forwarded to him

by Mr. Wood-Mason, who found them at Jubbidpore in India, chiefly under bricks

on the ground. The species was probably Oligotoma Saundersi, Westwood. He

further called attention to the subject of the sculptured stones on the shores of

Lake Leman, a subject he had twice already brought before the Society, on informa-

tion received from Professor Forel, the latter considering they might be due to the

action of certain Trichopterous larvse. Mr. McLachlan had recently examined

multitudes of these stones on the shores of Lake Neuchatel, and doubted much if

the sculptures were due to insect agency. He was more disposed to consider them

owing to Jlollusca, or possibly to several causes, for there was miich diversity in

the nature of the sculpturing, which might, however, be owing to the different

textures of the various stones.

Mr. C. O. "Waterhouse stated, that with reference to the injury to hops, he had

recently inspected a hop garden in which great mischief had been done by Evaean-

thus iiiterruptus, assisted by a Lygus. These punctured the leaves, and holes

afterwards formed in them.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited a remarkable species of Acrt/diidee, which he had recently

found hopping about on the surface of pools at Para, during his recent visit to the

Amazons.

The Eev. A. E. Eaton exhibited larvae, pupae, and cases of a Trichopterous insect

belonging to the genus Sydroptila as restricted by him. He found them in the

Valais and in Savoy, frequenting rocks over which dribbling sprays passed ; they are

at first free, but afterwards form cases of fine mud. He noticed also that Sydroptila

fuscicornis, Schneider, formerly placed by him in the genus Phrixocoma, really be-

longed to the same genus.

Sir John Lubbock exhibited Orchesella rufescens, a species new to Britain, taken

in Kent.

Mr. Boscher exhibited coloured drawings of two varieties of the larva of Sme-

rinthus ocellatus, feeding on Salix viminalis and S. triandra respectively. Ho was

not aware that this instance of dimorphism in larvae had been recorded.

Mr. Wood-Mason communicated notes as to the locality of Narycius (Cyphono-

cephalus) smaragdulus.

Mr. Butler communicated "Descriptions of new species of SphingidcB."

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse read " Descriptions of two new genera and species of

Coleoptera belonging to the TenehrionidcB and Ceranibycid<x respectively." He also

read a paper on " The affinities of the genus Polyctenes, Westwood, with a descrip-

tion of a new species." He considered the genus really belonged to the Diptera,

and this view he thought was confirmed by the existence of a new genus and species

of Diptera from Columbia {Euctenodes mirab His), -which in being blind, and in other

characters, showed affinity with Polyctenes, although evidently allied to Strebla.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW ANTSOCORIBM.

BY F. BUCHANAN WHITE, M.D., F.L.S.

Dr. 0. M. Renter having announced (as students of Hemiiitera

will hare been glad to observe) bis intention of bringing ovit a Mono-

graph of the Anthocoridce and allied families, I am desirous of pub-

lishing sliort descriptions (some of them drawn up several months ago)

of certain species which appear to be undescribed.

1. BbACHTSTELES WoLLASTONI, 11. sp.

Cinnamomeus capillisflavo-hrunneis vestitus ; capite rufescente ; pt'onoto disco

et parte postico, scutello, antennis {articnlo 2<' excepto) elytrisqiie phis minusfusces-

centihus ; membrana hrunneo-fiiliginea, hasi linea alhida ornato. Long. 2\ mm.

Madeira. One specimen taken by the late Mr. T. V. Wollaston,

to whose memory I have dedicated the species.

Allied to B. pilicornis, Muls., but at once distinguished by its

much larger size and greater stoutness, as well as by the somewhat

different colour.

CAHDIASTETHUS.
This genus is proving to be one of the most interesting in the

whole family, on account of its not-altogether expected wide distribu-

tion. A few years ago, two European and one North American species

were all that were known : since then, species have turned up in

several far distant parts of the world, and all in islands or island-groups

remarkable for the peculiarities of their faunas. This wide distribution

implies great antiquity for the genus, but it is not its only point of

interest. The species known to nie are separable into two sections,

characterised by the different arrangement of the membrane veins.

In one the veins are arranged as in the British species rvfescens, Costa

{testaceus, Muls.), viz., four free veins, the two middle ones approxi-

mating each other at the base. In the other section there are appa-

rently three veins only, but a closer insj)ection shows that the third

or inner vein consists of two, which are free at the base but soon

coalesce, leaving a smaller or larger triangular cell, from the apex of

which the united veins are continued. This cell is additional to the

usual long, narrow, triangular basal cell. It might have been expected

that one of these sections would have had a different geographical

distribution from the other, but in fact each is equally widely spread.

Of the nine species known to me, four belong to one section, and five

to the other. Of the four-veined section there are species in Europe,

St. Helena, South America, and New Zealand ; and of the falsely three-

veined section there are species in Madeira, New Zealand, and the
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Hawaiian islands. Of the two remaining species, the European cerimis,

Fieb., and the North American liiridelhis, Fieb., I know nothing per-

sonally, but I imagine, from an expression used by Fieber, that the

former may perhaps belong to the second or three-veined section.

All the species are rather closely allied, hence the following attempt at

a tabulation of the species known to me may prove useful

:

1 (8). MembransB venis 3° 4° que coalesceutibus et cellulam parram formantibus.

2 (3). Pronoto sat angusto lateribus sinuatis; callo lobi antici posterius longitudi-

naliter impresso ; antennis (articulo 1° excepto) pallidis ; corpore majore,

majus piloso, colore dilutiore ... muudulus, B.W.

3 (4). Pronoto minus angusto lateribus rcctis vel rotundatis ; antennis apicem

versus infuscatis ; corpore minore, minus piloso, colore obscuriore.

4 (7). Pronoto lateribus rectis vel subrotundatis.

5 (6). Membrana venis crassis distiuctis ; pronoto lobo postico in medio longitudi-

naliter distincte suleato ; corpore minus piloso, majus nitido... ^"'

continuus, n. sp.

6 (5). Membrana venis gracilibus subindistinctis ; pronoto lobo postico longitudi-

naliter minus distincte suleato ; corpore majus piloso minus nitido ..

sodalis, B.W. .

7 (4). Pronoto sat lato lateribus distincte rotundatis ; callo fovea parva postice in-

structo ; impressions transversali pronoti mediocri ... Brouniamis, B.W.

8 (1). Membrana} venis liberis, baud coalesceutibus.

9 (10). Pronoto lateribus rectis; membrana venis (la excepta) sat indistinctis

;

cuneo externe roseo . censors, n. sp.

10 (9). Pronoto lateribus plus minus rotundatis.

11 (14). Membrana venis sat distinctis, in utroque scxu completa.

12 (13)- Minor ; pronoto nigro nitido iicolor, B.W.

13 (12). Major; pronoto rufescente-brunneo, subopaco... rufescens, Costa,.

14 (11). Membrana venis indistinctissimis.

15 (16). Colore obscuriore, opaco ; scutello distincte excavato ; membrana feminae

subabbreviata Poioeri, n. sp.

16 (15). Colore pallido, nitido ; scutello vix excavato ; membrana in utroque sexu

completa clarus, n. sp.

The new species mentioned above may be thus briefly described

:

2. Caediastethus continutjs, 71. sp.

C. rufescenti similis sed angustior, obscurior, majus niiidus et pulescentia minus

vestitus ; pronoto lateribus majus rectis; antennis crassiorihus ; membrana venis

crassioribiis, S'' 4f^que prope basin coalesceniibus et cellulam parvam triangularem

formantibus. Long. 2 mm.

Madeira (Wollaston). Several specimens.

3. CARDIASTETHrS CONSOES, 11. sp.

Luteus, capiillis long is pallidis vestitus; capite, pronoto antice et postice, ab-

domineque dilute rirfo- vel aurantio-fuscis ; scutello obscuriore ; cuneo externe late

roseo; elgtris plus minus lev iter fusco-iiebulosis ; antennis articulo load tipicem

uscescente, 2^ parte tertia apicalifusco-nigro, Z'^ fusco-brunneo ; membrana dilute
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hrunneo-fusca vents concoloribus indistinctis, prope hasiit vence exterioris macula

triangidari parva lutea. Capitis vertice et pronoti disco postico transverse rugulosis,

Jiujus lateribus et margine postico transverse punctatis ; sctdello suhiniguloso ; pronoto

lohi postici disco transverse impresso. Long. 3 mm.

New Zealand (Broun). Three specimens.

Belongs to the section with four free membrane-veins, but, except

the outer one, they are indistinct.

4. Caediastetiiijs Poweri, n. sp.

Piceo-brunneus vel piceo-niger, opaciis, capillis longiuscuUs cinereis vestitus

;

capite antice et postice, pronoto lateribus et postice, scutello saltern ad apicem, em-

holio ad basin, clavo, corioque ad maximam partem plus minus dilutioribus, interdum

leviter rufescentilus ; antennis articulo ^o fusoo-brimneo, 4" rufescente ; macula

subrotunda ante basin cunei albido-fusca ; membrana dilutefiisco-brunnea, nebuUs 3

dilutioribus 2 ad basin altera ad marginem interiorem notata, venis male definitis

;

rostro ad basin piceo, apicem versus luteo ; /pedibus piceo-brunneis, basin versus dilu-

tioribus,Jemoribus ad apicem,'tibiarumque dimidio apicali necnon tarsis brunneo-

flavidis ; corpore subtus nitido piceo-brunneo, ventre ad medium dilutiore. Capite

et pronoto (disco antico excepto) transverse rugulosis ; scutello subtiliter punctato-

ruguloso ; pronoti lobo postico antice transverse impresso vel (^) Jbvea parva

profunda imtructo ; memhranafcsmincB subabbreviata. Long. 1\—2 mm.

New Zealand (Broun). Five specimens.

Belongs to the section with four free membrane-veins, bnt these

are with great difficulty made out, and in fact seem almost obsolete.

I have much pleasure in dedicating this species to Dr. J. A. Power,

whose researches in the entomology of Britain are so well kuowrf. It

is the smallest species of the genus known to me.

5. Cardiastethus claeus, n. sjj.

Pallide brunneo-flavus, nitidus, pilis jmllidis sp)arsis vestitus ; elytris dilutiori-

bus ; oculis fuscis ; aniennarum articulis duobus uUimis subfusoulis. Capite,pronoto

scutelloque IcBviusculis, elytris subtiliter punctatis ; pronoti lateribus ad apicem

distincte rotundatis inde subrectis, impressione transversali mediocri ; scutellofovea

media vix instructo ; membrana venis indistinctissimis. $ $ . Long. 2 mm.

Amazon (Trail). Two specimens.

At once distinguished from its allies by its uniformly pale brownish-

yellow colour ; smooth surface, scarcely excavated scutellum and ob-

solete membrane-veins, of which only the first is at all (and that

scarcely) visible.

CardiastetJius Broiininnus, B. W. (Ent. Mo. Mag., xv, 159).

—

Having seen more specimens of this species, I may state that it

varies much in intensity of coloration. Sometimes there is a pale

brownish-fuscous spot before the base of the cuneus, more apparent

in dark than in pale individuals.

i
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6. Teiphleps teisticoloe, 11. sp.

Niger, nitidjis ; antennis (artictdo 1° exceptoj, emlolii 2/3 basali, corio (basi

ima excepta),femoribiis anticis et intermecUis ad apicem, tihiis anticis et intennediis,

tib lis post ids ad basin, necnon dimidio basali tarsornm testaceo-albidis. Pronoto

mnrgine postico late sinuato, longitudine media duplo longiore, apice truncato longi-

tudine media nonnihil hreviore, lateribus marginatis ad apicem subfortiter rotundatis,

inde basin versus sensim rotundatis, disco in medio distincte impresso, postice rude^

punctata; scutello dimidio apiicali depresso, suhtiliter ruguloso ; membrana albido-

hyalina. Clavi margine exteriore, macula albido-testacea ante apicem interdum

signato. Long. If mm.

California. Two examples.

Allied to T. lepidus, Eeut., and T. rugicolUs, Eeut., but distin-

guished by tbe coloration, and by the shape of the pronotum.

7. Teiphleps Reedi, n. sp.

Niger subnitidtis ; capite apice j^iceo-brunneo ; antennis articiilis 1" 2'>qtce

brunneo-luteo-testaceis, 3o ipqiie piceo-brtmneis ; jjedibus luteo-testaceis, yemoribus

sub-infuscatis ; elytris lideo-testaceis, clavo, emboUo apicem versus ciineoque plus

minus briinneis ; membrana pallido-fuliginea. Capite brevi cum oculis longitudine

latiore ; antennis subcrassis ; pronoto disco rude pimctato transverse impresso, late-

ribus marginatis, ad apicem rotundatis, inde subrectis, margine postico sinuato, longi-

tudine medio duplo longiore ; scutello transverse rugoso, dimidio a^ncali depresso.

Long. 2 mm.

Chili. Two specimens taken by Mr. Edwyn C. Reed, to whom I

dedicate the species, in testimony of his labours at the Chilian fauna.

In general foi*m and appearance resembling T. minutus, L., from

which the shape of the head and stouter antennae at once separate it.

Two species of Chilian Seviiptera—Xylocoris hrevicollis, Blanch.,

and Antliocoris parvulus, Blanch., are described as also resembling T.

minutus, but with the short descriptions of neither of these two

species do my specimens tally.

Fiezostetliusformicetorum, Boh.—I have French specimens of this

North European species labelled ^''Formica pratensis, Cernay, Nov., 74."

If, therefore, this species occurs in Fi-ance, it might be worth while to

look for it in the nests of Formica ruf'a in the South of England. In

my experience, it usually dwells deep down in the nest.

8. ACOMPOCOEIS ALIENUS, U. Sp.

Niger, pubescentia aurea vestitus ; elytris Jlavido-brunneis, clavo, embolii mar-

ginibus, corii disco margineque apicali, et cuneo apicem versus obscurioribus ; embolio

ad apicem macula dilutiore notafo ; membrane iiallidefusca ad basin venasque albida ;

pedibus testaceo-brunneis ; antennis nigro-brunneiS) articulo folate luteo-brunneo

annulato, articulis 3o 4:0que sub-cequilongis. Long. 3i mm.
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Madeira (Wollastoii). Two specimens.

Allied to A. alpinus, Eeut.,biit a trifle larger ; thorax longer, an-

tennae stouter, and legs and membrane of a different colour.

9. AjfTHOCOEIS ANTETOLENS, n. SJ).

Elongatus, aiifftistus, niger, nitidus, capilUs 2^<^^li'i,is vestitus ; 2'^'0>'oto loho

postico rvfo-hrttnneo {itderdnm [?] nigro-brnnneoj ; clavo pallide vel ohscurefusco-

brunneo, commissuram versusfiisco ; embolio, corii 1/3 basali, et margine interiore

ad apicetn clavi testaceo-albidis, corio ad basin interdnm fuseo-striato ; corii em-

boliique partibus obsctiris basin versus piceo-briinneis ; embolio ad ajjicem macula

rufo-brunnea notato ; membranafuligineo-brvnnea, ban albida ; pedilus plus minus

piceo-bru»neis,femortbus ad apicem tibiis ad basin dilutioribus ; clypeo lateribus

interdum rufo-brunneis ; antennis bruaneo-nigris, articulis 2" ad medium late et 4o ad

apicem luride rufo-brunneis. Clypeo subtiliter transverse rugoso ; pronoto,pircEcipue

lobo antica, convexo, rugoso (disco lobi antici excepto), transverse profunde impresso ;

scutello ad basin suhtilissime punctulato, dimidio apicali rugoso ; elyiris subtilissime

punctulatis ; antennis capita pronotoque simul sumptis subcequilongis, articulis

Zo 4-oque subaquilongis ; rostro coxis antlcis paullo superante, articulo 2o 3° fere

duplo longiore. Long. Z\ mm.

California. Three specimens.

Variable in intensity of coloration. Two specimens have paler

antennae, and otherwise differ from those described, and may perhaps

belong to a different species.

10. DoLiCHOMEEUs Eeuteei, n. sp.

D. elongate, Heut., similJimus, minus obloiigus (S sitboratvs), corio ad basin

pallido, pronoto breviore latioreque basi minus profunde sinuato, lateribus liaud

((J) vel vix ($) sinuatis, disco post ice haud profunde sed late transverse impresso;

pedibus testaceis,fe?noribus tibiisque in medio plus minus latefusco-brunneis.

Long. (J , 3j ; ? , 4| mm.

North Amex'ica (Missouri and Georgia). Three specimens.

I know D. elongatus, Eeut., by description only, and this species

(which I have the pleasure of naming after one of the chief workers

in this family) appears to differ from it in the points indicated.

Lyctocoris campestris, Fab.—I have specimens of this from New
Zealand, where however it must, I fancy, be an introduced species.

11. DiLASIA (?) DENIGBATA, 11. Sp. <

Nigra, nitida, parce pilosa, rostro, pedibus antennisque pallide lurideve piceo-

bru7i7ieis, hartim articulo 2" obsctiriore ; elytris opacisfusco-brunneis, margine costali

saturatiore setulis nonnuUis instructo, embolio apice macula pallida notato; mem-

brana hrunneo-fusca, ad basin exterius dilutiore. Corpus oblongum ; capite longitu-

diiie latiore, antennarum articulo l^ capitis apice superante, 2° 1" duplo longiore,

3o 20 breviore quam 4w» longiore : pronoto in medio longitudinaliter sulcata, postice
,
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rude rugoso, capite paullo longiore, margine postico late sinuato longitudine media

fere duplo longiore, angulis fortiter rolundatis, lateribus pone angulas anticas rectis ;

membrancB venis brevissimis. Long. 3 mm.

Two specimens. Muiiua Kea, Hawaii, at about 3000 ft. (Blackburn)

.

Perhaps not a true Dilasia, but this species and the next may
find a place in that genus in the meantime.

12. DiLASIA (?) DECOLOR, 11. Sp.

Dilute brunnea, nitida, parce pilosa ; pedibus prcscipue tibiis, antennis scutel-

loque, obscurioribtts ; elytris ftisvo-bninneis, embolio apice macula pallida notato ;

membrana dilutefusco-brunnea, venis indistinctis. Quoad staturani formamque D.

denigratge simillima sed colore diverso, capite latitudine longiore et anterius minus

angustato, pronoto ut videter paullo brevlove, pilositate parciore tenuioreque, ^'c,

videter distincta. ^ . Long. 3 mm.

Honolulu (Blackburn). One specimen.

I am not quite sure but that this may prove to be only a variety

of the preceding.

LILIA, g. n.

Corpus oblongo-ovatiim, glabruni. Caput longum, productuni, collari distincto

iustructum. Oculi mediocres. Antennce tenuiter pilosulcB, articiilo lo apicem capitis

attingente, 2" sursum incrassato, duobus ultimis siibfusiformibus. Hostrum coxis

anticis superans, articulo 1" oculos attingente. Pronotum collari distincto instructum;

margine antico truncato, lateribus distincte marginatis antice posticeqiie rotundatis,

in medio subsinuatis ; margine postico late sinuato ; disco longitudinaliter leviter

impresso suhtiliter ruguloso. Sculellum posterius depressum subtiliter rugtilostim.

Jilytra (cuneo exterius excepto) seriatim punctata. Membranes vence indisiinctissimce.

Abdomen marginibus subdilatatis, apice pilis longis nonnuUis instructum.. Femora

antica incrassata inferne apicem versus dente instructa. Alarum cellula hamo

instructa.

Affinities doubtful. It has, in some respects, more the aspect, at

first sight, of a Lygaeid than an Anthocorid, due perhaps to the rows

of punctures on the elytra. The membrane-nerves are almost in-

visible, but there seems to be one spi'inging from the apex of the basal

cell, and there are possibly two others.

13. LiLIA DILECTA, U. Sp.

Nigro-brunnea, antennis dilutioribus ; pronoto lateribus et margine postico,

elytris pedibusque brunneo-testaceis ; rostro, capite ante antennas, colloque dilute

brunnescentibus ; pronoto collari rufo-testaceo ; .elytrisJemorumque marginibus an-

ticisfusco-brunneo xiariegatis ; membrana dilutefusca maculis irregularibus obscuris

notata ; connexivo brunneo-testaceo, segmentis in medio fusco-brunneis.

(J . Long. 3 mm.

Maui, Hawaiian Islands, at about 5000 feet (Blackburn). One

specimen.
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14. CaEDIASTETHUS (?) COLLUDEIfS, n. sp.

Fusco-hrunneus, setulis longis erectis concoJorihus vestitus, antennis, pedibus,

Jiemelytrisque {emholio excepto) paidlo dilutiorlbus, rostro s^ibtestaceo, membrana

pallideftiliginea ; capite IcBvi nitido, collo magno convexo instructo ; antennis arti-

culo 1" apicem capitis superante, articulo 2° sursum sensim incrassato, {reliqua

desunt) ; pronoto IcBvi nitido postice transverse ruguloso, margine antico leviter

sinuato, marginihus lateralibus leviter stibrotundatis anticefortius rotundatis, margine

postico late sinuato, lobo antico callis 2 latis instructo, inter callosfortiter Jongitiidi-

naliter sulcato, sulca anteriiis dilatata, pone callos utrinque subfoveolato ; scutello

basi anguste elevato-convexo Icevi nitido, pone basin depresso opaco transverse rugu-

loso ; hemelytris opacis ; antennis pedibusque subcrassis,femoribus anticis reliqtiis

crassioribus ; membranw venis obsoletissimis. Long. 2 mm.

Brazil (Trail). One specimen.

From the mutilated condition of the specimen (the last two joints

of the antennas and part of the abdomen being absent), I have not

ventured to characterize the new genus to which it probably belongs,

but have placed it with some doubt in the genus Cardiastefhics, which

it resembles in several respects. The membrane-nerves are almost

invisible, but I think I can see the bases of three.

Annat Lodge, Perth :

October 1st, 1879.

EEMAEKS ON PROF. EILEY'S OBSERVATIONS ON THE PUPATION
OF THE NYMPHALID^.

BT J. A. OSBORNE, M.D.

Prof. C. V. Riley, of Washington, U. S. A., has recently been

devoting much attention to this subject, and the results of his obser-

vations have been communicated to the Philosophical Society of

Washington and the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, duriug the present year. Abstracts of these communications

have been published in "Psyche," July, 1879, and the " Scientific

American Supplement," Sept. 13th, 1879.* From the latter I make the

following extracts :
" In the final getting rid of the larval skin and

attachment of the chrysalis, there are concerned :

" 1st—Certain features belonging to the larva, and cast off with

its skin : 2nd—those belonging to the chrysalis ; and to intelligibly

explain the process, it is necessary to more fully characterize and

homologize these parts than has hitherto been done.

" In the former category, in addition to the natural adhesiveness

of the moist, mucous, and membranous corium, there are three physi-

* Also in " Nature," vol. xx, pp. 594-095.

—

Eds.
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ological factors concerned : 1st—the tracheal ligament, or tlie shed

tracheae from the last or ninth pair of spiracles, which uniformly

become blind or obsolete in the chrysalis ; 2nd—the rectal ligament,

or shed intestinal canal ; 3rd—the " Osborne " or retaining membrane

{membrana retinens), which is but a stretched part of the membranous

corium that accumulates around the rectum and in the anal prolegs,

and that is intimately connected with the rectal ligment.

" In the second category, we have the structural featvires of the

chrysalis, these are : First— the cremaster proper, which is the homo-

logue of the anal plate of the larva, and the form of which is fore-

shadowed in that of said anal plate This cremaster is

surmounted at the apex, and sometimes along the ventral ridges, by

what may be called the cremastral hook-pad, thickly studded with

minute but stout hooks

"Secondly—we have the sustainers (sz^s^ew^ores), two projections

which homologize with the soles {plantcB) of the anal prolegs, and

which take on various forms, but are always directed forward so as to

easily catch hold of the retaining membrane

''^Thirdly—we have what may be called the sxistentor ridges, usually

connected with the sustainers, and embracing them on the outside, and

extending backward to the inside of the ventral cremastral ridges.

These sustentor ridges are homologous with the limb of

the anal prolegs, and the exposed edge with the posterior border of

said limb

"Fourthly—between them is what may be called the rectal piece,

consisting of a piece more or less well marked and elevated, especially

around the closed rectum.

" It is principally by the leverage obtained by the hooking of the

sustainers in the retaining membrane, which acts as a swinging fulcrum,

that the chrysalis is prevented from falling after the cremaster is

withdrawn from the larval skin. It is also principally by this same

process that it is enabled to reach the silk with the cremastral hook-

pad. Tet the rectal ligament plays a most important part, and, in

some species, a more important part even, in my estimation, than the

membrane itself. The tracheal ligaments, which, from a study of

specimens plunged in alcohol when the larval skin was about half shed,

I was at first inclined to believe important auxiliaries, are, I am now
satisfied, of very little or no service in most cases. The rectal ligament

is a constant physiological factor, and its importance cannot be as-

certained by attempts to sever the membrane at the critical moment,

because in such attempts the ligament is more or less drawn out be-

yond the power of the sphincter muscles in the chrysalis to control it."
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From this it would appear that Prof. Eiley's opinions, " based on

observations made on species in more than a dozen genera," agree

with mine in several points. We are agreed concerning the incorrect-

ness of the old account given originally by Reaumur in I73i. He says

" I had long become coiiTinced that the popiilar accounts [based on

that of Reaumur] were crude and inaccurate." ~\Ve are agreed also

that a ligament or membrane is formed out of the lining coat of the

larval skin, with attachments as described, which plays an important

part in the end of pupation. And I understand also that Prof. Riley

has found this ligament likewise in the Siiccincti. We differ, however,

as to the co-ordinate importance Prof. Riley gives to what he calls

the truclieal and rectal ligaments. As regards the former, as he finally

withdraws their claim, nothing more need be said. The chief point of

divergence between us is in the importance which Prof. Riley attaches

to the so-called rectal ligament, or shed intestinal canal. He goes on

to say :
" Dissected immediately after suspension and the sub-joint of

the larva will be found to be bathed, especially between the legs and

around the rectum, in an abundance of translucent, membranous ma-

terial. An hour or more after suspension, the end of the forming

chrysalis begins to separate from the larval skin, except at the tip of

the cremaster. Gradually the skin of the legs and of the whole sub-

joint stretches, and, with the stretching, the cremaster elongates, the

rectal piece recedes more and more from the larval rectum, and the

sustentor ridges diverge more and more from the cremaster, carrying

with them, on the sustainers, a part of the soft membrane. If a larva

be carefully dissected at this stage, the forming membrane may be

raised with the point of a needle, and stretched so as to show its con-

nection with the rectal ligament ; or it may lifted entirely from the

retainers, when, by its elasticity, it contracts and becomes more or

less fully absorbed in the rectal ligament. It is at this stage that the

strength of the latter may be fully tested, and if the chrysalis, flayed

from the larval skin and freed from the retaining membrane, be

grasped in the neighbourhood of the rectum, so as to supply the

natural holding powers of the sphincter m.uscles,* the rectal ligament

will sustain, as I have abundantly proved, at least ten or twelve times

the weight of the chrysalis, while it will support, if held by the larval

skin, sevei'al times the weight of the chiysalis before separating

therefrom."

For my own part I have never been able to see that the shed in-

testinal canal has any influence on the suspension of the chrysalis

* Are these sphincter muscles supposed to be in the cast-off larval skin ?-J. A. O.
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during the .critical last moments of pupation. And such is also the

opinion of Mr. "W. H. Edwards, as communicated to me by letter.

On September 9th he writes :
" I do not believe that the rectum has

any especial bearing on pupation. All my observations indicate that

the "Osborne" membrane alone supports the pupa, and cutting this, the

pupa always falls ; cut the rectum, and no efBect is produced, so far as

I have seen."

In the cases mentioned by Prof. Riley, when the dissection was

made " an hour or more after suspension," I can only suppose that the

interference was premature, and the intestinal canal not yet completely

disengaged
; but this is not the normal condition towards the end of

pupation. In the chrysalis of V. tirticce, the last three or four ab-

dominal segments are wedge-shaped, the thin ends of the wedges

lying close together on the venter near the knobs to which the ligament

is attached. The terminal or anal surface of the last segment has

lying on it the ridges which terminate in these knobs, and the tail-

piece (with the hooks), making an obtuse angle with the ridges, and

forming with them a sort of bent lever— (viewed sideways, not unlike

the open jaws of a serpent, having on its nose the hooks for attach-

ment to the silk). The extension and contraction of the abdominal seg-

ments, then, cause the tail-piece ("cremaster " of Prof. Eiley) to move

through the arc of a circle, whose centre is at the point of suspension

of the chrjrsalis from the ligament, which ligament itself is highly

elastic. Now, with this mechanism, it is not difficult to conceive how

the tail of the chrysalis may work its way out of the pocket of

shrivelled larva skin, stretching the elastic ligament as far as necessary,

and then be thrust up around that shrunk-up packet of old skin so as

to reach the silk. But if the exuviated rectum is to be considered as

the suspensory ligament, how is this to be accomplished ? In the first

place, so much of the rectum must be " paid out " of the anus as will

lower the pupa sufficiently to get its tail clear out of the larva skin.

But if it is drawn up again, it will be drawn up vertically in the same

straight line, and still impinge against the intervening skin. And by

what power is it to be drawn up ? For Prof. Riley's views on this

point, I must refer to the paper in " Psyche." "The principal means

by which the chrysalis holds on, and rises at the critical moment, is a

stout ligament, which is, virtually, the shed intestinal canal ; not alone

the lining, but the whole organ, which, as we know, becomes sub-

obsolete in the imago state of so many Lepidoptera. The ileum and

colon are more particularly serviceable, and the ligament holds with

such force around the anus of the cast larval skin, that it cannot well
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be severed. The rectum of the nascent chrysalis* draws this in or

lets it go by peristaltic action of the sphincter muscles, the whole

ligament being drawn out as soon as the hooks of the cremaster reach

the silk."

A muscular tube capable oi pei'istaJtic action may be regarded as

a succession of sphincter rings piled one on another to form a cylinder
;

and the peristaltic action of this tube is nothing else than the con-

traction of these sphincter rings in orderly succession, one after the

other. The contraction of the first ring closes the tube at that point,

and the successive contraction of the adjacent rings drives along by a

vis a tergo the fluid or semi-fluid contents of the tube. But it is

self-evident that no such effect could be produced on a solid body

(ligament) passing completely through the first contracting ring ; and

this is the condition of things in question. It remains for Prof. Eiley

to demonstrate and explain by what new structures and mechanism

the puj^a is drawn up again by means of the " rectal ligament." And
1 think the same difilculty stands in the way when the rectal ligament

is regarded not as a suspensor^;er se, but as an adjuvant to the true

suspensory ligament.

Milford, Letterkenny, Ireland :

Octoler, 1879.

NOTES ON UNKNOWN OE, LITTLE-ENOWN LAEY^ OP
MICE 0-LJEPIDOPTERA.

BY E. L. EAGONOT.

Several entomologists of great merit are doing all they can to

elucidate the life-histories of the British Lcpidojjfera, and they have

already done much in that way, still there are a great many species of

which the larvre seem to laugh at our endeavours to discover them, or

to learn their precise habits.

In order to provoke the publication of the life-history of our pets,

I purpose to contribute to this magazine notes on the British species

oiMicro-Lepidopteraoi which the larvge are quite unknown,and bringing

together all we know of the habits of these, concerning which some-

thing has been recorded ; for it frequently happens that a clue, however

small, leads to the discovery of what we are eager to learn.

I hope that, by drawing the attention of British lepidopterists to

this subject,: we may learn the first stages of numbers of Micro-

Lepidoptera, for I feel assured that many entomologists refrain from

* Although, as stated above, it is almost obsolete ! Or, is there a special -pu-pal rectum for
this purpose, loft behind at the exclusion of the imago ? And can it be found in the empty
puparium ?—J. A. O.
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publishing their discoveries because they suppose them already known,

or consider the publication of the little they may know of not much

impoi'tance. Mr. Stainton, with his excellent " Manual," has helped

lepidopterology to a wonderful extent, and since 1859 many larvae

have been discovered.

PTEALITES.

Pyralis costalis, Fab. {Jimhrialis, S. V.).

This larva is still a desideratum. Dr. Eossler says that he has

bred the moth from moss and lichens on trunks of trees. Mr. A.

Lloyd has found the larva in a rick, and this observation has been

confirmed by Dr. Steudel. M. Doumerc appears to have found the

larva in June, feeding on an exotic plant {Gobea scandens), and it

resembled that of Botys urticalis. He gives a short description, but

as he is not a reliable authority, we cannot place any trust in his

observations. Doumerc does not seem to have tried to determine his

insects, and imposed new names to all— the species which is supposed

to be costalis he called cohealis. Costalis is a garden insect, and I sus-

pect that the larva feeds on fallen leaves, &c., but I have not yet

discovered it, although the insect is abundant in my garden during

the summer months.*

Pyrausta osfrinalis, Hb.

This has been considered as a variety of piirjjuralis, L., but the

larva does not seem to have been published. Purpuralishasheenhved

from Mentha arvensis and M. aquatica^ but osfrinalis, most abundant

on the Cheshire sandhills, must feed on Thymus serpyllum or Cala-

mintlia acinos. The insect flies in May and August.

Ennychia niyrita, Sc. i^anguinalis, Hb.).

The larva is still quite unknown ; the moth flies in May, June,

and August over dry pasture lands.

JEnnychia octomaculalis, L.

According to Herr A. Hartmann, the larva feeds in August and

September, beneath the leaves of Bellidiastrum Miclieli, leaving only

the ribs ; but the larva has not been described. Octomaculalis frequents

dry meadows from May to July.

Endotricha Jlainmealis, S. Y.

The moth seems to be attached to oak, and the larva has been

found by Miihlig in August and September, feeding on low oak bushes,

* A detailed aceount of the habits of this species is given by Biley, in his 6th Report on the
Injurious, &c., Insects of Missouri (1S74). In America it is considered injurious to clover-hay.

—

£Da.
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but I have Bot seen any description. Ilerr Wilde supposes that the

larva feeds on Ligustrnm vuhjnrc, but the moth occurs where there is

no privet.

Diasemla litferata, Sc. {literalis, S. Y.).

Litterata frequents dry pasture lands and vineyards early in

June, but we have still no clue as to the habits of the larva and its

food-plant. It appears that there are two broods (see Barrett, E. M.

M., xiv, p. 159).

Diasemia Samhurifdis, Dup.

Nothing is known about the larva ; the perfect insect seems to

like marshy places in April and August.

Nai>cia cilyilis, Hb.

The larva is yet to be discovered; the moth frequents boggy

meadows in May and June.

Sfenia punctaJis, S. Y.

Larva still unknown ; the perfect insect is fond of dry pasture

lands and hill slopes, flying in August.

Sotijs pandalis, Hb.

The larva seems to be quite unknown, though the moth is common

enough in certain localities in June and August.

Bolysflavalis, S. Y.

The larva has been supposed to feed on bedstraw {GaJiitm veritni)

,

and certainly the imago affects dry pasture fields where this plant is

common ; no doubt that, like most of the Botydce, the larva is poly-

phagous. Moschlersays that he has found the larva on nettle (Urfica

tirens), and bred the moth, which flies in July.

Botys hyalinalis.

According to Herr Anton Grartner, the larva feeds in rolled-up

leaves of nettles in May and June. Herr Gai'tner is an excellent

observer, yet I fancy there is some confusion with B. ruraJis, Sc.

{verticdlis, S. Y.), whose larva feeds thus. A. Hai^tmann copies

Gartner. The moth appears in July. The larva is still "wanted."

Botys straminaJis, Hb. (strauientalis, Hb.).

It has been stated that the larva feeds in March, in stems of

wheat, and that it is sometimes injurious to crops ; the original obser-

vation has not come to my notice—the moth flies in June and July, in

damp meadows, and may feed in the stems of grasses.
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Sjyilodes i-erficalis, L. (cificfnlis, Tr.).

Schrank found the larva on Scirothamnus scoparius, but did not

describe it. The larva is no doubt polyphagous, for Herr A. Gartner

found the larva at the end of June spun up in a leaf of Atriplex patida,

the moth appearing early in August. Herr v, Nolcken has bred it

from a handsome larva feeding on Cirsium arvense. and gives a good

description. Mr. W. R. Jeffrey noticed that the moths frequented

Artemisia vidgaiHs. I should be glad to know whether the larva has

been foui.d in England.

12, Qiiai de la Eapee, Pai-is

:

1st October, 1879.

(To he continued).
.

DIAGNOSES OF NEW ELATERID^ FROM JAPAN.

BT GEORGE LEWIS.

Teteigus GEANDIS.

Fuscus, paritm nitidus, crcbre punctatus, puhe hrumieo-fulva dense res-

titiis ; prothorace quamlatifudo sua hand longiore ; clyiris fenuiter punctatis

striatis, apicibus oblique divaricatis. Long. 16 lin.

H ab. : Nagasaki, two specimens.

The largest recorded Elater from Japan ; it differs from T. Lrwisi

in its size, by the thorax gradually widening to the base, the more

yellow pubescence, and somewhat (though very little) larger punc-

tuation. .

Elatee Etei.

Ater, nitidus, hrunneo-2)ubescens, thorace dtnse piinciaio ; elgti'is coccineis.,

interstitiis parum convexis. Long. 5 lin.

Hab. : Taisho.

This species is very close to JE. sanguinohntus, but is somewhat

shorter, rather more clearly punctured on the elytra, and the interstices

rather more convex, which give the appearance of deeper striae. Like

that species also, it has maculate and immaculate forms.

Elatee eubeidoestjs.

Ater, nitidus, fusco-pubescens, capite prothoraceque crebre fortiterque

punctatis, illo in medio Joveo/ato, leviter iinpresso ; elytris sanguineis, minus

profunde striatis, striis punctatis. Long. 5 lin.

Hab.: Taisho.

This again is closely allied to the European E. p)omoriim, from

which it may be known b)^ the shallow pit in the middle of the head,

jts somewhat shorter form, and more deeply impressed striae.
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Elater PIWICEUS.

Ater, nitidtis, griseo-pubescens ; capite confertim, prothorace antice,

laterihiisque fortius et crehriuspunctatis ; elytris coccineis,profi(nde punctato-

striatis, interstitiis eonvexis. Long. 5^ lin.

Hab. : Awomori Bay, extreme North of Nipon.

This very distinct species is at once recognised by the deeply im-

pressed and punctate stria", of which the two next the suture are

relatively less deep, and by the second and third interstices being wider

than the others.

Elatee cakbunculus.

Sub-elongattis, ater, nitidus puhe cinereo tectiis ; eapite confertim, thorace

sparsim, jninctatis ; elytris punctato-striatis interstitiis sub-rugulosis, pianis ;

antennis longis, sub-serrutis. Long. 3f lin.

Hab. : Awomori Bay.

This neat little species comes in the carhonicolor group, so far as

the puncturing and general sculpture go, but it is more slender, with

much longer antennfe.

CuTPTOHTPXtrS TELLURIS.

Longiusculiis, niger, nitidus, subtiliter griseo-pubescens ; eapite thorace-

que punctatis, elytris striatis, interstitiis eonvexis, crebre punctatis ; antennis

nigris, articulo secundo tertioque necnon tibiis et tarsisflavis.

Long. If—2 lin.

Hab. : Haagi.

This species is distinct from all others described from Japan : the

base of the thighs in the anterior and middle legs is yellow. I am

much indebted to Mr. Hiller for my specimens. He found the

insect, I believe, in some numbers.

Caediophorus rameus.

Elongiusculus, parvmi nitidus, niger, pube brunneofulva incondita dense

vestitus ; elytris punctato-striatis, interstitiis eonvexis, punctatis, apicibns

rvfescentibus ; abdominis apice subtus rufo ; anten7iis piceis, pedibus brun-

neis. Long. 5i lin.

Closely allied to C. pauper, but not quite so parallel, and the

punctuation is a degree coarser ; the antenuiB are longer, and the

colour of the pubescence and legs is brown. I had two specimens

formerly from an old hedge in Kawachi,but this summer I have received

the species in numbers from Kii. C. pauper seems confined to the

Yokohama district.

Melanotus cafdex.

Niger, 7iitidus, griseo-pubescens ; prothorace quam latitudo sua hand

longiore, punctata, in medio anguste canaHculato, IcBvi ; elytris punctato-

striatis, interstitiis parum eonvexis; antennis tibiis tursisque rufo-piceis.

Long. 3f—4y lin. ('.

1
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Hab. : Wakayama.

I received a few specimens of this small species from Kii last

June, dug from an old stump. It comes near M. annosus, from which

its size, dark femora, and greater length of antenniB in the male will

separate it.

LiMONIUS ATKICOLOR.

Ater, pedihus concolorihus, opacus, albo-pilosus,pr'otJioracequamlatitudo

sua longiore, confertim piinctato ; elytris punctato-striatis, interstitiis sub-

tiliter rugoso-punctatis. Long. 4 lin.

Hab.: Kii.

Smaller, narrower, and much less convex than L. vittatus, the only

other species of the genus I know from Japan.

Athous ^eosus.

Ciipreo-ceneus, pedihus rufis, nitidus, griseo-piibescens, capite tJioraceque

fortius et crehrius 'punctatis, hoc angtdis posticis productis divaricatis ; elytris

distincte sed subtiliter striaiis, interstitiis subtiliter punctatis.

Long. 4f lin.

Hab. : Kii, taken last May, off birch.

There is no other species allied to this in Japan. I do not know
A. subcyaneus, Mots., but, from the description, that species has the

striae deeply punctate, as well as other differences.

COETMBITES MUNDTTLUS.

Piceo-ceneiis, anteiinis pedibusque rufo-piceis, nitidus, sparse griseo-

pubescens; thorace sparse punctato ; elytris punctato-striatis, interstitiis

subtiliter punctatis, marginibus externis rufescentibus. Long. 3^—3f lin.

Hab. : Kii and Tamato, not rare in spring.

About the size of C. pueriJis, but narrower, less convex, more

shining, and more finely punctured. The first joint of the antennae

is red, the next three red at the base, the remainder pitchy.

Ageiotes sepes.

Elongatus, niger, antennis fuscis, articulo pinmo, secundo et tertio pedi-

busque rufis, parum nitidus, pube brunneo-fulva vestitus ; capite thoraceque

confer^tim punctatis ; elytris striatis, subtiliter punctatis. Long. 4:\ lin.

Hab. : Kawachi.

Amongst Japanese species nearest to A. exulntus, from which its

larger size and wholly red legs will at once distinguish it.

Ageiotes seeicans.

Sub-elongatus, niger, antennis piceis, pedibus hj^unneis, nitidus, pube
sericeo-brunnea dense vestitus; elytris brunneis, striatis, piceo-punctatis,

interstitiis subtiliter rugosis. Long. 3f—4j lin.

Hab. : Awomori Bay, many specimens (Mr. Moor).

More robust than A. sej^es, and seems to vary much in size.

Putney : September 12th, 1879.
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DESCEirTION OF A NEW BRITISH SPECIES OP EUPLECTUS.

BY THE RET. W. W. FOWLER, M.A., E.L.S.

In June last a species of Euplecfus, which we could not recognise,

was found by Mr. Grarueys and myself in considerable numbers among

flood refuse on the banks of the Trent.

Not long after their capture, I sent specimens to some of my
friends, aud among them to the E-ev. A. Matthews, who at once re-

cognised that the species was new, at least to the British list ; and as

it seemed to differ from all the descriptions of the continental species,

I provisionally named it JEupIectus Garneysi. In the meantime,

however, a doubt having been suggested as to whether it might not be

identical with the Euplf-ctiis minutissimiis of Aube, I forwarded some

specimens to M. Ch. Brisout de Barneville, who very kindly compared

them with the types of M. Aube's species, and has subsequently in-

formed me that they agree, aud also that they accord with M. de

Saulcy's (apparently not yet published) description of E. minutissimus.

At the same time M. de Barneville admits the incompleteness of

Aube's description, and it is certain that no one who only had the

description and figure of M. Aubeto refer to, would ever recognise the

two insects as identical : the sculpture of the head and the whole

contour seem entirely different, and no mention is made by Aube of

the sexual spine in his original description.

Our insect from the Trent is an interesting and very distinct

species. It appears to have been originally noticed by Thomson in his

'" Skandinaviens Coleoptera," under the designation of E. amhignus

var. duplo-minor ; but with the single exception of the superficial

sculpture of the thorax, it has no one character in common with E.

amhiguus. Its form, instead

of being short, wide, aud very

convex, like that insect, is

long, narrow, and very de-

pressed ; its colour, instead

of being dark, is decidedly

pale
; its thorax is of a totally

different shape, and its ab-

domen, instead of showing

the short and obtuse form of

E. amhiguus, is long and slen-

1. Abdomen of £'m^j. minii;ijsi»iM«, Aubg((es<e Brisout), 9. cler ; a^aiu in E. ambiqUUS
2. ,, JEup. aiiibiguus,^. • to '

• J
3. Sculpture of the last two ventral segments of Euj]. the Segments of the abdomCU

minutissimus, <J

.

°
4. „ „ „ £up. amhiguus, ,s. are nearly squal to one auo-
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ther in length, but in this insect they gradually increase in length to

the penultimate, which is the longest of all ; the apical segment of the

female is produced at its extremity into a long spine, while in the

same sex in E. amhiguus this segment merely terminates in an acute

angle (y. fig.)-

I now give a description of the principal characters of this Trent

species, as that given by Aube for his minutissimus is irrecognisable

:

L. c. I lin. = 1.25 mm. Linear, elongate, much depressed, castaneous, shining,

sparingly clothed with short hairs. Head rather large, triangular, obtuse in front

moderately punctured, with two deep fovese between the eyes, joined by a longitu-

dinal furrow to two smaller foveas situated above the epistoma : eyes moderate,

rather prominent ; antennsB moderate, robust. Thorax small, rounded at base, nar-

I'ower than the head, with the sides oval, with three very deep equidistant fovese

near the base, connected with each other by a straight line ; from the exterior fovea

on each side proceeds a longitudinal depression, not extending to anterior margin of

thorax, and from the middle fovea may be traced an indistinct central channel.

Elytra rather long, moderately punctured, much depressed, with the sides nearly

straight, with two circular foveee on each side near the scutellum, a very deeply

impressed stria on each side of the suture, and two long indistinct divergent im-

pressions on each elytron behind the middle. Abdomen long, widely and very deeply

margined, with the segments increasing in length to the penultimate, which is longest,

and the apical segment in the $ produced into a long aculeiform point ; the apical

ventral segment in the $ is marked throughout its length with three lines, of which

the medial is the deepest, and is deeply grooved on each side for the greater part of

its length, while the lateral ones are incurved towards the apex ; the space enclosed

by these lines is much flattened ; the penultimate segment also exhibits at its an-

terior margin a deep quadrate impression, corresponding with the depressed portion

of the apical segment ; the ultimate ventral segment in both sexes is of conspicu-

ously lighter colour than the rest of the abdomen. Legs yellow, long and slender,

with the tibiae, especially the intermediate pair, somewhat abruptly dilated near the

middle. In the $ the inner side of the intermediate tibite is prolonged beyond the

articulation of the tarsus, and curved inwardly in the shape of a hook.

This species may easily be recognised by its minute size, depressed

linear form, and the remarkable aculeiform process on the apical seg-

ment of the $ . Fairmaire assigns this "spine" to the ^J , but both

Mr. Matthews and M. Ch. Brisout de Barneville (and I believe also

M. de Saulcy), have recognised independently that it belongs to the

$ , and that the ^ does not possess it.

The dissections, the figures given above, and the main part, in

fact, of the description are due to the Rev. A Matthews, to whom, as

well as to M. Brisout de Barneville, I am exceedingly obliged for their

help towards the elucidation of the problem.

Burton-on-Trent

:

November Uth, 1879. •
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Trichopteryx Lmtitice, Matt.—a species new to Britain; with notes on other

TrichopterygidcB.—Among a number of Trichopterygia, which I sent to tlie Rev. A.

Matthews for identification a short time ago, were several examples of a species new

to Britain, viz. :

—

T. Lcetitice, Matt.,—a full description of which is given by Mr.

Matthews in the Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. ix, p. 180. It is allied to T.fascicularis, Herbst,

but difPers from it in its smaller and more depressed thorax, shorter and pitchy-black

antennae, and in its conspicuously smaller size. It was first found in large numbers,

unmixed with any other form, by Miss L. Matthews (after whom the species is named)

near Spa, in Belgium. I found it by shaking rushes at the side of a pond in Robin's

Wood, near Repton, Burton-on-Trent, in May last, and have taken altogether about

forty specimens. In company with it I took T. atomaria, De Gr., T.fascicularis,

Herbst, and T. lata, Mots., and one specimen of the rare T. cantiana. Matt.

I have also taken the following quite recently in the neighbourhood of Repton,

the best of them being from the hot-bed in my own garden : T. sericans, Heer (very

abundant) ; T. anthracina. Matt, (in some numbers) ; T. grandicollis, Mann. ; T.

hovina, Mots.; T. Montandoni, All.; T. longula, Matt, (four specimens) ; T. thoracia.

Grill, (two specimens) ; and T. hrevis. Mots, (two specimens) : Ptilium Spencei, All., and

trisulcatmii, Aahe ; Ptenidium etanescens, Marsh, {apicale, Er.), and»/^J(iMHt, Heer.

Concerning T. hrevis, Mr. Matthews writes to me as follows :
" of the last men-

" tioned I do not remember ever having seen a British example, except those which

" I or my brother liave taken : one of your specimens is a very remarkable variety :

" it has four very distinct foveolate depressions on the thorax, but among the Trichop-

" terygia such markings are by no means conclusive specific distinctions, especially

" when the normal structure is uninterrupted : I have specimens of T. brevipennis

" and Ptinella testacea, which exhibit depressions of a similar kind." T. longula

and T. cantiana are species which have been comparatively recently discovered,

neither of them appears in Dr. Sharp's catalogue. The fact of so many good species

being taken in one very small district in the heart of the Midlands, shows us how

much there yet remains to be done in this interesting group, which is so often

entirely neglected by collectors.

I ought to add that the whole of the species above mentioned are given on the

authority of Mr. Matthews, to whom I am exceedingly indebted for his kind help,

without which I am afraid my names would have been anything but authentic.—W.
W. Fowler, Repton, Burton-on-Trent : October 13th, 1879.

Singular occurrence in a dipterous insect—In the Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. ix, p. 46,

Mr. Dale records a case of double coition in a Molobrns ; and asks if any one has

ever before noticed a similar instance. To this the editors append a note, that

they do not remember records of this anomaly concerning the Diptera, though

it has several times been noticed in other Orders.

I can give another example in the Diptera. In my Jamaica MS. Journals I find

the following, which I have never before published :

—

" October 15th, 1845.—I observed a most extraordinary thing. Two males of a

" small species of Bibio (?) were in copuld with one female at the same time, both

" equally firmly fastened." I have added, in my Journal, a pen-and-ink sketch of

the insects, by which the males are represented as "15 inch, the female "2 inch in

length. The specimens I did not preserve.—P. H. Gtosse, Sandhurst, Torquay

;

October, 1879.
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Vanessa cardui in Hawaii.—Keferring to the paper headed " The recent abun-

dance of Vanessa cardui," in the August No. of this Magazine, it may be of interest to

note that I have observed the species in considerable abundance (but not in compact

swarms) at various points on the Hawaiian Archipelago, between February and July

this year (1879),—though I have not previously noticed it during the three years I

have been living on the islands. Its near ally, V. Huntera, has occuri-ed in about

the usual numbers. The season has been here, probably, as much cloudier and more

showery than usual as in Great Britain. V. cardui has been previously recorded, I

believe, as occurring on the Hawaiian Islands, but I cannot at this moment lay my
hands on the authority.—T. Blackbtjen, Honolulu : Septemier, 1879.

Description of the larva, ^t., of Botysfuscalis.—For this subject I have again

to thank my friend Mr. W. R. Jeffrey, who, some years ago, used to find this larva

near Saffron Walden on that local plant Melampyrum cristatum ; and, while thinking

it likely that the more common species of cow-wheat might also prove to be its food,

he accordingly sought for it in the summer of 1878 with complete success, taking

several of the larvae, and most kindly sharing them with me.

I received the larvse on July 25th, some of them nearly full-grown, feeding on

the flowers and tender seed-capsules of Melampyrum pratense, inhabiting webs or

galleries formed with silk, uniting the flowers and capsules to the stalk, and much'

covered in parts with frass.

The earliest were full-fed at the end of July, and on the 2nd of August spun

their cocoons, the others continued feeding until the 5th, when they also left the

plant, and soon after spun themselves up in the angles at top and bottom of their

cage, within tough semi-opaline silken cocoons, sufficiently clear, for a long time

afterwards, to shew the very pale larvae through the silk ;
pupation not occurring

before the following spring.

With me the moths emerged from July 8th to 20th, 1879, and with Mr. Jeffrey

about the same time, though some of his were bred as late as the end of that month.

The full-grown larva is a little more than half an inch in length, very slightly

tapering at either end, but not very fusiform, though Pyralis-\\ke, the segments have

each a sub-dividing wrinkle across the back, and are well defined, having almost as

plump a character as with asinalis, the head rather smaller than the second segment,

but roundish in form, with the lobes well developed on the crown ; the colour of the

back and sides is darkish grey-brown, darkest anteriorly, the spiracular region and

belly is pale, rather ochreous-drab colour, the head blackish-brown and glossy, also

the semi-lunar plate dorsally divided by a fine line on the second segment whose

margin of skin next the head is remarkably paler than elsewhere, the dorsal line is

darker and warmer brown than that of the back, the folds of skin at the segmental

divisions, when they occur, are of an ochreous-drab, the tubercular warty spots

blackish-browu and shining, the dorsal anterior pairs largest, becoming rather of a

warmer brown on the hinder segments, united on the front part of the thirteenth

where they form one large spot, a brown plate minutely freckled with blackish-brown

is on the anal flap, the spiracles small, round, and black, below them the spots on

the belly are of a light warm brown, and each spot bearing a fine hair.

When full-fed, the larva, like other of its congeners, undergoes a complete change

of colour, and becomes uniformly of a pale pinkish-flesh tint.*

* Vide " Zoologist " for 1861, p. 7765, contaiiiiiig, by the late E. Newman, a description of the
\a,YV9, iedi on Hhinanthus crista-galli, a. plant closely allied to the above-mentioned. Heretofore,
the only one published.
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The pupa is barely three-eighths of an inch in length, of moderate substance,

the wing-covers long, the thorax keeled, also the three upper abdominal segments,

and on them the spiracles are tumid eminences, as they are also on the penultimate,

the last segment ending in a taper, downward curving, flattened point, slightly bifid)

and furnished -with six excessively fine curly-topped bristles; the colour is a light

warm mahogany-brown, the tips of the wing-covers and abdomen darker brown, the

surface generally glistening.

—

William Bucklee, Emsworth : November 10th, 1879.

Description of the larva of Crambus hortuellus.—Early in March last I found,

at roots of grass and moss in one of my fields, a few larvae of a Crambus I was un-

certain about, but which, at the end of June, produced hortuellus.

Length about half an inch, and of average build in proportion ; the head has

the lobes rounded, and is very highly polished, as is also the horny front of the second

segment. Body rounded above, but flattened ventrally ; it is of tolerably equal

width, but tapers very slightly posteriorly ; skin glossy, with a semi-translucent ap-

pearance, the segmental divisions well defined ; the raised tubercles polished, large,

and i^rominent, and from each of them is emitted a short but moderately stiff hair.

Grround colour dingy purjjlish-brown ; head pale yellowish-brown in some spe-

cimens, in others very dark sienna-brown ; frontal plate also of different shades of

brown in different specimens ; and the tubercles in some are of a darker shade of the

ground coloui', in others quite black ; spiracles black. There are no other noticeable

markings.

Along with these larvse was one with an olive-green ground colour : it I kept

sej)arate, but as it seemed a slightly moi'e robust looking creature, and I failed to

rear a moth from it, I cannot be certain that it was a variety of the same species :

culmellus and pratellus occur on the same ground, so it is possible for it to have be-

longed to either of them.

—

Geo. T. Poeeitt, Uighroyd House, Huddersfield : Ibth

October, 1879.

On the habits of the larva of Fhycis subornatella.—The larva of Phycis subor-

natella is noticed by Professor Zeller in the Isis, 1846, p. 768 (translated in the Ent.

Ann., 1867, p. 144), thus :

—
" It lives in silken tubes upon the ground amongst the

"plants of thyme, and is pale with some dark longitudinal stripes." Further than

this, I think it has not been noticed or described, and when, in 1877, I met with

one or two specimens of the moth on the coast here, the re-discovery of this larva

became a special object of anxiety and search, and considering that the moth is

scarce here, and that thyme is most emphatically not so, it will readily be supposed

that the re-discovery was no easy matter. However, in the beginning of June,

1878, I visited a spot about thirteen miles from here, on which one specimen of the

moth had occurred, and there on the rocks found large spreading masses of thyme,

under which were populous colonies of yellow ants. Here, after careful scrutiny,

I found some loose patches of fine silken threads, such as might conceal the retreat

of a spider, but connected beneath with a thicker dirty-white loose pouch or passage

of silk, in which, if traced far enough, was a dull dark larva. This was a great

discovery. My little girl set to work to help me, and we succeeded in extracting

about half-a-dozen of these larvse, part of which were immediately sent off to Mr.

Buckler for figuring, but from some defect in our mode of treatment, neither of us

succeeded in rearing a moth, although Mr. Buckler was tantalized with an

ichneumon.
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This season (1879) I hardly need say that everything was late, and it was not

till June 23rd that I again found larvse. They were feeding in the plants of thyme

on the same rocks, and it was curious to observe that not a larva was to be found

except in plants that were ci'owded with the habitations of the yellow ants. The

silken passage of the larva was completely mixed up with the debris of the ants'

nest, and the abundant ant-pupse which were brought up to the surface to be warmed,

by the sun. To make success a certainty, I took up two large turfs of the thyme

(containing, of course, plenty of ants and pupis), and planted them at home in pans.

Upon these the larvae fed very well, filling the whole mass of thyme with web, and

almost clearing it of leaves ; but although the ants must have been in danger of

starvation, not a single larva was ever touched by them. The larvae continued to

feed until the end of July, and in the course of August, a dozen beautiful moths

emerged.

The larva is generally very sluggish, and difficult to disturb, but tvhen roused,

can move quickly enough, and in confinement is restless, and, while young, inclined

to wander from its food and get into trouble. It is cylindrical, and, while young,

dull dark grey, with slightly darker dorsal line, spots pale grey, very minute, head

and both plates dull black, remainder of second segment brownish. Wlien full-

grown, dull greenish-grey, more yellowish on the back, with narrow dorsal and

sub-dorsal lines dark greenish-grey ; the 3rd, 4th, and 5th segments much wrinkled

on the back ; head and plates still dull black. Living in a loose silken pouch or

purse at the end of a passage of loose silk, under a spreading plant of thyme

{Thymus serpyllum), and coming out at night to feed on the leaves.

Pupa light brown, in a thin cocoon of papery-silk in the silken habitation on

the surface of the gi'ound. The moths emerged at about eight o'clock in the morning,

and were generally to be found sitting, head upwards, on a blade of fine grass, with

the wings wrapped closely round the body.

The larvae of Phycis adornatella, Tr. {dilutella, Hiib.), which is common on

Box Hill, Durdham Downs, and many other localities on the chalk, and of P. orna-

tella, Schiff., which is not scarce at Folkestone and elsewhere on the South coast,

are hoth supposed to feed on thyme. If any one will take the trouble to hunt out

these larvae, and send them to either Mr. Buckler or me, it will give us particular

pleasure to describe and (if possible) rear them. I think there would always be

some indication in the way of loose aggregations of silken threads among the twigs,

to point out the whereabouts of the concealed larva.

—

Chas. G. Barrett, Pembroke :

Qth November, 1879.

A Swammerdamia larva on mountain-ash.—While searching the leaves of moun-

tain-ash, at Richmond, for the larvae of Ne^iticula aucuparicB, I was much surprised

to find &ffreen Swammerdamia larva, not much unlike that offfriseocapitella,feedirtg on

the leaves. Shortly after another turned up : and, on another visit later on, I found

one more, which I sent up to Mr. Stainton for his opinion. It proved to be new to

him (if not sberv&wt griseocapitella), and may turn out to be the hitherto unknown

larva of S. lutarea. In any case it may not be devoid of interest.—J. Sano, Dar-

lington : October 19th, 1879.

The green Swammerdamia larva on mountain-ash.—The larva above-mentioned
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by Mr. Sang is extremely interesting in many respects. It does not, however, agree

with Von Noleken's description of his Swammerdamla larva on mountain-ash, which

he referred to S. compunctella, H.-S.

Von Nolcken found his larva in early spring, as soon as the leaf-buds of the

Sorbus aucupar'ia develope towards the end of April (in the Island of Oesel), in

small companies of two to four specimens in a loose thin web. The perfect insects

appeared from May 26th to the beginning of July, mostly in the first half of June.

The larva was dull greenish-yellow, with a pale whitish-orange dorsal stripe, divided

by a very fine brownish-orange central line, and reddish-brown sub-dorsal stripes :

head pale brownish-yellow. Mr. Sang's autumnal feeding larva, as described by me,

was—" Green, with darker gi'een dorsal and sub-dorsal lines, spots minute, dark grey

;

"head black ; second segment above with two grey-green blotches."

Von Noleken's S. compunctella larva differs from all others of the genus in pas-

sing the winter either as a young larva or in the egg state. All the other species of

the genus, of which the habits are known, pass the winter in the pupa state, and the

merry little moths gladden our eyes with their gambols in those first warm days of

spring, when all nature seems bursting into life.—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield,

Lewishara : Nor'embe)- 12th, 1879.

Descrijjtion of the larva of Gelechia liicnlella, and its habits.—As I believe the

life-history of this insect is very imperfectly known, this note on the subject may

not be uninteresting. I believe that hitherto only the hibernating larvae of this

species have been noticed, and the feeding larv£e had escaped observation. I had

collected last autumn larv£e of Stigmonota nitidana for Mr. C. G. Barrett, when that

gentleman, with his usual acumen, wrote me word that he thought I had sent him

two kinds. In the meanwhile I had also become alive to the fact that the oak-leaves

contained two larvae that eventually proved to be 8tigmonota nitidana and Gelechia

luculella, whose manner of life was so similar, that an inspection of the leaf alone

was insufficient to separate them, though the separation was easy enough if the

occupant itself were examined, for the two larvse, as might be expected, are quite

different in form and markings. The larva of Gelechia luculella then either spins

two leaves together, or lives—and this is the more common way—on the under-side

of a single leaf that has been previously curved by some summer-feeding species.

In the former case it sometimes still further protects itself by a weak gallery of frass,

but in the latter, that is, when occupying only a single leaf, the gallery is always

present, and is sti'ong and well-developed, reminding one of that of a knot-horn.

The larva is whitish-gi-een, with the spots black, prominent, and conspicuous. Head

amber-coloured
;
plate also amber-coloured, but marked with black spots and streaks,

which make it, to the naked eye, appear darker than the head. The larva is hatched

probably about the end of August, and is to be found up to the first and even second

week in October, but the latter half of September is the most profitable time to

look for it.

The firm compact cocoon constructed of frass or debris is generally in confine-

ment placed in situ, but in a state of nature, I believe the larva forsakes its old

quarters, and in this respect differs from S. nitidana, and seeks some other place to

make up in. At any rate, the cocoon of S. nitidana is commonly found between the

leaves it has fed in, but I have never so found G. luailella, and the larvaj previously
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observed have been found in decayed wood, or in the bark of growing trees. It does

not change to a pupa till the spring.—J. H. Wood, Tarrington, Ledbury

:

November, 1879.

Occurrence of AtemeUa torquatella in England.—I have had the pleasure of

finding the larva of this species, hitherto, I believe, only met with in Scotland, in

Castle Eden Dene. I found it in the leaves of very small seedling birches, growing

among the prass, in September, both this year and last. I also found three or four

larvse on October 17th, this year, at Wolsingham, on small birches growing among

the heather. These may be the last survivors of a more numerous stock ; as the

leaves, which are so thoroughly cleared out, may have dropped from the bushes some

time ago. The mined leaves are, in many eases, so like the work of saw-fly larvse,

that they might be quite easily overlooked. I totally failed to rear the moths last

season.—J. Sang, Darlington : October \9th, 1879.

Occurrence of Coleophora ahenella, Woclce (C. Ledi, partim, Stainton), in the

New Forest.—In September, 1878, I received from Mr. W. H. Fletcher some pari-

pennella-like cases found by him on Rhammisfrangula, near Lyndhurst. I suspected

at the time that these ought to produce Coleophora ledi, but on the receipt of some

bred specimens, through the kindness of Mr. Fletcher, I found, on careful investiga-

tion, that the C. ledi of the 5th vol. of the Natural History of the Tineina is a

pot-pourri of two different species. This has been pointed out by Wocke in his con-

tinuation of Heinemann's Schmetterlinge Deutschlands, &c., and for the polyphagous

species, with paripennella-Y\ke case, but of which the imago has distinctly annulated

antennae, he proposes the name ahenella (p. 546), restricting the name of ledi to the

species with paler, more bronzy and more glossy anterior wings (likewise, however,

with annulated antennae), but with a very different case, placed almost perpendicu-

larly, and feeding, so far as at present known, solely on Ledum palustre. Coleophora

ahenella is an interesting addition to our British list.—H. T. Stainton, Mountsfield,

Lewisham : November \hth, 1879.

The larva of Coleophora ahenella.—It was in September, 1877, that I first found

a ring of about a dozen old cases of this larva on a stem of Rhamnusfrangula, vihen

searching for larvae of Bucculatrix frangulella. I found, at the same time, a few

young larvse feeding on the leaves, but these I failed to rear, and I was also unsuc-

cessful with some feeding larvae which I found in September, 1878. However, being

in the New Forest in March and April last, I found a good many cases spun up on

the stems of the buckthorn, and from these I have bred a good many of the perfect

insects.

The insect seems pretty well distributed all over the Forest inclosures, and

though one may take thirty or forty cases in an afternoon, many of them are old

ones, as the cases seem to last for several years, so that it is slow work getting cases

that are still tenanted.—W. H. B. Fletcher, 3, Cavendish Place, Eastbourne : No-

vember 15th, 1879.

Sugar-cane borers.—At the beginning of last August, I received from the

Kesouvenir estate of the Porter family, in Demerara, a box of specimens showing

the ravages of the borers in the sugar canes. In some of the samples sent, the
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interior of the canes had been converted into a mass of ravelled fibres, containing

cylindrical cases, about three inches in length, formed by the large fleshy grub of

a species of the CureulionidcB, which, although perfectly destitute of legs, has

the power of turning itself round and round, and by this means, wlien about to

change to the pupa state, it forms a sort of case or cocoon out of the loose fibres of

the cane in which it has been feeding. The larva bores downwards through the

centre of the cane, completely destroying it. The samples were packed in wheat

straw, and some of the grubs, having been shaken out of the canes, formed their

out of the straws with which they came in contact. Before doing this, how-

ever, they attacked the sides of the wooden box containing them, and although it

was constructed of stout deal, five-eighths of an inch thick, gnawed their way

nearly through in some places. I opened one of the cases, and found therein a

living larva. I was thus enabled to witness its rotatory movements, which were

very vigorous, and continued for a long time together. This larva changed to a

pupa at the end of August. The pupa was at first very active, rotating itself in the

same manner as the larva liad done, but it became quiescent after about a fortnight,

only moving when roughly handled, and produced a male weevil on the 27th

September. I then of)ened the other cases, and found another living specimen of

the weevil, a female, fully developed, in one, but in all the rest the occupants were

dead and shrivelled larvae. I sent the first specimen to Mr. E. Janson, who kindly

compared it with the various species of Rhynchophorus in his own collection, and

also with those in the British Museum. He informs me that it did not accord

satisfactorily with any species, but that it appeared to be very nearly allied to

H. Oermarl, Perty {noxius, Gyll.), a species widely distributed throughout the

Southern States of the Union, the West India Islands, and Brazil ; but that it

differed from that insect in its glossy texture, the extraordinary depression of the

scutellar region of the elytra, and its rufous anterior tibiae. The latter character

was, however, probably due to immaturity as the second specimen had all the tibiae

jet-black, like the body. The male has a crest on the rostrum, as usual in this genus.

The spines of the tibiae were extremely sharp, enabling the beetle to cling with great

tenacity to the fingers,when it was handled, and in so doing, it caused considerable pain.

From the information forwarded to me, it would appear that the weevil is only

destructive to the sugar canes in dry seasons, when they are in an unhealthy con-

dition, and sickly from want of moisture. It committed temble havoc in Demerara

last March and April. As soon as the rains commenced in June, it ceased to be so

troublesome, and tlus was attributed to the return of the ants to the cane field, for

they destroyed great numbers of the grubs. The weevils usually deposit their eggs

in the stumps or stools, left in the ground when the canes have lately been cut, and

the grubs bore downwards into the substance of the stumps, utterly destroying them

and the young shoots, which should spring from their sides to produce a fresh crop

of canes. They also appear to attack the top of the standing canes as well. When
the specimens sent were collected on 4th July, many of the beetles were seen

flying about in the air.

Besides the canes containing the weevil-grubs, specimens of the small shoots

were forwarded to me which had been bored by the larvae of a moth, probably the

Phalceiia saccharalis, Fab. It has been called Diatrxa sacchari, Guilding, and

Froceras saccharophagus, Boyer, at least it is probable that the same insect is meant
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by all these names. Only one shoot contained anything, and in that I found a

living pupa. This had the power of working itself up and down in its tunnel

through the centre of the shoot. It was forwarded to Miss Ormerod, and exhibited

by that lady at the September meeting of the Entomological Society, but unfor-

tunately died without producing the imago.—W. S. M. D'Ubban, Albert Memorial

Museum, Exeter : November, 1879.

Noah Oreening, of "Warrington, died at No. 37, Derby Square, Douglas, in

the Isle of Man, on the 13th of November, 1879, aged 58.

From very early years he was an ardent lover of Natural History, and a keen

sportsman ; during middle life he devoted himself especially to the study of orni-

thology and entomology, and formed a collection of British Lepidoptera, which, in

extent, and for the perfection of its specimens, has no equal in the North of England

or probably elsewhere. In later life, when his increasing wealth enabled him to

indulge his tastes freely, he reverted to the pursuits of his youth, and became an

enthusiastic sportsman, and it was from a neglected cold contracted on one of his

shooting expeditions, followed by an attack of pleurisy, that his premature death

resulted. His skill as a collector was only surpassed by the generosity with which

he shared his captures, and his vast store of acquired knowledge was always at the

service of his friends, but it is to be deeply regretted that the humble estimate he

had formed of his own literary abilities, rarely permitted him to publish the results

of his observations.

He removed to the Isle of Man in June, 1879, for the benefit of its mild climate,

but it was too late, he never rallied ; and after several months of weakness and

suffering, passed quietly to his rest on the 13th November, beloved by all who knew

him. He was twice married, and leaves one son and four daughters. He was

a member since 1872 of the Entomological Society of London, and a large and

generous contributor to the Warrington Museum.

—

Edwin Biechall.

NATUEAL HISTORY OF PEMPELIA CARNELLA.

BY WILLIAM BUCKLER.

Por the opportunity of working out tlie history, hitherto un-

known, of this pretty species, I am greatly indebted to my friend

Mr. Wm. E. Jeffrey, whose kind exertions in obtaining eggs for the

purpose, during two seasons, I here most gratefully acknowledge.

On the first occasion eggs were laid by a female captured August

the 5th, and I received them on the 11th, 1877, some adhering to the

inner surface of a pill box, others to a leaf of violet, a few on mar-

joram and leaves of other plants ; the parent moth seeming not at all

particular on what they were deposited.

To discover the food-plant, Mr. Jeffrey kindly sent me, for

potting, three large pieces of turf containing a number of plants, dug

from the spot where the insects occurred.
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The eggs Latched from 19tli to 21st of the moiitli, and the little

larvae were distributed over the potted plants, except two that were

confined with a few leaves for a couple of days as an experiment ; I

found one of these had taken possession of Heliantheimim, and the

other of Lotus ; in each instance the stem and leaves were spun

together with white silk, whereon minute specks of frass were visible

;

they were then transferred to similar plants in the pots, where, through

September and October, I was interested in watching them and some

of the others that could be detected, but only on those plants, among

various surrounding growths ; the tiny ci'eatures extended their webs

higher and higher on the small shoots of their chosen sprays, and

quantities of frass lay about the earlier portions of web, until the

approach of winter, when I saw them no more, for in the following

spring their plants could not be found, probably killed by the larval

ravages, and the coarser vigorous plants choking them. I found

Mr. Jeffrey's experience with a few he had kept for himself corres-

ponded exactly with mine.

Again, in 1878, towards the end of July, Mr. Jeffrey imprisoned

some female carnella, and their eggs were laid on leaves of HcUan-

themum and Origanum, and a single e^g on a blade of grass ; they

began to hatch on 7th of August, and most of them were placed on

good growing plants of Lotus corniculaius, while four or five were put

in another pot on a plant of Helianthemum vulgare ; signs of the larvae

were soon seen on the plants by leaflets spun together, and minute

specks of frass on the threads, becoming plainer through September

and October, when some of the leaves and stems were spun to bits of

stick, placed there to keep the sprays upright, and prevent their

straggling over the margins of the pots.

The plants became very dry, and so remained through an unusually

severe winter and spring, until April, 1879, when a few fresh green

shoots of the Lotus, and, by chance, a few of Medicago lupuUna and

Trifolium repens appeared round the outside of the old dry portions

of the former plants ; but it was as late as the 15th of May when I

first found a larva had moved from its winter quarters, in the pot of

Helianthemum, where there also chanced to be growing a young clover

plant, of whose few leaves an unopened one arrested my attention to

two minute holes near the top ; on examination, a young cartiella

larva was within a web which had held the leaf folded together ; soon

after this another larva was found feeding on one of the leaves spun

against the Helianthemum,—facts pointing to a leguminous plant as

the proper food. On the same day Mr. Jeffrey examined two or three
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dry old leaflets spun together, which I had cut from the Lotus and sent

to him, and within them he found enclosed, in a tough white silken

fusiform hibernaculum, a larva of caniella, alive, though accidentally-

killed during the investigation.

During a gleam of sunshine on May 19th, I had great satisfaction

in seeing that the small family on the Lotus corniculatus had awaked

from their six months' sleep, as evidenced by five separate spinnings of

excessively fine glittering silk threads, one on an entirely new stem

with leaflets drawn over, hiding the little tenant in possession, the

others holding fresh leaflets to old dry stems, with minute specks of

fresh frass clinging to them.

In the centre of the pot, old dead stems and leaves were numerous,

and amongst them silk threads began to accumulate, and extend to

many little new sprays of the plants, so that by the 22nd there were

two rather opaque webs thickly besprinkled with grains of frass
;
just

dimly visible through a portion of the upper web, was a larva evidently

about to moult, it remained there motionless until the 27th, when it

was no longer in view, but re-appeared occasionally, perceptibly

grown ; another larva soon after became visible in the web lower down

amongst the same stems.

By the Sth of June, the webs were easier to detect ; I then hap-

pened to notice a small one near the earth at the moment the larva in

residence came forth, to commence an extension for joining a fresh

spray to the despoiled one ; as it crept cautiously along the lower

horizontal part of the stem, it enabled me to see distinctly the details

of its naked form before many new threads intervened.

From the middle of June, during five days I saw about as many

of the larvae similarly engaged, and afterwards taking up their varied

positions betw^een new leaflets, lying more or less one over the other,

often feeding on the lowest while covered by the uppermost; their v/ebs

continued to increase in size, density, and whiteness, and had so many

old stems and partly consumed leaves blotched with white incorporated

with them, as to be rather conspicuous ; soon, too, the threads from

one web began to encroach on another above, and they got in some

places quite joined together ; at this time the larvae were remarkably

shy and timid, for on the least disturbance of any part of the plant,

or even a breath passing over, they rapidly drew back into the recesses

of their abodes.

I cut off one of these webs on the 1st of July, to figure the

occupant, and was not a little surprised to find three larvae inside, the

largest being three-eighths of an inch long, the next rather less, and
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the smallest no more than two-eighths ; on the 11th, I found one half

an inch long, and sent it to Mr. Jeffrey, thinking the usual time for

maturity had arrived for some of them.

The Lotus soon became ravaged and smothered with web, while

the JSIedicago and TrifoUum had scarcely been eaten, and not much

worked up with threads ; I therefore cut away all the tenanted webs

and laid them on another fine vigorous plant of L. corniculatus, kept

in reservq from the previous year until now ; on this they began at

once to spin threads in union with their webs, and, on the 25th, seeing

a larva full five-eighths of an inch long, I removed it to figure and

keep apart on gathered food ; amongst this it soon spun itself up in

a close hammock within a quantity of more open threads, which bound

the leaves together, and I thought it was about to pupate, but I was

deceived, for it moulted on the 28th, and assumed a coat so different

that henceforth it was easy to judge of the relative progress of the

others.

This individual was restored to the growing plant on the 2nth,

and made its way to the topmost spray, which was supported by a bit

of stick ; here it spun some stout threads, securing the spray to the

stick, and then lay stretched out along the stem basking in the sun
;

next morning, there was a great increase in the number of silk threads,

like the outlines of a long hammock, and in the evening I observed the

larva a little beyond them stretched to its utmost extent, biting at a stalk

of three small leaflets, which were toppling and presently fell, but the

mandibles of the larva held on securely while the leaflets were dragged

backwards to the web, and there fixed close to some other leaves,

forming a bower-like shelter ; to this it continued daily to spin more

and more thx'eads until the 7th August, when some important work

seemed going on within the dense interior, for I saw two stout stems,

resting on the margin of the pot at a distance below, suddenly lifted

up for a moment ; this was repeated three or four times in succession,

and by evening I found the stoutest stem had been cut asunder, ap-

parently to stop further growth ; next morning the larva had spun

itself up in the hammock.

The remaining larvae soon afterwards spun up in a similar way,

though the last two were as late as August 16th, amongst gathered

food and in captivity ; for the fine plant had become uttei-ly suffocated

and unable to sprout afresh by the binding of its parts together with

great quantities of web : probably one or two larvae escaped, as I

picked up one' astray at some distance from the pot.

I do not think it is to be inferred that the larvae are naturally
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gregarious; for although in this instance they were able to conform

to circumstances, I dip not fail to witness a little testy and resentful

behaviour by one larva when intruded on by another. They were lovers

of sunshine, and whenever they felt the genial rays, came forth to spin

with increased energy.

Five moths in all were bred, on Sept. 13th, 16th, 30th, and Oct. Ist.

The egg of carnella when first laid is round, flat and scale-like

whitish, then tui-ning yellow, afterwards streaked with reddish, again

changing to fawn colour and becoming convex above, and, an hour or

two before hatching, showing a dark purplish spot on the upper surface.

The larva on quitting the shell is of a pale drab tint with darker

dorsal line, blackish head and collar ; its pace is running rather than

walking : in four days' time it shows traces of other lines besides the

dorsal one, and on the nineteenth day is nearly an eighth of an inch

long, of pale pinkish-green tinted body, with numerous dark brown

lines along its length, the head and collar dull black.

After hibernation it is nearly three-sixteenths of an inch long,

slender, and marked as before with alternate lines, now of green and

blackish, a design which continues to be developed, the head and

second segment black, and for a time even the pair of legs of that seg-

ment are black, all without any gloss, save a slight glistening on the

anal flap, the beginning of the green lines on the thoracic segments is

quite pale, and the sub-dorsal one is rather conspicuously so, the dorsal

is a straight black line, and from it to the spiracles on either side are

four black and five green ragged-edged lines, making a total of nineteen

lines from one spiracular region to the other ; as the larval growth

increases to half an inch and more, the green becomes bluer, then more

slaty, and the black lines less and less intense ; the dingy green belly

has two black lines above the legs, a black ring round each ventral leg,

and a ventral black line.

The last moult produces a skin which seems for a time to be

black, but by degrees, as the larva attains its full growth of seven-

eighths or nearly an inch in length, traces of the lines re-appear with-

out much effect of breaking the general bronzy-blackness of the skin

;

this is rather rough with fine transverse wrinkles, and one much

deeper sub-dividing each segment; the body in front tapers a little from

the third segment to the head and more behind from the tenth to thir-

teenth. The second segment and the head having remained deep dull

black, begin at the very last to glisten faintly ; the papillse are pinkish-

grey tipped with black, parts of the mouth being of the same grey colour

with a black streak midway across the upper lip : some parts of the
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paler lines are drab or dirty whitish on the thoracic segments, but in-

distinct behind, though the sub-dorsal is rather more noticeable

throughout, as on it are the black tubercular dots minutely ringed

with dirty whitish, o£ which tint also are the minute roundish-oval

spiracles, and also the ocellated spot with its centre black and extra

long hair, on the third segment ; a fine soft hair of light brown

colour proceeds from each tubercular dot, several from the head, the

second and anal segments; the ventral legs, light shining pinkish-grey,

are fringed with black hooks.

The pupa is enclosed in a cocoon spun within the hammock, and

composed of a coarse dirty whitish silk reticulation of oval form, five-

eighths of an inch long ; the pupa itself is seven-sixteenths of an inch

in length, of moderate stoutness, broadest across the thorax and wing

covers, rounded above and sloped suddenly towards the head, which is

but little produced, somewhat flattened beneath, wing-covers rather

long and close to the body, the flexible rings of the abdomen taper to

a blunt rounded tip furnished with two minute thorny points wide

apart ; the colour is dark mahogany-brown, darkest on the back of the

abdomen, the tip black, the wing-covers and under parts rather lighter

brown, the whole surface shining.

Emsworth: October Uth, 1879. \

EEMAEKS ON SOME BRITISH EEMIPTERA-EETEROPTERA.

BY DB. O. M. EEUTEE.

(Continuedfrom page 15).

AcANTHiA versus Salda. In the Ent. Mo. Mag., vol. xi, p. 186

(1875), Messrs. Douglas and Scott, in some synonymic notes on

Hemiptera, have the following on "Salda versus AcantJiia.'"—" In the

Syst. Eutom., 693, 159 (1775), Fabricius established the genus Acan-

tJiia, the first or typical species being Cimex lectularius, L., and he

included fourteen other discordant species. In the Ent. Syst., iv, 67,

211 (1794), he preserved the genus Accmthia and increased the number

of species to forty-five, but still kept C. lectularius as the type. But

in the Syst. E-hyng., 112, 20 (1803), he restricted Acanthia to two

species

—

lectularia, L., and hemiptera, Fab., and referred the species

previously placed in the genus to the new genera Salda, Aradus, Syrtis

and Tingis ; and this arrangement has since been generally followed.

Professor Stal, however, in his "Enumeratio Hemipterorum," iii, 148

(1873), has substituted the genus Acanthia, Fab., for Salda, Fab., but

this is certainly in contravention of Fabricius's idea, and therefore
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cannot be adopted." I think, nevertteless, that the nomenclature of

Stal is to be adopted. Of the above mentioned it is certainly clear

that the name Acanthia instead of Salda is " in contravention of Fab-

ricius' idea;" but before Fabricius (1S03) divided his genus, Latreille

had already (1797), in his " Extrait d'un Precis des caracteres gene-

riques des Insectes disposes dans uu ordre naturel," p. 85, separated

the species now commonly known under the name of Salda from the

others which Fabricius had described as Acanthia, and for the same he

employed just this name. I think that the authorj'^rs^ making such a

division of a genus should have the privilege to employ the name

formerly belonging to the entire complex for such of the new genera

as he pleases.* For this reason, I think that we must now write

Acanthia for Salda. The name Salda is also not quite generally ap-

plied by the earlier authors ; Latreille (Gen., iii, p. 142), Laporte (Ess.,

p. 52), Spinola (Ess., p. 76), Curtis (Brit. Ent., xii, p. 547), and the

North American Entomologist Say (1859), adopting the name Acanthia

for Salda. The genus with the first name, limited by Fabricius in

Syst. Rhyng., is for the rest synonymic with Cimex, Linn., Stal, and

must therefore disappear from our entomological nomenclature.

AcAJS'THiA (Salda) c-album, Saund. (Syn., p. 633). I remark only

that, according to Douglas and Scott (Cat., 54, 6), the S. c-alhum,

Fieb., is synonymous with Acanthia stellata, Curt.

Acanthia (Salda) palusteis, Dougl. (Cat., p. 54, 11). I must

admit I am not sure in the difficult question concerning this and other

species of the genus described by Mr. Douglas
;

perhaps they are

to be regarded as distinct species, perhaps they are only varieties or

local forms of others, as Mr. Saunders thinks (Syn., pp. 634, 635).

Acanthia (Salda) vestita, Dougl. (Cat., p. 54, 14). This species

is regarded by Mr. Saunders (Syn., 635, 14) as being only a variety of

A. saltatoria, L. ; but if it is not a good species, it belongs surely not

to saltatoria, but to A. pallipes, Fabr.f Mr. Saunders says concerning

these (p. 635) :
" between the two species I have admitted I can see

no distinguishing structural characters, and the markings vary to such

* This proposition could not be allowed absolutely, or tlie most arbitrary results might be
arrived at ; respect should be shown, as a matter of justice, to the intention of the original author.

This was clear enough in the present case, and as it is admitted Latreille's conclusion w.^is in-

correct, it follows that Acanthia, Latr., should not stand for Salda, Fab. Neither can Acanthia,
Fab., give way to Cimex, Lin., as is argued, for, as is shown in the "Annals and Magazine of

Natural History," April, 1SC8, the species tectularius was especially excepted by Linn^ from being
considered the type of the genus Cimex ; and in his remarks on this subject in the " Zoological

Record," v, 393 ,1869), Mr. Dallas says, "C. lectularius can never be regarded, on scientific grounds,
as the type of a group characterized as the Liiinean genus Cimex

"— J. W. D.

t I compared it with stellata, Curt., but said the form is longer oval, and the insect distin-

guished at once by the dulness of the surface due to the dense pubescence (E. M. M., xi, 12).

—

J. W. D.
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an extent, that it is only on tteir general style that one can place

any reliance." I find, however, one marking very constant, and by

which the two species can at once be differentiated, although authors

seem not to have observed this character, namely, tJie marking of the

anterior tihice. With respect to this, we could range the small AcantMa

(of the saltatoria group) in two lines :

(1). The anterior border of the anterior tibife with an entire, very

distinct, black line, extending^ora the extreme base nearly to the apex

:

A. pallipes, Fabr., A. vestita, Dougl., A. palustris, Dough, and A. are-

nicola, Scholz.

(2) . The anterior tibias with the base and apex black, and in the

middle a rather short black, sometimes almost effaced, line (the black

marking interrupted before the base and apex by a testaceous interval) :

A. saltatoria, L., A. marginella, Fieb., A. stellata, Curt., A. melanoscela,

Fieb., and A. costalis, Sahib.

CoEiscus versus Nabis. I do not know any reason why the name

Coriscus, given for this genus by Schrank in his " Fauna Boica," p. 46

(1801), cannot be employed (c. f. Stal, Enum. Hem., iii, 112).

Schrank' s description is certainly very short, but not shorter than that

of Fabricius, and from the descriptions of the two species {dauci =
brevipennis, Hahn, or apterus, Fabr., auct.,* and crassipes = ferus,

Linn. ?), it is also evident that this genus is identical with Nabis,

Latr., auct. (^Nabis, Latr., including also Prostemma')

.

CoEiscus (Nabis) Poweei, Saund. (Syn., p. 627, 6). According

to the examination of typical specimens, kindly sent to me by Mr.

Saunders, his JSfabis Poweri (Ent. Mo. Mag., xii, p. 250) is synonymous

with N. lineatus, Dahlb. (Yet. Akad. HandL, 1850, p. 228). Mr.

Saunders says, I. c, "It is also allied to N. Uneatus, Dahlb., a species

unknown to me ; but, according to Renter's description, the present

species appears to be distinct, especially in the narrow body of the $ ."

This narrow body of the female is, however, just characteristic of N.

Uneatus, and I also begin my description (Ofv., Vet. Akad. Forh.,

1872, p. 69) by " elongatus," &c. Last autumn I found many speci-

mens of Uneatus in South Finland, of which the breadth of the abdomen

is little variable. The "hami copulationis" of the male in my specimens

are formed quite as in Poweri, Saund., and there is no doubt of the

identity of the two.

* It seems to me not certain whether iJeduOTU« apUrv,s, Fabr., is a Coriicus or Coranus sub-
apterus, Do Geer.—O. M. R.
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CoEiscTJS MAJOB, Dougl. and Scott (Cat., p. 57, 5). Messra.

Douglas and Scott have I. c. cited Stalia hoops, Schiodte, as synonymous

with this species,* but they are two very distinct species, agreeing

only in respect of the black or fuscous apex of the femora. Stalia

hoops differs by its considerably larger eyes, the head not prolonged be-

hind the eyes, the posterior angles of the last abdominal segment in

the $ obtuse, the dorsum of the abdomen testaceous or ochreous with

three black longitudinal streaks, not plainly black as in major, the

body more robust, and lastly, the wings are destitute of a cell-hook.

This species forms at least a very good sub-genus, but to this Goriscus

major is in no wise to be referred (as Stal has in Enum. Hem., iii, p.

111). Stalia hoops is found in Denmark (Schiodte), near Stettin (Stal),

and in Finland (Karelia, J. Sahlberg, and I have taken it near Hel-

eingfors). Coriscus 7)iajor, Costa, has not yet been observed in Scan-

dinavia, Finland.
(To he continued.)

List of Semiptera-IIeteroptera occurring at Pitlochry, in Perthshire—I have

been spending the past season at the pretty village of Pitlochry, and, as the locality

does not appear to have been worked before, I give a list of the better Semiptera-

Heteroptera that occurred to me. These have been mostly seen by Mr. Edward

Saunders. A list of the Somoptera will follow in a subsequent number.

The wretched season notwithstanding, I feel pretty svire Pitlochry is a good

station for bugs, indeed, to me they seemed to abound there in vastly greater num-

bers than here in Morayshire.

Gerris odontogaster ; Q-. aspera, common, nearly all apterous ; G. CostcB ; G.

rufoscutellata, rare ; G. lacustris. Macrolophus nulihis. Harpocera thoracica, on

oaks. Calocoris striatus, bred from larvae on oak and crab-apple; C. roseomaculatua

;

C. striatellus, swarming on oaks ; C. bipunctatus. PJremocoris plebeius, rare. Poecilo-

scytus Gyllenhali ; P. unifasciatus, common on Galium. Nahis Jlavomarginatus.

Orthocephalus mutabilis. MegalocercEa rujicornis. Rhopalotomus ater. Stiphrosoma

leucocephala, on Galium. I>ichrooscytus rufipennis. Orthotylus bilineatus ; 0.

viridinervis, common on elm. Macrocoleus hortulanus. Plesiocoris rugicollis, very

common on sallow and Myrica. Pithanus Mcarkeli, macropterous form. Sehirus

bipunctatus. Phytocoris tilice ; Ph.pini. Berytus pygmaius. Gastrodes abietis,ra,re,

from cones of Abies Douglasi. Derophysia foUacea, rare. Nysius thymi. Bryocoris

pteridis, in plenty, quite developed. Psallus lepidus ; Ps. obscurellus.—G. Norman,

Cluny Hill, Forres, N.B. : ZQth November, 1879.

Staiiropusfagi and Acronycta alni in the Forest of Dean.—It may be interesting

to record that a fine specimen of S. fagi was taken in Dean Forest on the 20tli of

June last. Also on the 5th October, I found a larva of A. alni, feeding on hazel, in

a wood near here.—A. E. Hodgson, Coleford, Gl-loucostershire : December, 1879.

* According also to Dr. Reuter [in litt., 1875), Dr. Puton (Cat., p. 49, 1875); and Mr. B.Saunders
(Synops., iii, 626, 1876) cites major, Costa, as the proper name for the species.—J. W. D.
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TNTRODUCTOEY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, F.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 10.

Gcenozoic Time.

\0n the Insecta of the Miocene Period, and the animals and plants with

which they ivere correlated.'\

In the United Kingdom rocks of Miocene Age are only represented

in three or four localities ; but on the continents of Europe and North

America, and in Q-reenland and Spitzbergen, they are largely developed.

Great Britain and Ireland.

Lower Miocene.

A few fragments of insects were discovered by Prof. Heer,* about

eighteen years ago, in the clays and beds of lignite at Bovey Traceyf

in Devonshire, but only one of them was in a sufficiently perfect state

to be recognisable ; it consisted of part of an elytron of a beetle,

which was described by Heer, and named by him Bupresfites Falconeri.

According to Mr. Pengelly,! this fragment furnished the first evidence

of animal life discovered in the lignites of Bovey Tracey.

Prof. Judd§ has recorded the discovery of the elytra of two species

of beetles in strata of Miocene Age, in the neighbourhood of Bally-

palidy in the County of Antrim, Ireland.

Continental Em^ope.

Lower Miocene.

From the lower division of a series of Miocene deposits in Swit-

zerland, lying between the Alps and the Jura, and known as the

"Molasse," from the soft nature of a sandstone forming one of its

principal members, about 33 species of insects have been determined

by Prof. Heer.
II

Of these 33 species, 2G belong to the Goleoptera, and

are distributed amongst the Garahidce,Dytiscid(B,Peltidce,Hydrop)hilidcs,

Melolonthidcs, Buprestidce, Elateridce, Helopidce, Lamiidce, and Ghryso-

melidae ; the Neuropfera are represented by LibelluUdce and Phryganeidce

;

the Jlymenoptera by one species of Vespidce ; the Diptera by one species

of Tipulidce ; and the Hemiptera by Pentatomidce and Gicndellince.

From the lignites or " Brown Coal " of Sieblos, Stoschen,

Salzhausen, and Rett in the Siebengebirge, about 242 species of insects

* " On the Fossil Flora of Bovey Traoey," Trans. Royal Soo. Lond., 1862.

t The age of these beds is very doubtful ; they were described as Lower Miocene by Mr. Pen-

gelley and Dr. Heer in IS62, but quite recently Mr. J. S. Gardner and Baron von Ettingshausen, in

their Monograph of the British Eocene Flora (published by the Falajontographical Society, xx.>tiii,

p. 18, 18791, have referred them to the same horizon as those at Bournemouth ,i. e.. Middle Eocene).

J
" The Lignites and Clays of Bovey Tracey," Proc. Royal Soc. Lond., 1860—1862.

§ Quar. Jour. Geol. Hoc, vol. xxx, p. 274, 1874.

II

" Recherches sur le climat et la v6g6tation du Pays Tertiaire," pp. 196—197 {the French
translation, by Dr. Gaudin, of lleer's " UntersUchungen ueber das Klima und die Vegetations

Vorhallmsse des Tertiarlandes ").
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have been enumerated and described by Prof. Bronn,* Prof. G-ermar,t

Dr. Giebel,:]: Prof. Heer,§ Dr. Hagen,|| Herr Carl von Heyden,^

and Herr Lucas von Heyden.** These 242 species are distributed

amongst the existing Orders as follows:

—

Coleoptera (126), Neuroptera

(16), Orthoptera (3), Hemiptera (10), Diptera (76), Hymenoptera (8),

and Lepidoptera (3). The majority of the Coleoptera belong to existing

genera of the Families, Garahidcs, Hydrophilida, DytiscidiB, Hydrohiidcs,

Stnp'hylinid(je,Buprestid(e,Sca7'a'bcBid(S,SilpMd(S,Trogositid<B,TenebrionidcB,

CerambycidcB, I^rionidce, Lamiidce, Bruchidce, Byrrhidce, Ptinidce, Bren-

thidcd, Cassididce, Elateridce, Dermestidce, Telephoridce, Oantharidce, Gur-

culionidce, Ghrysomelidce, and Goccine] I idee. -ff The Neuroptera belong

to the Families, Lihellulidce, Termitida, Sialidcs, and MyrmeleontidcB
;

and the Orthoptera to Locustidcd and Blattidce. The Hemiptera are

represented by Nepidce, Notonectidae, Lygceidce, and lassidce. Nearly

half the species of Diptera belong to the Bihionidce ; the remainder

are distributed amongst the Syrpliida, Culicidce, Cecidomyiidce, Ghirono-

midcB, MuscidcB, Empidce, Tip ididee, AsHides, StratyomyiidcB, and Myceto-

philidcB. The Hymenoptera are represented by Apidce and Formicidce;

yand t\iQ Lepidoptera mcYu^e one species of Ti7ieidee {Nepticulafossilis),

and one butterfly, Vanessa vetula, which is the only specimen yet ob-

tained from the horizon of the Lower Miocene of Europe.

From the freshwater strata of Auvergne, in Central France, fossil

insects have been obtained in several localities, and about 4S species

have been described by M. Oustalet,JJ and one species by M. Charles

:
Brongniart.§§ Of these 49 species, 31 belong to the Diptera (chiefly

Bihionidce), and 10 to the Goleoptera (Dytiscidce, ITydrophilidts, and

GiircuJionidce). The Neuroptera are represented by Libellulides,

Myrmeleontidce, and Phryganeidce ; and the Orthoptera by one species

(undetermined). Of the two remaining insects one belongs to the

Hymenoptera, and the other {Noctuites incertissima) to the Lepidoptera.

Middle Miocene.

For our knowledge of the fossil insects obtained from the marls

of Eadoboj, in Croatia, we are indebted to Prof. Unger,|||| Herr Yon
Charpentier,^^ and Prof. Heer.*** Heer has described about 311

• Lethea Geognostica, vol. ii, p 811.

4 Fauna Insectorum Europse, &c.

J Zeitschriftftir diegesanimteNaturwissenschaft, viii, 1856; aiid Fauna derVorwelt,ii, 1856.

§ Recherches sur le climat, &c., antea cit., p. 197.

II

" Neuroptern aus der Braunkohle von Rott in Siebengebirge," Pateontographica, vol. x, 1861
1863, pp. 247—269.

H Palajontographica, vols iv, v, viii, x, xiv, and xv, 1854— 1868.
** Palieontographica, vols, xiv, xv, and xvii, 1865— 1870.

tt Space does not admit of my giving a complete list of the Families.

ii " Recherohes sur les Insectes p'ossiles," Bibliothfeque de I'ficole des hautes etudes, tome iv,

art. No. 7, Paris, 1871.

§§ Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de Prance, tome iv, p. 459, 1876 ; and Bull. Scientifique du D^partement
du Nord, No. 4, p. 73, 1878.

nil Verhandl. der Kais, Leop., Akad. der Naturf., pp. 412—428, 1839.

ilTl Ueber eiriige fossile Insekten aus Radoboj in Croatien, 1843.
*** Die Insekten-fauna der Tertiargebilde, &c., 1847—1853: "Ueber die Insekten-fauna von

Radoboj," Bericht, 32c Veraamml. Deutscb. Naturf., 118—121, 1858: and " Uutersuchungen
ueber das Klima und die Vegetations Verhaltnisse des Tertiarlandes," 1860.
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species from Eadoboj, wliicli are distributed amongst the existing

Orders as Mlowa-.—CoIeopfera (42), Neuroptera (19), Ortlwptera (13),

Semiptera (Gl), Biptera {^d), Rymejioptera (85), and Lepidoptera {^).

The Goleoptera have been referred by Heer to 21 Families, amongst

which may be mentioned CaraUdae, Di/tiscidce, Staplnjlinidce, NitiduUdce,

Peltidce, BuprestidcB, Tdephoridce, ChrysomelidcE, and Coccinellidce. The

Neuroptera include 8 species of Libellulidce, and 10 species of Termi-

tidoB
;
and the Ortlioptera are chiefly Acridiidce and LocustidcB. The

Semiptera are represented \)jPentatomidce,Co7'eid(S,LygcBid(S,Beduviid(B,

Tingididce, Cicadellince, ApliidcB, &c. The Diptera have been referred to

9 Families, including TipuUdce, Mycetopliilidce, Asilidce, SyrpJiidce, and

Muscidce. Of the 85 species of Symenoptera, 57 belong to the For-

onicidce, and 22 to the IchneumonidcB, and the remainder to the Vespidce,

Apidce, and Sphegidce. The Lepidopttera* include 3 butterflies, one

belonging to the NympTialidcB {Eugonia atava), and two belonging to

the PapilionidcB {Mylothrites Pluto and Pontia Preyeri) ; and 5 moths,

viz., 2 belonging to the Noctuidas, 2 to the Qeometridce, and one to the

Pyralidce.

Upper Miocene.

To this division of the Miocene Period belongs the celebrated

lacustrine formation of (Eningen, in the valley of the E-hine, between

Constance and Schaffhausen. Upwards of 5,000 specimens of fossil

insects have been obtained from this locality, from which specimens

Prof. Heerf has identified and described 844 species, distributed

amongst the existing Orders as follows :

—

Goleoptera (518), Neuroptera

(27), Ortlwptera (20), Hemiptera (133), Diptera (63), Kymenoptera

(80), and Lepidoptera (3).

The Goleoptera are distributed amongst 59 Families,]: of which

the following may be mentioned as containing the greatest number of

BT^ec\e^,'v\i.,GarahidcB,DytiscidcB, NitidulidcB,Peltid(je,IIisteridcB,Gopridee, I

SydrophiUdce, Melolonthidce, Buprestidce, Elateridce, Teleplioridee, Gis-

telidcB, PrionidcB, CerambycidcB, Lamiidee, Gurculionidce, Glirysomelidce,

and Goccinellida. The Neurop)tera include 20 species of Lilellitlidce,

besides Termitidce and PJiryganeidcB. The Ortlwptera are represented

by LocustidcE, Acridiidce, Gryllidce, Blattidcs and Forjiculidce. The

Hemiptera belong principally to theFamilies, ScufeUej-idce, Penfatotnidce,

Goreidce, Lygaidce, PeduviidcB, and Gicadidae. The Diptera are repre-

* " Die Insekten-fauna," &c., antca cit. : Scudder's " Fossil Butterflies," pp. 41—51 ; Recherches
8ur le climat, &c., antea cit, p. 2U.5 ; and " Lepidojitera Exotica," pp. 127—8.

+ Die Insekteu-fauna, &.C., antea cit. ; Die Urwelt der Schweiz ; and Recherclies sur le climat,
&c., antea cit.

t The Carabidc^ include 54 species, the Buprestidce 40 species, the Elateridae 27 species, and the
Curcuiionidce 72 species.
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sented by Ohironomidce, TipulidoB, MycetopJiilidcB, AsilidcB, SyrphidcB,

and MuscidcE. The great majority of the Hymenoptera belong to the

Families, Formicidce, IclmemnonidcB, and Apidw ; and the 3 species of

Lepidoptera to the Bombycidce.

When we consider that the Lepidoptera was undoubtedly the last

Order to appear, that the ffiuingen formations are more recent than

any of those (in Europe) from which butterflies have been discovered,

and that from them more fossil insects have been obtained than from

all the other localities put together, the rarity of Lepidoptera—the en-

tire absence of butterflies—is very remarkable.*

Erom strata at Parschlug in Styria, belonging to the same division

of this Period, Dr. Heerf has enumerated 14 species of insects, viz.,

Goleoptera (7), Neuroptera (1), Ortlioptera (2), Diptera (2), and

Hymenoptera (2).

Numerous specimens of fossil insects were formerly obtained by

the E.ev. Y. W. Hope, Signor Massalongo, and others, from the famous

deposits of Senigallia, in the north-east of Italy, but, with the ex-

ception of two fossil larvae of LibellulidcsX none of them have, I

believe, ever been described.

America.^

During the last twenty years several thousands of specimens of

fossil insects have been obtained by Prof. Denton, Mr. Richardson,

Mr. S. H. Scudder, Dr. F. V. Hayden, Mr. P. C. Bowditch, Dr. A. C.

Peale, Mrs. Charlotte Hill, and others, from Tertiary strata in various

localities in the United States, especially on the White River at Possil

Canon Utah ; in Chagrin Valley and Florissant, in Colorado ; and near

Green Eiver Station, in Wyoming. About 30 specimens have also

been obtained by Mr. G-eorge Dawson from Quesnel, British Columbia.

From these specimens, Mr. Scudder
||
has already described nearly 200

species, distributed amongst the Goleoptera, Neuroptera, Ortlioptera,

Semiptera, Diptera, Symenoptera, and Lepidoptera. The Goleoptera

* See Mr. Scudder's remarks on this subject in his " Fossil Butterflies," Proc. Amer. Assoc, for

the Advancement of Science, p. 71, 1875.

+ Recherches sur le climat, &o., antea cit., p. 197.

t Studii Paleontologici, pp. 22 and 23, plate i, figs. 8—13. Verona, 1856.

§ Mr. Scudder, to whom we are indebted for descriptions of all the fossil insects yet described
from the American Tertiariea, has not, in any case, stated whether the strata, from which the in-

sects have been obtained, belong to the Eocene, Miocene, or Pliocene Periods. From an examination
of the geological maps of the United States Geological and Geogi-aphical Survey it appears that the
strata, from which the insects were obtained, are, almost without exception, of Miocene Age. It
may be, however, that some few of the specimens were discovered in rocks of Eocene Age, and
should {therefore have been described ui the last paper ; but, in the absence of precise infor-

mation as to the horizons from which these fossils were obtained, I have thought it best to refer
to all the American Tertiary Iiisecta in one paper.

II
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat Hist., x and xi ; Amer. Nat., i and vi ; Geol. Mag., v ; Bull. Geol. and

Geogr. Survey of the Territories, vol. ii. No. 1, 1876 ; vol. iii, No. 4, 1877 ; and vol. iv, Nos. 2 and
4, 1878; and " Report of Progress," Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875—1876, and 187(3— 1877. Space
does not permit me to give a complete list of the Families and genera of the Insecta from
the American Tertiaries. An exhaustive work, by Mr. Scudder, containiug descriptions and
figures of all the known species from the American Tertiaries is about to be published by the
Geological and Geographical Surrey of the United States.
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belong to the Yixmi\ies,Oarabidce,Di/tiscid(s, ]IydropMlid(B,Stap'hylinid(B,

Bruchida, NitidulidcB, CryptophagidcB, EJateridee, PtinideB, Erotylidce,

GeramhycidcB, Ohrysomelidce, Rhynchitidce, Otiorhynchidce, Curculionidce,

ScolytidcB, AnthrihidcB, &c. The Neuroptera are represented by Libel-

lulidod, Agrionidcd, Fanorpidae, and PhryganeidcB ; and the Orthoptera

bj GryJUdce, Locustidce, and ForJiculidcB. The Hemipiera include

Pentatomidcs, Lygaidce^IleduviidcB, Iassid(S, FuIgo7'idcs, and TettlgoniidcB.

The Diptera, which are very numei'ous, are distributed amongst the

Cidicidfs, Chironomidce, TipuUdcB, MycetopltilidcB, Asilidcs, MiiscidcB,

SyrphidcB, TlelomyzidoB, Myopid(E,DolicliopodidcB, Sciomyzidcs, Sind Cecido-

myiidcB. The Symenoptera are represented hj IcJineumonidcd, FormicidcB,

Myrmicidce, and Chalcididce : and the Lepidoptera by one species* be-

longing to the Nymplialidce—Prodryas Persephone—the only fossil

butterfly yet discovered in the New World, and which is remarkable,

not only as being in more perfect condition than any of those obtained

from the Eui'opean Tertiaries, but, " in presentiug,t as none of the

" others do to any conspicuous degree, a marked divergence from

" living types, combined with some characters of an inferior

" organization."

Arctic Pegions.

From a number of fragments of fossil insects obtained from the

Miocene formation of Spitzbergen, in the Arctic Ocean, Dr. HeerJ has

determined 23 species, 20 of which belong to the Goleoptera, and are

distributed amongst the Families CarahidcB, Dytiscidts, Silpliidce,

HydrohiidcB, Elaferidcd, Chrysomelidee, and CurcuJionidce. Of the 3

remaining insects, one belongs to the Ortlioptera {Platta liyperhorea),

and 2 to the ILymenoptera {Tlymenopterites deperditus and Myrmicium

boreale).

Dr. IIeer§ has also described 7 species of insects from the Miocene

formation of Greenland. Of these 7 species, four belong to the

Coleoptera (^Trogositidce, Cistelidce, and ClirysomelidcB), one to the

Orthoptera (Blattidiumfragile) , and two to the Semiptera {Gercopidium

rugulosum and Pentatoma horeale).

Representatives of almost all classes of the Animal Kingdom have

been discovered in the rocks of this Period, but as the majority belong

to existing types, a very brief notice of them will be sufficient.

* Discovered by Mrs. Charlotte Hill in Tertiary strata at Florissant, Colorado,

t Scudder, in Bull. Geol. and Geogr. Survey, vol. iv. No. 2, p. 521, 1878.

J Die Miocene Flora and Fauna Spitzbergens &c. , Stockholm, Akad. Handl., viii, pp.73—78, 1869.

§ Flora Fossilis Arctica, i, pp. 129, 130, 1868 ; and Kongliga Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens
Handlingar, xiii, No. 2, p. 26, 1869.
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The MoUusca are very abundant, and from 15 to 30 per cent, of

the species are identical with those of the present age.

The Pisces are numerously represented, and, in addition to the

remains of numbers of species belonging to the Telostei, teeth of

several extinct species of Sharks of gigantic size have been discovered.

The Amphibia include Salamandrida and JRanidcd; and the Reptilia

are represented by Crocodilia and Chelonia.

TheAves, although all of extinct species, belong,without exception,

so far as is known, to existing Groups.

The Mamtnalia are abundant, and include representatives of all

the existing Orders except Bimana (man).

The Plant* life of this Period was of a very varied and luxuriant

character, but as the majority of the species belong to existing groupsf

they call for no special notice. The geographical distribution of the

species was, however, widely different from that of the present day,

and the Miocene flora of Europe includes a remarkable intermixture

of forms, many of which are now characteristic of tropical or sub-

tropical countries.

The Ayenue, Surbiton Hill, S.W.

:

November, 1879.

Capture of a Dufourea in Hants, a genus of Hymenoptera new to Britain.—
On the 12th of August last, while sweeping among wild camomile flowers and low

herbage along the undercliff near Chewton, Hants, I took a species of Dufourea, one

of the short-tongued bees, which Thomson, in his " Hymenoptera ScandinaTise," has

united with Rhophites, a genus of long-tongued bees {lingua pectusfere superante,

I. c, ii, 117) ; which fundamental differences in structure and habit, together with

others in the alary venation, he reduces to sectional characters.

Lepeletier de St. Fargeau, in defining the genus Jjufourea, from Latreille's col-

lection (having never taken it himself), mentions that the females have a large head
like Panurgus, while the males, in general form, closely resemble those of Halictus.

My specimen is a male, coinciding with St. Fargeau's description of D. minuta,

excepting in having the legs and antennae black throughout ; but, as depending upon
a single example, and in the absence of a female, I can only regard this as a variety

of the aforesaid, with which it corresponds in size, namely, about 4| lines.

A foreign specimen of the female of D. minuta is in the British Museum ; and
a male (from Switzerland) apparently identical with mine, but uiider a wrong name
{Andrena lucens, ^ , Imhoff), has recently been transferred to the Museum collection

from that of the late P. Smith.

Rhophites was first added to the British Fauna in 1877, the R. quinquespinosus

having been taken in that year by the Kev. E. N. Bloomfield at Guestling, near

Hastings (Proc. Ent. Soc, 1877, p. 32) ; and again in August, 1878 (Ent. Mo. Mag.,

XV, p. 113).

The genus Dufourea is new to Britain.—S. S. Saundees, Gatestone, Upper
Norwood : December, 1879.

• Many Miocene Plants belong to existing species, but the great majority are ertinct.
+ Angiusijermous Exogens, and Monocotyledons.
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List of insects observed in Tresco, Scilly Isles, in August, 1878.—The following

list contains several names of insects which, so far as I am aware, have not yet been

recorded as occurring in the Scilly Isles ; but, for all that, it must be a vei-y meagre

list, for the weather was particularly unsuitable for finding insects. More or less rain

fell every day during the fortnight in which the observations were made, and, worse

than that, the most delicious mixture of brown sugar, treacle, and rum, not only

failed to attract]] the" commonest things, but seemed to positively drive all things

(except one A. ooulea) away from it. One bed of Senecio Jacobcea, well sugared, pro-

duced only the above named exception ; sugared tree .trunks—nothing ; whilst

another bed of Senecio Jacobcea showed wild sport with several species of Lepidoptera

during the same night. The blossom, which was sugared, was, I thought, in the

choicest spot in the island, viz., between the Abbey gardens and the lake, on an open

bit of heather, well sheltered and completely surrounded by trees, shrubs, and dense

beds of sallow, reeds, &c. The tree trunks which were sugared in vain were on the

other side of the gardens, near the attractive blossom. A huge lamp (of three

meteor burners), lighted on a marshy spot near the lake, failed to account for any-

thing but a few "micros." The abundance of larvae, excessive in proportion to the very

few images seen, and the decidedly omnivorous habits of almost all the larvae observed,

also tend to produce the impression in my mind that a worse August could hardly have

been chosen for the purpose, nor a worse fortnight in that month. I was taking

Triphana orbona just before I visited Scilly, and continued to see it in abundance

after that visit ended, but neither the type form nor the variety occurred there during

that visit. In the following October my usual mixture of sugar, treacle, and plenty

of rum proved very attractive, especially within a yard or two of the best lot of ivy

bloom I ever saw (but that was in Bedfordshire) . I feel sure that an entomologist

may find many insects in Tresco, even in August, that have not yet been recorded as

having occurred there. Deilephila euphorbicB did not reward my patience, though I

have reason to think its larva has been taken there, on the sea-spurge, by the present

CoLEOPTEEA.

—

Fterostichus cupreus, Calathus mollis, Dromius linearis, Broscus

cephalotes, Phalacrus corruscus, Qeotrupes typhaiis, mesoleius, siercorarius, and

vernaUs, Aphodius rufipes, Serica brunnea, Cetonia aurata, Heliopathes gibbus,

Otiorhynchus atroapterus and sulcatus, Saltica ericeti, Coccinella W-punciata.

DeemapteeA.—Forficula aiiricularia {var. forcipata)

.

O^TSOVT^UA- -Feriplaneta orientalis, Acrida viridissima, Stenobothrus ?

Htmenopteea.—Mellinus arvensis (?), Vespa sylvestris (?), Salictus

cylindricus (?) and albijies (<?), Andrena Afzeliella ((?), Bomhus Smithianus

($ and $) and lapidarius ( ^ ), Apatlius vestialis (<?), Apis mellifica (5,var.),

Henicospilus ramiduliis, Probolus alticola ( ? ), Pimpla instigator ( (J and ? ).

NeueopteeA.—Hemerobius humuli, Ischnura elegans {$ and $ ), Libellula

striolata {S and ?), immature ((?).

Teichopteea.—LimnopMlus marmoratus (var.).

Lepidopteea.^—Pieris brassiccB and rapce, Hipparchia Janira, Cynthia cardui

(and larvffi on burdock), Vanessa Atalanta and tirticce, Chrysophanus phlceas,

Anthrocera ? (two on the wing, and three ^\x^a. csises), Macroglossa stellatariim,

Cerura vinula (one larva), Porthesia auriflua, Arctia caja (larv£e abundant),

Pkragmatobiafuliginosa, Spilosoma menthastri and lubricipeda (larvee in abundance,
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on Mesemhryanthemum) , Callimorpha jacobcece (larvae abundant), Bryophila

glandifera, Acronycta rnmicis (larvae abundant), Xylophasia poJyodon, Cerigo

cytherea, Luperina testacea, Mamestra hrassicce, Apamea oculea, Mianafuruncula

or strigilis (too old to be identified), Agrotls puta (svffiisa, segetum, and tritici, sent

to me from St. Mary's or St. Agnes after my departure), TriphcBna janthina, Noctua

plecta, c-nigrum and rubi, PJdogophora meticulosa, Euplexia lucipara, Hadena

chenopodii andipisi (larvte), Abrostola urticce and triplasia, Plusia gamma, Ciicullia ?

{Verbascitm thapsus defoliated apparently by C. verbasci), Rumia cratcegata, EpJiyra

porata, Acidalia promutata, Cabera exanthemaria, Hypsipetes elutata, JEubolia men-

suraria, Melanthia ocellata, Melanippe subtristaria and galiata, Camptogramma

bilineata, Herbula cespitalis, Endotricha fiammealis, Botys verticalis, Scapula

ferrugalis and hyhridalis, Aphomoea colonella, Crambus culmellus and genicidellus,

Hyponomeuta cognatella, Plutella cruciferarum, Depressaria heracliana or olerella,

(Ecophora pseudospretella, Pterophorus lithodactylus and pterodactylus.

Hemipteba.—Piezodorus lituratus, Stenocephalus agilis, Ptyelus spumarius.

Aphaniptera.—Pulex (irritans ?).

DiPTEEA.

—

Tipula oleracea, Chrysomyiafonnosa, Anthrax hottentoUa,EristaUs

arbustorum {$ an $) and tenax {$ and $), PlatycMrus manicatus, Sarcophaga

carnaria, Scatophaga stercoraria, Machcerium maritimcB.—Feank Noegate, Spar-

ham : November, 1879.

Coleoptera taken in the Forest of Dean and neighbourhood during 1878 and 79.

—The Forest of Dean cannot be reckoned a tempting spot for entomological work,

being characterized by a very poor flora, an absence of vindergi'owth, and trees vrhose

lower branches have been removed by the elements or other agencies, and above

which tower here and there chimneys emitting ever and anon volumes of smoke,

the blackest of the black. Here one misses the luxuriant hedgerows, the lichen

covered trunks and pales, and the alternation of heath, bog, and woodland, so

familiar to the frequenter of Brockenhurst and other places in the New Forest, and

the visitor finds a tract of land, the uniformity of which soon makes a ramble become

wearisome, even though the eye may be relieved by pretty pieces of landscape in

some parts, due to the undulating nature of the ground, but too often somewhat

marred by unsightly rubbish heaps and other evidences that quarrying, colliery

works, and the iron trade form the staple industries of the district. In these mining

operations a quantity of timber is used, and possibly to supply this want, and to

furnish bark for tanning purposes, the majority of the trees (principally oak) in the

Forest are cut down years before they would reach maturity. A few of the stumps

thus caused, are left in the ground long enough to become rotten, and from the dark

coloured decayed oak stumps I have extracted Scydmcenus Sparshalli and

about eighty Elater pomorum ; from the fungoid growths in or on them, three of

the four Boletobii, Quedius lateralis, Philonthus splendidulus and puella, Bapto-

linus alternans, Scaphidium 4^-maculatu'm, Onthophilus striatus, and Rhizophagus

cribratus ; from the moss or bark, partly covering them, Agathidium seminulum,

Megacronus alternans, Carabus arvensis, Harpalus latus, Parovialiis Jlavicornis,

Liodes orbicularis, Silpha obscura, Cerylon histeroides a,ndJerrugineum, and Cytilus

varius. During the spring and summer months, Calosoma inquisitor and Silpha 4-

punctata occurred on trunks or Pteris ; Corymbites cupreus, pectiiiicornis, and holo-
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sericeus, Sericosomus hrunneus, ajid Campylus linearis on the bracken ; Priohium

castaneiim on holly trunks, the solid wood of which has plainly nourished many

previous generations ; Rhyncolus gracilis, the three Rhinosimi, Acalles ptinoides,

and Ccenopsis Waltoni, in a like situation : on oak, beech, or chestnut, Balaninus

pyrrhoceras and turhatus, Rhynchites puhescens, ELleschus bipunctatus, Polydrosus

micans, Trypodendfon quercils, and Teleplionis alpinus ; Dinarda 3£ce rkeli ivom b,

nest of Formica rufa ; Clythra 4<-punctata from sallow bushes, swarming with a

species of Aphis and the wood-ant ; Melasis biiprestoides, Trachodes hispidus, on

felled trunks. Under firs and beech bark : Ditoma crenata, Ips 4e-punctata and 4-

giitlata, Agathidium nigripenne, Hylurgtis piniperda, Hylobius ahietis, and I^purcea

(probably immunda) ; Staphylinus fiilvipes from sheep droppings. During the

autumn Prionus coriarius has occasionally been met with. Pterostichus oblongo-

punctatus is common under stones in the winter months.

The woods near the banks of the Wye being within a five mile walk may be

fairly considered as part of the neighbourhood, and have yielded a good number of

species. The most noteworthy of these are Lithocharis hrunnea, Bytliinus Ciiriisi,

Cephennitim thoracicum, Colon Zebei, Telephoi'us translucidus and alpinus, Orohitis

cyaneus, G-ymnetron beccabungcB and melanarium, Orchestes avellana, Barynotus

moerens, Clythra A-punctata, Lamprosoma concolor, Cryptocephalus moral, Chryso-

mela varians and didymata, Crepidodera rufipes and atropce, Thyamis lurida,

Mniophila muscorum, PogonocTierus dentatus, Pachyta 8-niaculata, and Orchesia

undxdata, principally by sweeping.—A. E. Hodgson, Coleford, Gloucestershire

:

December, 1879.

Re-occurrence of Phosphcenus hemijiterus at Lewes.—Two females of this species

have just been brought to me for determination, one of which is now in my collection.

They were taken by Mr. Michael Ward, of Dukinfield, a Lepidopterist, whilst

sugaring ; his attention had been attracted by the phosphorescence, which was visible

as a naiTOW belt across the abdomen
;
probably the $ might be taken by sweeping.

—J. Chappell, 89, Bonsall Street, Hulme, Manchester : Sth December, 1879.

[Some of our readers will remember the record of the occurrence of this glow-

worm at Lewes, in vol. v, pp. 44 and 70, of this Magazine. Its possible introduction

with ferns from Jersey is there mentioned (p. 70). Even if this were the case, the

insect appears to have thoroughly established itself, as eleven years have elapsed since

the former record.

—

Eds.]

Silvanus bidentatus and Stenostolaferrea in Dunham Park.—Two years ago I

had the pleasure of capturing a specimen of Silvanus bidentatus in Dunham Park,

under the bark of the fallen branch of a gigantic oak. For several years I have

succeeded in taking one or two examples each season of the rare Stenostola ferrea,

by beating Tilia europma, in the same locality.

—

Id.

Note on Sciomyza (Colobaa) bifasciella. Fall.—A single specimen of this very

distinct and pretty Dipterous insect was taken by my father at Cosmore quag on

August 11th, 1855. The quag, which was situated in the next parish to this, has

since been drained, and several rare plants and insects have thus been destroyed.

Colobcea bifasciella, which was named by the late Mr. Haliday, for my father, is
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briefly included by name only in the addenda and corrigenda of Mr. Walker's

"Diptera Britannica," vol. iii, xiv. The following is Zetterstedt's description of it:

Pallide testacea, nigro-Uneata ; alis alhidis, nigro-bifasciatis, fedibus flavin, anti-

cortimfemoribus, tibiis et tarsis, posieriorumque femoribus macula apicali, nigra-

fuscis. S 9 • (Long. J—1 lin., raro vdtra).—C. W. Dale, Q-lanville's Wootton : Ihth

December, 1879.

Protective resemblance in pupa of Pieris rapce.—Thrice in 1878 I met with

pupse of Pieris rapce attached to leaves of plants, and in each case the pupa very

closely simulated the colour of the leaf. The first was on the under-side of a leaf of

swede turnip, the second on the upper-side of a leaf of horse-radish, and the third

was on the upper-side of a privet-leaf. The dLfference in appearance between these

and those found on fences, &c., was most striking.—J. E. Fletcheb, Happy Land,

Worcester : December, 1879.

Vanessa cardui in Arabia. —In Mr. Wilfrid S. Blunt's account, at a meeting of

the Royal Geographical Society, of his recent jouniey in Central Arabia, he mentions

the fact of his having observed a specimen of the painted-lady butterfly, renowned,

as he says, for long flights, sunning itself on the rocks of Aalem, in the great sard

desert of Nefud. This insect, he further observed, could not have been bred at any

nearer point than the hills of Syria, 400 miles off—a atatement somewhat at variance

with his account of the unexpected luxuriant vegetation of the Nefud, in which it

can scarcely be doubted that so persevering and hardy a plant as the thistle would be

found. At all events, the penetration of this butterfly into the centre of Arabia

seems worth recording.—E. C. Rye, 1, Savile Row, W. : December, 1879.

Re-occurrence of Ennomos alniaria {aiittunnaria, TTernbg.) at Qosport.— I think

I may now claim for E. alniaria the designation of a British insect. Your readers

may recollect my announcement of the capture, in 1877, in this neighbourhood, by a

young entomologist, a pupil at the Royal Naval Academy here, of three specimens of

E. alniaria. The season of 1878 proved a blank so far as this species was concerned

to me. This year I have taken over a dozen specimens in an out-of-the-way part of

the suburbs, and in a very circumscribed area—a district I do not think I visited last

year. The insects probably belonged to the same brood, as I took them by two<) a»^d

threes each evening for about a week.

As an instance of the irregular occurrence of certain species I may mention that

last year I took a long series of Anthocelis liino^a on two or three gas lamps in this

road, whereas this year I have not taken a single specimen.—E. F. Heath, Brook-

lands, Bui'y Road, Grosport : December 10th, 1879.

Acronycta alni in Dunham Park.—Two larvae of A. alni were taken last season

:

one by myself, beaten out of lime when about 4'" in length ; it fed up on lime, and

is now a pupa : the other was taken by Mr. Thomas Thorpe, of Bowdon. The clavate

hairs only appear with the last moult.—J. Chappell, 89, Bonsall Street, Hulme,

Manchester : Wi December, 1879.

Capture of Laphygma exigua, S;o.—On August 11th I captured a specimen of
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L. exigua in the Isle of Purbeck ; it flew out of a furze bush. I also met with

JShulea verhascalis, Pempelia genistella= Davi.iella, Newm., and (Ecophora lamb-

della at the same place ; and Aphalara artemisice in plenty on Artemisia absynthium

in the Isle of Portland during the months of August and September. The past has

been the worst season for collecting I hare ever known, and almost every species was

at least a month behind time. The middle of May arrived before I saw a single

butterfly, and Bibio Marci did not make its appearance before the 1st of June.

Etipithecia irriguata was out as late as June 10th ; 8. Hyperanthus as late as Sep-

tember 8th ; and S. Tithonus as late as the 22nd of September ; but I was the more

astonished at meeting with L. Adonis and Corydon on the 2nd of October at Dover.

—C. W. Dale, Glanville's Wootton : December 15th, 1879.

Food-plants of Tortricodes tortricella.—Twice have I reared this insect from a

lot of larvffi collected in the busy season of July, and which, through press of occu-

pation, had not been overhauled. Some twenty years since I bred two males from

larvae on lime, and in 1877 I bred a ? from oak.—J. E. Fletcher, Happy Laud,

Worcester: Decembe>; 1879.

Occurrence of Tischeria gaunacella in Essex, a species vnrecorded as British.

—In the month of May, 1878, I bred three specimens of this insect from sloe-leaves

collected the previous October, somewhere in this neighbourhood. I was not aware

until quite recently of the rarity of the insect I had bred. Whilst collecting some

mines of Lithocolletis spinicolella, I observed some peculiar brownish blotches on

some of the sloe-leaves, having a tendency to turn up the edges of the leaves. I

could not, however, recognise the larva forming the blotch, nor could I ascertain

from the works at my command what it was. I believed it to be a Tischeria. I

therefore kept the leaves with the L. spinicolella mines, trusting to be able to breed

one or two of them in the following spring, and thus identify them. The mines

were stowed away during the winter in a glass bottle, tightly corked, and placed in a

large tin box in the garden. They were brought indoors on the 27th April, 1878,

and then kept in a room without a fire ; no forcing was applied in any way. I very

much regret now that I made no sufilcient note of the precise locality where I found

the leaves containing the blotches, as T understand that some of the species of Tis-

cheria are extremely local, and will occur in plenty in one lane and nowhere else in

the neighbourhood. The reason I had not ascertained the name of the insect until

recently arose from the fact that I was unable from pressure of other matters to

give much time to entomology during the season of 1878, the consequence

being I had at the end of that season only two or three little things that I was un-

acquainted with, and these I retained, trusting to do something more in 1879, and

then get ray 1878 captures identified.—W. D. Cansdale, 4, Gruithavon-terrace

Witham, Essex : December I7th, 1879.

Trifurcula pallidella ; a species new to Britain.—During the last week in

August, whilst sweeping for Ochsenheimeria bisontella near my country house at

Dutton, near Ribchester, I swept a small pale yellow moth, which I saw at first

glance was not Elachista subochreella, in fact I caught it twice over, as it was so diffi-

cult to see it in a white net ; when I got home and pinned it I saw its woolly head,
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and then I thought it might be a Tinea ; however, it had not the long body or under-

wings of a Tinea, so off it goes to my friend Mr. Stainton, to whom we all have

recourse in our difficulties, and he writes to me, thus :
" your insect is Trifurcula

" pallideUa, Zeller ; my specimens are from Vienna ; it seems to be a rarity on the

"continent."—J. B. Hodgkinson, 15, Spring Bank, Preston : December 9th, 1879.

Occurrence of Ephestia passulella in Lancashire.—During the month of

November I have been setting a number of an Ephestia new to me, but as I

thought my friend Mr. C. Q-. Barrett had once sent me specimens like those I was

taking, I pinned a few and sent them to him, and he named it as above, and was

glad I had turned it up in another locality.

—

Id.

Elachista monticola in Lancashire.—I have turned up this species in plenty at

Dutton ; now comes the question, has it to be alprnella of Edleston, or monticola ?

It appears to me alpinella will go a long way back, if any one will look at Morris's

figure of alpinella by Grregson they will soon see it is the veritable monticola; I

may add C. S. Grregson made the drawing from Edleston's specimen.

—

Id.

Entomological Society of London.—November ?>th, 1879. H. W. Bates,

Esq., F.L.S., &c., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. T. R. Billups, of Peckham, was elected a Member.

Mr. Stainton read letters from Lord Walsingham, in which the latter explained

that it was purely with a wish to aid the Society that he had offered the prizes for

essays on the life-histories of certain Entozoa, through it. He considered the other

societies named in Mr. McLachlan's and Mr. Stainton's remarks at the last Meeting

were able to afford to offer such prizes without extraneous aid. Moreover, it was

possible the parasites might, in an intermediate stage, live in the larvse of insects.

Mr. Stainton thought that Lord Walsingham had simply been led into an error

of judgment, and compared the present case to that of some one, actuated by a desire

to further science, offering a prize for an essay on chlorine to the Eoyal Astronomical

Society, instead of to the Chemical Society.

The Chairman said the Council had not considered it necessary to alter its

decision.

Mr. McLachlan said it had become necessary that he should again refer to the

" sculptured " stones on the shores of the Swiss Lakes, in consequence of a com-

munication received from Prof. Forel, who distinguished sevei'al kinds of sculptures,

but maiuly concentrated in two forms, on stones covered with chlorophyllous and

incrustating AlgcB respectively. On the former the markings due to the agency of

Trichopterous larvse occurred, on the latter the scidpturings were much deeper, and

owing (in his opinion) to the continued action of insect-larvse, worms, mollusks,

&c., by forcing pathways through the Algce.

Prof. Westwood exhibited drawings of the egg-masses and young larvse of a

Trichopterous insect, deposited on leaves, in connection with Mr. McLachlan's notes

in the November No. of the Ent. Mo. Mag. ; also of various Heteropterous Hemiptera

in the Hope collection. With reference to Mr. C. O. Waterhouse's remarks at

the last meeting, on the affinities of Pulyctenes, he said that the structure of the

mouth-organs, &c., proved that the insect was Hemipterous, as also did the metamor-

phoses.
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Mr. C. O. Watcrhouse did not admit the force of tlie arguments used by Prof.

Westwood as proTing that the insect could not be Dipterous.

Prof. Westwood entered into an explanation of the terms under which the

Hojic collection was bequeathed to the University of Oxford, and the Professorship

of Invertebrate Zoology established there, witli an analysis of the extent and value of

tlie collection as it now existed, through accumulations from donations and purchases

of the most important nature. The Oxford Commissioners Jiow proposed that when

the chair should become vacant, it should become united with a Readership in

Invertebrate Zoology, making it equivalent to the chairs of Hinnan and Comparative

Anatomy, as now existing. Against this suggestion the widow of the late Kev. F.

W. Hope* had protested, as opposed not only to the spirit of the bequests made by

her husband, but also to the clause of the deed under which the Professorship was

held.

Mr. McLachlan said that entomologists sliould feel grateful to Prof. Westwood

for having brought this subject before the Society : it was greatly to be desired that

the chair should continue to be held by an entomologist, both as carrying out the

wish of the founder, and as a guarantee that the magnificent collections would be

cared for, and made available for the purposes intended by the Rev. F. W. Hope.

Mr. Jenner Weir exhibited ants (apparently of the genus Atta) which he had

found at Pisa, and which accumulated round their nests the shells of two species of

Helix, all of wliich were empty when he found tliem. Also a specimen of a moth

(apparently the ? of Orgyia antiqna) which had been placed in his hands as an

instance of transformation, without having passed through the pupa-state.

Mr. W. C Boyd exhibited an example of Cklaria tristata, in which both pos-

terior-wings were congenitally absent, a singular variety (or aberration) of what

was apparently Aspilates citraria, and a Noctua that might be a melanic form of

Hadena detitina ; the latter from North Devon.

Mr. Distant communicated " Notes on the habits of various Indian Ilemiptera,"

on the authority of a correspondent of Mr. F. Moore.

Dr. Fritz Miiller communicated a photograph and notes on the transformations

of a Brazilian Dipterous insect, especially remarkable for the dimorpliism exhibited

by the females, one set of which had the mouth-organs fitted for honey-sucking, as

in the males, in the other set they were fitted for blood-sucking.

Dr. Buchanan White communicated the first part of a paper on the Ilemiptera

collected on the Amazons, by Prof. Trail.

Mr. F. Bates communicated "Descriptions of new species of Tenehrionidce from

Madagascar."

Mr. C. O. Watcrhouse read " Descriptions of new Coleoptera from East Africa

andJUfadagascar.
'

'

Mr. Butler communicated a paper (illustrated by an exhibition of presci'ved

larvae from Lord Walsingliam) " On the affinities of the British moths usually

placed in the genus Acroui/cta." He referred these to various old (mostly) Hilb-

nerian genera, and the result of his analysis was as follows :

—

A. rumicis and auri-

coma should be transferred to the Arctiidce, leporina and aceris to the Liparidce,

megacephala, pui, tridens, strigosa, &c., to the NotodontidtB, whereas only aliii and

ligustri remained in the NoctuidcB.

^ * The death of the widow of the Rev. F. W. Hope has since theu appeared in the " Times "

obituary.
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IVOTES ON BRITISH TORTRICJES.

BT C. G. BARRETT.

{Continuedfrom vol. xv,p. 249).

Antithesia fostremana, Z. This beautiful species was discoYered,

as already recorded (vol. xv, p. 14), by Mr. J. B. Hodgkinson iu

Westmoreland, and I am indebted to him for a full grown larva, of

which it may be well to give a description : cylindrical, plump, rather

wrinkled, colour pale primrose-yellow, spots of the same colour, raised

and shining, and with minute hairs, head and dorsal plate shining

black, anal plate small, brown.

In a stem of the wild balsam {Impaiiens noli-me-tangere) , feeding

on the cellular substance, and hollowing the lower part of the stem

quite out down to the root, afterwards constructing a wall of silk and

excrement across the upper part of the burrow, and living below,

moving actively up and down the chamber thus formed. Full fed in

the middle of September. Apparently it would have remained in this

chamber until spring, but my specimen was destroyed by mould in the-

"\s inter. Mr. Hodgkinson, however, rears them from the old stems in

June.

Probably the larva varies slightly in colour according to age, for

von Heyden describes it (most likely from a younger larva) :
" thick,

" nearly of equal breadth, rather flattened, shining, dirty greenish (like

" the inside of the stem of the food-plant), with flat shining little

" warts, each bearing a short hair ; head little narrower than the

" thoracic segments, shining black-brown ; thoracic plate shining black-

" brown, with the front edge and a faint central line greenish. In

' August in the stems near the roots of Impatiens noli-me-tangerey

Kaltenbach says that it feeds in the stem in the autumn, and after-

wards goes lower into the root, hut leaves the plant when fullfed.

Antithesia marginana, Haw. {ohlongana, Haw.). A sort of mystery

has long hung over the economy of this species, which is, I hope, now
cleared up.

The -larva is described by Guenee as feeding in seed-heads of

Dipsacus, and Heinemann says in seeds of Dipsacus sylvestris. This

has been repeatedly confirmed ; Dr. Wood says :

" I breed it commonly
" from teazle-heads collected in the woods, and the specimens are

" always finer than those I meet with in the fields." Lord Walsingham

says :
" bred from teazle, hut also taken where there is no teazle ;" and

herein was the difficulty : there was no doubt about it sometimes

feeding in teazle-heads, but most emphatically was there no doubt of
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its being very far commoner in marshy meadows and marshy or boggy

heaths, where there was not a teazle plant within miles. I thought I had

the required clue when I received a note from M. Eagonot to this effect

:

" some time since I was quite surprised to see appear out of some
" heads of Scahiosa succisa a Pentliina marginana {ohlonganii). \ had

" expected to hY^edifractifasciana.'''' Will it be wondered at that I

spent long hours and much valuable patience, in a meadow where tnar-

ginana had been common, in examining the far too abundant flower

and seed heads of the common devil's bit scabious ?

On September 10th, 1S78, 1 received from Dr. Wood, of Ledbury,

a larva feeding in a seed-spike of Stachys hetoniccu, with an enquiry as

to its probable species ! This was an instant revelation—the Stachys

was most abundant in the marshy meadows where marginana occurred,

and on September 16th I found the larva in its flower or seed-spikea

in plenty.

It is nearly cylindrical, but with the segments plump and much

wrinkled, colour pale amber, spots very minute, blackish with short

white hairs, head and dorsal plate large and strong, deep black, anal

plate round, dark brown. Inhabiting a silken gallery along the central

stalk of a seed-spike of Stacliys hetonica, eating out the seeds and

sometimes hiding in an empty calyx.

It remains in an active state in this habitation in the seed-spike

all the winter (sometimes even until May or June), but ultimately

spins its cocoon in one of the terminal calyces, in which it becomes a

light brown pupa, which protrudes from the calyx when the moth

emerges. In this late spring the first appeared on May 25th (but it

is commonly observed a week or fortnight earlier), and they continued

to emerge slowly through June, and very sparingly in July, while one

or two appeared as late as August 20th, from which it seems clear

that there is but one brood in the season, and that I, and doubtless

others, have been in error in supposing that the late summer specimens

were the oifspring of those that appeared in May. I think that

Stachys hetonica will prove to be the ordinary food-plant of this species

in this country, and I see that Hofmann records it as feeding in seed-

vessels of Galeojjsis and Euphrasia odontites in mountain districts.

Antithesia faligana, Hiib. (ustulana, Haw., carbonana, Dbl.). The

only continental record of the larva of this species which I can find

seems to be an error. Miihlig says :
" in autumn, in dry stems of

" Impatiens noli-me-tangere, bred with postremnna.''' I suspect that

Miihlig's specimens were all postremana.
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As already recorded {ante vol. ix, p. 129), Lord Walsingtam

reared a very beautiful and variable series of Antithesia fuUgana

some years ago from larvae found feeding in stems of Stachys palustris

in the Cambridgeshire Fens, and early in October, 187S, his lordship

paid a visit to the same Fens for the purpose of looking for this

larva, and to his kindness I am indebted for the opportunity of de-

scribing it.

It is exceedingly long and slender, with segments deeply divided

and much wrinkled, colour delicate pale green, with the internal dorsal

vessel distinctly visible, of a reddish-bi'own, and forming within the

eighth segment a double bar, head bright chestnut, dorsal and anal

plates greenish. In stems of Sfachi/s palustris, eating out the pith,

and leaving the space partly occupied with excrement, but not so much

so as to prevent it from moving rapidly up and down the burrow.

From examination of the dead and dry plants, I think that it does not

enter the roots, as they seem to contain no frass. It remains in the

larva state in a stem until the spring, when it spins a silken cocoon

just beneath one of the joints of a stem (not always the stem in which

it has fed), and then changes to a bright brown pupa, which pushes

through a small hole in the joint when the moth emerges. My speci-

mens emerged, very slowly, between June 15th and July 8th.

Sericoris eiipliorhiana, Ti. I am much indebted to Mr. W. Purdey,

of Folkestone, for his kindness in sending me larvae of this species in

1877 and 1878, of which larvse I have drawn up a description. Cylin-

drical, active, colour dark green, slightly paler beneath, spots of the

same green colour, with short bi'istles, head very pale brown, dorsal

and anal plates black, auterior legs black. In shoots of Euphorbia

paralias, drawing together the terminal leaves into a bundle, eating

the heart completely out, burrowing down into the stem of the shoot,

and also forming a chamber, much lined with frass, among the young

leaves. Full fed at the end of July, when it leaves the shoot and

spins a delicate flat white cocoon of papery-looking silk between two

dead leaves of the spurge, in which it becomes a light brown pupa.

Some of the moths emerge from the middle to the end of August, the

rest (the majority generally) remain in pupa during the winter, and

emerge in the following June, but I strongly suspect that the June

brood is reinforced by the descendants of the moths which emerge in

August, since there is no reason to believe that the moths hibernate.

There must in this case be larvae feeding in September or October, but

I have not received any at this ])eriod. Mr. Purdey says that the
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species is double brooded, but this may refer only to the times o£

appearance of the perfect insect.

Grartner describes the larva of this species as " grey-green with

" bright yellow head, dorsal plate similar, divided, jaws darker, anterior

" feet brown-green. In May in a web on Etqjhorbia amygdaloides,

" lucida, and aquatica, boring into the stem. To become a pupa it

" leaves its habitation and goes into the earth."

This does not agree very well with our larvae. I hear, however,

from Dr. Wood, that S. euphorhiana is found in the woods of Hereford-

shire, where its larva feeds on the w^ood-spurge {E. atm/gdaJoides).

Sericoris littoralis, Curt. (Jittorana, Dbl.). There appears to be

no record by any continental writer of the larva of this species. Mr.

"Wilkinson simply says that it feeds on the common thrift, and it has

been reared from that plant by Mr. Hodgkinson and others occasionally,

but I think that no accurate description has been published.

In April, 1S78, 1 found, on the coast-cliifs a few miles away, large

tufts of thrift (Anueria vulgaris), in which some of the leaves were

drooping and turning brown. A careful search enabled me to find the

larvae feeding in the hearts of the little shoots which grow close to-

gether to form the tuft, or sometimes in a tube of silk among the

green or brown leaves.

This larva is very active, wriggling violently when disturbed, cy-

lindrical, colour dull pale greenish-grey, still paler when full grown,

spots hardly visible but with distinct hairs, head light brown, jaws

blackish, dorsal plate black, anal plate indistinct.

Pupa light olive-brown, spun up among the leaves of the thrift

close to the eaten shoots, emerging in June. This summer (1879) I

again reared it from large tufts of thi'ift, generally found in sheltered

corners under the rocks at the top of the cliffs, and easily discovered

by the patches of dead leaves.

Before Mr. E. Meyrick left England, he sent me a memoi*andum

of the rearing of this species in 1870 by Mr. Jenkinson, a most ener-

getic young entomologist, who stated that his larva? fed in the, floiver-

heads of the thrift, that they were dark chocolate-brown, and that they

spun the florets of the flower head all together in a mass, and assumed

the pupa state in a vertical cocoon, placed head upwards, in the spun-

up head. This appears circumstantial, and also perplexing, for I have

not found the larvae in the flowers at all, but it may possibly be tlie

habit of a second brood, which I know occurs on some coasts, but which

I have not seen here.
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Sericoris riculana, Scop, {conchana, Hiib.). On June 2l8t, 1878,

I found in a marsli a blossoming plant of Orchis maculata, of whicli

the upper portion of tbe spike of flowers had withered, and, on ex-

amination found that a larva had bored into the stem in the middle of

the spike, and was feeding among the flowers, which had been caused

to droop. This larva was very active, cylindrical, dirty yellowish-

green, spots hardly visible, but with the usual hairs ; head and dorsal

plate black, anal plate inconspicuous. It fed up and formed its cocoon

within the flower-spike, becoming a light brown pupa, and produced a

fine $ S. rivulana on July 24th. Soon afterwards I reared another

specimen from a larva in a flower-spike of Genista tincforia.

Madame Lienig describes the larva as brown, and feeding on alder

between united leaves ; but I think there must be an error, either in

observation or in species, and I know of no other record of this larva.

Hartmaun, in his "Die Kleinschmetterlinge der Umgegend Miinchens,"

quotes Lienig, and adds the months of the occurrence of the larva

(May and June), which Madame Lienig had not mentioned ; but his

only personal allusion to the larva is " not found here."

Sericoris urticana, Hiib. Larva active, cylindrical, except that the

extremities are slightly attenuated. Dark liver-colour, without mark-

ings or visible dots, but with the usual hairs. Head and both plates

jet-black. Found in June, drawing together the terminal leaves of

Vaccinium viyrtillus, and eating out the young shoots. Pupa light

brown, with dark brown wing-cases, spun up among rubbish.

I cannot find that any description of this larva has been pub-

lished in this country ; but Hofmann gives a very careful description

from Treitschke :
" somewhat broad and compressed, very active,

" chestnut-brown, with small somewhat shining raised dots and light

" brown hairs. Head small and flat, dorsal and anal plates shining

" black, abdomen paler. In May, polyphagous on bramble, bilberry,

" birch and willow, in spun-together leaves. Pupa light or dark

"brown."

It is a very polyphagous larva, but has, I think, a preference for

hard-wooded plants, and a most particular liking for Vaccinium.

Wilkinson says that it feeds on nettles and Epilolium, but that is not

the case in my experience. Mr. Machin tells me that it screws up

leaves of birch ; Mr. Dunsmore that he has reared it from honeysuckle
;

and Mr. Warren reared a lot of the white northern form from dwarf

honeysuckle growing in a wood near Doncaster. Strange to say, when

fresh out they were of a leautiful finlc. Those from the moors about
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Sheffield were grey. Here in PembrokeBhire they vary from grey to

deep red-brown.

Sericoris lacujiana, Schiff. This species, which is so far variable

m the imago state as to have been split up into several species (Jierhana,

rupestrana) in this country, has a larva which is an actual nuisance

and torment, from its protean colourings and the mistakes thereby

caused. It is a cylindrical larva, rather elongated, and very active.

When young, I have found it pale yellowish, or semi-transparent

greenish, with visible intestinal canal, spots small and black, head and

dorsal and anal plates pale brown, at other times liver-coloured with

black head and plates, or the dorsal plate dark brown with a whitish

collar.

When full-grown it is commonly smoky-brown, smoky-black, or

liver-coloured, with head and both plates shining black, but sometimes

it is pale grey, bluish, whitish, or even yellowish, with head and plates

light brown, or with head and dorsal plate black and anal plate brown,

or yellow with a brown dot. The anterior edge of the dorsal plate is

Bometimes whitish. It feeds on all manner of bushes and low plants,

drawing together their terminal leaves, or screwing up the young

shoots and feeding in the heart ; but occasionally I have found it

feeding in blossoms of Clirysantlievmm, Ranunculus, &c., and once (a

bright yellow larva) in a blossom of Subus idceus.

Mr. Sang found a lot of larvae on a single dwarf sallow at High

Force, all of which were green. There were none on the larger

sallows around. Mr. Warren found them in Wicken Fen feeding on

comfrey, yellow loosestrife, &c., of a grass-green, with paler suh-dorsal

stripes. Nothing but lacunana emerged from them. Wilkinson

simply says that the larva is of a dark brownish-black, with a black

head, and this is undoubtedly one of its commonest forms.

The pupa is shining dark brown or blackish, in a slight cocoon

among dead leaves or rubbish. The larva always seems to leave the

shoot on which it has fed before spinning up.

The variations in the larva state do not seem to correspond at all

with those of the perfect insect, in fact, all the most extraordinary

larvae hitherto noticed have produced the typical form of the moth.

Dichrorampha politana, W. V. I have found some difficulty in

ascertaining certainly the larva of this species, feeding as it does along

with that of JPetiverella in the spring, but I think that I separated it

satisfactorily last spriug. The species is not sufficiently abundant

here to give a fair opportunity, so my friend Mr. F. D. Wheeler very

i
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kindly obtained and sent me some large roots from one of my old

localities at Norwich, and from these I reared a good number of speci-

mens. The larva is cylindrical, moderately slender, colour yellowish-

white, with reddish internal dorsal vessel, head bright light brown,

plates both faintly brownish. It feeds in May in the root-stocks of

Achillea millefolium, generally preferring a large old plant with spread-

ing roots, in which a number of larviB live. Each is solitary in its

burrow under the bark of the root-stock, which burrow is closed by a

tough web, and here it changes to a light brown pupa, the moths

emerging from the beginning to the middle of June. "When they

emerge, the pupae force themselves out of the burrow, and project

just above the surface of the ground.

I believe that this species is known as alpinana on the continent

(our alpinana being there called qucestionana) , and, indeed, I am not

sure that this is not the true alpinana of Treitschke. At any rate, I

feel certain that Gartner's description of the larvae of alpinana, Tr.,

appertains to this species :
" naked, slender, fat, white, with through-

" shining intestinal canal, and clear-shining hair-bearing raised dots.

" Head small, shining, honey-brown, dorsal plate faintly brownish.

" In October, under the bark of root-stocks of Achillea millefolium,

" often joining two pieces together. Pupating in June. Pupa light

" yellow-brown." Nothing can correspond more accurately than this !

Dichrorampha alpinana, Tr. (?). This species—with broader

fore-wings than politana, and a broad rounded dorsal blotch—was

reared from roots of tansy growing near Victoria Park, London, by

Mr. Machin, at least ten years ago, but the locality has been built

upon long since, and I am now indebted to Mr. W. H. Grigg for

larvae, which he found feeding along with those of D. tanaceti near

Bristol. The roots were actually dug by him from under the snoio last

winter.

The larva is very sluggish, cylindrical, but with the segments

slightly swoollen, colour shining pale yellow, with a broad dark purple

internal dorsal vessel, visible through the whole length of the body,

spots small, blackish, without hairs, head bright chestnut, jaws brown,

dorsal plate pale yellowish-brown, anal plate blackish.

Pound burrowing in November in the root-stocks and lower part

of the old stems of Tanacetum vulgare, eating out the pith. At this

time they appear to be full-grown, but they remain in the burrow

(perhaps feeding a little) all through the winter and spring, and

assume the pupa state in the same place ; the moths emerging late in

July and in August.
{To he continued.)
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IREUPTION OF VANESSA CARDUI AND PLUSIA OAM3IA INTO
DEVONSHIRE.

BY E. C. E. JOEDAK, M.D.

My holiday was this year passed at Teignmouth, where I remained

from the 16th to the 31st of October. The chief facts of entomological

interest learnt in my visit were connected with the sudden appeai'auce

of Vanessa cardui in the early summer, and of Plusia gamma in the

early autumn ; the last was so remarkable as to have attracted the

notice of even the most unobservant. We know so little of the mi-

grations of insects, that every fact on the subject is worth recording
;

I have, therefore, sent you the following extracts from the journal of

my brother, Mr. Jordan, of Teignmouth ; he says :

—

" August 12th, 1879—I had seen very few gamma-moi\i^ before

" this date, when they suddenly appeared in myriads everywhere. I

" was out from 9 to 11 a.m., every little patch of garden ground, the

" churchyard, the streets, the sands by the sea-shore, all seemed alive

" with them ; though lingering on every blossom so that I saw one

" hundred around a head of the large garden Veronica, yet there was a

" general tendency to move on in a decided stream towards the west.

"My son, who walked to Bishopsteignton (two miles), said, they were

"in equal profusion during the whole route, he also counted fifty

" Vanessa cardui ; other insects were very scarce. The day was very

" fine and bright, though there was a strong east wind on the night of

" the 11th. I was informed that swarms of these grey moths were

" seen out at sea about three miles from the shore. As a general rule

" the moths were in fine condition, large, and well marked.

" August 13th—a shower in the morning, fine in the afternoon
;

" comparatively few moths seen.

" August 15th—a fine bright morning ; at 10 a.m. I passed through

" West Teignmouth churchyard, where, on the 12th, there had been

" two or three gainma-m.oih^ on every head of trefoil ; now there was

" not one to be seen. Before this period the larvae and pupae were not

" so common as usual, and the autumn flight of the moth has not been

" abundant."

So far from my brother's notes : from these and other data, I feel

convinced that there has been an actual migration of Vanessa cardui

and Plusia gamma during this year, and that the movement in both

'

cases began on the mainland of Europe, and that a portion of the|

emigrants in both cases reaqhed our island. These concerted (?)

movements of Lepidoplera are not in the least understood by us, but!
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they seem /or the most part undertaken by Bpecies of wide geographical

distribution. In the Colias Edusa year of 1877, I spent some time in

the Eifel region, and only saw one G. Edusa in a district which, from

its nature, ought to have had this species in abundance. Of course

when at Teignmouth I turned my particular attention to the two

migrants : Vanessa cardui was abundant in the larva state, but I only

saw one perfect insect, a splendid specimen, which settled on a head

of ragwort blossom close by me, when I was seeking for larvae ; these

last were in every stage, full grown and free, or quite young in webs

on the thistle leaves. I sent many to my friend Mr. Geo. Baker, of

Edgbaston, for him to describe and rear ; he sent me the following

description of the full grown larva :

About I2 inches long, velvety-black, inclined to a slightly greyer tint along the

centre of the back, with a marked primrose-coloured stripe just above the legs

;

spiny, sub-spiracular spines decidedly smaller than the others, and encircled by a

tuft of exceedingly fine hairs ; the 3rd and 4th segments have each four spines, the

5th to the 12th inclusive have each seven, and the 13th only two spines, these last

almost horizontal in direction ; each spine arises from a pinkish coloured bulb. The

belly and ventral legs are golden-umber.

This description, it will be seen, has an almost exact agreement

with that of the winter form of larva described by Mr. Buckler in the

Ent. Mo. Mag. (vol. v, p. 279) in 1869. At the present date (Nov.

14th) all the larvae sent (having been kept by my young friend in a

well-warmed greenhouse) have changed to pupae ; with the exception

of one not yet full-grown, only one perfect Vanessa cardui has ap-

peared, this was on November 9th, its dui'atiou in the pupa state was

sixteen days.

Of Flusia gamma I saw but little, a few of the perfect insect now

and again crossed my path, certainly a smaller number than are

usually met with in Devon at this time of the year ; I found one

cocoon and one full-fed larva, both on plants by the sea shore. These

have become perfect insects. Other Lcpidoptera were scarce, and this

rarity extended even to the larvae of the Micros ; Lithocolletis trifas-

ciella was not to be found, and L. Schreherella was very rare. Much
perseverance on my part was, however, rewarded by the capture of

SeliotJiis peltigera asleep on the 24th of October, and by taking Dasy-

campa rubiginea at ivy blossoms on October 30th, my last night in

South Devon.

105, Harborne Eoad, Edgbaston, Birmingham :

JS'ovemher lUh, 1879.
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INTEODUCTORY PAPERS ON FOSSIL ENTOMOLOGY.

BY HEEBEET GOSS, F.L.S., F.G.S.

No. 11.

Canozoic Time.

[Ow the Insecta of the Post Tertiary, or Quarternary Period* and the

animals and plants with tchich they were correlated.^

The numerous detacted and generally superficial deposits of more

modern age than the most recent formations of the Pliocenef Period

—

the next in order of chronological succession to the Miocene, and the

highest division of the Tertiary Age—are generally known as Post

Tertiary, or Quaternary formations.

J

From the nature of these formations, and their limited superficial

distribution, it might have been mipposed that fossil remains of the

Insectaoi the Period would not be abundant; but the entire absence from

these formations of representatives of any Order of this class, except

the Coleoptera, is certainly surprising. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that, from the hard and almost indestructible nature of their

elytra, the Coleoptera are capable of fossilization under much less

favourable conditions than is requisite for the preservation of insects

of most Orders, and the absence of remains of insects of such Orders

as the Neuroptera, the Diptera, the Hymenoptera, and the Lepidoptera,

and of the wings and other delicate parts of insects of other Orders

may, probably, be explained as due to the unfavourable nature of the

formations of this Period for their preservation ; but the absence of

the harder parts of insects of such Orders as the Semiptera and the

Orthoptera in those deposits in which elytra of Coleoptera have been

found so frequently, seems unaccountable.

Cheat Britain.^

From the Boulder formation or drift of the Norfolk cliffs, in the

neighbourhood of Mundsley, elytra of Coleoptera have frequently been

found. Some of the first discovered specimens from this neighbour-

hood were submitted to the late Mr. Curtis,
||
who identified several of

them, including PJlateridce (Pllater), Carahidce (ITarpalus), Scaraheidce

* Sometimes called the "Diluvial Period :" it is distinguished from the Pliocene, which immediately
preceded it, by the similarity of its flora and maruie fauna with those of the present age.

t No remains of Insects have been discovered in the rocks of the Pliocene Period.

I From the nature of their animal remains, these formations are classed in two divisions—(1) The
Post Pliocene, in which the majority of animals belong to existing species, but some of the
Birds, and many of the Mammals, are extinct ; and ;2) the Recent, in which all the animals
belong to existing species.

§ In a letter to me, written in June, 1S78, Dr. Buchanan White alluded to the then recent discovery
of remains of Coleoptera in some interglacial deposits in Scotland ; but no particulars were
given, nor have I since been able to obtain any.

II
Proc. Geol. See. Lond., vol. iii, p. 175, 1840.
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(Gopris), and two species of Donacia, which last he considered aa

probably identical with some existing species.

In 1862, the Rev. Osmond Fisher* obtained from peat and brick-

earth at Lexden, near Colchester, a vast number of elytra of Goleoptera,

the majority of which were in a very fragmentary condition. Mr, T.

Vernon "Wollaston, to whom these fragments were submitted, deter-

mined about eleven species, the majority of which belonged to the

OhrysomelidcB, Gurculionidce, Cassididce, and Tenebrionidce, though a few

specimens were doubtfully referred to Buprestidce and Carabidas.

Mr. Wollaston was of opinion that none of the fragments which

he examined belonged to species identical with any of the existing

British forms, and from the size and brilliant metallic huesf of many
of the elytra he concluded that a much warmer climate, than is at

present enjoyed, then prevailed in Great Britain.

Continental Europe.

Several fragments of Goleoptera were obtained, in 1838, from beds

of peat, in the neighbourhood of Elsinore, by M. E. Eobert,J who

identified a few species, including Apliodius fossor, several Galerucidce,

and two species of Buprestidce.

From the lignites and clays of Utznach§ and Diirnten, in Switzer-

land, remains of Goleoptera have been found in abundance. According

to Prof. Heer,|| these remains consist chiefly of the elytra of species

belonging to the genus Donacia, and they are said to be so abundant

as to be found by hundreds in some parts of the lignite, their metallic

blue and green colours rendering them very conspicuous objects.

From the form and configuration of their elytra, Prof. Heer has

identified two species of the genus Donacia, which he considers

identical with species now living about the Swiss lakes and marshes

viz., Donacia discolor and D. sericea ; he has also described from.

Diirnten an extinct species of Sylolius (H. rugosus) nearly allied to

a. Fineti, one species of the genus Pterosticlius (allied to P. nigrita),

and two species of Garahidce {Garahites diluvianus and G. cordicollis)

,

which cannot be referred to any living forms.

From a lignite formation at Chambery and Sonnaz, in Savoy,

* See a paper " On the Brick Pit at Lexden, near Colchester," Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. xix, pp.
393—400, 1863, by the Rev. O. Fisher, M.A., P\G.S., and T. Vernon Wollaston, M.A., F.L.S.

t "The existence in abundance of a large metallic Curculio, or anything else so gorgeously cyaneous,
as to have transmitted even a respectable tint to our times, is certainly more suggestive of a
warm climate than of a cold one."—T. V. Wollaston, in the paper last cited, p. 299.

t Bull. Soc. Geol de France, tomeix, p. 114, 1838.

§ M. Brull(5 has, also, recorded from those localities remains of several species of Goleoptera, inclu-

ding one species allied to Peronia leucojihthalma, another similar to Callidium fennicum, and an
Elater.

II
Die Urwelt dor Schweiz (1st edit.), pp. 481, &c., 1865.
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similar to that of Utzuach and Diirnten, a few elytra of Coleoptera

have been obtained by M. Fillet, from which Dr. Heer* has determined

Donacia discolor and menynntlndis, and a few small Carabidce.

Several elytra of Coleoptera have recently been discoveredf by

Herr Nathorst and Prof. "Wartha in the glacial strata of Schwerzenbach,

in the Canton of Zurich. From these elytra Dr. HeerJ has determined

about twelve species, including Harpcdus IcevicoUis, Otlo7'Jii/nchus§

montanus, O. alpicoJa, O. rugifrons, O. fuscipes, Fterosticlius nigrita,

Gyrimis naiator, SiljjJia dispar, Donacia sericea, MeJoIontha liip)poGas-

tani, Carahus arvensis, kc.

A few elytra of Coleoptera have also been obtained in the drift at

St. Jacob, on the Firs, in the Canton of Basel, and have been identified

by Dr. Heer|| as belonging to the genera Gyrinus, Hydropliilus,

Pterosticlius, Donacia, and Elater.

America.

From remains of Coleoptera, discovered in cave deposits at Port

Kennedy, in Pennsylvania, Dr. G. H. Horn^ has identified about nine

species belonging to the genera Cychrus, Cymindis, CJilcenius, Diccelus.

Ghceridium, PhancBUS, Aphodius, and Fterosticlius. In 1877, Mr.

Scudder** described two species of Carahidce {Loricera glacialis and

Loxandrus gelidus) from interglacial deposits at Scarboro' Heights,

near Toronto, Canada.

Elytra of a few other species of Coleoptera have been obtained in

the most recent formations of this Period ; but as they are all identical

with species now existing, it will be unnecessary to enumerate them,

and, with a few observations on the flora and fauna of this Period, I

shall bring this series of papers to a conclusion.ft

The Plants belonged exclusively to existing species, and, with the

exception of many of the Birds and the majority of the Mammals, almost

all the animals were identical with those now living.

Of the Invertebrates, all the known forms of the Mollusca, with

the exception of a few of those from the oldest deposits of the Period,

belong to species now existing, especially in Northern or Arctic

latitudes.

• Die Urwelt derSchweiz Ost edit.), pp. 481, &c., 1865.

+ „ „ (Slid edit.), p. 581, Zurich, 1879.

t ,, ,, ,, antea cit., p. 581.

§ Dr. Heer states that the species of this genus were identified by Dr. Stierlin, op. antea cit. (2nd
edit.), note on p. 581.

II
Op. antea cit. i'2nd edit., 1879), p. 533.

ir Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, vol. v, pp. 241—245, 1876.
** Bull. United States Geol. and Geog. Survey, vol. iii, No. 4, art xxx, 1877.

++ I have to express my th.anks to Prof. Heer, Dr. Goklenberg, and Mr. Scudder for .several valuable
conimuuications made to me whilst eng.aged in the preparation of these papers.
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Of the Vertebrates, the Fishes, Amphibians and Reptiles, have

been referred, "vnthont exception, to living forms.

The Birds, although belonging to existing Groups, include a large

number of extinct species, many of which were of gigantic size.*

The Mammals were represented by a vast number of species,

many of which are remarkable for their great size. Not only were

there such colossal animals as the Megatherium and the Mammoth,

but many of the Carnivora of the earlier portion of the Period were

far larger than those now existing in any part of the world.

Lastly, in formations belonging to the later portion of the Post

Pliocene,t or first division of this Period, have been discovered the

earliest remains of the highest Order of Mammals—Man—with whose

appearance, " the system of life in progress through the ages reached

" its completion, and the animal structure its highest perfection.";]:

The Avenue, Surbiton Hill, S.W.

:

December, 1879.

NOTES ON SOME EXOTIC HEMIPTERA, WITH DESCEIPTIONS OF
NEW SPECIES.

BY W. L. DISTAKT.

RETEROPTERA.
Haltomoepha yieidescens, "Walk.

AteJocera viridescens, "Walk., Cat. Het., i, p. 215, 19 (1S67).

Beyond the typical form and variety, described by Walker under

the name of the extremely divergent genus Atelocera, both of which I

have received from East Africa, I also possess two specimens of an

extreme form of the species collected by Mr. Cotterell at Nyassa, which

are of an almost uniform dark bluish-green without being mottled with

testaceous, as is the case with Walker's type although not so described.

The species has a constant character in the sub-triangular testaceous

spot on each lateral border of the pronotum. The species of this genus

appear generally to vary in this manner. The same thing may be seen

in H. scutellata, Dist., and H.picus, Pab. Mr. Walker has also added

to the already surcharged synonymy of the last species, as under

—

Halyomorpha picus, Pab. {Cimex picus),'Ea\)., E. S., 4, p. 115, 138 (1794)

.

Stal, En. Hem., 5, p. 75, 1, 1876 (inch syn.).

Balpada remota, Walk., Cat. Het., 227, 22 (1867).

• Such as Dinornis giganteus, see " The Ancient Life-History of the Earth," by Professor Alleyne
Nicholson, M.D., p. 346, 1877.

t See ante note t on p. 198.

I Dana in his " Manual of Geology," p. 578 (2nd edit.). New York, 1874.

[Note.— Although 1 have ahove stated that this paper concludes the series, I propose, at some
future time, to communicate a supplementary paper on Insects in Amber. ]
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Gtnewica AFFiiins, n. sp.

Above brown, thickly and coarsely punctured. Head thickly punctured with

black, with a central longitudinal fulvous line, broadest at base. Central lobe almost

reaching apex of head, the lateral lobes very slightly passing it in front. Antennae

fuscous ; basal joint not reaching apex of head, second joint slightly shorter than

the third, fourth longest, fifth and third sub-equal. Pronotum with the posterior

half thickly punctured with black, the anterior portion fulvous ; lateral angles pro-

duced into strong acute black spines, slightly directed forwards. Scutellum fulvous,

sparingly covered with black punctures, except at the base, where there is a large

central black closely punctured spot. Corium agreeing in colour with the posterior

portion of pronotum, very thickly punctured with black; membrane fuscous. Body

beneath luteous, thickly and finely punctured, slightly tinged with green ; legs fulvous.

Kostrum greenish, with the tip black.

Long. 10 mill. Exp. pronot. ang., 6 mill.

Hab. : Bombay ; Calcutta.

Allied to G. marginella, Dall., from wliicb it differs, by tbe shorter

head, and central lobe not passing the lateral lobes ; the pronotal an-

gular spines are smaller and not directed upwards as in that species, the

colour of the scutellum is also different.

Dallas had no locality for the type, which, though from Mr.

Children's collection, appears to be South African. A specimen from

that locality, collected by Mr. M. Weale, agreeing exactly with the

type, is in my own collection. The above appears to be the Indian

form of the genus.

Stenocephalus oeientalis, n. sp.

? . Pale fuscous, very thickly and coarsely punctured ; lateral margins of the

pronotum, corium, and membrane impunctate and luteous. Antennte strongly pilose

;

first joint robust, about as long as the head, dull fuscous, second joint about as long

as the fourth, third and first sub-equal ; the second joint is pale luteous, obscure

fuscous at base, and more broadly so at middle and apex, third joint obscure fuscous-

luteous at base, fourth pale fuscous-luteous at base. Head and anterior portion of

pronotum somewhat darker than other portions of the upper surface, and less strongly

punctate. Legs luteous ; fore and intermediate femora hghtly fuscous at apex, hind

femora broadly and distinctly so ; apex and base of tibiae and tarsi fuscous.

Long. 12 mill.

Hab. : Bombay ; Madras.

Allied to S. aqilis. Scop., but apart from other characters may be

at once distinguished by the marginal luteous border. It appears to be

the Indian representative of the genus.

Note.—I have, since writing the above, seen the ^ of this species,

which appears to differ from the ? by its smaller size, the second
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joint of the antennaB only fuscous at base and apex, fore and inter-

mediate femora uniformly pale luteoue, and apices of tibia3 fuscous

only. Apex of the scutellum finely luteous. Long. 11 mill.

SOMOPTEBA.
Tettigonia assameksis, n. sp.

Head pale yellow, •with a black fascia occupying the space between the ocelli.

Pronotum creamy-white, with the lateral margins carmine, and six black spots situ-

ated transversely, two smallest near anterior margin and four largest across disc.

Scutellum pale yellow, with three black spots, two basal and one sub-apical. Tegmina

pale creamy-white, with a broad longitudinal sub-costal carmine fascia, commencing

near base and extending to about middle; a black narrow oblique fascia nearly

crossing tegmina at base and at commencement of the carmine fascia, and five dark

fuscous spots situated, one in centre of carmine fascia, three wide apart, longitudinally

on disc, and one at marginal apex of coriaceous portion. Wings dark fuscous, with

the apical borders broadly creamy-white. Abdomen above pitchy. Under-side of

body pitchy ; legs luteous ; tarsi pitchy. Face orange-yellow, with a large crescent-

shaped black fascia about its centre, and a small black spot at base. The head is

rounded in front, much broader than long, and tranversely channelled on disc.

Long. 13 mill.

Hab. : Assam.

1, Selston Yillas, Derwent G-rove, East Dulwich :

January Zrd, 1880.

ON CALOPTERTGINA FEOM THE ISLAND OP SUMATEA, COL-
LECTED BY HEER CARL BOCK.

BY R. McLACHLAN, F.R.S., &c.

Herr Bock recently forwarded two collections of Odonata from

the Mountains of Paio in Sumatra. They were not rich in species,

but the number of individuals was yery considerable. As so little is

yet known of the Odonate-fauna of this island, the following notes

on the few Galopterygina may prove useful.

Neurobasis chinensis, L.—Several males (but no ? ). According

to De Selys (4^^^ Additions, p. 14) females from Sumatra, seen by him,

belong to the typical chinensis and not to the racejlorida, Hagen, as

is proved by the presence of the pterostigmatic indications in the

posterior wings. In the males seen by me the nodal sector originates

from the nodus, as in typical chinensis.

Yestalis lugens (Albarda), De Selys (4"^^^ Additions, p. 15,

1879).—Probably more than 100 examples (mostly ^). Those ^ in

which the wings have coppery-brown reflections (as noticed in the
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description) are unusual
;

probably they are extremely adult ; ordi-

narily the metallic reflections are absent, or slightly bluish. The $

has the wings strongly tinged with yellow (much more strongly than

in the ? of luctuosa), and the lateral lobes o£ the labium are yellow

(as is noticed byAlbarda). This species, at first sight, is extremely

similar to V. hictuosa, so common in Java, but the ^ can be at once

separated by the body not being metallic, and the ? by the yellow

lateral lobes of the labium, and the more strongly tinged wings.

De Selys (J. c.) compares it with V. melania of the Philippines

rather than with luctuosa, and thinks it may be only a local race of the

former. To me it appears distinct from either, but most closely allied

to luctuosa. I do not detect the apparently small increase in the

breadth of the wings (mentioned in the original description) as com-

pared with luctuosa.

EuPH^A BocKi, n. sp.

S (adult). Length of abdomen, 34 mm. Length of posterior whig, 28 mm.

Breadth of anterior and posterior wings, 6^ mm. Length of pterostigma, 3 mm.

Wings narrow, the posterior not dilated : both pairs slightly tinged with oliva-

ceous : the apex of the anterior pair from slightly after the commencement of the

pterostigma, and of the posterior from slightly before, suddenly blackish-brown, this

apical dark space straight internally : on the posterior wings (only) the dark colour

is continued in the area between the median neryure and the principal sector (but

not in the costal area, excepting towards the pterostigma) up to within part of the

cellule after the nodus ; this continuation is darker in colour than the apical portion,

and has brilliant steel-blue reflections both above and beneath (wanting in the apical

portion). Pterostigma black, surmounting 7—9 cellules. Nodus placed midway

between the base of the wing and the end of the pterostigma. 21—24 ante-cubital

nervules and 21 jwst-cubital in the anterior wings ; 18—21 ante-cubital and 19—23

post-cubital in the posterior : quadrilateral not reticulated (perhaps accidentally) in

all the wings. Nodal sector commencing half a cellule before the nodal nervule.

Head black ; clypeus and labrum shining, the latter with two very large yellowish

(perhaps bluish in life) spots bearing only a median band, and the margins, black ;

on the face the margin of the eyes, as far as the insertions of the antennae, are broadly

yellowish (or bluish ?).

Prothorax black, with a large oval brown swelling on either side.

Thorax black ; the sides and breast yellowish spotted with black, one spot con-

tinued as a line half way along the metathoracic lateral lobe. Interalar space

spotted with yellowish (or brownish) . Legs black ; femora yellowish (or brownish)

internally.

Abdomen black, slightly bronzy : a yellow line along the sides of segments

1-—5 (becoming very narrow on 5), interrupted at the sutures ; the dorsal crest on

segments 2 and 3 very finely yellowish, interrujDted at the suture ; tlie posterior

genital piece on segment 2 very large, produced on each side into a conical tooth
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(much less acute tlian in E. variegata) . lOtli segment (viewed in profile) scarcely

elevated at its end. Appendages much as in E. variegata, but the dilated portion is

more quadrate if viewed in profile ; the upper edge with fine denticulations.

? unknown.

Mountains of Paio in the island o£ Sumatra {Carl Bock) ; 1

mature ^.

It is evident that this species is closely allied to E. Aspasia, De
Selys, which is from the same island, and which is known from only

2 c? (^ Synopsis, p. 52, 4^^^ Additions, p. 28). One of these is said

to be adult, the other immature. Putting on one side certain differ-

ences in the yellow markings of the head, thorax and sides of the base

of the abdomen, and in the number of ante- and post-cubital nervules,

I note the following discrepancies in the coloration of the wings. In

the original adult ^ of Aspasia the tinting of the wings is said to pass

insensibly into blackish-brown at the tips, without, however, becoming

opaque, and this dark colour is prolonged up to the nodus in the an-

terior and somewhat less in the posterior. In the immature ^ there

is apparently no trace of the dark apical portion ; the anterior wings

have a dark shade along the costal margin ; in the posterior this shade

commences near the quadrilateral, and ends suddenly midway between

the nodus and the pterostigma.

In the type IE. JBochi, the blackish apical portion is opaque (or

nearly so), limited internally in a sudden and straight manner (as in

the posterior wings of impar, only less extended). In the anterior

wings there is no trace of costal darkening, in the posterior there is a

dark line from the pterostigma nearly up to the nodus. Thus, unless

Aspasia prove a very variable insect, Bocki is either distinct, or forme

a strongly-marked local race.

EuPH^A VAEiEGAXA, Eambur.—Many t^ , and a few $. The

colours are absolutely the same as those of typical examples from

Java, yet the posterior wings are appreciably narrower. Taking an

example from each island in which the length of the posterior wings

is 28 mm. in both, I find the breadth in that from Java is 9 mm.,

whereas in that from Sumatra it is barely 8| mm.

Ehinocypiia angusta, De Selys.—An amended description of

this, after mature examples, appears in the 4"^®^ Additions, p. 44 (1879).

I have 8 (^ and 2 $ before me. No two of the males agree precisely

in the form of the vitreous spots of the posterior wings. In all of

them there is a discrepancy in the length of the basal vitreous line

above the median sector. In the description it is said to commence
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after the quadrilateral, and to consist of about twenty cellules ;
in

my examples it commencea hefore (in one at) tlie end of the quadri-

lateral, and consists of about twenty-five cellules. The individuals

vary much in the extension of the dark portion of the posterior wings
;

in some the median oblong spot of the inner vitreous series is per-

fectly enclosed in the dark ground, but ordinarily its inner end remains

free from dark surroundings. It may be considered certain that

angusta of Sumatra, hiseriata of Borneo, and hiforata of Malacca and

Birmah, are only local forms of one species.

Lewisham : September, 1879.

NATURAL HISTORY OF NOLA CENTONALIS.

BY W. H. TUGWELL.

On the 15th of last August, I had the good fortune to capture in

Kent two female Nola centonalis, and as nothing was known of the

life-history of this rare moth, risked spoiling my specimens by keeping

them for eggs. Both of them deposited small batches, but only one

lot proved fertile ; these (36 in number) soon showed signs of

vitality. When they were first deposited, they were pearly-white,

beautifully striated, and somewhat hemispherical in form, i. e., convex

above, flattened beneath ; in two or three days, a small dark grey

centi'al spot appeared, which increased in intensity till the time of

hatching, which took place on August 27th. I had a difficult problem

to solve, as I had no knowledge of the food plant, so I collected portions

of twelve different plants that grew near the spot of capture ; these

were enclosed in a wide-mouthed bottle with the eggs, as soon as they

commenced to hatch : being so small, little or no signs of frass could

be detected, and 1 began to fear all were lost, till the fourth day, when

the contents of the bottle were carefully inspected on a sheet of white

paper, and I was pleased to find that three different plants had been

eaten. This gave hopes, and enabled me to clear away a lot of useless

plants ; carefully replacing the young larva; into the bottle, with fresh

portions of the attacked, viz., Potentilla aiiserina, Lotus corniculatus,

and Trifolium procuvihens, I again left them four days, and then re-

peated inspection. Now the preference for the LeijuminoscB was most

decided, the favourite being evidently Trifolium frocumhens. I con-

tinued to give them this food for a short time ; but, finding it difiicult

to keep up a fresh supply, as I could not find the plant growing near

G-reenwich, substituted Trifolium miixus and Medicago lupulina, both

of which they ate freely. In their early stages they ate the leaves
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only, but after the fourth moult, I noticed they fed on the flowers also

so, as the season of these two annuals was well-nigh over, being mid

Octoher, I tried them with the flower-heads of the common red clover

{Trifolium pratense) ; this seemed to suit their taste admirably, and

they fed up well on it, and spun up the first and second week in No-

vember. Doubtless, this abnormal time of pupating was induced by

being kept in a warm room, and well supplied with fresh food, as in

nature they would certainly hibernate. This is shown by six larvse I

had sent to Mr. W. Buckler when in the second moult ; these were

treated like mine, only in a cold room ; they, after moulting the fifth

time, refused to go on feeding, but went to sleep for the winter ; two

of my smallest larvae did so too. Luckily, by my forcing treatment,

the risk of losing them in hibernation was avoided, and enabled me to

send Mr. Buckler a full-fed larva, and thus secure its portrait by his

able pencil.

The young larvse are pale brownish-yellow, hairy, and sluggish, a

character they retained through life ; if touched or irritated, they drop

from their food, and roll into a ring, and remain so for some time.

They moulted five times, at pretty regular intervals, viz., first, Septem-

ber 6th to Sth ; second, September 16th to 18th ; third, September 24th

to 26th ; fourth, October 12th to 14th ; fifth was completed by Octo-

ber 26th ; and full fed from November 1st to 15th. No great change

of coloration takes place till the fourth moult, when the fleshy tuber-

cles become darkly spotted, and a fulvous-yellow dorsal line appears
;

on the fifth moult, this line is brighter and better defined.

The full fed larva, when extended, is from half-an-inch to five-

eighths of an inch long, moderately stout, somewhat thickest in the

middle, attenuating slightly both anteriorly and posteriorly, the head

is small, dark blackish-brown, the general ground colour is a semi-

translucent brown-pink, a narrow but well-defined yellow dorsal line,

and on each of the segments, which are well developed, are six small

fleshy tubercles, arranged in rows, three on either side of the dorsal

line, and from which spring tufts of short brown hairs (the dark spots

on the tubercles seem lost on the expansion of the larva by becoming

full fed) . The spiracle line is not very apparent, the belly and clasper&

are nude, and of a semi-transparent brown-pink.

When the larva is about to spin its cocoon, it selects a grass culm

or other stem, and having spun a little pad of silk on it, commences

to nibble off portions of adjacent stems, and with them builds out two

side pieces like an open boat, the grass culm forming as it were the

keel. It is most curious to watch this construction going on ; the
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larva stretches itself out as far as it can reacli, witliout leaving its

hold of its work, in order to gather this building material, which it

collects and, so to speak, with it builds up plank by plank its house.

One larva had commenced to spin up its cocoon on the side of the

bottle, and it happened (possibly by the shifting of the bottle) that

this necessary material was not within its reach, it had spun its silken

pad and commenced on the side pieces, but then it came to a stand for

want of material. I watched it thus for two entire days, but it could

not proceed with its work ; I then placed some dried grass roots

within its reach, and the cocoon was then in due time completed. As
soon as these side pieces are finished (an operation which occupies

some thirty-six hours' labour), it commences at the lower end to draw

over the two sides so that their edges just meet, and spins them thus

firmly together, working in this manner steadily upwards till nearly

closed in, the larva then enters the cocoon, draws over the top or head

piece, and lines the interior with silk ; when completed, it is neat and

compact, something like the cocoon of Nola albidalis, except that it

is obtusely blunt at the top, whilst albidalis has it pointed at each

end, like that of the ZijqcBncB.

By keeping my pupae in a warm room, the images commenced to

appear December 10th, and came out at intervals until December 28th,

in all twenty perfect specimens ; my treatment of them had been

most successful, not losing one by death. The perfect insect varies

very much indeed : the typical form is almost white ; some are a pure

white, without a mark on the wings, save the raised button-like scales
;

others are grey, with a darker central grey band ; two or three have

the usual lines of the superior wings strongly marked, but no central

shading ; in all of them {tliat are lined) the most distinct lines are

those next to and parallel with the hind margin.

3, Lewisham Eoad, Greenwich :

December 30t/i, 18V9.

Sericoris littoralis.—I bred this species last season tvom. Jloioer heads of thrift,

but I am not prepared to say that the larvte had fed up in the heads, as they might

possibly only have entered them for the purpose of pupation ; be this as it may, I

was unable to find a single larva among the leaves, though I examined many tufts of

the plant with the view of so doing, but from a large number of the flowers which I

gathered in June, and which I supposed to contain SjjJialeroptera ictericana larvae

only, I obtained imagines of both species, the proportion being one of the former to

twelve of the latter.

—

Richard South, 13, Bonchurch Villas, Ealing : January Gth,

1880.
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Description of the larva, Sfc., of Scapula prunalis.—During October, 1876,

Mr. Wm. E.. Jeffrey drew my attention to some very juvenile larvse such as lie had

before found at that time of year on Qaleobdolon, Laniium, and a few other

plants, but I was unable to name the larvae then, or to find any description giving a

clue to their identity or to rear them, hence as an enigma to be solved, their identi-

fication stood over to the following season.

For this purpose in 1877 my good friend, again in October, found and kindly

sent me five examples of these little larvae, when I was prepared with a potted plant

of Galeohdolon luteum for a better attempt to rear them to maturity, and this, greatly

to my satisfaction, I was just able to do, and breed the moth on June 18th, 1878.

In October the larva varies in length from three to four or five sixteenths of an

inch, is slightly fusiform with a very pale translucent faintly greenish body, the head

black, a small black mark on each side of the collar or second segment ; it is found

in a silken spinning under the turned-down edge of a leaf.

The larvae were placed openly on the plant and left to take care of themselves

;

they moulted during November and then showed very faint whitish subdorsal stripes,

and, apparently without feeding, soon spun up in white silken hibernacula securely

attached beneath the edges of the leaves.

As January, 1878, proved comparatively mild, and the plant was kept sheltered

in a window, I was not at all surprised to see one or two of the larvae occasionally

on the under-side of the leaves nibbling little channels out of the lower cuticle,

causing a change of colour on the i;pper surface and betraying their situations ; but

as much colder weather set in during March not one could be observed for many

days until near the end of the month, when I detected one feeding, and soon after

found another laid up in a slight web between two leaves waiting to moult, though

it failed in the operation eventually and died ; whUe the other, the only one left on

the plant, soon left its shelter under a large leaf after eating a couple of holes

through the substance, and took possession of the under-side of a smaller and fresher

leaf; it was now from a quarter to three-eighths of an inch long, the head black as in

autumn, the body paler ; here it began to draw down part of one side of the leaf

with a few threads and occasionally feed on the opposite side, eating a hole quite

through : after two or three days it began to eat away a narrow open channel through

one side of the leaf near the stalk, for the purpose of turning the part under from

the cut to make a covered-in abode, and as this progressed the larva went at intervals

to feed on the opposite half of the leaf, which became pierced with many holes by

March 24th ; and ae no fresh holes appeared then for a day or two, I turned up the

leaf to see what had occurred, and found a part of it had been rolled completely

round the larva, which lay hidden within, but on tearing back a small portion the

larva could just be discerned in a web, lying with its head coiled round waiting to

moult, and getting over this operation on the 30th, it deserted the leaf and wandered

about over several others before again settling down to feed.

After this moult the skin was much more translucent and the head only partly

black on the lobes of the crown and on the cheek behind level with the ocelli, the

characteristic black mark on each side of the second segment now very distinct, rather

like that oi ferrugalis, yet with the round dot heldnd not separated hidforming part

of it, somewhat after the fashion of a dumpy ninepin with projecting knob at the end.

The last moult occurred on the 25th of April, when these black marks disappeared
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and left but mere specks of brownish-grey where they had been. Of course, now in

its last stage, I could be sure it was my old acquaintance prunalis, which I had long

ago figured and found in this state on elm, honeysuckle, and dogs-mercury ; as if to

impress these facts upon me, ere April closed, Mr. C. G. Barrett found several nearly

mature larvae on Stacliys sylvatlca and Teiicrium scorodonia, which he kindly for-

warded, and reported meeting with more on Lychnis and Marjoram, while here one

was found on elder.

It will suffice to say the larva I had carefully wintered differed in no respect at

last from any of those, and that when full grown it measured seven-eighths of an inch

in length, and tapered a little at each end, the segments plump, especially on the

belly, subdivided on the back by a deep wrinkle ; the head of an opaline tint, had the

mouth and tips of the papillre brown with dusky traces of former marks, similarly

also on the second segment, the colour of the back as far as the spiracular region of

a bright and deep transparent green, relieved by two broadish brilliant opaqvie-white

euljdorsal stripes, on these the transparent tubercular warts are partly situated and

consequently show half white and half green, each with a whitish hair, the whitish

tracheal thread being visible and along it the minute round cream-coloured spiracles,

below them the pale side and legs faintly tinged with watery translucent greyish-

greenish, and like all the rest of the skin, brilliantly glittering ; when seen from

beneath, the alimentary vessels showed green at the segmental divisions.

To prevent escape, towards the last this larva was placed in captivity with a few

gathered leaves, and amongst them it, in a few hours, cut from the edge of one in a

semicircular direction to near the midrib, then turned itself round and commenced

a similar cut in the opposite direction about an inch distant from the first, though

not going this time so near the midrib ; the edges of the cut portion were then drawn

together with silk threads and formed a leafy puparium of the pasty-like form of

nemoralis and others ; the interior lining was afterwards found to be a very coarse

openly-wrought reticulation of silk threads, wherein the pupa lay as in a hammock,

its tail attached to one end where the threads converged.

The pupa itself, half an inch in length, has a rather slender character, tapering

from the thorax to the well-iDroduced head with prominent eye pieces and more to-

wards the tail, the wing covers long, also the antennae and leg cases, the back of the

abdomen keeled on the four upper segments and having a row of minute raised dots

on either side, the spiracles prominent, the tip furnished with two small curly-topped

spines crossing each other near the ends : the colour of the head, thorax, and wing

covers pitchy-black and glossy, the abdomen quite dull, black above, brown on the

sides and belly and ringed with orange-ochreous at the divisons.

—

William Buckleb,

Emsworth : January \2th, 1880.

Description of the larva of Stilbia anomala.—On the 13th March last I received

two very distinct forms of the larva of this insect from Mr. G-. C. Bignell, of Stone-

house, Plymouth, to whom they had been sent from Torquay.

Length, about an inch, and of proportionate bulk; nearly uniformly cylindrical;

head rounded and polished, about the same width as the second segment; segmental

divisions well defined ; skin soft and smooth, but not glossy.

Var. I has the ground colour a warm pale chestnut-brown ; head greyish-brown,
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thickly freckled with dark brown : two purplish-brown lines (black at the divisions

of the liinder segments), enclosing a yellow line between them, form the dorsal stripe

;

sub-dorsal stripes yellow, very finely edged with a darker shade of brown than the

ground colour ; spiracular stripes greyish-white, edged above with smoke colour
;

spiracles black, those on the 2nd and 12th segments very large and distinct. Ventral

surface, legs, and pro-legs uniformly dingy chestnut-brown.

Var. II has the ground colour bright pea-green, with just a tinge of yellow ;

head of the same colour, but thickly freckled with brown ; two lines of a darker

green than the ground, enclosing between them a white line, form the dorsal stripe ;

sub-dorsal stripes white, finely edged with a darker green than the ground colour :

spiracular stripes white, edged above with smoke colour ; spiracles black as in Var. I.

Ventral surface, legs,, and pro-legs uniformly of the same colour as the ground of the

dorsal area. Feeds on grass.

—

Geo. T. Poeeitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfleld

:

December 2nd, 1879.

Captures near York.—The following insects have fallen to my share during the

past season : Coleophora ihipennella ; I was fortunate in taking four cases of this

species ofE birch, on the 4th of June, from which I bred two imagos. C. curruci-

pennella ; several cases of this species I found upon sallow, and was glad to see three

specimens emerge. I have also taken six of the black pistol-formed cases of C. ana-

tipennella from apple, and have bred three imagos. C. viminetella ; plentiful on sal-

lows ; C. fuscedinella, on alder. PMheochroa riigosana ; a single specimen of this

beautiful species was taken flying along a hedge, although a southern insect, it

seems to occur down here. Sedya Paylculliana put in an appearance also, along with

Spilodes sticticalis and Nemotois minimelltts, making this an intermediate locality

for the latter species. Being out during the months of June in search of larvee, my
attention was directed to the leaves of Angelica sylvestris, which were drawTi to-

gether by the larvae of a Depressaria, which I afterwards foimd to be angelicella,

of which I collected a goodly number, and reared about twenty imagos. During

the month of October I have been successful in finding Coleophorafuscocuprella

cases on nut leaves. To make sure that I was correct in supposing them to be that

species, I sent a description of them to Mr. Hodgkinson, of Preston, and he replied

that they were C. fuscocuprella, and that I was by all means to turn them out of

doors in a flower-pot, so as to give them every chance of wintering well. The same

month also I picked off some aspen trees a number of leaves which were tenanted

by larvEE, making blotches close to the footstalk of the leaf, and which I make out

to be Nepticiila argyropeza. I have also collected during the season seventy species

of Diptera, about forty of Tenthredinidce, and a number of IchneutnonidcB ; but am
unable to give their names, not having any descriptive work on any of these Families.

—Thos. Wilson, Holgate, York : December \bth, 1879.

Occurrence of Stenopsocus stigmaticus, ImJioff, near Worcester.—I was so for-

tunate as to beat two specimens of this insect from a hedge at Broadheath, on

October 20th, one from hawthorn, the other from maple. The left superior wing of

one specimen has a supplementary vein under the pterostigma, producing three

instead of two marginal cells.—J. E. Fletcher, Happy Land, Worcester : January

'2nd, 1880.
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Observations on insects at Worcester in 1879.—The gorse (Ulex europceus)

showed very strikingly the ill effects of the winter : two-thirds of it was killed down

to the ground, and what remained alive was but poorly supplied with blossoms, and

very few of them expanded at the beginning of May. As a consequence, it was

useless to spend time beating or searching that plant, the result of five hours' work

being less than could be obtained in half-an-liour in an average spring. Rain, pro-

ducing frequent floods, rough winds and gloom predominated through the summer

time ; but the autumn brought better weather, and collecting became profitable.

The following remarks are merely founded on my own experience. The district

traversed was small, being almost confined to a tract of some sixteen square miles on

the west of the town.

Excepting a weak nest of Formica nigra and one of F.fiava, I did not see twenty

aats during the year. Very few social wasps occurred, and only three species, Vespa

sylvestris, vulgaris, and germanica. Twenty-three Odyneri were taken in the garden,

but only one (O. sinuatus) was captured elsewhere. Bomhi and Apathi were as

numerous, in species and individuals, as usual. Symptoms of spring occurred at end

of March, bringing out Anthophora acervorum ; but wintry weather again set in within

a few days, and the bee disappeared till the end of April, thenceforth flying, when days

were tolerable, throughout May. Andrena, Halictl, and other solitary bees were scarce

throughout the year. Only four specimens oi Anthidium manicatumvicYeiowad., the

first on July 15th, the others on August 25th—then quite fresh looking. As this species

occurs at my own door, I had the best of opportunities for observing it. Of Fossores,

under twenty individuals were found, all small black species. Not more than ten

specimens of ChrysididcB were seen. Ichneumons were less numerous than usual ;

and Oxyura and Chalcids were notably few. The galls of Cynip idee were rather

commoner than during 1877—8, but few insects were bred from them, except in the

case of Andricus alhipes, every gall of which yielded up its tenant. Few species of

saw-flies were seen. Athalia roscB was uncommon, though in the summer of 1878 it

was so plentiful as to be ti'oublesome to the collector. Selandria serva, on the other

hand, was far more abundant than I ever before witnessed. Larvae of some species

were commoner than usual, e. g., Nematus ribesii (far too common), Cladius BruUcei,

rvfipes, padi, Fenusa melanopoda, and PhyUotoma vagans; whereas, those of Fenusa

hetulcB and piimila were extremely scarce.

Water was too prevalent to allow of much beating, sweeping, or searching on

the ground, consequently not much was done in Coleoptera ; but Cryptorhynchus

lapathi was noticed as much commoner than visual, so were some Elaters. MeloJontha

vulgaris was uncommon, and first seen on June 13th ; Rhizotrogus solstitialis was

not seen at all. Larvae of some of the leaf-mining Ehynchophora were noticed as

fully as numerous as usual.

The PanorpidcB were not uncommon ; but Chrysopa was only represented by

one example ; and of Hemerolius only three specimens were taken. No Coniopteryx

was seen. Of Sialis lutaria only one was found, but three of S.fuliginosa were caught.

PsocidcB were common in the autumn, though few traces of them were found

earlier. PerlidcB, Odonata, and Ephemeridce seemed as common as usual.

Few Orthoptera were seen : the only earwig met with being Forficulaforcipata,

and that, fortunately, was uncommon.

Very few species of butterflies were seen ; uo fritillary, no Thecla, no Qrapta
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c-alhum, no Leucophasia sinapis. The Satyridce were scarce, except Satyriis Janira,

which was abundant, and active through the continual rains ; it was out far into

October. Pyrameis cardiii was common, the hibernated specimens bravely facing

out the storms, and starting up as one approached, nearly into the dusk of evening.

Lyccena Icarus, and that scarce, was the only species of its genus seen. Fieris brassicce

was scarce, and its larva not seen ; but P. rapa was abundant, its larva doing much

damage to the cabbages. Liparis aurijlua was abundant, but late, continuing visible

to end of September. Larva3 of Mamestra hrassicce were numerous and proportionately

injurious ; and Plusia gamma was in great force. Abraxas qrossulariata was more

abundant in lanes and thickets than usual, and, withal, below the average size, many

specimens remarkably so. In the Lepidoptera, but in the Geometrina especially, I

noticed that the great majority of specimens, however recently out of pupa, were

scratched and torn—the result no doubt of the frequent violent winds. To the same

cause it was owing that the foliage of most plants, not of very humble growth, was

bruised and torn diu-ing what ought to have been summer, and it was quite a common

thing for branches to be torn from trees. Larvse of the species of Tischeria were

very scarce, only four of angusticolella and one of dodoncea being found. Those of

Lithocolletis were, in some species at least, commoner than usual

—

torminella, com-

parella, and stettinensis for instance.

Of Trichoptera, no species of Phryganeida occurred to me, nor anj of Stenophylax

or Micropterna, though these latter are usually the most obtrusive of the tribe.

Among Diptera the species of Bibio were scarce : of B. Marci only three were

found, the first on May 26th. Many of the not uncommon species of Syrphidce were

not met with at all ; but of HeJophilus trivittatus five occurred—until then I had

only one. The SarcophagcB were scarce, not a dozen specimens being seen throughout.

Musca domestica was less common than usual, and, though carefully looked for, was

not seen before August 1st.

The Hemiptera noticed were fewer than in other years ; but the PsyJUdcB were

obtained commonly by beating in autumn. Aphides were troublesome on black cur-

rant, broad bean (especially so), apple, strawberry, chrysanthemum, and rose.

—

Id.

List of Hemiptera-Homoptera occurring at Pitlochry in Perthshire.—In a

former communication, p. 175, ante, I gave a list of the Hemiptera-Heteroptera

which I took at Pitlochry ; the present is a similar list of the Homoptera. Messrs.

Douglas and Scott have kindly verified most of the species ; had the season been an

ordinary one, I feel sure the country about Pitlochry would have furnished better

results, if carefully worked.

Cixius nervosus, L., C. cunicularius , L., Liburnia pellucida, Fab., L. mesomela.

Boh., L. discolor. Boh., L. limbata, Fab., L. guttula, Boh., L. perspicillata, Boh.,

Dicranutropis hamata, Boh., developed, D. sp. allied to hamata, Stiroma albomar-

ginata, Curt., Aphrophora alni, Fab., Philcanus spumarius, L., in more wonderful

variety than in Morayshire, Ph. exclamationis, Thunb., Ph. lineatus, L., Centrotus

cornutus, L., Ulopa reticulata, Fab., Megophthalmus scanicus, Fall., Strongylocephalus

Megerlei, Fieb., Acocephalus albifrons, L., A. rusticus, Fab., A. histrionicus, Fab.,

A. bifasciatus, L., Macropsis lanio, L., Idiocerus populi, L., Bythoscopus alni, Schr.,

B. fruticola, Fall., Agallia venosa, Fall., Tettigonia viridis, L., Euacanthus inter-
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ruptiis, L., E. acuminatus, Fab., Alehra aJbostriateUa, Fall., Cybus smaragdtihis,

Fall., Chlorita apicalis, Flor, Dicranoneura variata, Hardy, D. sp. uucletermiued,

Typlilocyha 10-punctata, Fall., T. geometrica, Sclir., T. nitidula, Fab., T. tenerrima,

H.-S., T. ulmi, L., T. alneti, Dalilb., T. quercus, Fab., T. blandula, Rossi, Eupteryx

Oermari, Zett., E. pulchellus, Fall., E. vittatus, L., E. stacliydearum, Hardy, E. no-

taius, Curt., E. urticcB, Fab., Gnathodus pnnctatus, Thunb., Cicadida Q-notata, Fall.,

C. frontalis, Scott, Thamnoteltix torneella, Zett., T. melanopsis, Hardy, T. virescens,

Fall., T. 4!-notata, Fab., T. cruentata, Panz., Athysanus ohsoletus, Kirsclib., A.

grisescens, Zett., A. snbfusculus, Fall., A. sordidus, Kirscbb., A. obscurellus, Kirschb.,

A. striola. Fall., A. piceus, Scott, A. brevipennis, Kirscbb., A. prasiiius, Fall.,

Allygus niixtus, Grcriu., Deltocephalus strlatus, L., D. pulicaris, Fall., I), oculatus,

Sahib., D. puncttim, Flor, _D. abdominalis, Fab., ArytcBna genista, Latr., Psylla pineti,

Flor, Ps. pruni, Scop., Ps. spartii, Guer., Ps. cratagicola, Forst., Ps. sylvicola, Leth.,

Ps. peregrina, Forst., Ps. buxi, L., Ps. Forsteri, Flor, Trioza viridula, Zett., T.

urticcB, L., T. Jicematodes, Forst., Aphalara polygoni, Forst., Rhinocola ericcB, Curt.,

Livia juncorumjlj&tr.; Ortliezia Signoreti, wider debris of beatlier. And, in ad-

dition to my former list of Heteroptera : Berytus minor, Corixa concinna, C.venusta,

—Geo. Nobman, Cluny Hill, Forres, N.B. : Z\st December, 1879.

Gastrodes abietis in Morayshire.-—Since the announcement in this Journal (p.

175 ante') of my captures at Pitlochry of Gastrodes abietis in the cones of Abies

Douglasi, I have tried for the insect here in Morayshire, and have just found four-

teen specimens in the fallen cones of Abies excelsa or common Norway spruce. As

the insect seems hitherto to have been rare or local in Britain, I give this information

in order to direct others to examine the cones during the vi'inter months. For the

last three years I have beaten the spruce trees in vain, during the summer mouths

for this insect.

—

Id : 2U7i, December, 1879.

Imperfect development.—In the January number of the Entomologist's Monthly

Magazine, p. 188, is given an instance (probably Orgyia antiqiia ? ) of probable

transformation without having passed through the pupa state. The subject

seems so extraordinary, and yet so interesting, that the members of this Society

would be glad if you could give some further explanation, or, at least, an Editorial

opinion.—East London Entomological Society, 333, Mile End Road : D. Peatt,

Secretary : January 20tk, 1880.

[We were not able to examine this specimen critically ; in all probability the

larval skin was never thoroughly thrown off. We have seen an almost similar in-

stance in Pieris rapce. Many instances of otherwise perfect insects still apparently

bearing the larval head have been recorded ; of course these went through the usual

pupal change, excepting that, for some reason or other, the larval skin was never

entirely discarded.

—

Eds.].

Hemiptera Gtmnoceeata EUBOP.E. H^MiPTEEES Gymnoceeates d'Eueope,

DTJ Bassin de la Mediteeeanee bt de I'AsiE Rtjsse, decrites par O. M. Reutee.

Tome deuxieme, avec 5 planches. Helsingfors : Imprimerie de la Societe Fiulandaisc

de Litt^rature. 1879. pp. 193—312. 4to.
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We noticed the first volume of this magnificent work last year (vol. xv, p. 19),

and have now briefly to announce the appearance of the second volume. It contains

the second Division of Capsina— Oncotylaria, Renter,—comprising the characters

of twenty-two genera and desci-iptions of eighty-two species, and is illustrated by

five plates, namely, one of generic details from the author's designs, and four of

coloured figures of thirty-one species, beautifully engraved in Paris, from Fieber's

inimitable drawings, by Debray and Gruinemand. The creation of many new genera

based on slight structural differences (a practice now very general with entomologists

in all the Orders of insects), when viewed in the light of evolution is, and will here-

after be more, open to question. We say this, however, without in the least degree

wishing or intending to detract fi'om the value or importance of Dr. Renter's work,

which fully sustains his growing reputation, and is in every respect admirably done

from liis point of view.

The Bittteeplies of North America, second series, pt. viii, by W. H.

Edwards. Boston : Houghton, Osgood, and Co. ; London : Triibner and Co., 1879,

4to.

This part (with three exquisite plates) treats upon Limenitis Arthemis, Drury

(including its form Proserpina, Edwards), Chioiiobas Invallda, Mead, and Grapta

rusticus, Edwards. It is utterly impossible for us to enter into an examination of

IliL- details given by Mr. Edwards for each species, and the mere fact that a Grapta

ib one of those under consideration is sufEcient excuse for declining to do so. Every

tborough-working Lepidopterist possesses this work, and can form his opinions on the

many pregnant questions raised. Mr. Mead's reproduced narrative of his experiences

in breeding Limenitis Arthemis are sometimes amusing, as well as (always) in-

structive. We are informed how to keep breeding females " in good health and

spirits," and how over-feeding killed others, and prevented the laying of eggs from
" excess of fat." All is perfectly legitimate, and no doubt very true

; yet, somehow

or other, our ideas got " mixed," confused between thoughts on butterfly-breeding

and stock-rearing.

Index ENTOMOLoaicrs, pars i, qua continentur nomina Entomologorum

Europae (exceptis G-allise Coleopterologis), Societatum Actorumque entomologicorum.

Edidit Dr. E. Katter. 12mo, pp. 1—124. Putbus a Riigen : Aug. Dose ; Paris :

L. Buquet ; London : West, Newman, and Co. 1880.

All British entomologists who desire to emancipate themselves from the narrow

groove of insular prejudices, and to enter into friendly and profitable correspondence

with their brothers of continental Europe generally, will find this little book (com-

piled by the Editor of the " Entomologische Nachrichten ") very useful. It pur-

ports to be a list of all the entomologists of Europe, with their addresses (arranged

geographically and politically), and an indication of the special branches of ento-

mology attended to. (Why the Erench Coleopterists are purposely omitted, we

know not.) The editor has undertaken a gigantic task, and has succeeded fairly

well for a first attempt; it would not be just to be analytically critical over so

laudable an endeavour. The British list occupies 19 pages, and enumerates nearly

600 names and addresses : of these probably two-thirds have never before been

heard of by their continental fellow-workers. The list concludes with the names of

a few North American entomologists, and an enumeration of entomological societies

and periodicals. Altogether there are probably nearly 2500 names and addresses.
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Entomological Society of London, Srd December, 1879.—J. W. Dunning,

Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Mr. H. Yaughan exhibited a series of varieties and aberrations of Lyccsna

Corydon from Dover ; one ? had the v^ings on one side suffused with bhie on the

upper surface ; in another example the pupils in the spots of the under-side were

mostly wanting, thus showing a parallel with the case of L. Artaxerxes,ns compared

with L. Ifedon.

Mr. Distant exhibited a remarkable variety of Danais Plexippus {Archippus)

from Antigua, the ground colour of which was dull pale testaceous. Another similar

specimen had been received from the same island, but as all tlie others were ordinary,

he did not consider these represented a local form.

Mr. C. O. Waterhouse mentioned a remarkable instance of tenacity of life in a

specimen of Curculio cleonus, which had resisted the action of a laurel-bottle and

two immersions in benzine, the second of which continued through the whole of one

night. The insect was finally killed by means of hot water.

Mr. Billups exhibited Pseudopsis sulcata from Box Hill, Agathidium nigrimim

from Caterhara, Anisotoma grandis from Box Hill, Leptinus testaceus from Bur-

ford Bridge, and the example of Carahus auratus, taken alive in London, recorded

at p. 15 of this vol. of the Ent. Mo. Mag.

The Rev. H. S. Gorham read a paper entitled " Materials for a revision of tlie

Lanipyridce.^' In his introductory remarks he alluded to the mimetic resemblance

of certain Longicorns with Lampgridce, the light-giving segments of the latter being

paralleled in the form, though not phosphorescent. He alluded also to the corre-

lation of the length of the antennse, and the amount of phosphorescence in

LampyridcB, the one being in an inverse ratio to the other. Mr. Bates confirmed

the mimetic analogies alluded to, and said that the observations on the antennte and

the amount of phosphorescence, were of great physiological value.

Mr. J. W. Slater communicated a paper on " Certain minute characters in insects

with reference to the theory of evolution."

Mr. P. H. Gosse communicated a life-history of the rare Papillo Homerus, from

the observations of the Rev. J. Leslie Mais and his sons, resident in Jamaica.

Mr. Roland Trimen communicated a paper on some hitherto undetermined

South African Butterflies.

21*^ January, 1880. J. W. Dunning, Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in

the Chair. Anniversary Meeting.

The following were elected Members of Council for 1880, viz. : H. W. Bates,

F.L.S., W. Cole, W. L. Distant, J. W. Dunning, M.A., F.L.S., F. du Cane Godman,

F.L.S., F. Grut, F.L.S., Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P., V.P.R.S., &c., R. Meldola, O.

Salvin, F.R.S., E. Saunders, F.L.S., H. T. Stainton, F.R.S., &c., S. Stevens, F.L.S.,

and J. J. Weir, F.L.S.

The following Officers were subsequently elected, viz. : Sir J. Lubbock, President

;

E. Saunders, Treasurer ; F. Grut, Librarian ; R. Meldola and W. L. Distant,

Secretaries.

In the absence of the President, an Address was read by J. W. Dunning, Esq.,

V.P., and the Meeting terminated with the usual vote of thanks to the Officers.
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WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM "SPECIES"?

BY J. W. DOUGLAS.

/ The late G. H. Lewes wrote, "The thijiff species does not exist; the

term expresses an abstraction, like Virtue, or Whiteness ; not a definite

concrete reality, which can be separated from other things and always

be found the same. Nature produces individuals ; these individuals

resemble each other in varying degrees ; according to their resemblances

we group them together as classes, orders, genera, or species. There

is a reality indicated by each term—that is to say, a real relation ;
but

there is no objective existence of which we could say, This is variable,

This is immutable. . . . When zoologists have maintained that

species are variable, they have meant that animal forms are variable

;

and these variations, gradually accumulating, result at last in such

differences as are called specific. . . . Every new form becomes

established only through the long and gradual accumulation of minute

differences in divergent directions."* Now, I do not contend, norllo

U^now it ever has been contended, that a species has a definite objective

existence in the sense indicated, yet I hold with Cuvier that "species"

expresses a reality, aud not merely an abstraction—a formulated idea

of characters believed to constitute a species— ; that is to say, that

when individuals are so related that, whatever the range of variation

amoug them may be, they breed together consecutively, they are thus

a real species. A. E. AVallace says, " a species may be defined as a

group of individuals of animals or plants which breed together freely

and produce their like."t Within this limit individuals may, and do,

Tary to a vast extent in colour, marking, size, and structure, according

to, and as a result of, the conditions in which they live. This has been

proved by the breeds of animals under domestication ; and among

insects—notably Lepidoptera—it is incontestibly demonstrated tha,t

individuals reared with others from the same batch of eggs have au-

fered so much, in colour especially, that in former time, when breeding

was little practised, such would, if captured at large, have been deemed

to belong to different species. Thus Stephens says,J
" I conceive that

where an insect difers from its nearest congener by some trifling varia-

tion of form, combined with a diversity of sculpture, dissimilar bulk, or

prevalent discrepancy of colour, either in the disposition of particular

markings or in a universal change, we are perfectly justified in consi-

dering such examples as distinct species, unless we are enabled by

experience to show incontestibly that such is contrary to nature." lie,

* " studies in Animal Life."

t " Nineteenth Century," January, 1880.

t "Systematic Catalogue of Britiah Insect.s," lutroductiou, p. xvi.
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however, afterwards quotes from Kirby—" As we do not know the

value and weight of the momenta by which climate, food, and other

supposed fortuitous circumstances operate upon animal forms, we can-

not point out any certain diagnostic by which in all cases a species

may be distinguished from a variety ; for these characters that in some

are constant, in others vary."

I believe that continuous interbreeding of individuals during a

succession of generations affords a true test of what constitutes a

species. Unfortunately, from the conditions of the existence of

insects this test is of very limited application ; and we have then only

analogy, experience, and observation to guide us. And seeing that by

rearing insects we have discovered not only that species, or rather the

individuals constituting them, vary inter se to a vast extent through all

their stages, but also that two species in their ultimate form are so

much alike as to present scarcely an appreciable difference, although

known to be derived from larvje of entirely distinct structure, habits,

and origin, it concerns us not hastily to decide from the imago state

alone that an insect is, or is not, specifically distinct. Under the

breeding-test, colour, marking, and size have been proved to have no

regular specific value in any stage of the existence. Dimorphism in

form of wings has been found to exist contemporaneously in the

same species {Lejjidopte7'a); in more than one Order one sex is winged

and the other apterous ; or there are macropterous and brachypterous

forms of each or either sex ; and there is good reason to believe that

the form of the thorax differs greatly in the same species, being cor-

related with alary development {Heviiptera). In Hemiptera, Dr.

Puton maintains that another structural difference exists in the same

species, and if he be correct in his hypothesis, many so-called species

will have to be ranked, at the most, as races induced by special cir-

cumstances, and which may or may not endure, and be established

eventually as true species, not breeding with other forms./

Dr. Puton contends* that pilosity, in certain injects at least,

is not a specific character, although it has been used to make

species. Thus, he says, that in the genus Salda, pilosella, Thoms.,

is only a pilose form of S. palJipes, Fab. ; S. Cocksi, Curt., a

northern hispid form of S. geminnta, Costa ; ^S*. clegantida, Fall., the

brachypterous hispid form of S. cincta, H.-S., which is macropterous

and glabrous. "It is true," he continues, " that S. cincta has the an-

tennje notably thinner than S. ehgantula, but perhaps there is in this

a relation between the thickness of the antennas and development of

* Bulletin Soc. ent. France, IbTt', p. 205.
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the organs of flight. This may be decided by future observation. I

think, therefore, it is perfectly demonstrated that in the genus Salda

the presence or absence of raised hairs, if not conjoined with other

characters, is not sufficient to separate species. This observation in-

duces me to believe that the same thing may exist in other families,

and I am disposed to regard Scoloposiethus pilosics, Eeut., only as a

hispid variety of ;S'. ajflnis.'''' All this is at present in the region of

possibility or probability, scarcely " parfaitement demontre." Time

will show. A certain bias is given to the probability by an analogous

variation, often observed in plants under altered conditions ; thus De
Candolle, writing on the influence of climate, soil, elevation, &c., on

species, says, among other remarks, " If a plant accustomed to water is

found to live on a drier soil, it becomes covered with hairs, remains

smaller than usual, and acquires greater hardness."

,y In view of the great range of variation ascertained to exist in many

undoubted species, and which is indeed an essential character of a

species, it appears very questionable if the slight differences of form,

size, sculpture, puncturation, or clothing, on which great numbers of

species have been founded, in CoJeopiera especially, will prove to be

real specific characters. Failing the breeding test, which must in most

cases happen, the best criterion of species is in the form of the genital

segments and their armature, but it is not always easy to determine

this, nor even, if ascertained, to know absolutely how far it is decisive

of specific difference
;
yet it affords the best known means of approxi-

mate certainty/

The question of the origin of species has been intentionally

avoided, as not within the scope of the present paper.

8, Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham :

January IMh, 1880.

Postscript.—Since writing the foregoing I have read Froiessor

Huxley's new work, " The Crayfish," in which I find the following

aboutjpecies :

—

,/' " The word ' species ' in Biology has two significations ; the one

based upon morphological, the other upon physiological, considerations.

" A species, in the strictly morphological sense, is simply an

assemblage of individuals which agree with one another, and differ from

the rest of the living world in the sum of their morphological characters

;

that is to say, in the structure and in the development of both sexes.

If the sum of these characters in one group is represented by A, and

that in another by ^ + «, the two are morphological species, whether

« represents an important or unimporiant difference.
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" The great majority of species described in works on Systematic

Zoology are merely morphological species. That is to say, one or more

specimens of a kind of animal having been obtained, these specimens

have been fonnd to differ from any previously knovrn by the character or

characters n ; and this difference constitntes the definition of the new

species, and is all \re really know about its distinctness. But, in prac-

tice, the formation of specific groups is more or less qualified by

considerations based upon what is known respecting variation" (p. 291).

" It follows that the species, regarded as the sum of the morpho-

logical characters in question and nothing else, does not exist in nature
;

but that it is an abstraction, obtained by separating the structural

characters in which the actual existences agree, from those in which

they differ, and neglecting the latter" (p. 213).

" In the physiological sense, a species means a group of animals,

the members of which are capable of completely fertile union with oiie

another, but not with the members of any other group." (p. 296).

These extracts give the basis of the ideas of species f irtt}^ set forth

in Prof. Huxley's work, which exhibits close reasoning and induction

and should be studied by all who desire to be learners in the great

school of Nature.—J. W. D.

NOTES ON TENTHREDINID^ AND CYNIPID^.

BY P. CAMERON.

A short time before his death, the late Mr. F. Smith was good

enough to examine for me one or two species of Tentliredinidce in the

Linncan collection, regarding the names of which there was some un-

certainty. This examination showed that Tenthredo viridis, L., = T.

picfa, King ; while T. mesomela, L., = T. viridis, King. The types,

therefore, confirm Thomson's determinations made from the descrip-

tions of these two species ; and these names may be adopted without

hesitation. According to Thomson, T. nemoralis, L ,
= L//da pra-

tensis, Fab., but the type of nemoralis, according to Mr. Smith, is a

Nematus, apparently, from Mr. Smith's description, N. caprecp, Pz.

The type (or, rather, what now stands for the type of nemoralis, for it

is clear that nemoralis, as described, is not a Nematus) thus throws no

light on the disputed point as to whether nemoralis be identical with

j^rai^enm, Eab., or with j:;M«c^«^r^, Fab., as Zaddach would have it. I

believe myself that the last identification is the correct one, for the

Linncan words " abdominis segmentis lateralibus albis " ^t p)iinctata

better than they do jjratensis ; for although that species has markings

along the sides, yet they are "fulvis " rather than "albis." There is

no ''Tenthredo pratensis " (said by Thomson to be identical with Dolerus

eglanterice, Klug) in the collection, nor any named species of Dolerus.
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In Mr. Smith's descriptions of Japanese TentJiredinidcd, published

in Trans. Ent. See. for 1874, the following errors occur : Dolerus

nigro-coeruleus and Dol. fuscipennis (I. c. p. 384) belong to the genus

Emphytus ; D.fuscipennis is, I believe, only the ^ of nigro-coerideus.

Macropliya vexator (p. 378) and M. luctifera (p. 380) likewise belong

to Emphytus. Selandria nigriceps (p. 376) is a Monophadnus.

Derecyrta deceptus, Smith (Trans. Ent. Soc, 1876, p. 474, pi. 4,

fig. 6), if correctly figured, is not a Derecyrta, but probably a Xiphy-

dria, for it is figured as having two marginal cellules, while Derecyrta

has only one {cf. Smith, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1860, p. 355).

Hartig (Blattw., 369, pi. viii, fig. 9) it may be added has described

and figured Xipliydria as having only one marginal cellule, whereas it

has two.

The British species of Allantus known to me may be identified as

follows :

A. Antennse entirely luteou8 scrophularice, Jj.

B. Anteniife black, yellow at the base.

I. Pleuraj entirely black.

1. Head and thorax deeply and distinctly punctured.

a. Fore-wings with a distinct blackish blotch in the marginal and upper

part of submarginal cellules ; scutellum black, tegulse yellow.

Fourth abdominal segment with a yellow band, stigma testaceous...

tricinctus, Fab.

Fourth segment without a yellow band, stigma fuscous at the base...

? 4!-cinctus, Thorns.

h. Fore-wings scarcely infuscated, tegulse black, scutellum marked with

yellow ; the 4th and 5th segments black beneath ... viennensis, Schr.

2. Head and thorax smooth, shining, unpunctured, the 5th and 6th

segments yellow all round; stigma fuscous at apex; tegulse

black, marginal nervure nearly interstitiate cingidum, Kl.

II. Pleuraj marked with yellow.

a. Wings yellowish, only the hind femora marked with black ; hind tibisa

and tarsi luteous Jlavipes, Fourc,

h. Wings hyaline.

Abdomen with two complete yellow bands ; posterior tarsi and apex of

tibiae reddish ; tegulse black.

$ . Abdomen beneath black, the apical segments yellow above...

Schcefferi, Kl.

Abdomen with three complete bands ; posterior tarsi and apex of tibiae

black ; tegulse jDartly yellow.

(J . Belly yellow ; the apical segments black above arcuatus, Forster.

C. Antennse entirely black.

Wings yellowish-hyaline, four front legs partly yellow, pronotum with a yellow

border temilus,^co'^.

Wings deep violet-black, four front legs violet-black, pronotum without a yellow

border vidutis, Eossi.
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The European species of this genua stand very much in need of

revision. Much uncertainty exists as to the nomenclature and the

limits of the species, which appear to vary a good deal in coloration.

In this country most of the species are rare, and more or less confined

to the southern counties, and, indeed, the genus is more representative

of warm than cold regions. Of our species, scrophularice, tricincttis,

viennensis, arcuatus, and fenulus are well known and need no remark
;

but the others are involved in a good deal of confusion. Schctfferi,

Klug, was recorded as British by Newman (Ent., 1809, 217) on the

authority of a specimen taken by him in Herefordshire, and named by

Mr. F. Smith. I did not, however, include it in my Catalogue, because

the specimen I got from Mr. Smith as Schcefferi was not that at all,

whatever Newman's specimen may have been. I have, however, since

Been a couple of the true Scheefferi taken by Mr. E. A. Butler near

Hastings, bo it will require to be inserted in our lists. It is most

nearly related to arcuatus, but is somewhat larger, the puncturing on

the mesonotum is coarser, and more opaque, the yellow mark on the

pleurae is smaller, &c. The $ has the hind tibiae and tarsi thickened,

and they are for the greater part black ; the mandibles too are black,

instead of yellow, as in the $ ; while the wings appear to be darker

than in the other sex ; and the band on the 5th abdominal segment is

interrupted in the middle.

A.JI'ivipes, Fourc, is a very distinct species, and may be readily

known by its yellowish wings and legs, and by the whole of the ab-

dominal segments being broadly marked with the same colour. The

^ is easily known from all the other British species by having the

abdomen marked with red and yellow.

Two accounts have been published of the life history of this insect.

Curtis (B. E., pi. 764) states that the imago appeared in abundance

in Battersea fields at the end of June. Wishing to obtain living spe-

cimens, he went there, and found two females upon the flowers of

Sinapis nigra, along with six larva", which fed on that plant as well as

on *S'. alha, eating the leaves, stalks, and flower. Curtis did not rear

these larvje, but had no doubt as to their identity. The late F. Smith

told me that it was he who discovered the insect at Battersea, and

reared the perfect insect from the larva figured by Curtis, so there

can be no doubt as to the habits of the insect. According to the

figure given by Curtis, the larva was of a grey colour, with PO (? 11)

large black marks over the legs, while above each of these again was a

small black dot. The head is testaceous. At the last moult the black

nmrkfi wore cast off.
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The other account is given by Kaltenbach (Pfl. Ins., 274). Ac-

cording to him, F. Eppelsheim bred the insect from hirvse feeding in

September on the yellow flowers of JSu^Ieurumfalcaf urn, hut no details

are given.

Dr. Rudow, in his revision of the German species of AUantus

(S. E. Z., xxxiii, 137) expresses the opinion that disjmr (Jlavipes), arcua-

tus and Schcefferi are all varieties of one species, which he would name

marginellus, Pz. He says that the larvae of the three species just

mentioned are coloured alike, being of a green colour, which varies in

intensity. Before pupating they are brownish, often bearing brown

spots. He found them on Alnus, JJmhellifercB, and Achillea, but always

immediately before spinning up, so that he was in ignorance of their

precise habits, and he seems to be even in doubt as to the particular

food plants. There can, however, be no doubt that Jlnv2j)es, arcuatiis,

and Schcpfferi are all good and distinct species, and may, I believe, be

readily identified by the characters 1 have noted in the table.

There seems to be considerable ambiguity about cingulum, zona,

and zonula. Eudow (J. c.) is of opinion that the last two are not dis-

tinct, and he appears to consider the first also as a variety of the same

species, which he would name bicinctus. Fab. To my mind, however,

cingulum is quite distinct from zonula, zona being easily known from

them by the blackish tegulse, &c. I have never seen any specimens

that I could refer to zonula, but it would seem, from Thomson's de-

scription (Hymen. Scand., i, 261, 7), to be a good species, readily

distinguishable from zona by the 7th abdominal segment having no

yellow band, while the four front femoi'a have no black on them.

Cingulum, again, has the 7th segment banded with yellow, while it has

all the femora black. The species I regarded formerly as zo7ia must,

I think, be A. 4-cincfus, Thoms. (Hym. Scand., i, 258, 3). I have,

however, no specimens at hand ; but, according to the description I

made from a specimen I had from Mr. Smith, it had the " head and

thorax opaque, punctured," which agrees well with Thomson's de-

scription of 4<-cinctus, while it had also the posterior tarsi and apex of

tibife reddish, while zona has these black and the mesonotum smooth.

The body-coloration in both species is the same. My impression is

that the puncturing was much less rugged than it is in 3-cj?2c^ms, next

to which Thomson places 4>-cinctus. I find, too, that I have described

the wings in Mr. Smith's specimen as " infuscated at the apex," which

is the case with the last mentioned species, and not apparently with

zona. I appear to have satisfied myself that the zona in Stephens'

collection was correctly named ; but the general coloration of it and
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4<-cincfus is so great, that it is possible I may be wrong. A. succincttts,

Lep., is usually quoted as a syuonym of zona, but the description does

not quite agree with that species. It has, for instance, the 4th and

5th segments yellow, the 7th black, and the scutellum yellow. Stephens'

description is merely a copy of St. Fargeau's succinctus (Mon. Tenth.,

93, 2(56), so, in the absence of specimens, it throws no light on the

matter. Succinctus probably = Schcefferi.

A. vidmts is only known as British by a solitary specimen re-

corded by Newman (Ent., 18G9, p. 217). It was identified by Mr.

Smith, and is said to have been taken many years before the date it

was recorded in the " Entomologist," in Darenth. Wood. It is a com-

mon species all along the Mediterranean to Greece. It is certainly a

southern insect, and one I scarcely expected to occur in Britain. It

is easily known by its deep violet-black body and wings, and white

band on the abdomen, but this, however, may be absent.

(To he contimiedj

.

TEANSITOEY OE PEOVISIONAL INSECT-FOEMS.

BY J. LICHTE^"STEIN.

Although generally, and in France more particularly, received

with great incredulity, my theory of the biology of plant-lice, and

PempMgincB specially, begins to be accepted by reason of its truth.

The cycle of life shows two winged forms very different from

each other, the emigrant {Pseudogyne migrans) giving birth to an

agamous ])roles, and the pupiferous {Pseudogyne pupifera) producing

sexuated individuals. Generally the wiuged emigrant form only has

been noticed by authors. Being very easy to find in the large galls

which some of them form on our commonest trees, such as poplar and

elm, in the north, and TerehintJi us in the south, they long ago attracted

the attention of observers
;
yet although from the earliest to the latest

authors—Theophrastus, B.C. 371, to G. Passerini, 18G0, winged gall

plant-lice were noticed, they were only the emigrant form. I was, I

believe, the first to trace in Phylloxera quercus, the full biological cycle,

including the migration from one plant to another (a fact already

noticed by F. "Walker, but without discrimination of the difference

between the two winged forms). Targioni's observations on PhyUoxera

jlorentina migrating from Quercus Ilex to Quercus sessilijlora con-

firmed my theory, and he acknowledged at once that his PhyJl. 8i(jnoreti

was only the second winged form oiforentina.
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It was easy with that insect, whose life-history the able President

of the Italian Entomological Society followed from the egg up to the

copulation of sexuated individuals, to describe the full cycle of life,

the two food-plants being known, and the entire evolution being aerian

on the branches or leaves of the oaks. Prof. Targioni did what I had

done before for PJiyll. quercns : he tied a muslin bag round the little

oak tree Avhich he had infested with Phylloxera, and was able in that

way to show to the Italian Entomological Society the whole life-cycle

of his PliyUoxera Signoreti. But this kind of procedure is not always

BO easy, because there are many gall-lice that migrate to plants yet

unknown to us, and, with one exception {Pemphigus spirothecce), all

poplar, elm, and pistacia gall-lice are in this position.

This year I followed up with curiosity the existence of gall-lice on

Pist. terehinthus, a common tree in our parts, which has on it no less than

five very different galls, all formed by Pemphigians of various species.

All these galls burst in the summer, and give issue to well-known

winged lice, namely. Pemphigus utriculariics, cornicuJarius, semihinarius,

follicularius, and pallidas ; these forms are all " emigrants," and pro-

duce agamous rostrated young ones.

Two months before the time when the emigrants come out of the

galls, while watching with care the Terehinthus trees, I saw a lot of

winged lice arrive, mostly by night, on the stems, and deposit their

little sexuated lice, which copulated; afterwards the females hid them-

selves in the crevices, where they died, keeping in their body the

solitary egg, which passes the winter, and in the ensuing spring gives

the gall-producing louse. I have no doubt that these winged forms

are the pupiferous Pseudogynes of the gall-makers on Terehinthus, but

none of them look like the " emigrants " which come out of the galls

in the autumn.

So, although quite convinced that it is onl}- a form in the evolution

of the above-named Pemphigians, I am at a loss to apportion the true

pupiferous to its corresponding emigi'ant.

It is also a very singular fact, that of the five different forms

which arrive on the stems (a number which corresponds exactly to the

galls on the Terehinthus) two have only five-jointed antennsB. Thus,

according to the actual classification of gall-lice, they do not even

belong to the genus Pemphigus ! yet they are certainly only a phase

in the biological evolution of one of the Terehinthus gall-lice. The

characteristics of the genus Pemphigus must therefore be changed,

and we must say in future :
" antennse 5-jointed in the emigrantform

issidnqfrom the galls."
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I am, of course, not witTiout some suppositions as to the relations of

my pupifcrous lice to the ^^ emigrants,''' and until some entomologist is

able, by breeding or otherwise, to demonstrate the true connexions

between these insects, I would suggest the following names :

Pupiferous lice arriving on the stems of Pistacia terehintlius (from

May to July).

^ Five-jointed aiiteuuaB 4.

( Six-jointed „ 2.

r Antennfe hairy (I sapposo pupiferous form of utricidarius) Pemphigus utriculo'ides

I „ glabrous 3.

f The first two neurations united at the base (of coniicularius). . P. corniculoides

L „ „ separated „ (of pallidus) P. paUidoides

f
Antennee hairy (of semilmiarius) . . P. semilun aides

L ,, glabrous (of follicularius) . . P. foUiculoides

Of course, these names can only be transitory, and must disappear

whenever proof shall be made that my suppositions are w^ell founded.

But it is not an easy task to breed such little creatures under the

microscope, and perhaps some years will pass before the full history

of the Terehintlius gall-lice is elucidated.

For our English friends I can say that the poplar and the elm offer

the same problems to solve. Six species on elms : Tetraneura uhni,

T. alha, CoJoplia compressa, ScJiizoneura lantifjinosa, Sch. uhni, PempJii-

gus uJmi ; and five on poplars: P. aj/inis, 2'>02^iili, ma?-supialis, vesicarius,

hursarius. Here it is, perhaps, still more difficult : the emigrants and

the pupiferous transpose themselves, and when the first leave the galls,

sometimes the second arrive and take up their lodgings in the very

same gall left shortly before by the emigrants. I observed pupiferous

forms on poplar as late as August, and now, to-day (9th February),

in an old gall of P. hursarius, I find eggs and dry skins of female lice

witJiout 7'ostrum ; of course they have not been laid by the emigrant

forms, as they always produce rostrated agamous young ones (P.

spirothecce always excepted).

I must remark that old dry galls very often serve several different

kinds of lice to hide their eggs, thus, I have found in the same gall

wdiite, red, and green eggs, of which some gave me true Apliidce (long

antennae and cornicles), and some Pemphigians.

I hope to be able next summer to give the full history of some of

these Pemphigians of the poplar, while Prof. Kessler, of Cassel, will

certainly give us that of some species from the elm tree.

La "Lirondo, Moutpellier :

10/// February, 1880.
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Description of larva of Scopula olivalis.—For opportunities of observing the

larva of this species, I have been much indebted to the kindness of the Rev. J. Hellins

and Mr. W. Jeifrey, during September and October, 1876—77, and again to the last-

named for further examples of the larva in tlie spring of 1878, from which the moths

were bred in the first week of June.

The several food plants consisted of Samhucus nigra, Galeobdolon luteum, Stachys

sylvatica, Mercurialis perennis, Urtica dioica, and Humulus luptilus.

In autumn, the young larva resides in the twisted top of a leaf or under a part

of the edge turned down, sometimes between two leaves partly spun together with

white silk, where it feeds at intervals until its third moult, and is about a quarter of

an inch long, of a green colour spotted with black, the spots large in proportion,

having all the characters of the adult ; it then spins itself up in an opaque white

silken oval cocoon-like bibernaculum, firmly and closely attached to part of the

under surface of a leaf having the edge turned down, hiding it completely.

In spring, when the plants begin to put forth new leaves, usually in March, the

larva wakes up, feeds, and its growth is soon considerable, so that by the end of the

month it becomes nearly half an inch long ; it continues to draw the leaves tightly

together around itself with a few threads, as it eats portions out of them, and feeds

secure from observation until about the middle of April or the end of the first week

in May, according to the season, when it is full fed, though now, and a little before

this period, many a larva is slain by that of an ichneumon emerging from the mere

skin, which directly afterwards shrivels up.

The full grown larva measures three quarters of an inch in length, and tapers a

little at both ends, the middle segments of the body are rather stout and of plump

character, well cut at the divisions especially on the belly, the ventral and anal legs

slender ; the ground colour of the head and body is a semi-transparent green, some-

times a blackish-green on the back as a dorsal line, but always melting gradually into

a paler green on the belly, the skin rather shining ; the glossy head is marked just

on the crown of each lobe with a short black streak of freckles and more broadly at

the sides with two longer streaks of black freckles, two pairs of minute black dots on

the face, the mouth brownish, the antennal papillse tipped with black ; the semi-lunar

shining plate on the second segment is of the ground colour but boldly defined at

the sides with black blotchy freckles, also in front and back with black dots ; on the

third and fourth segments the glossy black spots form a transverse series, the upper-

most roundish-ovate, the next semi-lunar, the lower group of three roundish, and a

small subdorsal spot occurs behind each of these segments ; the black spots on the other

segments are conspicuously large, each dorsal front pair of a rounded-off squarish

form, each hinder pair somewhat transversely oval, an extra large spot occurs on the

front of the thirteenth, the anal flap bearing a few black dots ; along the sides the

row of single large spots are of an irregular form, being squarish above and in front

and obliquely hollowed in a concavity behind, wherein occurs the small round black

spiracle situated exactly on the whitish tracheal thread, which shows faintly through

the skin, below are two more rows of single roundish-ovate spots, and below them

on the belly on either side of each segment is a group of two or three minute black

dots, the ventral and anal legs tipped with dark brown hooks, all the black spots are

most minutely wrinkled and furnished with a fine hair, while the rest of the skin is

plump and smooth.
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When full fed the larva is restless and '(randers OTer the plant till it finds a

suitable leaf, and then with silk threads folds or twists it up tightly for a pupariura,

and makes for itself within by way of cocoon a very open-worked web of coarse

meshes. The pupa is from seven-sixteenths to half an inch in length, moderately

slender, the parts of the head well devoloped, the wing covers long, the leg-cases

extending beyond them, the thorax well produced and slightly keeled on the back,

also on the upper abdominal segments and there the spii-aclcs are a little prominent,

from thence the flexible segments taper gradually, the last two rapidly to a project-

ing knob, furnished with three or four curled-topped converging spines ; the colour

is pitchy-black with brown segmental divisions, antenna- and leg-cases ; it is rather

shining, though most lustre is on the head and thorax. — William Buckler,

Emsworth : February \lth, 1880.

[Perhaps the foregoing may enable some friend in Perthshire to find, and send

me for figuring, the larva of S. alplnalis, which, according to Dr. E. Hofmann, is of

clear yellow colour and black-spotted, very similar to oUvalis ; the larva oi alpinalis

was found by him in June, within spun-together leaves of a large species of ragwort

(Senecio), growing around Swiss cow-huts.

—

Id.]

Description of larva of Scopula olivalis.—Some larvaj beaten out of Stinging

Nettles at Hambleton, near Selby, during Wliitsuntide last, produced this species.

Length when full grown nearly an inch, and of moderate bulk in proportion

;

the head has the lobes rounded, is glossy and about the same width as the second

segment ; body cylindrical and of nearly uniform width, tapering only very slightly

at the extremities ; each segment is plump and rounded rendering the divisions

distinct, and each has also a transverse depression in its centre, skin rather glossy and

serai-translucent ; a short hair is emitted from each tubercle.

The ground colour is pale bluish-grey, though some specimens have a strong

underground of greenish, head grey much marbled with black, the mandibles brown:

the dark green alimentary canal forms the dorsal line, and there is a pale greyish

stripe, almost a ridge, along the spiracular region. Its most noticeable feature, how-

ever, are the tubercles, which appear as large glossy intensely black spots, four

round ones on the dorsal area of each segment, and a row of triangular ones above

the spiracular sti-ipe.

The ventral surface and prolcgs are of the same colour as the dorsal area ; legs

highly polished and black : below the spiracular stripe, but adjoining it, is a series of

oval black spots, one on each segment
;
yet lower, is a similar scries of spots, but

each placed a little further behind than the one above it ; and still below these

again, indeed, just at the top of each leg and prolcg, is another similar but smaller

spot; whilst those segments which have no legs nor prolegs (the 5th, 6th, 11th, and

12th), have each three similar transverse spots.

Shortly before spinning up, the ground colour changes to a straw colour ; then,

in the two leaves spun together in which the larva seems to live when not feeding, a

loose cocoon is formed. The pupa is about five-eighths of an inch long, rather

slender, and attenuated towards the point ; wing cases long, and as are also the eye-

sheaths, well defined : there is a sharply defined ridge along the thorax. Colour of

thorax, wing-cases, and eye-sheaths, dark chocolate-brown ; under-side of abdomen

paler brown, the divisions yellow. The imagos emerged at the end of June and in

July.

—

Geo. T. Pouritt, Highroyd House, Iluddersfield : Fehruary ^th, 1880.
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Scapula prunalis.—In addition to the foodplants given for this species in this

month's Ent. Mo. Mag., p. 209, may be mentioned the Stinging Nettle (Urtica

dioicaj. On June 14th last, I collected the larvae very freely from this plant in this

district, and from them reared a beautiful series of this common species. It feeds

here equally freely on Teucrium seorodonia.—Id.

\_Urtica dioica has been already recorded as a food -plant of this species, which

is probably not fastidious as to its diet.

—

Eds.]

Vanessa cardui in 1879.—With reference to the remarks of Mr. McLachlan

{ante pp. 49—51) and Dr. Jordan (ante pp. 196, 197) on the abundance of Vanessa

cardui in 1879, the following extract from "The Journal of a Naturalist" (London,

1829), may not be without interest :

—

" We occasionally see, toward the end of the summer, the painted lady butterfly

(Papilio cardui) ; but this is a creature that visits us at very uncertain periods, and

is vivified by causes infinitely beyond the comprehension of the entomologist, seeming

to require a succession and variety of seasons and their change, and then springing

into life we know not how. This was particularly obvious in the summer of 1815,

and the two following, which were almost unceasingly cold and rainy ; scarcely a

moth or a butterfly appeared : and in the early part of 1818, the season was not less

ungenial ; a few half-animated creatures alone struggled into being; yet this 'painted

lady ' was fostered into life, and became the commonest butterfly of the year : it has,

however, but very partially visited us since that period. The keenest entomologist,

perhaps, would not much lament the absence of this beauty if such cheerless seasons

were always requisite to bring it to perfection." It appears from this that there is

some connection between the occurrence of V. cardui in large numbers and a suc-

cession of cold, wet seasons.—H. Goss, Surbiton Hill : Fehruary, 1880.

Capture of Ileliothis scutosa near Weston-super-3Iare.—It is only quite recently

that I have learned that a male Heliothis scutosa has been captured, in 1877, on the

coast near Weston-super-Mare, by a medical student, Mr. A. H. Jones, residing here

;

it was taken, he says, "flying at dusk, over a species of clover, one evening between

the 16th and 20th August, 1877." As the specimen is now in my possession, I am

desirous to place its capture on record.— W. H. Grigg, 51, Redland Eoad, Bristol

:

21*^ January, 1880.

Ennomos alniaria.—Mr. Heath, of Gosport, recording the capture of a dozen

specimens of this species, writes :
" I think I may now claim for Ennomos alniaria

the designation of a British insect."

He can scarcely be aware that the matter was settled to the satisfaction of most

entomologists, so far back as 1865-6, and that the honour of doing so belongs to my

friend Mr. Lacy, of Gosport, and Mr. Hellins, of Exeter ; the former having cap-

tured two specimens of that species, from one of which he obtained ova, and the

latter having reared the larva and perfect insect from the ova so obtained. See Ent.

Mo. Mag. for 1865-6, p. 159.

—

Heney Monceeaff, 145, High Street, Portsmouth :

February hth, 1880.
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Caphires near Portsmouth.—During the past season neitlier Coleoptera nor

Lepidoptera have been abundant in this disti-ict, and many species which, in fine

summers, are to be taken in plenty, have not been seen at alL

Gymnanci/cla canella, which I generally take in abundance in the larval state,

has been quite absent. In September I found its food plant just shooting up through

the sand, when it ought to have been a large bush, and the larva nearly full-fed.

Eatlier bad for the chance of finding the insect next season. Cramhus alpinellns was

not to be taken in its old locality, although I searched diligently for it.

In June last I kicked up from amongst the grass, near the sea-shore, a specimen

of Heliothis peltigera, which my son captured. I was rather surprised, as I had

worked the locality well for over 20 years without meeting with it. In August I

searched the same place for the larva, and succeeded in taking about two dozen,

some from rest harrow, and some from Matricaria. Those feeding on the white

flowers of the Matricaria were just as brightly coloured as those which fed on the

pink flowers of the rest harrow. In September, I bred a fine series of the moths,

varying considerably in colour. I have worked hard for the larva of Deiopeia pul-

chella, but as yet it eludes my pursuit. I have in my collection two fine specimens

of the moth, captured in very different localities. The first a fine $ , apparently

fresh from the pupa, was taken by my son from between the deck-planks of Southsea

pier ; this somewhat favours the blown-over theory. My son tells me that at rest it

has its wings close round the body, like a Crambus, and resembled a short end of

fancy wool, for which at first he mistook it. My second, a rather worn i , was

captured at Grosport by a young relative of mine, it is in fair condition, but pinned

with a crowbar.

My collection has also been enriched by the addition of a fine bred specimen

of Acronycta aliii. I beat the larva from birch in a wood near Waterloo. I have

also taken about a dozen of the larva3 of Cucullia- chamumillce from flower-heads of

Matricaria : these are still in the pupa state.

Among the Coleoptera the only species worth mentioning are Odacantha me-

lanura, from cut reeds, near Gosport ; Telmatophilus hrevicollis, four specimens, and

Oodes brevicoUis, from the same place ; and Anisotoinafurva, sand hole, Southsea

beach, one specimen.

—

Id.

Trifurcula atrifrontella bred.—In June last, an insect emerged from one of laj

breeding cages, which I did not know, and it unfortunately had so battered itself

that recognition was difiicult : Mr. Stainton, however, says that it is Trifurcula atri-

frontella, and, as nothing was in the jar except hawthorn leaves collected the previous

autumn for larvae of Nepticulce, it appears certain that the larvse of T. atrifrojitetla

were feeding in the hawthorn at the same time. I remember noticing two or three

blotch-mines which then appeared distinct from the mines of Nep). pygmaella or

ignohileUa, but their number was so few that I thought it best to leave them with

the others. The larva; were collected in October, and it is likely had they been looked

for in the previous month, more of the larvae of Trif. atrifrontella would have been

found. The time of emergence does not agree with that given in Stainton's

Manual.—J. H. Terelfall, Preston : February Sth, 1880.

Flum-blussoms, cfc, attractive to Lepidoptera.—I am aw^are that plum and dam-
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son blossom is not so accessible as sallow bloom to a large, perhaps the larger number

of Lepidopterists, but to those who have the opportunity I would suggest that during

the season they should try the experiment, feeling assured they will be gratified

with results.

At Mill Hill I worked this " attraction " in preference to sallow, as I found that

I could get more specimens of all the species obtainable in the district.

I used an umbrella, which I held inverted under a branch, giving the latter a

jar with a heavy stick, the striking part of which was covered with list, to prevent

bruising the bark ; there is no danger of doing harm to the prospective fruit crop, as

the blow necessary to dislodge the moths need not be of sufficient force to hazzard

the chance of a single plum ; certainly, some petals will fall, but only those which

having performed their part in the economy of nature are prepared to do so, and if

not scattered by our stick, would speedily drop of their own accord ; indeed, one

year when I had been very energetic in the orchard, the stone fruit was unusually

abundant ; of course I do not pretend this was in any way due to my thumping the

trees, but it is a proof that no harm was done.

Moths were very plentiful that spring at the blossom, and perhaps they may have

contributed somewhat to the propagation of the large harvest.

—

Richard South,

13, Bonchurch Villas, Ealing : January, 1880.

Lejndoptera at Hill Hill; a reminiscence.—I have had some experience in col-

lecting, but never did I meet with so many species at so small an expense of time and

energy as during the years 1874 to 1877, inclusive, when I had the privilege of

collecting in the private grounds of Goldbeaters' Farm, Mill Hill, Hendon. These

said grounds comprised flower garden, shrubbery, kitchen garden, an old orchard,

and one of younger trees, in this latter the grass was allowed to grow, and a crop of

hay obtained from it each year ; the whole was included in one common area of

about three acres, and was bounded on three sides by large elms and oaks, and be-

yond these were grass meadows ; there were no woods of any size in the country

immediately surrounding, but as nearly all the fields were bordered by trees of oak,

elm, and ash, and the hedges of lanes, &c.,had a thick and high growth of hornbeam,

maple, dogwood, aud various other small timber, it might be described as " woody.'*

In the garden, besides a variety of Conifers, there were small trees of lime, birch,

beech, sallow, willow, and some large ones of aspen, also a number of ornamental

trees and shrubs, and many herbaceous plants.

Having thus given some idea of the botanical features of the locality, I will pro-

coed to a synopsis of the work done there during the period named, taking each

Family separately, with notes on particular species.

DiURNi, 20 species.— Colias JEdusa was bred from larvaj found June, 1877, on

Melilottis ?, the perfect insects were common that year. Arge Galathea, 2

larvae found at night on grass in new orchard, 1876, and 11 perfect insects taken

there same year, this species was not uncommon about a quarter of a mile ofE. Thecla

riihi, a larva beaten out of oak.

NocTUKNi, 29 species.

—

Smerinthus oceUalus, larva) common on apple trees ; also

a few larvae of S. poptdi on aspen ; and S. tilice, elm. Ckwrocampa porcMus, 2

came under porch in the evening. Sesia myopiformis, on trunks of old apple trees.
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Zenzera cescuU and Cossus lijniperda, not uncommon, the latter at sugar ; Hepialus

sylvlnus and Nudaria mundana; Ckelonia villica, laryaj sometimes common in new

orchard ; Arctia fuliginosa, once at rest on gravel path ; Trichiura cratcegi, larvse

on hawthorn hedge.

Geometry, 7-i species.

—

Epioyie apiciaria, a few ; PericaUia syringaria, larvaj

on privet hedge ; Phorodesma bajularia, 2 specimens netted ; Hemithea tkyinaria,

larvse common ; Asthenia luteata, sometimes; Acidalia imitaria, plentiful, larva; on

privet ; A. emarginata, occasionally ; Timandra amataria, Eupithecia subfulvata, E.

exiguata, and E. isogrammata, all fairly common, and a few E. coronata ; Melanippe

rtibiginata, abundant most seasons ; Anticlea ruhidata and A. derivata, the latter

freely ; Phihalopteryx lignata, a $ once taken in June deposited eggs, from which I

obtained imagines in August much smaller than the parent, but with the markings

sharper and darker, fed on clematis ; P. vitalbata (2), Scotosia dubitata and S.

rAani»a^a, one specimen of each : Cidaria miata, at plum blossom in the spring

;

C.corylata, C. russata, C. suffumata, C.testata,K\\di C. pyraliata,a\\ common, the latter

very abundant one season, and larvre found on Galium mollugo.

Deepanul^, 2 species.

—

Platypteryx liamula, two specimens netted, and a pupa

once found spun up in an oak leaf at the foot of oak tree, from which 9 was bred ;

Cilix spinula, not uncommon.

PsEUDO-BoMBTCES, 4 species.

—

Dicranura vinula, Pygara bucephala, Notodontu

camelina, and Diloba ccBruLeocephala, all in larval stage.

NoCTU^, 122 species.— Cymatophora duplaris, a few ; Leucania cunigera, L.

comma, Dipterygia pinastri, Cerigo cytherea, JMamestra anceps,VMA Apamea unaniin'ts,

all common at sugar ; Heliophobus popularis, several came into house about 10 p.m.
;

3Iiana arcuosa, plentiful, flying over grass in new orchard just before dusk, rarely at

sugar ; Agrotis saucia, one year common at sugared shrubs in August ; Triphcena

fimbria, also larvaj ; T. interjecta. Of Noctita rtibi there were in some seasons two

broods, one in June and another in August, tiiis last, though larger in point of num-

ber, was decidedly less individually ; N. umbrosa, not uncommon ; Tenniocampa

rubricosa, T. gracilis, and T. niunda, not scarce at plum-blossom (see above) ;

Xanthia, the whole genus at sugared shrubs, and larvfe of X. citrago, X. cerago, and

X.gilvago ; Cirrhoedia xerampelina (2) ; Tethea subtusa and T. retusa, at honeydew,

larv££ of the former on aspen ; all the genus Cosmia at sugar, and hirvst found, ex-

cepting perhaps o{ pyraliiia, about which I am not certain, I once found some larvaj

on plum, thought to be this species, but they ail died in pupae; Dianthmcia ciiciibali,

one or two at sugai-ed shrubs, and a few larvae in seed capsvdes of pink ;
Hadena

genistcB, not uncommon at sugar likewise ; Calocampa veiusta and C exoleta ; Xylina

semibruHHea, at ivj ; Heliodes arbiiti, larvw on Cerastium; Mania Hi a itra, larvse on

various plants ; Catocala nupla, common at sugar some years.

Deltoides, 4 species.

—

Hypena proboscidalis, H. rostralis ; Ilerminia tarsipen-

nalis, all commonly ; Ilypenodes costcestrigalis, a few.

AvENTiiE.

—

Aventia jlexula, 3 specimens.

Ptbalides, 12 species.

—

Pyralisjimbrialis and P. glaucinalis, plentiful at sugar.

Ceambites, 8 species.

ToETKlCES, 60 species.

—

Halias quercana, at sugar and beaten out of trees, also
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bred ; Sarrothripa revayana, at sugar, and bred ; Dichelia Orotiana and Sideria

achatana, beaten out of hedge, the latter also bred from hawthorn ; Sericoris bifas-

ciana; Phoxopteryx Lundana ; GrapJioUtha ncBvana, bred from holly; Pcedisca

oppressana, on trunks of aspen ; Coccyx nanana, abundant ; Retinia Buoliana

and R. sylvestrana, a few of each; Carpocapsa splendana and Catoptria Juliana,

bred from acorns.

Altogether 336 species, without including the TiNEiE, of which Family I only

took a few, although there were many to be obtained.

I may add that 151 species were also found in the larval stage, and 74 in pupae.

—Id.

Economic Entomology at Worcester.—About twenty years ago I and another

collector, one with mothing-net in hand, were walking by a cottage at Crowle, when

we were invited by an ancient rustic, who seemed to be near eighty years old, to

enter his dwelling, and look at his " ob-owlud." On entering he reached from a shelf

a large match box, and took off the lid, disclosing to view a fine Arctia caja,

imago, together with some leaves put into the box for it to subsist on. The old man's

face brightened up as he exhibited his prize, like a child's when showing his first

capture.

Some seven years since the larvae of Nematus rihesii were very troublesome here,

and had nearly defoliated the bushes in the garden of a neighbour who had spent

nearly all her life in the midst of gardens and nurseries, and whose husband was a

gardener by trade, but then decrepit: on being spoken to about the " grubs," she

replied that " they came out of the ashes (burnt coal) she had placed in the garden."

Trying to disabuse her was useless, and equally useless to advise her to destroy the

larv£e.

In 1876 complaints reached me of some " great black grubs, as long as one's

finger," that were making webs on the fruit trees, and which, if not destroyed in

time by cutting off the boughs they were on, would destroy all the leaves and fruit

on the trees. With some difficulty I induced one of the complainants to procure

me some of the " big black grubs," and was not a little surprised when an egg cup

was bi'ought containing two larvae of our old acquaintance Bombyx neustria, A man
of some cultivation and musical reputation in the city, possessing a well-fruited

garden, was silly enough to saw ofE (by advise of one of the knowing ones) a branch

of one of his plum trees, to save the rest of the tree from the devourers.

The red-runner (Phaseobis) is subject to drop many of its blossoms without

producing pods : the cause of this is said to be a " fly that bites (or ' takes ') them."

During the recent summer season I heard much of the " wire-worm," which was

destroying many of the garden peas and other plants ; but none of the worms shown

to me were what Coleopterists know as wire-worms, a few were larvae of Diptera, and

all the others were Myriopoda.—J. E. Fletcher, Happy Land, Worcester : De-

cember, 1879.

Notes on British Dijotera of the Family OscinidcB.—Dr. Schiner, in his " Cata-

logus systematicus Dipterorum Europte," gives one hundred and eighty species of this

Family as found in Europe ; probably about fifty have occurred in the British

Isles. The following notes may be useful. The two species marked * have not before

been recorded as British.
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EurMna luoida.—Taken by my father at the salterns near Lymington, on June

11th, 1832 ; and by myself at Hayling Island, on May 5th, 187-i.

Flatycephala umbraculata.—Taken by my father at Charmouth, on July 5th,

1830, and September 1st, 1845.

Flatycephala planifrons.—Taken by my father and Mr. Curtis at Blackgang

Chine, on August 8th, 1S35 ; also at Whittlesea Mere.

*Selachopsflavocincta.—Taken by ray father and myself atGlauTille's Wootton, on

May 20th, 1867, and July 18th, 1866.

Camarota Jlavitarsis.—Common amongst samphire on the coast during the

autumn.

Elachiptera brevipennis.—Of frequent occurrence on the coast amongst sedge.

*Siphonella {Madiza) oscinia.—Taken by my father at Lulworth. This little

black fly much resembles a Mosillus {Gmnopa), and was in company with several

other species, kindly named for my father by the late Mr. Haliday.

Lipara lucens.—Bred by Mr. Winter from reeds, in 1861.

Lipara tomentosa.—Taken by my father in the New Forest, on June 2nd, 1831.

—C. W. Dale, Glanville's Wootton, Sherborne : Ith January, 1880.

Notes fi'om Guatemala.—It is very hot, dry, and dusty here now, though cold

in the higher mountains at night ; December in Guatemala is indeed finer than Juno

or July.

It seems as if an English collector is bound to find English genera. Day after

day, I keep finding old friends. I believe more than half of the genera occurring

here in the higher mountainous districts occur also in Europe, if not in Great Britain

;

to day, for instance, I have found, amongst others, species oi Anaspis, Mordellistena,

Euglenes, Scraptia, Anthicus, Tomoderus, Notoxus, Cistela, Lycus, Scirtes, Clerus,

Telephorus, Lyctus, Dorcatotna, Anobittm, Apion, Baris, Coeliodes, Scolyft(s, Cry-

phaliis, Tomicus, Acalles, Bruchus, Clytus, Callidium, Qraptodera, Crepidodera,

Thyamis, Aphthona, Steniis, Siinius, Platystethus, Oxytelus, Philonthus, Falagria,

Otliius, ScopcBus, Coiiurtis, Somalota, Fcederus, Tachyporus, Cercus, Lathridiiis,

Silvanus, Lcemophlaeus, Flegaderiis, Flatysoma, Harpalus, Tachys, Lehia, Ambly-

stomus, Coccinella, Scymiius, Bryaxis, Scydmmnus, Ayriotes, Cardiophorus, Aphodius,

Copris, &c., &c.

In the Hemiptera, also, I recognised very many genera ; we have small Capsida,

and others, in Guatemala just as in England : in fact, strange as it may seem, it ap-

pears to me that the species of Coleoptera and Semiptera of the elevated mountainous

districts (2500 feet and upwards) of this part of Central America average, on the

whole, smaller in size than in England ! I have not yet met with a " Staph. " any-

thing like Ocypus olens in size, nor one of Geodephaga larger than a CIcindela, nor

a water-beetle so large as our Uydrophilus or Dytiscus, nor a Ciirculio so large as

Cleoiius nebulostis ; these things strike a Britisher as odd, but such is the case. I

have found no better Anisotoma as yet than a miserable Colenis, though I have met

with one or two queer looking species in fungi, perhaps belonging to this family but

more nearly allied to Liodes. Agathidium occurs here ; I have not forgotten to woi'k

at evening sweeping, which is fairly productive in other things, and have frequently
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swept on sunny evenings along forest footways, but without result as far as Aniso-

tomidcs are eoncerned.

—

George C. Champion, Hacienda de San Q-eronimo, Salami,

Baja Vera Paz, Q-uatemala : 22nd Becemier, 1879.

Coleoptera near Maldon.—At the beginning of last January, I found a decayed

oak stump in a wood at Ulting, near Maldon, Essex : the whole stump was riddled

with the burrows of Xestohium tessellatum, of which I found both the larvfe and the

perfect insects. I also took from the rotten wood, and from under the bark, the fol-

lowing insects:

—

Paromalus Jlavicornis (in some numbers, in a narrow wet channel

of decayed wood that ran up the stump), Batrisus venustus (in perfectly dry decayed

wood), Euplectus nigi'icaiis, AbrcBtis fflobosus, Cerylon histeroides, Agathidium semi-

ntclum, Choleva nigricans, Baptolinus aJternans, Homalota circellaris, Quedius

scitus, and a variety of Quediusfulgidus (Q. fageti, Thorns.), besides two or three

other insects.—W. W. Fowlee, Eepton, Burton-on-Trent : \Qth February, 1880.

Tenacity of life in Timarcha Icevigata.—Seeing in the last number of the Ent.

Mo. Mag. a remark by Mr. C. O. Waterhouse, at the December Meeting of the

Entomological Society, on the tenacity of life in a beetle, Curculio cleonus, I would

like to record that a Timarcha Icevigata, which I captured last summer in Eent,

was exceedingly difficult to kill. I chloroformed it when taken, and three hours

after, when I was about to set it, I gave it another dose, the first having had no

effect ; the second was also ineffectual, and I then placed it in a close-fitting box

with a piece of burning sulphur, and left it over an hour. When taken out it ap-

peared dead, but in a few minutes revived for the third time. I then plunged it

into a pan of boiling water, and by this means 1 managed to kill it after leaving it

for some time in the water.

—

-Eneico A. Beunetti, Lower Grosvenor Place, London,

S.W. : IZth February, 1880.

#bituariJ,

Dr. Boisduval, born 1799, died December 30th, 1879, was one of the most

celebrated Lepidopterists of France.

He was one of the original members of the French Entomological Society, and

in 1866 he was elected an honorary member of that body.

His earliest scientific contributions appeared as far back as 1827, more than half

a century ago, and three of his principal works were issued more than 40 years ago.

These were the "Monographic des Zyg^nides," in 1829, the "Index methodicus,"

of which a second and improved edition appeared in 18-40, and the first volume of

the " Species General des L^pidopteres," treating of a portion of the Rhopalocera,

which appeared in 1836.

It was not till 1874, after an interval of 38 years, that it was followed by a vol.

treating of the Sphingides, Sesiides, and Castnides.

There still remains a gap in the series of volumes, which should have treated of

the Bombycina, and this important lacuna appears now scarcely likely to be filled

up, though M. Gueuee had intimated in his preface that when he had finished all
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the Micro-Lepidoptera, " les Tordeuses, les Teignes et les Alucitos ou Pt^rophores,"

he would turn liis attention to the sections originally intended to have been worked

out by his " coUaborateur," Dr. Boisduval.

Another important work brought out by Dr. Boisduval, in conjunction with

" MM. Eambur et Graslin," was a series of illustrations of European larvse, " Col-

lection iconographique des chenilles d'Europe," which appeared from 1832—1843.

He also wrote Entomological volumes describing the new species collected

during the voyages " de I'Astrolabe " and " de la Coquille," and communicated many

papers to the " Annales de la Societe Entomologique de France ;" but he was not a

voluminous writer like those entomological giants G-uerin-Mene'ville and our own

Westwood.

Hagen enumerates only 45 productions of the pen of Dr. Boisduval, and 5 more

are given in the Supplementary volume of the Royal Society's Catalogue of scientific

papers.

His collection of Lepidoptera was very extensive ; Dr. Boisduval parted with

it in his life-time, and it is now the property of MM. Oberthur, and has been re-

moved from Paris to Eennes (Hie et Yilaine)

.

Jean Etienne Berce, another well-known French Lepidopterist, died on the

29th December, 1879. He was born in 1802, and for very many years was in business

as an engraver at Paris ; after this he settled at Fontainebleau, and more than one

English Entomologist had the pleasure of visiting him there, and of being guided

by him through the mazes of the marvellous forest surrounding that town. We
believe the Franco-Prussian war to some extent occasioned a change of fortune with

him, and he returned to Paris. He was one of the most genial and well-informed of

French Lepidopterists, and one of the most regular attendants at the French Ento-

mological Society, in the "Annales" of which his first publication appeared in 1847.

He published many other memoirs, and only a few years ago completed his

" Papillons de France," a semi-popular monograph of the native Macro-Lepidoptera,

illustrated by numerous plates of coloured figures, a work that is extensively used by

French Lepidopterists, but which is little-known (undeservedly) here. [In Memo-
EiAM, cf. Ent. Month. Mag., September, 1865, p. 73.—R. McL.]

The Amebican Entomologist : an illustrated magazine, devoted to practical

and popular entomology. Edited by C. V. Riley (Washington) and A. S. Fuller

(Ridgewood, New Jersey). No. 1, new series, January, 1880. New York : Max
Jaegerhuber.

The " Practical Entomologist," which became " The American Entomologist,"

which, in its turn, became " The American Entomologist and Botanist," was generally

supposed to have departed this life nine years ago. It seems that it was not dead,

but only in an unduly prolonged trance. "The American Entomologist," No. 1,

new series, is so like the original, in its intermediate stage, that but few would

detect any difference. We naturally miss the outspoken, but always genuine,

observations of the late B. D. Walsh, who might be held up as a model of " auti-
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humbug " in entomological matters in the States. We welcome the re-appearance

of Prof. Riley, and think he has found an efficient colleague. The matter in this

" first " No. is sufficiently varied to satisfy all, excepting, perhaps, those who look

upon descriptions of " new species " as the end and aim. of all entomological publi-

cations. It is not our custom to analyze, or even to enumerate, the contents of

periodicals, nor do we intend to modify this custom in the present instance. But we

make one exception, and call especial attention to a communication from S. A. Forbes,

on "The Food-habits of Thrushes;" it is short, but it is suggestive from the point

of view of "applied Entomology," and " applied Orinthology." In order to obtain

the results, a considerable number of useful birds were evidently sacrificed ; but we

are no partizans of those misguided enthusiasts who seek to place prohibitive re-

strictions (and have to some extent succeeded) upon the utilitarian researches of

naturalists. We wish our resuscitated contemporary all success.

South-London Entomological Society.—We have received the Report of

this Society for the year 1879, and are glad to find the number of Members is in-

creasing, and that the financial condition is correspondingly satisfactory. At present

there appear to be V7 Members on the list (including several well-known names),

and there is a solid nucleus around which to accumulate a good library. This Society

has always had our best wishes. It has held aloof from the dealing element, and it

holds equally aloof from the " mere collecting" element (as such). At any rate, the

address of the outgoing President (Mr. Standen) warrants this latter assertion, for

we have seldom (if ever) been aware of the promulgation of such broad ideas in the

presidential addresses of a local British Entomological Society. Succeeding presi-

dents will do well to follow in his footsteps.

We are sorry to notice some apparently fond-lingering reminiscences of a certain

so-called " Great National Entomological Exhibition " that took place a few years

ago, and which was favoured by this Society, in lieu of the modest and useful

exhibitions it had previously encouraged.

—

Eds.

Cambridge Entomological Society.—This Society held its 28th Anniversary

Meeting on February 6th, 1880, in Mr. T. D. Gibson-Carmichael's rooms, St. John's

College.

In the absence of the President, the Vice-President Mr. J. Brown took the

chair. The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed, and the

Treasurer's accounts (which showed that the Society's finances were iu a

prosperous condition) audited, the following officers for the year were elected :

President, Mr. J. Brown ; Vice-Presidents, Mr. Bansall, St. John's College, Mr.

Warren ; Librarian, Mr. R. Weldon, St. John's College ; Secretary, Mr. Hunter,

Jesus College ; Treasurer, Mr. Curtis, St. John's College.

A plan of meetings and excursions for the ensuing year was then drawn up, and

has since been printed. There will be two meetings each term, and no less than

seventeen excursions are projected. It is much to be hoped that these will be ren-

dered more successful than of late, both by a more propitious season, and by an in-

creased attendance on these interesting occasions.—A. E. HuNTER, Secretai'y, Jesus

College, Cambridge : February, 1880.
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NOTES ON BRITISH TORTRICES.

BT C. a. BAERETT,

(Continuedfrom page 195).

Dichrorampha phimhagana, Tr. Kaltenbach records, ou tbo autho-

rity of Muhlig, that the larva of thia epeciea feeds in autumn in the

stems of Achillea millefolium and Tanacetum rulgare. In the case of

the latter plant, he has doubtless confounded this species with D.

tanaceti, but the other proves to be correct. In February, 1S78, I

examined numbers of plants of yarrow {Achillea inillefolluvi) growing

in quarries and on railway banks, in places frequented by D. plumha-

gana, and found a number of larvae in small stunted plants in very

stony places. These larva? were, when young, moderately slender,

clear semi-transparent yellowish-white, with distinct brown internal

dorsal vessel, head light brown, jaws black, dorsal and anal plates very

pale brown. When full grown, more plump, and the colour dull

yellowish-white. The young larvae feed singly in galleries under the

bark, at the base of a previous year's flower-stalk of the Achillea, but

afterwards penetrate to the middle of the stem, and eat out the pith

down into the root-stock. When this fails, they sometimes enter the

root-stock of a young shoot, which then betrays their presence by its

drooping leaves. They continue to feed until May, assume the pupa

state in the burrow, and the moths emerge early in June.

Dichrorampha acuminatana, Zell. I think that no description of

the larva of this species has been published. The first hint of its

habits that I received was from Mr. E. Meyrick, who mentioned that

he had found larvae in shoots of Chrysanthemum leucanihemum which he

believed belonged to this species, but failed to rear. This information

was afterwards confirmed by Messrs. Hodgkinson and Threlfall, who

have, I believe, reared this species.

In February, 1878, I found larvae in stems of old plants of Chry-

santhemum leucantliemum . They were thick and rather stumpy, but

slightly smaller at both extremities, colour semi-transparent whitish

(faintly dirty greenish when young), with a distinctly visible brown

dorsal vessel. Head light brown, with a darker line down the middle

of the face, joints blackish, dorsal and anal plates very pale yellowish,

hardly distinguishable. Feeding in the lower thick part of the stem

of the Chrysanthemum leucanihemum (ox-eye daisy), burrowing passages

under the bark or skin. Active when removed from the burrow. This

larva grows but slowly, but by April has bored into the middle of the

stem or root-stalk, to feed on the pith, and here it apparently changes

to pupa, the moths appearing early in June.
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On July 26tli, I again found larvse feeding in dwarfed Bhoots of

the same plant, feeding on the pith, and lining the burrow with frass.

From these the second brood of moths appeared at the end of August.

DicTiroramplia simpliciana, Haw. The food plant of this species

has long been known, in fact, it could hardly be mistaken, as the moth

scarcely ever leaves it. Heinemann simply says of it, " from October

" to April in roots of Artemisia vulgaris.'''' "Wilkinson describes the

larva, "yellowish-white, with a hazel-coloured head." It does not

appear to be found in this neighbourhood (Pembroke), where indeed

its food plant (the mugwort) is not very common, and I am indebted

to Mr. F. D. Wheeler, of Norwich, and Mr. W. "West, of Grreenwicb,

for larvse. This larva is cylindrical, colour dirty whitish, with an ir-

regular dark internal dorsal vessel. Head light brown, dorsal and

anal plates faintly brownish. It feeds through the winter and spring

in the root-stocks and lower part of the stems of Artemisia vulgaris,

making burrows under the bark, and Mr. "West tells me that near

London, when it is abundant, the larvse feed in small companies of five

or six together. The pupa is bright brown, in a cocoon within the

burrow, from which it projects when the moth emerges, w^hich takes

place towards the end of July.

Dichrorampha tanaceti, Stn. The food plant of this species has

also long been known. In the year 1872, the late Mr. D'Orville, of

Exeter, wrote to me :
" They are on the wing about the end of May and

" beginning of June. They fly in the hot sunshine, and regularly

" breed in my tansy-clump." I do not think, however, that any de-

scription of the larva has been published.

I have received them from Mr. W. H. Gri'igg, of Bristol, and have

also dug out a few from hedge-banks in this neighbourhood, but w'ith

much difliculty, from the tangled state of the place in which the

tansy grows.

.

This larva is short and stout, colour semi-transparent white, with

distinctly visible brown internal dorsal vessel, and colourless shining

raised dots. Head deeply lobed, light brown, mouth darker brown,

dorsal and anal plates very faintly brownish, both mottled with darker

brown posteriorly. In root-stocks of Tanacet^im vulgare, mining when

young under the bark, w'here it may be found lying curved in its

burrow, when older penetrating to the centre of the root-stock, and

feeding on the pith. It feeds through the winter and spring, and

assumes the pupa state in the burrow in May. My moths emerged

early in June, and I found specimens at large (the males) flying very
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wildly in the sunshine, but the females sitting on the tansy plants. I

am still unable to find out the food plant of the moths, apparently

undistinguishable from this species, which are found rather commonly

along the coast in places where there certainly is no tansy.

Dichrornmplia consortana, Steph. The first hint I received of the

food plant of this species was from Mr. Sydney Webb, who reared

one specimen from a flower-head of ox-eye daisy in 1874. It has been

since found by Mr. J. W. Threlfall, of Preston, who very kindly sent

me larvse in 1877 ; but I have to confess, with much perplexity, that I

have searched the ox-eye plants with great care for the last two seasons

in fields where the moth occurs, without even finding a larva. My
description is from those sent by Mr. Threlfall—short and thick, but

shortly attenuated at each extremity, colour pale yellow, internal dorsal

vessel visible as a brown blotch within the 10th segment. Head and

dorsal plate brown, anal plate hardly visible. Eating in June into the

growing shoots of Chrysanthemitm leucanihemxun^ just below the buds,

and causing the shoot to become thickened and distorted, feeding on

the pith, and sometimes eating out the buds. Pupa brown, spun up

between the burrow, from which it projects when the moths emerge,

from the middle to the end of July.

Gatoftria Jii/pericana,J{iib. The food plant and habit of the larva

of this species are well known, but the larva does not seem to have

been described with us.

"When young, it is pale yellow or pale grey, with a tinge of liver-

colour on the back, head and dorsal plate shining black, anal plate

yellowish edged with black. When nearly full grown, short and

stout, smoky or blackish-brown, rather paler at the sides, head light

brown, dorsal and anal plates black. When full fed, the colour fades

a little. On Hypei'icum perforatum, Aravim^ together and twisting up

the terminal leaves of the young shoots, and feeding in the heart.

The top of the shoot is nearly always twisted over to one side, and so

completely eaten out, that it withers and turns brown as soon as the

larva has deserted it, either to enter a fresh shoot or to spin up among

rubbish. It feeds from the middle of April through May, and the

moth appears early in June.

Hofmann gives a careful description from Treitschke—" short,

" thick, wrinkled, dirty white, with small undivided single-haired

" raised dots. Head honey-yellow, dorsal plate shining black, with a

" pale border. In May and June, spinning together young plants of

" Hypericum perforatum. Pupating in the earth."
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Catoptria cana. Haw. Larva plump, rather flattened, with swollen

segments, colour dull pink, head and dorsal plate large and broad,

chestnut-brown, anal plate hardly visible. In seed-heads of Ga^'duits

Iniiceolatus and other thistles, also sometimes of Centaurea nigra,

feeding on the seeds. The eggs are doubtless laid in July on the

flower-head, and by the middle or end of August the larva is generally

full fed, it then leaves the seed-head and spins a tough papery cocoon,

short and dumpy in shape, among rubbish, and remains unchanged

within it through the winter and spring, assuming the pupa state at

the end of May or in June. The pupa is light brown. In the past

season the first specimen emerged on July lOth, and they continued

to come out until August, but the season was very late.

I think that this larva has not hitherto been described. Its at-

tachment to thistles is well known, and Mr. Machin reared it from

the seed-heads some years ago.

Catoptria fulvana, Steph. My first knowledge of the larva of

this species was from a note by Mr. Machin—" larva in heads of Gen-

" taurea scahiosa, spinning up among rubbish," and Mr. Jeffrey wrote

to me that he had reared it from Centaurea nigra. I think this must

have been an exceptional case, for its attachment to C scahiosa is

obvious. Mr. Tugwell reared some very richly coloured specimens

two years ago from this plant, found at Folkestone, and I found larvae

here iu the limestone quarries.

This larva is tolerably active, plump, with deeply divided segments,

and with a slightly raised ridge on the posterior portion of each seg-

ment, colour pale pink, paler beneath, head light chestnut, dorsal plate

rather broad, yellowish-brown, anal plate minute, brown.

In seed-heads of Centaurea scahiosa, eating out the seeds and the

pith at their base, in the middle of August. Before the capsule

withers and spreads open, the larva is full-fed, and has deserted it to

spin a tough drab cocoon under stones or among rubbish, where it

seems to remain unchanged until the succeeding June, or even July.

In the present late season, the first emerged on August 24th, but

usually they would be a month earlier.

Catoptria Scopoliana, Haw. Larva short and rather broad, but

attenuated at the anal extremity, wrinkled, and having on each seg-

ment a posterior ridge, colour dull yellowish-pink, paler beneath and

between the segments, aod with faintly redder dorsal and sub-dorsal

lines. Hairs very short and inconspicuous. Head large, pale chestnut,

dorsal plate yery large and broad, pale umber, anal plate reddish. In
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the blossoms of Centaurea nigra, eating out the immature seeds and the

pith at their base, in August, very quickly full-fed, and leaving the

blossom or seed-head to spin a tough cocoon among rubbish, in which

it remains as a larva until the succeeding summer. Pupa brown. The

moths emerge at intervals from the end of June until the middle of

August, so that sometimes there is an appearance as of two broods.

This and the two allied species seem to carry to an extreme the

peculiar habit of so many Tortrices, of feeding very rapidly, and then

remaining unchanged in a cocoon for many months.

It is difficult to say which of their larvae have already been de-

scribed. Guenee's note on Scopoliana, that " the larva is yellowish-

" white, and lives in the heads of thistles," seems to refer to Gat. cana,

except that the colour does not agree. Dr. Steudel records of C.

SoJienwarthiana, larva^
—"bone-colour, with heart-shaped brown head,

"dorsal plate consisting of two brown plates. From autumn till June

"in the heads of Centaurea jacea and nigra,'' and this may refer to G.

Scopoliana ; but Hofmanu's further note, "in Hypericum quadrangulum''^

does not tend to make matters clearer. Doubtless, it is due to the

tangled state of the synonymy of these species, on which some remarks

are to be found in this Magazine {vide vol. x, pp. 5 & 6).

Catoptria cemuJana, Schl. This species has been reared by Prof.

Zeller from Solidago virgaurea, and Mr. Machin reared it in 1876 from

the same plant. Gartner describes the larva
—

" leather-brown, with

" belly and feet brownish, and with elevated spots. Head dark brown,

" also the dorsal plate, which is bordered with pale. In August and

" September, in the flowers of Aster tripoJium and Solidago virgaurea.

" Pupating in an earth-cocoon early in June."

Two years ago, I met with the moth among Solidago virgaurea on

this coast, and, consequently, collected the flowers to find the larva.

In this I succeeded, but it does not correspond with Gartner's descrip-

tion. It is rather short and stout, but attenuated a little at each

extremity, the segments ridged and deeply divided, colour very pale

yellow, with a deep purple dorsal stripe and paler purple subdorsal and

spiracular stripes, all interrupted at the segmental divisions. Some-

times these stripes are purplish-grey. Head black, deeply lobed, dorsal

plate whitish, with a black spot at each side and two black dots be-

tween them. Anal plate light brown, but having the purple dorsal

stripe continued through it. Peeding in the latter part of August

and through September, in flowers of Solidago virgaurea, eating out the

unripe seeds, and evidently passing from flower to flower, but without
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attaching them together by any web. When fall-fed, leaving the

flowers to spin up among rubbish, where it remains uuchauged until

May or June, and, indeed, will sometimes leave its hibernaculum and

crawl about in the spring. The moths appeared fi'om the beginning

to the middle of July.

It is not yet determined whether the slightly larger and much

more variable form which is found among Aster tripolium is a distinct

species ; but if larvae lately sent me by Mr. Machin should produce

it, I think its distinctness will be fully proved. These larvse agree

much more nearly with Gartner's description.

Catoptria pupillana,Jj. Wilkinson says of this species
—"that

"it flies among sea wormwood {Artemisia marifima),3ind that the larva

"feeds in the roots of that plant." 1 think this is a mistake. At

any rate, it does not appear to be so here, where the sea wormwood

has not a stem or root large enough conveniently to contain this larva.

Heinemann only says " among Artemisia.'^

Mr. Jeffrey wrote to me some years ago that he had taken it among

Artemisia ahsynthium near Scarborough, and I think this is its usual

food plant.

The summer before last, I had collected a lot of stems of this

plant containing larvse of E^jhestia cinerosella, which were kept tied

down in large pots in the yard. The Ephestia larvae having spun up

in their burrows, all emerged duly in the pots ;
but one day I was

startled to see on the fence close by a specimen of Catoptria pupillana,

evidently just emerged from the pupa, and, on subsequent days, I

found several more sitting about the yard, although not one emerged

within the pots.

It was evident that the larvae had fed up in the wormwood stems,

and then that their natural restlessness had prompted them to force

their way out of the pots and spin up at large. This year, after much

trouble and search, I managed to determine the larva, and to induce it

to submit to necessary confinement. It is tolerably plump, naked,

with the segments ridged in front and rather deeply divided, colour

yellowish-white, a minute grey spot on each spiracle, head deeply lobed,

bright chestnut, jaws darker, dorsal plate light brown, anal plate yel-

lowish, all the legs of the colour of the body. I think, that when very

young it is more tinged with grey, from the colour of the intestinal

canal, but this description is correct, until it is nearly full grown. It

remains from October until March still lively, and evidently feeding,

but hardly growing larger, and then begins to show faint pinkish dorsal
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and subdorsal lines, the head becoming light brown and the plates

whitish. In July, although still apparently feeding, it has become

contracted to a mere lump, and is very sluggish, the ridges of the seg-

ments are then very distinct, and the pink dorsal and subdorsal lines

brighter. Up to this time it has burrowed in the stem of Artemisia

ahsyntJiium, at first making passages under the bark, but soon boring

into the wood and eating out its substance and pith, like that of

Epliestia cmeroseJIa, which it accompanies. But now it leaves its

burrow and wanders about, making special efforts to escape from con-

finement, and finally spins a slight white cocoon among rubbish, where

it changes to a chestnut-brown pupa, the moth emerging in August.

Its habits, therefore, are very different from those of the seed-feeding

species, which feed up so rapidly and remain so very long in the larva

state in cocoon. I have seen no indication of its ever feeding, even

in earliest infancy, in the Jlowers of the wormwood.

Pembroke : 10th November, 1879.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE PHOSPHORESCENCE OP
THE GLOW-WORM.

BT M. JOUSSET DE BELLESME.*

Electricity, the nervous fluid, and the insulation of vital forces,

have each, in turn, been evoked as causes of phosphorescence. Finally,

we stop at the consideration of the existence of a phosphorescent

matter emitted by the luminous animal, which appears more likely.

I have thought it my duty to study anew this phenomenon in Lam-

pi/ris, because the researches made by Matteucci,t the principal ex-

perimenter on this subject, were not conducted after a method

altogether irreproachable. In fact, neither this author, nor others,

have taken into account the will of the animal, and have not sought

to eliminate this cause of incertitude, so that when they placed a glow-

worm in carbonic acid (for instance), they were not able to appreciate

exactly whether the phosphorescence ceased because the medium did

not admit of its being produced, or whether the animal voluntarily

refused to shine. In order to decide this, 07ie must first of all try to

prevent the animal from lighting-up voluntarily, and force it to become

luminous at the will of the experimenter. "With this idea, I took out

the cephalic ganglia, which abolished all spontaneous phosphorescence,

and replaced the voluntary excitation by the passage of a moderate

* Translated from the Comptcs-Reiidus of tho French Academy of Sciences, vol. xc, No. 7
(February, 1880).

+ Vide Aimals and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xii (1843), i^p. 373, 374.
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electric current in the trunk, or in the luminous organs. This excita-

tion determined an undoubted bright phosphorescence.

Armed with the results of these experiments, I have proved (as

did Matteucci) that the presence of oxygen is absolutely necessary in

order to allow the action of the function. An insect prepared in the

manner first noticed, plunged into carbonic acid, azote or hydrogen,

and excited electrically in the gas, never became luminous.

It may be thus considei-ed certain that the large granulous proto-

plasmic cellules constituting the parenchyma of the phosphorescent

apparatus, produce a substance which becomes luminous on contact

with the air emitted from the numerous tracheae that traverse the

apparatus.

In order to know what that substance is, one must isolate and

analyze it. The resemblance of the glow to that of phosphorus has

caused several chemists to seek that substance in the luminous appa-

ratus, but their researches have been in vain, so that naturalists have

found themselves in the presence of two contradictory assertions.

This memoir proves that this contradiction is more apparent than

real, and that it results from a wi'ong interpretation of a common fact.

If one crush a glow-worm, one sees that traces of luminosity re-

main ; one imagines that they result from its apparatus, as from

lucifer matches, and that they are nothing else than the phosphorescent

matter stored up for the requirements of the insect. Experiences

thus gained are very defective ; let us consider them more methodi-

cally. If we content ourselves by dissecting a glow-worm by means

of needles, the fragments remain luminous during several hours. If,

on the contrary, we pound it in a mortar so as to destroy the cellules

themselves, the phosphorescence disappears immediately ; the collected

remains, exposed to pure oxygen, and submitted to electrical action,

remain absolutely dark. Thus a partial crushing permits phosphores-

cence to continue ; a complete crushing abolishes it absolutely. Ac-

cording to the hypothesis of a reserve of phosj)horescent matter,

complete crushing would be favourable by spreading the matter over

a large surface in contact with air, but what talies place is exactly the

contrary, the phosphorescence only persists if the apparatus itself is

divided into fragments. This proves that some groups of cellules re-

main intact, and continue their function. Dissection and contact

with air excites them, and their protoplasm, reacting under this

influence, produces the phosphorescent matter at the expense of the

materials it contains. If we kill these cellules by pounding them, life

no longer intervenes to put these materials in action, and to give them

the chemical conditions under which phosphorescence shows itself.
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Thus we are iu the presence of a chemical action, but which only

shows itself in the glow-worm under biological conditions. We can

demonstrate this in another manner. Without pounding, certain

toxic agents have the power of destroying the cellules. If we submit

the glow-worm to the action of sulphuretted hydrogen, it is killed

immediately. If we excite it afterwards electrically, we obtain no

light. The cellules are intact in form, but destroyed physiologically
;

they have lost their functional power. It is certain, however, that the

protoplasm contains all the materials necessary for the production of

the phosphorescent substance, but the substance is not fabricated. It

is only produced as a means for an end, under the influence of will,

and by the intermediary of the nervous system, which excites the

cellules and calls them into action. Phosphorescence is thus a pheno-

menon of the same order as muscular movement, such as the discharge

of electricity in the apparatus of the Torpedo, the result of chemical

combinations acting on the protoplasmic matter.

It is very probable that the phosphorescent substance is a gaseous

product, for the structure of the gland, well studied by Owsjanikof,

does not give one the idea of an organ secreting liquid. But chemical

phosphorescent products at an ordinary temperature are not numerous,

I which induce one to believe the substance is phosphoretted hydrogen.

I It is for chemists to elucidate this point ; but they should seek the

! matter in the cellular protoplasm, and not directly.

1 My researches induce me to believe phosphorescence a property

; of protoplasm, consisting in the disengagement of phosphoretted

/ hydrogen. This explains why many of the lower animals, deprived of

! a nervous system, are phosphorescent. Besides, it offers the advan-

\ tage of connecting the phenomena of phosphorescence in living beings

I

with that we see in organic matters in a state of decomposition. It is

one more example of a phenomenon of the biological order traced to

V. an exclusively chemical cause.

DESCRIPTION OF A NEW LONGICORN BEETLE FROM ARABIA.

BY D. SHARP, M.B.

The pretty little Cartallum ehulinum is one of the commoner

Longicorns in the Mediterranean region, and it is of interest as being

hitherto without any congener, or without any nearly allied genus.

I have found amongst the last Coleoptera sent by Dr. Millingen frpm
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the Hedjaz district of Western Arabia an allied species, and as it is

very easy to recognise, I have thought it expedient to give it a name

and characterize it.

Caetallum thoeacicum, n. sp.

A.ngustulum, nigrum, thorace sanguineo, elgtris viridihiis ; antennis,

tarsis, tiliisque anterioribus rufo-tesfaceis, illis articulo hasaJi nigro

;

thorace sparsim irregulariter punctato ; elytris setis erectis pallidis

parcius adspersis, fortiter punctatis.

Long. 6|—9 mm., lat. \\—2\ mm.

The species is at first sight exactly similar to C. ehuUnum, it has,

however, the prothorax above and below entirely red, and its upper

surface only sparingly punctured ; the punctuation of the head is also

much less dense and regular ; the elytra are more coarsely punctured
;

and the front of the head is shorter, so that the antennae are inserted

nearer to the base of the mandibles : the thorax is more cylindrical,

the angular prominence at the side, so conspicuous in C. ehulinum,

being in C. thoracicum scarcely represented. The sexes show similar

differences to those of G. ehulinum.

Found by Dr. Millingen near Jeddah.

Thornhill, Dumfries

:

February 28th, 1880.

NOTES ON TENTHREDINID^ AND CTISIPIBM.

BY P. CAMEEON.

(Continuedfrom j)age 224).

Since writing the remarks on Allantus, Mr. J. B. Bridgman has

sent me a species which he had from the late Mr. P. Smith as zona^

but it is not the true zo7ia ; it is a variety of viennensis, with the pos-

terior tarsi and apex of tibiae blackish, instead of reddish. In this

variety (at least, in this country) the yellow bands on the 4th and 5th

segments are fuller than in the common form. The form with black

tarsi is not uncommon apparently in Germany, but does not occur in

Scandinavia. It has generally a distinct yellow splash on the side of

the 6ih abdominal segment, but it may be absent. I suspect that A.

succincfus was founded on this form of viennensis ; any way, it has no

connection with zona, Klug, although it would appear to have passed

current in this country for it.

With reference to A. cinguJum I would remark, that the words in

the table on p. 221—" the 5th and 6th segments yellow all round "

—
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refer to the commonest variety in this country. According to the

descriptions of Continental authors, the 5th only is yellow all round
;

the 6th being black beneath.

Mr. C. W. Dale writes me that he has a specimen of A. viduus

from Dover, where it was taken many years ago. It was included by

Curtis in his " Guide," but seemingly in error, for neither Stephens

in his "Illustrations," nor Smith in the B. M. Catalogue, makes any

mention of it.

Tenthredo velox. Fab., would appear to be either a very rare and

local species, or one Avhich is confounded with some other species be-

longing to the same group. The Fabrician description is clear enough:

" antennis filiformibus apice albis, atra, ore punctoque femorali albis"

(Syst. Piez., 34, 24). St. Fargeau (Mon. Tenth., Ill, 323) adds to

this description the coloration of the legs :
" ferruginei ; femoribus

posticis basi atris puncto albo." Hartig's description (Blattw., 312,

54) does not quite agree with these, for he says there is a " double

spot" at the base of the posterior coxse. As no complete description

of velox has been published, I give one now.

Black ; clypeus, labrum and base of mandibles, a single spot over the hind

coxse ; the apex of the 3rd, the 4th, 5th and 6th beneath, and the 7th, 8th and 9th

(except at extreme apex) joints of antennae entirely, white. Legs red ; the coxae,

trochanters and base of femora, the apex of posterior tibise and the tarsi, the an-

terior tibiae behind, and the joints of tarsi in part, black ; the front tibise and tarsi

livid white in front. Wings hyaline ; costa and stigma black ; tegulse and pronotum

black. Vertex and abdomen shining ; the mesonotum opaque, punctured ; vertex

finely punctured, shortly pilose ; mandibles brownish at apex.

The (J has the abdomen from the 3rd segment red ; and the whole of the femora

and the four anterior tibise and tarsi are broadly lined with black above. The an-

tennse have the apical joints black on the upper side.

Length 4^—5 lines.

The ab. nigro-lineata has all the femora and the four anterior tibire and tarsi

broadly lined with black in both sexes.

It is very readily separated from the species most nearly related

to it (Jivida, colon, coryJi) by the white colour on the antennte extending

to the 3rd or 4th joints, whereas, in these, the white commences at the

6th ; the abdomen is always black, and the single white mark over the

hind coxse forms another good distinguishing point. Besides these

differences, livida is known from it by having the stigma white at the

base ; cori/li by the red on middle of abdomen ; and colon by the

reddish tegulse.

The following table will enable the student to distinguish the

British species of Tenthredo having the apex of antennse white

:
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A. Scutellum white soliiaria, Scop.

B. Scutellum black.

a. The 5th joint white.

1. Eyes and pronotum marked with wliite ; abdomen bronzy, often reddish.

No spot over hind coxae.

Tegulae white, pleurae more or less rufous rufiventris, Fab.

Tegulae and pleurae black hctUeata, Kl.

2. Eyes and pronotum not marked with wliite ; abdomen black ; a single

spot over hind coxse velox, Fab.

I. The 5th joint black.

1. Stigma distinctly white at the base livida,'Li.

2. Stigma not distinctly white at the base ; apex of abdomen red (rarely

black), tegulae red colon, Kl.

Middle of abdomen red ; tegulee black coryli, 'Kl.

Except velooe, these species have been recorded from almost all

the European countries ; velox I can only find recorded from Germany

(Halle), Silesia, Holland, and Italy. In Scotland it is common, and

extends to Sutherlandshire ; and yet, curiously enough, it does not

appear to occur in Scandinavia : nor does it seem to be a common

English species.

Erom the great variation in coloration which T. livida exhibits, it

is often a puzzling form to beginners
;
yet the half white, half fuscous

stigma forms a slight but constant mark of distinction. The form

with entirely black abdomen and legs is, I believe, the T. bipunctata

of Klug and Hartig.

On re-examining my specimens of Dolerus of the gonager section,

I found among them two species new to our Eauna, viz., D. puncticoUis,

Thoms. (Hymen. Scand., i, 286, 14), and D. Uogaster, Thorns. (/. c,

286, 15). The former is distinguished from gonager by its shorter

antennae, by the mesonotum being strongly punctured all over, the

puncturing on the head, too, being much stronger
;

gonager, on the

other hand, having the sides of the mesonotum almost smooth. D.

liogaster differs from both in having the femora red, except at extreme

base, and the cerci all red. D. vestigialis agrees with liogaster in the

coloration of the femora, but the tibiae are almost entirely red, the

cerci black ; while the ? has, on the 2nd and 3rd abdominal segments,

a white puncture, and the ^ on almost all the segments ; and the eyes

are oblong and emarginated on the inner side. Thomson says that

liogaster has the thorax in front marked red, but I can discover no

trace of this in my specimens. Of liogaster, I have taken several spe-

cimens in Clydesdale by sweeping grass at the end of May and

beginning of June ; oi puncticoUis, I have one Scotch example without

a note of the precise locality ; and another specimen has been taken

by Mr. Bignell near Plymouth.
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Selandria Sixi, Voll. (Bouwstoffen voor eene Fauna van Neder-

land, iii, 278, 1858), according to Vollenhoven, is identical with S.

grandis, Zad., and, as it has priority by a year, the name of Sixi

must stand. The larva, according to the Dutch entomologist, feeds

on Poa aquatica. S. serva is not known in its earlier stages, but it

frequents the same marshy situations as Sixi.

Poecilosoma longicorne, Thoms. (Hymen. Scand., i, 232, 6), I find

among my Scotch specimens. Mr. J. B. Bridgman has taken near

Norwich a Poecilosoma which seems to be intermediate between

longicorne and submuticum ; while I have from Rannoch an apparently

undescribed species. Without further specimens, however, I can say

nothing definite about them. The species mentioned at p. 119 of this

Magazine (vol. xvi) I have seen through the kindness of Mr. Roebuck.

It is a badly set specimen of excisum, Thoms.

(Zb he continued^

DESCRIPTIONS OF FOUR NEW SPECIES OF RUSSIAN FSYLLID^.

BY JOHN SCOTT.

Some few months ago I wrote to M. .Takowleff at Astrachan,

asking him to be good enough to permit me to see all of the Russian

species of Psyllidce which he had in his collection, in order that I might

be able to give the localities of those already known to science, and,

further, to describe such as might prove to be new, in my monograph

of the PsyllidcB of Europe, on which I am at present engaged. I

received a box from him in September last, and I think it will be of

interest to give a list of the species forwarded to me. These are as

follows

:

Aphalara JaJcoicleffi, Scott, described in Ent. Mo. Mag., p. 266,

May, 1879. I am now able to say that this species is found on

Tamarix laxa, in May.

Aphalara lurida, n. sp. A. hicolor, n. sp. A. unicolor, n. sp.

Rhinocola tamaricis, Puton. Found upon Tamarix laxa in May.

Alloeoneura radiata, Forst.

Psylla glycyrrhizcB, Becker. P. spireece, Becker, taken at Sarepta.

Trioza dichroa, Scott, described in Ent. Mo. Mag., p. 265, May,

1879. T. Dalei, Scott ?, immature example, found on Atriplex laci-

niata in May. T. elasagni, n. sp.

Aphalaea lueida.

Green. Head scarcely as long as broad. Crotvn with a deep fovea on each side,

posterior margin slightly concave. Face : anterior margin somewhat deeply cleft

in the middle, lobes distinctly rounded. (Antennta wanting.)
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Thorax : pro- and mesonotum green, convex both longitudinally and transversely, the

former scarcely as broad as the anterior portion (dorsulum) of the latter.

Elytra pale, scarcely transparent, apical half pale dirty yellow: anterior margin

concave next the apex of the basal costal cell ; radius suddenly concave towards

the dorsal margin, immediately on leaving the nerve of the costal cell, then

almost straight until near its extremity, where it curves round and joins the

costal margin a little way before the apex ; petiole of the cubitus longer than

the posterior arm ; posterior furcation elongate, the inner nerve directed towards

the apex of the clavus, which it almost reaches. Legs green. Tarsi : 2nd joint

brownish.

Abdomen green, ^ processes scapulate at the apex. Length, 1 line, barely.

A single specimen from the Caucasus. Neither date of capture

nor food-plant given.

Aphalaea unicoloe.

Buff. Head almost twice as broad as long, considerably depressed on each side of

the centre. Crown : posterior margin veiy slightly concave. Face : anterior

margin flatly hollowed out in the middle. Antennce buff, terminal three joints

dark brown.

Thorax : pronotum buff, considerably deflected towards the head, almost uniform

in width, with two deep fovese on each side, placed one near the outer margin,

and the other about in a line with the inner margin of the eyes : mesonotum

convex, widest across the base of the posterior portion. Elytra transparent,

pale yellow with a slight fuscous tinge, thickly and finely wrinkled transversely,

costal margin at the base broadly rounded, costal basal cell broadest in a line

with the base of the cubitus, its apex terminating in a short narrow stigma ;

radius almost straight, extending to the apex ; petiole of the cubitus longer

than the posterior arm ; width of the cells of the furcations measured on the

margin almost equal. Legs buff. Claws dark brown.

Abdomen, 2 , buff, slightly greenish on the under-side at the base ;
genital plate

elongate, about one and a half times as long as the basal margin.

Length, I5 line.

The fine transverse wrinkling of the glossy and transparent elytra

is the best character I can at present give for distinguishing this from

all the other species of this genus.

A single $ example from Sarepta, but neither food-plant nor date

of capture indicated.

Aphalaea bicoloe.

Deep reddish or pui"plish-black. Head about one and a half times as broad as

long. Crown generally reddish -brown ; the usual fovea on each side distinct

and darker than the other portion of the surface, posterior margin concave.

Face, aiiterior margin faintly hollowed out in the middle.

Thorax : pro- and mesonotum deep reddish-black, lateral margins, especially at and
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around the insertion of the elytra, red. Elytra pale yellow, scarcely transparent,

nearly twice as long as broad ; radius straight, terminating in the apex
;
petiole

of the cubitus about one-fourth longer than the posterior arm ; posterior fur-

cation elongate, about twice the length of the anterior measured on the margin :

pro- and mesonotum pale yellow. Lec/s pale yellow.

Abdomen bright green
;
genitalia bright green, upper margin of the processes of the

<J very narrowly black. Length, 1 hue.

Taken at Astrachan in August, but at present I am unable to say

upon wliat plant. Appears to be a common species, as a number of

individuals were sent to me in a quill. Unfortunately the shaking in

transit detached the antennfe in every case. Its small size and

peculiar coloration will at once enable any one to recognise it.

Trioza el^agxi.

Delicate pale green. Head almost perpendicular. Crown : down the middle a little

more than one-half the width between the eyes, on each side near the posterior

margin is a fovea, from which proceeds a deep channel running obliquely in the

direction of the lower margin of the eye ; posterior margin concave. Face :

lobes delicate pale green, about two-tliirds the length of the crown, measured

down the centre, sparingly clothed with some very fine pale hairs, base of either

nearly equal to the length, divergence at the apex equal to the base of either.

Ei/e$ reddish-brown. AntenncB very pale, 9—10 joints black.

Thorax green : protiotiim narrow, deflected to almost in a line with the head ; meso-

notum convex, anterior portion {dorsulum) nai-rowed towards and rounded at the

middle of the anterior margin, posterior angles produced into a short spine ;

posterior portion on either side adjoining the insertion of the elytra with a

distinct round callus. Elytra clear, transparent, about two and a quarter times

as long as broad, nerves white ; costal margin convex, greatest convexity-beyond

the middle, apex obtuse ; radius flatly convex next the base, then concave to-

wards the costal margin, and recurving just before joining it, junction con-

siderably before the apex. Legs delicate pale green. Tarsi pale. Claws black.

Aldomen, <? ,
pale malachite-green, sparingly clothed with short, very fine white

hairs ;
genitalia clothed with very fine white hairs, genital plate conical, lieight

about equal to twice the width of the base, processes in outline, shaped some-

what like the breast and neck of a bird with the breast-shape inwardly
; $ pale

malachite-green, genitalia inclined to brownish ; upper genital plate considerably

longer than the lower one, from which it diverges and curves upwardly.

Found upon Elceagmis angustifolius in June and July at Petrowsk

(Caucasus)

.

The earlier stages of the life of the species are at present un-

known.

Lee, S.E. : 2lth January, 1880.
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NOTE ON DISCOPUS, A GENUS OF SOUTH AMEEICAN LONGICOENS,

FAMILY LAMIIDM.

BT H. W. BATES, F.L.S.

Discopics is one of the numerous genera of conspicuous and

beautiful insects characteristic of the fauna of the Eastern slopes of

the Andes, a few degrees north and south of the equator, i. e., from

New Granada to about the middle of Peru. The range of the genus,

like that of many genera of butterflies of this region, extends some few

hundred miles down the plains of the Amazons, but without reaching

so far eastward as the confluence of the Rio Negro. "Within its area

it is represented in the different river valleys by a number of similar

species, some of which scarcely rise to the distinction of more than

local forms or races. The genus is allied to the European Acantlio-

deres, differing chiefly by the antennse being ornamented, on the third

joint, by a cylindrical brush of silky hairs, and by the elytra having a

strongly-elevated rib down the middle of each, from base to apex.

The name (suggested by the pair of brushes which the insects seem to

bear on their antennae) was proposed by M. J. Thomson, who first

separated these insects ivom AcantJwderes. The genus, as will be seen

in the following enumeration, has been eni'iched by the researches of

Mr. C. Buckley, in Ecuador, but the species described were mostly the

fruits of his first journey.

1. Discopus sPECTABiLis, Bates, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., Novem-

ber, 1861, p. 476 (Acanthoderes). Hab., Ega, Upper Amazons. Dis-

tinguished by its rich black colour, and the narrow and interrupted

ashy-white sutural vitta, without oblique belt of the same colour across

the middle of the elytra.

2. D. EQUES, n. sp.—Paullo major, elytris apice latius et recfius

truncatis : fusciis, antennis castaneis, scopis fusco-casfaneis : elytris

mactilis parvis, segreqatis,fuJvo-cinereis, viz. una utrinque pone scutel-

lum, duahus medianis oblique positis, altera supra unguium apicalem,

guttis autem nonnullis suturalibus versus apicem.

Long. 9 lin., ^ $ .

Hab. : Chanchamoyo, Peru (Dr. Thamm).

Agrees with D. spcctahilis in wanting the median oblique cinereous
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fasciae possessed by other species. In its place there ai-e two rounded

spots, a larger one on the side, and a smaller one on the disc and

farther from the base. The sutural stripe is, however, much less in-

dicated in D. eques, there being only a few minute specks behind the

middle, and an isolated spot at the extreme apex, which is more

squarely-cut than in D. spectahilis, each elytron being sinuate-truncate,

with the sutural not much less (at least in the ^) produced than the

exterior angle. The head and thorax are spotted with pale tomentum,

and the legs coloured as in D. spectahilis.

3. D. PATRICIUS, n. sp.—Fulvesce7iti-fiiscus, velutiniis, ahdomine

nigro : antennis pedihusque ohscure rufescentibus, scopis fusco-nigris :

elytris apice oblique truncatis, angulis exterioribus dentiformibus, supra

tomenio cinereo juxta suturam et apud discum snbcrebre maculafis,

Quaculaque majori rotunda laterali post humerum, altera paullo oiiinori

suturali post scutellum. Long. 8 lin., ^

.

Hab. : Eastern Ecuador (Buckley).

The ashy-tomentum is spread over the apical half of the elytra,

including the suture, in numerous small specks. The colour of the

elytra is a rather light coffee-brown, with a silky lustre.

4. D. BucKLETi, n. sp.—Supra rufescenti-fuscus velutinus, elytris

vitta suturali {guttisfuscis crenulata^fasciaque obliqua mediana cinereis

:

antennis pedibusque rufo-castaneis, femoribus subtus abdomineque nigris,

scopis nigro-fuscis : thorace vitta laterali, vittulis dunbus virguliformi-

bus dorsalibus, maculaque postica marginali cinereis.

Long. 7—8i lin., ^ ? .

Hab. : Banks of the Morona, Ecuador (Buckley).

The velvety pile of the elytra is of a rich coffee-brown colour, and

the ashy-white marks form a sutural vitta (irregular on its outer

margin and crenulated by brown specks on the suture itself), a broad

oblique submedian fascia, and a small spot near the apex and outside

the rib.

5. D. COMES, n. sp.-—Supra tomento velutino atro-fusco vestitus,

elytris vitta suturali fasciaque obliqua utrinque mediana cinereis

:

fronte cinereo; thorace atro-fusco, vitta lata dorsali alteraque utrinque

laterali cinereis : antennis piceis, articulis 4—11 apice {vel toto) ohscuri-

oribus, tertio scopo atro-fusco : pedibus nigris, tarsis tibiarumque apice

fulvis. Long. 8^ lin., (^

.

Hab. : Eastern Ecuador (Buckley).
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The markings of the elytra are more simple and sharply-defined

than in any other species : the white sutural vitta being compact,

except two emarginations near the scutellum, and the oblique fascia

extending from the margin near the shoulder to the mid-rib of the

elytra. The sutural vitta is, however, marked from the middle of the

elytra to the apex with a series of round dark spots, and similar spots

are seen on the fascia.

6. D. PEINCEPS, n. sp.—Precedentiproxime affinis, at differt colore

nigerrimo, vitta suturali immaculata ; antennis nigerrimis articulis

4—10 hasi griseis. Long. Q\—8^ lin., ^ ? .

Hab. : Pebas, Upper Amazons (Hauxwell).

Yery closely allied to D. comes, having a similar ashy-white fore-

head and uninterrupted sutural vitta and oblique fascia. But the

colour in D. princeps is a deep black, richer and deeper even than in

D. spectalilis, which colour extends to the antennse and the legs, in

the latter of which only the tarsi and the extreme apex of the tibise

are of the usual fulvous hue. The sutural vitta is free from the dark

spots which mark its central part along great portions of its length

in D. comes.

7. D. ANTENNATUS, Guerin, Verhandl. Zool. Yer. Wien, v, p. 599

(^Acanthoderes)

.

Hab. : Banks of the Napo.

According to the description this species differs from D. comes

chiefly by wanting the sutural ashy vitta of the elytra, there being only

a large spot behind the scutellum. The oblique fascia is present, and

the velvety tomentum of the elytra is of a castaneous colour.

8. D. QUADRiscoPULATUS, Thomsou, Physis, ii, p. 146.

Hab. : Gruatemala.

This, and one or two other undescribed species, occurring in

Central America, differ from the typical forms in having a pencil of

hairs at the end of the 4th, as well as of the 3rd, antennal joint. They

differ also in other characters, and, according to Lacordaire, scarcely

belong to the genus. They are much smaller and less conspicuous

insects than the true Discopi.

Bartholomew Road, Kentish Town, N.W.

:

March, 1880.
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THREE WEEKS' BUTTERFLY-COLLECTING IN THE ALPS.

BY W. A. FORBES, F.L.S.

The following is an account of a short ti'ip in the Alps of Dauphine

and Piedmont made last summer bj myself, in company with Messrs.

Salvin and Godman, and Capt. Elwes. Our object was quite as much

to enjoy a change and breathe fresh air, as to catch butterflies, though

we devoted most of our time to the latter pursuit. We left London on

June 22nd, and reached it again on the 11th of July, so that we were

only about three weeks, and as we got over a good deal of ground in

that time, rarely staying more than one night in a place, a large part

of our trip was spent in travelling. Our route was as follows : from

Chambery we drove, by St. Laurent du Pont, a village close to the

famous monastery of La Grand Chartreuse, to Voiron, and thence by

rail to Grenoble. From there we proceeded to Bourg d'Oisans, and

next day over the Col du Lautaret—a driving pass about 6800 ft. high

—to Briancon. Mr. McLachlan* had made known to us before starting

his experiences some years ago of this part of the Dauphine Alps, but

unfortunately we were too early for Lepidoptera, the snow lying still

thickly about the top of the pass above La Grave, where, indeed, we

narrowly escaped being carried away by a small avalanche^—a catas-

trophe that happened to a small cart that had preceded us by about an

hour. At Briancon, although over 4000 ft. above the sea, we got for

a while into a more southern fauna, as evidenced by the occurrence

of such forms as M. Dejone, and the beautiful yellow " orange-tip " A.

* I visited this part of the Alps of Dauphine as far as the Col du Lautaret, in the beginning
of July, 1876, in company with M. Constant (then of Autun, now of Cannes), who joined me at
Grenoble, and a botanist from the neighbourhood of Bordeaux. This district had long been
known to members of the jMpine Club, and possessed the peculiar attraction of a mountain (La
Meije, over 13,001) ft.) that had, up to that time, baffled all attempts to scale it (it has since been
several times successfully ascended), in addition to many other inducements for mountaineers of

the more amateur class ; it was also well known to botanists as a paradise for rare alpine plants,

and it supplies (through its adventurous and migratory inhabitants) many of the horticultural
establishments of Europe {and even of Ameiica) with them, either in the form of seeds or roots.

French entomologists had also visited it ; but it had rarely seen an English net ; yet there are
probably few districts in Europe so favourable for a Lepidopterist ; it is not favourable for a
IS'europterist, owing to most of the streams havuig their source in glaciers. It has the advantage of

a magnificent military road, a wonderful piece of civibengineering. British tourist-entomologists
.should decidedly make its intimate acquaintance. It is ea.sy of access. From Grenoble to the sum-
mit of the Col du Lautaret is about oo English miles by diligence and mail. Grenoble can be reached
from Loudon in about "27 hours (on my return I left that city at 3.15 p.m., and was at home in my
study before 7 p.m. next day). The end of June is too early, even in an ordinary season, and in

such a season as 1879 was a month too early. I would recommend entomological tourists (not
pressed for time, nor wanting to go over too much gi-ound) to stay first at Bourg d'Oisans, where
there is a comfortable inn, kept by an obliging old Frenchman, M. Martin i'' H6tel de Mil-an").

Afterwards they should push on to the Col du Lautaret, where there appears to be good accommo-
dation at the Hospice on the summit (subsidized by government, as a refuge for wayfarers m the
long winter months). My head-quarters were at Bourg d'Oisans and La Grave, the latter at the
foot of La Meije. But I think (for an entomologist) the Hospice is preferable to La Grave. This
latter is a miserable village with a poor inn, offering no special inducements, excepting to Alpine
climbers : the sleeping-quarters were over the stable (which is, perhaps, cleared out once a year),

the food was indifferent, the charges not moderate : and, moreover, newly-arrived strangers are
liable to an indisposition (already alluded to several times in the records of mountaineering), that
may place them (as it did me and one of my companions) hors de combat, and take several days to

shake off. (The water, and the sudden change of temperature from the excessive/)/ hot experiences
of Bourg d'Oisans were both blamed for this ; but there has been no report from an official

sanitary inspector 1 ). Any British entomologist who is not specially connected with water in-

sects should visit this district ; and even the exception I have made would, perhaps, not hold
good in the autumn months, when the glaciers have discharged their annual surplus.—K. Mc
Lachlan.
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euphenoides. The Mediterranean fauna would, therefore, seem to ex-

tend up the valley of the Durance quite into the Alpine district,

From Briancon we drove by Mont Genevre, a pass of about 6000 ft.,

over the frontier to Oulx, a small village (at an elevation of 3500 ft.)

on the Mont Cenis railway, between Bardoneche and Susa, and

after a day there, proceeded to Turin. Spending the Sunday there,

we, after a good baking, were glad to get away early next morning,

and travel by rail to Arona, and then up the lake by steamer to

Baveno. Baveno being hot and crowded, we left next day, and drove

up the Val Anzasca to Ponte Grande, a charming village about 2500

ft. above the sea, with a lovely view of Monte Eosa. Finding good

quarters here, we stayed several days (from July 1—5). The Val

Anzasca is a good example of an Italian alpine valley, and proved like-

wise very productive in insects, though the weather was not as fine as

it might have been. "We only had one really fine day, July 3rd, and on

that Mr. Salvin and I working down the valley towards Vogogua, saw

or caught fifty-two species of butterflies, not a bad day's work for one

morning between 8 and 2 p.m. In this valley below Ponte Grande

alpine and southern species were curiously interblended, as evidenced

in such forms as Neptis and Libytliea occurring with Parnassius and

other mountain insects. From Ponte Grande we went further up the

valley to Macugnaga, and after spending a day there, over the Monte

Moro pass (about 9000 ft.), and down the Saas Thai to Saas, and

eventually Visp. After this, except for an hour or two near Bienne,

on our way home, we had no occasion to use our nets.

The total number of species of Mhopalocera seen or caught by us

during the trip was 103, and, had the weather been finer, this number

would, doubtless, have been increased. We altogether missed numbers

of common Alpine species, as owing to the unusual amount of snow

that had fallen during the winter, the season was extremely backward,

so that had we started a fortnight later, our "bag " would, no doubt,

have been correspondingly increased. A list of some of the more un-

common species we obtained is appended.

Papilio Fodalirius : Chambery, Col du Lautaret, Briancon, &c.

Parnassius Apollo : Yal Anzasca, Col du Lautaret, &c. P.

Mnemosyne : Val Anzasca, above Ponte, Macugnaga.

Pieris napi, var. bryonice : several near Macugnaga.

Anthocliaris Bella, var. simplonia : rather common towards, and on,

the top of the Col du Lautaret. A. euphenoides : this truiy Mediter-

ranean species occurred, but not commonly, at Briancon ; one specimen

was seen at an elevation of about 5000 ft., on the road towards Mont
Genevre. All seen were males.
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Leucophasia Duponcheli : Oulx (?) and Briancon. At the time

we did not distinguish this from the common species, so only got two

or three specimens. According to M. Bellier de la Chavignerie (Ann.

Soc. Ent. Prance, 1869, p. 514), this species is, in France, almost con-

fined to the lower parts of the Basses Alpes, and the neighbourhood

of Digne, and Aix in Provence.

Colias Ediisa, var. Helice : Oulx, Chambery, &c.

Thecla iJicis : round bushes in the Val Anzasca. This and T.

o-iihl were the only " hairstreaks " met with.

Poli/ommatus virgaurefs : Val Anzasca, not numerous. P. Hip-

pothoe, var. Euryhia: upper parts of Val Anzasca, and near Macugnaga.

-P. Alciphron, var. Gordius : this beautiful " copper " was abundant

in the Val Anzasca, flying about, and settling on, the flowers by the

sides of the road. The males were by far the most numerous ; a few

were also caught at Baveno and near Briancon. P. Dorilis : near

Chambery, Briancon, Val Anzasca, &c. ; the males commoner. The

alpine form {suhalpina, Speyer) occurred at Macugnaga.

Lyccena argyrotoxus {=jEyo7i): St. Laurent du Pont, &c., common.

I/. Argus : very common in the Val Anzasca ; also on the Col du

Lautaret, at Oulx, and Baveno ; most of our specimens are referable

to the iorm. uEgidion (Meissner). L. Orion: not uncommon, flying

over the road, particularly where muddy, in the lower parts of the

Val Anzasca, but local, and generally worn. L. Baton : one at Bourg

d'Oisans, and a few at Briancon and Macugnaga. L. Eros : Oulx, and

more commonly in the Saas Thai, above Stalden. L. Icarus, ah. icar-

inus : Oulx. L. Evmedon : Oulx, and Saas Thai, above Stalden ; no-

where common. L. Escheri : Chambery, near Bourg d'Oisans, Oulx,

and Stalden, singly. L. Hylas : common at Oulx, Saas Thai. L.

Sehrus : Col du Lautaret, Oulx, males only ; we probably passed this

species over as the next in many cases. E. semiargiis : common at

Briancon, Oulx, &c. L. Cyliarus : rather common on the Col du Lau-

taret, and about Briancon, Baveno, and Val Anzasca. L. Alcoyi : Oulx,

a few. L. Arion : Col du Lautaret, Oulx, Saas Thai, &c.

Nemeohius Lucina : Chambery, Val Anzasca, &c.

Lihythea celtis : I saw, and caught, a single specimen of this S.

European species in the Val Anzasca, below Ponte Grande. This was

the only one seen.

Apafura Ilia, var. Clytie : a single specimen of this species was

seen, but not secured, on the road side near Baveno.

Limenitis populi : a fine female near Ponte Grande ; we saw

another higher up the valley, but failed to catch it. L. Camilla : I

caught a single specimen at Oulx, the only one we saw.
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Neptis Lucilla : we got two or three specimens, only in the Va)

Anzasca, of this species. This must be nearly its most western habitat.

Melitcga Phoebe : Briancon, &c., very common in the Val Anzasca.

3f. didyrna : Chambery and Val Anzasca. M. Dictynna : Briancon,

Macngnaga. M. Dejone : a few specimens at Briancon ; this species

is, according to Dr. Staudinger, confined to Spain and the South of

France. M. Athalia : abundant nearly everywhere in suitable locali-

ties ; in swarms in the Val Anzasca, with Jif. Phoebe and others. J/1

Parthenie : St. Laurent du Pont.

Argynnis Amathusia: common at Oulx, near Macugnaga. A.

There : Grodman caught a single specimen of this rather scarce species

in the Val Anzasca, above Ponte Grande. A. Lathonia -. common in

the Val Anzasca ; this species seems fond of settling on the dusty

roads, and has a peculiar jerking flight, unlike the other species of

Argynnis. A. Niobe : a single specimen of the tpyical silvery-spotted

form at Briancon ; curiously enough, wo saw nothing of Eris, which

is usually the commoner of the two.

Erebia Melampus : Val Anzasca and Saas Thai. E. Epiphron, var.

Cassiope : Saas. E. Geto : Col du Lautaret, Val Anzasca, and more

commonly near Macugnaga. E. Medusa, Val Anzasca, Macugnaga, &c.

E. Stygne : Col du Lautaret, Briancon. E. Evicts : on the Col du Lau-

taret near La Grrave, but mostly worn ; also near Macugnaga. E.

Euryale : Val Anzasca.

(Encis Aello : not very uncommon near Macugnaga, and also

caught in the Saas Thai, between Stalden and Saas.

Satyrus Alcyone : Val Anzasca and Saas Thai, common near Stal-

den, S. Semele, near Stalden. S. Actcea, var. cordula : a few near

Stalden.

Pararge Mcera : common everywhere in the alpine valleys. P.

Siera: Oulx Val Anzasca, nowhere abundant. P. Achine (== De-

janira) : two specimens in a wood near Bienne.

Coenonympha Arcania, var. Darwiniana : Chambery, Baveno, and

common in the Val Anzasca. The alpine form Satyrion occurred

sparingly in the Saas Thai.

Spilothyrus althcece : we got two specimens of this rather scarce

species in the Val Anzasca. S. lavatercs : this skipper was not un-

common one hot day flying over the road in the Val Anzasca, but it

was very lively and difiicult to catch ; we subsequently saw it again in

the Saas Thai, above Stalden.

Syricthus carthami: Briancon, Oulx, and Saas Thai. 8. Sao:

near Chambery, Briancon, Oulx. S. alveus -. Saas Thai and Oulx.

Hesperia Thaumas : Ponte Grande, Saas Thai. H, lineola -. Saas

Thai, and Val Anzasca.

Carterocephalus Palcemon (= Paniscus) : a single specimen caught

by Salvin near Chambery.

February 23rd, 1880.
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The generic name Pachymeriis in Hemiptera.—In the " Bulletin des Seances de

la Societe entomologique de France," 1879, p. 206,Dr. Puton has done me the honour to

reply to ray remark at p. 23 ante, and says, that " if Latreille has created the genus

Pachymerus for a section of Bruchus (Coleoptera) in his ' Families naturelles,' 1825,

ia the same volume, p. 422, he cites the genus Pachymerus, Lep. Sery. {Hemiptera),

and therefore the latter has priority." What Latreille did, I. c, was to allude to the

generic sections of Lygaus, adopted by Lepeletier and Serville in the " Encyclopedie

methodique," x, 322 (also 1825), thus—" On pent diviser ainsi les lygees : 1°, appen-

dices membraneux des elytres, soit tres-stries, soit arcoles a leur base et termines

ensuitepar des ncrvures; 2°, appendices membraneux n'oifrant que quelques nervures

longitudinales et souvent meme a peine distinctes. On pourra ainsi en detacher

generiquement (Pachymere, de Saint-Farg. et Serv.) les especes k cuisses renflees."

That is to say, that Latreille, although approving the generic distinction of the in-

sects thus characterized, did not therefore accept the name which the said authors

had applied to the genus, merely using it parenthetically in explanation. Indeed, he

could not have adverted to the name in any otlier sense, considering he had just

before (p. 386) used it for the genus of Coleoptera, for vrhich he had previously else-

where originated it ;* and he certainly would not have done this if he had not been

sure his name Pacliymerus liad priority over that of Lcpel. and Serv., because otherwise

it would ipso facto, and, to his own knowledge, have been at once superseded. So

also Amyot and Serville understood the matter, when, for this very reason, they

abandoned the name :
—

" Le nom de Pachymerus donne par I'un de nous (Enc. x,

322) ^ un demembrement des Lygceus de Fabricius, devait etre change puisque cette

denomination avait ete anterieurement appliquee par Latreille a un genre de

Coleopteres " (Hist. nat. des Insectes—Hemipteres, p. 253,1843). This was also

my argument, and its validity is not yet afPcctcd ; so that Pachymerus is not available

in Hemiptera, unless it can be shown that Latreille, and Amyot and Serville were in

error, which is not probable, considering the action the latter authors took in re-

linquishing tlie name, and thus confirming Latreille's position.—J. W. Douglas, 8,

Beaufort Gardens, Lewisham : January 12th, 1880.

Early appearance of Borcus.—On February 20th, I caught a fine ^ specimen

of Dorcus parallelopipedus crawling on a road close here. Is not this unusually

early for the insect ?—Tnos. H. Briggs, Hampton House, Teddington : March
I2th, 1880,

How to catch Cicindelldce.—On the sandy beach at Colombo, I came across a

very active Cicindela, and, after some considerable efforts to secure a specimen, gave

up the chase, thinking the seaweed, which teemed with life, the more profitable for

the half-hour I had for collecting. The species, moreover, was well known to me
from a series I have at home from the Andaman Isles. But the waving of the net and

the frantic movements of the foreigner, unusual here in the sun, were seen by half

a dozen little urchins of a neighbouring liamlet, and down they came to see what

was up. A few signs suggested the nature of the sport and instantly four or five

commenced pursuit. In a moment handfuls of sand were clenched and dexterously

* Agassiz gives "Pachynitrut, Latr., Efegne animal, 1817," but this date is an error. The name
is still used, as Latreille's, in Coleoptera.
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thrown at the basking beetles, and before they could disentangle themselves from the

otherwise harmless missiles, they were adroitly captured by the fingers of the agile

Cinghalese. I had a dozen in a few minutes.—Q-EO. Lewis, Ceylon : Feb. 3rd, 1880.

Description of the larva of Plodia interpttnctella.—On the 2l8t December,

1878, I received from Mr. J. E.. Wellman, of London, larvae of two species, supposed

at the time to be EphesticB, feeding on dried figs : from the one described below

Plodia interpunctella was bred.

Length about five-eighths of an inch, cylindrical, and of average bulk ; head

polished, the lobes rounded, and the mandibles prominent ; it is slightly narrower

than the second segment, adjoining the head, on the second segment, is a semi-

cii'cular polished plate ; the skin has a flabby translucent appearance.

Body almost uniformly a very pale straw-colour, the alimentary vessel showing

through the skin forming the darker medio-dorsal stripe ; the head and plate a

warm sienna-brown ; and the mandibles and the tips of the prolegs still darker

brown. There are no other noticeable markings.

These larvae lived on, apparently not increasing at all in size, and rarely feeding,

until June following, when loose silken cocoons were formed under the edges at the

top of their glass cylinder; and an imago appeared at the end of the month

following.—GrEO. T. Pobeitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : March 5tA, 1880.

On the structure of LampyridcB.-—In the Eeport of Proc. Ent. Soc, of Decern- .

ber 3rd, in Ent. Mo. Mag., I am made to say the amount of Phosphorescence in

Lampyridce was correlated to the length of the antennae. This is inaccurate. The

facts I called attention to were the development of the eyes, and especially those of !

the males, in direct proportion to the luminosity of the species, and to that of the

female when that sex has the superior power of giving light : and to the plumosity

ov Jlabellation of the antennae, being in inverse proportion. Therefore, a species or

genus with plumose antennje has usually small eyes in both sexes. Where the eyea

are large but equal in each sex then both sexes are luminous, and usually the male

especially, both being furnished with wings. Where the female is especially the

luminous sex, there the eyes of the male attain their largest development. And in

this case she is often unable to fly, the distension of the abdomen with ova being

apparently the cause of her losing her power of flight.

In this case the antennae are usually rudimsntary, and the male has lost his

light or nearly so.

The mimicry noticed by me was between this group and the CleridcB and

LycidcB.

You would oblige me very much by noticing this correction of what I wish to

express in the next number of your Magazine, if possible.—H. S. Goeham, Shipley,

Horsham : Febrttary 19^A, 1880.

The larva of Oelechia oceUatella.—In April, 1878, I found a few larvae mining

in leaves of Beta maritinia, at Tenby. From bad management, and the succulent

nature of the leaves, I reared only one, but captured two more among the food-plant.

In April last, I again searched for the larva, and found it pretty commonly on the

plants growing on the rocks.

When young, it is dirty yellowish-white, with dark grey dorsal vessel, head

pale brown, dorsal plate black, anal plate blackish.
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When full-grown, it has broad, interrupted, pink, longitudinal lines, the sub-

dorsal being the broadest, head and plates as before.

When very young, it turns down the edge of the leaf of Beta maritinia, making

a chamber of white silk, but it soon begins to mine the leaf, keeping especially to the

midrib, or else enters a young shoot, or even the stem : in fact, it seems as various

in its manner of feeding as Gelechia costella. When removed from its mine it is

very active, and wriggles violently, but when full-fed, leaves its feeding place to spin

up in a dead leaf, or among rubbish. Pupa light brown, in a silken cocoon. The

moths emerged this year late in June and through July, last year on June 22nd.

—

Chas. Or. Baebett, Pembroke : December, 1879.

The Field Natitealists' Hand-book, by the Rev. J. Q-. Wood and Theodoee

Wood : Cassell, Petter, Galpin, and Co., London, Paris, and New York. Pp. 167,

8vo (no date on title-page).

It is difScult to comprehend the raison d'etre for the appearance of this book.

It is a calendar purporting to give the young collector information as to the times

of appearance of British Macro-Lepidoptera, the time of flowering of British Plants,

and the time in which to find British Birds' eggs, interspersed with notes, and in-

structions for collecting, preservation, &c. But such calendars exist already almost

ad nauseam, and we fail to detect anything original, excepting in the treatment.

The authors show themselves profoundly ignorant of the veriest rudiments of the

practice of naturalists in penning and publishing such nonsense as the following

(when speaking of nomenclature) :
—" One well-established genus, for example, is

" broken into half-a-dozen new genera, while the original name is transformed into

"an order, sub-order, tribe, phalanx, &c., just as the writer chooses to call it."

We warn our younger readers against such assertions, which could only emanate

from writers without the slightest scientific aspirations, and may tend to reduce their

readers to the same level as themselves. The aim of a popular writer on Natural

History should be that of leading his readers to broad views, and not that of

narrowing their minds by ridicule and false statements ; and more especially when

those readers must, of necessity, mainly consist of the rising generation. The

mechanical part of the book appears to be well done ; the bulk of the authors' self-

asserted advice had better be ignored. Much sounder advice and information can

be obtained from a multitude of less pretentious works. At p. 36 is an exjDlanation

of a " moth-trap," which is said to have been so successful that more than forty

moths have been caught in it in one night. This is a modification of the American

invention explained in vol. ii, pp. 199—202, of this Magazine (1866), and which did

not, we think, fulfil the great expectations it appeared to hold out.

^^^ Entomoiogisk Tidskeift, pa foranstaltande af entomologisk foreningen i

Stockholm, utgifven af Jacob Spangbeko. Band i, Haft i, pp. 52. Stockholm,

1880, 8vo.

This Magazine, which is the organ of the newly-established Entomological

Society of Stockholm, supplies a want by furnishing the entomologists of the Scan-

dinavian races with a special journal devoted to their studies. According to the

prospectus (in French), it is intended to publish four parts a year. The type and
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getting-up are both in every way excellent, and this first part contains memoirs by

Spangberg, Holmgren, Wallengren, Sehoyen, and others. Communications may be

sent written in French, Latin, German, English, or any of the Scandinavian tongues,

but French is preferred, and when the vernacular is used, a short resume in French

will appear at the end of each part. Under the editorship of so young and ener-

getic an entomologist as Dr. Spangberg, we have no doubt the new journal will prove

both successful and useful.

Entomologicai Society of London, February Ath, 1880.—J. W. Dunning
Esq., M.A., F.L.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following elections took place :—Mr. P. F. Copland, of Hillcote, Buckhurst

Hill, as Member ; and Mr. J. B. Bridgman, of Norwich, and Mr. P. Cowell, of

Liverpool, as Subscribers.

Mr. Stainton exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Grigg, of Bristol, an example of

Heliothis scutosa, captured near Weston-super-Mare.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited an example of what, according to his experience, is the

ordinary "fire-fly" of the Amazon Valley

—

Aspisoma lineatum—which is not

alluded to in the works of Messrs. Bates and Wallace : its light was intermittent,

appearing at intervals of about two seconds, but it seemed able to extinguish it at

will for an indefinite period.

The Eev. H. S. Gorham questioned the advisability of applying the term "fire-

fly " to all luminous insects indiscriminately. With regard to our Lampyris noc-

iiluca, he did not think it possessed the powers of extinguishing its light when

ahirmed, and he thought the supposed " flashing " was due to the light-producing

surface becoming alternately exposed and concealed during the insect's movements.

Mr. McLachlan said that many years ago he and a companion had placed a large

number in their nets, and carried them for a long distance, the accumulated lights

producing quite a " sensation." He called attention to a discussion on the supposed

power of swarms of "fire-flies," to simultaneously exhibit and extinguish their lights,

that took place at meetings of this Society, May 1st, June 5th, and July 3rd, 1865

{vide Proc. Ent. Soc, ser. 3, vol. ii, pp. 94, 95, and pp. 101, 102 : Ent. Mo. Mag.,

vol. ii, pp. 24 and 72), in the course of which he had suggested that the phoenomenon

might be due to slight currents of air altering the position of the insects when flying,

and thus exposing and obscuring the light-producing surfaces.

Mr. Salvin said that in Central America the flight of Pyrophorns was in a

straight line ; and Mr. Meldola remarked that in Ceylon he had noticed a Lampyrid

very numerous ; its flight was straight, and not in swarms, and its light did not

appear intermittent.

Sir S. S. Saunders said that in Corfu and Albania he had constantly observed

the intermittent nature of the light of Luciola italica. There could be no doubt of

this ; the light was not merely temporarily obscured, but totally extinguished, and

all the insects in a swarm acted in unison in this lighting-up and extinction.

Mr. Meldola said he had once made experiments as to the nature of the light

of the glow-worm, and found that it was continuous, and spectrum analysis showed

it to be very rich in green and blue rays, and poor in red and yellow.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited the sexes of Isopogon hotientottus (Asilidce), a Dipterous

insect new to Britain, taken by him at Box Hill, and determined by Mr. R. H. Meade.
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The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Q-. Francis, of Adelaide, specimens

of an Australian moth {Anapcea), the larva of which feeds on Eucalypti.

A letter was read from Mr. Swinton, in which the latter aflBrmed there were no

well-marked differences in the larvae of Acronycta psi and tridens. (Has Mr. Swinton

really seen the larvse of both species ?

—

Eds.)

The Secretary read abstracts from a communication from Dr. H. Miiller to

" Kosmos," November, 1879, on the larva of Stauropus Jagi, affirming that its

structure served as a protection against the attacks of ichneumons.

The Kev. H. S. Q-orham read a continuation of his " Materials for a Revision of

the LarnpyridcB."

Dr. Sharp communicated a paper " On some Coleoptera from the Hawaiian

Islands."

March 3rd, 1880.—H. T. Stainton, Esq., F.E.S., &c., Vice-President, in the

Chair.

Dr. H. C. Lang, of 41, Berners Street, Oxford Street, and F. Crosbie, of The

Chestnuts, Barnet, were elected Members.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited several species of Scorpions with reference to a controversy

that had lately taken place in " Nature," as to these animals committing suicide by

stinging themselves to death. He pointed out that in some genera it was almost

impossible for the sting to reach a vital part, owing to the shortness of the tail, and

in others, where the tail was long, owing to the curvature of the sting. He con-

sidered the believers in the theory were under the influence of errors of observation.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Pim, a remarkably dwarfed $ of

Lycana Icarus.

The Secretary exhibited, on behalf of Mr. G. Francis, of Adelaide, eggs of

Chrysopa, placed on the edges of a leaf of Eucalyptus, and beautiful shell-like

scales formed by a species of CoccidcB, with the insects found beneath them.

The Rev. A. E. Eaton exhibited three plates from the series of drawings of

EphemeridcB he was having prepared for his forthcoming work on that Family.

They consisted of a Tricorythus, Batisca ohesa, Say, and an undetermined nymph
from Chili, the latter remarkable for having its maxillary palpi ll-jointed, and the

labial 14-jointed. In the nymph of Bcetisca, he remarked that the rudimentary

fore-wings are connate along the greater part of their length.

Mr. McLachlan said these drawings were some of the most beautifid and

detailed that had ever been executed for any family of insects.

Mr. Howard Vaughan exhibited series of Cidaria russata from the Isle of

Arran and Yorkshire, as exemplifying the local variation that exists in this insect.

The Rev. H. S. Gorham read a continuation of his paper on the Lampyrida,

and also extended notes on the structure of the antennae, eyes, light-giving segments,

&c., and their correlation. This occasioned a long and intei'esting discussion, in

which Mr. Stainton, Mr. Pascoe, Mr. W. C. Boyd, Mr. C. O. Waterhouse, Sir S. S.

Saunders, Mr. McLachlan, the Secretary, and others took part, Mr. Gorham replying

to remarks and objections.

Mr. C. M. Wakefield communicated a paper by Mr. R. W. Fereday on new

species of Lepidoptera from New Zealand.

Mr. Butler communicated a paper on "Synonyms of Heterocerous Lepidoptera.^^

Mr. C O. Waterhouse read " Descriptions of CetoniidcB and Cerambycidce from

Madagascar.
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NOTES ON TENTRREDINID^ AND CTNIPID^.

BY P. CAMEEON.

(Continuedfrom page 250).

Emphytus calceatus.—The larva, with black marks along the sides,

mentioned in Fauna of Scotland, Hymen., p. 20, is a form of E. calceatus,

and has no connection with Poecilosoma.

Fenusa melanopoda. Cam. {nigricans, Thorns.), is an alder feeder,

as I know from having bred it. My conjecture (Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc.

Grlas., 1875, p. 7) that it was Zaddach's F. pnmila (Beschr. neuer oder

wenig-bek. Blattw., p. 29, f. 12, copied also by Andre, Species des

Hymen., pi. xiv, f. 15, 16, under the name of pumila) is, therefore,

correct. Goureau (Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. [4], viii. Bull., pp. 17, 18)

likewise described its habits under the name oi pumila.

Nematus Zetterstedti, Dbm.—M. Andre (1. c. Catalogue, p. 14)

sinks this name for miniatus, Htg., described two years after the pub-

lication of Dahlbom's Clavis, because no description was given by

Dahlbom of Zetterstedti. This is true, but then it is figured (fig. 5),

which is as good as a description, seeing that it is perfectly recognisable.

I consider, therefore, that Dahlbom's name should stand.

In the same work (p. 152), M. Andre re-names Nematus hrevi-

cornis, Foerster, Foersteri. So far as I know, Foerster is the earliest

author who used the word hrevicornis for a Nematus, and I am at a

loss to know why his name is now changed. It is true that Dahlbom
applied the name to a Nematus (Conspectus, p. 7, No. 43), but he

neither described nor figured it, and it remained undescribed until

Thomson, in 1871, gave a description of it. There being thus two

distinct species bearing the same name, it is clear that one of them

must be re-named, and Dahlbom's (or rather Thomson's) name being

the latest must give way.

Nematus togatus, Zaddach.—Schr. Ges. Konigsb. 1875, pi. 6, fig. 3.

I found some larvae of this species in Arran last autumn, on hazel, but

did not rear the flies. They are, however, so distinct that I am certain

of their identity. No description has yet been given of the species in

any stage.

Nematus curtispina, Thoms., Hym. Scand., i, 152, 84, is a good

species, and not a vai'iety of miliaris, as I once thought. It differs

in both sexes from miliaris (viridis'), not to a large extent, certainly,

while Mr. J. E. Fletcher finds that the larva—which has pink dorsal

lines—is constant in coloration. These green Nemati are in a some-

what confused state, and their specific distinctions can only be

elucidated by rearing both sexes from the larvae.
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Nematits aurantiacus, Htg., Blattw., 197, 25.—Mr. C. W. Dale

has taken at Glanville's Wootton a Nematus, whicli agrees with the

above iu every way except that the stigma is not bluish-black at the

base, but this cannot be regarded as of much importance.

It is allied to pavidus, Lep., but is easily distinguished by its

more slender body, by the scutellum having two yellow spots, and by

the pleursB being yellow. It is not unlike the form of mi/osofides

without the black band on abdomen, but then that species has the

antennae quite black, and differs in many other points.

iV. aurantiacus, Thorns. (Hymen. Scand., i, 156, 89), is a different

species : it is pavidus, Lep.

Athalia rosce.—I feel satisfied that the habits of A. rosce as de-

cribed by Taschenberg and Boisduval are erroneous. The larva, I

am sure, is not attached to the rose, and the observations of these

authors must refer to Eriocampa canines {oetliiops. West.). A. rosce

seems to be attached to Ajuga. When at Thornhill last year. Dr.

Sharp asked me if I knew the saw-fly on the Ajuga ; not knowing

what species he meant, we went to the garden in search of it, and

there, on the first plant examined, we found A. rostB. This confirms

Mr. James Hardy's observation of its partiality for this plant. Dr.

Sharp told me that a saw-fly larva is found on it in the autumn, which

is, in all probability, that of the Athalia.

Blenvocnmpa bipunctata, KL, is stated to live in the rose branches,

boring in the pith, by Boisduval and Taschenberg. I think this obser-

vation must refer to Poecilosoma repandum, Fall., which has this habit,

while the description of its larva agrees tolerably well with that given

of the supposed hipunctata.

Aphilotlirix clementince, Gir.—I found the gall of this species at

Cadder, in the middle of October. It was then green, with pink

stripes.

Cynipsfolii, L.—Thomson (Opusc.Ent.,p.790),has called attention'

to the fact that the C.folii of Linne is the same as Hartig's, and, con-

sequently is different from the/b/a of Schenck and Mayr. That this

is the case is proved by the description given by Linne of the galls of

hi^folii: " gallis avellana; magnitudine," which scarcely can a])ply to

the gall oifolii, Schenck ; and, besides that, there is the fact t\\AifoJii,

Sch., is a rai'e South, or, at least. Central, European species, and not

found in Sweden at all, while Hartig's /bZ// {scuielhiris^Ol.) is common

there. The change of name seems to have been first made by Schenck
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(Nassauischen Cynipiden, p. 57), ou information received from Giraud.

Folii, Sell., will then requii-e another name. So far as I know, Schenck

was the first to describe it.

I have the following parasitic Cynipidce from the West of Scotland:

Allotria citripes, Thorns., 6f\'., 1861, 410, 18. A. trapezoidea,

Htg., is, I believe, a distinct species from A. citripes.

Allotria fuscipes, Thoms., I. c, 410, 19, bred from an A2^his on

Sallx aurita.

Allotria hrevis, Thoms., /. c, 408, 9.

Eucoela erytlirocera, Thorns., Opusc. Ent., 819, 1.

Heptameris pygmcea, Dbm., Thoms., Ofv., 1861, 398, 4; Scar-

borough, Dr. Sharp.

Eucoela picicrus, Gir. (Vei4i. z.-b. Ges. Wien, 1860, p. 143), is a

distinct species from E. hexatoma, Htg. It belongs to Foerster's

genus Hexacola, and the latter to his Hexaplasta. H. picicrus I have

from Sutherlandshire. See Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond., 1879, p. 117.

{To be continued).

FORMICA EUFA STRENaTHENINa ITS NEST BY TAKTNQ
WORKERS FROM OTHER NESTS.

BT C. O. EIGNELL.

In August, 1877, I discovered a very large nest of Formica rufa,

and observed a number of large workers bringing home to their nest

other ants as prisoners ; at that time I did not take much notice of it,

but during the winter the remembrance of it would occasionally crop

up in my mind; at last I resolved to visit the formicarium the following

year, which I did several times, and on my visit to it on the 23rd

August, I found the war operations in full activity, the ants issuing

from a magnificent formicarium, measuring at the extreme base about

forty feet in circumference, and in the centre about three feet in

height ; the small nest on which the raid was then made was about

200 feet from the large nest, the stream of workers was continuous,

the distance from each other on their homeward journey was about

eight or ten inches, each one bearing another worker between the

mandibles. The worker from the large nest, which I shall call No. 1,

would come up to the worker of the small nest, No. 2 (who evidently

was just returning home from a foraging expedition, and not knowing

what was going on at home), would exchange a few words, or some-

thing very closely allied, as if to say:— " Tou must come with
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me." No. 2 evidently replied, " No, I shall not, what have you to do

with me ?" No. 1 :
" You will have to come." No. 2 :

" If I must

come, you will have to carry me." A very slight resistance would

follow, when No. 2 would turn over on its back, be immediately seized

by No. 1, who would at once return towards the large formicarium ; this

was repeated almost every minute in the path which led through the

wood, whicb No. 2 had to cross to get to its home, the struggle was

carried on for many yards in the wood among the undergrowth, where-

ever the worker of No. 2 could be found. How long the battle lasted

I know not, I watched them about an hour, but before my departure

I boxed about a dozen of the amazons and their prisoners, and sent

half of them to the late Mr. F. Smith, who pronounced them all to be

without doubt Formica riifa.

7, Clarence Place, Stonehouse, Plymouth :

8th April, 1880.

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES OF HETEROCERA FROM WEST
AFRICA.

BY HEEBEET DEUCE, F.L.S.

SPHINGIDiE.
Basiana Hoenimani.

Pale ochraoeous. Palpi, head, thorax, and abdomen brown. Fore-wings crossed

by numerous indistinct waved brown bands. A broad silver-greyish band crossing

from the costal margin beyond the middle to near the anal angle. Hind-wings red-

dish-brown. Under-side pale yellow : both wings crossed by two reddish-brown

waved bands speckled with whitish scales. Exp. 6.^ in.

Hab. : Mongo-ma Lobah (G. Thomson).

In colls. F. J. Horniman and H. Druce.

AGAEISTID^.
EUSEMIA GEANDIS.

Black. Head, thorax, and abdomen black. Fore-wings with a minute white

spot at the base and crossed by two bands of pale yellow ; the first from the end of

the cell, but not i-eaching the costal margin, the second beyond, nearer the apex, both

bands are intersected by the black nervules dividing the first band into two, and the

second into four spots. The fringe at the apex white. Under-side the same as

above. Hind-wings black, tlie fringe white. Under-side bright red, with the

margins broadly black. Exp. 4 in.

Hab. : Mongo-ma Lobah (Gr. Thomson).

In colls. F. J. Horniman and H. Druce.

Allied to Eusemia ^_^/7'ws, Her.-ISchiiff., differing from it in having

a double band on the fore-wing, and wanting the white bands on the

hind-wing.
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EusEMiA Medeba.

Black. Head and fore part of the thorax with blue spots. Abdomen greyish-

white, with the base of each segment black, the apex bright orange. Fore-wing with

a small spot at the base, one at the end of the cell, a square spot below, and a round

spot close to, the anal angle, all white. A band of four white spots crossing the

wing near the apex from the costal margin to the middle of the outer margin.

Hind-wing greyish-white, the base, costal, and outer margins black. Under-side

the same as above, the base of the hind-wing is pale orange. Exp. 3 in.

Hab. : Old Calabar.

Coll. H. Druce.

EUSEMIA HOENIMANI.

Black. Head and fore part of the thorax with white dots, abdomen black with

white spots on the hind border of each segment, the apex pale yellow. Fore-wing»

black, with blue spots at the base, one in the middle, and one at the end of cell. A
large white spot close to the base, one beyond the middle, and one below, but not

reaching the inner margin. A white band near the apex, crossing from the costal

margin to near the anal angle. Hind-wings pure white, with the outer margin

broadly black. Under-side the same as above. Exp. 3^ in.

Hab. : Mongo-ma Lobah (Q-. Thomsou).

In colls. F. J. Horniman and H. Druce.

Allied to Eusemia pedasus, Her.-Schaff., from Madagascar.

ON PARTHENOaENESIS IN TENTHREDINID^ AND ALTERNATION
OF GENERATIONS IN CYNIPIBM.

BT J. E. FLETCHER.

Having bred a ? of Nematus miliaris on April 20th, I confined

her on a shoot of osier. Eggs laid by her were observed on May l7th,

and minute larvae on May 22nd ; by June 13th, the larvae were spun

up, and on the 16th, the imagines began to cnierge ; by the 20th all

had appeared—twenty-two in number, only one being a ? . From a

larva found on July 2Sth, I bred another ? on August 8th ; this also

I confined on sallow : she laid eggs which hatched, and the larvae were

half grown at end of month ; several of these larvae spun up in the

latter third of September.

On May 2Gth, I bred a ? of Nematas palUdus, and confined her

on black poplar (the food of the larva she was bred from), on a leaf

of which she laid eggs about the beginning of June, the minute larvae

from which were noticed on the l7th, but they did not thrive, all but

two dying when nearly full-fed, these two attained the perfect state

at end of July—both males.
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I have tried to breed from the following Cyniinice, but the result

is nil, due, in the case of the first species, to the weakness of the oak-

plant used :

—

Dryophanta folii (not scidellaris, Mr. Cameron informs

me), Ci/nips Kollari, and Neuroterus ostreus.

Happy Land, Worcester

:

December, 1879.

P.S.—I have just bred several ^ insects from another virgin ? of

N. miliaris.—Z. E. F. : 2nd Ajjril, 1880.

WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TEEM "SPECIES"?

BY H. T. STAINTON, F.R.S.

In the conmiuuication from the pen of Mr. Douglas in the March

number of this Magazine, reference is made to Professor Huxley's

recent work on " The Crayfish." So much in this work is applicable

to other branches of zoological science, that it is scarcely possible for

an Entomologist to peruse the book, without mentally applying sen-

tence after sentence to the groups of insects with which he is most

familiar.

Coleopterist, Neuropterist, Hemipterist, or Lepidopterist would

equally feel the force of the explanation of the terms species, genus,

family and trihe embodied in the following extract (commencing at

page 249) :

" All the individual crayfish referred to thus far, therefore, have been sorted

out, first into the groups termed s^iecies ; and then these species have been further

sorted into two divisions, termed genera. Each genus is an abstraction, formed by
summing up the common characters of the species which it includes, just as each

species is an abstraction, composed of the common characters of the individuals

which belong to it ; and the one has no more existence in nature than the other.

The definition of the genus is simply a statement of the plan of structure which is

common to all the species included under that genus ; just as the definition of the

species is a statement of the common plan of structure which runs throughout the

individuals which compose the species.

"Again, crayfishes are found in the fresh waters of the southern hemisphere.

* * * * The southern crayfishes, like those of the northern hemisphere, are

divisible into many species ; and these species are susceptible of being grouped into

six genera * * * on the same principle as that which has led to the grouping

of the northern forms into two genera. Eut the same convenience which has led to

the association of groups of similar species into genera, has given rise to the combi-

nation of allied genera into higher groups, which are termed Families. It is obvious

that tlie definition of a family, as a statement of the characters in which a certain

number of genera agree, is another morphological abstraction, which stands in the

same relation to genei-ic, as generic do to specific abstractions. Moreover, the defi-

nition of the family is a statement of the plan of all the genera comprised in that

family.
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" * * * These two families (the northern crayfishes and the southern

crayfishes) have in common all those structural characters, which are special to

neither ; and carrying out the metaphorical nomenclature of the zoologist a stage

further, we say that the two form a Tribe—the definition of which describes the

plan which is common to both families." (p. 252).

Griven a restricted group of insects of wide geographical distri-

bution, it would be possible to work up the subject in a similar way

to that which Professor Huxley has adopted iu treating of " The

Crayfish."

First we are introduced to the living crayfish, till we gradually

seem to acquire an intimate acquaintance with it ; we watch its career

from its earliest development till it begins to suffer from old age ; then

we are treated to its anatomy, its physiology and the homologies of

its various segments ; next we have all its nearest I'elations pai'aded

before us, and necessarily therewith comes their geographical distri-

bution over the surface of the globe, and whilst we learn distinctly

where these animals do occur, we feel that the regions where none

have at present been observed cannot be pronounced with equal con-

fidence as regions in which they do not occur. For, as Professor

Huxley well observes, " it is always difficult to prove a negative."

Unfortunately, no insects can expect to have their ancestry as

well preserved as are the fossil remains of crayfish, and the genealogy

of any group of insects must, therefore, remain much more involved

iu obscurity.

Mountsfield, Lewisham :

Ilarch, 1880.

NOTES ON UNKNOWN OR LITTLE-KNOWN LARY^ OF MICRO-
LEPIBOPTERA.

BY E. L. RAGONOT.

{continued/"rom p. loo).

Scopula decrejjitalis, H.-S.

The larva is quite unknown, the moth flies from June to August

in alpine countries.

Lemiodes pulvernlis, Hb.

The larva has been found by Herr Miihlig on Mentha aquatica, in

August, but it does not seem to have been described. The moth flies

sometimes abundantly in damp marshy localities where Mentha grows,

end of June and iu July.

Stenopteryx hyhridalis, Hb.

The larva has been described by Mr. Geo. T. Porritt in this
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Magazine, but as the larvae were bred from ova, the habits and mode

of feeding of the larvae at large are yet to be described. M. Constant

bred the moth from larvae found under stones, where, no doubt, the

larva fed on low plants. M. Cuny y Martorell says that the larva

feeds on Polygonum aviculare, Avhich is just the plant with which

Mr. Porritt fed his larvas.

The moth flies from the end of May to October, and it hibernates
;

there are probably two or more broods.

Scop aria.

The larvae are all moss feeders, and they have been but little bred,

only those of miirana, lineola, cratasgella, and angustea {coarctalis)

having been described.

S. amhigualis, Tr.

The larva, still undescribed, feeds at the beginning of April in

moss on tree trunks ; the moth appears from June to August sitting

on the trees.

^S*. hasistrigalis, Knaggs, ulmeUa, Dale, atomaJis, Db., gracilalis, Db.,

and alpina, Dale, all appear in July (the three latter in Perth-

shire), and the habits of the moths and the larvae are quite

unknown.

S. Zelleri, W. K.

Larvae unknown, the imago is taken in August, by beating hedges.

S. cemhrce, Hw.

Larva unknown, the moth sits on fir trunks in July and xlugust.

S. scotica, Buc. White.

According to Mr. Barrett, this would be a synonym of Zelleri.

S. duhitalis, Hb. {pyraleUa, Hb.).

The larva of this common species is still " wanted ;" it feeds in

March and April in moss, and the moth is fond of damp places in June

and July.

8. ingratella, 7i.

Larva unknown ; the moth flies in July and August in the Alps,

and in June and July at Folkestone.

S.frequenteUa, Stt.

Only a short description of the larva is given in the " Manual."

It feeds in moss in March and April, and the imago appears from June

to August sitting on tree trunks.
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S. resinea, Hw.

The larva, imd escribed, feeds in spring in moss and. lichens on ash

and apple trees, and the moth appears in July and. August.

;Si. phceoleuca, Z.

Nothing is known of the larva, the moth flies in July and August.

8. truncicoleJla, Stt. {mercuriellus, Zk., Tr.).

The larva has been found by Fischer von Eoslerstamm, who says

it resembles that of Orambus falsellus, and gives a short and. insufiicient

description. He says that it forms galleries under the thick earthy

moss on stones in the spring, and. the moth appears in June and July

sitting on stones and. fir trunks.

S. pallida, Stph.

The moth flies in boggy meadows, where rushes grow, in July and

August ; the larva is unknown.

("To be continued^.

NEW SPECIES or ALCIDION, A QENUS of LONGICORN COLEOPTERA.

BY H. W. BATES, P.L.S.

Alcidion is a tropical American genus allied, to the European

Leiopus, but well-defined, by its unarmed thorax and sub-triangular

elytra, the disc of which bears on each side a longitudinal carina ending

in an apical spine. Many species exist undescribed in collections.

Alcidion pulcheitm.

Tomento olivaceo-ochraceo vestitvm, elytrisfasciis tribus undulatis nigro-Juscis

pallido-marginatis : antennarum scapo gradatim incrassato, suhtus paullulum

pJanato : thorace postice qudm antice latiori, lateribus rotundatis : elytris humeris

conicis minus extantibus, tuberculo centro-basali utrinque conico, apice oblique trun-

catis, angido suturali vix acuta. Long. 5i lin.

Frontino, ]S"ew Granada (Salmon).

The dark elytral fasciae are broad and angulated ; the second is

sometimes broken into three transverse spots (one on the suture), and.

the third does not reach the suture.

Alcidion l^tulum.

A. bispino qffine at minor, humeris minus extantibus, articulo basali antennarum

apice haud clavato infra longe sinuate. Subtrigonum,fuscum, elytris griseo Icete

variegatis ; thorace medio angulato dorso obtuse bituleroso ; elytris humeris vix pro-

minulis apice ut in A. bispino et dorso acute carinatis, carina centro-basali brevi

nigro-penivillata ; pedihus testaceo-rujis tibiis nigro-biannulatis antennis testaceo-

riifis articulo basali cceterisque apice tantum nigris ; corpore subtus rufescenti;

abdomine ut in A. bispino et affinibus apice bispinoso. Long. 3^ lin.

Bahia (Edw. Keed).
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Alcidion delethm.

A. hicriatato proxime affine,at multo brevior et latior. Obscurefulvitm; thorace

aiitice et postice constricto medio transversim convexo lateribiis tumidis dorso bitu-

heroso ; elytris subtrigonis ajyice oblique sinuato-tnincatis angulo suturali distincto,

exteriori longe late producto acuta, carina centro-basali brevi fortiter elecato culmine

breviter dense ciliaio, disco obtuse pluri-costatis, costis 1 et 2 ante apicem conjunctis

ibique griseo-lineatis et interstitiis nigra notatis ; autennis rvfo-testacels articulis

apicefuscis. Long. 5 lin.

Cayenne. Sent to me from Paris as Alcidion deletum, Dej.

ALCIDIOlSr YENOSUM.

A. bispino forma similis, elytris versus apicem rectius angustatis. Olivaceo-

griseum, thorace lateribus antice jyaulo tumidis, supra Uevi ; elytris trigonis, basi

rectis, humeris elevatis sed non lateraliter praminulis, delude usque ad apicem rede

attenuatis, apice brevissime oblique truncatis angulo suturali haud armato, exteriori

longe spinaso, supra lineatim punciatis, carina centro-basali brevi antice fortiter

elevata, postice declivi nee pilosa, disco obtuse bicarinato carinis ante apicem con-

junctis unaque ad spinam continuatis griseo-lineatis ; autennis pallidis articulis apice

obscuriaribus ; femoribusfusca-nigris basi rujis ; abdamine rufa medio nigra.

Long. 45 lin.

Eio Janeiro (Petropolis). Rev. H. Clark.

Alcidion humekosum.

A. bispino affine at humeris multo magis praminulis. Subtriganum, capite et

thorace piceis IcBteflava-serice is, hoc lateribus simpliciter leviter rotundatis supra

IcBvi; elytris grasse punctatis, humeris maxime extantibus conicis apice sinaata-

truncatis angulo suturali prominuli exteriori longe spinaso, supra carina centro-basali

brevissima canica apice penicillata disco carina acuta usque ad apicem extensa alter-

aque abbreviata si exteriori, nigro-fuscis, late cinereo-marmoratis basi et humeris

rufis aureo-sericeis ; antennis nigris basi infra ciliatis ; femoribus et coxis viridi-

testacea-glaucis tibiis et tarsis nigris ; carpare subtus nigra glauco-puhescenti.

Long. 4| lin.

Macas, Ecuador (Buckley).

Alcidiois' nebulosum.

A. bispino praxime ajffine et humeris magis extantibus conicis subfalcatis arti-

culoque basali antennarum apice haud clavato subtus bijlexuosa. Sultrigonum, capite

tharaceqite fuscis hoc lateribus medio angulatis dorso grasse et obtuse bituberculata ;

elytris lineatim pauciter p^tnctat is, humeris valde praminulis oblique conicis apice

sinuato-iruncatis, angulo suturali prominulo, exteriori longe spinaso ; supra carina

centro-basali brevissima canica apice longe nigra barbata, disco carina acuta usque

ad apicem extensa alteraqae ci exteriori abtusissima,fulvo-griseis basi rifescentibus,

prope basin fascia nigro-fusca, ante apicem fusco-nebulosis et punctatis ; antennis

rufo-testaceis, carpore subtus et pedibus glauco-testaceis. Long. 4| lin.

Macas, Ecuador (Buckley).

Bartholomew Road, Kentish Town :

April, 1880.
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Saprinus immundtcs and other beetles, cf-c, at Hunstanton, Norfolk.—At the

end of July and beginning of August last year, I spent some little time at Hunstan-

ton, Norfolk, near the mouth of the Wash : in spite of the bad season Coleoptera

were by no means scarce :—the most interesting capture perhaps was Saprinus

immundus in considerable numbers. Gyllenhal, who first described the insect, and

other writers (including Thomson), give as the great distinction of the species

the fact that the sutural stria is abbreviated, and not united to the second dorsal

stria : the specimens at Hunstanton were, however, in all stages, some having the

sutural stria entirely connected with the dorsal stria, some having them indistinctly

connected, and some entirely disconnected : one or two had slight traces of aberrant

striae on the clear space on the elytra : all the specimens were perfectly mature and

in good condition.

I also took Saprinus rugifrons, metallicus (two specimens), maritimus (one

specimen), and nitidulus. The Necrophori were represented by N. vestigator and

interruptus, and the Aphodii by A. scyhalarius, foetens, nitidulus, and rufescens (the

latter being accompanied by a peculiar dark form). Choleva Watsoni s\so occurred.

StaphylinidcB were not very abundant and seemed chiefly to consist of P^«7om^Aws

hipustulatus and varians. I found, however, Bledius opacus in some numbers and

one Bledius tricornis. All these beetles I obtained on the sandhills, those to the

north of the town being far the most productive : many others also occurred,

among the most noticeable being 3£asoretis WetterhalJi, Harpalus servus, Pterostichus

picimanus, Bryaxis Helferi, 2\acerdes, Crypticus, Cillenus, &c.

From brackish brick-ponds not far above high water mark, I obtained Berosus

affinis in numbers, Berosus spinosus, and several species of Ochthebius (bicolon,

cBratus, marinus, &c.), but only one species of Agabus (conspersus) , and two of

Hydroporus (conjluens &nd planus)'

On the top of the cliffs Podagrica fuscicornis literally swarmed on mallow

accompanied by the usual Apion maloce and rufirostre, and a few Brachypterus

gravidus, Aphthona hilaris, &c.

I did not do much inland collecting, but found a good many things, the best

perhaps being small Anisotoma diibia {? sciba), Salpingus castaneus, Ocypus compres-

sus, and MordelUstena inaqualis, and a single specimen of the now apparently rare

Apion simile. Engis humeralis and rujifrons and Cis nitidus also occurred in fungus

at the foot of alders.

In the window of one of the rooms of the house where I was lodging, I found

a specimen of the very rare Trichopteryx Guerini, and also T. Montanduni and

anthracina.

A specimen of Micrits filicornis, a species which has only, I believe, been taken

in England by Mr. Matthews, was, I feel sure, taken on the same window, but I

unfortunately omitted to attach the locality to it, and so cannot with absolute

certainty say whore I found it.

CorixcB were swarming in every stage in the brick-ponds above mentioned.

Mr. Douglas has kindly looked over a number of those I took and found among

them C. Geoffroyi, Panzeri, ajffiiiis, nigrolineata, hieroglyphica (light and dark

forms), lugubris, prcBusta, concinna, and a doubtful species. Other Hemiptera

were not abundant, the only ones at all worth notice being Dictyonota crassicornis

a,nd Calyptonotus lynceus.—W. W. Fowlee, Repton, Burton-on-Trent : March
\bth, 1880.
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The rearing of Arctia caja in coloured light.—A batch of eggs of the common
tiger-moth was divided into three equal portions, and placed, under precisely similar

conditions, in three separate larva-cages covered with glass, of which the colour was

red, blue, and violet, respectively. Those under the violet-colour were soonest

hatched ; the voracity of the larvse was enormous, the quantity of the food eaten by

them being quite double that consumed by the others, and their gi'owth was some-

what quicker. There was very little variation among the moths developed, and it

was apparent in the greater or less marginal extension of the white markings of the

fore-wings, which was in nowise referable to the difference in the light ; but all the

pupae under the violet glass were developed fourteen days before those under the red

and blue covers.—Gr. ScHOCH (in the Mittheilungen der schw. entom. Gesellschaft,

V, 540 [1879]).

[The accelerated germination of seeds and develojDment of roots in cuttings of

plants under blue glass has long been known, and is attributed to the favouring in-

fluence of the actinic rays of solar light, M'hen the calorific and luminous rays are

excluded by a blue medium. It is interesting to find that an analogous acceleration,

presumably by the action of the same principle, is also caused in insects, under like

conditions.—J. W. D.]

Description of the larva of Cidaria fulvata.—I did not know the larva of this

common species until June 16th, 1877, when, on the occasion of an excursion of the

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union to Sharlston, near Wakefield, I beat one out of rose.

Since then I have found it easily enough.

Length, about five-sixths of an inch, and of average bulk in proportion ; head

rather narrower than the second segment, it has the lobes rounded, and when at rest

appears to be notched on the crown, the notch, however, is really on the second

segment, being formed by an extension of the skin into two prominences above the top

of the head, and thus forming the notch. Body of nearly uniform width, rounded above

and below, but the two portions divided by a wrinkled lateral ridge ; the skin has

also a wrinkled appearance, and the segments are very distinctly divided.

Head, and the ground colour of the body, uniformly bright pale green ; dorsal

stripe composed of a double grey line ; sub-dorsal lines of the same colour, but more

boldly defined ; a yellow margin extends along the lateral ridge forming the

spiracular line ; and the segmental divisions are also yellow. Ventral surface, legs

and pro-legs, bright pale green, the jjostcrior segments yellower, and all the segmental

divisions yeLow.

On the 25th of the same month the larva changed to a pupa amongst the leaves

of its sprig of rose ; this was about three-eighths of an inch long, the colour almost

uniformly a dull green. From it an imago emerged on the 13th of the following

month. —Geo. T. Pokeitt, Highroyd House, Huddersfield : Aj^ril 2nd, 18S0.

Papilio Hector, L., roosting in flocks.—My brother, R. S. Eaton, C.E., informs

me that, in the Bombay Presidency, during the latter part of the " rains " (Sept.

—

Dec.) in the beginning of the cold weather, this butterfly commonly roosts in flocks.

About sunset they betake themselves to trees—usually the "Babul" (a species of

gum acacia)—clinging to the under-side of the subpendulous branches towards their

extremities in crowds of many hundreds ; and there they rest until the sun is well

up.—A. E. EAio>, 51, Park Road, Bromley, Kent : Ibth April, 1880.
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Occurrence of Limnophilus suhcentralis, Brauer, in Britain.—I have received

from Mr. J. J. King, of Glasgow, a ^ of this insect, captured by him at Aviemore,

Inverness-shire, in 1878. Considering its authenticated continental distribution, it

is surprising it had not sooner been detected in these islands. In general appear-

ance it is very like L. lunatus, yet unlike the ordinary dark British form of that

insect. Its structural characters are very different : for these I refer to my
" Revision and Synopsis," p. 64, pi. viii. These structural characters have suggested

a difficulty. I received from Finland both L. suhcentralis and borealis, under the

latter name, as determined from my figures. The suggestion was significant, although

not intended. There is great structural affinity between suhcentralis and horealis.

Yet, no one seeing the two insects side by side, would, I think, venture to suggest

specific identity. Nevertheless, it is convenient that suhcentralis be removed from its

immediate local position as regards lunatus, and be placed close to horealis, and

such a position will be given to it in the Systematic Catalogue at the end of my work.

The name "suhcentralis" is not altogether new to us. It appeared in vol. ii of

this magazine, p. 158 (December, 1865), bxit ei'roneously, as is indicated at p. 183 of

the same volume (January, 1866).

L. suhcentralis is liable to be mistaken for L. lunatus by markings ; it has

proved itself liable to be mistaken for L. borealis by structure. It is a much nar-

rower insect than the latter, and I do not think it possible there can be any specific

connection ; yet there is undoubtedly close affinity.—R. McLachlan, Lewisham :

April, 1880.

Notes on two British Trichopterous insects.—IS-^wmg on three or four occasions

found Anaholia nervosa deviate from its habit of "not flying till it is quite dark"

(Revis. and Synopsis, p. 103), it seems right I should give some account thereof. As

the strangest deviation occurred only once, many years ago, I should not be justified

in hoping to repeat the observation now, in the fag end of life ; I, therefore, give

you my experinece for what it is worth.

In October, 1858 or 1859, in a meadow a few yards from Langherne Brook,

Hallow, early in the afternoon of a fine day, I saw some twenty specimens of this

insect flying to and fro beneath the boughs of two or three young ash trees in a

hedge row, at a height of one to eight feet from the grass. I caught some half-dozen

specimens, which remained the only representatives of the species in my collection

till within the last ten years, when they were replaced by fresh specimens.

In 1871, I saw a specimen flying by day, which was caught and kept.

In 1875, I again caught a specimen flying by day.

Last autumn, I was by the river Teme, on a fine but slightly hazy day, when I

saw three specimens flying, between noon and 2 o'clock.

In all but the first mentioned instance, the siDecimens flew singly, and seemingly

only for change of resting place. The day in every case was calm, and there were

no visible disturbing influences at work, my collecting at the time being conducted

quietly, by watching and observation.

I met with many specimens of Chatopteryx villosa last autumn, by sweeping

bushes and herbage, and by observing them sitting in copula, on leaves, chiefly of

alder ; they sat quite exposed on the upper-side of the leaf, indifferent to the full

daylight and to enemies (if they have any but man).—J. E. Fletcher, Happy
Land, Worcester : mth March, 1880.
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Ahiindance of Nematus riheaii in 1880.—With the beginning of the second

third of this month Nemattis ribesii appeared in immense numbers. On the 13th,

I killed fifty ? in half an hour (all the time I could spare), yet there seemed no

diminution of their numbers.

—

Id.

Effect of sudden change of temperature lipon hive-lees.—On taking a walk yes-

terday afternoon, up towards the Merrow Downs, I found the roadway strewed with

what seemed to me dead bees ; thinking the circumstance of interest, I put a few into

a pill-box to examine at leisure, but no sooner was I within doors, than the increase

of temperature caused the bees to come to life again.

I have often observed this temporary torpor in St/menoptera before on this ele-

vated tract of Chalk Hill, but at the pi*esent moment it appears to furnish an

instructive illustration of tlie sudden change of temperature, and fall in the ther-

mometer, ushered in by April, after the warm March suns. Thinking the subject of

interest, I enclose the editors of the Ent. Mo. Mag. a few of the sufferers in an alive

and dead state.—A. H. Swinton, B infield House, Waterdeu Road, Gruildford :

Ajyril I2th, 1880.

Gastrodes ahletis in Worcestershire.—Mr. Norman's notes on this insect having

attracted my attention, I venture to give an account of the little I know of it here.

In the early spring of the year 1857 it was common on Abies excelsa, at Peg-house

Wood ; but, as that place has long been closed against collectors, I have not obtained

it there since. In March last, I beat two specimens from spruces at Old Hills, and

obtained three others from cones of the same tree at Stanbrook.

I have eight specimens of the first lot, which I shall be glad to give to any one

requiring the species.

—

3. E. Fletchee, Happy Land, Worcester : April \Uh. 18S0.

Notes of Observations on Injurious Insects. Report, 1879. By E. A.

Ormerod
; pp. 44. London, W. Swan Sonnenschein and Allen, 1880, 8vo.

Miss Ormerod and her assistants have continued their useful task of recoi'ding

the amount of damage occasioned by various injurious insects, and the present

Report is considerably more bulky than those preceding it. A large amount of

useful information has been collected, especially interesting in connection with the

weather of 1879. It was a season remai-kable for the paucity of most insects, and

yet it must have been noticed by even the least-observant that a few sijecially noxious

species were pre-eminently destructive. We consider this to a large extent due to

the fact that the vital energy of the plants was lowered by the meteorological con-

ditions, and that the same numerical abundance of their insect enemies would not

have caused an equal amount of damage in an ordinary season, and would not then

have been so noticeable. We throw out this suggestion as exemplifying the

principle we have always held, viz., that the damage occasioned by insects is usually

in proportion to the condition of the plant, vigorous health in the latter often

successfully combatting the action of the former. 1879 was a season in which we

think market-gardeners might have advantageously tested the value of the much-

vaunted " Paris-gi'een," especially with regard to the pre-eminently abundant
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celery-fly, which, to our knowledge, rendered acres of celery fields of no value. It

is possible the judicious application of a preservative at a critical moment might have

saved much of the crop. A few words as to prevention and cure. We have little

faith in the possibility of the latter, because absolute concerted action over a large

district cannot be obtained, and without it all attempts are useless ; the former

should be regarded as the main object to be held in view.

Samuel Constant Snellen van VollenTioven, the worthy successor of Do Haan,

as Director of the Entomological portion of the Eoyal Museum of Natural History,

Leyden, departed this life on the 22nd of March, 1880.

He was born at Eotterdam on the 18th of October, 1816, and was consequently

in his 64th year at the time of his decease. The last letter received from him by

the writer was written at the end of December last, in which he complained tliat he

was " miserably sick and ill," his illness being caused by " nothing else than the

natural influence of the detestable weather of this month."

To entomologists who did not know VoUenhoven personally, it must sufHce to

say that his was of a most genial disposition, ever ready to assist the student, and

whose loss in Holland it seems almost impossible to replace. The portrait of him,

published in the Transactions of the Dutch Entomological So-iety, although a

tolerable resemblance, gives no idea of the pleasant expression of his features.

The large collections of insects which from time to time have arrived at the Leyden

Museum from the possessions of the Dutch government in the Eastern Ocean, en-

abled VoUenhoven to continue the work commenced by De Haan, on the Crustacea

and Papllionida;, in a series of " Essais d'une faune entomologique de I'archipel

Indo-Neerlandais," one of which, on the sub-family Pierides, with 7 plates,* he

dedicated to the unwortliy writer hereof. Two other of these " Essais " were

devoted to the Hemipterous sub-families Scutellerides (1883) and Pentaiomides

(1868), each with four coloured plates.

The insects of the Order Hemiptera were indeed especial favourites with Vol-

lenhoven, who published, in 1878, a fine volume, entitled, " Heraiptera-Heteroptera

Neerlandica," with 22 plates, 8vo, 'S Grravenhage, containing descriptions of all the

species which have been found in Holland ; and, in his last letter to the writer, he

stated that he was engaged in preparing a Memoir on some Semiptera, having

received a large series of insects from M. Lansberge, which he was then engaged in

arranging. But it will be by his Memoirs on the transformations of different species

of saw-flies {Tenthredinidce) that VoUenhoven will be best known in England : the

text of these very careful and excellently illustrated life-histories having from time to

time been translated by Mr. May (whom the writer had the pleasure of first meeting

at the house of VoUenhoven, in Leyden), and published in the "Zoologist," of

Edward Newman.

The Ichneumonidee were also carefully studied by VoUenhoven ; and, besides

his " Schetsen ten gebruike bij de Studie der Hymenoptera " (a series of extremely

useful plates, containing outline figures of all the modern genera of the Linnean

Ichneumones, including the minuti),'he undertook an extensive work, with the title of

* Published in large 4to, by Martimis Nijhoff, La Haye, 1865.
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" Piimcographia : Illustrations of more than 1000 species of North-West European

IchneumonidfE, sensu Linnfeano," of which eight parts in large 4to have appeared,

with 40 plates, each containing from 8 to 12 insects, so that nearly half the work has

been published. The figures are beautifully drawn, the chief part being magnified.

A separate Memoir on certain exotic species of Ichneumonidce, also from his pen,

recently appeared in the Stettin, ent. Zeitung.

English Lepidopterists ought also to be gi-ateful to the memory of the deceased

for the continuation of Sepp's great work on the Lepidoptera of Holland. A second

series of this work, with 150 coloured plates, containing beautiful illustrations of the

transformations of Dutch species of butterflies and moths, having already appeared,

He also published a list, with descriptions, of the new species of insects col-

lected in Madagascar by M. Pollen, in the great work undertaken by that traveller.

VoUenhoven was one of the editors of the Tijdschrift voor Entomologie, pub-

lished by the Dutch Entomological Society, to which publication he contributed

numerous Memoirs, for the most part illustrated by his own pencil.

Enough has been said to prove that VoUenhoven was an entomologist in the

truest sense of the word.

His last letter to the writer concluded with the words, " Vale ac me semper

inter amicos habe,"—but

" Friend after friend departs : who hath not lost a friend ?"

—I. O. W., Oxford : 1st April, 1880.

iE. A. HeUmuth von Kiesenwefier.—Thia celebrated Saxon entomologist died

recently at Dresden, at the age of 60, he having been born in 1820. The first notice

of any published article by him dates as far back as 1842, in which year he com-

municated a paper to the Stettiner entomologische Zeitung on a species of Colymhetes.

In the same Journal, and in the Berliner entomologische Zeitschrift, are very

numerous memoirs from his pen, chiefly on Coleoptera, and especially on the groups

of that Order at which he more particularly worked, and also giving the entomo-

logical results of many and varied excursions in different parts of Europe, and more

especially in mountainous districts. Notably a Coleopterist, he yet did not by any

means confine his attention to beetles, as the list of his published papers shews.

Apart from his separate papers, his memory will always be respected in connection

with the " Naturgeschichte der Insecten Deutschlands," only the Coleopterous

portion (and that incomplete) of which has yet appeared. He undertook the Mala-

coderms, and two volumes on that division have been published, at long intervals

—

the last in 1877.

All his works have successfully stood the test of criticism, which time only can

render justifiable on such subjects. He was a conscientious labourer in the field of

natural science—would that there were more Kiesenwetters in these days of machine-

work in Entomology

!

In his native kingdom of Saxony, he will be long missed, not only as an ento-

mologist, and a prominent one, but also privately, and officially, as one of the King's

Privy-Councillors. He has died before completing his part of the great work on

which he was engaged. Let us hope some one will be found to succeed him.

'V
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